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DAWN OF FAME:

The Career of

Stanley G. Weinbaum

By

SAM MOSKOWITZ

The economic blackness of the Depression hung like a pall

over the spirit of America. The year was 1954 and even

though many may have desired the temporary escape which

science fiction provided, they frequently could not afford to

purchase more than a monthly magazine or two.

In such an atmosphere, publishers of the three surviving

science fiction magazines competed desperately for a dimin-

ishing pool of readers. Wonder Stories, Hugo Gernsback's

current venture in an exclusively science fiction magazine,

gave preference to stories with new ideas and unusual ap-

proaches to the worlds of tomorrow. In this, it was joined in

grim competition with Astounding Stories. This magazine,

after a nine-month lapse in 1933, had been purchased by

Street & Smith, and it also featured new and startling ideas,

labeling its most unorthodox stories "thought variants."
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Though harried by financial difficulties, Gernsback hu-

mored his teen-age editor, Charles D. Hornig, and took time

out to read a short story which had just come in the mail.

Publisher and editor, displaying remarkable restraint consider-

ing their mutual enthusiasm, wrote in the blurb for A Martian

Odyssey by unknown Stanley G. Weinbaum in the July 1934
issue of Wonder Stories: "Our present author . . . has written

a science fiction tale so new, so breezy, that it stands out head

and shoulders over similar interplanetarian stories."

Readers were unreserved in their enthusiasm. The torrent

of praise reached such proportions that Hornig, in reply to

a reader's ecstatic approval, revealed: "Weinbaum's story

has already received more praise than any story in the history

of our publication."

This statement was no small thing, for even in 1934 Won-
der Stories had a star-studded five-year history which included

outstanding tales by John Taine, Jack Williamson, Clifford

D. Simak, David H. Keller, Ray Cummings, John W. Camp-
bell, Jr., Stanton A. Coblentz, Clark Ashton Smith, Edmond
Hamilton, Robert Arthur, H. P. Lovecraft (a revision of the

work of Hazel Heald), and dozens of other names which

retain much of their magic, even across the years.

Told in one of the most difficult of narrative techniques,

that of the flash-back, A Martian Odyssey was in all respects

professionally adroit. The style was light and jaunty, without

once becoming farcical, and the characterizations inspiredly

conceived throughout. A cast of alien creatures that would

have seemed bizarre for The Wizard of Oz was somehow

brought into dramatic conflict on the red sands of Mars in a

wholly believable manner by the stylistic magic of this new

author.

It was Weinbaum's creative brilliance in making strange

ceatures seem as real as the characters in David CopperfieM

that impressed readers most. Twe-er-r-rl, the intelligent Mar-

tian, an ostrich-like alien with useful manipular appendages

—obviously heir of an advanced technology—is certainly one

of the truly great characters in science fiction.
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The author placed great emphasis on the possibility that

so alien a being would think differently from a human being

and therefore perform actions which would seem paradoxical

or completely senseless to us. This novel departure gave a new
dimension to the interplanetary "strange encounter" tale.

Twe-er-r-rl was not the only creature to whom difficult-to-

understand psychology was applicable. In A Martian Odyssey

there was also the silicon monster, who lived on sand, excret-

ing bricks as a by-product and using them to build an endless

series of pyramids; round four-legged creatures, with a pattern

of eyes around their circumference, who spent their entire

lives wheeling rubbish to be crushed by a giant wheel which

occasionally turned traitor and claimed one of them instead;

and a tentacled plant which lured its prey by hypnotically

conjuring up wish-fulfillment images.

How thousands of readers felt about Stanley G. Weinbaum
can best be summed up by quoting H. P. Lovecraft, one of

the great masters of fantasy.

I saw with pleasure that someone had at last escaped the

sickening hackneyedness in which 99.99% of all pulp inter-

planetary stuff is engulfed. Here, I rejoiced, was somebody
who could think of another planet in terms of something

besides anthropomorphic kings and beautiful princesses and
battles of space ships and ray-guns and attacks from the hairy

sub-men of the "dark side" or "polar cap" region, etc., etc.

Somehow he had the imagination to envisage wholly alien

situations and psychologies and entities, to devise consistent

events from wholly alien motives and to refrain from the

cheap dramatics in which almost all adventure-pulpists wal-

low. Now and then a touch of the seemingly trite would
appear—but before long it would be obvious that the author
had introduced it merely to satirize it. The light touch did

not detract from the interest of the tales—and genuine sus-

pense was secured without the catchpenny tricks of the

majority. The tales of Mars, I think, were Weinbaum's best

—those in which that curiously sympathetic being "Tweel"
figure.
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Too frequently, authors who cause a sensation with a single

story are characterized as having come "out of nowhere."

Weinbaum's ability to juggle the entire trunkful of standard

science fiction gimmicks and come up with something new
was not merely a matter of talent. It was grounded in high

intelligence, an excellent scientific background, and, most

important of all, a thorough knowledge of the field.

Weinbaum had read science fiction since the first issue of

Amazing Stories in 1926. Before that he had devoured

Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, Edgar Allan Poe, Jules Verne,

H. G. Wells, A. Conan Doyle, and Edgar Rice Burroughs, as

well as many of the great Utopian writers.

A graduate chemical engineer, Stanley G. Weinbaum left

that field in his early twenties, to try his hand at fiction. His

first successful tale was a romantic sophisticated novel, The
lady Dances, which was syndicated by King Features in the

early 1930s under the pen name of Marge Stanley, a combi-

nation of his wife's name with his own because he felt that a

woman's byline would be more acceptable on that kind of

story.

Several other experimental novels were written during this

period, including two that were science fiction: The Mad
Brain and The New Adam. He also turned out an operetta,

Omar, the Tent Maker, with the music written by his sister,

Helen Weinbaum Kasson; a short story, Real and Imaginary;

and a short-short, Graph. None of these was ever submitted to

a fantasy periodical during his lifetime. The operetta has

never been published or produced. A sheaf of poetry dating

from this period must be in existence, judging by the manner
in which he interspersed verse into the text of almost all of

his novels.

Weinbaum must have turned to writing because he was a

creative artist with an overwhelming urge to write, for cer-

tainly, as a means of earning a livelihood during the Depres-

sion, science fiction was not rewarding. He was thirty-two

years old when A Martian Odyssey appeared in Wonder
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Stories and the sum he received for the story, at the prevail-

ing rates, could scarcely have exceeded $55.

Over at Street & Smith, Desmond Hall, as assistant to F.

Orlin Tremaine, read the tale and was greatly impressed. He
prevailed upon Julius Schwartz, then the only literary agent

specializing in science fiction, to see what he could do about

getting some Weinbaum material for Astounding Stories.

Schwartz was also editor of Fantasy Magazine, a science fic-

tion fan publication, as well as a partner in the Solar Sales

Service with his close friend, Mort Weisinger. He had entry

to all editorial offices. The problem now was how to obtain

Weinbaum's address.

"Everyone believes that Weinbaum is a pen name for a

well-known author," he ventured to Hornig of Wonder
Stories.

"You mean Ralph Milne Farley?" Hornig queried, after

checking his files and noting that both Weinbaum and Far-

ley lived in Milwaukee. His expression was noncommittal.

"What address did Farley use?" Schwartz asked, hoping

that Hornig would be reasonably co-operative. "3237 North

Oakland Avenue," Hornig replied.

That was all Schwartz needed to know. He wrote Wein-
baum and offered to handle his work. Weinbaum agreed and

sent him a new short story, The Circle of Zero. It was turned

down by every magazine in the field, but an agent-author

relationship was formed that was to endure long after Wein-
baum's death and become a major factor in the perpetuation

of his fame.

Anxious to capitalize upon the popularity of A Martian

Odyssey, Homig urged Weinbaum to write a sequel. Wein-

baum agreed and then played a strangely acceptable trick

upon his readers.

An earlier draft of A Martian Odyssey had been titled

Valley of Dreams. Weinbaum found that, with a few addi-

tions and a little rewriting, it would serve magnificently as a

sequel. He made the changes and sent the story to Wonder
Stories. The story appeared in the November 1934 issue and
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if the readers suspected they were being entertained by the

same story twice you couldn't tell it from their letters.

Despite the intervention of the intrepid Julius Schwartz,

Wonder Stories might have kept Weinbaum on an exclusive

basis a while longer had it not been for an overexacting edi-

torial policy. Weinbaum had submitted Flight on Titan, a

novelette speckled with such strange life forms as knife kites,

ice ants, whiplash trees, and threadworms. It was not up to

the level of the Odyssey stories, but was considerably superior

to the general level of fiction Hornig was running at the time.

Nevertheless, it was rejected because it did not contain a

"new" idea and Schwartz, toting it like a football around

end, scored a touchdown at Astounding Stories. The story

was instantly accepted.

Parasite Planet, which appeared in Astounding Stories for

March 1935, the month after Flight on Titan, was the first

of a trilogy featuring Ham Hammond and Patricia Burlin-

game. Though this story was merely a light romantic trave-

logue, the slick handling of the excursion across Venus with

its Jack Ketch Trees which whirled lassos to catch their food;

doughpots, mindless omnivorous masses of animate cells, and

the cyclops-like, semi-intelligent triops noctivans, charmed

the readers with a spell reminiscent of Martian Odyssey.

In a sense, all of Weinbaum's stories were one with Hom-
er's Odyssey, inasmuch as they were fundamentally alien-

world travel tales. The plot of each was a perilous quest. Be-

ginning with his tales in Astounding Stories, Weinbaum in-

troduced a maturely shaded boy-meets-girl element, something

brand new to the science fiction of 1935, and he handled it

as well as the best of the women's-magazine specialists. The

wonderful outre" creatures he invented were frosting on the

cake, an entirely irresistible formula.

To all this Weinbaum now added a fascinating dash of

philosophy with The Lotus Enters, a novelette appearing in

the April 1935 Astounding Stories and unquestionably one

of his most brilliant masterpieces. On the dark side of Venus,

Ham and Pat meet a strange cavern-dwelling creature, actu-
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ally a warm-blooded planet, looking like nothing so much as

an inverted bushel basket, whom they dub Oscar Intellectu-

ally almost omnipotent, Oscar is able to arrive at the most

astonishingly accurate conclusions about his world and the

universe by extrapolating from the elementary exchanges of

information. Despite his intelligence, Oscar has no philo-

sophical objection to being eaten by the malevolent trioptes,

predatory marauders of his world.

The entire story is nothing more than a series of questions

and answers between the lead characters and Oscar, yet the

reader becomes so absorbed that he might very easily imagine

himself to be under the influence of the narcotic spores which

are responsible for the Venusian's pontifical inertia.

Economic considerations as well as loyalty to the magazine

which had published his first important science fiction story

required that Weinbaum continue to consider Wonder Stor-

ies as a market, despite its low word rates. Realizing that the

magazine was reluctant to publish any story that did not

feature a new concept, he gave the editors what they wanted,

selling in a single month, December 1934, three short stories,

Pygmalion s Spectacles, The Worlds of If, and The Ideal.

The first, appearing in the June 1935 Wonder Stories, cen-

ters about the invention of a new type of motion picture,

where the viewer actually thinks he is participating in the

action. The motion picture involves a delightful boy-meets-

girl romance, ending when the viewer comes awake from the

hypnotic effect of the film to leam that he has participated

in a fantasy. All is happily resolved when he finds that the

feminine lead was played by the inventor's daughter and
romance is still possible.

The Worlds of If was the first of a series of three stories

involving Professor van Manderpootz, an erratic bearded

scientist, and young Dixon Wells, who is always late and
always sorry. The plot revolves about a machine that will

show the viewer what would have happened if he had—mar-

ried a woman other than his wife; not gone to college; flunked
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his final exams, or taken that other job. The humor is broad

2nd the plotting a bit too synoptic to be effective.

The second story in the series, The Ideal, has for its theme
the building of a machine v/hich will reveal a man's mental

and emotional orientation to reality through a systematic

exploration of his subconscious motives.

The final story, The Point of View, is based on the imag-

inative assumption that, through the use of an even more
remarkable machine—an "attitudinizer"—one can see the

world through the minds of others. The three stories are al-

most identical, varied only by the nature of the invention

itself. There is a striking similarity in theme and characteriza-

tion between this story and Erckmann-Chatrian's short story

Hans Schnapps Spy Glass—even to the use of the term "point

of view"—which appeared in the collection The Bells; or, The
Polish Jew, published in England in 1872.

Despite their slightness, the van Manderpootz tales are

important because fascinating philosophical speculations ac-

company each description of a mechanical gimmick. Enliv-

ened by humor and carried easily along on a high polish,

Weinbaurn's style now effectively disguised the fact that a

philosopher was at work.

Understandably gaining confidence with success, Wein-

baum embarked on a more ambitious writing program. He
began work on a short novel, the 25,coo-word Dawn of Flame,

featuring a woman of extraordinary beauty, Black Margot,

and stressing human characterization and emotional conflict.

A disappointment awaited him, however. The completed

novel went the rounds of the magazines and was rejected as

not being scientific or fantastic enough.

He altered the formula slightly, still featuring Black Mar-

got but sacrificing some of the literary quality for the sake of

action and adventure. The new and much longer version—it

ran to 65,000 words—was called The Black Flame.

With its hero from the present awakening in the future to

find himself in a divided world, its beautiful princess, its
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strange contrast of advanced science and medieval battle, and

its fast pace and color, it should have been the answer to

a pulp editor's dream. The novel was rejected a second time.

In his home city Weinbaum was invited to join a group

of fiction writers who called themselves The Milwaukee Fic-

tioneers. Members included Ralph Milne Farley, who had

earned a considerable reputation as creator of The Radio

Man series and other science fiction novels for Argosy; Ray-

mond A. Palmer, a future editor of Amazing Stories; Arthur

R. Tofte, an occasional contributor to the science fiction

magazines, and Lawrence A. Keating, a popular Western

story writer of the thirties. With his ready unaffected wit

and his interest in people and the world, Stanley Grauman
Weinbaum quickly won the sincere friendship of the entire

group.

Within a few months, Ralph Milne Farley—the pseudo-

nym of Roger Sherman Hoar, a former United States Senator

from Wisconsin—who was doing a series of detective stories

for Tme Gang Life, suggested a collaboration. Weinbaum
wrote with Farley, Yellow Slaves, which appeared in True

Gang Life for February 1936.

This was the first of several Weinbaum-Farley collabora-

tions, including Smothered Seas, which appeared in Astound-

ing Stories for January 1936 and dealt with the appearance of

a strange alga which forms a scum over the surface of the seas

of the world and then covers the continents, impeding trans-

portation. It was a pleasant but undistinguished story.

The method followed by Weinbaum and Farley in collab-

oration was puzzling, Weinbaum would complete the enure

first draft, and Farley would fill in the details and do the final

polishing job. This seems strange, in view of the fact that

Weinbaum was a master stylist, capable of writing the most

finished prose.

The rejection of Flame now convinced Weinbaum that he

would either have to write formula material for the pulps,

a formula of his own invention, or go unpublished. Precious

months had gone by in which he had written stories which
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satisfied him artistically but produced no income. The records

of his agent, Julius Schwartz, show that Weinbaum derived

net a penny from writing science fiction from the end of

December 1934 untu* June 1 5», 1935» when The Planet of

Doubt brought a check for $110 from Tremaine at Astound-

ing Stories.

The final story of the Ham and Pat series, The Planet of

Doubt sutlers by comparison with The Lotus Eaters. It is evi-

dent now that Weinbaum was planet-hopping for immediate

remuneration and not for the satisfaction of using his talent

to its utmost. But by the time this story appeared, in the

October 1935 issue of Astounding, Weinbaum could do no

wrong, and this amusing tale of the animated linked sausages

of Uranus was taken in stride by the readers.

It has been claimed that the pen name John Jessel, used

by Weinbaum for his story The Adaptive Ultimate, was

adopted because he feared that too many stones bearing his

own name were appearing in Astounding Stories and that an

increase in their number would not be wise.

The record of checks received at the time from his agent

does not bear this out. Weinbaum had made no sales to

Astounding for over six months. While Weinbaum may have

thought that recent rejections were the result of too many
appearances in Astounding, it seems far more likely that he

had been "typed" and that Tremaine believed that the read-

ers would look with disfavor upon any departure from his

original technique.

Strengthening this possibility is the experience of John W.
Campbell, Jr., who gained fame as a super-science writer in:

the Edward E. Smith tradition with novels like The Black

Star Passes, Islands in Space, and The Mightiest Machine,

and found it necessary to switch to the pseudonym Don A.

Stuart for his mood stories, Twilight and Night, so as not to

disorient his readers.

John Jessel was the name of Weinbaum 's grandfather and

the first story submitted to Astounding under that name, The
Adaptive Ultimate, was a complete departure from the type
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of science fiction which established Weinbaum as an out-

standing writer in the genre.

Whereas the Martian and Venus stories had been almost

plotless travelogues, made narratively diversified by ingenious

inventiveness and brilliance of style, The Adaptive Ultimate

was the most carefully plotted of all of Weinbaum's maga-

zine stories. With possible slight overtones derived from

David H. Keller's poignant Life Everlasting—the more likely

since Weinbaum listed Keller as one of his favorite authors

—The Adaptive Ultimate deals with a tubercular girl who is

injected with a drug that makes her body instantly adaptable

to any environmental change. The result is the cure of her

affliction, radiant beauty, high intelligence, and the astonish-

ing ability to defeat death by overcoming every possible

obstacle, not excluding a knife thrust to the vitals. There is

a concerted campaign to destroy her, led by the man she

loves, who fears she will eventually rule the world. When,
through treachery, he succeeds in overpowering her and
changing her back to a sickly, homely girl, he is overcome

with iemorse. "You were right," he whispers to the unhearing

girl. ' Had I your courage there is nothing we might not have

attained together." His punishment is the realization, even at

the moment when nothing remains cf her former magnificent

beauty, that he still loves her and that there is nothing he can

do to reverse the fact that she soon will die.

The Adaptive Ultimate was the first Weinbaum story to

be anthologized, appearing in The Other Worlds, a fantasy

volume edited by Phil Stong in 1941 . It has been dramatized

on the radio at least twice, the last time on Tales of Tomor-
row; in August 1952. Studio One produced it as a full-hour

show on television under the title of Kyra Zelas, and it was

re-enacted twice more under different titles and later released

as a motion picture called She-Devil.

The strength of this story, so adaptable to radio, television,

and motion pictures, rests in its compelling, powerful plot. It

clearly showed that Weinbaum could be, when the market

permitted him, considerably more than a mere literary stylist.
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When Weinbaum wrote Schwartz on July 10, 1935, "I

have been laid up as the result of a tonsil extraction for the

past several weeks but expect to be able to send you material

at a pretty steady rate from now
v
on," there seemed to be little

reason for concern. Weinbaum had already begun work on a

second story under the John Jessel byline, Proteus Island. On
August 6, 1935, he wrote to Schwartz in a somewhat more
disturbing vein. "Have been laid up again with a sort of imi-

tation pneumonia as a complication from the tonsil extrac-

tion, and as a result the John Jessel story is still in the process

of being finished."

Proteus Island was a well-written i3,coo-word biological

tale about an island where a professor's ill-advised experiment

has changed the genetic structure of all animal life and vege-

tation, so that no two tilings are alike. The tale is weakened

when Weinbaum fails to take full advantage of the poten-

tially powerful plot situation he built up, of a male visitor

falling in love with a girl who he believes has been subjected

to the harmful radiation of this island and therefore can

never have normal children. The story found acceptance no-

where under the John Jessel name.

It was obvious now that Weinbaum was a sick man. Each

of his letters spoke of heavier and heavier X-ray treatments

which drained him of energy for long periods of time. Despite

this, he continued to write. The Red Peri, sold to Astounding

Stories on August 17, 1935, brought $190 and was featured

on the cover of the November 1935 number. In an editorial

in that issue, Tremaine wrote: "Stanley G. Weinbaum has

been very ill. I hope he's able to sit up and enjoy this month's

cover and to see The Red Peri in print."

The Red Peri is a woman space pirate of phenomenal

cunning, daring, and beauty. The story was intended as the

first of a series. Standing by itself, it proved an entertaining

adventure story, barely qualifying as science fiction despite its

interplanetary locale and the interesting concept that the

vacuum of space would be harmless to a human being for

short stretches of time.
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In the same issue, The Adaptive Ultimate appeared as a

featured novelette, with its "superwoman" heroine. Add to

these the immortal Black Margot of Urbs, from the Flame

novels, and the dominant characteristics of Patricia Burlin-

game of the Ham and Pat series and we find in Weinbaum a

powerful fixation on the concept of the superwoman who is

tamed by love of a man. Evidence of domination by a strong

woman somewhere in his life? Evidence more probably of

his subconscious wish to meet a woman who was his intel-

lectual equal.

Despite his illness, Weinbaum continued writing, careful

to turn out the kind of stories he knew the magazines would

buy. Smothered Seas, in collaboration with Ralph Milne Far-

ley, and The Mad Moon were sold on the same day, Septem-

ber 27, for $110 and $100 respectively.

The Mad Moon is one of the finest of his queer animal

stories. It combines such novel creations as the long-necked,

big-headed, giggling "loonies"; a "parcat," half cat—half par-

rot; and semi-intelligent, ratlike "slinkers." Bizarre as this

menagerie is, Weinbaum combines them all into a delightful,

straight-faced minor masterpiece with just enough pathos to

lift it out of the category of ordinary adventures.

The Mad Moon was probably the last story Weinbaum
ever saw in print. On November 19 he wrote Schwartz: "Lord

knows I'm pleased to get your check on Redemption Cairn,

I've been in Chicago having some X-ray treatments again, and

I'm flat on my back recovering from them. I don't know
when Fll be able to get some real work done.

He never stopped trying. According to Ralph Milne Farley,

though pain-racked by throat cancer and barely able to speak

above a whisper, he continued to work on The Dictators

Sister, the first draft of which he finished before he died.

Saturday, December 14, 1935, Julius Schwartz, while in the

synagogue, received the following telegram from Ray Palmer:

"weinbaum died early nns morning." Though he had never

met the man, Schwartz broke down and wept. During the serv-

ices he offered a prayer for Weinbaum, who was of his faith.
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"Did you know that Stanley Weinbaum took off on the

Last Great Journey through the galaxies in December?" F.

Orlin Tremaine asked his readers in Astounding. "That he

set his course by the stars I do not doubt. Astounding Stories

is proud of his accomplishments in science fiction. He created

a niche for himself which will be hard to fill."

"A few months before his untimely death," Charles D.
Hornig, Weinbaum's discoverer, wrote in an obituary in the

April 1936 Wonder Stories, an issue which ironically marked

the end of that magazine under Gernsback's ownership, "he

promised us a third tale in the 'Martian' series—but did not

have time to complete it."

Fifteen months after his first science fiction story appeared,

Stanley G. Weinbaum's career had ended.

Few men were as instantaneously liked as Weinbaum. He
seemed to be surrounded by a sort of radiance, both mental

and physical, but he was modest and unaffected, with an

outgoing friendliness and a genuine interest in people. Under

the sponsorship of the Milwaukee Fictioneers, a memorial

volume was published soon after Weinbaum's death. Conrad

H. Pvuppert, who printed Fantasy Magazine , the fan publica-

tion edited by Julius Schwartz, played a key role in the prepa-

ration of this volume. He set the type of the 313-page Dawn
of Flame and Other Stories by hand and ran it off two pages

at a time in a limited edition of 250 copies. The sheets were

sent from New York to Raymond A. Palmer in Milwaukee,

who arranged with a binder to have the book bound in black

leather and stamped in gold.

This was the first appearance of Dawn of Flame anywhere,

and it revealed Stanley G. Weinbaum as a completely mature

literary craftsman, tremendously talented in dialogue and

superbly skilled in characterization. There is high poetry in

the closing passages.

The volume contained six shorter stories

—

The Mad Moon,

A Martian Odyssey, The Worlds of lfy
The Adaptive Ulti-

mate, The Lotus Eaters, and The Red Peri. The introduction

by Raymond A. Palmer was deemed too personal by Wein-
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baum's widow, so another by Lawrence A. Keating was sub-

stituted. Six copies with Palmers introduction are known

to exist.

Gernsback's Wonder Stories was purchased by Standard

Magazines and came under the editorial directorship of

Leo Margulies. Margulies placed Mort Weisinger, Julius

Schwartz's partner in the Solar Sales Service, in charge of the

magazine, which the Standard group retitled Thrilling Won-
der Stories. Weisinger immediately decided to publish The

Circle of Zero. An "idea" story, similar in mood to the Pro-

fessor van Manderpootz series, it deals with the drawing up

of memories from the past and the future. Too heavy on

theory and too light on action, it reads more like a movie

scenario than a completed work of fiction.

Learning for the first time that John Jessel was really a pen

name for Stanley G. Weinbaum, Tremaine changed his mind

about Proteus Island and published the novelette in the

August 1936 Astounding Stories.

A short story, Shifting Seas, which had been sold to Amaz-

ing Stories shortly before WeinbaunVs death, eventually

appeared in the August 1937 issue. It was a minor effort deal-

ing with a volcanic explosion that diverts the Gulf Stream,

almost freezing out Europe, and the eventual solution of the

problem by the construction of an undersea wall.

Now the search through WeinbaunVs old papers began in

earnest. The first story to be rescued from obscurity was Real

and Imagery, z charming piece which turned on the solution

to a mathematical formula. Retitled Brink of Infinity, it was

greeted with enthusiasm when it appeared in Thrilling Won-
der Stories for December 1936. No one noted that it was

actually a condensation and rewrite of George Allan Eng-

land's The Tenth Question, which appeared in the December

18, 1915, issue of All-Story Magazine. Obviously Brink of

Infinity was an early exercise in writing, which Weinbaum
never intended to have published.

In 1938, several important changes occurred in the science

fiction field. Amazing Stories was sold to Ziff-Davis magazines
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and Raymond A. Palmer became editor. He had Ralph Milne

Farley polish Weinbaum's last story, The Dictators Sister,

which was published under the title of The Revolution of

1980 in the October and November 1938 issues of Amazing
Stories. Having for its theme a dictatorship of the United

States, run by a woman who through hormone injections has

changed herself into a man, the story is excellent light enter

tainment.

The Black Flame, purchased at a bargain price of $200 for

its 65,000 words, helped insure the success of the first—Janu-

ary 1939—issue of Startling Stories. There seemed to be* no

end to "last" stories by Stanley G. Weinbaum. His sister,

Helen Kasson, finished one, Tidal Moon, which was published

in Thrilling Wonder, December 1938, but as he had written

only a page and a half and had left no outline it was not

significant.

Firmly entrenched at Ziff-Davis, which published books as

well as periodicals, Raymond A. Palmer persuaded the pub-

lishers that it would be a good idea to consider seriously

Weinbaum's early philosophical novel, The New Adam. It

appeared in hard covers in 1939 with some rather ambiguous

endorsements from Edgar Rice Burroughs, A. Merritt, Ralph

Milne Farley, and Raymond A. Palmer on the jacket. Trie

story of a superman with a dual mind who, because of his

fatal passion for a woman, sacrifices the opportunity to lead

the race that will replace humanity, is morbidly fascinating

despite its extremely gloomy outlook. It seemed incredible

that the same man who wrote with the delightfully light

touch of A Martian Odyssey, and who was able to produce

so gay a frolic as The Mad Moon while dying of cancer,

could have been so devout a disciple of Schopenhauer in a

more youthful period.

Still another very early novel, The Mad Brain, was con-

densed into novelette form and peddled by Julius Schwartz

to the magazines, with no takers. Finally it was published

complete as The Dark Other in book form by the Fantasy

Publishing Co., Inc., Los Angeles, in 1950. A reworking of
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the Jekyll and Hyde theme, it seems hardly worthy of Wein-

baum's unique talent and is of interest chiefly as a collector s

item.

A clever short vignette, Graph, dealing with the relationship

of business to blood pressure was uncovered by Julius

Schwartz and published in the September 1936 issue of Fan-

tasy Magazine. As late as 1957, the July issue of Crack Detec-

tive and Mystery Stories featured a rather second-rate detec-

tive story by Stanley G. Weinbaum, retitled Green Glow of

Death from his original title Murder on the High Seas.

The true importance of Weinbaum can best be estimated

by his influence. No less a master of science fiction than Eric

Frank Russell quite frankly both imitated Weinbaum's style

and copied his bent for queer animals to score a success with

The Saga of Pelican West, published in Astounding Stories

for February 1937; Henry Kuttner attracted attention in

science fiction by teaming up with Arthur K. Barnes to pro-

duce the Hollywood-on-the-Moon storier, mimicking Wein-

baum even down to the characters Tommy Strike and Gerry

Carlyle, who were little more than carbon copies of Ham and

Pat; John Russell Fearn, a very popular science fiction writer

during the late thirties, invented the pen name of Polton

Cross just to write stories that were parodies of Weinbaum.
More subtly, Weinbaum's methods have influenced dozens

of other authors, most strikingly Philip Jose" Farmer in his

masterpiece, The Lovers, a tale which would have done
Weinbaum no discredit.

How enduring Weinbaum's personal reputation will be

depends upon a relatively small number of stories, probably

A Martian Odyssey, The Lotus Eaters, The Adaptive Ulti-

mate, The Dawn of Flame, and, paradoxically, The Brink of

Infinity. The short span of his writing, the insistence of editors

that he write to a formula, the ravages of illness, and the

economic depression make it remarkable that he achieved

even as much as he did. The legacy he left the science fiction

world, however, is still apparent everywhere.



An Autobiographical Sketch of

STANLEY G. WEINBAUM

Well, I was born, if it makes any difference, in

Louisville, Ky., circa 1902, and educated, if at all, in the

public schools of Milwaukee and the University of Wiscon-

sin. While at the latter institution I assisted in the demise

of the now totally defunct Wisconsin Literary Magazine,

succeeded once in having it suppressed (the only time, in-

cidentally, that the publication ever showed a profit) and
was ejected in 1923. All the same, that crowd made Middle
Western literary history and is still making it, tho they've

scattered. It included the rising star of Horace Gregory, the

tragic Majory Latimer, Paul Gangelin, who writes plots for

the movies (one smash to two flops), and the less literary

but far more famous Charles Augustus Lindergh. who en-

joyed the honor of "graduating" with me. They summoned
him back for an honorary degree, but they haven't asked

me yet.

Anyway, as to how 1 personally became interested in

science fiction—I didn't. That's supposed to imply that

I've always been interested in it, from the days of such

juveniles as Robinson Crusoe, the Motor Boys series, and

Tarzan, and eventually to the real classics of Verne and

Wells. That doesn't exclude a few others who receive less

attention from science fiction readers than they deserve,

Bellamy (whose "Looking Backwood" is still a social in-

fluence in such movements as the erstwhile popular

Technocracy) Conan-Doyle, Poe, and Mrs. Shelley. Those

writers wrote with an attention to realistic detail that has

been rather neglected in these days of purple, green, or

crimson rays, of ant-men, beetlemen, lizard-men, and what

not. Science fiction has slipped a peg or two, right into the

epic stage, with heroes, demi-gods, and mythical monsters.

Or such is my impression.



And as to how I write—well, in longhand, with a pen-

cil, on a sheet of white paper. I can't type a first copy

successfully because the mechanics of typing takes too

much attention, at least the way I type. It isn't a total loss,

however, since it saves revision, which takes place during

the typing.

Other details—I suppose I ought to claim to write by

inspiration. I wish I did; it's far the easiest and most effec-

tive way, and don't think it can't be done either. It can; I've

known people whose minds worked that way, but I'm not

one of them. These fortunate souls suddenly receive an idea

pre-cooked and ready to serve, and down it goes, fever hot,

on paper. But I have to think up my ideas, plan them to a

fair degree of completion, and then write them. They
usually change somewhat in the writing, and I have had
them escape entirely, go rampant, and end up quite

differently from the original plan. That probably happens

to anyone who writes; one character, intended to be subor-

dinate, suddenly turns out to be too interesting an in-

dividual to ignore, and the plot gets warped around until he

(or occasionally she) is carrying the burden of the story.

That's even happened in novels, of which I've written a

few, not under my name, but I won't divulge the

pseudonym. Of course it's a rarer occurrence, because

novels have to be planned with some care, and even outlin-

ed on paper. One can't trust memory alone when sixty to

one hundred twenty thousand words are involved. Anyway,
1 can't. They say Voltaire wrote his "Candide" in twenty

hours, and Ben Hecht tried with fair success to duplicate

the feat in his "Florentine Dagger," but I'll bet that Ben at

least had a few ideas beforehand.

To return to science fiction, having made plain that I

like it, now I'll tell why I don't. There's one general

weakness and one universal fallacy in the material publish-

ed today. It's a tough one to express but perhaps the

preposition can be phrased as follows: Most authors, even

the best, seem imbued with the idea that science is a sort of

savior, a guide, the ultimate hope of mankind. That's



wrong; science, is utterly impersonal and never points a
way, nor is it interested in either the salvation or the

destruction of the human race. The words "should" and
"ought", in their moral senses, are not scientific words at

all, and when a scientist uses them he speaks not for

science but for philosophy or ethics, not as a scientist but
as a preacher. Science describes but does not interpret; it

can predict the results of any given alternative actions, but
cannot choose between them.

If that paragraph seems a little involved, here's an ex-

ample. The great sociologist Doe, we'll say, has discovered

that because of the unchecked breeding of the mentally
deficient, the human race will degenerate to the moron
level within fifty years. Now Doe can get excited as he
wishes over this as a member of the race, but as a scientist,

all he can say is something like this; "I call attention to the

probability that if we permit this trend to continue, in half

a century the average level of intelligence will have

descended to that of a twelve year old mind. If the trend is

to be checked, an effective means is sterilization of the un-

fit before reproduction is possible." Not "we ought to" or

"we should" but just if.

That's all science has the right to say. The choice then

enters the domain of ethics, and the battle is between those

who feel that the good of the race is paramount and those

who believe that the rights of the individual are sacred, and

that we have no moral grounds for violating them. Science

has indicated the roads, but ethics has to choose between

them.

A propos of this, I suppose all of us know which road

modern ethics would choose, but only a hundred and fifty

years ago, during the highly individualistic eighteenth cen-

tury, all the weight of the best minds was in the opposite

scale. Even a simpleton had the right then to fulfill his life

to the utmost, to find (theoretically at least) the greatest

happiness he could, even tho that included feeble-minded

offspring. In those years "life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness" meant exactly that.



All of which is quite beside the point. What course

ethics chooses doesn't make a damn bit of difference in the

argument, which holds that science is only a signpost and

not a guide. Say it again: Science is neither judge nor

savior. It cannot choose. It is a road map, not a standard.

Here's the element that makes so much science fiction

seem unreal. Half our authors use the word "scientist"

about as the ancient Egyptians used "priest"—a man of

special and rather mystical knowledge that has set him
apart from the rest of humanity. In fact, as soon as the

vvord is mentioned, one visualizes either a noble, serious,

erudite, high-principled superman, or depending on the

type of story, a crafty, ambitious, fiendish, and probably

insane super-villain. But never a real human being.

As for the weakness, that's simpler. It's merely that

most of our writers fail to take advantage of science fic-

tion's one grand opportunity—its critical possibilities, if

you get me. It's the ideal medium to express an author's

ideas, because it can (but doesn't) criticize every thing. I

mean—well. Western stories, for instance, have no critical

possibilities because they deal with conditions fifty years

dead. Romance has only a few opportunities in sociological

fields. Adventure is equally limited, but science fiction has

no limits. It can criticize social, moral, technical, political,

or intellectual conditions—or any others. It's a weapon for

intelligent writers, of which there are several, but they

won't practice its use.

Oh, a few have tried it. Dr. Keller does it well oc-

casionally, and Miles J. Breuer did it magnificently once or

twice. Dr. Bell (John Taine) touches on it at times, but

won't descend to practical suggestions. And by far the most
of this sort of writing, when couched in the usual form of

satire, is heavy, obvious, and directed at unimportant
targets. No one has attempted it on the scale of Bellamy,

who actually did criticize world social conditions in the

form of a science fiction story, and presented a sort of solu-

tion.

For science fiction can do what science cannot. It can



criticize, because science fiction is not science. It is, or at

least ought to be, a branch of the art of literature, and can

therefore quite properly argue, reject, present a thesis,

proselytize, criticize, or perform any other ethical func-

tions.

Or anyway, that's my opinion, and it won't make a bit

of difference to those readers (if any) who've plowed thru to

this point. The younger writers will stand by their guns—or

purple rays—and the younger readers will take as much
delight as ever in super-scientists, Earth-Mars wars, ant-

men, tractor rays, and heroes who save country, earth,

solar system, or universe from the terrible invaders from

Outside.

More power to 'em. I'd like to experience those same
thrills again myself.
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A MARTIAN ODYSSEY

^ARVIS STRETCHED HIMSELF AS

luxuriously as he could in the cramped general quarters of the

Ares.

"Air you can breathe!" he exulted. "It feels as thick as soup

after the thin stuff out there!" He nodded at the Martian land-

scape stretching flat and desolate in the light of the nearer moon,
beyond the glass of the port.

The other three stared at him sympathetically—Putz, the en-

gineer, Leroy, the biologist, and Harrison, the astronomer and
captain of the expedition. Dick Jarvis was chemist of the famous
crew, the Ares expedition, first human beings to set foot on the

mysterious neighbor of the earth, the planet Mars. This, of

course, was in the old days, less than twenty years after the mad
American Doheny perfected the atomic blast at the cost of his life,

and only a decade after the equally mad Cardoza rode on it to

the moon. They were true pioneers, these four of the Ares. Ex
cept for a half-dozen moon expeditions and the ill-fated de Lancey
flight aimed at the seductive orb of Venus, they were the first men
to feel other gravity- than earth's, and certainly the first successful

crew to leave the earth-moon system. And they deserved that

success when one considers the difficulties and discomforts—the
months spent in acclimatization chambers back on earth, learning

to breathe the air as tenuous as that of Mars, the challenging of

the void in the tiny rocket driven by the cranky reaction motors
of the twenty-first century, and mostly the facing of an absolutely

unknown world.

Jarvis stretched and fingered the raw and peeling tip of his

frost-bitten nose. He sighed again contentedly.
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"Well," exploded Harrison abruptly, "are we going to hear
what happened? You set out all shipshape in an auxiliary rocket,

we don't get a peep for ten days, and finally Putz here picks you
out of a lunatic ant-heap with a freafk ostrich as your pal! Spill it,

man!"
"Speel?" queried Leroy perplexedly. "Speel what?"
"He means 'spiel'" explained Putz soberly. "It iss to tell."

Jarvis met Harrison's amused glance without the shadow of a

smile. "That's right, Karl," he said in grave agreement with Putz.

"Ich spiel es/" He grunted comfortably and began.

"According to orders," he said, "I watched Karl here take off

toward the North, and then I got into my flying sweat-box and
headed South. You'll remember, Cap—we had orders not to

land, but just scout about for points of interest. I set the two
cameras clicking and buzzed along, riding pretty high—about
two thousand feet—for a couple of reasons. First, it gave the

cameras a greater field, and second, the under-jets travel so far in

this half-vacuum they call air here that they stir up dust if you

move low."

"We know all that from Putz," grunted Harrison. "I wish

you'd saved the films, though. They'd have paid the cost of this

junket; remember how the public mobbed the first moon pic-

tures?"

"The films are safe," retorted Jarvis. "Well," he resumed,

"as I said, I buzzed along at a pretty good clip; just as we figuied,

the wings haven't much lift in this air at less than a hundred

miles per hour, and even then I had to use the under-jets.

"So, with the speed and the altitude and the blurring caused

by the under-jets, the seeing wasn't any too good. I could see

enough, though, to distinguish that what I sailed over was just

more of this grey plain that we'd been examining the whole week

since our landing—same blobby growths and the same eternal

carpet of crawling little plant-animals, or biopods, as Leroy calls

them. So I sailed along, calling back my position every hour as

instructed, and not knowing whether you heard me."

"I did!" snapped Harrison.

"A hundred and fifty miles south," continued Jarvis imper-

turbably, "the surface changed to a sort of low plateau, nothing

but desert and orange-tinted sand. I figured that we were right
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in our guess, then, and this grey plain we dropped on was really

the Mare Cimmerium which would make my orange desert the

region called Xanthus. If I were right, I ought to hit another

grey plain, the Mare Chronium in another couple of hundred

miles, and then another orange desert, Thyle I or II. And so I

did/'

"Putz verified our position a week and a half ago!" grumbled

the captain. "Let's get to the point."

"Coming!" remarked Jarvis. "Twenty miles into Thyle—be-
lieve it or not—I crossed a canal!"

"Putz photographed a hundred! Let's hear something new!"

"And did he also see a city?"

"Twenty of 'em, if you call those heaps of mud cities!"

"Well," observed Jarvis, "from here on I'll be telling a few
things Putz didn't see!" He rubbed his tingling nose, and con-

tinued. "I knew that I had sixteen hours of daylight at this sea-

son, so eight hours—eight hundred miles—from here, I decided

to turn back. I was still over Thyle, whether I or II I'm not sure,

not more than twenty-five miles into it. And right there, Putz's

pet motor quit!"

"Quit? How?" Putz was solicitous.

''The atomic blast got weak. I started losing altitude right

away, and suddenly there I was with a thump right in the middle

of Thyle! Smashed my nose on the window, too!" He rubbed
the injured member ruefully.

"Did you maybe try vashing der combustion chamber mit
acid sulphuric?" inquired Putz. "Sometimes der lead giffs a sec-

ondary radiation—"

"Naw!" said Jarvis disgustedly. "I wouldn't try that, of course

—not more than ten times! Eesides, the bump flattened the land-

ing gear and busted off the under-jets. Suppose I got the thing work-

ing—what then? Ten miles with the blast coming right out of

che bottom and I'd have melted the floor from under me!" He
rubbed his nose again. "Lucky for me a pound only weighs seven

ounces here, or I'd have been mashed flat!"

"I could have fixed!" ejaculated the engineer. "I bet it vas

not serious."

"Probably not," agreed Jarvis sarcastically. "Only it wouldn't

fly. Nothing serious, but I had my choice of waiting to be picked
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up or trying to walk back—eight hundred miles, and perhaps twen-

ty days before we had to leave! Forty miles a day! Well," he con-

cluded, "I chose to walk. Just as much chance of being picked

up, and it kept me busy."

"We'd have found you," said Harrison.

"No doubt. Anyway, I rigged up a harness from some seat

straps, and put the water tank on my back, took a cartridge belt

and revolver, and some iron rations, and started out."

"Water tank!" exclaimed the little biologist, Leroy. "She
weigh one-quarter ton!"

"Wasn't full. Weighed about two hundred and fifty pounds
earth-weight, which is eighty-five here. Then, besides, my own
personal two hundred and ten pounds is only seventy on Mars,

so, tank and all, I grossed a hundred and fifty-five, or fifty-five

pounds less than my everyday earth-weight. I figured. on that

when I undertook the forty-mile daily stroll. Oh—of course I

took a thermo-skin sleeping bag for these wintry Martian nights.

"Off I went, bouncing along pretty quickly. Eight hours of

daylight meant twenty miles or more. It got tiresome, of course-
plugging along over a soft sand desert with nothing to see, not

even Leroy 's crawling biopods. But an hour or so brought me to

the canal—just a dry ditch about four hundred feet wide, and

straight as a railroad on its own company map.
"There'd been water in it sometime, though. The ditch

was covered with what looked like a nice green lawn. Only, as I

approached, the lawn moved out of my way!"

"Eh?" said Leroy.

"Yeah, it was a relative of your biopods. I caught one—

a

little grass-like blade about as long as my finger, with two thin,

stemmy legs."

"He is where?" Leroy was eager.

"He is let go! I had to move, so I plowed along with the walk-

ing grass opening in front and closing behind. And then I was

out on the orange desert of Thyle again.

"I plugged steadily along, cussing the sand that made going

so tiresome, and, incidentally, cussing that cranky motor of yours,

K3rl. It was just before twilight that I reached the edge of Thyle,

and looked down over the gray Mare Chronium. And I knew
there was seventy-five miles of that to be walked over, and then a
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couple of hundred miles of that Xanthus desert, and about as

much more Mare Cimmerium. Was I pleased? I started cussing

you fellows for not picking me up!"

"We were trying, you sap!" said Harrison.

"That didn't help. Well, I figured I might as well use what
was left of daylight in getting down the cliff that bounded Thyle.

I found an easy place, and down I went. Mare Chronium was
just the same sort of place as this—crazy leafless plants and a

bunch of crawlers; I gave it a glance and hauled out my sleeping

bag. Up to that time, you know, I hadn't seen anything worth
worrying about on this half-dead world—nothing dangerous, that

is."

"Did you?" queried Harrison.

"Did I! You'll hear about it when I come to it. Well, I was

just about to turn in when suddenly I heard the wildest sort of

shenanigans!"

"Vot iss shenanigans?" inquired Putz.

"He says, 'Je ne sais quoi/ " explained Leroy. "It is to say,
4

I

don't know what.'

"

"That's right," agreed Jarvis. "I didn't know what, so I sneaked

over to find out. There was a racket like a flock of crows eating

a bunch of canaries—whistles, cackles, caws, trills, and what have
you. I rounded a clump of stumps, and there was Tweel!"

"Tweel?" said Harrison, and "Tveel?" said Lerov and Putz.

"That freak ostrich," explained the narrator. "At least, Tweel
is as near as I can pronounce it without sputtering. He called it

something like Trrrweerrlll.'

"

"What was he doing?" asked the Captain.

"He was being eaten! And squealing, of course, as any one
would."

"Eaten! By what?"

"I found out later. All I could see then was a bunch of black

ropy arms tangled around what looked like, as Putz described it

to you, an ostrich. I wasn't going to interfere, naturally; if both
creatures were dangerous, I'd have one less to worry about.

"But the bird-like thing was putting up a good battle, dealing

vicious blows with an eighteen-inch beak, between screeches. And
besides, I caught a glimpse or two of what was on the end of

those arms!" Jarvis shuddered. "But the clincher was when I
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noticed a little black bag or case hung about the neck of the bird-

thing! It was intelligent! That or tame, I assumed. Anyway, it

clinched my decision. I pulled out my automatic and fired into

what I could see of its antagonist.

"There was a flurry of tentacles and a spurt of black corrup-

tion, and then the thing, with a disgusting sucking noise, pulled

itself and its arms into a hole in the ground. The other let out
a series of clacks, staggered around on legs about as thick as golf

sticks, and turned suddenly to face me. I held my weapon ready,

and the two of us stared at each other.

"The Martian wasn't a bird, really. It wasn't even bird-like,

except just at first glance. It had a beak all right, and a few
feathery appendages, but the beak wasn't really a beak. It was
somewhat flexible; I could see the tip bend slowly from side to

side; it was almost like a cross between a beak and a trunk. It had
four-toed feet, and four fingered things—hands, you'd have to call

them, and a little roundish body, and a long neck ending in a tiny

head—and that beak. It stood an inch or so taller than I, and—
well, Putz saw it!"

The engineer nodded, "/a/ I saw!"

Jarvis continued. "So—we stared at each other. Finally the

creature went into a series of clackings and twitterings and held

out its hands toward me, empty. I took that as a gesture of

friendship."

"Perhaps," suggested Harrison, "it looked at that nose of

yours and thought you were its brother!"

"Huh! You can be funny without talking! Anyway, I put

up my gun and said 'Aw, don't mention it/ or something of the

sort, and the thing came over and we were pals.

"By that time, the sun was pretty low and I knew that I'd

better build a fire or get into my thermo-skin. I decided on the

fire. I picked a spot at the base of the Thyle cliff, where the rock

could reflect a little heat on my back. I started breaking off

chunks of this desiccated Martian vegetation, and my companion

caught the idea and brought in an armful. I reached for a match,

but the Martian fished into his pouch and brought out something

that looked like a glowing coal; one touch of it, and the fire was

blazing—and you all know what a job we have starting a fire in

this atmosphere!
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"And that bag of his!" continued the narrator. "That was a

manufactured article, my friends; press an end and she popped
open—press the middle and she sealed so perfectly you couldn't

see the line. Better than zippers.

"Well, we stared at the fire a while and I decided to attempt

some sort of communication with the Martian. I pointed at my-
self and said 'Dick'; he caught the drift immediately, stretched

a bony claw at me and repeated Tick/ Then I pointed at him,

and he gave that whistle I called Tweel; I can't imitate his accent.

Things were going smoothly; to emphasize the names, I repeated

'Dick,' and then, pointing at him, Tweel.'

"There we stuck! He gave some clacks that sounded negative,

and said something like 'P-p-p-proot.' And that was just the be-

ginning; I was always Tick,' but as for him—part of the time he
was Tweel,' and part of the time he was T-p-p-proot,' and part

of the time he was sixteen other noises!

"We just couldn't connect. I tried 'rock,' and I tried 'star/

and 'tree/ and 'fire/ and Lord knows what else, and try as I

would, I couldn't get a single word! Nothing was the same for

two successive minutes, and if that's a language, I'm an alchemist!

Finally I gave it up and called him Tweel, and that seemed to do.

"But Tweel hung on to some of my words. He remembered
a couple of them, which I suppose is a great achievement if you're

used to a language you have to make up as you go along. But I

couldn't get the hang of his talk; either I missed some subtle point
or we just didn't think alike—and I rather believe the latter View.

"I've other reasons for believing that. After a while I gave
up the language business, and tried mathematics. I scratched

two plus two equals four on the ground, and demonstrated it with
pebbles. Again Tweel caught the idea, and informed me that

three plus three equals six. Once more we seemed to be getting

somewhere.

"So, knowing that Tweel had at least a grammar school edu-
cation, I drew a circle for the sun, pointing first at it, and then
at the last glow of the sun. Then I sketched in Mercury, and
Venus, and Mother Earth, and Mars, and finally, pointing to

Mars, I swept my hand around in a sort of inclusive gesture to in-

dicate that Mars was our current environment. I was working
up to putting over the idea that my home was on the earth.
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"Tweel understood my diagram all right. He poked his beak
at it, and with a great deal of trilling and clucking, he added
Deimos and Phobos to Mars, and then sketched in the earth's

moon! v

"Do you see what that proves? It proves that Tweel's race

uses telescopes—that they're civilized!"

"Does not!" snapped Harrison. "The moon is visible from
here as a fifth magnitude star. They could see its revolution with

the naked eye."

"The moon, yes!" said Jarvis. "You've missed my point.

Mercury isn't visible! And Tweel knew of Mercury because he
placed the Moon at the third planet, not the second. If he didn't

know Mercury, he'd put the earth second, and Mars third, instead

of fourth! See?"

"Humph!" said Harrison.

"Anyway," proceeded Jarvis, "I went on with my lesson.

Things were going smoothly, and it looked as if I could put the

idea over. I pointed at the earth on my diagram, and then at

myself, and then, to clinch it, I pointed to myself and then to the

earth itself shining bright green almost at the zenith.

"Tweel set up such an excited clacking that I was certain

he understood. He jumped up and down, and suddenly he

pointed at himself and then at the sky, and then at himself and
at the sky again. He pointed at his middle and then at Arcturus,

at his head and then at Spica, at his feet and then at half a dozen

stars, while I just gaped at him. Then, all of a sudden, he gave

a tremendous leap. Man, what a hop! He shot straight up into

the starlight, seventy-five feet if an inch! I saw him silhouetted

against the sky, saw him turn and come down at me head first,

and land smack on his beak like a javelin! There he stuck square

in the center of my sun-circle in the sand—a bull's eye!"

"Nuts!" observed the captain. "Plain nuts!"

"That's what I thought, too! I just stared at him open-

mouthed while he pulled his head out of the sand and stood up.

Then I figured he'd missed my point, and I went through the

whole blamed rigamarole again, and it ended the same way, with

Tweel on his nose in the middle of my picture!"

"Maybe it's a religious rite," suggested Harrison.

"Maybe," said Jarvis dubiously. "Well, there we were. We
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could exchange ideas up to a certain point, and then—blooey!
Something in us was different, unrelated; I don't doubt that

Tweel thought me just as screwy as I thought him. Our minds
simply looked at the world from different viewpoints, and perhaps

his viewpoint is as true as ours. But—we couldn't get together,

that's all. Yet, in spite of all difficulties, I liked Tweel, and I have

a queer certainty that he liked me."

"Nuts!" repeated the captain. "Just daffy!"

"Yeah? Wait and see. A couple of times I've thought that

perhaps we—" He paused, and then resumed his narrative. "Any-

way, I finally gave it up, and got into my thermo-skin to sleep.

The fire hadn't kept me any too warm, but that damned sleeping

bag did. Got stuffy five minutes after I closed myself in. I opened

it a little and bingo! Some eighty-below-zero air hit my nose, and

that's when I got this pleasant little frostbite to add to the bump
I acquired during the crash of my rocket.

"I don't know what Tweel made of my sleeping. He sat

around, but when I woke up, he was gone. I'd just crawled out

of my bag, though, when I heard some twittering, and there he

came, sailing down from that three-story Thyle cliff to alight on
his beak beside me. I pointed to myself and toward the north,

and he pointed at himself and toward the south, but when I load-

ed up and started away, he came along.

"Man, how he traveled! A hundred and fifty feet at a jump,

sailing through the air stretched out like a spear, and landing on
his beak. He seemed surprised at my plodding, but after a few

moments he fell in beside me, only every few minutes he'd go

into one of his leaps, and stick his nose into the sand a block

ahead of me. Then he'd come shooting back at me; it made me
nervous at first to see that beak of his coming at me like a spear,

but he always ended in the sand at my side.

* So the two of us plugged along across the Mare Chronium.
Same sort of place as this—same crazy plants and same little green

biopods growing in the sand, or crawling out of your way. We
talked—not that we understood each other, you know, but just

for company. I sang songs, and I suspect Tweel did too; at least,

some of his trillings and twitterings had a subtle sort of rhythm.

"Then, for variety, Tweel would display his smattering of

English words. He'd point to an outcropping and say 'rock,' and
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point to a pebble and say it again; or he'd touch my arm and say

Tick,' and then repeat it. He seemed terrifically amused that the

same word meant the same thing twice in succession, or that the

same word could apply to two different objects. It set me won-
dering if perhaps his language wasn't like the primitive speech of

some earth people—you know, Captain, like the Negritoes, for

instance, who haven't any generic words. No word for food or wa-

ter or man—words for good food and bad food, or rain water and
sea water, or strong man and weak man—but no names for general

classes. They're too primitive to understand that rain water and
sea water are just different aspects of the same thing. But that

wasn't the case with Tweel; it was just that we were somehow
mysteriously different—our minds were alien to each other. And
yet—we liked each other!"

"Looney, that's all," remarked Harrison. "That's why you
two were so fond of each other."

"Well, I like you/" countered Jarvis wickedly. "Anyway," he

resumed, "don't get the idea that there was anything screwy about

Tweel. In fact, I'm not so sure but that he couldn't teach our

highly praised human intelligence a trick or two. Oh, he wasn't

an intellectual superman, I guess; but don't overlook the point

that he managed to understand a little of my mental workings,

and I never even got a glimmering of his."

"Because he didn't have any!" suggested the captain, while

Putz and Leroy blinked attentively.

"You can judge of that when I'm through," said Jarvis.

"Well, we plugged along across the Mare Chronium all that day,

and all the next. Mare Chronium—Sea of Time! Say, I was will-

ing to agree with Schiaparelli's name by the end of that march!

Just that grey, endless plain of weird plants, and never a sign of

any other life. It was so monotonous that I was even glad to see

the desert of Xanthus toward the evening of the second day.

"I was fair worn out, but Tweel seemed as fresh as ever, for

all I never saw him drink or eat. I think he could have crossed

the Mare Chronium in a couple of hours with those block-long

nose dives of his, but he stuck along with me. I offered him some

water once or twice; he took the cup from me and sucked the

liquid into his beak, and then carefully squirted it all back into

the cup and gravely returned it.
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"Just as we sighted Xanthus, or the cliffs that bounded it,

one of those nasty sand clouds blew along, not as bad as the one

we had here, but mean to travel against. I pulled the transparent

flap of my thermo-skin bag across my face and managed pretty

well, and I noticed that Tweel used some feathery appendages

growing like a mustache at the base of his beak to cover his nos-

trils, and some similar fuzz to shield his eyes."

"He is a desert creature!" ejaculated the little biologist, Leroy.

"Huh? Why?"
"He drink no water—he is adapt* for sand storm—"
"Proves nothing! There's not enough water to waste any

where on this desiccated pill called Mars. We'd call all of it des-

ert on earth, you know." He paused. "Anyway, after the sand

storm blew over, a little wind kept blowing in our faces, not

strong enough to stir the sand. But suddenly things came drift-

ing along from the Xanthus cliffs—small, transparent spheres, for

all the world like glass tennis balls! But light—they were almost

light enough to float even in this thin air—empty, too; at least, I

cracked open a couple and nothing came out but a bad smell. I

asked Tweel about them, but all he said was 'No, no, no/ which
I took to mean that he knew nothing about them. So they went
bouncing by like tumbleweeds, or like soap bubbles, and we plug-

ged on toward Xanthus. Tweel pointed at one of the crystal balls

once and said 'rock/ but I was too tired to argue with him. Later

I discovered what he meant.

"We came to the bottom of the Xanthus cliffs finally, when
there wasn't much daylight left I decided tc sleep on the pla-

teau if possible; anything dangerous, I reasoned, would be more
likely to prowl through the vegetation of the Marc Chronium
than the sand of Xanthus. Not that I'd seen a single sign of

menace, except the rope-armed black thing that had trapped

Tweel, and apparently that didn't prowl at all, but lured its victims

within reach. It couldn't lure me while I slept, especially as

Tweel didn't seem to sleep at all, but simply S2t patiently around
all night. I wondered how the creature had managed to trap

Tweel, but there wasn't any way of asking him. I found that out

too, later; it's devilish!

"However, we were ambling around the base of the Xanthus
barrier looking for an easy spot to climb. At least, I was. Tweel
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could have leaped it easily, for the cliffs were lower than Thyle—
perhaps sixty feet. I found a place and started up, swearing at

the water tank strapped to my back—it didn't bother me except

when climbing—and suddenly I heard a sound that I thought I

recognized!

"You know how deceptive sounds are in this thin air. A shot

sounds like the pop of a cork. But this sound was the drone of

a rocket, and sure enough, there went our second auxiliary about
ten miles to westward, between me and the sunset!"

"Vas me!" said Putz. "I hunt for you/'

"Yeah; I knew that, but what good did it do me? I hung
on to the cliff and yelled and waved with one hand. Tweel saw
it too, and set up a trilling and twittering, leaping to the top of

the barrier and then high into the air. And while I watched, the

machine droned on into the shadows to the south.

"I scrambled to the top of the cliff. Tweel was still pointing

and trilling excitedly, shooting up toward the sky and coming
down head-on to stick upside down on his beak in the sand. I

pointed toward the south and at myself, and he said, 'Yes—Yes

—

Yes'; but somehow I gathered that he thought the flying thing

was a relative of mine, probably a parent. Perhaps I did his in-

tellect an injustice; I think now that I did.

"I was bitterly disappointed by the failure to attract attention.

I pulled out my thermo-skin bag and crawled into it, as the night

chill was already apparent. Tweel stuck his beak into the sand

and drew up his legs and arms and looked for all the world like

one of those leafless shrubs out there. I think he staved that way
all night."

"Protective mimicry!" ejaculated Leroy. "See? He is desert

creature!"

"In the morning," resumed Jarvis, "we started off again. We
hadn't gone a hundred yards into Xanthus when I saw something

queer! This is one thing Putz didn't photograph, I'll wager!

"There was a line of little pyramids—tiny ones, not more
than six inches high, stretching across Xanthus as far as I could

see! Little buildings made of pygmy bricks, they were, hollow

inside and truncated, or at least broken at the top and empty. I

pointed at them and said 'What?' to Tweel, but he gave some

negative twitters to indicate, I suppose, that he didn't know. So
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off we went, following the row of pyramids because they ran

north, and I was going north.

"Man, we trailed that line for hours! After a while, I noticed

another queer thing: they were getting larger. Same number of

bricks in each one, but the bricks were larger.

"By noon they were shoulder high. I looked into a couple

—

all just the same, broken at the top and empty. I examined a

brick or two as well; they were silica, and old as creation itself!"

"How you know?" asked Leroy.

"They were weathered—edges rounded. Silica doesn't weath-

er easily even on earth, and in this climate—!"

"How old you think?"

"Fifty thousand—a hundred thousand years. How can I tell?

The little ones we saw in the morning were older—perhaps ten

times as old. Crumbling. How old would that make them? Half

a million years? Who knows?" Jarvis paused a moment. "Well,"
he resumed, "we followed the line. Tweel pointed at them and
said 'rock' once or twice, but he'd done that many times befcre.

Besides, he was more or less right about these.

"I tried questioning him. I pointed at a pyramid and asked

'People?' and indicated the two of us. He set up a negative sort

of clucking and said, 'No, no, no. No one-one-two. No two-two-

four,' meanwhile rubbing his stomach. I just stared at him and
he went through the business again. 'No one-one-two. No two-

two-four/ I just gaped at him."
"That proves it!" exclaimed Harrison. "Nuts!"
"You think so?" queried Jarvis sardonically. "Well, J figured it

out different! 'No one-one-two!' You don't get it, of course, do
you?"

"Nope—nor do you!"

"I think I do! Tweel was using the few English words he
knew to put over a very complex idea. What, let me ask, does

mathematics make you think of?"

"Why—of astronomy. Or—or logic!"

"That's it! 'No one-one-two!' Tweel was telling me that the

builders of the pyramids weren't people—or that they weren't in-

telligent, that they weren't reasoning creatures! Get it?"

"Huh! I'll be damned!"

"You probably will."
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"Why," put in Leroy, "he rub his belly?"

"Why? Because, my dear biologist, that's where his brains

are! Not in his tiny head—in his middle!"

"C'est impossible!"

"Not on Mars, it isn't! This flora and fauna aren't earthly;

your biopods prove that!" Jarvis grinned and took up his narra-

tive. "Anyway, we plugged along across Xanthus and in about
the middle of the afternoon, something else queer happened. The
pyramids ended."

"Ended!"
"Yeah; the queer part was that the last one—and now they

were ten-footers—was capped! See? Whatever built it was still in-

side; we'd trailed 'em from their half-million-year-old origin to the

present.

"Tweel and I noticed it about the same time. I yanked out

my automatic (I had a clip of Boland explosive bullets in it) and
Tweel, quick as a sleight-of-hand trick, snapped a queer little glass

revolver out of his bag. It was much like our weapons, except

that the grip was larger to accommodate his four-taloned hand.

And we held our weapons ready while we sneaked up along the

lines of empty pyramids.

"Tweel saw the movement first. The top tiers of bricks were

heaving, shaking, and suddenly slid down the sides with a thin

crash. And then—something—something was coming out!

"A long, silvery-grey arm appeared, dragging after it an arm-

ored body. Armored, I mean, with scales, silver-grey and dull-

shining. The arm heaved the body out of the hole; the beast

crashed to the sand.

"It was a nondescript creature—body like a big grey cask,

arm and a sort of mouth-hole at one end; stiff, pointed tail at the

other—and that's all. No other limbs, no eyes, ears, nose—noth-

ing! The thing dragged itself a few yards, inserted its pointed

tail in the sand, pushed itself upright, and just sat.

"Tweel and I watched it for ten minutes before it moved.

Then, with a creaking and rustling like—oh, like crumpling stiff

paper—its arm moved to the mouth-hole and out came a brick!

The arm placed the brick carefully on the ground, and the thing

was still again.

"Another ten minutes—another brick. Just one of Nature's
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bricklayers. I was about to slip away and move on when Tweel
pointed at the thing and said 'rock'! I went 'huh?' and he said

it again. Then, to the accompaniment of some of his trilling, he
said, 'No—no—,' and gave two or three whistling breaths.

"Well, I got his meaning, for a wonder! I said, 'No breath?'

and demonstrated the word. Tweel was ecstatic; he said, 'Yes, yes,

yes! No, no, no breet!' Then he gave a leap and sailed out to land

on his nose about one pace from the monster!

"I was startled, you can imagine! The arm was going up for a

brick, and I expected to see Tweel caught and mangled, but

—

nothing happened! Tweel pounded on the creature, and the arm
took the brick and placed it neatly beside the first. Tweel rap-

ped on its body again, and said 'rock/ and I got up nerve enough
to take a look myself.

"Tweel was right again. The creature was rock, and it didn't

breathe!"

"How you know?" snapped Leroy, his bkck eyes blazing

interest.

"Because I'm a chemist. The beast was made of silica! There
must have been pure silicon in the sand, and it lived on that. Get
it? We, and Tweel, and those plants out there, and even the

biopods are carbon life; this thing lived by a different set of

chemical reactions. It was silicon life!"

"La vie silicieuser shouted Leroy. "I have suspect, and now
it is proof! I must go see! U faut que je—

"

"All right! All right!" said Jarvis. "You can go see. Anyhow,
there the thing was, alive and yet not alive, moving every ten

minutes, a —wii only to remove a brick. Those bricks were its

waste matter. See, Frenchy? We're carbon, and our waste is car-

bon dioxide, and this thing is silicon, and its waste is silicon di-

oxide—silica. But silica is a solid, hence the bricks. And it builds

itself in, and when it is covered, it moves over to a fresh place

to start over. No wonder it creaked! A living creature half a

million years old!"

"How you know how old?" Leroy was frantic.

"We trailed its pyramids from the beginning, didn't we? If

this weren't the original pyramid builder, the series would have

ended somewhere before we found him, wouldn't it?—ended and
started over with the small ones. That's simple enough, isn't it?
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"But he reproduces, or tries to. Before the third brick came
out, there was a little rustle and out popped a whole stream of

those little crystal balls. They're his spores, or eggs, or seeds—call
'em what you want. They went bouncing by across Xanthus just

as they'd bounced by us back in the Mare Chronium. I've a

hunch how they work, too—this is for your information, Leroy.

I think the crystal shell of silica is no more than a protective cov-

ering, like an eggshell, and that the active principle is the smell

inside. It's some sort of gas that attacks silicon, and if the shell

is broken near a supply of that element, some reaction starts that

ultimately develops into a beast like that one."

"You should try!" exclaimed the little Frenchman. "We must
break one to see!"

"Yeah? Well, I did. I smashed a couple against the sand.

Would you like to come back in about ten thousand years to see

if I planted some pyramid monsters? You'd most likely be able

to tell by that time!" Jarvis paused and drew a deep breath. "Lord!

That queer creature! Do you picture it? Blind, deaf, nerveless,

brainless—just a mechanism, and yet—immortal! Bound to go on
making bricks, building pyramids, as long as silicon and oxygen

exist, and even afterwards it'll just stop. It won't be dead. If the

accidents of a million years bring it its food again, there it'll be,

ready to run again, while brains and civilizations are part of the

past. A queer beast—yet I met a stranger one!"

"If you did, it must have been in your dreams!" growled

Harrison.

"You're right!" said Jarvis soberly. "In a way, you're right.

The dream-beast! That's the best name for it—and it's the most

fiendish, terrifying creation one could imagine! More dangerous

than a lion, more insidious than a snake!"

"Tell me!" begged Leroy. "I must go see!"

"Not this devil!" He paused again. "Well," he resumed,

"Tweel and I left the pyramid creature and plowed along through

Xanthus. I was tired and a little disheartened by Putz's failure

to pick me up, and Tweel's trilling got on my nerves, as did his

flying nosedives. So I just strode along without a word, hour after

hour across that monotonous desert.

"Toward mid-afternoon we came in sight of a low dark line

on the horizon. I knew what it was. It was a canal; I'd crossed
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it in the rocket and it meant that we were just one-third of the

way across Xanthus. Pleasant thought, wasn't it? And still, I was

keeping up to schedule.

"We approached the canal slowly; I remembered that this

one was bordered by a wide fringe of vegetation and that Mud-
heap City was on it.

"I was tired, as I said. I kept thinking of a good hot meal,

and then from that I jumped to reflections of how nice and
home-like even Borneo would seem after this crazy planet, and
from that, to thoughts of little old New York, and then to thinking

about a girl I know there—Fancy Long. Know her?"

"Vision entertainer," said Harrison. "I've tuned her in. Nice

blonde—dances and sings on the Yerba Mate hour."

"That's her," said Jarvis ungrammatically. "I know her pretty

well—just friends, get me?—though she came down to see us off

in the Ares. Well, I was thinking about her, feeling pretty lone-

some, and all the time we were approaching that line of rubbery

plants.

"And then—I said, 'What n Hell!' and stared. And there

she was—Fancy Long, standing plain as day under one of those

crack-brained trees, and smiling and waving just the way I remem-
bered her when we left!"

"Now you're nuts, too!" observed the captain.

"Boy, I almost agreed with you! I stared and pinched myself

and closed my eyes and then stared again—and every time, there

was Fancy Long smiling and waving! Tweel saw something, too;

he was trilling and clucking away, but I scarcely heard him. I

was bounding toward her over the sand, too amazed even to ask

myself questions.

"I wasn't twenty feet from her when Tweel caught me with

one of his flying leaps. He grabbed my arm, yelling, 'No—no

—

no!' in his squeaky voice. I tried to shake him off—he was as

light as if he were built of bamboo—but he dug his claws in and
yelled. And finally some sort of sanity returned to me and I

stopped less than ten feet from her. There she stood, looking as

solid as Putz's head!"

"Vot?" said the engineer.

"She smiled and waved, and waved and smiled, and I stood
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there dumb as Leroy, while Tweel squeaked and chattered. I

knew it couldn't be real, yet—there she was!

"Finally I said, Taney! Fancy Long!' She just kept on smil-

ing and waving, but looking as real as if I hadn't left her thirty-

seven million miles away.

"Tweel had his glass pistol out, pointing it at her. I grabbed
his arm, but he tried to push me away. He pointed at her and
said, 'No breet! No breet!' and I understood that he meant that

the Fancy Long thing wasn't alive. Man, my head was whirl-

ing!

"Still, it gave me the jitters to see him pointing his weapon
at her. I don't know why I stood there watching him take care-

ful aim, but I did. Then he squeezed the handle of his weapon;
there was a little puff of steam, and Fancy Long was gone! And
in her place was one of those writhing, black, rope-armed horrors

like the one I'd saved Tweel from!

"The dream-beast! I stood there dizzy, watching it die while

Tweel trilled and whistled. Finally he touched my arm, pointed

at the twisting thing, and said, 'You one one-two, he one-one-two.'

After he'd repeated it eight or ten times, I got it. Do any of you?"

"Ouif shrilled Leroy. "Moi—/e le compiends! He mean
you think of something, the beast he know, and you see it! Vn
chien—a hungry dog, he would see the big bone with meat! Or
smell it—not?"

"Right!" said Jarvis. "The dream-beast uses its victim's long-

ings and desires to trap its prey. The bird at nesting season

would see its mate, the fox, prowling for its own prey, would see

a helpless rabbit!"

"How he do?" queried Leroy.

"How do I know? How does a snake back on earth charm a

bird into its very jaws? And aren't there deep-sea fish that lure

their victims into their mouths? Lord!" Jarvis shuddered. "Do
you see how insidious the monster is? We're warned now—but
henceforth we can't trust even our eyes. You might see me—

I

might see one of you—and back of it may be nothing but another

of those black horrors!"

"How'd your friend know?" asked the captain abruptly.

"Tweel? I wonder! Perhaps he was thinking of something

that couldn't possibly have interested me, and when I started to
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run, he realized that I saw something different and was warned.

Or perhaps the dream-beast can only project a single vision, and
Tweel saw what I saw—or nothing. I couldn't ask him. But
it's just another proof that his intelligence is equal to ours or

greater."

"He's daffy, I tell you!" said Harrison. "What makes you
think his intellect ranks with the human?"

"Plenty of things! First, the pyramid-beast. He hadn't seen

one before; he said as much. Yet he recognized it as a dead-alive

automaton of silicon."

"He could have heard of it," objected Harrison. "He lives

around here, you know."

"Well how about the language? I couldn't pick up a single

idea of his and he learned six or seven words of mine. And do
you realize what complex ideas he put over with no more than

those six or seven words? The pyramid-monster—the dream-

beast! In a single phrase he told me that one was a harmless auto-

maton and the other a deadly hypnotist. What about that?"

"Huh!" said the captain.

"Huh if you wish! Could you have done it knowing only six

words of English? Could you go even further, as Tweel did, and
tell me that another creature was of a sort of intelligence so dif-

ferent from ours that understanding was impossible—even more
impossible than that between Tweel and me?"

"Eh? What was that?"

"Later. The point I'm making is that Tweel and his race

are worthy of our friendship. Somewhere on Mars—and you'll

find I'm right—is a civilization and culture equal to ours, and
maybe more than equal. And communication is possible between
them and us; Tweel proves that. It may take years of patient

trial, for their minds are alien, but less alien than the next minds
we encountered—if they are minds."

"The next ones? What next ones?"

"The people of the mud cities along the canals." Jarvis

frowned, then resumed his narrative. "I thought the dream-beast

and the silicon-monster were the strangest beings conceivable, but
I was wrong. These creatures are still more alien, less understand-

able than either and far less comprehensible than Tweel, with
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whom friendship is possible, and even, by patience and concen-
tration, the exchange of ideas.

"Well," he continued, "we left the dream-beast dying, drag-

ging itself back into its hole, and we moved toward the canal.

There was a carpet of that queer walking-grass scampering out of

our way, and when we reached the bank, there was a yellow

trickle of water flowing. The mound city I'd noticed from the

rocket was a mile or so to the right and I was curious enough to

want to take a look at it.

"It had seemed deserted from my previous glimpse of it, and
if any creatures were lurking in it—well, Tweel and I were both
armed. And by the way, that crystal weapon of Tweel's was an

interesting device; I took a look at it after the dream-beast epi-

sode. It fired a little glass splinter, poisoned, I suppose, and I

guess it held at least a hundred of 'em to a load. The propellent

was steam—just plain steam!"

"Shteam!" echoed Putz. "From vot come, shteam?"

"From water, of course! You could see the water through

the transparent handle and about a gill of another liquid, thick

and yellowish. When Tweel squeezed the handle—there was no
trigger—a drop of water and a drop of the yellow stuff squirted

into the firing chamber, and the water vaporized—pop!—like

that. It's not so difficult; I think we could develop the same
principle. Concentrated sulphuric acid will heat water almost

to boiling, and so will quicklime, and there's potassium and so-

dium

—

"Of course, his weapon hadn't the range of mine, but it wasn't

so bad in this thin air, and it did hold as many shots as a cow-

boy's gun in a Western movie. It was effective, too, at least

against Martian life; I tried it out, aiming at one of the crazy

plants, and darned if the plant didn't wither up and fall apart!

That's why I think the glass splinters were poisoned.

"Anyway, we trudged along toward the mud-heap city and

I began to wonder whether the city builders dug the canals. I

pointed to the city and then at the canal, and Tweel said 'No

—

no—no!' and gestured toward the south. I took it to mean that

some other race had created the canal system, perhaps Tweel's

people. I don't know; maybe there's still another intelligent race

on the planet, or a dozen others. Mars is a queer little world.
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"A hundred yards from the city we crossed a sort of read-
just a hard-packed mud trail, and then, all of a sudden, along

came one of the mound builders!

"Man, talk about fantastic beings! It looked rather like a bar-

rel trotting along on four legs with four other arms or tentacles.

It had no head, just body and members and a row of eyes com-

pletely around it. The top end of the barrel-body was a dia-

phragm stretched as tight as a drum head, and that was all. It

was pushing a little coppery cart and tore right past us like the

proverbial bat out of Hell. It didn't even notice us, although I

thought the eyes on my side shifted a little as it passed.

"A moment later another came along, pushing another empty
cart. Same thing—it just scooted past us. Well, I wasn't going

to be ignored by a bunch of barrels playing train, so when the

third one approached, I planted myself in the way—ready to jump,

of course, if the thing didn't stop.

"But it did. It stopped and set up a sort of drumming from
the diaphragm on top. And I held out both hands and said,

We are friends!' And what do you suppose the thing did?"

"Said, 'Pleased to meet you,' I'll bet!" suggested Harrison.

"I couldn't have been more surprised if it had! It drummed
on its diaphragm, and then suddenly boomed out, 'We are

v-r-r-riends!' and gave its pushcart a vicious poke at me! I jumped
aside, and away it went while I stared dumbly after it.

"A minute later another one came hurrying along. This one
didn't pause, but simply drummed out, 'We are v-r-r-riends!' and
scurried by. How did it learn the phrase? Were all of the crea-

tures in some sort of communication with each other? Were they

all parts of some central organism? I don't know, though I think

Tweel does.

"Anyway, the creatures went sailing past us, every one greet-

ing us with the same statement. It got to be funny; I never

thought to find so many friends on this God-forsaken ball!

Finally I made a puzzled gesture to Tweel; I guess he understood,
for he said, 'One-one-two—yes!—two-two-four—no!' Get it?"

"Sure," said Harrison. "It's a Martian nursery rhyme."

"Yeah! Well, I was getting used to Tweel's symbolism, and I

figured it out this way. 'One-one-two—yes!' The creatures were
intelligent. 'Two-two-four—no!' Their intelligence was not of
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our order, but something different and beyond the logic of two
and two is four. Maybe I missed his meaning. Perhaps he meant
that their minds were of low degree, able to figure out the simple
things

—
'One-one-two—yes!'—but not more difficult things—Two-

two-four—no!' But I think from what we saw later that he meant
the other.

"After a few moments, the creatures came rushing back

—

first one, then another. Their pushcarts were full of stones, sand,
chunks of rubbery plants, and such rubbish as that. They droned
out their friendly greeting, which didn't really sound so friendly,

and dashed on. The third one I assumed to be my first ac-

quaintance and I decided to have another chat with him. I

stepped into his path again and waited.

"Up he came, booming out his 'We are v-r-r-riends' and
stopped. I looked at him; four or five of his eyes looked at me.
He tried his password again and gave a shove on his cart, but I

stood firm. And then the—the dashed creature reached out one
of his arms, and two finger-like nippers tweaked my nose!"

"Haw!" roared Harrison. "Maybe the things have a sense

of beauty!"

"Laugh!" grumbled Jarvis. "I'd already had a nasty bump
and a mean frostbite on that nose. Anyway, I yelled 'Ouch!' and
jumped aside and the creature dashed away; but from then on,

their greeting was 'We are v-r-r-riends! Ouch!' Queer beasts!

"Tweel and I followed the road squarely up to the nearest

mound. The creatures were coming and going, paying us not

the slightest attention, fetching their loads of rubbish. The road

simply dived into an opening, and slanted down like an old mine,

and in and out darted the barrel-people, greeting us with their

eternal phrase.

"I looked in; there was a light somewhere below, and I was

curious to see it. It didn't look like a flame or torch, you under-

stand, but more like a civilized light, and I thought that I might

get some clue as to the creatures' development. So in I went

and Tweel tagged along, not without a few trills and twitters,

however.

"The light was curious; it sputtered and flared like an old

arc light, but came from a single black rod set in the wall of the
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corridor. It was electric, beyond doubt. The creatures were

fairly civilized, apparently.

"Then I saw another light shining on something that glit-

tered and I went on to look at that, but it was only a heap of

shiny sand. I turned toward the entrance to leave, and the Devil

take me if it wasn't gone!

"I suppose the corridor had curved, or I'd stepped into a

side passage. Anyway, I walked back in that direction I thought

we'd come, and all I saw was more dimlit corridor. The place

was a labyrinth! There was nothing but twisting passages run-

ning every way, lit by occasional lights, and now and then a crea-

ture running by, sometimes with a pushcart, sometimes without.

"Well, I wasn't much worried at first. Tweel and I had
only come a few steps from the entrance. But every move we
made after that seemed to get us in deeper. Finally I tried fol-

lowing one of the creatures with an empty cart, thinking that

he'd be going out for his rubbish, but he ran around aimlessly,

into one passage and out another. When he started dashing

around a pillar like one of these Japanese waltzing mice, I gave

up, dumped my water tank on the floor, and sat down.
"Tweel was as lost as I. I pointed up and he said 'No—no-

no!' in a sort of helpless trill. And we couldn't get any help from
the natives. They paid no attention at all, except to assure us

they were friends—ouch!

"Lord! I don't know how many hours or days we wandered
around there! I slept twice from sheer exhaustion; Tweel never

seemed to need sleep. We tried following only the upward cor-

ridors, but they'd run uphill a ways and then curve downwards.
The temperature in that damned

<
ant hill was constant; you

couldn't tell night from day and after my first sleep I didn't know
whether I'd slept one hour or thirteen, so I couldn't tell from
my watch whether it was midnight or noon.

"We saw plenty of strange things. There were machines
running in some of the corridors, but they didn't seem to be doing
anything—just wheels turning. And several times I saw two
barrel-beasts with a little one growing between them, joined to

both."

"Parthenogenesis!" exulted Leroy. "Parthenogenesis by bud-
ding like les tulipcs?'
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"If you say so, Frenchy," agreed Jarvis. "The things never
noticed us at all, except, as I say, to greet us with 'We are v-r-r-

riends! Ouch!' They seemed to have no home-life of any sort,

but just scurried around with their pushcarts, bringing in rubbish.

And finally I discovered what they did with it.

"We'd had a little luck with a corridor, one that slanted up-

wards for a great distance. I was feeling that we ought to be close

to the surface when suddenly the passage debouched into a domed
chamber, the only one we'd seen. And man!—I felt like dancing
when I saw what looked like daylight through a crevice in the roof.

"There was a—a sort of machine in the chamber, just an
enormous wheel that turned slowly, and one of the creatures was
in the act of dumping his rubbish below it. The wheel ground it

with a crunch—sand, stones, plants, all into powder that sifted

away somewhere. While we watched, others filed in, repeating

the process, and that seemed to be all. No rhyme nor reason to

the whole thing—but that's characteristic of this crazy planet.

And there was another fact that's almost too bizarre to believe.

"One of the creatures, having dumped his load, pushed his

cart aside with a crash and calmly shoved himself under the

wheel! I watched him being crushed, too stupefied to make a

sound, and a moment later, another followed him! They were

perfectly methodical about it, too; one of the cartless creatures

took the abandoned pushcart.

"Tweel didn't seem surprised; I pointed out the next suicide

to him, and he just gave the most human-like shrug imaginable,

as much as to say, 'What can I do about it?' He must have known
more or less about these creatures.

"Then I saw something else. There was something beyond
the wheel, something shining on a sort of low pedestal. I walked

over; there was a little crystal about the size of an egg, fluorescing

to beat Tophet. The light from it stung my hands and face, al-

most like a static discharge, and then I noticed another funny

thing. Remember that wart I had on my left thumb? Look!"

Jarvis extended his hand. "It dried up and fell off—just like that!

And my abused nose—say, the pain went out of it like magic!

The thing had the property of hard x-rays or gamma radiations,

only more so; it destroyed diseased tissue and left healthy tissue

unharmed!
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"I was thinking what a present that'd be to take back to

Mother Earth when a lot of racket interrupted. We dashed back

to the other side of the wheel in time to see one of the pushcarts

ground up. Some suicide had been careless, it seems.

"Then suddenly the creatures were booming and drumming
all around us and their noise was decidedly menacing. A crowd

of them advanced toward us; we backed out of what I thought

was the passage we'd entered by, and they came rumbling after

us, some pushing carts and some not. Crazy brutes! There was a

whole chorus of 'We are v-r-r-riends! Ouch!' I didn't like the

'ouch'; it was rather suggestive.

"Tweel had his glass gun out and I dumped my water tank

for greater freedom and got mine. We backed up the corridor

with the barrel-beasts following—about twenty of them. Queer
thing—the ones coming in with loaded carts moved past us inches

away without a sign.

"Tweel must have noticed that. Suddenly, he snatched out

that glowing coal cigar-lighter of his and touched a cart-load of

plant limbs. Puff! The whole load was burning—and the crazy

beast pushing it went right along without a change of pace! It

created some disturbance among our 'V-r-r-riends/ however—and
then I noticed the smoke eddying and swirling past us, and sure

enough, there was the entrance!

"I grabbed Tweel and out we dashed and after us our twenty
pursuers. The daylight felt like Heaven, though I saw at first

glance that the sun was all but set, and that was bad, since I

couldn't live outside my thermo-skin bag in a Martian night—at

least, without a fire.

"And things got worse in a hurry. They cornered us in an

angle between two mounds, and there we stood. I hadn't fired

nor had Tweel; there wasn't any use in irritating the brutes. They
stopped a little distance away and began their booming about

friendship and ouches.

'Then things got still worse! A barrel-brute came out with a

pushcart and they all grabbed into it and came out with handfuls

of foot-long copper darts—sharp-looking ones—and all of a sud-

den one sailed past my ear—zing! And it was shoot or die then.

"We were doing pretty well for a while. We picked off the

ones next to the pushcart and managed to keep the darts at a
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minimum, but suddenly there was a thunderous booming of
'v-r-r-riends' and 'ouches/ and a whole army of 'em came out of

their hole.

"Man! We were through and I knew it! Then I realized that

Tweel wasn't. He could have leaped the mound behind us as

easily as not. He was staying for me!
"Say, I could have cried if there'd been time! I'd liked Tweel

from the first, but whether I'd have had gratitude to do what
he was doing—suppose I had saved him from the first dream-
beast—he'd done as much for me, hadn't he? I grabbed his arm,

and said Tweel,' and pointed up, and he understood. He said,

'No—no—no, Tick!' and popped away with his glass pistol.

"What could I do? I'd be a goner anyway when the sun set,

but I couldn't explain that to him. I said, 'Thanks, Tweel. You're

a man!' and felt that I wasn't paying him any compliment at all.

A man! There are mighty few men who'd do that.

"So I went 'bang' with my gun and Tweel went 'puff' with

his, and the barrels were throwing darts and getting ready to rush

us, and booming about being friends. I had given up hope. Then
suddenly an angel dropped right down from Heaven in the shape

of Putz, with his under jets blasting the barrels into very small

pieces!

"Wow! I let out a yell and dashed for the rocket; Putz

opened the door and in I went, laughing and crying and shouting!

It was a moment or so before I remembered Tweel; I looked

around in time to see him rising in one of his nosedives over the

mound and away.

"I had a devil of a job arguing Putz into following! By the

time we got the rocket aloft, darkness was down; you know how
it comes here—like turning off a light. We sailed out over the

desert and put down once or twice. I yelled Tweel!' and veiled it

a hundred times, I guess. We couldn't find him; he could travel

like the wind and all I got—or else I imagined it—was a faint

trilling and twittering drifting out of the south. He'd gone, and

damn it! I wish—I wish he hadn't!"

The four men of the Ares were silent—even the sardonic

Harrison. At last little Leroy broke the stillness.

"I should like to see," he murmured.

"Yeah," said Harrison. "And the wart-cure. Too bad you
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missed that; it might be the cancer cure they've been hunting for

a century and a half/'

"Oh, that!" muttered Jarvis gloomily. "That's what started

the fight!" He drew a glistening object from his pocket.

"Here it is."
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c aptain Harrison of the
Ares expedition turned away from the little telescope in the bow
of the rocket. 'Two weeks more, at the most/' he remarked.

"Mars only retrogrades for seventy days in all, relative to the

earth, and we've got to be homeward bound during that period,

or wait a year and a half for old Mother Earth to go around the

sun and catch up with us again. How'd you like to spend a

winter here?"

Dick Jarvis, chemist of the party, shivered as he looked up
from his notebook. "I'd just as soon spend it in a liquid air

tank!" he averred. "These eighty-below zero summer nights are

plenty for me."

"Well," mused the captain, "the first successful Martian ex-

pedition ought to be home long before then."

"Successful if we get home," corrected Jarvis. "I don't

trust these cranky rockets—not since the auxiliary dumped me
in the middle of Thyle last week. Walking back from a rocket

ride is a new sensation to me."

"Which reminds me," returned Harrison, "that we've got

to recover your films. They're important if we're to pull this

trip out of the red. Remember how the public mobbed the

first moon pictures? Our shots ought to pack 'em to the doors.

And the broadcast rights, too; we might show a profit for the

Academy."
"What interests me," countered Jarvis, "is a personal profit.

A book, for instance; exploration books are always popular.

Martian Deserts—how's that for a title?"

"Lousy!" grunted the captain. "Sounds like a cook-book
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for desserts. You'd have to call it 'Love Life of a Martian/ or

something like that."

Jarvis chuckled. "Anyway," he said, "if we once get back

home, I'm going to grab what profit there is, and never, never,

get any farther from the earth than a good stratosphere plane'll

take me. I've learned to appreciate the planet after plowing

over this dried-up pill we're on now."

"I'll lay you odds you'll be back here year after next," grinned

the Captain. "You'll want to visit your pal—that trick ostrich."

"Tweel?" The other's tone sobered. "I wish I hadn't lost

him, at that. He was a good scout. I'd never have survived the

dream-beast but for him. And that battle with the push-cart

things—I never even had a chance to thank him."

"A pair of lunatics, you two," observed Harrison. He
squinted through the port at the gray gloom of the Mare Cim-
merium. "There comes the sun." He paused. "Listen, Dick

—you and Leroy take the other auxiliary rocket and go out and
salvage those films."

Jarvis stared. "Me and Leroy?" he echoed ungrammatical-

ly. "Why not me and Putz? An engineer would have some
chance of getting us there and back if the rocket goes bad on us."

The captain nodded toward the stern, whence issued at

that moment a medley of blows and guttural expletives. "Putz

is going over the insides of the Ares," he announced. "He'll

have his hands full until we leave, because I want every bolt

inspected. It's too late for repairs once we cast off."

"And if Leroy and I crack up? That's our last auxiliary."

"Pick up another ostrich and walk back," suggested Harrison

gruffly. Then he smiled. "If you have trouble, we'll hunt you
out in the Ares," he finished. "Those films are important." He
turned. "Leroy!"

The dapper little biologist appeared, his face questioning.

"You and Jarvis are off to salvage the auxiliary," the Captain
said. "Everything's ready and you'd better start now. Call

back at half-hour intervals; I'll be listening."

Leroy's eyes glistened. "Perhaps we land for specimens

—

no?" he queried.

"Land if you want to. This golf ball seems safe enough."
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"Except for the dream-beast/' muttered Jarvis with a faint

shudder. He frowned suddenly. "Say, as long as we're going

that way, suppose I have a look for Tweel's home! He must
live off there somewhere, and he's the most important thing

we've seen on Mars."

Harrison hesitated. "If I thought you could keep out of

trouble," he muttered. "All right," he decided. "Have a look.

There's food and water aboard the auxiliary; you can take a

couple of days. But keep in touch with me, you saps!"

Jarvis and Leroy went through the airlock out to the grey

plain. The thin air, still scarcely warmed by the rising sun, bit

flesh and lung like needles, and they gasped with a sense of

suffocation. They dropped to a sitting posture, waiting for their

bodies, trained by months in acclimatization chambers back on
earth, to accommodate themselves to the tenuous air. Leroy's

face, as always, turned a smothered blue, and Jarvis heard his

own breath rasping and rattling in his throat. But in five

minutes, the discomfort passed; they rose and entered the little

auxiliary rocket that rested beside the black hull of the Ares.

The under-jets roared out their fiery atomic blast; dirt and
bits of shattered biopods spun away in a cloud as the rocket

rose. Harrison watched the projectile trail its flaming way into

the south, then turned back to his work.

It was four days before he saw the rocket again. Just at

evening, as the sun dropped behind the horizon with the sud-

denness of a candle falling into the sea, the auxiliary flashed out

of the southern heavens, easing gently down on the flaming

wings of the under-jets. Jarvis and Leroy emerged, passed

through the swiftly gathering dusk, and faced him in the light

of the Ares. He surveyed the two; Jarvis was tattered and scratch-

ed, but apparently in better condition than Leroy, whose dapper-

ness was completely lost. The little biologist was pale as the

nearer moon that glowed outside; one arm was bandaged in

thermo-skin and his clothes hung in veritable rags. But it was his

eyes that struck Harrison most strangely; to one who lived these

many weary days with the diminutive Frenchman, there was

something queer about them. They were frightened, plainly

enough, and that was odd, since Leroy was no coward or he'd
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never have been one of the four chosen by the Academy for

the first Martian expedition. But the fear in his eyes was more
understandable than that other expression, that queer fixity of

gaze like one in a trance, or like a person in an ecstasy. "Like

a chap who's seen Heaven and Hell together," Harrison expressed

it to himself. He was yet to discover how right he was.

He assumed a gruffness as the weary pair sat down. "You're

a fine looking couple!" he growled. "I shouldVe known bet-

ter than to let you wander off alone." He paused. "Is your

arm all right, Leroy? Need any treatment?"

Jarvis answered "It's all right—just gashed. No danger

of infection here, I guess; Leroy says there aren't any microbes

on Mars."

"Well," exploded the Captain, "Let's hear it, then! Your
radio reports sounded screwy. 'Escaped from Paradise!' Huh!"

"I didn't want to give details on the radio," said Jarvis

soberly. "You'd have thought we'd gone loony."

"I think so, anyway."

"Moi aussi/" muttered Leroy. "I too!"

"Shall I begin at the beginning?" queried the chemist.

"Our early reports were pretty nearly complete." He stared at

Putz, who had come in silently, his face and hands blackened

with carbon, and seated himself beside Harrison.

"At the beginning," the Captain decided.

"Well," began Jarvis, "we got started all right, and flew

due south along the meridian of the Ares, same course I'd fol-

lowed last week. I was getting used to this narrow horizon, so

I didn't feel so much like being cooped under a big bowl, but

one does keep overestimating distances. Something four miles

away looks eight when you're used to terrestrial curvature, and
that makes you guess its size just four times too large. A little

hill looks like a mountain until you're almost over it."

"I know that," grunted Harrison.

"Yes, but Leroy didn't, and I spent our first couple of hours

trying to explain it to him. By the time he understcod (if he
does yet) we were past Cimmerium and over that Xanthus desert,

and then we crossed the canal with the mud city and the barrel-

shaped citizens and the place where Tweel had shot the dream-
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beast. And nothing would do for Pierre here but that we put
down so he could practice his biology on the remains. So we
did.

"The thing was still there. No'sign of decay; couldn't be,

of course, without bacterial forms of life, and Leroy says that
Mars is as sterile as an operating table."

"Comme le coeur d'une fileuse," corrected the little biolo-

gist, who was beginning to regain a trace of his usual energy.

"Like an old maid's heart!"

"However," resumed Jarvis, "about a hundred of the little

grey-green biopods had fastened onto the thing and were grow-

ing and branching. Leroy found a stick and knocked 'em off,

and each branch broke away and became a biopod crawling

around with the others. So he poked around at the creature,

while I looked away from it; even dead, that rope-armed devil

gave me the creeps. And then came the surprise; the thing was
part plant!"

"C'est vrai/" confirmed the biologist. "It's true!"

"It was a big cousin of the biopods," continued Jarvis.

"Leroy was quite excited; he figures that all Martian life is of

that sort—neither plant nor animal. Life here never differenti-

ated, he says; everything has both natures in it, even the barrel-

creatures—even Tweel! I think he's right, especially when I re-

call how Tweel rested, sticking his beak in the ground and stay-

ing that way all night. I never saw him eat or drink, either;

perhaps his beak was more in the nature of a root, and he got

his nourishment that way."

"Sounds nutty to me," observed Harrison.

"Well," continued Jarvis, "we broke up a few of the other

growths and they acted the same way—the pieces crawled

around, only much slower than the biopods, and then stuck

themselves in the ground. Then Leroy had to catch a sample

of the walking grass, and we were ready to leave when a parade

of the barrel creatures rushed by with their pushcarts. They
hadn't forgotten me, either; they all drummed out, 'We are

v-r-r-iends—ouch!' just as they had before. Leroy wanted to

shoot one and cut it up, but I remembered the battle Tweel
and I had had with them, and vetoed the idea. But he did
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hit on a possible explanation as to what they did with all the

rubbish they gathered."

"Made mud-pies, I guess," grunted the captain.

"More or less," agreed Jarvis. "They use it for food, Leroy

thinks. If they're part vegetable, you see, that's what they'd

want—soil with organic remains in it to make it fertile. That's

why they ground up sand and biopods and other growths all

together. See?"

"Dimly," countered Harrison. "How about the suicides?"

"Leroy had a hunch there, too. The suicides jump into

the grinder when the mixture has too much sand and gravel;

they throw themselves in to adjust the proportions."

"Rats!" said Harrison disgustedly. "Why couldn't they

bring in some extra branches from outside?"

"Because suicide is easier. You've got to remember that

these creatures can't be judged by earthly standards; they prob-

ably don't feel pain, and they haven't got what we'd call in-

dividuality. Any intelligence they have is the property of the

whole community—like an ant-heap. That's it! Ants are will-

ing to die for their ant-hill; so are these creatures."

"So are men," observed the captain, "if it comes to that."

"Yes, but men aren't exactly eager. It takes some emotion

like patriotism to work 'em to the point of dying for their

country; these things do it all in the day's work." He paused.

"Well, we took some pictures of the dream-beast and the

barrel-creatures, and then we started along. We sailed over

Xanthus, keeping as close to the meridian of the Ares as we
could, and pretty soon we crossed the trail of the pyramid-build-

er. So we circled back to let Leroy take a look at it, and when
we found it, we landed. The thing had completed just two rows

of bricks since Tweel and I left it, and there it was, breathing

in silicon and breathing out bricks as if it had eternity to do it

in—which it has. Leroy wanted to dissect it with a Boland
explosive bullet, but I thought that anything that had lived for

ten million years was entitled to the respect due old age> so I

talked him out of it. He peeped into the hole on top of it and
nearly got beaned by the arm coming up with a brick, and then

he chipped off a few pieces of it, which didn't disturb the c/ea-
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ture a bit. He found the place I'd chipped, tried to see if there
was any sign of healing, and decided he could tell better in two
or three thousand years. So we took a few shots of it and sailed

on.

"Mid afternoon we located the wreck of my rocket. Not
a thing disturbed; we picked up my films and tried to decide
what next. I wanted to find Tweel if possible; I figured from
the fact of his pointing south that he lived somewhere near

Thyle. We plotted our route and judged that the desert we
were in now was Thyle II; Thyle I should be east of us. So,

on a hunch, we decided to have a look at Thyle I, and away
we buzzed."

"Der motors?" queried Putz, breaking his long silence.

"For a wonder, we had no trouble, Karl. Your blast worked
perfectly. So we hummed along, pretty high to get a wider

view, I'd say about fifty thousand feet. Thyle II spread out

like an orange carpet, and after a while we came to the grey

branch of the Mare Chronium that bounded it. That was nar-

row; we crossed it in half an hour, and there was Thyle I—same

orange-hued desert as its mate. We veered south, toward the

Mare Australe, and followed the edge of the desert. And toward

sunset we spotted it."

"Shpotted?" echoed Putz. "Vot vas shpotted?"

"The desert was spotted—with buildings! Not one of the

mud cities of the canals, although a canal went through it. From
the map we figured the canal was a continuation of the one

Schiaparelli called Ascanius.

"We were probably too high to be visible to any inhabitants

of the city, but also too high for a good look at it, even with

the glasses. However, it was nearly sunset, anyway, so we
didn't plan on dropping in. We circled the place; the canal

went out into the Mare Australe, and there, glittering in the

south, was the melting polar ice-cap! The canal drained it; we
could distinguish the sparkle of water in it. Off to the south-

east, just at the edge of the Mare Australe, was a valley—the

first irregularity I'd seen on Mars except the cliffs that bounded

Xanthus and Thyle II. We flew over the valley—" Jarvis

paused suddenly and shuddered; Leroy, whose color had begun
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to return, seemed to pale. The chemist resumed, "Well, the

valley looked all right—then! Just a gray waste, probably

full of crawlers like the others.

"We circled back over the city; say, I want to tell you that

place was—well, gigantic! It was colossal; at first I thought the

size was due to that illusion I spoke of—you know, the nearness

of the horizon—but it wasn't that. We sailed right over it,

and you've never seen anything like it!

"But the sun dropped out of sight right then. I knew we
were pretty far south—latitude 60—but I didn't know just how
much night we'd have."

Harrison glanced at a Schiaparelli chart. "About 60—eh?"

he said. "Close to what corresponds to the Antarctic circle. You'd
have about four hours of night at this season. Three months
from now you'd have none at all."

"Three months!" echoed Jarvis, surprised. Then he grinned.

"Right! I forget the seasons here are twice as long as ours. WelL
we sailed out into the desert about twenty miles, which put the

city below the horizon in case we overslept, and there we spent

the night.

"You're right about the length of it. We had about four

hours of darkness which left us fairly rested. We ate breakfast,

called our location to you, and started over to have a look at

the city.

"We sailed toward it from the east and it loomed up ahead

of us like a range of mountains. Lord, what a city! Not that

New York mightn't have higher buildings, or Chicago cover

more ground, but for sheer mass, those structures were in a

class by themselves. Gargantuan!

"There was a queer look about the place, though. You
know how a terrestrial city sprawls out, a nimbus of suburbs,

a ring of residential sections, factory districts, parks, highwavs.

There was none of that here; the city rose out of the desert as

abruptly as a cliff. Only a few little sand mounds marked the

division, and then the walls of those gigantic structures.

"The architecture was strange, too. There were lots of de-

vices that are impossible back home, such as set-backs in reverse,

so that a building with a small base could spread out as it rose.
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That would be a valuable trick in New York, where land is al-

most priceless, but to do it, you'd have to transfer Martian
gravitation there!

v

"Well, since you can't very well land a rocket in a city

street, we put down right next to the canal side of the city, took

our small cameras and revolvers, and started for a gap in the

wall of masonry. We weren't ten feet from the rocket when
we both saw the explanation for a lot of the queerness.

"The city was in ruin! Abandoned, deserted, dead as Baby-

lon! Or at least, so it looked to us then, with its empty streets

which, if they had been paved, were now deep under sand."

"A ruin, eh?" commented Harrison. "How old?"

"How could we tell?" countered Jarvis. "The next expe-

dition to this golf ball ought to carry an archeologist—and a

philologist, too, as we found out later. But it's a devil of a

job to estimate the age of anything here; things weather so slowly

that most of the buildings might have been put up yesterday.

No rainfall, no earthquakes, no vegetation is here to spread

cracks with its roots—nothing. The only aging factors here are

the erosion of the wind—and that's negligible in this atmos-

phere—and the cracks caused by changing temperature. And
one other agent—meteorites. They must crash down occasion-

ally on the city, judging from the thinness of the air, and the

fact that we've seen four strike ground right here near the Ares."

"Seven," corrected the captain. "Three dropped while you

were gone."

"Well, damage by meteorites must be slow, anyway. Big

ones would be as rare here as on earth, because big ones get

through in spite of the atmosphere, and those buildings could

sustain a lot of little ones. My guess at the city's age—and it

may be wrong by a big percentage—would be fifteen thousand

years. Even that's thousands of years older than any human
civilization; fifteen thousand years ago was the Late Stone Age
in the history of mankind.

"So Leroy and I crept up to those tremendous buildings

feeling like pygmies, sort of awe-struck, and talking in whispers.

I tell you, it was ghostly walking down that dead and deserted

street, and every time we passed through a shadow, we shivered,
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and not just because shadows are cold on Mars. We felt like

intruders, as if the great race that had built the place might

resent our presence even across a hundred and fifty centuries.

The place was as quiet as a grave, but we kept imagining things

and peeping down the dark lanes between buildings and looking

over our shoulders. Most of the structures were windowless,

but when we did see an opening in those vast walls, we couldn't

look away, expecting to see some horror peering out of it.

"Then we passed an edifice with an open arch; the doors

were there, but blocked open by sand. I got up nerve enough

to take a look inside, and then, of course, we discovered we'd

forgotten to take our flashes. But we eased a few feet into the

darkness and the passage debouched into a colossal hall. Far

above us a little crack let in a pallid ray of daylight, not nearly

enough to light the place; I couldn't even see if the hall rose

clear to the distant roof. But I know the place was enormous;

I said something to Leroy and a million thin echoes came slip-

ping back to us out of the darkness. And after that, we began

to hear other sounds—slithering rustling noises, and whispers,

and sounds like suppressed breathing—and something black and
silent passed between us and that far-away crevice of light.

"Then we saw three little greenish spots of luminosity in

the dusk to our left. We stood staring at them, and suddenly

they all shifted at once. Leroy yelled 'Ce sont des yeux/' and
they were! They were eyes!

"Well, we stood frozen for a moment, while Leroy's veil

reverberated back and forth between the distant walls, and the

echoes repeated the words in queer, thin voices. There were
mumblings and mutterings and whisperings and sounds like

strange soft laughter, and then the three-eyed thing moved again.

Then we broke for the door!

"We felt better out in the sunlight; we looked at each other

sheepishly, but neither of us suggested another look at the

buildings inside—though we did see the place later, and that

was queer, too—but you'll hear about it when I come to it. We
just loosened our revolvers and crept on along that ghostly street.

"The street curved and twisted and subdivided. I kept

careful note of our directions, since we couldn't risk getting lost
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in that gigantic maze. Without our thermo-skin bags, night

would finish us, even if what lurked in the ruins didn't. By and
by, I noticed that we were veeringvback toward the canal, the

buildings ended and there were only a few dozen ragged stone

huts which looked as though they might have been built of

debris from the city. I was just beginning to feel a bit disap-

pointed at finding no trace of Tweel's people here when we
rounded a corner and there he was!

T yelled Tweel!' but he just stared, and then I realized

that he wasn't Tweel, but another Martian of his sort. Tweel's

featheiy appendages were more orange hued and he stood several

inches taller than this one. Leroy was sputtering in excitement,

and the Martian kept his vicious beak directed at us, so I stepped

forward as peace-maker. I said 'Tweel?' very questioningly, but

there was no result. I tried it a dozen times, and we finallv had
to give it up; we couldn't connect.

"Leroy and I walked toward the huts, and the Martian

followed us. Twice he was joined by others, and each time

I tried yelling Tweel' at them but they just stared at us. So we
ambled on with the three trailing us, and then it suddenly oc-

curred to me that my Martian accent might be at fault. I

faced the group and tried trilling it out the way Tweel him-

self did: T-r-r-rwee-r-rl! Like that.

"And that worked! One of them spun his head around

a full ninety degrees, and screeched T-r-r-rweee-r-rl!' and a mo-
ment later, like an arrow from a bow, Tweel came sailing over

the nearer huts to land on his beak in front of me!

"Man, we were glad to see each other! Tweel set up a

twittering and chirping like a farm in summer and went sailing

up and coming down on his beak, and I would have grabbed

his hands, only he wouldn't keep still long enough.

"The other Martians and Leroy just stared, and after a

while, Tweel stopped bouncing, and there we were. We could-

n't talk to each other any more than we could before, so after

I'd said Tweel' a couple of times and he'd said Tick,' we were

more or less helpless. However, it was only mid-morning, and
it seemed important to learn all we could about Tweel and the

city, so I suggested that he guide us around the place if he
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weren't busy. I put over the idea by pointing back at the

buildings and then at him and us.

"Well, apparently he wasn't too busy, for he set off with us,

leading the way with one of his hundred and fifty-foot nosedives

that set Leroy gasping. When we caught up, he said some-

thing like 'one, one, two—two, two, four—no, no—yes, yes—rock

—no breet!' That didn't seem to mean anything; perhaps he

was just letting Leroy know that he could speak English, or

perhaps he was merely running over his vocabulary to refresh

his memory.
"Anyway, he showed us around. He had a light of sorts

in his black pouch, good enough for small rooms, but simply

lost in some of the colossal caverns we went through. Nine

out of ten buildings meant absolutely nothing to us—just vast

empty chambers, full of shadows and rustlings and echoes. I

couldn't imagine their use; they didn't seem suitable for living

quarters, or even for commercial purposes—trade and so forth;

they might have been all right as power-houses, but what could

have been the purpose of a whole city full? And where were the

remains of the machinery?

"The place was a mystery. Sometimes Tweel would show
us through a hall that would have housed an ocean-liner, and

he'd seem to swell with pride—and we couldn't make a damn
thing of it! As a display of architectural power, the city was

colossal; as anything else it was just nutty!

"But we did see one thing that registered. We came to

that same building Leroy and I had entered earlier—the one

with the three eyes in it. Well, we were a little shaky about

going in there, but Tweel twittered and trilled and kept saying,
4

Yes, yes, yes!' so we followed him, staring nervously about for

the thing that had watched us. However, that hall was just

like the others, full of murmurs and slithering noises and
shadowy things slipping away into corners. If the three-eyed

creature were still there, it must have slunk away with the others.

"Tweel led us along the wall; his light snowed a series of

little alcoves, and in the first of these we ran into a puzzling

thing—a very weird thing. As the light flashed into the alcove,

I saw first just an empty space, and then, squatting on the
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floor, I saw—it! A little creature about as big as a large rat, it

was, gray and huddled and evidently startled by our appearance.

It had the queerest, most devilish little face!—pointed ears or

horns and satanic eyes that seemed to sparkle with a sort of

fiendish intelligence.

"Tweel saw it, too, and let out a screech of anger, and the

creature rose on two pencil-thin legs and scuttled off with a

half-terrified, half defiant squeak. It darted past us into the

darkness too quickly even for Tweel, and as it ran, something

waved on its body like the fluttering of a cape. Tweel screeched

angrily at it and set up a shrill hullabaloo that sounded like

genuine rage.

"But the thing was gone, and then I noticed the weirdest

of imaginable details. Where it had squatted on the floor was

—a book! It had been hunched over a book!

"I took a step forward; sure enough, there was some sort

of inscription on the pages—wavy white lines like a seismograph

record on black sheets like the material of Tweel's pouch. Tweel
fumed and whistled in wrath, picked up the volume and
slammed it into place on a shelf full of others. Leroy and I

stared dumbfounded at each other.

"Had the little thing with the fiendish face been reading?

Or was it simply eating the pages, getting physical nourishment

rather than mental? Or had the whole thing been accidental?

"If the creature were some rat-like pest that destroyed

books, Tweel's rage was understandable, but why should he try

to prevent an intelligent being, even though of an alien race,

from reading—if it was reading? I don't know; I did notice

that the book was entirely undamaged, nor did I see a damaged

book among any that we handled. But I have an odd hunch

that if we knew the secret of the little cape-clothed imp, we'd

know the mystery of the vast abandoned city and of the decay

of Martian culture.

"Well, Tweel quieted down after a while and led us com-

pletely around that tremendous hall. It had been a library, I

think; at least, there were thousands upon thousands of those

queer black-paged volumes printed in wavy lines of white. There

were pictures, too, in some; and some of these showed Tweel's
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people. That's a point, of course; it indicated that his race built

the city and printed the books. I don't think the greatest philo-

logist on earth will ever translate one line of those records; they

were made by minds too different from ours.

"Tweel could read them, naturally. He twittered off a few

lines, and then I took a few of the books, with his permission;

he said 'no, no!' to some and 'yes, yes!' to others. Perhaps he
kept back the ones his people needed, or perhaps he let me take

the ones he thought we'd understand most easily. I don't know;
the books are outside there in the rocket.

"Then he held that dim torch of his toward the walls, and
they wrere pictured. Lord, what pictures! They stretched up
and up into the blackness of the roof, mysterious and gigantic.

I couldn't make much of the first wall; it seemed to be a por-

trayal of a great assembly of Tweel's people. Perhaps it was

meant to symbolize Society or Government. But the next wall

was more obvious; it showed creatures at work on a colossal

machine of some sort, and that would be Industry or Science.

The back wall had corroded away in part, from what we could

see, I suspected the scene was meant to portray Art, but it was

on the fourth wall that we got a shock that nearly dazed us.

"I think the symbol was Exploration or Discovery. This

wall was a little plainer, because the moving beam of daylight

from that crack lit up the higher surface and Tweel's torch il-

luminated the lower. We made out a giant seated figure, one
of the beaked Martians like Tweel, but with every limb sug-

gesting heaviness, weariness. The arms dropped inertly on the

chair, the thin neck bent and the beak rested on the body, as if

the creature could scarcely bear its own weight. And before it

was a queer kneeling figure, and at sight of it, Leroy and I al-

most reeled against each other. It was, apparently, a man!"
"A man!" bellowed Harrison. "A man you say?"

"I said apparently," retorted Jarvis. "The artist had exaggera-

ted the nose almost to the length of Tweel's beak, but the figure

had black shoulder-length hair, and instead of the Martian four,

there were five fingers on its outstretched hand! It was kneeling

as if in worship of the Martian, and on the ground was what
looked like a pottery bowl full of some food as an offering. Well!
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Leroy and I thought we'd gone screwy!"

"And Putz and I think so, too!" roared the captain.

"Maybe we all have," replied Jarvis, with a faint grin at the
pale face of the little Frenchman, who returned it in silence.

"Anyway," he continued, "Tweel was squeaking and pointing

at the figure, and saying Tick! Tick!' so he recognized the re-

semblance—and never mind any cracks about my nose!" he
warned the captain. "It was Leroy who made the important

comment; he looked at the Martian and said 'Thoth! The
god Thoth!'

"

"Oui/" confirmed the biologist. J'Comme YEgypte!"

"Yeah," said Jarvis. "Like the Egyptian ibis-headed god—
the one with the beak. Well, no sooner did Tweel hear the

name Thoth than he set up a clamor of twittering and squeaking.

He pointed at himself and said 'Thoth! Thoth!' and then waved
his arm all around and repeated it. Of course he often did

queer things, but we both thought we understood what he
meant. He was trying to tell us that his race called themselves

Thoth. Do you see what I'm getting at?"

"I see, all right," said Harrison. "You think the Martians

paid a visit to the earth, and the Egyptians remembered it in

their mythology. Well, you're off, then; there wasn't any

Egyptian civilization fifteen thousand years ago."

"Wrong!" grinned Jarvis. "It's too bad we haven't an

archeologist with us, but Leroy tells me that there was a stone-

age culture in Egypt then, the pre-dynastic civilization."

"Well, even so, what of it?"

"Plenty! Everything in that picture proves my point. The
attitude of the Martian, heavy and weary—that's the unnatural

strain of terrestrial gravitation. The name Thoth; Leroy tells me
Thoth was the Egyptian god of philosophy and the inventor of

writing! Get that? They must have picked up the idea from

watching the Martian take notes. It's too much for coincidence

that Thoth should be beaked and ibis-headed, and that the

beaked Martians call themselves Thoth."

"Well, I'll be hanged! But what about the nose on the

Egyptian? Do you mean to tell me that stone-age Egyptians

had longer noses than ordinary men?"
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"Of course not! It's just that the Martians very naturally

cast their paintings in Martianized form. Don't human beings

tend to relate everything to themselves? That's why dugongs

and manatees started the mermaid myths—sailors thought they

saw human features on the beasts. So the Martian artist, draw-

ing either from descriptions or imperfect photographs, naturally

exaggerated the size of the human nose to a degree that looked

normal to him. Or anyway, that's my theory."

"Well, it'll do as a theory," grunted Harrison. "What I

want to hear is why you two got back here looking like a couple

of year-before-last bird's nests."

Jarvis shuddered again, and cast another glance at Leroy.

The little biologist was recovering some of his accustomed poise,

but he returned the glance with an echo of the chemist's shudder.

"We'll get to that," resumed the latter. "Meanwhile I'll

stick to Tweel and his people. We spent the better part of

three days with them, as you know. I can't give ever}' detail,

but I'll summarize the important facts and give our conclusions,

which may not be worth an inflated franc. It's hard to judge

this dried-up world by earthly standards.

"We took pictures of everything possible; I even tried to

photograph that gigantic mural in the library, but unless Tweel's

lamp was unusually rich in actinic rays, I don't suppose it'll

show. And that's a pity, since it's undoubtedly the most in-

teresting object we've found on Mars, at least from a human
viewpoint.

"Tweel was a very courteous host. He took us to all the

points of interest—even the new water-works."

Putz's eyes brightened at the word. "Vater-vorks?" he
echoed. "For vot?"

"For the canal, naturally. They have to build up a head of

water to drive it through; that's obvious." He looked at the

captain. "You told me yourself that to drive water from the

polar caps of Mars to the equator was equivalent to forcing it

up a twenty-mile hill, because Mars is flattened at the poles and
bulges at the equator just like the earth."

"That's true," agreed Harrison.

"Well," resumed Jarvis, "this city was one of the relay
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stations to boost the flow. Their power plant was the only one
of the giant buildings that seemed to serve any useful purpose,

and that was worth seeing. I wish you'd seen it, Karl; you'll

have to make what you can from our pictures. It's a sun-power

plant!"

Harrison and Putz stared. "Sun-power!" grunted the cap-

tain. "That's primitive!" And the engineer added an emphatic

"Jaf of agreement.

"Not as primitive as all that," corrected Jarvis. "The sun-

light focused on a queer cylinder in the center of a big concave

mirror, and they drew an electric current from it. The juice

worked the pumps."

"A t'ermocouple!" ejaculated Putz.

"That sounds reasonable; you can judge by the pictures.

But the power-plant had some queer things about it. The
queerest was that the machinery was tended, not by Tweel's

people, but by some of the barrel-shaped creatures like the ones

in Xanthus!" He gazed around at the faces of his auditors;

there was no comment.
"Get it?" he resumed. At their silence, he proceeded, "I

see you don't. Leroy figured it out, but whether rightly or

wrongly, I don't know. He thinks that the barrels and Tweel's

race have a reciprocal arrangement like—well, like bees and
flowers on earth. The flowers give honey for the bees; the

bees carry the pollen for the flowers. See? The barrels tend

the works and Tweel's people build the canal system. The
Xanthus city must have been a boosting station; that explains

the mysterious machines I saw. And Leroy believes further that

it isn't an intelligent arrangement—not on the part of the bar-

rels, at least—but that its been done for so many thousands of

generations that it's become instinctive—a tropism—just like

the actions of ants and bees. The creatures have been bred

to it!"

"Nuts!" observed Harrison. "Let's hear you explain the

reason for that big empty city, then."

"Sure. Tweel's civilization is decadent, that's the reason.

It's a dying race, and out of all the millions that must once

have lived there, Tweel's couple of hundred companions are the
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remnant. They're an outpost, left to tend the source of the

water at the polar cap; probably there are still a few respectable

cities left somewhere on the canal system, most likely near the

tropics. It's the last gasp of a race—and a race that reached a

higher peak of culture than Man!"
"Huh?" said Harrison. "Then why are they dying? Lack

of water?"

"I don't think so," responded the chemist. "If my guess at

the city's age is right, fifteen thousand years wouldn't make
enough difference in the water supply—nor a hundred thousand,

for that matter. It's something else, though the water's doubt-

less a factor."

"Das wasser," cut in Putz. "Vere goes dot?"

"Even a chemist knows that!" scoffed Jarvis. "At least on
earth. Here I'm not so sure, but on earth, every time there's a

lightning flash, it electrolyzes some water vapor into hydrogen

and oxygen, and then the hydrogen escapes into space, because

terrestrial gravitation won't hold it permanently. And every

time there's an earthquake, some water is lost to the interior.

Slow—but damned certain." He turned to Harrison. "Right,

Cap?"
"Right," conceded the captain. "But here, of course—no

earthquakes, no thunderstorms—the loss must be very slow.

Then why is the race dying?"

"The sun-power plant answers that," countered Jarvis.

"Lack of fuel! Lack of power! No oil left, no coal left—if

Mars ever had a Carboniferous Age—and no water-power—just
the driblets of energy they can get from the sun. That's why
they're dying."

"With the limitless energy of the atom?" exploded Harrison.

"They don't know about atomic energy. Probably never

did. Must have used some other principle in their space-ship."

"Then," snapped the captain, "what makes you rate their

intelligence above the human? We've finally cracked open the
atom!"

"Sure we have. We had a clue, didn't we? Radium and
uranium. Do you think we'd ever have learned how without
those elements? We'd never even have suspected that atomic
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energy existed!"

"Well? Haven't they-?"
"No, they haven't. You've told me yourself that Mars has

only 73 percent of the earth's density. Even a chemist can see

that that means a lack of heavy metals—no osmium, no uranium,
no radium. They didn't have the clue."

"Even so, that doesn't prove they're more advanced than

we are. If they were more advanced, they'd have discovered it

anyway."

"Maybe," conceded Jarvis. "I'm not claiming that we don't

surpass them in some ways. But in others, they're far ahead of

us."

"In what, for instance?"

"Well—socially, for one thing."

"Huh? How do you mean?"
Jarvis glanced in turn at each of the three that faced him.

He hesitated. "I wonder how you chaps will take this," he
muttered. "Naturally, everybody likes his own system best."

He frowned. "Look here—on the earth we have three types of

society, haven't we? And there's a member of each type right

here. Putz lives under a dictatorship—an autocracy. Leroy's a

citizen of the Sixth Commune in France. Harrison and I are

Americans, members of a democracy. There you are—autocracy,
democracy, communism—the three types of terrestrial societies.

Tweel's people have a different system from any of us."

"Different? What is it?"

"The one no earthly nation has tried. Anarchy!"

"Anarchy!" the captain and Putz burst out together.

"That's right."

"But—" Harrison was sputtering. "What do you mean—
they're ahead of us? Anarchy! Bah!"

"All right—bah!" retorted Jarvis. "I'm not saying it would

work for us, or for any race of men. But it works for them."

"But—anarchy!" The captain was indignant.

"Well, when you come right down to it," argued Jarvis

defensively, "anarchy is the ideal form of government, if it works.

Emerson said that the best government was that which governs

least, and so did Wendell Phillips, and I think George Wash-
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ington. And you can't have any form of government which

governs less than anarchy, which is no government at all!"

The captain was sputtering. "But—it's unnatural! Even

savage tribes have their chiefs! Even a pack of wolves has its

leader!"

"Well," retorted Jarvis defiantly, "that only proves that

government is a primitive device, doesn't it? With a perfect

race you wouldn't need it at all; government is a confession of

weakness, isn't it? It's a confession that part of the people

won't cooperate with the rest and that you need laws to restrain

those individuals which a psychologist calls anti-social. If there

were no anti-social persons—criminals and such—you wouldn't

need laws or police, would you?"

"But government! You'd need government! How about

public works—wars—taxes?"
"No wars on Mars, in spite of being named after the War

God. No point in wars here; the population is too thin and

too scattered, and besides, it takes the help of every single com-
munity to keep the canal system functioning. No taxes be-

cause, apparently, all individuals cooperate in building public

works. No competition to cause trouble, because anybody can

help himself to anything. As I said, with a perfect race govern-

ment is entirely unnecessary."

"And do you consider the Martians a perfect race?" asked

the captain grimly.

"Not at all! But they've existed so much longer than man
that they're evolved, socially at least, to the point where they

don't need government. They work together, that's all." Jarvis

paused. "Queer, isn't it—as if Mother Nature were carrying on
two experiments, one at home and one on Mars. On earth it's

trial of an emotional, highly competitive race in a world of

plenty; here it's the trial of a quiet, friendly race on a desert,

unproductive, and inhospitable world. Everything here makes
for cooperation. Why, there isn't even the factor that causes

so much trouble at home—sex!"

"Huh?"

"Yeah: Tweel's people reproduce just like the barrels in

the mud cities; two individuals grow a third one between them.
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Another proof of Leroy's theory that Martian life is neither
animal nor vegetable. Besides, Tweel was a good enough host
to let him poke down his beak and twiddle his feathers, and the
examination convinced Leroy." v

"Oui," confirmed the biologist. "It is true."

"But anarchy!" grumbled Harrison disgustedly. "It would
show up on a dizzy, half-dead pill like Mars!"

"It'll be a good many centuries before you'll have to worry
about it on eaifh." grinned Jarvis. He resumed his narrative.

"Well, we wandered through that sepulchral city, taking

pictures of everything. And then—" Jarvis paused and shud-

dered—"then I took a notion to have a look at that valley we'd
spotted from the rocket. I don't know why. But when we
tried to steer Tweel in that direction, he set up such a squawk-

ing and screeching that I thought he'd gone batty."

"If possible!" jeered Harrison.

"So we started over there without him; he kept wailing and
screaming, 'No—no—no! Tick!' but that made us the more
curious. He sailed over our heads and stuck on his beak, and
went through a dozen other antics, but we ploughed on, and
finally he gave up and trudged disconsolately along with us.

"The valley wasn't more than a mile southeast of the city.

Tweel could have covered the distance in twenty jumps, but he
lagged and loitered and kept pointing back at the city and wail-

ing 'No—no—no!' Then he'd sail up into the air and zip down
on his beak directly in front of us, and we'd have to walk around
him. I'd seen him do lots of crazy things before, of course;

I was used to them, but it was as plain as print that he didn't

want us to see that valley."

"Why?" queried Harrison.

"You asked why we came back like tramps," said Jarvis

with a faint shudder. "You'll learn. We plugged along up a

low rocky hill that bounded it, and as we neared the top, Tweel
said, 'No breet', Tick! No breetT Well, those were the words

he used to describe the silicon monster; they were also the

words he had used to tell me that the image of Fancy Long,

the one that had almost lured me to the dream-beast, wasn't

real. I remembered that, but it meant nothing to me—then!
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"Right after that, Tweel said, Tou one-one-two, he one-

one-two/ and then I began to see. That was the phrase he
had used to explain the dream-beast to tell me that what I

thought, the creature thought—to tell me how the thing lured

its victims by their own desires. So I warned Leroy; it seemed

to me that even the dream-beast couldn't be dangerous if we
were warned and expecting it. Well, I was wrong!

"As we reached the crest, Tweel spun his head completely

around, so his feet were forward but his eyes looked backward,

as if he feared to gaze into the valley. Leroy and I stared out

over it, just a gray waste like this around us, with the gleam of

the south polar cap far beyond its southern rim. That's what
it was one second; the next it was—Paradise!

"

"What?" exclaimed the captain.

Jarvis turned to Leroy. "Can you describe it?" he asked.

The biologist waved helpless hands, "C'est impossible!" he
whispered. "II me rend muetf"

"It strikes me dumb, too," muttered Jarvis. "I don't

know how to tell it; I'm a chemist, not a poet. Paradise is as

good a word as I can think of, and that's not at all right. It

was Paradise and Hell in one!"

"Will you talk sense?" growled Harrison.

"As much of it as makes sense. I tell you, one moment
we were looking at a grey valley covered with blobby plants,

and the next—Lord! You can't imagine that next moment!
How would you like to see all your dreams made real? Every

desire you'd ever had gratified? Everything you'd ever wanted
there for the taking?"

"I'd like it fine!" said the captain.

"You're welcome, then!—not only your noble desires, re-

member! Every good impulse, yes—but also every nasty little

wish, every vicious thought, everything you'd ever desired, good
or bad! The dream-beasts are marvelous salesmen, but they

lack the moral sense!"

"The dream-beasts?"

"Yes. It was a valley of them. Hundreds, I suppose, maybe
thousands. Enough, at any rate, to spread out a complete
picture of your desires, even all the forgotten ones that must
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have been drawn out of the subconscious. A Paradise—of sorts!

I saw a dozen Fancy Longs, in every costume I'd ever admired
on her, and some I must have imagined. I saw every beautiful

woman I've ever known, and all 6f them pleading for my at-

tention. I saw every lovely place I'd ever wanted to be, all

packed queerly into that little valley. And I saw—other things."

He shook his head soberly. "It wasn't all exactly pretty. Lord!

How much of the beast is left in us! I suppose if every man
alive could have one look at that weird valley, and could see

just once what nastiness is hidden in him—well, the world
might gain by it. I thanked heaven afterwards that Leroy—
and even Tweel—saw their own pictures and not mine!"

Jarvis paused again, then resumed, "
1 turned dizzy with

a sort of ecstasy. I closed my eyes—and with eyes closed, I

still saw the whole thing! That beautiful, evil, devilish pan-

orama was in my mind, not my eyes. That's how those fiends

work—through the mind. I knew it was the dream-beasts; I

didn't need Tweel's wail of 'No breet'! No breetT But—

I

couldn't Jceep away! I knew it was death beckoning, but it was

worth it for one moment with the vision."

"Which particular vision?" asked Harrison dryly.

Jarvis flushed. "No matter," he said. "But beside me I

heard Leroy's cry of 'Yvonne! Yvonne!' and I knew he was

trapped like myself. I fought for sanity; I kept telling myself

to stop, and all the time I was rushing headlong into the snare!

"Then something tripped me. Tweel! He had come leap-

ing from behind; as I crashed down I saw him flash over me
straight toward—toward what I'd been running to, with his

vicious beak pointed right at her heart!"

"Oh!" nodded the captain. "Her heart!"

"Never mind that. When I scrambled up, that particular

image was gone, and Tweel was in a twist of black ropey arms,

just as when I first saw him. He'd missed a vital point in the

beast's anatomy, but was jabbing away desperately with his

beak.

"Somehow, the spell had lifted, or partially lifted. I wasn't

five feet from Tweel, and it took a terrific struggle, but I man-

aged to raise my revolver and put a Boland shell into the beast.
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Out came a spurt of horrible black corruption, drenching Tweel

and me—and I guess the sickening smell of it helped to de-

stroy the illusion of that valley of beauty. Anyway, we managed

to get Leroy away from the devil that had him, and the three

of us staggered to the ridge and over. I had presence of mind
enough to raise my camera over the crest and take a shot of

the valley, but I'll bet it shows nothing but gray waste and
writhing horrors. What we saw was with our minds, not our

eyes."

Jarvis paused and shuddered. "The brute half poisoned

Leroy," he continued. "We dragged ourselves back to the

auxiliary, called you, and did what we could to treat ourselves.

Leroy took a long dose of the cognac that we had with us; we
didn't dare try anything of Tweel's because his metabolism is

so different from ours that what cured him might kill us. But

the cognac seemed to work, and so, after I'd done one other

thing I wanted to do, we came back here—and that's all."

"All, is it?" queried Harrison. "So you've solved all the

mysteries of Mars, eh?"

"Not by a damned sight!" retorted Jarvis. "Plenty of un-

answered questions are left."

"/a/" snapped Putz. "Der evaporation—dot iss shtopped

how?"

"In the canals? I wondered about that, too; in those

thousands of miles, and against this low air-pressure, you'd think

they'd lose a lot. But the answer's simple; they float a skin of

oil on the water."

Putz nodded, but Harrison cut in. "Here's a puzzler. With
only coal and oil—just combustion or electric power—where'd
they get the energy to build a planet-wide canal system, thou-

sands and thousands of miles of 'em? Think of the job we had
cutting the Panama Canal to sea level, and then answer that!"

"Easy!" grinned Jarvis. "Martian gravity and Martian air

—that's the answer. Figure it out: First, the dirt they dug only-

weighed a third its earth-weight. Second, a steam engine here

expands against ten pounds per square inch less air pressure

than on earth. Third, they could build the engine three times
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as large here with no greater internal weight. And fourth, the

whole planet's nearly level. Right, Putz?"

The engineer nodded. "JaJ ^er shteam—engine—it iss

sieben-und zwanzig—twenty-seven times so effective here."

"Well, there does go the last mystery then," mused Harrison.

"Yeah?" queried Jarvis sardonically. "You answer these,

then. What was the nature of that vast empty city? Why do
the Martians need canals, since we never saw them eat or drink?

Did they really visit the earth before the dawn of history, and, if

not atomic energy, what powered their ship? Since Tweel's

race seems to need little or no water, are they merely operating

the canals for some higher creature that does? Are there other

intelligences on Mars? If not, what was the demon-faced imp
we saw with the book? There are a few mysteries for you!"

"I know one or two more!" growled Harrison, glaring sud-

denly at little Leroy. "You and your visions! 'Yvonne!' eh?

Your wife's name is Marie, isn't it?"

The little biologist turned crimson. "Oui," he admitted

unhappily. He turned pleading eyes on the captain. "Please,"

he said. "In Paris tout le monde—everybody he think different-

ly of those things—no?" He twisted uncomfortably. "Please,

you will not tell Marie, n'est-ce pas?"

Harrison chuckled. "None of my business," he said. "One
more question, Jarvis. What was the one other thing you did

before returning here?"

Jarvis looked diffident. "Oh-that." He hesitated. "Well
I sort of felt we owed Tweel a lot, so after some trouble, we
coaxed him into the rocket and sailed him out to the wreck

of the first one, over on Thyle II. Then," he finished apologeti-

cally, "I showed him the atomic blast, got it working—and gave

it to him!"

"You what?" roared the Captain. "You turned something

as powerful as that over to an alien race—maybe some day as

an enemy race?"

"Yes, I did," said Jarvis. "Look here," he argued defen-

sively. "This lousy, dried-up pill of a desert called Mars'll never

support much human population. The Sahara desert is just as

good a field for imperialism, and a lot closer to home. So we'll
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never find Tweel's race enemies. The only value we'll find here

is commercial trade with the Martians. Then why shouldn't I

give Tweel a chance for survival? With atomic energy, they

can run their canal system a hundred per cent instead of only

one out of five, as Putz's observations showed. They can re-

populate those ghostly cities; they can resume their arts and
industries; they can trade with the nations of the earth—and
I'll bet they can teach us a few things," he paused, "if they can

figure out the atomic blast, and I'll lay odds they can. They're

no fools, Tweel and his ostrich-faced Martians!"
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t ^^r. Daniel Scott, his dark
and brilliant eyes alight with the fire of enthusiasm, paused at

last and stared out over the city, or that portion of it visible from
the office windows of Herman Bach—the Dr. Herman Bach of

Grand Mercy Hospital. There was a moment of silence; the old

man smiled a little indulgently, a little wistfully, at the face of

the youthful biochemist.

"Go on, Dan," he said. "So it occurred to you that getting

well of a disease or injury is merely a form of adaptation—then
what?"

"Then," flashed the other, "I began to look for the most
adaptive of living organisms. And what are they? Insects! Insects,

of course. Cut off a wing, and it grows back. Cut off a head,

stick it to the headless body of another of the same species, and
that grows back on. And what's the secret of their great adapta-

bility?"

Dr. Bach shrugged. "What is?"

Scott was suddenly gloomy. "I'm not sure," he muttered.

"It's glandular, of course—a matter of hormones." He brightened

again. "But I'm off the track. So then I looked around for the

most adaptive insect. And which is that?"

"Ants?" suggested Dr. Bach. "Bees? Termites?"

"Bah! They're the most highly evolved, not the most adapt-

able. No; there's one insect that is known to produce a higher

percentage of mutants than any other, more freaks, more biologi-

cal sports. The one Morgan used in his experiments on the ef-

fect of hard X-rays on heredity—the fruit fly, the ordinary fruit

fly. Remember? They have reddish eyes, but under X-rays they
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produced white-eyed offspring—and that was a true mutation, be-

cause the white eyes bred true! Acquired characteristics can't be
inherited, but these were. Therefore

—

"

"I know," interrupted Dr. Bach.

Scott caught his breath. "So I used fruit flies/' he resumed.

"I putrefied their bodies, injected a cow, and got a serum at last,

after weeks of clarifying with albumen, evaporating in vacuo, rec-

tifying with— But you're not interested in the technique. I got

a serum. I tried it on tubercular guinea pigs, and"—he paused
dramatically

—
"it cured! They adapted themselves to the tu-

bercle bacillus. I tried it on a rabid dog. He adapted. I tried it

on a cat with a broken spine. That knit. And now, I'm asking

you for the chance to try it on a human being!"

Dr. Bach frowned. "You're not ready," he grunted. "You're
not ready by two years. Try it on an anthropoid. Then try it

on yourself. I can't risk a human life in an experiment that's as

raw as this."

"Yes, but I haven't got anything that needs curing, and as

for an anthropoid, you get the board to allow funds to buy an
ape—if you can. I've tried."

"Take it up with the Stoneman Foundation, then."

"And have Grand Mercy lose the credit? Listen, Dr. Bach,
I'm asking for just one chance—a charity case—anything."

"Charity cases are human beings." The old man scowled

down at his hands. "See here, Dan. I shouldn't even offer this

much, because it's against all medical ethics, but if I find a hope-
less case—utterly hopeless, you understand—where the patient

himself consents, I'll do it. And that's the final word."

Scott groaned. "And try to find a case like that. If the pa-

tient's conscious, you think there's hope, and if he isn't how can

he consent? That settles it!"

But it didn't. Less than a week later Scctt looked suddenly

up at the annunciator in the corner of his tiny laboratory. "Dr.

Scott," it rasped. "Dr. Scott. Dr. Scott. To Dr. Bach's office
"

He finished his titration, noted the figures, and hurried out.

The old man was pacing the floor nervously as Scott entered.

"I've got your case, Dan," he muttered. "It's against all

ethics—yet I'll be damned if I can see how you can do this one
any harm. But you'd better hurry. Come on—isolation ward."
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They hurried. In the tiny cubical room Scott stared appalled.

"A girl!" he muttered.

She could never have been other than drab and plain, but
lying there with the pallor of death already on her cheeks, she

had an appearance of somber sweetness. Yet that was all the

charm she could ever have possessed; her dark, cropped, oily hair

was unkempt and stringy, her features flat and unattractive. She
breathed with an almost inaudible rasp, and her eyes were closed.

"Do you," asked Scott, "consider this a test? She's all but
dead now."

Dr. Bach nodded. "Tuberculosis," he said, "final stage. Her
lungs are hemorrhaging—a matter of hours."

The girl coughed; flecks of blood appeared on her pallid lips.

She opened dull, watery blue eyes.

"So!" said Bach, "conscious, ch? This is Dr. Scott. Dan, this

is—uh"—he peered at the card at the foot of the bed
—
"Miss—

uh—Kyra Zelas. Dr. Scott has an injection, Miss Zelas. As I

warned you, it probably won't help, but I can't see how it can

hurt. Are you willing?"

She spoke in faint, gurgling tones. "Sure, I'm through any-

way. What's the odds?"

"All right. Got the hypo, Dan?" Bach took the tube of

water-clear serum. "Any particular point of injection? No? Give
me the cubital, then."

He thrust the needle into the girl's arm. Dan noted that

she did not even wince at the bite of the steel point, but lay

stoical and passive as thirty c. c. of liquid flowed into her veins.

She coughed again, then closed her eyes.

"Come out of here," ordered Bach gruffly, as they moved
into the hall, "I'm damned if I like this. I feel like a dirty dog."

He seemed to feel less canine, however, the following day.

"That Zelas case is still alive," he reported to Scott. "If I dared

trust my eyes, I'd say she's improved a little. A very little. I'd

still call it hopeless."

But the following day Scott found himself seated in his office

with a puzzled expression in his old gray eyes. "Zelas is better,"

he muttered. "No question of it. But you keep your head, Dan.
Such miracles have happened before, and without serums. You
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wait until we've had her under long observation."

By the end of the week it became evident that the observa-

tion was not to be long. Kyra Zelas flourished under their gaze

like some swift-blooming tropical weed. Queerly, she lost none
of her pallor, but flesh softened the angular features, and a trace

of light grew in her eyes.

"The spots on her lungs are going," muttered Bach. "She's

stopped coughing, and there's no sign of bugs in her culture.

But the queerest thing, Dan—and I can't figure it out, either—is

the way she reacts to abrasions and skin punctures. Yesterday I

took a blood specimen for a Wasserman, and—this sounds utterly

mad—the puncture closed almost before I had a c. c'J Closed

and healed!"

And in another week, "Dan, I can't see any reason for keep-

ing Kyra here. She's well. Yet I want her where we can keep

her under observation. There's a queer mystery about this serum

of yours. And besides, I hate to turn her out to the sort of life

that brought her here."

"What did she do?"

"Sewed. Piece work in some sweatshop, when she could

work at all. Drab, ugly, uneducated girl, but there's something

appealing about her. She adapts quickly."

Scott gave him a strange look. "Yes," he said, "she adapts

quickly."

"So," resumed Bach, "it occurred to me that she could stay

at my place. We could keep her under observation, you see, and
she could help the housekeeper. I'm interested—damn' interested.

I think I'll offer her the chance."

Scott was present when Dr. B?\h made his suggestion. The
girl Kvra smiled. "Sure," she said. Her pallid, plain face lighted

up. "Thanks."

Bach gave her the address. "Mrs. Getz will let you in. Don't
do anything this afternoon. In fact, it might not hurt you to

simply walk in the park for a few hours."

Scott watched the girl as she walked down the hall toward

the elevator. She had rilled out, but she was still spare to the

point of emaciation, and her worn black suit hung on her as if

it were on a frame of sticks. As she disappeared, he moved
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thoughtfully about his duties, and a quarter hour later descended
to his laboratory.

On the first floor, turmoil met him. Two officers were car-

rying in the body of a nondescript old man, whose head was a

bloody ruin. There was a babble of excited voices, and he saw
a crowd on the steps outside.

"What's up?" he called. "Accident?"

"Accident!" snapped an officer. "Murder, you mean. Woman
steps up to this old guy, picks a hefty stone from the park border,

slugs him, and takes his wallet. Just like that!"

Scott peered out of the window. The Black Maria was back-

ing toward a crowd on the park side of the street. A pair of hulk-

ing policemen flanked a thin figure in black, thrusting it toward
the doors of the vehicle.

Scott gasped. It was Kyra Zelas!

A week later Dr. Bach stared into the dark fireplace of his

living room. "It's not our business," he repeated.

"My God!" blazed Scott. "Not our business! How do we
know we're not responsible? How do we know that our injection

didn't unsettle her mind? Glands can do that; look at Mongoloid
idiots and cretins. Our stuff was glandular. Maybe we drove

her crazy!"

"All right," said Bach. "Listen. We'll attend the trial to-

morrow, and if it looks bad for her, we'll get hold of her lawyer

and let him put us on the stand. We'll testify that she's just been

released after a long and dangerous illness, and may not be fully

responsible. That's entirely true."

Mid-morning of the next day found them hunched tensely

on benches in the crowded courtroom. The prosecution was

opening; three witnesses testified to the event.

"This old guy buys peanuts for the pigeons. Yeah, I sell 'em

to him every day—or did. So this time he hasn't any change,

and he pulls out his wallet, and I see it's stuffed with bills. And
one minute later 1 see the dame pick up the rock and conk him.

Then she grabs the dough
—

"

"Describe her, please."

"She's skinny, and dressed in black. She ain't no beauty,
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neither. Brownish hair, dark eyes, I don't know whether dark-

blue or brown."

"Your witness!" snapped the prosecutor.

A young and nervous individual—appointed by the court,

the paper said—rose. "You say," he squeaked, "that the assailant

had brown hair and dark eyes?"

"Yeah."

"Will the defendant please rise'"

Her back was toward Scott and Bach as Kyra Zelas arose, but

Scott stiffened. Something strangely different about her appear-

ance; surely her worn black suit no longer hung so loosely about

her. What he could see of her figure seemed—well, magnificent.

"Take off your hat, Miss Zelas," squeaked the attorney.

Scott gasped. Radiant as aluminum glowed the mass of

hair she revealed!

"I submit, your honor, that this defendant does not possess

dark hair, nor, if you will observe, dark eyes. It is, I suppose,

conceivable that she could somehow have bleached her hair while

in custody, and I therefore"—he brandished a pair of scissors—

"submit a lock to be tested by any chemist the court appoints.

The pigmentation is entirely natural. And as for her eyes—does
my esteemed opponent suggest that they, too are bleached?"

He swung on the gaping witness. "Is this lady the one you
claim to have seen committing the crime'"

The man goggled. "Uh— I can't—saw"

"Is she?"

"N-no!"

The speaker smiled. "That's all. Will vou take the stand.

Miss Zelas'"

The girl moved lithe as a panther. Slowly she turned, facing

the court. Scott's brain whirled, and his fingers dug into Bach's

arm. Silver-eyed, aluminum-haired, alabaster pale, the girl on
the stand was beyond doubt the most beautiful woman he had
ever seen!

The attorney was speaking again. "Tell the court in your

own words what happened, Miss Zelas."

Quite casually the girl crossed her trim ankles and began tc

speak. Her voice was low, resonant, and thrilling; Scott had to
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fight to keep his attention on the sense of her words rather than
the sound.

"I had just left Grand Mercy Hospital," she said, "where I

had been ill for some months. I nad crossed the park when sud-

denly a woman in black rushed at me, thrust an empty wallet

into my hands, and vanished. A moment later I was surrounded
by a screaming crowd, and—well, that's all."

"An empty wallet, you say?" asked the defense lawyer. "What
of the money found in your own bag, which my eminent col-

league believes stolen?"

"It was mine," said the girl, "about seven hundred dollars."

Bach hissed, "That's a lie! She had two dollars and thirty-

three cents on her when we took her in."

"Do you mean you think she's the same Kyra Zelas we had
at the hospital?" gasped Scott.

"I don't know. I don't know anything, but if I ever touch

that damned serum of yours—Look! Look, Dan!" This last was
a tense whisper.

"What?"
"Her hair! When the sun strikes it!"

Scott peered more closely. A vagrant ray of noon sunlight

filtered through a high window, and now and again the swaying

of a shade permitted it to touch the metallic radiance of the

girl's hair. Scott stared and saw; slightly but unmistakable, when-
ever the light touched that glowing aureole, her hair darkened

from bright aluminum to golden blond!

Something clicked in his brain. There was a clue some-

where—if he could but find it. The pieces of the puzzle were

there, but they were woefully hard to fit together. The girl in the

hospital and her reaction to incisions; this girl and her reaction

to light.

"I've got to see her," he whispered. "There's something I

have to find— Listen!"

The speaker was orating. "And we ask the dismissal of the

whole case, your honor, on the grounds that the prosecution has

utterly failed even to identify the defendant."

The judge's gavel crashed. For a moment his aging eyes

rested on the girl with the silver eyes and incredible hair, then:

"Case dismissed!" he snapped. "Jury discharged!"
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There was a tumult of voices. Flashlights shot instantaneous

sheets of lightning. The girl on the witness stand rose with perfect

poise, smiled with lovely, innocent lips, and moved away. Scott

waited until she passed close at hand then:

"Miss Zelasf he called.

She paused. Her strange silver eyes lighted with unmistak-

able recognition. "Dr. Scott!" said the voice of tinkling metal.

"And Dr. Bach!"

She was, then. She was the same girl. This was the drab

sloven of the isolation ward, this weirdly beautiful creature of ex-

otic coloring. Staring, Scott could trace now the very identity of

her features, but changed as by a miracle.

He pushed through the mob of photographers, press men,
and curiosity seekers. "Have you a place to stay?" he asked. "Dr.

Bach's offer still stands."

She smiled. "I am very grateful," she murmured, and then, to

the crowd of reporters. "The doctor is an old friend of mine."

She was completely at ease, unruffled, poised.

Something caught Scott's eye, and he purchased a paper,

glancing quickly at the photograph, the one taken at the moment
the girl had removed her hat. He started; her hair showed raven

black! There was a comment below the picture, too, to the effect

that "her striking hair photographs much darker than it appears

to the eye."

He frowned. "This way," he said to the girl, then goggled in

surprise again. For in the broad light of noon her complexion was

no longer the white cf alabaster; it was creamy tan, the skin of

one exposed to long hours of sunlight; her eyes were deep violet,

and her hair—that tiny wisp unconcealed by her hat—was as

black as the basalt columns of hell!
0

Kyra had insisted on stopping to purchase a substitute for the

worn black suit, and had ended by acquiring an entire outfit. She
sat now curled in the deep davenport before the fireplace in Dr.

Bach's library, sheathed in silken black from her white throat to

the tiny black pumps on her feet. She was almost unearthly

in her weird beauty, with her aluminum hair, silver eyes, and
marble-pale skin against the jet silk covering.

She gazed innocently at Scott. "But why shouldn't I?" she
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asked. "The court returned my money; I can buy what I please

with it."

"Your money?" he muttered. "You had less than three dol-

lars when you left the hospital."

"But this is mine now."
"Kyra," he said abruptly, "where did you get that money?"
Her face was saintlike in its purity. "From the old man."
"You—you did murder him!"
"Why, of course I did."

He choked. "My Lord!" he gasped. "Don't you realize

we'll have to tell?"

She shook her head, smiling, gently from one to the other

of them. "No, Dan. You won't tell, for it wouldn't do any

good. I can't be tried twice for the same crime. Not in America."

"But why, Kyra? Why did you—"
"Would you have me resume the life that sent me into your

hands? I needed money; money was there; I took it."

"But murder!"

"It was the most direct way."

"Not if you happened to be punished for it," he returned

grimly.

"But I wasn't," she reminded him gently.

He groaned. "Kyra," he said, shifting the subject suddenly,

"why do your eyes and skin and hair darken in sunlight or when
exposed to flashlight?"

She smiled. "Do they?" she asked. "I hadn't noticed." She

yawned, stretched her arms above her head and her slim legs be-

fore her. "I think I shall sleep now," she announced. She swept

her magnificent eyes over them, rose, and disappeared into the

room Dr. Bach had given her—his own.

Scott faced the older man, his features working in emotion.

"Do you see?" he hissed. "Good Lord, do you see?"

"Do you, Dan?"
"Part of it. Part of it, anyway."

"And I see part as well."

"Well," said Scott, "here it is as I see it. That serum—that

accursed serum of mine—has somehow accentuated this girl's

adaptability to an impossible degree. What is it that differenti-

ates life from non-living matter? Two things, irritation and adap-
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tation. Life adapts itself to its environment, and the greater the
adaptability, the more successful the organism.

"Now/' he proceeded, "all human beings show a very consid-

erable adaptivity. When we expose ourselves to sunlight, our
skin shows pigmentation—we tan. That's adaptation to an en-

vironment containing sunlight. When a man loses his right hand,
he learns to use his left. That's another adaptation. When a

person's skin is punctured, it heals and rebuilds, and that's an-

other angle of the same thing. Sunny regions produce dark-

skinned, dark-haired people; northern lands produce blonds—and
that's adaptation again.

"So what's happened to Kyra Zelas, by some mad twist I

don't understand, is that her adaptive powers have been increased

to an extreme. She adapts instantly to her environment; when
sun strikes her, she tans at once, and in shade she fades immedi-
ately. In sunlight her hair and eyes are those of a tropical race;

in shadow, those of a Northerner. And—good Lord, I see it now
—when she was faced with danger there in the courtroom, faced

by a jury and judge who were men, she adapted to that! She met
that danger, not only by changed appearance, but by a beauty so

great, that she couldn't have been convicted!" He paused. "But
how? How?"

"Perhaps medicine can tell how," said Bach. "Undoubtedly
man is the creature of his glands. The differences between races

—

white, red, black, yellow—is doubtless glandular. And perhaps

the most effective agent of adaptation is the human brain and
neural system, which in itself is controlled partly by a little greasy

mass on the floor of the brain's third ventricle, before the cere-

bellum, and supposed by the ancients to be the seat of the soul.

"I mean, of course, the pineal gland. I suspect that what
your serum contains is the long-sought hormone pinealin, and that

it has caused hypertrophy of Kyra's pineal gland. And Dan, do
you realize that if her adaptability is perfect, she's not only in-

vincible, but invulnerable?"

"That's true!" gulped Scott. "Why, she couldn't be electro-

cuted, because she'd adapt instantly to an environment contain-

ing an electric current, and she couldn't be killed by a shot, be-

cause she'd adapt to that as quickly as to your needle pricks. And
poison—but there must be a limit somewhere!"
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"There doubtless is," observed Bach. "I hardly believe she

could adapt herself to an environment containing a fiftv-ton loco-

motive passing over her body. And yet there's an important point

we haven't considered. Adaptation itself is of two kinds."

"Two kinds?"

"Yes. One kind is biological; the other, human. Naturally

a biochemist like you would deal only with the first, and equallv

naturally a brain surgeon like me has to consider the second as

well. Biological adaptation is what all life—plant, animal, and
human—possesses, and it is merely conforming to one's environ-

ment. A chameleon, for instance, shows much the same abilitv

as Kyra herself, and so, in lesser degree, does the arctic fox. white

in winter, brown in summer; or the snowshoe rabbit, for that mat-

ter, or the weasel. All life conforms to its environment to a great

extent, because if it doesn't, it dies. But human life does more."

"More'"
"Much more. Human adaptation is not only conformity to

environment, but also the actual changing of environment to fit

human needs! The first cave man who left his cave to build a grass

hut changed his environment, and so. in exactlv the same sense,

did Steinmetz. Edison, and as far as that goes. Julius Caesar and
Napoleon. In fact, Dan, all human invention, genius, and mili-

tary leadership boils down to that one fact—changing the environ-

ment instead of conforming to it."

He paused, then continued, "Now we know that Kyra pos-

sesses the biological adaptivity. Her hair and eves prove that.

But what if she possesses the other to the same degree? If she

does, God knows what the result will be. We can only watch to

see what direction she takes—watch and hope."

"But I don't see." muttered Scott, "how that could be gland-

ular."

"Anvthing can be glandular. In a mutant—and Kyra's as

much a mutant as vour white-eyed fruit flies—anything is pos-

sible." He frowned reflectivelv. "If I dared phrase a philosophi-

cal interpretation. I'd say that Kvra—perhaps—represents a stage

in human evolution. A mutation. If one ventured to believe

that, then de Yries and Weissman are justified."

"The mutation theorv of evolution, you mean!'"

"Exactly. You see. Dan. while it is very obvious from fossil
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remains that evolution occurred, yet it is very easy to prove it

couldn't possibly have occurred!"

"How?"
"Well, it couldn't have occurred slowly, as Darwin believed,

for many reasons. Take the eye, for instance. He thought that

very gradually, over thousands of generations, some sea creature

developed a spot on its skin that was sensitive to light, and that

this gave it an advantage over its blind fellows. Therefore its kind

survived and others perished. But see here. If this eye developed

slowly, why did the very first ones, the ones that couldn't yet see,

have any better chance than the others? And take a wing. What
good is a wing until you can fly with it? Just because a jumping

lizard had a tiny fold of skin between foreleg and breast wouldn't

mean that that lizard could survive where others died. What
kept the wing developing to a point where it could actually have

value?"

"What did?"

"De Vries and Weissman say nothing did. They answer

that evolution must have progressed in jumps, so that when the

eye appeared, it was already efficient enough to have survival

value and likewise the win^. Those jumps they named muta-

tions. And in that sense, Dan, Kvra's a mutation, a jump from

the human to—something else. Perhaps the superhuman."
Scott shook his head in perplexitv. He was thoroughly puz-

zled, completely baffled, and more than a little unnerved. In a

few moments more he bade Bach good night, wandered home,
and lav for hours in sleepless thought.

The next dav Bach managed a leave of absence for both of

them from Grand Mercv, and Scott moved in. This was in part

simply out of his fascinated interest in the case of Kyra Zelas, but

in part it was altruistic. She had confessedly murdered one man;
it occurred to Scott that she might with no more compunction
murder Dr. Bach, and he meant to be at hand to prevent it.

He had been in her company no more than a few hours be-

fore Bach's words on evolution and mutations took on new
meaning. It was not onlv Kvra's chameleonlike coloring, nor her

strangely pure and saintlike features, nor even her incredible

bcautv. There was something more; he could not at once identify

it, but decidedlv the girl Kvra was not quite human.
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The event that impressed this on him occurred in the late

afternoon. Bach was away somewhere on personal business, and
Scott had been questioning the girl about her own impressions

of her experience.

"But don't you know you've changed?" he asked. "Can't you
see the difference in yourself?"

"Not I. It is the world that has changed."
"But your hair was black. Now it's light as ashes."

"Was it?" she asked. "Is it?"

He groaned in exasperation. "Kyra," he said, "you must
know something about yourself."

Her exquisite eyes turned their silver on him. "I do," she

said. "I know that what I want is mine, and"—her pure lips

smiled—"I think I want you, Dan."
It seemed to him, that she changed at that moment. Her

beauty was not quite as it had been, but somehow more wildly in-

toxicating than before. He realized what it meant; her environ-

ment now contained a man she loved, or thought she loved, and
she was adapting to that, too. She was becoming—he shivered

slightly—irresistible!

Bach must have realized the situation, but he said nothing.

As for Scott, it was sheer torture, for he realized only too well

that the girl he loved was a freak, a biological sport, and worse

than that, a cold murderess and a creature not exactly human.
Yet for the next several days things went smoothly. Kyra slipped

easily into the routine; she was ever a willing subject for their

inquiries and investigations.

Then Scott had an idea. He produced one of the guinea

pigs that he had injected, and they found that the creature

evinced the same reaction as Kyra to cuts. They killed the thing

by literally cutting it in half with an ax, and Bach examined its

brain.

"Right!" he said at last. "It's hvpertrophv of the pineal."

He stared intently at Scott. "Suppose," he said, "that we could

reach Kyra's pineal and correct the hypertrophy. Do you suppose

that might return her to normal?"

Scott suppressed a pang of fear. "But why? She can't do any

harm as long as we guard her here. Why do we have to gamble

with her life like that?"
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Bach laughed shortly. "For the first time in my life I'm glad

I'm an old man/' he said. "Don't you see we have to do some-

thing? She's a menace. She's dangerous. Heaven only knows
how dangerous. We'll have to try."

Scott groaned and assented. An hour later, under the pre-

text of experiment, he watched the old man inject five grains of

morphia into the girl's arm, watched her frown and blink—and
adjust. The drug was powerless.

It was at night that Bach got his next idea. "Ethyl chloride!"

he whispered. "The instantaneous anaesthetic. Perhaps she can't

adjust to lack of oxygen. We'll try."

Kyra was asleep. Silently, carefully, the two crept in, and
Scott stared down in utter fascination at the weird beauty of her

features, paler than ever in the faint light of midnight. Carefully,

so carefully, Bach held the cone above her sleeping face, drop by
drop he poured the volatile, sweet-scented liquid into it. Minutes
passed.

"That should anaesthetize an elephant," he whispered at

last, and jammed the cone full upon her face.

She awoke. Fingers like slim steel rods closed on his wrist,

forcing his hand away. Scott seized the cone, and her hand
clutched his wrist as well, and he felt the strength of her grasp.

"Stupid." she said quietly, sitting erect. "This is quite use-

less—look!"

She snatched a paper knife from the table beside the bed.

She bared her pale throat to the moonlight, and then, suddenly,

drove the knife to its hilt into her bosom!
Scott gulped in horror as she withdrew it. A single spot of

blood showed on her flesh, she wiped it away, and displayed her

skin, pale, unscarred, beautiful.

"Go away," she said softly, and they departed.

The next day she made no reference to the incident. Scott

and Bach spent a worried morning in the laboratory, doing no
work, but simply talking. It was a mistake, for when they re-

turned to the library, she was gone, having, according to Mrs.

Getz, simply strolled out of the door and away. A hectic and
hasty search of the adjacent blocks brought no sign of her.

At dusk she was back, pausing hatless in the doorway to per-

mit Scott, who was there alone, to watch the miraculous change
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as she passed from sunset to chamber, and her hair faded from
mahogany to aluminum.

"Hello/' she said smiling. "I killed a child."

"What? My Lord, Kyra!"

"It was an accident. Surely you don't feel that I should be
punished for an accident, Dan, do you?"

He was staring in utter horror. "How—"
"Oh. I decided to walk a bit. After a block or two, it oc-

curred to me that I should like to ride. There was a car parked
there with the keys in it, and the driver was talking on the side-

walk, so I slipped in, started it, and drove away. Naturally I

drove rather fast, since he was shouting, and at the second corner

I hit a little boy."

"And—you didn't stop?"

"Of course not. I drove around the corner, turned another

corner or two, and then parked the car and walked back. The boy
was gone, but the crowd was still there. Not one of them no-

ticed me." She smiled her saintlike smile. "We're quite safe.

They can't possibly trace me."
Scott dropped his head on his hands and groaned. "I don't

know what to do!" he muttered. "Kyra, you're going to have to

report this to the police."

"But it was an accident," she said gently, her luminous silver

eyes pitvingly on Scott.

"No matter. You'll have to."

She placed her white hand on his head. "Perhaps to-mor-

row," she said. "Dan, I have learned something. What one needs

in this world is power. As long as there are people in the world

with more power than I, I run afoul of them. They keep trying

to punish me with their laws—and why? Their laws are not for

me. They cannot punish me."

He did not answer.

"Therefore," she said softly, "tomorrow I go out of here to

seek power. I will be more powerful than any laws."

That shocked him to action. "Kyra!" he cried. "You're not

to try to leave here again." He gripped her shoulders. "Promise

me! Swear that you'll not step beyond that door without me!"

"Why, if you wish," she said quietly.

"But swear it! Swear it by everything sacred!"
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Her silver eyes looked steadily into his from a face like that

of a marble angel. "I swear it," she murmured. "By anything

you name, I swear it, Dan."
And in the morning she was gone, taking what cash and bills

had been in Scott's wallet, and in Bach's as well. And, they dis-

covered later, in Mrs. Getz's also.

"But if you could have seen her!" muttered Scott. "She
looked straight into my eyes and promised, and her face was pure

as a madonna's. I can't believe she was lying."

"The lie as an adaptive mechanism," said Bach, "deserves

more attention than it has received. Probably the original liars

are those plants and animals that use protective mimicry—harm-

less snakes imitating poisonous ones, stingless flies that look like

bees. Those are living lies."

"But she couldn't—"

"She has, however. What you've told me about her desire

for power is proof enough. She's entered the second adaptive

phase—that of adapting her environment to herself instead of

herself to her environment. How far will her madness—or her

genius—carry her? There is very little difference between the two,

Dan. And what is left now for us to do but watch?"

"Watch? How? Where is she?"

"Unless I'm badly mistaken, watching her will be easy once
she begins to achieve. Wherever she is, I think we—and the rest

of the world—will know of it soon enough."

But weeks dropped away without sign of Kyra Zelas. Scott

and Bach returned to their duties at Grand Mercy, and down in

his laboratory the biochemist disposed grimly of the remains of

three guinea pigs, a cat, and a dog, whose killing had been an
exhausting and sickening task. In the crematory as well went a

tube of water-clear serum.

Then one day the annunciator summoned him to Bach's of-

fice, where he found the old man hunched over a copy of the

Post Record.

"Look here!" he said, indicating a political gossip column
called "Whirls of Washington."

Scott read, "And the surprise of the evening was the soi-

disant confirmed bachelor of the cabinet, upright John Callan,
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who fluttered none other than the gorgeous Kyra Zelas, the lady

who affects a dark wig by day and a white by night. Some of us

remember her as the acquittee of a murder trial."

Scott looked up. "Callan, eh? Secretary of the treasury, no
less! When she said power she meant power, apparently/'

"But will she stop there?" mused Bach gloomily. "I have
a premonition that she's just beginning."

"Well, actually, how far can a woman go?"

The old man looked at him. "A woman? This is Kyra Zelas,

Dan. Don't set your limits yet. There will be more of her."

Bach was right. Her name began to appear with increasing

frequency, first in social connections, then with veiled references

to secret intrigues and influences.

Thus: "Whom do the press boys mean by the tenth cabine-

teer?" Or later: "Why not a secretary of personal relations? She
has the powers; give her the name." And still later: "One has to

go back to Egypt for another instance of a countrv whose ex-

chequer was run by a woman. And Cleopatra busted that one."

Scott grinned a little ruefully to himself as he realized that

the thrusts were becoming more indirect, as if the press itself were

beginning to grow cautions. It was a sign of increasing power,

for nowhere are people as sensitive to such trends as among the

Washington correspondents. Kyra's appearance in the public

prints began to be more largely restrained to purely social affairs,

and usually in connection with John Callan, the forty-five-year-old

bachelor secretary of the treasury.

Waking or sleeping, Scott never for a moment quite forgot

her, for there was something mystical about her, whether she

were mad or a woman of genius, whether freak or superwoman.

The only thing he did forget was a thin girl with drab features

and greasy black hair who had lain on a pallet in the isolation

ward and coughed up flecks of blood.

It was no surprise to either Scott or Dr. Bach to return one

evening to Bach's residence for a few hours' conversation, and

find there, seated as comfortably as if she had never left it Kyra

Zelas. Outwardly she had changed but little; Scott gazed once

more in fascination on her incredible hair and wide, innocent sil-
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ver eyes. She was smoking a cigarette, and she exhaled a long,

blue plume of smoke and smiled up at him.

He hardened himself. "Nice of you to honor us," he said

coldly. "What's the reason for this visit? Did you run out of

money?"
"Money? Of course not. How could I run out of money?"

"You couldn't, not as long as you replenished your funds the

way you did when you left."

"Oh, that!" she said contemptuously. She opened her hand

bag, indicating a green mass of bills. "I'll give that back, Dan.

How much was it?"

"To hell with the money!" he blazed. "What hurts me is

the way you lied. Staring into my eyes as innocent as a baby,

and lying all the time!"

"Was 1?" she asked. "I won't lie to you again, Dan. I

promise."

"I don't believe you," he said bitterly. "Tell us what you're

doing here, then."

"I wanted to see you. I haven't forgotten what I said to

you, Dan." With the words she seemed to grow more beautiful

than ever, and this time poignantly wistful as well.

"And have you," asked Bach suddenly, "abandoned your

idea of power?"

"Why should I want power?" she rejoined innocently, flash-

ing her magnificent eyes to him.

"But you said," began Scott impatiently, "that you
—

"

"Did I?" There was a ghost of a smile on her perfect lips. "I

won't lie to you, Dan," she went on, laughing a little. "If I want
power, it is mine for the taking—more power than you dream."

"Through John Callan?" he rasped.

"He offers a simple way," she said impassively. "Suppose, for

instance, that in a day or so he were to issue a statement—a su

premely insulting statement—about the war debts. The adminis-

tration couldn't afford to reprimand him openly, because most of

the voters feel that a supremely insulting statement is called for.

And if it were insulting enough—and I assure you it would be

—

you would see the animosity of Europe directed westward.

"Now, if the statement were one that no national govern-

ment could ignore and yet keep its dignity in the eyes of its peo-
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pie, it would provoke counter-insults. And there are three na-

tions—you know their names as well as I—who await only such
a diversion of interest. Don't you see?" She frowned.

"How stupid you both are!" she murmured, and then, stretch-

ing her glorious figure and yawning, "I wonder what sort of em-
press I would make. A good one, doubtless."

But Scott was aghast. "Kyra, do you mean you'd urge Callan

into such a colossal blunder as that?"

"Urge him!" she echoed contemptuously. "I'd force him."

"Do you mean you'd do it?"

"I haven't said so," she smiled. She yawned again, and snap-

ped her cigarette into the dark fireplace. "I'll stay here a day or

two," she added pleasantly, rising. "Good night."

Scott faced Dr. Bach as she vanished into the old man's

chamber. "Damn her!" he grated, his lips white. "If I believed

she meant all of that—"

"You'd better believe it," said Bach.

"Empress, eh! Empress of what?"

"Of the world, perhaps. You can't set limits to madness or

genius."

"We've got to stop her!"

"How? We can't keep her locked up here. In the first place,

she'd doubtless develop strength enough in her wrists to break

the locks on the doors, and if she didn't, all she'd need to do is

shout for help from a window."
"We can have her adjudged insane!" flared Scott. "We can

have her locked up where she can't break out or call for help."

"Yes, we could. We could if we could get her committed

by the Sanity Commission. And if we got her before them, what

chance do you think we'd have?"

"All right, then," said Scott grimly, "we're going to have to

find her weakness. Her adaptability can't be infinite. She's im-

mune to drugs and immune to wounds, but she can't be above

the fundamental laws of biology. What we have to do is to find

the law we need."

"You find it then," said Bach gloomily.

"But we've got to do something. At least we can warn peo-

ple
—

" He broke off, realizing the utter absurdity of the idea.

"Warn people!" scoffed Bach. "Against what? We'd be the
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ones to go before the Sanity Commission then. Callan would
ignore us with dignity, and Kyra would laugh her pretty little

laugh of contempt and that would be that."

Scott shrugged helplessly. "I'm staying here to-night," he
said. "At least we can talk to her again tomorrow."

"If she's still here," remarked Bach ironically.

But she was. She came out as Scott was reading the morn-
ing papers alone in the library, and sat silently opposite him,

garbed in black silk lounging pajamas against which her alabaster

skin and incredible hair glowed in startling contrast. He watched
skin and hair turn faintly golden as the morning sun lightened the

chamber. Somehow it angered him that she should be so beau-

tiful and at the same time deadly with an inhuman deadliness.

He spoke first. "You haven't committed any murders since

our last meeting, I hope." He said it spitefully, viciously.

She was quite indifferent. "Why should I? It has not been
necessary."

"You know, Kvra," he said evenlv, "that vou ought to be
killed."

"But not by \ou, Dan. You love me."
He said nothing. The fact was too obvious to deny.

"Dan," she said softly, "if you only had my courage, there is

no height we might not reach together. No height—if you had
the courage to try. That is why I came back here, but

—
" She

shrugged. "I go back to Washington to-morrow."

Later in the day Scott got Bach alone. "She's going to-

morrow!" he said tensely. "Whatever we can do has to be done
to-night."

The old man gestured helplessly. "What can we do? Can
you think of any law that limits adaptability?"

"No. but—" He paused suddenly. "'By Heaven!" he cried.

"I can! I've get it!"

"Whatr
"The law! A fundamental biological law that must be Kyra's

weakness!"

"But what?"

"This! No organism can Eve in its own waste products! Its

own waste is poison to anv living thing!"

"But—"
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"Listen. Carbon dioxide is a human waste product. Kyra
can't adapt to an atmosphere of carbon dioxide!"

Bach stared. "By Heaven!" he cried. "But even if you're
right, how—

"

"Wait a minute. You can get a couple of cylinders of car-

bonic acid gas from Grand Mercy. Can you think of any way of
getting the gas into her room?"

"Why—this is an old house. There's a hole from her room
to the one I'm using, where the radiator connection goes through.
It's not tight; we could get a rubber tube past the pipe."

"Good!"
"But the windows! She'll have the windows open."

"Never mind that," said Scott. "See that they're soaped so

they'll close easily, that's all."

"But even if it works, what good—Dan! You don't mean
to kill her?"

He shook his head. "I—couldn't," he whispered. "But once
she's helpless, once she's overcome—if she is—you'll operate.

That operation on the pineal you suggested before. And may
Heaven forgive me!"

Scott suffered the tortures of the damned that evening. Kyra

was, if possible, lovelier than ever, and for the first time she

seemed to exert herself to be charming. Her conversation was

literally brilliant; she sparkled, and over and over Scott found

himself so fascinated that the thought of the treachery he plan-

ned was an excruciating pain. It seemed almost a blasphemy to

attempt violence against one whose outward appearance was so

pure, so innocent, so saintlike.

"But she isn't quite—human!" he told himself. "She's not

an angel but a female demon, a—what were they called?—an

incubus!"

Despite himself, when at last Kyra yawned luxuriously and

dropped her dainty feet to the floor to depart, he pleaded for a

few moments more.
"But it's early," he said, "and tomorrow you leave."

"I will return, Dan. This is not the end for us."

"I hope not," he muttered miserably, watching the door of

her room as it clicked shut.
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He gazed at Bach. The older man, after a moment's silence,

whispered, "It is likely that she sleeps almost at once. That's

also a matter of adaptability."

In tense silence they watched the thin line of light below

the closed door. Scott started violently when, after a brief inter-

val, her shadow crossed it and it disappeared with a faint click.

"Now, then," he said grimly. "Let's get it over."

He followed Bach into the adjacent room. There, cold and
metallic, stood the gray cylinders of compressed gas. He watched

as the old man attached a length of tubing, ran it to the opening

around the steam pipe, and began to pack the remaining space

with wet cotton.

Scott turned to his own task. He moved quietly into the li-

brary. With utmost stealth he tried the door of Kyra's room; it

was unlocked as he had known it would be, for the girl was su-

premely confident of her own invulnerability.

For a long moment he gazed across at the mass of radiant

silver hair on her pillow, then, very cautiously, he placed a tiny

candle on the chair by the window, so that it should be at about

the level of the bed, lighted it with a snap of his cigarette lighter,

withdrew the door key, and departed.

He locked the door on the outside, and set about stuffing

the crack below it with cotton. It was far from air-tight, but that

mattered little, he mused, since one had to allow for the escape

of the replaced atmosphere.

He returned to Bach's room. "Give me a minute," he whis-

pered. "Then turn it on."

He stepped to a window. Outside was a two-foot ledge of

stone, and he crept to this precarious perch. He was visible from
the street below, but not markedly noticeable, for he was directly

above an areaway between Bach's house and its neighbor. He
prayed fervently that he might escape attention.

He crept along the ledge. The two windows of Kyra's cham-
ber were wide, but Bach had done his work. They slid down-
ward without a creak, and he pressed close against the glass to

peer in.

Across the room glowed the faint and steady flame of his

little taper. Close beside him, within a short arm's length had
no pane intervened, lay Kyra, quite visible in the dusk. She lay
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on her back, with one arm thrown above her unbelievable hair,

and she had drawn only a single sheet over her. He could watch
her breathing, quiet, calm, peaceful.

It seemed as if a long time passed. He fancied at last that

he could hear the gentle hiss of gas from Bach's window, but he
knew that that must be fancy. In the chamber he watched there

was no sign of anything unusual; the glorious Kyra slept as she

did everything else—easily, quietly, and confidently.

Then there was a sign. The little candle flame, burning
steadily in the draughtless air, flickered suddenly. He watched
it, certain now that its color was changing. Again it flickered,

flared for a moment, then died. A red spark glowed on the wick

for a bare instant, then that was gone.

The candle flame was smothered. That meant a concentra-

tion of eight or ten per cent of carbon dioxide in the room's

temperature—far too high to support ordinary life. Yet Kyra

was living. Except that her quiet breathing seemed to have

deepened, she gave not even a sign of inconvenience. She had

adapted to the decreased oxygen supply.

But there must be limits to her powers. He blinked into

the darkness. Surely—surely her breathing was quickening. He
was positive now; her breast rose and fell in convulsive gasps, and

somewhere in his turbulent mind the scientist in him recorded

the fact.

"Cheyne-Stokes breathing/' he muttered. In a moment the

violence of it would waken her.

It did. Suddenly the silver eyes started open. She brushed

her hand across her mouth, then clutched at her throat. Aware

instantly of danger, she thrust herself erect, and her bare legs

flashed as she pushed herself from the bed. But she must have

been dazed, for she turned first to the door.

He saw the unsteadiness in her movements. She twisted the

doorknob, tugged frantically, then whirled toward the window.

He could see her swaying as she staggered through the vitiated

air, but she reached it. Her face was close to his. but he doubted

if she saw him, for her eyes were wide and frightened, and her

mouth and throat were straining violently for breath. She raised

her hand to smash the pane; the blow landed, but weakly, and

the window shook but did not shatter.
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Again her arm rose, but that blow was never delivered. For
a moment she stood poised, swaying slowly, then her magnificent

eyes misted and closed, she dropped to her knees, and at last

collapsed limply on the floor.

Scott waited a long, torturing moment, then thrust up the

window. The rush of lifeless air sent him whirling dizzily on his

dangerous perch, and he clutched the casement. Then a slow

breeze moved between the buildings, and his head cleared.

He stepped gingerly into the chamber. It was stifling, but
near the open window he could breathe. He kicked thrice against

Bach's wall.

The hiss of gas ceased. He gathered Kyra's form in his arms,

waited until he heard the key turn, then dashed across the room
and into the library.

Bach stared as if fascinated at the pure features of the girl.

"A goddess overcome," he said. "There is something sinful

about our part in this."

"Be quick!" snapped Scott. "She's unconscious, not anaes-

thetized. God knows how quickly she'll readjust."

But she had not yet recovered when Scott laid her on the

operating table in Bach's office, and drew the straps about her

arms and body and slim bare legs. He looked down on her still,

white face and bright hair, and he felt his heart contract with
pain to see them darken ever so faintly and beautifully under the

brilliant operating light, rich in actinic rays.

"You were rirfit" he whispered to the unhearing girl. "Had
I your courage there is nothing we might not have attained

together."

Bach spoke brusquely. "Nasal?" he asked. "Or shall I tre-

phine her?"

"Nasal."

"But I should like a chance to observe the pineal gland. This

case is unique, and
—

"

"Nasal!" blazed Scott. "I won't have her scarred!"

Bach sighed and began. Scott, despite his long hospital ex-

perience, found himself quite unable to watch this operation; he
passed the old man his instruments as needed, but kept his eyes

averted from the girl's passive and lovely face.

"So!" said Bach at last. "It is done." For the first time he
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himself had a moment's leisure to survey Kyra's features.

Bach started violently. Gone was the exquisite aluminum
hair, replaced by the stringy, dark, and oily locks of the girl in

the hospital! He pried open her eye, silver no longer, but pallid

blue. Of all her loveliness, there remained—what? A trace, per-

haps; a trace in the saintlike purity of her pale face, and in the

molding of her features. But a flame had died; she was a goddess

no longer, but a mortal—a human being. The superwoman had
become no more than a suffering girl.

An ejaculation had almost burst from his lips when Scott's

voice stopped him.

"How beautiful she is!" he whispered.

Bach stared. He realized suddenly that Scott was not seeing

her as she was, but as she once had been. To his eyes, colored

by love, she was still Kyra the magnificent.
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"IJLdiots!" howled Grant Cal-

thorpe. "Fools—nitwits—imbeciles!" He sought wildly for some
more expressive terms, failed and vented his exasperation in a

vicious kick at the pile of rubbish on the ground.

Too vicious a kick, in fact; he had again forgotten the one

third normal gravitation of Io, and his whole body followed

his kick in a long, twelve-foot arc.

As he struck the ground the four loonies giggled. Their

great, idiotic heads, looking like nothing so much as the comic

faces painted on Sunday balloons for children, swayed in unison

on their five-foot necks, as thin as Grant's wrist.

"Get out!" he blazed, scrambling erect. "Beat it, skiddoo,

scram! No chocolate. No candy. Not until you learn that

I want ferva leaves, and not any junk you happen to grab.

Clear out!"

The loonies—Lunae /ovis M^gnic2pites y or literally, 3ig

heads of Jupiter's Moon—backed away, giggling plaintively. Be-

yond doubt, they considered Grant fully as idiotic as he con-

sidered them, and were quite unable to understand the reasons

for his anger. But they certainly realized that no candy was to

be forthcoming, and their giggles took on a note of keen

disappointment.

So keen, indeed, that the leader, after twisting his ridicu-

lous blue face in an imbecilic grin at Grant, voiced a last wild

giggle and dashed his head against a glittering stone-bark tree.

His companions casually picked up his body and moved off,

with his head dragging behind them on its neck like a prisoner's

ball on a chain.
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Grant brushed his hand across his forehead and turned

wearily toward his stone-bark log shack. A pair of tiny, glitter-

ing red eyes caught his attention, arid a slinker—Mus Sapiens—

skipped his six-inch form across the threshold, bearing under

his tiny, skinny arm what looked very much like Grant's clinical

thermometer.

Grant yelled angrily at the creature, seized a stone, and
flung it vainly. At the edge of the brush, the slinker turned its

ratlike, semihuman face toward him, squeaked its thin gibberish,

shook a microscopic fist in manlike wrath, and vanished, its

batlike cowl of skin fluttering like a cloak. It looked, indeed,

very much like a black rat wearing a cape.

It had been a mistake, Grant knew, to throw the stone at

it. Now the tiny fiends would never permit him any peace,

and their diminutive size and pseudo-human intelligence made
them infernally troublesome as enemies. Yet, neither that re-

flection nor the loony's suicide troubled him particularly; he

had witnessed instances like the latter too often, and besides,

his head felt as if he were in for another siege of white fever.

He entered the shack, closed the door, and stared down 2t

his pet parcat. "Oliver," he growled, "You're a fine one. Why
the devil don't you watch out for slinkers? What are you here

for?"

The parcat rose on its single, powerful hind leg, clawing at

his knees with its two forelegs. "The red jack on the black

queen," it observed placidly. "Ten loonies make one half-wit."

Grant placed both statements easily. The first was, of

course, an echo of his preceding evening's solitaire game, and

the second of yesterday's session with the loonies. He grunted

abstractedly and rubbed his aching head. White fever again,

beyond doubt.

He swallowed two ferverin tablets, and sank listlessly to the

edge of his bunk, wondering whether this attack of bhncha

would culminate in delirium.

He cursed himself for a fool for ever taking this job on

Jupiter's third habitable moon, Io. The tiny world was a planet

of madness, good for nothing except the production of ferva
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leaves, out of which Earthly chemists made as many potent

alkaloids as they once made from opium.

Invaluable to medical science, of course, but what differ-

ence did that make to him? What difference, even, did the

munificent salary make, if he got back to Earth a raving maniac

after a year in the equatorial regions of Io? He swore bitterly

that when the plane from Junopolis landed next month for his

ferva, he'd go back to the polar city with it, even though his

contract with Neilan Drug called for a full year, and he'd get

no pay if he broke it. What good was money to a lunatic?

The whole little planet was mad—loonies, parcats, slinkers

and Grant Calthorpe—all crazy. At least, anybody who ever

ventured outside either of the two polar cities, Junopolis on
the north and Herapolis on the south, was crazy. One could

live there in safety from white fever, but anywhere below the

twentieth parrallel it was worse than the Cambodian jungles on
Earth.

He amused himself by dreaming of Earth. Just two years

ago he had been happy there, known as a wealthy, popular

sportsman. He had been just that too; before he was twenty-

one he had hunted knife-kite and threadworm on Titan, and
triops and uniped on Venus.

That had been before the gold crisis of 2110 had wiped

out his fortune. And—well, if he had to work, it had seemed
logical to use his interplanetary experience as a means of liveli-

hood. He had really been enthusiastic at the chance to associate

himself with Neilan Drug.

He had never been on Io before. This wild little world

was no sportsman's paradise, with its idiotic loonies and wicked,

intelligent, tiny slinkers. There wasn't anything worth hunting

on the feverish little moon, bathed in warmth by the giant

Jupiter only a quarter million miles away.

If he had happened to visit it, he told himself ruefully, he'd

never have taken the job; he had visualized Io as something like

Titan, cold but clean.

Instead it was as hot as the Venus Hotlands because of its

glowing primary, and subject to half a dozen different forms

of steamy daylight—sun day, Jovian day, Jovian and sun day,
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Europa light, and occasionally actual and dismal night. And
most of these came in the course of Io's forty-two-hour revo-

lution, too—a mad succession of changing lights. He hated
the dizzy days, the jungle, and Idiots' Hills stretching behind
his shack.

It was Jovian and solar day at the present moment, and
that was the worst of all, because the distant sun added its modi-
cum of heat to that of Jupiter. And to complete Grant's dis-

comfort now was the prospect of a white fever attack. He
swore as his head gave an additional twinge, and then swallowed

another ferverin tablet. His supply of these was diminishing, he
noticed; he'd have to remember to ask for some when the

plane called—no, he was going back with it.

Oliver rubbed against his leg. "Idiots, fools, nitwits, im-

beciles," remarked the parcat affectionately. "Why did I have

to go to that damn dance?"

"Huh?" said Grant. He couldn't remember having said

anything about a dance. It must, he decided, have been said

during his last fever madness.

Oliver creaked like the door, then giggled like a loony. "It'll

be all right," he assured Grant. "Father is bound to come soon."

"Father!" echoed the man. His father had died fifteen

years before. "Where'd you get that from, Oliver?"

"It must be the fever," observed Oliver placidly. "You're

a nice kitty, but I wish you had sense enough to know what

you're saying. And I wish father would come." He finished

with a suppressed gurgle that might have been a sob.

Grant stared dizzily at him. He hadn't said any of those

things; he was positive. The parcat must have heard them from

somebody else—Somebody else? Where within five hundred

miles was there anybody else?

"Oliver!" he bellowed. "Where'd you hear that? Where'd

you hear it?"

The parcat backed away, startled. "Father is idiots, fools,

nitwits, imbeciles," he said anxiously. "The red jack on the

nice kitty."

"Come here!" roared Grant. "Whose father? Where have

you—Come here, you imp!"
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He lunged at the creature. Oliver flexed his single hind

leg and flung himself frantically to the cowl of the wood stove.

"It must be the fever!" he squalled. "No chocolate!"

He leaped like a three-legged flash for the flue opening.

There came a sound of claws grating on metal, and then he had
scrambled through.

Grant followed him. His head ached from the effort, and
with the still sane part of his mind he knew that the whole
episode was doubtless white fever delirium, but he plowed on.

His progress was a nightmare. Loonies kept bobbing their

long necks above the tall bleeding-grass, their idiotic giggles

and imbecilic faces adding to the general atmosphere of madness.

Wisps of fetid, fever-bearing vapors spouted up at every

step on the spongy soil. Somewhere to his right a slinker

squeaked and gibbered; he knew that a tiny slinker village was

over in that direction, for once he had glimpsed the neat little

buildings, constructed of small, perfectly fitted stones like a

miniature medieval town, complete to towers and battlements.

It was said that there were even slinker wars.

His head buzzed and whirled from the combined effects

of ferverin and fever. It was an attack of blancha, right enough,

and he realized that he was an imbecile, a loony, to wander thus

away from his shack. He should be lying on his bunk; the

fever was not serious, but more than one man had died on Io,

in the delirium, with its attendant hallucinations.

He was delirious now. He knew it as soon as he saw Oliver,

for Oliver was placidly regarding an attractive young lady in

perfect evening dress of the style of the second decade of the

twenty-second century. Very obviously that was a hallucination,

since girls had no business in the Ionian tropics, and if by some
wild chance one should appear there, she would certainly not

choose formal garb.

The hallucination had fever, apparently, for her face was
pale with the whiteness that gave bhncha its name. Her gray

eyes regarded him without surprise as he wound his way through
the bleeding-grass to her.

"Good afternoon, evening, or morning," he remarked, giv-

ing a puzzled glance at Jupiter, which was rising, and the sun,
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which was setting. "Or perhaps merely good dav, Miss Lee
Neilan."

She gazed seriously at him. "Do you know," she said, "you're

the first one of the illusions that I haven't recognized? All my
friends have been around, but you're the first stranger. Or are

you a stranger? You know my name—but you ought to, of

course, being my own hallucination."

"We won't argue about which of us is the hallucination,"

he suggested. "Let's do it this way. The one of us that disap-

pears first is the illusion. Bet you five dollars you do."

"How could I collect?" she said. "I can't very well collect

from my own dream."

"That is a problem." He frowned. "My problem, of course,

not yours. I know I'm real."

"How do you know my name?" she demanded.
"Ah!" he said. "From intensive reading of the society

sections of the newspapers brought by my supply plane. As a

matter of fact, I have one of your pictures cut out and pasted

next to my bunk. That probably accounts for my seeing you
now. I'd like to really meet you some time."

"What a gallant remark for an apparition!" she exclaimed.

"And who are you supposed to be?"

"Why, I'm Grant Calthorpe. In fact, I work for your

father, trading with the loonies for ferva."

"Grant Calthorpe," she echoed. She narrowed her fever-

dulled eyes as if to bring him into better focus. "Why, you are!"

Her voice wavered for a moment, and she brushed her hand
across her pale brow. "Why should you pop out of my
memories? It's strange. Three or four years ago, when I was

a romantic schoolgirl and you the famous sportsman, I was mad-

ly in love with you. I had a whole book filled with your pictures

—Grant Calthorpe dressed in parka for hunting threadworms on

Titan—Grant Calthorpe beside the giant uniped he killed near

the Mountains of Eternity. You're—you're really the pleasant-

est hallucination I've had so far. Delirium would be—fun"

—

she pressed her hand to her brow again—"if one's head—didn't
ache so!"

"Gee!" thought Grant, "I wish that were true, that about
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the book. This is what psychology calls a wish-fulfillment

dream." A drop of warm rain plopped on his neck. "Got to

get to bed," he said aloud. "Rain's bad for bJancha. Hope to

see you next time I'm feverish."

"Thank you," said Lee Neilan with dignity. "It's quite

mutual."

He nodded, sending a twinge through his head. "Here,

Oliver," he said to the drowsing parcat. "Come on."

"That isn't Oliver," said Lee. "It's Polly. It's kept me
company for two days, and I've named it Polly."

"Wrong gender," muttered Grant. "Anyway, it's my par-

cat, Oliver. Aren't you Oliver?"

"Hope to see you," said Oliver sleepily.

"It's Polly. Aren't you, Polly?"

"Bet you five dollars," said the parcat. He rose, stretched

and loped off into the underbrush. "It must be the fever," he

observed as he vanished.

"It must be," agreed Grant. He turned away. "Good-by,

Miss—or I might as well call you Lee, since you're not real.

Good-by, Lee."

"Good-by, Grant. But don't go that way. There's a slink-

er village over in the grass."

"No. It's over there."

"It's there," she insisted. "I've been watching them build

it. But they can't hurt you anyway, can they? Not even a

slinker could hurt an apparition. Good-by, Grant." She closed

her eyes wearily.

It was raining harder now. Grant pushed his way through

the bleeding-grass, whose red sap collected in bloody drops on
his boots. He had to get back to his shack quickly, before the

white fever and its attendant delirium set him wandering ut-

terly astray. He needed ferverin.

Suddenly he stopped short. Directly before him the grass

had been cleared away, and in the little clearing were the

shoulder-high towers and battlements of a slinker village—a new
one, for half-finished houses stood among the others, and hood-
ed six-inch forms toiled over the stones.

There was an outcry of squeaks and gibberish. He backed
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away, but a dozen tiny darts whizzed about him. One stuck

like a toothpick in his boot, but none, luckily, scratched his

skin, for they were undoubtedly poisoned. He moved more
quickly, but all around in the thick, fleshy grasses were rust-

lings, squeakings, and incomprehensible imprecations.

He circled away. Loonies kept popping their balloon heads
over the vegetation, and now and again one giggled in pain as

a slinker bit or stabbed it. Grant cut toward a group of the

creatures, hoping to distract the tiny fiends in the grass, and a

tall, purple-faced loony curved its long neck above him, giggling

and gesturing with its skinny fingers at a bundle under its arm.

He ignored the thing, and veered toward his shack. He
seemed to have eluded the slinkers, so he trudged doggedly on,

for he needed a ferverin tablet badly. Yet, suddenly he came
to a frowning halt, turned, and began to retrace his steps.

"It can't be so," he muttered. "But she told me the truth

about the slinker village. I didn't know it was there. Yet how
could a hallucination tell me something I didn't know?"

Lee Neilan was sitting on the stonebark log exactly as he

had left her with Oliver again at her side. Her eyes were closed,

and two slinkers were cutting at the long skirt of her gown
with tiny, glittering knives.

Grant knew that they were always attracted by Terrestrial

textiles; apparently they were unable to duplicate the fascinating

sheen of satin, though the fiends were infernally clever with

their tiny hands. As he approached, they tore a strip from

thigh to ankle, but the girl made no move. Grant shouted, and

the vicious little creatures mouthed unutterable curses at him,

as they skittered away with their silken plunder.

Lee Neilan opened her eyes. "You again," she murmured
vaguely. "A moment ago it was father. Now it's you." Her
pallor had increased; the white fever was running its course in

her body.

"Your father! Then that's where Oliver heard—Listen, Lee.

I found the slinker village. I didn't know it was there, but I

found it just as you said. Do you see what that means? We're

both real!"
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"Real?" she said dully. "There's a purple loony grinning over

your shoulder. Make him go away. He makes me feel—sick."

He glanced around; true enough, the purple-faced loony

was behind him. "Look here," he said, seizing her arm. The
feel of her smooth skin was added proof. "You're coming to the

shack for ferverin." He pulled her to her feet. "Don't you
understand? I'm real!"

"No, you're not," she said dazedly.

"Listen, Lee. I don't know how in the devil you got here

or why, but I know Io hasn't driven me that crazy yet. You're

real and I'm real." He shook her violently. "I'm real/" he
shouted.

Faint comprehension showed in her dazed eyes. "Real?"

she whispered. "Real! Oh, Lord! Then 'take—me out of

this mad place!" She swayed, made a stubborn effort to con-

trol herself, then pitched forward against him.

Of course on Io her weight was negligible, less than a third

Earth normal. He swung her into his arms and set off toward

the shack, keeping well away from both slinker settlements.

Around him bobbed excited loonies, and now and again the pur-

ple-faced one. or another exactly like him, giggled and pointed

and gestured.

The rain had increased, and warm rivulets flowed down his

neck, and to add to the madness, he blundered near a copse of

stinging palms, and their barbed lashes stung painfully through

his shirt. Those stings were virulent too, if one failed to dis-

infect them; indeed, it was largely the stinging palms that

kept traders from gathering their own ferva instead of depend-

ing on the loonies.

Behind the low rain clouds, the sun had set and it was

ruddy Jupiter daylight, which lent a false flush to the cheeks of

the unconscious Lee Neilan, making her still features very

lovely.

Perhaps he kept his eyes too steadily on her face, for sud-

denly Grant was among slinkers again; they were squeaking and

sputtering, and the purple loony leaped in pain as teeth and darts

pricked his legs. But, of course, loonies were immune to the

poison.
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The tiny devils were around his feet now. He swore in a

low voice and kicked vigorously, sending a ratlike form spin-

ning fifty feet in the air. He had both automatic and flame

pistol at his hip, but he could not use them for several reasons.

First, using an automatic against the tiny hordes was much
like firing into a swarm of mosquitoes; if the bullet killed one

or two or a dozen, it made no appreciable impression on the re-

maining thousands. And as for the flame pistol, that was like

using a Big Bertha to swat a fly. Its vast belch of fire would

certainly incinerate all the slinkers in its immediate path, along

with grass, trees, and loonies, but that again would make but

little impress on the surviving hordes, and it meant laboriously

recharging the pistol with another black diamond and another

barrel.

He had gas bulbs in the shack, but they were not available

at the moment, and besides, he had no spare mask, and no
chemist has yet succeeded in devising a gas that would kill

slinkers without being also deadly to humans. And, finally, he

couldn't use any weapon whatsoever right now, because he

dared not drop Lee Neilan to free his hands.

Ahead was the clearing around the shack. The space was

full of slinkers, but the shack itself was supposed to be slinker-

proof, at least for reasonable lengths of time, since stone-bark

logs were very resistant to their tiny tools.

But Grant perceived that a group of the diminutive devils

were around the door, and suddenly he realized their intent.

They had looped a cord of some sort over the knob, and were

engaged now in twisting it!

Grant yelled and broke into a run. While he was yet half

a hundred feet distant, the door swung inward and the rabble of

slinkers flowed into the shack.

He dashed through the entrance. Within was turmoil.

Little hooded shapes were cutting at the blankets on his bunk,

his extra clothing, the sacks he hoped to fill with ferva leaves,

and were pulling at the cooking utensils, or at any and all loose

objects.

He bellowed and kicked at the swarm. A wild chorus of

squeaks and gibberish arose as the creatures skipped and dodged
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about him. The fiends were intelligent enough to realize that

he could do nothing with his arms occupied by Lee Neilan.

They skittered out of the way of his kicks, and while he threaten-

ed a group at the stove, another rabble tore at his blankets.

In desperation he charged at the bunk. He swept the girl's

body across it to clear it, dropped her on it, and seized a grass

broom he had made to facilitate his housekeeping. With wide
strokes of its handle he attacked the slinkers, and the squeals

were checkered by cries and whimpers of pain.

A few broke for the door, dragging whatever loot they had.

He spun around in time to see half a dozen swarming around
Lee Neilan, tearing at her clothing, at the wrist watch on her

arm, at the satin evening pumps on her small feet. He roared

a curse at them and battered them away, hoping that none had
pricked her skin with virulent dagger or poisonous tooth.

He began to win the skirmish. More of the creatures drew
their black capes close about them and scurried over the thresh-

old with their plunder. At last, with a burst of squeaks, the re-

mainder, laden and empty-handed alike, broke and ran for safer}',

leaving a dozen furry, impish bodies slain or wounded.
Grant swept these after the others with his erstwhile

weapon, closed the door in the face of a loony that bobbed in

the opening, latched it against any repetition of the slinkers

trick, and stared in dismay about the plundered dwelling.

Cans had been rolled or dragged away. Every loose ob-

ject had been pawed by the slinkers' foul little hands, and
Grant's clothes hung in ruins on their hooks against the wall.

But the tiny robbers had not succeeded in opening the cabinet

nor the table drawer, and there was food left.

Six months of Ionian life had left him philosophical; he
swore heartily, shrugged resignedly, and pulled his bottle of

ferverin from the cabinet.

His own spell1 of fever had vanished as suddenly and
completely as blancha always does when treated, but the girl,

lacking ferverin, was paper-white and still. Grant glanced at

the bottle; eight tablets remained.

"Well, I can always chew ferva leaves," he muttered. That
was less effective than the alkaloid itself, but it would serve, and
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Lee Neilan needed the tablets. He dissolved two of them in a

glass of water, and lifted her head.

She was not too inert to swallow, and he poured the solu-

tion between her pale lips, then arranged her as comfortably
as he could. Her dress was a tattered silken ruin, and he covered
her with a blanket that was no less a ruin. Then he disinfected

his palm stings, pulled two chairs together, and sprawled across

them to sleep.

He started up at the sound of claws on the roof, but it was
only Oliver, gingerly testing the flue to see if it were hot. In a

moment the parcat scrambled through, stretched himself, and
remarked, "I'm real and you're real."

"Imagine that!" grunted Grant sleepily.

When he awoke it was Jupiter and Europa light, which
meant he had slept about seven hours, since the brilliant little

third moon was just rising. He rose and gazed at Lee Neilan,

who was sleeping soundly with a tinge of color in her face that

was not entirely due to the ruddy daylight. The bhncha was

passing.

He dissolved two more tablets in water, then shook the

girl's shoulder. Instantly her gray eyes opened, quite clear now,

and she looked up at him without surprise.

"Hello, Grant," she murmured. "So it's you again. Fever

isn't so bad, after all."

"Maybe I ought to let you stay feverish," he grinned. "You
say such nice things. Wake up and drink this, Lee."

She became suddenly aware of the shack's interior. "Why—
Where is this? It looks—real!"

"It is. Drink this ferverin."

She obeyed, then lay back and stared at him perplexedly.

"Real?" she said. "And you're real?"

"I think I am."

A rush of tears clouded her eyes. "Then—I'm out of that

place? That horrible place?"

"You certainly are." He saw signs of her relief becoming

hysteria, and hastened to distract her. "Would you mind tell-
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ing me how you happened to be there—and dressed for a party

too?"

She controlled herself. "I was dressed for a party. A party.

A party in Herapolis. But I was in Junopolis, you see/'

"I don't see. In the first place, what are you doing on Io,

anyway? Every time I ever heard of you, it was in connection

with New York or Paris society."

She smiled. "Then it wasn't all delirium, was it? You did

say that you had one of my pictures—Oh, that one!" She frown-

ed at the print on the wall. "Next time a news photographer

wants to snap my picture, I'll remember not to grin like—like

a loony. But as to how I happen to be on Io, I came with

father, who's looking over the possibilities of raising ferva on
plantations instead of having to depend on traders and loonies.

We've been here three months, and I've been terribly bored. I

thought Io would be exciting, but it wasn't—until recently."

"But what about that dance? How'd you manage to get

here, a thousand miles from Junopolis?"

"Well," she said slowly, "It was terribly tiresome in Juno-

polis. No shows, no sport, nothing but an occasional dance.

I got restless. When there were dances in Herapolis, I formed
the habit of flying over there. It's only four or five hours in

a fast plane, you know. And last week—or whatever it was—
I'd planned on flying down, and Harvey—that's father's secre-

tary—was to take me. But at the last minute father needed
him and forbade my flying alone."

Grant felt a strong dislike for Harvey. "Well?" he asked.

"So I flew alone," she finished demurely.

"And cracked up, eh?"

"I can fly as well as anybody," she retorted. "It was just

that I followed a different route, and suddenly there were moun-
tains ahead."

He nodded. "The Idiots' Hills," he said. "My supply-

plane detours five hundred miles to avoid them. They're not

high, but they stick right out above the atmosphere of this crazy

planet. The air here is dense but shallow."

"I know that. I knew I couldn't fly above them, but I

thought I could hurdle them. Work up full speed, you know,
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and then throw the plane upward. I had a closed plane, and
gravitation is so weak here. And besides, I've seen it done
several times, especially with a rocket-driven craft. The jets help
to support the plane even after the wings are useless for lack of

air."

"What a damn fool stunt!" exclaimed Grant. "Sure it can
be done, but you have to be an expert to pull out of it when
you hit the air on the other side. You hit fast, and there isn't

much falling room."

"So I found out," said Lee ruefully, "I almost pulled out,

but not quite, and I hit in the middle of some stinging palms.

I guess the crash dazed them, because I managed to get out

before they started lashing around. But I couldn't reach my
plane again, and it was— I only remember two days of it—but
it was horrible!"

"It must have been," he said gently.

"I knew that if I didn't eat or drink, I had a chance of

avoiding white fever. The not eating wasn't so bad, but the

not drinking—well, I finally gave up and drank out of a brook.

I didn't care what happened if I could have a few moments that

weren't thirst-tortured. And after that it's all confused and
vague."

"You should have chewed ferva leaves."

"I didn't know that. I wouldn't have even known what
they looked like, and besides, I kept expecting father to appear.

He must be having a search made by now."

"He probably is," rejoined Grant ironically. "Has it oc-

curred to you that there are thirteen million square miles of sur-

face on little Io? And that for all he knows, you might have

crashed on any square mile of it? When you're flying from

north pole to south pole, there isnt any shortest route. You
can cross any point on the planet."

Her gray eyes started wide. "But I
"

"Furthermore," said Grant, "this is probably the last place

a searching party would look. They wouldn't think any one

but a loony would try to hurdle Idiots' Hills, in which thesis I

quite agree. So it looks very much, Lee Neilan, as if you're

marooned here until my supply plane gets here next month!"
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"But father will be crazy! Hell think I'm dead!"

"He thinks that now, no doubt."

"But we can't—" She broke off, staring around the tiny

shack's single room. After a moment she sighed resignedly,

smiled, and said softly, "Well, it might have been worse, Grant.

I'll try to earn my keep."

"Good. How do you feel, Lee?"

"Quite normal. I'll start right to work." She flung off

the tattered blanket, sat up, and dropped her feet to the floor.

"I'll fix dinn-Good night! My dress!" She snatched the

blanket about her again.

He grinned. "We had a little run-in with the slinkers after

you had passed out. They did for my spare wardrobe too."

"It's ruined!" she wailed.

"Would needle and thread help? They left that, at least,

because it was in the table drawer."

"Why, I couldn't make a good swimming suit out of this!"

she retorted. "Let me try one of yours."

By dint of cutting, patching, and mending, she at last man-
aged to piece one of Grant's suits to respectable proportions.

She looked very lovely in shirt and trousers, but he was troubled

to note that a sudden pallor had overtaken her.

It was the ribhncha. the second spell of fever that usually

followed a severe or prolonged attack. His face was serious as

he cupped two of his last four ferverin tablets in his hand.

"Take these," he ordered. "And we've got to get some
ferva leaves somewhere. The plane took my supply away last

week, and I've had bad luck with my loonies ever since. They
haven't brought me anything but weeds and rubbish."

Lee puckered her lips at the bitterness of the drug, then

closed her eyes against its momentary dizziness and nausea.

"Where can you find ferva?" she asked.

He shook his head perplexedly, glancing out at the setting

mass of Jupiter, with its bands glowing creamy and brown, and
the Red Spot boiling near the western edge. Close above it

was the brilliant little disk of Europa. He frowned suddenly,

glanced at his watch and then at the almanac on the inside of

the cabinet door.
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"It'll be Europa light in fifteen minutes/' he muttered, "and
true night in twenty-five—the first true night in half a month.
I wonder

—

"

He gazed thoughtfully at Lee's face. He knew where ferva

grew. One dared not penetrate the jungle itself, where stinging

palms and arrow vines and the deadly worms called toothers

made such a venture sheer suicide for any creatures but loonies

and slinkers. But he knew where ferva grew—
In Io's rare true night even the clearing might be dan-

gerous. Not merely from slinkers, either; he knew well enough
that in the darkness creatures crept out of the jungle who other-

wise remained in the eternal shadows of its depths—toothers,
bullet-head frogs, and doubtless many unknown slimy, venomous,
mysterious beings never seen by man. One heard stories in

Herapolis and—
But he had to get ferva, and he knew where it grew. Not

even a loony would try to gather it there, but in the little gar-

dens or farms around the tiny slinker towns, there was ferva

growing.

He switched on a light in the gathering dusk. "I'm going

outside a moment," he told Lee Neilan. "If the blancha starts

coming back, take the other two tablets. Wouldn't hurt you to

take 'em anyway. The slinkers got away with my thermometer,

but if you get dizzy again, you take 'em."

"Grant! Where—"
"I'll be back," he called, closing the door behind him.

A loony, purple in the bluish Europa light, bobbed up with

a long giggle. He waved the creature aside and set off on a

cautious approach to the neighborhood of the slinker village—

the old one, for the other could hardly have had time to culti-

vate its surrounding ground. He crept warily through the bleed-

ing-grass, but he knew his stealth was pure optimism. He was

in exactly the position of a hundred-foot giant trying to ap-

proach a human city in secrecy—a difficult matter even in the

utter darkness of night.

He reached the edge of the slinker clearing. Behind him,

Europa, moving as fast as the second hand on his watch, plum-

meted toward the horizon. He paused in momentary surprise
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at the sight of the exquisite little town, a hundred feet away
across the tiny square fields, with lights flickering in its hand-
wide windows. He had not known that slinker culture included

the use of lights, but there they were, tiny candles or perhaps

diminutive oil lamps.

He blinked in the darkness. The second of the ten-foot

fields looked like—it was—ferva. He stooped low, crept out,

and reached his hand for the fleshy, white leaves. And at that

moment came a shrill giggle and the crackle of grass behind
him. The loony! The idiotic purple loony!

Squeaking shrieks sounded. He snatched a double handful

of ferva, rose, and dashed toward the lighted window of his

shack. He had no wish to face poisoned barbs or disease-bearing

teeth, and the slinkers were certainly aroused. Their gibbering

sounded in chorus; the ground looked black with them.

He reached the shack, burst in, slammed and latched the

door. "Got it!" He grinned. "Let 'em rave outside now."

They were raving. Their gibberish sounded like the creak-

ing of worn machinery. Even Oliver opened his drowsy eyes

to listen. "It must be the fever," observed the parcat placidly.

Lee was certainly no paler; the riblancha was passing safely.

"Ugh!" she said, listening to the tumult without. "I've always

hated rats, but slinkers are worse. All the shrewdness and

viciousness of rats plus the intelligence of devils."

"Well," said Grant thoughtfully, "I don't see what they

can do. They've had it in for me anyway."

"It sounds as if they're going off," said the girl, listening.

"The noise is fading."

Grant peered out of the window. "They're still around.

They've just passed from swearing to planning, and I wish I knew
what. Some day, if this crazy little planet ever becomes worth

human occupation, there's going to be a show-down between

humans and slinkers."

"Well? They're not civilized enough to be really a serious

obstacle, and they're so small, besides."

"But they learn," he said. "They learn so quickly, and they

breed like flies. Suppose they pick up the use of gas, or sup-

pose they develop little rifles for their poisonous darts. That's
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possible, because they work in metals right now, and they know
fire. That would put them practically on a par with man as

far as offense goes, for what good are our giant cannons and
rocket planes against six-inch slinkefs? And to be just on even

terms would be fatal; one slinker for one man would be a hell

of a trade/'

Lee yawned. "Well, it's not our problem. I'm hungry,

Grant."

"Good. That's a sign the blnncha's through with you. We'll

eat and then sleep a while, for there's five hours of darkness."

"But the slinkers?"

"I don't see what they can do. They couldn't cut through

stone-bark walls in five hours, and anyway, Oliver would warn us

if one managed to slip in somewhere."

It was light when Grant awoke, and he stretched his cramp-

ed limbs painfully across his two chairs. Something had waken-

ed him, but he didn't know just what. Oliver was pacing ner-

vously beside him, and now looked anxiously up at him.

"I've had bad luck with my loonies," announced the parcat

plaintively.

"You're a nice kitty
."

"So are you," said Grant. Something had wakened him,

but what?

Then he knew, for it came again—the merest trembling

of the stone-bark floor. He frowned in puzzlement. Earthquakes?

Not on Io, for the tiny sphere had lost its internal heat untold

ages ago. Then what?

Comprehension dawned suddenly. He sprang to his feet

with so wild a yell that Oliver scrambled sideways with an in-

fernal babble. The startled parcat leaped to the stove and

vanished up the flue. His squall drifted faintly back.

"It must be the fever!"

Lee had started to a sitting position on the bunk, her gray

eyes blinking sleepily.

"Outside!" he roared, pulling her to her feet. "Get out!

Quickly!"

"Wh-what-why-"
"Get out!" He thrust her through the door, then spun to
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seize his belt and weapons, the bag of ferva leaves, a package of

chocolate. The floor trembled again, and he burst out of the

door with a frantic leap to the side of the dazed girl.

"They've undermined it!" he choked. "The devils under-

mined the—"

He had no time to say more. A corner of the shack sud-

denly subsided; the stone-bark logs grated, and the whole struc-

ture collapsed like a child's house of blocks. The crash died

into silence, and there was no motion save a lazy wisp of vapor,

a few black, ratlike forms scurrying toward the grass, and a pur-

ple loony bobbing beyond the ruins.

"The dirty devils!" he swore bitterly. "The damn little

black rats! The-"
A dart whistled so close that it grazed his ear and then

twitched a lock of Lee's tousled brown hair. A chorus of

squeaking sounded in the bleeding-grass.

"Come on!" he cried. "They're out to exterminate us this

time. No—this way. Toward the hills. There's less jungle

this way."

They could outrun the tiny slinkers easily enough. In a

few moments they had lost the sound of squeaking voices, and
they stopped to gaze ruefully back on the fallen dwelling.

"Now," he said miserably, 'we're both where you were to

start with."

"Oh, no." Lee looked up at him. "We're together now,

Grant. I'm not afraid."

"We'll manage," he said with a show of assurance. "We'll

put up a temporary shack somehow. We'll
"

A dart struck his boot with a sharp blup. The slinkers had

caught up to them.

Again they ran toward Idiots' Hills. When at last they stop-

ped, they could look down a long slope and far over the Ionian

jungles. There was the ruined shack, and there, neatly checkered,

the fields and towers of the nearer slinker town. But they had

scarcely caught their breath when gibbering and squeaking came
out of the brush.

They were being driven into Idiots' Hills, a region as un-

known to man as the icy wastes of Pluto. It was as if the tiny
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fiends behind them had determined that this time their enemy,
the giant trampler and despoiler of their fields, should be pursued

to extinction.

Weapons were useless. Grant could not even glimpse their

pursuers, slipping like hooded rats through the vegetation. A
bullet, even if chance sped it through a slinker's body, was fu-

tile, and his flame pistol, though its lightning stroke should in-

cinerate tons of brush and bleeding-grass, could no more than

cut a narrow path through the horde of tormentors. The only

weapons that might have availed, the gas bulbs, were lost in

the ruins of the shack.

Grant and Lee were forced upward. They had risen a thou-

sand feet above the plain, and the air was thinning. There was

no jungle here, but only great stretches of bleeding-grass, across

which a few loonies were visible, bobbing their heads on their

long necks.

"Toward—the peaks!" gasped Grant, now painfully short of

breath. "Perhaps we can stand rarer air than they."

Lee was beyond answer. She panted doggedly along be-

side him as they plodded now over patches of bare rock. Before

them were two low peaks, like the pillars of a gate. Glancing

back, Grant caught a glimpse of tiny black forms on a clear

area, and in sheer anger he fired a shot. A single slinker leaped

convulsively, its cape flapping, but the rest flowed on. There

must have been thousands of them.

The peaks were closer, no more than a few hundred yards

away. They were sheer, smooth, unscalable.

"Between them," muttered Grant.

The passage that separated them was bare and narrow. The
twin peaks had been one in ages past; some forgotten volcanic

convulsion had split them, leaving this slender canyon between.

He slipped an arm about Lee, whose breath, from effort

and altitude, was a series of rasping gasps. A bright dart tinkled

on the rocks as they reached the opening, but looking back,

Grant could see only a purple loony plodding upward, and a

few more to his right. They raced down a straight fifty-foot

passage that debouched suddenly into a sizeable valley—and

there, thunderstruck for a moment, they paused.
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A city lay there. For a brief instant Grant thought they had

burst upon a vast slinker metropolis, but the merest glance show-

ed otherwise. This was no city of medieval blocks, but a poem
in marble, classical in beauty, and of human or near-human pro-

portions. White columns, glorious arches, pure curving domes,

an architectural loveliness that might have been born on the

Acropolis. It took a second look to discern that the city was

dead, deserted, in ruins.

Even in her exhaustion, Lee felt its beauty. "How—how
exquisite!'' she panted. "One could almost forgive them—for

being—slinkers!"
"They won't forgive us for being human," he muttered.

"We'll have to make a stand somewhere. We'd better pick a

building."

But before they could move more than a few feet from the

canyon mouth, a wild disturbance halted them. Grant whirled,

and for a moment found himself actually paralyzed by amaze-

ment. The narrow canyon was filled with a gibbering horde of

slinkers, like a nauseous, heaving black carpet. But they came
no further than the valley end, for grinning, giggling, and

bobbing, blocking the opening with tramping three-toed feet,

were four loonies!

It was a battle. The slinkers were biting and stabbing at

the miserable defenders, whose shrill keenings of pain were less

giggles than shrieks. But with a determination and purpose

utterly foreign to loonies, their clawed feet tramped methodical-

ly up and down, up and down.

Grant exploded, "I'll be damned!" Then an idea struck

him. "Lee! They're packed in the canyon, the whole devil's

brood of 'em!"

He rushed toward the opening. He thrust his flame pistol

between the skinny legs of a loony, aimed it straight along the

canyon, and fired.

Inferno burst. The tiny diamond, giving up all its energy

in one terrific blast, shot a jagged stream of fire that filled the

canyon from wall to wall and vomited out beyond to cut a fan

of fire through the bleeding-grass of the slope.

Idiot's Hills reverberated to the roar, and when the rain of
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debris settled, there was nothing in the canyon save a few bits

of flesh and the head of an unfortunate loony, still bouncing
and rolling.

Three of the loonies survived. A purple-faced one was
pulling his arm, grinning and giggling in imbecile glee. He
waved the thing aside and returned to the girl.

"Thank goodness!" he said. "We're out of that, anyway/'

"I wasn't afraid, Grant. Not with you."

He smiled. "Perhaps we can find a place here," he sug-

gested. 'The fever ought to be less troublesome at this altitude.

But—say, this must have been the capital city of the whole
slinker race in ancient times. I can scarcely imagine those fiends

creating an architecture as beautiful as this—or as large. Why,
these buildings are as colossal in proportion to slinker size as the

skyscrapers of New York to us!"

"But so beautiful," said Lee softly, sweeping her eyes over

the glory of the ruins. "One might almost forgive—Grant! Look
at those!"

He followed the gesture. On the inner side of the canyon's

portals were gigantic carvings. But the thing that set him star-

ing in amazement was the subject of the portrayal. There,

towering far up the cliff sides, were the figures, not of slinkers,

but of—loonies! Exquisitively carved, smiling rather than grin-

ning, and smiling somehow sadly, regretfully, pityingly—yet be-

yond doubt, loonies!

"Good night!" he whispered. "Do you see, Lee? This

must once have been a loony city. The steps, the doors, the

buildings, all are on their scale of size. Somehow, some time,

they must have achieved civilization, and the loonies we know
are the degenerate residue of a great race."

"And," put in Lee, "the reason those four blocked the way

when the slinkers tried to come through is that they still re-

member. Or probably they don't actually remember, but they

have a tradition of past glories, or more likely still, just a super-

stitious feeling that this place is in some way sacred. They let

us pass because, after all, we look more like loonies than like

slinkers. But the amazing thing is that they still possess even

that dim memory, because this city must have been in ruins
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for centuries. Or perhaps even for thousands of years."

"But to think that loonies could ever have had the intelli-

gence to create a culture of their own," said Grant, waving away
the purple one bobbing and giggling at his side. Suddenly he
paused, turning a gaze of new respect on the creature. "This

one's been following me for days. All right, old chap, what is

it?"

The purple one extended a sorely bedraggled bundle of

bleeding-grass and twigs, giggling idiotically. His ridiculous

mouth twisted; his eyes popped in an agony of effort at mental

concentration.

"Canny!" he giggled triumphantly.

"The imbecile!" flared Grant. "Nitwit! Idiot!" He broke

off, then laughed. "Never mind. I guess you deserve it." He
tossed his package of chocolate to the three delighted loonies.

"Here's your candy."

A scream from Lee startled him. She was waving her arms

wildly, and over the crest of Idiots' Hills a rocket plane roared,

circled, and nosed its way into the valley.

The door opened. Oliver stalked gravely out, remarking

casually. "I'm real and you're real." A man followed the par-

cat—two men.
"Father!" screamed Lcc.

It was some time later that Gustavus Ncilan turned to

Grant. "I can't thank you," he said. "If there's ever any way
I can show my appreciation for

"

"There is. You can cancel my contract."

"Oh, you work for me?"
"I'm Grant Calthorpc, one of your traders, and I'm about

sick of this crazy planet."

"Of course, if you wish," said Ncilan. "If it's a question

of pay—"
"You can pay mc for the six months I've worked."

"If you'd care to stay," said the older man, "there won't be

trading much longer. We've been able to grow fcrva near the

polar cities, and I prefer plantations to the uncertainties of re-

lying on loonies. If you'd work out your year, we might be able
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to put you in charge of a plantation by the end of that time."

Grant met Lee Neilan's gray eyes, and hesitated. 'Thanks,"

he said slowly, "but I'm sick of it." He smiled at the girl, then

turned back to her father. "Would you mind telling me how
you happened to find us? This is the most unlikely place on
the planet."

"That's just the reason," said Neilan. "When Lee didn't

get back, I thought things over pretty carefully. At last I de-

cided, knowing her as I did, to search the least likely places

first. We tried the shores of the Fever Sea, and then the

White Desert, and finally Idiots' Hills. We spotted the ruins

of a shack, and on the debris was this chap"—he indicated

Oliver—"remarking that Ten loonies make one half-wit.' Well,

the half-wit part sounded very much like a reference to my
daughter, and we cruised about until the roar of your flame

pistol attracted our attention."

Lee pouted, then turned her serious gray eyes on Grant. "Do
you remember," she said softly, "what I told you there in the

jungle?"

"I wouldn't even have mentioned that," he replied. "I

knew you were delirious."

"But—perhaps I wasn't. Would companionship make it

any easier to work out your year? I mean if—for instance—

vou were to fly back with us to Junapolis and return with a

wife?"

"Lee," he said huskily, "you know what a difference that

would make, though I can't understand why you'd ever dream
of it."

"It must," suggested Oliver, "be the fever."
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l STOPPED ON THE WAY TO THE
Staten Island Airport to call up, and that was a mistake, doubt-

less, since I had a chance of making it otherwise. But the office

was affable. "We'll hold the ship five minutes for you/' the clerk

said. "That's the best we can do."

So I rushed back to my taxi and we spun off to the third

level and sped across the Staten bridge like a comet treading a

steel rainbow. I had to be in Moscow by evening, by eight o'clock,

in fact, for the opening of bids on the Ural Tunnel. The Gov-
ernment required the personal presence of an agent of each bid-

der, but the firm should have known better than to send me,
Dixon Wells, even though the N. J. Wells Corporation is, so to

speak, my father. I have a—well, an undeserved reputation for

being late to everything; something always comes up to prevent

me from getting anywhere on time. It's never my fault; this time

it was a chance encounter with my old physics professor, old

Haskel van Manderpootz. I couldn't very well just say hello and
good-bye to him; I'd been a favorite of his back in the college

days of 2014.

I missed the airliner, of course. I was still on the Staten

Bridge when I heard the roar of the catapult and the Soviet rocket

Baikal hummed over us like a tracer bullet with a long tail of

flame.

We got the contract anyway; the firm wired our man in

Beirut and he flew up to Moscow, but it didn't help my reputa-

tion. However, I felt a great deal better when I saw the evening

papers; the Baikal, flying at the north edge of the eastbound lane

to avoid a storm, had locked wings with a British fruitship and
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all but a hundred of her five hundred passengers were lost. I had
almost become "the late Mr. Wells" in a grimmer sense.

I'd made an engagement for the following week with old van
Manderpootz. It seems he'd transferred to N.Y.U. as head of

the department of Newer Physics—that is, of Relativity. Me de-

served it; the old chap was a genius if ever there was one, and
even now, eight years out of college, I remember more from his

course than from half a dozen calculus, steam and gas, mechanics,

and other hazards on the path to an engineer's education. So on
Tuesday night I dropped in an hour or so late, to tell the truth,

since I'd forgotten about the engagement until mid-cvening.

He was reading in a room as disorderly as ever. "Humph!"
he grunted. "Time changes everything but habit, I sec. You
were a good student, Dick, but I seem to recall that you always

arrived in class toward the middle of the lecture
M

"I had a course in East Hall just before," I explained. "I

couldn't seem to make it in time."

"Well, it's time you learned to be on time," he growled.

Then his eyes twinkled. "Time!" he ejaculated. "The most fas-

cinating word in the language. Here we've used it five times

(there goes the sixth time—and the seventh!) in the first minute
of conversation; each of us understands the other, yet science is

just beginning to learn its meaning. Science? I mean that I am
beginning to learn."

I sat down. "You and science arc synonymous," I grinned.

"Aren't you one of the world's outstanding physicists?"

"One of them!" he snorted. "One of them, eh! And who
are the others?"

"Oh, Corveillc and Hastings and Shrimski

—

99

"Bah! Would you mention them in the same breath with

the name of van Manderpootz? A pack of jackals, eating the

crumbs of ideas that drop from my feast of thoughts! Had you

gone back into the last century, now—had you mentioned Ein-

stein and de Sitter—there, perhaps, arc names worthy to rank with

(or just below) van Manderpootz!"

I grinned again in amusement. "Einstein was considered

pretty good, wasn't he?" I remarked. "After all, he was the first

to tie time and space to the laboratory. Before him they were

just philosophical concepts."
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"He didn't!" rasped the professor. "Perhaps, in a dim, primi-

tive fashion, he showed the way, but I—I, van Manderpootz—am
the first to seize time, drag it into my laboratory, and perform
an experiment on it."

"Indeed? And what sort of experiment?"

"What experiment, other than simple measurement, is it

possible to perform?" he snapped.

"Why—I don't know. To travel in it?"

"Exactly."

"Like these time-machines that are so popular in the current

magazines? To go into the future or the past?"

"Bah! Many bahs! The future or the past—pfui! It needs no
van Manderpootz to see the fallacy in that. Einstein showed
us that much."

"How? It's conceivable, isn't it?"

"Conceivable? And you, Dixon Wells, studied under van

Manderpootz!" He grew red with emotion, then grimly calm.

"Listen to me. You know how time varies with the speed of a

system—Einstein's relativity."

ies.

"Very well. Now suppose then that the great engineer Dixon
Wells invents a machine capable of traveling very fast, enormous-
ly fast, nine-tenths as fast as light. Do you follow? Good. You
then fuel this miracle ship for a little jaunt of a half million miles,

which, since mass (and with it inertia) increases according to the

Einstein formula with increasing speed, takes all the fuel in the

world. But you solve that. You use atomic energy. Then, since

at nine-tenths light-speed, your ship weighs about as much as the

sun, you disintegrate North America to give you sufficient motive

power. You start off at that speed, a hundred and sixty-eight

thousand miles per second, and you travel for two hundred and
four thousand miles. The acceleration has now crushed you to

death, but you have penetrated the future." He paused, grinning

sardonicallv. "Haven't you?"

"Yes."

"And how far?"

I hesitated.

"Use your Einstein formula!" he screeched. "How far? I'll

tell you. One second!'* He grinned triumphantly. "That's how
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possible it is to travel into the future. And as for the past—in the
first place, you'd have to exceed light-speed, which immediately
entails the use of more than an infinite number of horsepowers.

We'll assume that the great engineer Dixon Wells solves that

little problem too, even though the energy out-put of the whole
universe is not an infinite number of horsepowers. Then he ap-

plies this more than infinite power to travel at two hundred and
four thousand miles per second for ten seconds. lie has then

penetrated the past. How far?"

Again 1 hesitated.

"I'll tell you. One second!" He glared at me. "Now all you
have to do is to design such a machine, and then van Mandcr-
pootz will admit the possibility of traveling into the future—for a

limited number of seconds. As for the past, I have just explained

that all the energy in the universe is insufficient for that."

"But." I stammered, "yon just said that vou
—

"

"I did not say anything about traveling into either future or

past, which I have just demonstrated to vou to be impossible—

a

practical impossibility in the one case and an absolute one in the

other"

"Then how do you travel in time?"

"Not even van Manderpootz can perform the impossible,"

said the professor, now faintly jovial. He tapped a thick pad of

typewriter paper on the table beside him. "Sec, Dick, this is the

world, the universe." He swept a finger down it. "It is long in

time, and"—sweeping his hand across it— "it is broad in space,

but"—now jabbing his finger against its center
—

"it is very thin

in the fourth dimension. Van Manderpootz takes always the

shortest, the most logical course. I do not travel along time, into

past or future. No. Me, I travel across time, sideways!"

I gulped. "Sideways into time! What's there?"

"What would naturally be there?" he snorted. "Ahead is the

future; behind is the past. Those arc real, the worlds of past and

future. What worlds arc neither past nor future, but contempo-

rary and yet—extcmporal—existing, as it were, in time parallel

to our time?"

I shook my head.

"Idiot!" he snapped. "The conditional worlds, of course! The
worlds of 'if.' Ahead are the worlds to be; behind are the worlds
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that were; to either side are the worlds that might have been

—

the worlds of 'if!'
99

"Eh?" I was puzzled. "Do you mean that you can see what
will happen if I do such and such?"

"No!" he snorted. "My machine does not reveal the past

nor predict the future. It will show, as I told you, the conditional

worlds. You might express it, by 'if I had done such and such, so

and so would have happened/ The worlds of the subjunctive

mode."
"Now how the devil does it do that?"

"Simple, for van Manderpootz! I use polarized light, polar-

ized not in the horizontal or vertical planes, but in the direction

of the fourth dimension—an easy matter. One uses Iceland spar

under colossal pressures, that is all. And since the worlds are very

thin in the direction of the fourth dimension, the thickness of a

single light wave, though it be but millionths of an inch, is suf-

ficient. A considerable improvement over time-traveling in past

or future, with its impossible velocities and ridiculous distances!"

"But—are those—worlds of 'if—real?"
"Real? What is real? They are real, perhaps, in the sense that

two is a real number as opposed to \Z-2, which is imaginary. They
are the worlds that would have been if— Do you see?"

I nodded. "Dimly. You could see, for instance, what New
York would have been like if England had won the Revolution

instead of the Colonies."

"That's the principle, true enough, but you couldn't see that

on the machine. Part of it, you see, is a Horsten psychomat

(stolen from one of my ideas, by the way) and you, the user, be-

come part of the device. Your own mind is necessary to furnish

the background. For instance, if George Washington could have

used the mechanism after the signing of peace, he could have seen

what you suggest. We can't. You can't even see what would
have happened if I hadn't invented the thing, but I can. Do you

understand?"

"Of course. You mean the background has to rest in the past

experiences of the user."

"You're growing brilliant," he scoffed. "Yes. The device will

show ten hours of what would have happened if—condensed, of

course, as in a movie, to half an hour's actual time."
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"Say, that sounds interesting!"

"You'd like to see it? Is there anything you'd like to find out?
Any choice you'd alter?"

"I'll say—a thousand of 'em. Fd like to know what would
have happened if I'd sold out my stocks in 2009 instead of '10. I

was a millionaire in my own right then, but I was a little—well,

a little late in liquidating."

"As usual," remarked van Manderpootz. "Let's go over to

the laboratory then."

The professor's quarters were but a block from the campus.
He ushered me into the Physics Building, and thence into his

own research laboratory, much like the one I had visited during

my courses under him. The device—he called it his "subjuncti-

visor," since it operated in hypothetical worlds—occupied the

entire center table. Most of it was merely a Horsten psychomat,
but glittering crystalline and glassy was the prism of Iceland spar,

the polarizing agent that was the heart of the instrument.

Van Manderpootz pointed to the headpiece. "Put it on,"

he said, and I sat staring at the screen of the psychomat. I sup-

pose everyone is familiar with the Horsten psychomat; it was as

much a fad a few years ago as the ouija board a century back. Yet

it isn't just a toy; sometimes, much as the ouija board, it's a real

aid to memory. A maze of vague and colored shadows is caused

to drift slowly across the screen, and one watches them, mean-
while visualizing whatever scene or circumstances he is trying to

remember. He turns a knob that alters the arrangement of lights

and shadows, and when, by chance, the design corresponds to his

mental picture—presto! There is his scene re-created under his

eyes. Of course his own mind adds the details. All the screen

actually shows are these tinted blobs of light and shadow, but the

thing can be amazingly real. I've seen occasions when I could have

sworn the psvehomat -showed pictures almost as sharp and de-

tailed as reality itself; the illusion is sometimes as startling as

that.

Van Manderpootz switched on the light, and the plav of

shadows began. "Now recall the circumstances of, say, a half-

year after the market crash. Turn the knob until the picture

clears, then stop. At that point I direct the light of the subjunc-

tivisor upon the screen, and you have nothing to do but watch."
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I did as directed. Momentary pictures formed and vanished.

The inchoate sounds of the device hummed like distant voices,

but without the added suggestion of the picture, they meant
nothing. My own face flashed and dissolved and then, finally, I

had it. There was a picture of myself sitting in an ill-defined

room; that was all. I released the knob and gestured.

A click followed. The light dimmed, then brightened. The
picture cleared, and amazingly, another figure emerged, a woman.
I recognized her; it was Whimsy White, erstwhile star of tele-

vision and premiere of the "Vision Varieties of '09." She was
changed on that picture, but I recognized her.

I'll say I did! I'd been trailing her all through the boom years

of '07 to '10, trying to marry her, while old N. J. raved and ranted

and threatened to leave everything to the Society for Rehabilita-

tion of the Gobi Desert. I think those threats were what kept

her from accepting me, but after I took my own money and ran

it up to a couple of million in that crazy market of '08 and '09,

she softened.

Temporarily, that is. When the crash of the spring of '10

came and bounced me back on my father and into the firm of

N. J. Wells, her favor dropped a dozen points to the market's

one. In February we were engaged, in April we were hardly

speaking. In May they sold me out. I'd been late again.

And now, there she was on the psychomat screen, obviously

plumping out, and not nearly so pretty as memory had pictured

her. She was staring at me with an expression of enmity, and 1

was glaring back. The buzzes became voices.

"You nit-wit!" she snapped. "You can't burv me out here.

I want to go back to New York, where there's a little life. I'm

bored with vou and your golf."

"And I'm bored with vou and your whole dizzy crowd."

"At least they're alive. You're a walking corpse. Just be-

cause vou were lucky enough to gamble yourself into the money,
you think vou're a tin god."

"Well, I don't think you're Cleopatra! Those friends of

yours— they trail after you because you give parties and spend
money—my money."

"Better than spending it to knock a white walnut along a

mountainside!"
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"Indeed? You ought to try it, Marie." (That was her real

name.) "It might help your figure—though I doubt if anything
could!"

She glared in rage and—well, that was a painful half hour. I

won't give all the details, but I was glad when the screen dissolved

into meaningless colored clouds.

"Whew!" I said, staring at Van Manderpootz, who had been
reading.

"You liked it?"

"Liked it! Say, I guess I was lucky to be cleaned out. I won't
regret it from now on."

"That," said the professor grandly, "is van Manderpootz's
great contribution to human happiness. 'Of all sad words of

tongue or pen, the saddest are these: It might have been!' True
no longer, my friend Dick. Van Manderpootz has shown that

the proper reading is, 'It might have been—worse!'
"

It was very late when I returned home, and as a result, very

late when I rose, and equally late when I got to the office. My
father was unnecessarily worked up about it, but he exaggerated

when he said I'd never been on time. He forgets the occasions

when he's awakened me and dragged me down with him. Nor
was it necessary to refer so sarcastically to my missing the Baikal;

I reminded him of the wrecking of the liner, and he responded

very heartlessly that if I'd been aboard, the rocket would have

been late, and so would have missed colliding with the British

fruitship. It was likewise superfluous for him to mention that

when he and I had tried to snatch a few weeks of golfing in the

mountains, even the spring had been late. I had "nothing to do
with that.

"Dixon," he concluded, "you have no conception whatever

of time. None whatever."

The conversation with van Manderpootz recurred to me. I

was impelled to ask, "And have you, sir?"

"I have," he said grimly. "I most assuredly have. Time,"

he said oracularly, "is money."

You can't argue with a viewpoint like that.

But those aspersions of his rankled, especiallv that about the

Baikal. Tardy I might be, but it was hardly conceivable that my
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presence aboard the rocket could have averted the catastrophe.

It irritated me; in a way, it made me responsible for the deaths

of those unrescued hundreds among the passengers and crew, and

I didn't like the thought.

Of course, if they'd waited an extra five minutes for me, or

if I'd been on time and they'd left on schedule instead of five

minutes late, or if— if.'

If! The word called up van Manderpootz and his subjuncti-

visor—the worlds of "if," the weird, unreal worlds that existed

beside reality, neither past nor future, but contemporary, yet ex-

temporal. Somewhere among their ghostly infinities existed one
that represented the world that would have been had I made the

liner. I had only to call up Haskel van Manderpootz, make an

appointment and then—find out.

Yet it wasn't an easy decision. Suppose—just suppose that I

found myself responsible—not legally responsible, certainly;

there'd be no question of criminal negligence, or anything of that

sort—not even morally responsible, because I couldn't possibly

have anticipated that my presence or absence could weigh so

heavily in the scales of life and death, nor could I have known in

which direction the scales would tip. Just—responsible; that was
all. Yet I hated to find out.

I hated equally not finding out. Uncertainty has its pangs

too. quite as painful as those of remorse. It might be less nerve-

racking to know myself responsible than to wonder, to waste

thoughts in vain doubts and futile reproaches. So I seized the visi-

phone, dialed the number of the University, and at length gazed

on the broad, humorous, intelligent'features of van Manderpootz,
dragged from a morning lecture by my call.

I was all but prompt for the appointment the following eve-

ning, and might actually have been on time but for an unreason-

able traffic officer who insisted on booking me for speeding. At
any rate, van Manderpootz was impressed.

"Well!" he rumbled. "I almost missed you. Dixon. I was

just going over to the club, since I didn't expect you for an hour.

You're only ten minutes late."

I ignored this. "Professor, I want to use your—uh—your

subjunctivisor."
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"Eh? Oh, yes. You're lucky, then. I was just about to dis-

mantle it."

"Dismantle it! Why?"
"It has served its purpose. It has given birth to an idea far

more important than itself. I shall need the space it occupies/'

"But what is the idea, if it's not too presumptuous of me
to ask?"

"It is not too presumptuous. You and the world which
awaits it so eagerly may both know, but you hear it from the lips

of the author. It is nothing less than the autobiography of van
Manderpootz!" He paused impressively.

I gaped. "Your autobiography?"

"Yes. The world, though perhaps unaware, is crying for

it. I shall detail my life, my work. I shall reveal myself as the

man responsible for the three vears' duration of the Pacific War
of 2004."

"You?"
"None other. Had I not been a loyal Netherlands subject

at that time, and therefore neutral, the forces of Asia would
have been crushed in three months instead of three years. The
subjunctivisor tells me so; I would have invented a calculator

to forecast the chances of every engagement; van Manderpootz
would have removed the hit or miss element in the conduct

of war." He frowned solemnly. "There is my idea. The auto-

biography of van Manderpootz. What do you think of it?"

I recovered my thoughts. "It's—uh—it's colossal!" I said

vehemently. 'Til buy a copy myself. Several copies. I'll send

'em to my friends."

"I," said van Manderpootz expansively, "shall autograph

your copy for you. It will be priceless. I shall write in some

fitting phrase, perhaps something like Magnificus sed non su-

perbus. 'Great but not proud!' That well described van Man-
derpootz, who despite his greatness is simple, modest, and un-

assuming. Don't you agree?"

"Perfectly! A very apt description of you. But—couldn't

I see your subjunctivisor before it's dismantled to make way

for the greater work?"

"Ah! You wish to find out something?"

"Yes, professor. Do you remember the Baikal disaster of a
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week or two ago? I was to have taken that liner to Moscow.
I just missed it." I related the circumstances.

"Humph!" he grunted. "You wish to discover what would
have happened had you caught it, eh? Well, I see several pos-

sibilities. Among the world of 'if is the one that would have

been real if you had been on time, the one that depended on
the vessel waiting for your actual arrival, and the one that hung
on your arriving within the five minutes they actually waited.

In which are you interested?"

"Oh—the last one." That seemed the likeliest. After all,

it was too much to expect that Dixon Wells could ever be on
time, and as to the second possibility—well, they hadn't waited

for me, and that in a way removed the weight of responsibility.

"Come on," rumbled van Manderpootz. I followed him
across to the Physics Building and into his littered laboratory.

The device still stood on the table and I took my place before

it, staring at the screen of the Horsten psychomat. The clouds

wavered and shifted as I sought to impress my memories on
their suggestive shapes, to read into them some picture of that

vanished morning.

Then I had it. I made out the vista from the Staten

Bridge, and was speeding across the giant span toward the air-

port. I waved a signal to van Manderpootz, the thing clicked,

and the subjunctivisor was on.

The grassless clay of the field appeared. It is a curious thing

about the psychomat that you see only through the eyes of

your image on the screen. It lends a strange reality to the work-

ing of the toy; I suppose a sort of self-hypnosis is partly re-

sponsible.

I was rushing over the ground toward the glittering, silver-

winged projectile that was the Baikal. A glowering officer waved
me on, and I dashed up the slant of the gangplank and into

the ship; the port dropped and I heard a long "Whew!" of

relief.

"Sit down!" barked the officer, gesturing toward an un-

occupied seat. I fell into it; the ship quivered under the thrust

of the catapult, grated harshly into motion, and then was flung

bodily into the air. The blasts roared instantly, then settled to

a more muffled throbbing, and I watched Staten Island drop
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down and slide back beneath me. The giant rocket was under
way.

"Whew!" I breathed again. "Made it!" I caught an amused
glance from my right. I was in an aisle seat; there was no one
to my left, so I turned to the eyes that had flashed, glanced,

and froze staring.

It was a girl. Perhaps she wasn't actually as lovely as she

looked to me; after all, I was seeing her through the half-vision-

ary screen of a psychomat. I've told myself since that she

couldn't have been as pretty as she seemed, that it was due to

my own imagination filling in the details. I don't know; I re-

member only that I stared at curiously lovely silver-blue eyes

and velvety brown hair, and a small amused mouth, and an
impudent nose. I kept staring until she flushed.

"I'm sorry," I said quickly. "I—was startled."

There's a friendly atmosphere aboard a trans-oceanic

rocket. The passengers are forced into a crowded intimacy for

anywhere from seven to twelve hours, and there isn't much
room for moving about. Generally, one strikes up an acquaint-

ance with his neighbors; introductions aren't at all necessary,

and the custom is simply to speak to anybody you choose

—

something like an all-day trip on the railroad trains of the last

century, I suppose. You make friends for the duration of the

journey, and then, nine times out of ten, you never hear of

your traveling companions again.

The girl smiled. "Are you the individual responsible for

the delay in starting?"

I admitted it. "I seem to be chronically late. Even watches

lose time as soon as I wear them."

She laughed. "Your responsibilities can't be very heavy."

Well, they weren't of course, though it's surprising how
many clubs, caddies, and chorus girls have depended on me at

various times for appreciable portions of their incomes. But

somehow I didn't feel like mentioning those things to the

silvery-eyed girl.

We talked. Her name, it developed, was Joanna Caldwell,

and she was going as far as Paris. She was an artist, or hoped

to be one day, and of course there is no place in the world that

can supply both training and inspiration like Paris. So it was
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there she was bound for a year of study, and despite her de-

murely humorous lips and laughing eyes, I could see that the

business was of vast importance to her. I gathered that she had
worked hard for the year in Paris, had scraped and saved for

three years as fashion illustrator for some woman's magazine,

though she couldn't have been many months over twenty-one.

Her painting meant a great deal to her, and I could understand

it. I'd felt that way about polo once.

So you see, we were sympathetic spirits from the beginning.

I knew that she liked me, and it was obvious that she didn't

connect Dixon Wells with the N. J. Wells Corporation. And
as for me—well, after that first glance into her cool silver eyes,

I simply didn't care to look anywhere else. The hours seemed
to drip away like minutes while I watched her.

You know how those things go. Suddenly I was calling her

Joanna and she was calling me Dick, and it seemed as if we'd

been doing just that all our lives. I'd decided to stop over in

Paris on my way back from Moscow, and I'd secured her prom-
ise to let me see her. She was different, I tell you; she was
nothing like the calculating Whimsy White, and still less like

the dancing, simpering, giddy youngsters one meets around at

social affairs. She was just Joanna, cool and humorous, yet sym-

pathetic and serious, and as pretty as a Majolica figurine.

We could scarcely realize it when the steward passed along

to take orders for luncheon. Four hours out? It seemed like

forty minutes. And we had a pleasant feeling of intimacy in

the discovery that both of us liked lobster salad and detested

oysters. It was another bond; I told her whimsically that it was

an omen, nor did she object to considering it so.

Afterwards we walked along the narrow aisle to the glassed-

in observation room up forward. It was almost too crowded for

entry, but we didn't mind that at all, as it forced us to sit very

close together. We stayed long after both of us had begun to

notice the stuffiness of the air.

It was just after we had returned to our seats that the ca-

tastrophe occurred. There was no warning save a sudden lurch,

the result, I suppose, of the pilot's futile last-minute attempt

to swerve—just that and then a grinding crash and a terrible
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sensation of spinning, and after that a chorus of shrieks that

were like the sounds of battle.

It was battle. Five hundred people were picking themselves

up from the floor, were tramplingv each other, milling around,

being cast helplessly down as the great rocket-plane, its left

wing but a broken stub, circled downward toward the Atlantic.

The shouts of officers sounded and a loudspeaker blared.

"Be calm," it kept repeating, and then, "There has been a col-

lision. We have contacted a surface ship. There is no danger

—

There is no danger—"
I struggled up from the debris of shattered seats. Joanna

was gone; just as I found her crumpled between the rows, the

ship struck the water with a jar that set everything crashing

again. The speaker blared, "Put on the cork belts under the

seats. The life-belts are under the seats."

I dragged a belt loose and snapped it around Joanna, then

donned one myself. The crowd was surging forward now, and
the tail end of the ship began to drop. There was water behind

us, sloshing in the darkness as the lights went out. An officer

came sliding by, stooped, and fastened a belt about an uncon-

scious woman ahead of us. "You all right?" he yelled, and

passed on without waiting for an answer.

The speaker must have been cut on to a battery circuit.

"And get as far away as possible," it ordered suddenly. "Jump
from the forward port and get as far away as possible. A ship

is standing by. You will be picked up. Jump from the—". It

went dead again.

I got Joanna untangled from the wreckage. She was pale;

her silvery eyes were closed. I started dragging her slowly and

painfully toward the forward port, and the slant of the floor

increased until it was like the slide of a ski-jump. The officer

passed again. "Can you handle her?" he asked, and again dash-

ed away.

I was getting there. The crowd around the port looked

smaller, or was it simply huddling closer? Then suddenly, a wail

of fear and despair went up, and there was a roar of water. The
observation room walls had given. I saw the green surge of

waves, and a billowing deluge rushed down upon us. I had been

late again.
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That was all. I raised shocked and frightened eyes from
the Sdbjunctivisor to face van Manderpootz, who was scribbling

on the edge of the table.

"Well?" he asked.

I shuddered. "Horrible!" I murmured. "We—I guess we
wouldn't have been among the survivors."

"We, eh? We?" His eyes twinkled.

I did not enlighten him. I thanked him, bade him good-night,

and went dolorouslv home.

Even my father noticed something queer about me. The day
I got to the office only five minutes late, he called me in for some
anxious questioning as to my health. I couldn't tell him anything,

of course. How could I explain that I'd been late once too often,

and had fallen in love with a girl two weeks after she was dead?
The thought drove me nearly crazy. Joanna! Joanna with her

silvery eyes now lay somewhere at the bottom of the Atlantic. I

went around half dazed, scarcely speaking. One night I actually

lacked the energy to go home and sat smoking in my father's big

overstuffed chair in his private office until I finally dozed off. The
next morning, when old N. J. entered and found me there before

him, he turned pale as paper, staggered, and gasped, "My heart!"

It took a lot of explaining to convince him that I wasn't early at

the office but just very late going home.
At last I felt that I couldn't stand it. I had to do something

—

anything at all. I thought finally of the subjunctivisor. I could see

—yes, I could see what would have transpired if the ship hadn't

been wrecked! I could trace out that weird, unreal romance hid-

den somewhere in the worlds of "if". I could, perhaps, wring a

somber, vicarious joy from the things that might have been. I

could see Joanna once more!

It was late afternoon when I rushed over to van Mander-
pootz's quarters. He wasn't there; I encountered him finally in the

hall of the Phvsics Building.

"Dick!" he exclaimed. "Are you sick?"

"Sick? No. Not physically. Professor. IVe got to use your

subjunctivisor again. I've got to!"

"Eh? Oh—that toy. You're too late, Dick. I've dismantled
it. I have a better use for the space."
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I gave a miserable groan and was tempted to damn the au-

tobiography of the great van Manderpootz. A gleam of sympathy
showed in his eyes, and he took my arm, dragging me into the
little office adjoining his laboratory*

"Tell me," he commanded.
I did. I guess I made the tragedy plain enough, for his heavy

brows knit in a frown of pity. "Not even van Manderpootz can
bring back the dead," he murmured. "I'm sorry, Dick. Take your
mind from the affair. Even were my subjunctivisor available, I

wouldn't permit you to use it. That would be but to turn the

knife in the wound." He paused. "Find something else to oc-

cupy your mind. Do as van Manderpootz does. Find forgetful-

ness in woik."

"Yes," I responded dully. "But who'd want to read my
autobiography? That's all right for you."

"Autobiography? Oh! I remember. No, I have abandoned
that. History itself will record the life and works of van Man-
derpootz. Now I am engaged in a far grander project."

"Indeed?" I was utterly, gloomily disinterested.

"Yes. Gogli has been here, Gogli the sculptor. He is to make
a bust of mc. What better legacy can I leave to the world than

a bust of van Manderpootz, sculptured from life? Perhaps I shall

present it to the citv, perhaps to the university. I would have

given it to the Royal Society if they had been a little more re-

ceptive, if they—if—if/" The last in a shout.

"Huh?"
"If/" cried van Manderpootz. "What you saw in the sub-

junctivisor was what would have happened if you had caught the

ship!"

"I know that."

"But something quite different might really have happened!

Don't you see? She—she— Where are those old newspapers?"

He was pawing through a pile of them. He flourished one

finalH. "Here! Here are the survivors!"

Like letters of flame, Joanna Caldwell's name leaped out

at me. There was even a little paragraph about it, as I saw once

my reeling brain permitted me to read:

"At least a score of survivors owe their lives to the

bravery of twenty-eight-year-old Navigator Orris Hope,
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who patrolled both aisles during the panic, lacing life-

belts on the injured and helpless, and earning many to

the port. He remained on the sinking liner until the

last, finally fighting his way to the surface through the

broken walls of the observation room. Among those

who owe their lives to the young officer are: Patrick

Owensby, New York City; Mrs. Campbell Warren,

Boston; Miss Joanna Caldwell, New York City
—

"

I suppose my shout of joy was heard over in the Adminis-

tration Building, blocks away. I didn't care; if van Manderpootz
hadn't been armored in stubby whiskers, I'd have kissed him.

Perhaps I did anyway; I can't be sure of my actions during those

chaotic minutes in the professor's tiny office.

At last I calmed. "I can look her up!" I gloated. "She must
have landed with the other survivors, and they were all on that

British tramp freighter the Osgoody that docked here last week.

She must be in New York—and if she's gone over to Paris,

I'll find out and follow her!"

Well, it's a queer ending. She was in New York, but—
you see, Dixon Wells had, so to speak, known Joanna Caldwell

by means of the professor's subjunctivisor, but Joanna had never

known Dixon Wells. What the ending might have been if—

if— But it wasn't; she had married Orris Hope, the young officer

who had rescued her. I was late again.
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his," said the Franciscan, "is

my Automaton, who at the proper time will speak, answer what-

soever question I may ask, and reveal all secret knowledge to

me." He smiJed as he laid his hand affectionately on the iron

skull that topped the pedestal

The youth gazed open-mouthed, first at the head and then

at the Friar. "But it's iron/" he whispered. 'The head is iron,

good father."

"Iron without, skill within, my son," said Roger Bacon.

"It will speak, at the proper time and in its own manner, for

so have I made it. A clever man can twist the devil's arts to

God's ends, thereby cheating the fiend—Sstl There sounds ves-

pers! Plena gratia, ave Virgo—"
But it did not speak. Long hours, Jong weeks, the doctor

mirabilis watched his creation, but iron lips were silent and the

iron eyes dull, and no voice but the great man's own sounded

in his monkish cell, nor was there ever an answer to all the

questions that he asked—until one day when he sat surveying

his work, composing a letter to Duns Scotus in distant Cologne-
one day—

"Time is/" said the image, and smiled benignly.

The Friar looked up. "Time is, indeed," he echoed. "Time
it is that you give utterance, and to some assertion less obvious

than that time is. For of course time is, else there were noth-

ing at all. Without time—"

"Time was/" rumbled the image, still smiling, but sternly

at the statue of Draco.

"Indeed time was," said the Monk. "Time was, is, and
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will be, for time is that medium in which events occur. Matter
exists in space, but events—"

The image smiled no longer. "Time is past.'" it roared in

tones deep as the cathedral bell outside, and burst into ten

thousand pieces.

"There," said old Haskel van Manderpootz, shutting the

book, "is my classical authority in this experiment. This story,

overlaid as it is with mediaeval myth and legend, proves that

Roger Bacon himself attempted the experiment—and failed."

He shook a long finger at me. "Yet do not get the impression,

Dixon, that Friar Bacon was not a great man. He was—ex-

tremely great, in fact; he lighted the torch that his namesake
Francis Bacon took up four centuries later, and that now van

Manderpootz rekindles."

I stared in silence.

"Indeed," resumed the Professor, "Roger Bacon might al-

most be called a thirteenth century van Manderpootz, or van

Manderpootz a twenty-first century Roger Bacon. His Opus
Ma/ us, Opus Minor, and Opus Tertium— r>

"What," I interrupted impatiently, "has all this to do with

—that?" I indicated the clumsy metal robot standing in the

corner of the laboratory.

"Don't interrupt!" snapped van Manderpootz. "ni—

"

At this point I fell out of my chair. The mass of metal

had ejaculated something like
11

A-a-gh-rasp* and had lunged a

single pace toward the window, arms upraised. "What the

devil!" I sputtered as the thing dropped its arms and returned

stolidly to its place.

"A car must have passed in the alley," said van Manderpootz
indifferently. "Now as I was saying, Roger Bacon—"

I ceased to listen. When van Manderpootz is determined

to finish a statement, interruptions are worse than futile. As
an ex-student of his, I know. So I permitted my thoughts to

drift to certain personal problems of my own, particularly Tips

Alva, who was the most pressing problem of the moment. Yes,

I mean Tips Alva the 'vision dancer, the little blonde imp who
entertains on the Yerba Mate hour for that Brazilian company.
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Chorus girls, dancers, and television stars are a weakness of mine;
maybe it indicates that there's a latent artistic soul in me. Maybe.

I'm Dixon Wells, you know, scion of the N.
J. Wells

Corporation, Engineers Extraordinary. I'm supposed to be an
engineer myself; I say supposed, because in the seven years since

my graduation, my father hasn't given me much opportunity to

prove it. He has a strong sense of value of time, and I'm cursed

with the unenviable quality of being late to anything and for

everything. He even asserts that the occasional designs I sub-

mit are late Jacobean, but that isn't fair. They're Post-

Romanesque.

Old N.
J.

also objects to my penchant for ladies of the

stage and Vision screen, and periodically threatens to cut my
allowance, though that's supposed to be a salary. It's incon-

venient to be so dependent, and sometimes I regret that unfortu-

nate market crash of 2009 that wiped out my own money, al-

though it did keep me from marrying Whimsy White, and van

Mandepootz, through his subjunctivisor, succeeded in proving

that that would have been a catastrophe. But it turned out

nearly as much of a disaster anyway, as far as my feelings were

concerned. It took me months to forget Joanna Caldwell and

her silvery eyes. Just another instance when I was a little late.

Van Manderpootz himself is my old Physics Professor, head

of the Department of Newer Physics at N. Y. U., and a genius,

but a bit eccentric. Judge for yourself.

"And that's the thesis," he said suddenly, interrupting my
thoughts.

"Eh? Oh, of course. But what's that grinning robot got

to do with it?"

He purpled. "I've just told you!" he roared. "Idiot! Im-

becile! To dream while van Manderpootz talks! Get out!

Get out!"

I got. It was late anyway, so late that I overslept more than

usual in the morning, and suffered more than the usual lecture

on promptness from my father at the office.

Van Manderpootz had forgotten his anger by the next

time I dropped in for an evening. The robot still stood in the
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corner near the window, and I lost no time asking its purpose.

"It's just a toy I had some of the students construct," he
explained. "There's a screen of photoelectric cells behind the

right eye, so connected that when a certain pattern is thrown
on them, it activates the mechanism. The thing's plugged into

the light-circuit, but it really ought to run on gasoline."

"Why?"
"Well, the pattern it's set for is the shape of an automo-

bile. See here." He picked up a card from his desk, and cut

in the outlines of a streamlined car like those of that year. "Since

only one eye is used," he continued, "The thing can't tell the

difference between a full-sized vehicle at a distance and this

small outline nearby. It has no sense of perspective."

He held the bit of cardboard before the eye of the mecha-
nism. Instantly came its roar of "A-a-gh-rasp/" and it leaped

forward a single pace, arms upraised. Van Manderpootz with-

drew the card, and again the thing relapsed stolidly into its

place.

"What the devil!" I exclaimed. "What's it for?"

"Does van Manderpootz ever do work without reason back

of it? I use it as a demonstration in my seminar."

"To demonstrate what?"

"The power of reason," said van Manderpootz solemnly.

"How? And why ought it to work on gasoline instead of

electric power?"

"One question at a time, Dixon. You have missed the

grandeur of van Manderpootz's concept. See here, this crea-

ture, imperfect as it is, represents the predatory machine. It is

the mechanical parallel of the tiger, lurking in its jungle to leap

on living prey. This monster's jungle is the city; its prey is

the unwary machine that follows the trails called streets. Un-
derstand?"

"No."

"Well, picture this automaton, not as it is, but as van
Manderpootz could make it if he wished. It lurks gigantic in

the shadows of buildings; it creeps stealthily through dark al-

leys; it skulks on deserted streets, with its gasoline engine purring

quietly. Then—an unsuspecting automobile flashes its image on
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the screen behind its eyes. It leaps. It seizes its prey, swing-

ing it in steel arms to its steel jaws. Through the metal throat

of its victim crash steel teeth; the blood of its prey—the gaso-

line, that is—is drained into its stpmach, or its gas-tank. With
renewed strength it flings away the husk and prowls on to seek

other prey. It is the machine-carnivore, the tiger of mechanics."

I suppose I stared dumbly. It occurred to me suddenly that

the brain of the great van Manderpootz was cracking. "What
the-?" I gasped.

"That," he said blandly, "is but a concept. I have many
another use for the toy. I can prove anything with it, anything

I wish."

"You can? Then prove something."

"Name your proposition, Dixon."

I hesitated, nonplussed.

"Come!" he said impatiently. "Look here; I will prove that

anarchy is the ideal government, or that Heaven and Hell are the

same place, or that
—

"

"Prove that!" I said. "About Heaven and Hell
"

"Easily. First we will endow my robot with intelligence. I

add a mechanical memory by means of the old Cushman de-

layed valve; I add a mathematical sense with any of the calcu-

lating machines; I give it a voice and a vocabulary with the mag-

netic-impulse wire phonograph. Now the point I make is this:

Granted an intelligent machine, does it not follow that every

other machine constructed like it must have the identical quali-

ties? Would not each robot given the same insides have ex-

actly the same character?"

"No!" I snapped. "Human beings can't make two machines

exactly alike. There'd be tiny differences; one would react

quicker than others, or one would prefer Fox Airsplitters as

prey, while another reacted most vigorously to Carnecars. In

other words, they'd have—individuality/" I grinned in triumph.

"My point exactly," observed van Manderpootz. "You
admit, then, that this individuality is the result of imperfect

workmanship. If our means of manufacture were perfect, all

robots would be identical, and this individuality would not exist.

Is that true?"
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"I—suppose so."

"Then I argue that our own individuality is due to our

falling short of perfection. All of us—even van Manderpootz—
are individuals only because we are not perfect. Were we per-

fect, each of us would be exactly like everyone else. True?"

"Uh-yes."
"But Heaven, by definition, is a place where all is perfect.

Therefore, in Heaven everybody is exactly like everybody else,

and therefore, everybody is thoroughly and completely bored!

There is no torture like boredom, Dixon, and—Well, have I

proved my point?"

I was floored. "But—about anarchy, then?" I stammered.

"Simple. Very simple for van Manderpootz. See here;

with a perfect nation—that is, one whose individuals are all ex-

actly alike, which I have just proved to constitute perfection—

with a perfect nation, I repeat, laws and government are utterly

superfluous. If everybody reacts to stimuli in the same way,

laws are quite useless, obviously. If, for instance, a certain event

occurred that might lead to a declaration of war, why, everybody

in such a nation would vote for war at the same instant. There-

fore government is unnecessary, and therefore anarchy is the

idea 1 government, since it is the proper government for a per-

fect race." He paused. "I shall now prove that anarchy is nor

the ideal government—"
"Never mind!" I begged. "Who am I to argue with van

Manderpootz? But is that the whole purpose of this dizzy ro-

bot? Just a basis for logic?" The mechanism replied with its

usual rasp as it leaped toward some vagrant car beyond the

window.
"Isn't that enough?" growled van Manderpootz. "How-

ever,"—his voice dropped—"I have even a greater destiny in

mind. My boy, van Manderpootz has solved the riddle of the

universe!" He paused impressively. "Well, why don't you say

something?"

"Uh!" I gasped. "It's-uh-marvelous!"

"Not for van Manderpootz," he said modestly.

"But-what is it?"

"Eh-Oh!" He frowned. "Well, Til tell you. Dixon. You
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won't understand, but I'll tell you." He coughed. "As far

back as the early twentieth century," he resumed, "Einstein proved

that energy is particular. Matter is also particular, and now van

Manderpootz adds that space and time are discrete!" He glared

at me.
"Energy and matter are particular," I murmured, "and space

and time are discrete! How very moral of them!"
"Imbecile!" he blazed. "To pun on the words of van Man-

derpootz! You know very well that I mean particular and
discrete in the physical sense. Matter is composed of particles,

therefore it is particular. The particles of matter are called

electrons, protons, and neutrons, and those of energy, quanta. I

now add two others, the particles of space I call spations, those

of time, chronons."

"And what in the devil," I asked, "are particles of space

and time?"

"Just what I said!" snapped van Manderpootz. "Exactly

as -the particles of matter are the smallest pieces of matter that

can exist, just as there is no such thing as a half of an electron,

or for that matter, half a quantum, so the chronon is the smallest

possible fragment of time, and the spation the smallest possible

bit of space. Neither time nor space is continuous; each is com-

posed of these infinitely tiny fragments."

"Well, how long is a chronon in time? How big is a

spation in space?"

"Van Manderpootz has even measured that. A chronon is

the length of time it takes one quantum of energy to push one

electron from one electronic orbit to the next. There can ob-

viously be no shorter interval of time, since an electron is the

smallest unit of matter and the quantum the smallest unit of

energy. And a spation is the exact volume of a proton. Since

nothing smaller exists, that is obviously the smallest unit of

space."

"Well, look here," I argued. "Then what's in between

these particles of space and time? If time moves, as you say, in

jerks of one chronon each, what's between the jerks?"

"Ah!" said the great van Manderpootz. "Now we come

to the heart of the matter. In between the particles of space
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and time, must obviously be something that is neither space,

time, matter, nor energy. A hundred years ago Shapley antici-

pated van Manderpootz in a vague way when he announced his

cosmo-plasma, the great underlying matrix in which time and

space and the universe are embedded. Now van Manderpootz

announces the ultimate unit, the universal particle, the focus in

which matter, energy, time, and space meet, the unit from which

electrons, protons, neutrons, quanta, spations, and chronons are

all constructed. The riddle of the universe is solved by what

I have chosen to name the cosmon." His blue eyes bored into

me.

"Magnificent !"
I said feebly, knowing that some such word

was expected. "But what good is it?"

"What good is it?" he roared. "It provides—or will pro-

vide, once I work out a few details—the means of turning energy

into time, or space into matter, or time into space, or
—

" He
sputtered into silence. "Fool!" he muttered. "To think that

you studied under the tutelage of van Manderpootz. I blush; I

actually blush!"

One couldn't have told it if he were blushing. His face

was always rubicund enough. "Colossal!" I said hastily. "What
a mind!"

That mollified him. "But that's not all," he proceeded.

"Van Manderpootz never stops short of perfection. I now an-

nounce the unit particle of thought—the psychon!"

This was a little too much. I simply stared.

"Well may you be dumbfounded," said van Manderpootz.
"I presume you are aware, by hearsay at least, of the existence of

thought. The psychon, the unit of thought, is one electron plus

one proton, which are bound so as to form one neutron, embed-
ded in one cosmon, occupying a volume of one spation, driven by
one quantum for a period of one chronon. Very obvious; very

simple."

"Oh, very!" I echoed. "Even I can see that that equals

one psychon."

He beamed. "Excellent! Excellent!"

"And what," I asked, "will you do with the psychons?"

"Ah," he rumbled. "Now we go even past the heart of the
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matter, and return to Isaak here." He jammed a thumb toward

the robot. "Here I will create Roger Bacon's mechanical head.

In the skull of this clumsy creature will rest such intelligence

as not even van Manderpootz— I should say, as only van Man-
derpootz—can conceive. It remains merely to construct my
idealizator."

'Tour idealizator?"

"Of course. Have I not just proven that thoughts are as

real as matter, energy, time, or space? Have I not just demon-
strated that one can be transformed, through the cosmon, into

any other? My idealizator is the means of transforming psy-

chons to quanta, just as, for instance, a Crookes tube or X-ray

tube transforms matter to electrons. I will make your thoughts

visible! And not your thoughts as they are in that numb brain

of yours, but in ideal form. Do vou see? The psvehons of your

mind are the same as those from any other mind, just as all

electrons are identical, whether from gold or iron. Yes! Your
psychons"—his voice quavered—

4

are identical with those from

the mind of—van Manderpootz!" He paused, shaken.

"Actually?" I gasped.

"Actually. Fewer in number, of course, but identical. There-

fore, my idealizator shows your thought released from the im-

press of your personality. It shows it—ideal!"

Well, I was late to the office again.

A week later I thought of van Manderpootz. Tips was on
tour somewhere, and I didn't dare take anyone else out because

I'd tried it once before and she'd heard about it. So, with noth-

ing to do, I finally dropped around to the professor's quarter,

found him missing, and eventually located him in his labora-

tory at the Physics Building. He was puttering around the table

that had once held that damned subjunctivisor of his, but now
it supported an indescribable mess of tubes and tangled wires,

and as its most striking feature, a circular plane mirror etched

with a grating of delicately scratched lines.

"Good evening, Dixon," he rumbled.

I echoed his greeting. "What's that?" I asked.

"My idealizator. A rough model, much too clumsy to fit
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into Isaak's iron skull. I'm just finishing it to try it out." He
turned glittering blue eyes on me. "How fortunate that you're

here. It will save the world a terrible risk."

"A risk?"

"Yes. It is obvious that too long an exposure to the device

will extract too many psychons, and leave the subject's mind in

a sort of moronic condition. I was about to accept the risk,

but I see now that it would be woefully unfair to the world to

endanger the mind of van Manderpootz. But you are at hand,

and will do very well."

"Oh, no I won't!"

"Come, come!" he said, frowning. "The danger is negligible.

In fact, I doubt whether the device will be able to extract any

psychons from your mind. At any rate, you will be perfectly

safe for a period of at least half an hour. I, with a vastly more
productive mind, could doubtless stand the strain indefinitelv,

but my responsibility to the world is too great to chance it until

I have tested the machine on someone else. You should be

proud of the honor."

"Weli, I'm not!" But my protest was feeble, and after

all, despite his overbearing mannerisms, I knew van Mander-
pootz liked me, and I was positive he would not have exposed

me to any real danger. In the end I found myself seated before

the table facing the etched mirror.

"Put your face against the barrel," said van Manderpootz,
indicating a stove-pipe-like tube. "That's merely to cut off ex-

traneous sights, so that you can see only the mirror. Go ahead,

I tell you! It's no more than the barrel of a telescope or

microscope."

I complied. "Now what?" I asked.

"What do you see?"

"My own face in the mirror."

"Of course. Now I start the reflector rotating." There was
a faint whir, and the mirror was spinning smoothly, still with
only a slightly blurred image of myself. "Listen, now," con-
tinued van Manderpootz. "Here is what you are to do. You
will think of a generic noun. 'House,' for instance. If you think
of house, you will see, not an individual house, but your ideal
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house, the house of all your dreams and desires. If you think
of a horse, you will see what your mind conceives as the perfect

horse, such a horse as dream and longing create. Do you under-
stand? Have you chosen a topic?"

"Yes." After all, I was only twenty-eight; the noun I had
chosen was—girl.

"Good," said the professor. "I turn on the current."

There was a blue radiance behind the mirror. My own face

still stared back at me from the spinning surface, but something
was forming behind it, building up, growing. I blinked; when
I focused my eyes again, it was—she was—there.

Lord! I can't begin to describe her. I don't even know
if I saw her clearly the first time. It was like looking into

another world and seeing the embodiment of all longings,

dreams, aspirations, and ideals. It was so poignant a sensation

that it crossed the borderline into pain. It was—well, exquisite

torture or agonized delight. It was at once unbearable and

irresistible.

But I gazed. I had to. There was a haunting familiarity

about the impossibly beautiful features. I had seen the face-

somewhere—sometime. In dreams? No; I realized suddenly

what was the source of that familiarity. This was no living wo-

man, but a synthesis. Her nose was the tiny, impudent one of

Whimsy White at her loveliest moment; her lips were the per-

fect bow of Tips Alva; her silver)' eyes and dusky velvet hair

were those of Joan Caldwell. But the aggregate, the sum total,

the face in the mirror—that was none of these; it was a face

impossibly, incredibly, outrageously beautiful.

Only her face and throat were visible, and the features were

cool, expressionless, and still as a carving. I wandered suddenly

if she could smile, and with the thought, she did. If she had

been beautiful before, now her beauty flamed to such a pitch

that it was—well, insolent; it was an affront to be so lovely; it

was insulting. I felt a wild surge of anger that the image before

me should flaunt such beauty, and yet be—non-existent/ It was

deception, cheating, fraud, a promise that could never be fulfilled.

Anger died in the depths of that fascination. I wondered

what the rest of her was like, and instantly she moved gracefully
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back until her full figure was visible. I must be a prude at heart,

for she wasn't wearing the usual cuirass-and-shorts of that year,

but an iridescent four-paneled costume that all but concealed

her dainty knees. But her form was slim and erect as a column

of cigarette smoke in still air, and I knew that she could dance

like a fragment of mist on water. And with that thought she

did move, dropping in a low curtsy, and looking up with the

faintest possible flush crimsoning the curve of her throat. Yes,

I must be a prude at heart; despite Tips Alva and Whimsy
White and the rest, my ideal was modest.

It was unbelievable that the mirror was simply giving back

my thoughts. She seemed as real as myself, and—after all—

I

guess she was. As real as myself, no more, no less, because she

was part of my own mind. And at this point I realized that van

Manderpootz was shaking me and bellowing, "Your time's up.

Come out of it! Your half-hour's up!"

He must have switched off the current. The image faded,

and I took my face from the tube, dropping it on my arms.

"O-o-o-o-o-oh!" I groaned.

"How do you feel?" he snapped.

"Feel? All right-physically." I looked up.

Concern flickered in his blue eyes. "What's the cube root

of 4913?" he crackled sharply.

I've always been quick at figures. "It's—uh—17," I return-

ed dully. "Why the devil-?"

"You're all right mentally," he announced. "Now—why-
were you sitting there like a dummy for half an hour? My ideal-

izator must have worked, as is only natural for a van Mander-
pootz creation, but what were you thinking of?"

"I thought—I thought of 'girl'," I groaned.

He snorted. "Hah! You would, you idiot! 'House' or

'horse' wasn't good enough; you had to pick something with

emotional connotations. Well, you can start right in forgetting

her, because she doesn't exist."

I couldn't give up hope, as easily as that. "But can't you—
can't you—?" I didn't even know what I meant to ask.

"Van Manderpootz," he announced, "is a mathematician,
not a magician. Do you expect me to materialize an ideal for
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you?" When I had no reply but a groan, he continued. "Now
I think it safe enough to try the device myself. I shall tab-
let's see—the thought 'man/ I shall see what the superman
looks like, since the ideal of van Manderpootz can be nothing
less than superman." He seated himself. "Turn that switch,"

he said. "Now!"
I did. The tubes glowed into low blue light. I watched

dully, disinterestedly; nothing held any attraction for me after

that image of the ideal.

"Huh!" said van Manderpootz suddenly. "Turn it on, I

say! I see nothing but my own reflection."

I stared, then burst into a hollow laugh. The mirror was
spinning; the banks of tubes were glowing; the device was
operating.

Van Manderpootz raised his face, a little redder than usual.

I laughed half hysterically. "After all," he said huffily, "one

might have a lower ideal of man than van Manderpootz. I see

nothing nearly so humorous as your situation."

The laughter died. I went miserably home, spent half the

remainder of the night in morose contemplation, smoked nearly

two packs of cigarettes, and didn't get to the office at all the

next day.

Tips Alva got back to town for a week-end broadcast, but

I didn't even bother to see her, just phoned her and told her I

was sick. I guess my face lent credibility to the story, for she

was duly sympathetic, and her face in the phone screen was

quite anxious. Even at that, I couldn't keep my eyes away from

her lips because, except for a bit too lustrous make-up, they

were the lips of the ideal. But they weren't enough; they just

weren't enough.

Old N.
J.

began to worry again. I couldn't sleep late of

mornings any more, and after missing that one day, I kept getting

down earlier and earlier until one morning I was only ten minutes

late. He called me in at once.

"Look here, Dixon," he said. "Have you been to a doctor

recently?"

"I'm not sick," I said listlessly.
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"Then for Heaven's sake, marry the girl! I don't care what

chorus she kicks in, marry her and act like a human being again."

"I-can't."

"Oh. She's already married, eh?"

Well, I couldn't tell him she didn't exist. I couldn't say

I was in love with a vision, a dream, an ideal. He thought I

was a little crazy, anyway, so I just muttered "Yeah," and didn't

argue when he said gruffly: "Then you'll get over it. Take a

vacation. Take two vacations. You might as well for all the

good you are around here."

I didn't leave New York; I lacked the energy. I just moon-
ed around the city for a while, avoiding my friends, and dreaming

of the impossible beauty of the face in the mirror. And by and

by the longing to see that vision of perfection once more began

to become overpowering. I don't suppose anyone except me
can understand the lure of that memory; the face, you see, had

been my ideal, my concept of perfection. One sees beautiful

women here and there in the world; one falls in love, but always,

no matter how great their beauty or how deep one's love, they

fall short in some degree of the secret vision of the ideal. But
not the mirrored face; she was my ideal, and therefore, what-

ever imperfections she might have had in the minds of others,

in my eyes she had none. None, that is, save the terrible one

of being only an ideal, and therefore unattainable—but that is

a fault inherent in all perfection.

It was a matter of days before I yielded. Common sense

told me it was futile, even foolhardy, to gaze again on the vision

of perfect desirability. I fought against the hunger, but I fought

hopelessly, and was not at all surprised to find myself one even-

ing rapping on van Manderpootz's door in the University Club.

He wasn't there; I'd been hoping he wouldn't be, since it gave

me an excuse to seek him in his laboratory in the Physics Build-

ing, to which I would have dragged him anyway.

There I found him, writing some sort of notations on the

table that held the idealizator. "Hello, Dixon," he said. "Did
it ever occur to you that the ideal university cannot exist?

Naturally not since it must be composed of perfect students and
perfect educators, in which case the former could have nothing
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to learn and the latter, therefore, nothing to teach."

What interest had I in the perfect university and its inabili-

ty to exist? My whole being was desolate over the non-existence

of another ideal. "Professor," I said tensely, "may I use that—
that thing of yours again? I want to—uh—see something."

My voice must have disclosed the situation, for van Man-
derpootz looked up sharply. "So!" he snapped. "So vou dis-

regarded my advice! Forget her, I said. Forget her because

she doesn't exist."

"But— I can't! Once more, Professor—only once more!"

He shrugged, but his blue, metallic eyes were a little softer

than usual. After all, for some inconceivable reason, he likes me.
"Well, Dixon," he said, "you're of age and supposed to be of

mature intelligence. I tell you that this is a very stupid re-

quest, and van Manderpootz always knows what he's talking

about. If you want to stupefy yourself with the opium of im-

possible dreams, go ahead. This is the last chance you'll have,

for tomorrow the idealizator of van Manderpootz goes into the

Bacon head of Isaak there. I shall shift the oscillators so that

the psychons, instead of becoming light quanta, emerge as an

electron flow—a current which will actuate Isaak's vocal ap-

paratus and come out as speech." He paused musingly. "Van
Manderpootz will hear the voice of the ideal. Of course Isaak

can return only what psychons he receives from the brain of

the operator, but just as the image in the mirror, the thoughts

will have lost their human impress, and the words will be those

of an ideal." He perceived that I wasn't listening, I suppose.

"Go ahead, imbecile!" he grunted.

I did. The glory that I hungered after flamed slowly into

being, incredible in loveliness, and somehow, unbelievably, even

more beautiful than on that other occasion. I know why now;

long afterwards, van Manderpootz explained that the very fact

that I had seen an ideal once before had altered my ideal, raised

it to a higher level. With that face among my memories, my con-

cept of perfection was different than it had been.

So I gazed and hungered. Readily and instantly the being

in the mirror responded to my thoughts with smile and move-

ment. When I thought of love, her eyes blazed with such ten-
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derness that it seemed as if—I— I, Dixon Wells—were part of

those pairs who had made the great romances of the world,

Heloise and Abelard, Tristram and Isolde, Aucassin and Nicol-

ette. It was like the thrust of a dagger to feel van Manderpootz

shaking me, to hear his gruff voice calling, "Out of it! Out of

it! Time's up."

I groaned and dropped my face on my hands. The Pro-

fessor had been right, of course; this insane repetition had only

intensified an unfulfillable longing, and had made a bad mess

ten times as bad. Then I heard him muttering behind me.

"Strange!" he murmured. "In fact, fantastic. Oedipus—oedipus
of the magazine covers and billboards."

I looked dully around. He was standing behind me, squint-

ing, apparently, into the spinning mirror beyond the end of the

black tube. "Huh?" I grunted wearily.

"That face," he said. "Very queer. You must have seen

her features on a hundred magazines, on a thousand billboards,

on countless 'vision broadcasts. The oedipus complex in a curi-

ous form."

"Eh? Could you see her?"

"Of course!" he grunted. "Didn't I say a dozen times that

the psychons are transmuted to perfectly ordinary quanta of

visible light? If you could see her, why not I?"

"But—what about billboards and all?"

"That face," said the professor slowly. "It's somewhat
idealized, of course, and certain details are wrong. Her eyes

aren't that pallid silver-blue you imagined; they're green—sea-

green, emerald colored."

"What the devil," I asked hoarsely, "are you talking about?"

"About the face in the mirror. It happens to be, Dixon,

a close approximation of the features of de Lisle d'Agrion, the

Dragon Fly!"

"You mean—she's real? She exists? She lives? She—"
"Wait a moment, Dixon. She's real enough, but in ac-

cordance with your habit, you're a little late. About twenty-

five years too late. I should sav. She must now be somewhere
in the fifties—let's see—fifty-three, I think. But during your
very early childhood, you must have seen her face pictured every-
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where, de Lisle d'Agrion, the Dragon Fly."

I could only gulp. That blow was devastating.

"You see," continued van Manderpootz, "one's ideals are

implanted very early. That's why you continuallv fall in love

with girls who possess one or another feature that reminds you
of her, her hair, her nose, her mouth, her eyes. Very simple,

but rather curious."

"Curious!" I blazed. "Curious, you say! Even-time I

look into one of your damned contraptions I find myself in

love with a myth! A girl who's dead, or married, or unreal, or

turned into an old woman! Curious, eh? Damned funny, isn't it?"

"Just a moment," said the professor placidly. "It happens,

Dixon, that she has a daughter. What's more, Denise resembles

her mother. And what's still more, she's arriving in New York
next week to study American letters at the University here. She
writes, you see."

That was too much for immediate comprehension. "How-
how do you know?" I gasped.

It was one of the few times I have seen the colossal bland-

ness of van Manderpootz ruffled. He reddened a trifle, and
said slowly, "It also happens, Dixon, that manv years ago in

Amsterdam, Haskel van Manderpootz and de Lisle d'Agrion

were—very friendly—more than friendly, I might say, but for

the fact that two such powerful personalities as the Dragon Fly

and van Manderpootz were always at odds." He frowned. "I

was almost her second husband. She's had seven, I believe;

Denise is the daughter of her third."

"Why—why is she coming here?"

"Because," he said with dignity, "van Manderpootz is here.

I am still a friend of de Lisle's." He turned and bent over the

complex device on the table. "Hand me that wrench," he

ordered. "Tonight I dismantle this, and tomorrow start re-

constructing it for Isaak's head."

But when, the following week, I rushed eagerly back to

van Manderpootz's laboratory, the idealizator was still in place.

The professor greeted me with a humorous twist to what was

visible of his bearded mouth. "Yes, it's still here," he said,
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gesturing at the device. "I've decided to build an entirely new
one for Isaak, and besides, this one has afforded me consider-

able amusement. Furthermore, in the words of Oscar Wilde,

who am I to tamper with a work of genius. After all, the

mechanism is the product of the great van Manderpootz."

He was deliberately tantalizing me. He knew that I hadn't

come to hear him discourse on Isaak, or even on the incom-

parable van Manderpootz. Then he smiled and softened, and

turned to the little inner office adjacent, the room where Isaak

stood in metal austerity. "Denise!" he called, "come here."

I don't know exactly what I expected, but I do know that

the breath left me as the girl entered. She wasn't exactly my
image of the ideal, of course; she was perhaps the merest

trifle slimmer, and her eyes—well, they must have been much
like those of de Lisle d'Agrion, for they were the clearest emerald

I've ever seen. They were impudently direct eyes, and I could

imagine why van Manderpootz and the Dragon Fly might have

been forever quarreling; that was easy to imagine, looking into

the eyes of the Dragon Fly's daughter.

Nor was Denise, apparently, quite as femininely modest as

my image of perfection. She wore the extremely unconcealing

costume of the day, which covered, I suppose, about as much
of her as one of the one-piece swimming suits of the middle

years of the twentieth century. She gave an impression, not so

much of fleeting grace as of litheness and supple strength, an

air of independence, frankness, and— I say it again—impudence.

"Well!" she said coolly as van Manderpootz presented me.

"So you're the scion of the N. }. Wells Corporation. Every

now and then your escapades enliven the Paris Sunday supple-

ments. Wasn't it you who snared a million dollars in the mar-

ket so you could ask Whimsy White—?"
I flushed. "That was greatly exaggerated," I said hastily,

"and anyway I lost it before we—uh—before I—"
"Not before you made somewhat of a fool of yourself, I

believe," she finished sweetly.

Well, that's the sort she was. If she hadn't been so in-

fernally lovely, if she hadn't looked so much like the face in

the mirror, I'd have flared up, said "Pleased to have met you,"
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and never have seen her again. But I couldn't get angry, not
when she had the dusky hair, the perfect lips, the saucy nose of

the being who to me was ideal.

So I did see her again, and several times again. In fact,

I suppose I occupied most of her time between the few literary

courses she was taking, and little by little I began to see that

in other respects besides the physical she was not so far from
my ideal. Beneath her impudence was honesty, and frankness,

and, despite herself, sweetness, so that even allowing for the

head-start I'd had, I fell in love pretty hastily. And what's more,

I knew she was beginning to reciprocate.

That was the situation when I called for her one noon and
took her over to van Manderpootz's laboratory. We were to

lunch with him at the University Club, but we found him oc-

cupied in directing some experiment in the big laboratory be-

yond his personal one, untangling some sort of mess that his

staff had blundered into. So Denise and I wandered back into

the smaller room, perfectly content to be alone together. I

simply couldn't feel hungry in her presence; just talking to her

was enough of a substitute for food.

"I'm going to be a good writer," she was saying musingly.

"Some day, Dick, I'm going to be famous."

Well, everyone knows how correct that prediction was. I

agreed with her instantly.

She smiled. "You're nice, Dick," she said. "Very nice."

"Very?"

"Very/" she said emphatically. Then her green eyes strayed

over to the table that held the idealizator. "What crack-brained

contraption of Uncle Haskel's is that?" she asked.

I explained, rather inaccurately, I'm afraid, but no ordinary

engineer can follow the ramifications of a van Manderpootz con-

ception. Nevertheless, Denise caught the gist of it and her

eyes glowed emerald fire.

"It's fascinating!" she exclaimed. She rose and moved over

to the table. "I'm going to try it."

"Not without the professor, you won't! It might be

dangerous."

That was the wrong thing to say. The green eyes glowed
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brighter as she cast me a whimsical glance. "But I am," she

said. "Dick, I'm going to—see my ideal man!" She laughed

softly.

I was panicky. Suppose her ideal turned out tall and dark

and powerful, instead of short and sandy-haired and a bit—well,

chubby, as I am. "No!" I said vehemently. "I won't let you!"

She laughed again. I suppose she read my consternation,

for she said softly, "Don't be silly, Dick." She sat down, placed

her face against the opening of the barrel, and commanded.
"Turn it on."

I couldn't refuse her. I set the minor whirling, then

switched on the bank of tubes. Then immediately I stepped

behind her, squinting into what was visible of the flashing

mirror, where a face was forming, slowly—vaguely.

I thrilled. Surely the hair of the image was sandy. I even

fancied now that I could trace a resemblance to my own fea-

tures. Perhaps Denise sensed something similar, for she sud-

denly withdrew her eyes from the tube and looked up with a

faintly embarrassed flush, a thing most unusual for her.

"Ideals are dull!" she said. "I want a real thrill. Do you
know what I'm going to see? I'm going to visualize ideal horror.

That's what I'll do. I'm going to see absolute horror!"

"Oh, no you're not!" I gasped. "That's a terribly dan-

gerous idea." Off in the other room I heard the voice of van
Manderpootz, "Dixon!"

"Dangerous—bosh!" Denise retorted. "I'm a writer, Dick.

All this means to me is material. It's just experience, and I

want it."

Van Manderpootz again. "Dixon! Dixon! Come here."

I said, "Listen, Denise. I'll be right back. Don't try anything

until I'm here—please!"
I dashed into the big laboratory. Van Manderpootz was

facing a cowed group of assistants, quite apparently in extreme
awe of the great man.

"Hah, Dixon!" he rasped. "Tell these fools what an Em-
merich valve is, and why it won't operate in a free electronic

stream. Let 'em see that even an ordinary engineer knows
that much."
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Well, an ordinary engineer doesn't, but it happened that I

did. Not that I'm particularly exceptional as an engineer, but I

did happen to know that because a year or two before I'd done
some work on the big tidal turbines up in Maine, where they
have to use Emmerich valves to guard against electrical leakage

from the tremendous potentials in their condensers. So I start-

ed explaining, and van Manderpootz kept interpolating sarcasms
about his staff, and when I finally finished, I suppose I'd been
in there about half an hour. And then— I remembered Denise!

I left van Manderpootz staring as I rushed back, and sure

enough, there was the girl with her face pressed against the

barrel, and her hands gripping the table edge. Her features

were hidden, of course, but there was something about her

strained position, her white knuckles—

"Denise!" I yelled. "Are you all right? Denise!"

She didn't move. I stuck my face in between the mirror

and the end of the barrel and peered up the tube at her visage,

and what I saw left me all but stunned. Have you ever seen

stark, mad, infinite terror on a human face? That was what I

saw in Denise's—inexpressible, unbearable horror, worse than

the fear of death could ever be. Her green eyes were widened

so that the whites showed around them; her perfect lips were

contorted, her whole face strained into a mask of sheer terror.

I rushed for the switch, but in passing I caught a single

glimpse of—of what showed in the mirror. Incredible! Obscene,

terror-laden, horrifying things—there just aren't words for them.

There are no words.

Denise didn't move as the tubes darkened. I raised her face

from the barrel and when she glimpsed me she moved. She

flung herself out of that chair and away, facing me with such mad
terror that I halted.

"Denise!" I cried. "It's just Dick. Look, Denise!"

But as I moved toward her, she uttered a choking scream,

her eyes dulled, her knees gave, and she fainted. Whatever she

had seen, it must have been appalling to the uttermost, for

Denise was not the sort to faint.

It was a week later that I sat facing van Manderpootz in his
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little inner office. The grey metal figure of Isaak was missing,

and the table that had held the idealizator was empty.

"Yes," said van Manderpootz. "I've dismantled it. One
of van Manderpootz's few mistakes was to leave it around where

a pair of incompetents like you and Denise could get to it. It

seems that I continually overestimate the intelligence of others.

I suppose I tend to judge them by the brain of van

Manderpootz."

I said nothing. I was thoroughly disheartened and depress-

ed, and whatever the professor said about my lack of intelligence,

I felt it justified.

"Hereafter," resumed van Manderpootz, "I shall credit no-

body except myself with intelligence, and will doubtless be
much more nearly correct." He waved a hand at Isaak's vacant

corner. "Not even the Bacon head," he continued. "I've

abandoned that project, because, when you come right down to

it, what need has the world of a mechanical brain when it al-

ready has that of van Manderpootz?"
"Professor," I burst out suddenly, "why won't they let me

see Denise? I've been at the hospital every day, and they let

me into her room just once—just once, and that time she went
right into a fit of hysterics. Why? Is she—?" I gulped.

"She's recovering nicely, Dixon."

"Then why can't I see her?"

"Well," said van Manderpootz placidly, "it's like this. You
see, when you rushed into the laboratory there, you made the

mistake of pushing your face in front of the barrel. She saw
your features right in the midst of all those horrors she had call-

ed up. Do you see? From then on your face was associated in

her mind with the whole hell's brew in the mirror. She can't

even look at vou without seeing all of it again."
uGood-Godr I gasped. "But she'll get over it, won't

she? She'll forget that part of it?"

"The young psychiatrist who attends her—a bright chap,

by the way, with a number of my own ideas—believes she'll be
quite over it in a couple of months. But personally, Dixon, I

don't think she'll ever welcome the sight of your face, though I

myself have seen uglier visages somewhere or other."
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I ignored that. "Lord!" I groaned. "What a mess!" I

rose to depart, and then—then I knew what inspiration means!

"Listen!" I said, spinning back. "Listen, professor! Why
can't you get her back here and let her visualize the ideally

beautiful? And then 111—111 stick my face into that!" En-
thusiasm grew. "It can't fail!" I cried. "At the worst, it'll

cancel that other memory. It's marvelous!"

"But as usual," said van Manderpootz, "a little late."

"Late? Why? You can put up your idealizator again.

You'd do that much, wouldn't you?"

"Van Manderpootz," he observed, "is the very soul of gen-

erosity. I'd do it gladly, but it's still a little late, Dixon. You
see, she married the bright young psychiatrist this noon."

Well, I've a date with Tips Alva tonight, and I'm going

to be late for it, just as late as I please. And then I'm going to

do nothing but stare at her lips all evening.



THE POINT OF VIEW

"IJL AM TOO MODEST/" SNAPPED

the great Haskel van Manderpootz, pacing irritably about the

limited area of his private laboratory, glaring at me the while.

"That is the trouble. I undervalue my own achievements, and
thereby permit petty imitators like Corveille to influence the com-
mittee and win the Morell prize."

"But," I said soothingly, "you've won the Morell physics

award half a dozen times, professor. They can't very well give

it to you every year."

"Why not, since it is plain that I deserve it?" bristled the

professor. "Understand, Dixon, that I do not regret my modesty,
even though it permits conceited fools like Corveille, who have
infinitely less reason than I for conceit, to win awards that mean
nothing save prizes for successful bragging. Bah! To grant an
award for research along such obvious lines that I neglected to

mention them, thinking that even a Morell judge would appre-

ciate their obviousnessl Research on the psychon, eh! Who dis-

covered the psychon? Who but van Manderpootz?"

"Wasn't that what you got last year's award for?" I asked

consolingly. "And after all, isn't this modesty, this lack of jealousy

on your part, a symbol of greatness of character?"

"True—true!" said the great van Manderpootz, mollified.

"Had such an affront been committed against a lesser man than
myself, he would doubtless have entered a bitter complaint against

the judges. But not I. Anyway, I know from experience that

it wouldn't do any good. And besides, despite his greatness, van
Manderpootz is as modest and shrinking as a violet." At this

point he paused, and his broad red face tried to look violet-like.
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I suppressed a smile. I knew the eccentric genius of old,

from the days when I had been Dixon Wells, undergraduate stu-

dent of engineering, and had taken a course in Newer Physics

(that is, in Relativity) under the famous professor. For some
unguessable reason, he had taken a fancy to me, and as a result,

I had been involved in several of his experiments since gradu-

ation. There was the affair of the subjunctivisor, for instance,

and also that of the idealizator; in the first of these episodes I had
suffered the indignity of falling in love with a girl two weeks after

she was apparently dead, and in the second, the equal or greater

indignity of falling in love with a girl who didn't exist, never had
existed, and never would exist—in other words, with an ideal.

Perhaps I'm a little susceptible to feminine charms, or rather,

perhaps I used to be, for since the disaster of the idealizator, I

have grimly relegated such follies to the past, much to the disgust

of various Vision entertainers, singers, dancers, and the like.

So of late I had been spending my days very seriously, trying

wholeheartedly to get to the office on time just once, so that I

could refer to it next time my father accused me of never getting

anywhere on time. I hadn't succeeded yet, but fortunately the

N. J. Wells Corporation was wealthy enough to survive even

without the full-time services of Dixon Wells, or should I say

even with them? Anyway, I'm sure my father preferred to have

me late in the morning after an evening with van Manderpootz
than after one with Tips Alva or Whimsy White, or one of the

numerous others of the ladies of the 'vision screen. Even in the

twenty-first century, he retained a lot of old-fashioned ideas.

Van Manderpootz had ceased to remember that he was as

modest and shrinking as a violet. " It has just occurred to me,"
he announced impressively, "that years have character much as

humans have. This year, 2015, will be remembered in history

as a very stupid year, in which the Morell prize was given to a

nincompoop. Last year, on the other hand, was a very intelligent

year, a jewel in the crown of civilization. Not only was the Morell

prize given to van Manderpootz, but I announced my discrete

field theory in that year, and the University unveiled Gogli's

statue of me as well." He sighed. "Yes. a very intelligent year!

What do you think?"

"It depends on how you look at it," I responded glumly. "I
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didn't enjoy it so much, what with Joanna Caldwell and Denise

d'Agrion, and your infernal experiments. It's all in the point

of view."

The professor snorted. "Infernal experiments, eh! Point of

view! Of course it's all in the point of view. Even Einstein's

simple little synthesis was enough to prove that. If the whole
world could adopt an intelligent and admirable point of view

—

that of van Manderpootz, for instance—all troubles would be over.

If it were possible
—

" He paused, and an expression of amazed
wonder spread over his ruddy face.

"What's the matter?" I asked.

"Matter? I am astonished! The astounding depths of genius

awe me. I am overwhelmed with admiration at the incalculable

mysteries of a great mind."

"I don't get the drift."

"Dixon," he said impressively, "you have been privileged to

look upon an example of the workings of a genius. More than
that, you have planted the seed from which perhaps shall grow
the towering tree of thought. Incredible as it seems, you, Dixon
Wells, have given van Manderpootz an idea! It is thus that genius

seizes upon the small, the unimportant, the negligible, and turns

it to its own grand purposes. I stand awe-struck!"

"But what—?"
"Wait," said van Manderpootz, still in rapt admiration of

the majesty of his own mind. "When the tree bears fruit, you
shall see it. Until then, be satisfied that you have played a part

in its planting."

It was perhaps a month before I saw van Manderpootz again,

but one bright spring evening his broad, rubicund face looked out
of the phone-screen at me.

"It's ready," he announced impressively.

"What is?"

The professor looked pained at the thought that I could
have forgotten. "The tree has borne fruit," he explained. "If

you wish to drop over to my quarters, we'll proceed to the lab-

oratory and try it out. I do not set a time, so that it will be ut-

terly impossible for you to be late."

I ignored that last dig, but had a time been set, I would
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doubtless have been even later than usual, for it was with some
misgivings that I induced myself to go at all. I still remembered
the unpleasantness of my last two experiences with the inventions

of van Manderpootz. However, at last we were seated in the

small laboratory, while out in the larger one the professor's tech-

nical assistant, Carter, puttered over some device, and in the far

corner his secretary, the plain and unattractive Miss Fitch, tran-

scribed lecture notes, for van Manderpootz abhorred the thought

that his golden utterances might be lost to posterity. On the

table between the professor and myself lay a curious device, some-

thing that looked like a cross between a pair of nose-glasses and
a miner's lamp.

"There it is," said van Manderpootz proudly. "There lies my
attitudinizor, which mav well become an epoch-making device."

"How? What does it do?"

"I will explain. The germ of the idea traces back to that

remark of yours about everything depending on the point of view.

A very obvious statement, of course, but genius seizes on the ob-

vious and draws from it the obscure. Thus the thoughts of even

the simplest mind can suggest to the man of genius his sublime

conceptions, as is evident from the fact that I got this idea from

you."

"What idea?"

"Be patient. There is much you must understand first. You
must realize just how true is the statement that everything de-

pends on the point of view. Einstein proved that motion, space,

and time depend on the particular point of view of the observer,

or as he expressed it, on the scale of reference used. I go farther

than that, infinitely farther. I propound the theory that the ob-

server is the point of view. I go even beyond that, I maintain

that the world itself is merely the point of view!"

"Huh?"
"Look here," proceeded van Manderpootz. "It is obvious

that the world I see is entirely different from the one in which

you live. It is equally obvious that a strictly religious man occu-

pies a different world than that of a materialist. The fortunate

man lives in a happy world; the unfortunate man sees a world

of misery. One man is happy with little, another is miserable with

much. Each sees the world from his own point of view, which is
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the same as saying that each lives in his own world. Therefore

there are as many worlds as there are points of view.

"But," I objected, "that theory is to disregard reality. Out of

all the different points of view, there must be one that is right,

and all the rest are wrong."

"One would think so," agreed the professor. "One would
think that between the point of view of you, for instance, as con-

trasted with that of, say van Manderpootz, there would be small

doubt as to which was correct. However, early in the twentieth

century, Heisenberg enunciated his Principle of Uncertainty,

which proved beyond argument that a completely accurate sci-

entific picture of the world is quite impossible, that the law of

cause and effect is merely a phase of the law of chance, that no
infallible predictions can ever be made, and that what science

used to call natural laws are really only descriptions of the way in

which the human mind perceives nature. In other words, the

character of the world depends entirely on the mind observing it,

or, to return to my earlier statement, the point of view."

"But no one can ever really understand another person's point

of view," I said. "It isn't fair to undermine the whole basis of

science because you can't be sure that the color we both call red

wouldn't look green to you if you could see it through my eyes."

"Ah!" said van Manderpootz triumphantly. "So we come
now to my attitudinizor. Suppose that it were possible for me
to see through your eyes, or you through mine. Do you see what
a boon such an ability would be to humanity? Not only from the

standpoint of science, but also because it would obviate all

troubles due to misunderstandings. And even more." Shaking
his finger, the professor recited oracularly, " 'Oh, wad some pow'r
the giftie gie us to see oursel's as ithers see us/ Van Manderpootz
is that power, Dixon. Through my attitudinizor, one may at last

adopt the viewpoint of another. The poet's plaint of more than
two centuries ago is answered at last."

"How the devil do you see through somebody else's eyes?"

"Very simply. You will recall the idealizator. Now it is ob-

vious that when I peered over your shoulder and perceived in the

mirror your conception of the ideal woman, I was, to a certain

extent, adopting your point of view. In that case the psychons
given off by your mind were converted into quanta of visible light,
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which could be seen. In the case of my attitudinizor, the process

is exactly reversed. One flashes the beam of this light on the sub-

ject whose point of view is desired; the visible light is reflected

back with a certain accompaniment of psychons, which are here

intensified to a degree which will permit them to be, so to speak,

appreciated?"

"Psychons?"

"Have you already forgotten my discovery of the unit particle

of thought? Must I explain again how the cosmons, chronons, spa-

tions, psychons, and all other particles are interchangeable? And
that," he continued abstractedly, "leads to certain interesting

speculations. Suppose I were to convert, say, a ton of material

protons and electrons into spations—that is, convert matter into

space. I calculate that a ton of matter will produce approximately

a cubic mile of space. Now the question is, where would we put
it, since all the space we have is already occupied by space? Or
if I manufactured an hour or two of time? It is obvious that we
have no time to fit in an extra couple of hours, since all our time

is already accounted for. Doubtless it will take a certain amount
of thought for even van Manderpootz to solve these problems,

but at the moment I am curious to watch the workings of the

attitudinizor. Suppose you put it on, Dixon."

"I? Haven't you tried it out yet?"

"Of course not. In the first place, what has van Mander-
pootz to gain by studying the viewpoints of other people? The
object of the device is to permit people to study nobler viewpoints

than their own. And in the second place, I have asked myself

whether it is fair to the world for van Manderpootz to be the

first to try out a new and possibly untrustworthy device, and I

reply, 'No!'
"

"But I should try it out, eh? Well, everytime I try out any

of your inventions I find myself in some kind of trouble. I'd be
a fool to go around looking for more difficulty, wouldn't I?"

"I assure you that my viewpoint will be much less apt to get

you into trouble than your own," said van Manderpootz with

dignity. "There will be no question of your becoming involved in

some impossible love affair as long as you stick to that."

Nevertheless, despite the assurance of the great scientist, I

was more than a little reluctant to don the device. Yet I was
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curious, as well; it seemed a fascinating prospect to be able to

look at the world through other eyes, as fascinating as visiting

a new world—which it was, according to the professor. So after

a few moments of hesitation, I picked up the instrument, slipped

it over my head so that the eyeglasses were in the proper position,

and looked inquiringly at van Manderpootz.

"You must turn it on/' he said, reaching over and clicking a

switch on the frame. "Now flash the light to my face. That's

the way; just center the circle of light on my face. And now
what do you see?"

I didn't answer; what I saw was, for the moment, quite in-

describable. I was completely dazed and bewildered, and it was
only when some involuntary movement of my head at last flashed

the light from the professor's face to the table top that a measure
of sanity returned, which proves at least that tables do not possess

any point of view.

"O-o-o-h!" I gasped.

Van Manderpootz beamed. "Of course you are overwhelmed.
One could hardly expect to adopt the view of van Manderpootz
without some difficulties of adjustment. A second time will be
easier."

I reached up and switched off the light. "A second time will

not only be easier, but also impossible," I said crossly. "I'm not

going to experience another dizzy spell like that for anybody."
"But of course you will, Dixon. I am certain that the dizzi-

ness will be negligible on the second trial. Naturally the unex-

pected heights affected you, much as if you were to come without
warning to the brink of a colossal precipice. But this time you
will be prepared, and the effect .will be much less."

Well, it was. After a few moments I was able to give my
full attention to the phenomena of the attitudinizor, and queer

phenomena they were, too. I scarcely know how to describe the

sensation of looking at the world through the filter of another's

mind. It is almost an indescribable experience, but so, in the
ultimate analysis, is any other experience.

What I saw first was a kaleidoscopic array of colors and
shapes, but the amazing, astounding, inconceivable thing about
the scene was that there was no single color I could recognize!

The eyes of van Manderpootz, or perhaps his brain, interpreted
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color in a fashion utterly alien to the way in which my own func-

tioned, and the resultant spectrum was so bizarre that there is

simply no way of describing any single tint in words. To say, as

I did to the professor, that his conception of red looked to me
like a shade between purple and green convevs absolutely no
meaning, and the only way a third person could appreciate the

meaning would be to examine my point of view through an at-

titudinizor while I was examining that of van Manderpootz. Thus
he could apprehend my conception of van Manderpootz's reaction

to the color red.

And shapes! It took me several minutes to identify the weird,

angular, twisted, distorted appearance in the center of the room
as the plain laboratory table. The room itself, aside from its queer

form, looked smaller, perhaps because van Manderpootz is some-

what larger than I.

But by far the strangest part of his point of view had nothing

to do with the outlook upon the physical world, but with the

more fundamental elements—with his attitudes. Most of his

thoughts, on that first occasion, were beyond me, because I had
not yet learned to interpret the personal symbolism in which he

thought. But I did understand his attitudes. There was Carter,

for instance, toiling away out in the large laboratory; I saw at

once what a plodding, unintelligent drudge he seemed to van

Manderpootz. And there was Miss Fitch; I confess that she had
always seemed unattractive to me, but my impression of her was

Venus herself beside that of the professor! She hardly seemed

human to him and I am sure that he never thought of her as a

woman, but merely as a piece of convenient but unimportant

laboratory equipment.

At this point I caught a glimpse of myself through the eyes

of van Manderpootz. Ouch! Perhaps I'm not a genius, but I'm

dead certain that I'm not the grinning ape I appeared to be in

his eyes. And perhaps I'm not exactlv the handsomest man in

the world either, but if I thought I looked like that—! And then,

to cap the climax, I apprehended van Manderpootz's conception

of himself!

"That's enough!" I yelled. "I won't stay around here just

to be insulted. I'm through!"

I tore the attitudinizor from my head and tossed it to the
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table, feeling suddenly a little foolish at the sight of the grin on
the face of the professor.

"That is hardly the spirit which has led science to its great

achievements, Dixon," he observed amiably. "Suppose you de-

scribe the nature of the insults, and if possible, something about

the workings of the attitudinizor as well. After all, that is what
you were supposed to be observing."

I flushed, grumbled a little, and complied. Van Manderpootz
listened with great interest to my description of the difference in

our physical worlds, especially the variations in our perceptions

of form and color.

"What a field for an artist!" he ejaculated at last. "Unfortu-

nately, it is a field that must remain forever untapped, because

even though an artist examined a thousand viewpoints and learned

innumerable new colors, his pigments would continue to impress

his audience with the same old colors each of them had always

known." He sighed thoughtfully, and then proceeded. "However,
the device is apparently quite safe to use. I shall therefore try it

briefly, bringing to the investigation a calm, scientific mind which
refuses to be troubled by the trifles that seem to bother you."

He donned the attitudinizor, and I must confess that he
stood the shock of the first trial somewhat better than I did. After

a surprised "Oof!" he settled down to a complacent analvsis «of

my point of view, while I sat somewhat self-consciously under his

calm appraisal. Calm, that is, for about three minutes.

Suddenly he leaped to his feet, tearing the device from a face

whose normal ruddiness had deepened to a choleric angry color.

"Get out!" he roared. "So that's the way van Manderpootz looks

to you! Moron! Idiot! Imbecile! Get out!"

It was a week or ten days later that I happened to be pass-

ing the University on my way from somewhere to somewhere
else, and I fell to wondering whether the professor had yet for-

given me. There was a light in the window of his laboratory over

in the Physics Building, so I dropped in, making my way past the

desk where Carter labored, and the corner where Miss Fitch sat

in dull primness at her endless task of transcribing lecture notes.

Van Manderpootz greeted me cordially enough, but with a

curious assumption of melancholy in his manner. "Ah, Dixon,"
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he began, "I am glad to see you. Since our last meeting, I have
learned much of the stupidity of the world, and it appears to me
now that you are actually one of the more intelligent contempo-
rary minds."

This from van Manderpootz! "Why—thank you," I said.

"It is true. For some days I have sat at the window overlooking

the street there, and have observed the viewpoints of the passers-

by. Would you believe"—his voice lowered
—

"would you believe

that only seven and four-tenths percent are even aware of the

existence of van Manderpootz? And doubtless many of the few
that are, come from among the students in the neighborhood. I

knew that the average level of intelligence was low, but it had
not occurred to me that it was as low as that."

"After all," I said consolingly, "you must remember that the

achievements of van Manderpootz are such as to attract the at-

tention of the intelligent few rather than of the many."

"A very silly paradox!" he snapped. "On the basis of that

theory, since the higher one goes in the scale of intelligence, the

fewer individuals one finds, the greatest achievement of all is one

that nobody has heard of. By that test you would be greater than

van Manderpootz, an obvious reducrio ad absurdum* 9

He glared his reproof that I should even have thought of the

point, then something in the outer laboratory caught his ever-

observant eye.

"Carter!" he roared. "Is that a synobasical interphasometer

in the positronic flow? Fool! What sort of measurements do you

expect to make when your measuring instrument itself is part of

the experiment? Take it out and start over!"

He rushed away toward the unfortunate technician. I set-

tled idly back in my chair and stared about the small laboratory,

whose walls had seen so many marvels. The latest, the attitudi-

nizor, lay carelessly on the table, dropped there by the professor

after his analysis of the mass viewpoint of the pedestrians in the

street below.

I picked up the device and fell to examining its construction.

Of course this was utterly beyond me, for no ordinary engineer

can hope to grasp the intricacies of a van Manderpootz concept.

So, after a puzzled but admiring survey of its infinitely delicate

wires and grids and lenses, I made the obvious move. I put it on.
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My first thought was the street, but since the evening was

well along, the walk below the window was deserted. Back in

my chair again, I sat musing idly when a faint sound that was

not the rumbling of the professor s voice attracted my attention.

I identified it shortly as the buzzing of a heavy fly, butting its

head stupidly against the pane of glass that separated the small

laboratory from the large room beyond. I wondered casually

what the viewpoint of a fly was like, and ended by flashing the

light on the creature.

For some moments I saw nothing other than I had been
seeing right along from my own personal point of view, because,

as van Manderpootz explained later, the psychons from the mis-

erable brain of a fly are too few to produce any but the vaguest

of impressions. But gradually I became aware of a picture, a

queer and indescribable scene.

Flies are color-blind. That was my first impression, for the

world was a dull panorama of greys and whites and blacks. Flies

are extremely nearsighted; when I had finally identified the scene

as the interior of the familiar room, I discovered that it seemed
enormous to the insect, whose vision did not extend more than

six feet, though it did take in almost a complete sphere, so that

the creature could see practically in all directions at once. But
perhaps the most astonishing thing, though I did not think of it

until later, was that the compound eye of the insect, did not
convey to it the impression of a vast number of separate pictures,

such as the eye produces when a microphotograph is taken

through it. The fly sees one picture just as we do; in the same
way as our brain rights the upside-down image cast on our retina,

the fly's brain reduces the compound image to one. And beyond
these impressions were a wild hodge-podge of smell-sensations, and
a strange desire to burst through the invisible glass barrier into

the brighter light beyond. But I had no time to analyze these

sensations, for suddenly there was a flash of something infinitely

clearer than the dim cerebrations of a fly.

For half a minute or longer I was unable to guess what that

momentary flash had been. I knew that I had seen something in-

credibly lovely, that I had tapped a viewpoint that looked upon
something whose very presence caused ecstacy, but whose view-

point it was, or what that flicker of beauty had been, were ques-
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tions beyond my ability to answer.

I slipped off the attitudinizor and sat staring perplexedly at

the buzzing fly on the pane of glass. Out in the other room van
Manderpootz continued his harangue to the repentent Carter, and
off in a corner invisible from my position I could hear the rustle

of papers as Miss Fitch transcribed endless notes. I puzzled vainly

over the problem of what had happened, and then the solution

dawned on me.
The fly must have buzzed between me and one of the occu-

pants of the outer laboratory. I had been following its flight with
the faintly visible beam of the attitudinizor's light, and that beam
must have flickered momentarily on the head of one of the three

beyond the glass. But which? Van Manderpootz himself? It must
have been either the professor or Carter, since the secretary was
quite beyond range of the light.

It seemed improbable that the cold and brilliant mind of

van Manderpootz could be the agency of the sort of emotional

ecstacy I had sensed. It must therefore, have been the head of

the mild and inoffensive little Carter that the beam had tapped.

With a feeling of curiosity I slipped the device back on my own
head and sent the beam sweeping dimly into the larger room.

It did not at the time occur to me that such a procedure was

quite as discreditable as eavesdropping, or even more dishonor-

able, if you come right down to it, because it meant the theft of

far more personal information than one could ever convey by the

spoken word. But all I considered at the moment was my own
curiosity; I wanted to learn what sort of viewpoint could produce

that strange, instantaneous flash of beauty. If the proceeding was

unethical—well, Heaven knows I was punished for it.

So I turned the attitudinizor on Carter. At the moment, he

was listening respectfully to van Manderpootz, and I sensed

clearly his respect for the great man, a respect that had in it a

distinct element of fear. I could hear Carter's impression of the

booming voice of the professor, sounding somewhat like the mod-

ulated thunder of a god, which was not far from the little man's

actual opinion of his master. I perceived Carter's opinion of him-

self, and his self-picture was an even more mouselike portrayal

than my own impression of him. When, for an instant, he glanced

my way, I sensed his impression of me, and while I'm sure that
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Dixon Wells is not the imbecile he appears to van Manderpootz,

I'm equally sure that he's not the debonair man of the world he

seemed to Carter. All in all, Carter's point of view seemed that

of a timid, inoffensive, retiring, servile little man, and I wondered

all the more what could have caused that vanished flash of beauty

in a mind like his.

There was no trace of it now. His attention was completely

taken up by the voice of van Manderpootz, who had passed from

a personal appraisal of Carter's stupidity to a general lecture on

the fallacies of the unified field theory as presented by his rivals

Corveille and Shrimski. Carter was listening with an almost

worshipful regard, and I could feel his surges of indignation

against the villains who dared to disagree with the authority of

van Manderpootz.
I sat there intent on the strange double vision of the attitudi-

nizor, which was in some respects like a Horsten psychomat

—

that is, one is able to see both through his own eyes and through

the eyes of his subject. Thus I could see van Manderpootz and
Carter quite clearly, but at the same time I could see or sense

what Carter saw and sensed. Thus I perceived suddenly through
my own eyes that the professor had ceased talking to Carter, and
had turned at the approach of somebody as yet invisible to me,
while at the same time, through Carter's eyes, I saw that vision of

ecstacy which had flashed for a moment in his mind. I saw

—

description is utterly impossible, but I saw a woman who, except

possibly for the woman of the idealizator screen, was the most
beautiful creature I had ever seen!

I say description is impossible. That is the literal truth,

for her coloring, her expression, her figure, as seen through Car-

ter's eyes, were completely unlike anything expressible by words. I

was fascinated, I could do nothing but watch, and I felt a wild

surge of jealousy as I caught the adoration in the attitude of the

humble Carter. She was glorious, magnificent, indescribable.

It was with an effort that I untangled myself from the web of

fascination enough to catch Carter's thought of her name. "Lisa,"

he was thinking. "Lisa."

What she said to van Manderpootz was in tones too low
for me to hear, and apparently too low for Carter's ears as well,

else I should have heard her words through the attitudinizor.
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But both of us heard van Manderpootz's bellow in answer.

"I don't care how the dictionary pronounces the word!"
he roared. "The way van Manderpootz pronounces a word is

right!"

The glorious Lisa turned silently and vanished. For a few
moments I watched her through Carter's eyes, but as she neared
the laboratory door, he turned his attention again to van Man-
derpootz, and she was lost to my view.

And as I saw the professor close his dissertation and approach
me, I slipped the attitudinizor from my head and forced myself

to a measure of calm.

"Who is she?" I demanded. "I've got to meet her!"

He looked blankly at me. "Who's who?"
"Lisa! Who's Lisa?"

There was not a flicker in the cool blue eyes of van Man-
derpootz. "I don't know any Lisa," he said indifferently.

"But you were just talking to her! Right out there!"

Van Manderpootz stared curiously at me; then little by
little a shrewd suspicion seemed to dawn in his broad, intelli-

gent features. "Hah!" he said. "Have you, by any chance, been

using the attitudinizor?"

I nodded, chill apprehension gripping me.

"And is it also true that you chose to investigate the view-

point of Carter out there?" At my nod, he stepped to the door

that joined the two rooms, and closed it. When he faced me
again, it was with features working into lines of amusement
that suddenly found utterance in booming laughter. "Haw!"
he roared. "Do you know who beautiful Lisa is? She's Fitch!"

"Fitch? You're mad! She's glorious, and Fitch is plain

and scrawny and ugly. Do you think I'm a fool?"

"You ask an embarrassing question," chuckled the professor.

"Listen to me, Dixon. The woman you saw was my secretary,

Miss Fitch, seen through the eyes of Carter. Don't you under-

stand? The idiot Carter's in love with her!"

I suppose I walked the upper levels half the night, oblivious

alike of the narrow strip of stars that showed between the tower-

ing walls of twenty-first century New York, and the intermittent
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roar of traffic from the freight levels. Certainly this was the

worst predicament of all those into which the fiendish con-

traptions of the great van Manderpootz had thrust me.

In love with a point of view! In love with a woman who
had no existence apart from the beglamoured eyes of Carter.

It wasn't Lisa Fitch I loved; indeed, I rather hated her angular

ugliness. What I had fallen in love with was the way she look-

ed to Carter, for there is nothing in the world quite as beautiful

as a lover's conception of his sweetheart.

This predicament was far worse than my former ones. When
I had fallen in love with a girl already dead, I could console my-

self with the thought of what might have been. When I had

fallen in love with my own ideal—well, at least she was mine,

even if I couldn't have her. But to fall in love with another

man's conception! The only way that conception could even

continue to exist was for Carter to remain in love with Lisa

Fitch, which rather effectually left me outside the picture al-

together. She was absolutely unattainable to me, for Heaven
knows I didn't want the real Lisa Fitch—"real" meaning, of

course, the one who was real to me. I suppose in the end Carter's

Lisa Fitch was as real as the skinny scarecrow my eyes saw.

She was unattainable—or was she? Suddenly an echo of

a long-forgotten psychology course recurred to me. Attitudes

are habits. Viewpoints are attitudes. Therefore viewpoints are

habits. And habits can be learned!

There was the solution! All I had to do was to learn, or

to acquire by practice, the viewpoint of Carter. What I had
to do was literally to put myself in his place, to look at things

in his way, to see his viewpoint. For once I learned to do that,

I could see in Lisa Fitch the very things he saw, and the vision

would become reality to me as well as to him.

I planned carefully. I did not care to face the sarcasm of

the great van Manderpootz; therefore I would work in secret.

I would visit his laboratory at such times as he had classes or

lectures, and I would use the attitudinizor to study the view-

point of Carter, and to, as it were, practice that viewpoint. Thus
I would have the means at hand of testing my progress, for all
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I had to do was glance at Miss Fitch without the attitudinizor.

As soon as I began to perceive in her what Carter saw, I would
know that success was imminent.

Those next two weeks were a strange interval of time. I

haunted the laboratory of van Manderpootz at odd hours, having

learned from the University office what periods he devoted to

his courses. When one day I found the attitudinizor missing,

I prevailed on Carter to show me where it was kept, and he,

influenced doubtless by my friendship for the man he practical-

ly worshipped, indicated the place without question. But later

I suspect that he began to doubt his wisdom in this, for I know
he thought it very strange for me to sit for long periods star-

ing at hirn; I caught all sorts of puzzled questions in his mind,

though as I have said, these were hard for me to decipher until

I began to learn Carter's personal system of symbolism by which
he thought. But at least one man was pleased—my father, who
took my absences from the office and neglect of business as

signs of good health and spirits, and congratulated me warmly

on the improvement.

But the experiment was beginning to work, I found myself

sympathizing with Carter's viewpoint, and little by little the

mad world in which he lived was becoming as logical as my
own. I learned to recognize colors through his eyes; I learned

to understand form and shape; most fundamental of all, I learned

his values, his attitudes, his tastes. And these last were a little

inconvenient at times, for on the several occasions when I sup-

plemented my daily calls with visits to van Manderpootz in

the evening, I found some difficulty in separating my own re-

spectful regard for the great man from Carter's unreasoning

worship, with the result that I was on the verge of blurting out

the whole thing to him several times. And perhaps it was a

guilty conscience, but I kept thinking that the shrewd blue eyes

of the professor rested on me with a curiously suspicious ex-

pression all evening.

The thing was approaching its culmination. Now and

then, when I looked at the angular ugliness of Miss Fitch, I be-

gan to catch glimpses of the same miraculous beauty that Car-

ter found in her—glimpses only, but harbingers of success. Each
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day I arrived at the laboratory with increasing eagerness, for each

day brought me nearer to the achievement I sought. That is, my
eagerness increased until one day I arrived to find neither Carter

nor Miss Fitch present, but van Manderpootz, who should have

been delivering a lecture on indeterminism, verv much in evidence.

"Uh-hello," I said weakly.

"Umph!" he responded, glaring at me. "So Carter was

right, I see. Dixon, the abysmal stupidity of the human race

continually astounds me with new evidence of its astronomical

depths, but I believe this escapade of yours plumbs the utter-

most regions of imbecility."

"M-my escapade?"

"Do you think you can escape the piercing eye of van Man-
derpootz? As soon as Carter told me you had been here in my
absence, my mind leaped nimbly to the truth. But Carter's infor-

mation was not even necessary, for half an eye was enough to de-

tect the change in your attitude on these last few evening visits.

So you've been trying to adopt Carter's viewpoint, eh? No doubt

with the idea of ultimately depriving him of the charming Miss

Fitch!"

"W-why-"
"Listen to me, Dixon. We will disregard the ethics of the

thing and look at it from a purely rational viewpoint, if a ra-

tional viewpoint is possible to anybody but van Mandcrpootz.
Don't you realize that in order to attain Carter's attitude to-

ward Fitch, you would have to adopt his entire viewpoint? Not,"
he added tersely, "that I think his point of view is greatly in-

ferior to yours, but I happen to prefer the veiwpoint of a donkey
to that of a mouse. Your particular brand of stupidity is more
agreeable to me than Carter's timid, weak, and subservient na-

ture, and some day you will thank me for this. Was his im-

pression of Fitch worth the sacrifice of your own personality?"

"I-I don't know."
"Well, whether it was or not, van Manderpootz has decided

the matter in the wisest way. For it's too late now, Dixon. I

have given them both a month's leave and sent them away—on
a honeymoon. They left this morning."
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BUT WHAT IS REALITY?" ASK-

ed the gnomelike man. He gestured at the tall banks of build-

ings that loomed around Central Park, with their countless win-

dows glowing like the cave fires of a city of Cro-Magnon people.

"All is dream, all is illusion; I am your vision as you are mine."

Dan Burke, struggling for clarity of thought through the

fumes of liquor, stared without comprehension at the tiny figure

of his companion. He began to regret the impulse that had

driven him to leave the party to seek fresh air in the park, and

to fail by chance into the company of this diminutive old mad-

man. But he had needed escape; this was one party too many,

and not even the presence of Claire with her trim ankles could

hold him there. He felt an angry desire to go home—not to

his hotel, but home to Chicago and to the comparative peace of

the Board of Trade. But he was leaving tomorrow anyway.

"You drink," said the elfin, bearded face, "to make real a

dream. Is it not so? Either to dream that what you seek is

yours, or else to dream that what you hate is conquered. You
drink to escape reality, and the irony is that even reality is a

"Cracked!" thought Dan again.

"Or so," concluded the other, "says the philosopher

Berkeley."

"Berkeley?" echoed Dan. His head was clearing: memories

of a Sophomore course in Elementary Philosophy drifted back.

"Bishop Berkeley, eh?"

"You know him, then? The philosopher of Idealism—no?

—the one who argues that we do not see, feel, hear, taste the

dream:
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object, but that we have only the sensation of seeing, feeling,

hearing, tasting."

"I—sort of recall it."

"Hah! But sensations are mental phenomena. They exist

in our minds. How, then, do we know that the objects them-

selves do not exist only in our minds?" He waved again at the

light-flecked buildings. "You do not see that wall of masonry;

you perceive only a sensation, a feeling of sight. The rest you

interpret."

"You see the same thing," retorted Dan.

"How do you know I do? Even if you knew that what I

call red would not be green could you see through my eyes-
even if you knew that, how do you know that I too am not a

dieam of yours?"

Dan laughed. "Of course nobody knows anything. You
just get what information you can through the windows of your

five senses, and then make your guesses. When they're wrong,

you pay the penalty." His mind was clear now save for a mild

headache. "Listen," he said suddenly. "You can argue a

reality away to an illusion; that's easy. But if your friend

Berkeley is right, why can't you take a dream and make it real?

If it works one way, it must work the other."

The beard waggled; elf-bright eyes glittered queerly at him.

"All artists do that," said the old man softly. Dan felt that

something more quivered on the verge of utterance.

"That's an evasion," he grunted. "Anybody can tell the

difference between a picture and the real thing, or between a

movie and life."

"But," whispered the other, "the realer the better, no? And
if one could make a—a movie—very real indeed, what would
you say then?"

"Nobody can, though."

The eyes glittered strangely again. "I can!" he whispered.

"I did!"

"Did what?"

"Made real a dream." The voice turned angry. "Fools! I

bring it here to sell to Westman, the camera people, and whst
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do they say? 'It isn't clear. Only one person can use it at a

time. It's too expensive/ Fools! Fools!"

"Huh?"
"Listen! I'm Albert Ludwig—Professor Ludwig." As Dan

was silent, he continued, "It means nothing to you, eh? But
listen—a movie that gives one sight and sound. Suppose now
I add taste, smell, even touch, if your interest is taken by the

story. Suppose I make it so that you are in the story, you speak

to the shadows, and the shadows reply, and instead of being on
a screen, the story is all about you, and you are in it. Would
that be to make real a dream?"

''How the devil could you do that?"

"How? How? But simply! First my liquid positive, then

my magic spectacles. I photograph the story in a liquid with

light-sensitive chromates. I build up a complex solution—do
you see? I add taste chemically and sound electrically. And
when the story is recorded, then I put the solution in my spec-

tacle—my movie projector. I electrolyze the solution, break it

down; the older chromates go first, and out comes the story,

sight, sound, smell, taste—all!"

"Touch?"
"If your interest is taken, your mind supplies that." Eager-

ness crept into his voice. "You will look at it, Mr. ?"

"Burke," said Dan. "A swindle!" he thought. Then a

spark of recklessness glowed out of the vanishing fumes of

alcohol. "Why not?" he grunted.

He rose; Ludwig, standing, came scarcely to his shoulder.

A queer gnomelike old man, Dan thought as he followed him

across the park and into one of the scores of apartment hotels

in the vicinity.

In his room Ludwig fumbled in a bag, producing a device

vaguely reminiscent of a gas mask. There were goggles and a

rubber mouthpiece; Dan examined it curiously, while the little

bearded professor brandished a bottle of watery liquid.

"Here it is!" he gloated. "My liquid positive, the story.

Hard photography—infernally hard, therefore the simplest story.

A Utopia—just two characters and you, the audience. Now,

put the spectacles on. Put them on and tell me what fools
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the Westman people are!" He decanted some of the liquid

into the mask, and trailed a twisted wire to a device on the

table. "A rectifier," he explained. "For the electrolysis."

"Must you use all the liquid?" asked Dan. "If you use part,

do you see only part of the story? And which part?"

"Every drop has all of it, but you must fill the eye-pieces."

Then as Dan slipped the device gingerly on, "So! Now what

do you see?"

"Not a damn' thing. Just the windows and the lights

across the street."

"Of course. But now I start the electrolysis. Now!"

There was a moment of chaos. The liquid before Dan's

eyes clouded suddenly white, and formless sounds buzzed. He
moved to tear the device from his head, but emerging forms in

the mistiness caught his interest. Giant things were writhing

there.

The scene steadied; the whiteness was dissipating like mist

in summer. Unbelieving, still gripping the arms of that unseen

chair, he was staring at a forest. But what a forest! Incredible,

unearthly, beautiful! Smooth boles ascended inconceivably to-

ward a brightening sky, trees bizarre as the forests of the Car-

boniferous age. Infinitely overhead swayed misty fronds, and
the verdure showed brown and green in the heights. And there

were birds—at least, curiously lovely pipings and twitterings were
all about him though he saw no creatures—thin elfin whistlings

like fairy bugles sounded softly.

He sat frozen, entranced. A louder fragment of melody
drifted down to him, mounting in exquisite, ecstatic bursts,

now clear as sounding metal, now soft as remembered music.

For a moment he forgot the chair whose arms he gripped, the

miserable hotel room invisibly about him, old Ludwig, his ach-

ing head. He imagined himself alone in the midst of that

lovely glade. "Eden!" he muttered, and the swelling music of

unseen voices answered.

Some measure of reason returned. "Illusion!" he told him-
self. Clever optical devices, not reality. He groped for the chair's

arm, found it, and clung to it: he scraped his feet and found again
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an inconsistency. To his eyes the ground was mossy verdure;

to his touch it was merely a thin hotel carpet.

The elfin buglings sounded gently. A faint, deliciously

sweet perfume breathed against him; he glanced up to watch
the opening of a great crimson blossom on the nearest tree, and
a tiny reddish sun edged into the circle of sky above him. The
fairy orchestra swelled louder in its light, and the notes sent a

thrill of wistfulness through him. Illusion? If it were, it made
reality almost unbearable; he wanted to believe that somewhere—
somewhere this side of dreams, there actually existed this region

of loveliness. An outpost of Paradise? Perhaps.

And then—far through the softening mists, he caught a move-

ment that was not the swaying of verdure, a shimmer of silver

more solid than mist. Something approached. He watched the

figure as it moved, now visible, now hidden by trees; very soon

he perceived that it was human, but it was almost upon him
before he realized that it was a girl.

She wore a robe of silvery, half-translucent stuff, luminous

as starbeams; a thin band of silver bound glowing black hair

about her forehead, and other garment or ornament she had

none. Her tiny white feet were bare to the mossy forest floor

as she stood no more than a pace from him, staring dark-eyed.

The thin music sounded again; she smiled.

Dan summoned stumbling thoughts. Was this being also

—illusion? Had she no more reality than the loveliness of the

forest? He opened his lips to speak, but a strained excited

voice sounded in his ears. "Who are you?" Had he spoken?

The voice had come as if from another, like the sound of one's

words in fever.

The girl smiled again. "English!" she said in queer soft

tones. "I can speak a little English." She spoke slowly, care-

fully. "I learned it from"—she hesitated—"my mother's father,

whom they call the Grey Weaver."

Again came the voice in Dan's ears. "Who are you?"

"I am called Galatea," she said. "I came to find you."

"To find me?" echoed the voice that was Dan's.

"Leucon, who is called the Grey Weaver, told me," she

explained smiling. "He said you will stay with us until the
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second noon from this." She cast a quick slanting glance at

the pale sun now full above the clearing, then stepped closer.

"What are you called?"

"Dan," he muttered. His voice sounded oddly different.

"What a strange name!" said the girl. She stretched out

her bare arm. "Come," she smiled.

Dan touched her extended hand, feeling without any sur-

prise the living warmth of her fingers. He had forgotten the

paradoxes of illusion; this was no longer illusion to him, but

reality itself. It seemed to him that he followed her, walking

over the shadowed turf that gave with springy crunch beneath

his tread, though Galatea left hardly an imprint. He glanced

down, noting that he himself wore a silver garment, and that

his feet were bare; with the glance he felt a feathery breeze on

his body and a sense of mossy earth on his feet.

"Galatea," said his voice. "Galatea, what place is this?

What language do you speak?"

She glanced back laughing. "Why, this is Paracosma, of

course, and this is our language."

"Paracosma," muttered Dan. "Para—cosma!" A fragment

of Greek that had survived somehow from a Sophomore course

a decade in the past came strangely back to him. Paracosma!

Land-beyond-the-world!

Galatea cast a smiling glance at him. "Does the real world

seem strange," she queried, "after that shadow land of yours?"

"Shadow land?" echoed Dan, bewildered. "This is shadow,

not my world."

The girl's smile turned quizzical. "Poof!'' she retorted with

an impudently lovely pout. "And I suppose, then, that I am
the phantom instead of you!" She laughed. "Do I seem ghost-

like?"

Dan made no reply; he was puzzling over unanswerable

questions as he trod behind the lithe figure of his guide. The
aisle between the unearthly trees widened, and the giants were
fewer. It seemed a mile, perhaps, before a sound of tinkling

water obscured that other strange music; they emerged on the
bank of a little river, swift and crystalline, that rippled and
gurgled its way from glowing pool to flashing rapids, sparkling
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under the pale sun. Galatea bent over the brink and cupped
her hands, raising a few mouthfuls of water to her lips; Dan
followed her example, finding the liquid stinging cold.

"How do we cross?" he asked.

"You can wade up there/'—the dryad who led him gestured

to a sun-lit shallows above a tiny falls—"but I always cross here."

She poised herself for a moment on the green bank, then dove
like a silver arrow into the pool. Dan followed; the water stung

his body like champagne, but a stroke or two carried him across

to where Galatea had already emerged with a glistening of

creamy baie limbs. Her garment clung tight as a metal sheath

to her wet body; he felt a breath-taking thrill at the sight of

her. And then, miraculously, the silver cloth was dry, the drop-

lets rolled off as if from oiled silk, and they moved briskly on.

The incredible forest had ended with the river; they walk-

ed over a meadow studded with little, many-hued, starshaped

flowers, whose fronds underfoot were soft as a lawn. Yet still

the sweet pipings followed them, now loud, now whisper-

soft, in a tenuous web of melody.

"Galatea!" said Dan suddenly. "Where is the music coming
from?"

She looked back amazed. "You silly one!" she laughed.

"From the flowers, of course. See!" she plucked a purple star

and held it to his ear; true enough, a faint and plaintive melody
hummed out of the blossom. She tossed it in his startled face

and skipped on.

A little copse appeared ahead, not of the gigantic forest

trees, but of lesser growths, bearing flowers and fruits of iridescent

colors, and a tiny brook bubbled through. And there stood the

objective of their journey—a building of white, marble-like stone,

single-storied and vine covered, with broad glassless windows.

They trod upon a path of bright pebbles to the arched entrance,

and here, on an intricate stone bench, sat a grey-bearded

patriarchal individual. Galatea addressed him in a liquid

language that reminded Dan of the flower-pipings; then she

turned. "This is Leucon," she said, as the ancient rose from

his seat and spoke in English.

"We are happy, Galatea and I, to welcome you, since visitors
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are a rare pleasure here, and those from your shadowy country

most rare/'

Dan uttered puzzled words of thanks, and the old man
nodded, reseating himself on the carven bench; Galatea skipped

through the arched entrance, and Dan, after an irresolute mo-
ment, dropped to the remaining bench. Once more his thoughts

were whirling in perplexed turbulence. Was all this indeed

but illusion? Was he sitting, in actuality, in a prosaic hotel

room, peering through magic spectacles that pictured this world

about him, or was he, transported by some miracle, really sitting

here in this land of loveliness? He touched the bench; stone,

hard and unyielding, met his fingers.

"Leucon," said his voice, "how did you know I was coming?"

"I was told," said the other.

"By whom?"
"By no one."

"Why—someone must have told you!"

The Grey Weaver shook his solemn head. "I was just told."

Dan ceased his questioning, content for the moment to

drink in the beauty about him and then Galatea returned bear-

ing a crystal bowl of the strange fruits. They were piled in

colorful disorder, red, purple, orange and yellow, pear-shaped,

egg-shaped, and clustered spheroids—fantastic, unearthly. He
selected a pale, transparent ovoid, bit into it, and was deluged

by a flood of sweet liquid, to the amusement of the girl. She
laughed and chose a similar morsel; biting a tiny puncture in

the end, she squeezed the contents into her mouth. Dan took

a different sort, purple and tart as Rhenish wine, and then

another, filled with edible, almond-like seeds. Galatea laughed

delightedly at his surprises, and even Leucon smiled a grey smile.

Finally Dan tossed the last husk into the brook beside them,
where it danced briskly toward the river.

"Galatea," he said, "do you ever go to a city? What cities

are in Paracosma?"

"Cities? What are cities?"

"Places where many people live close together."

"Oh," said the girl frowning. "No. There are no cities

here."
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"Then where are the people of Paracosma? You must
have neighbors."

The girl looked puzzled. "A man and a woman live off

there," she said, gesturing toward a distant blue range of hills

dim on the horizon. "Far away over there. I went there once,

but Leucon and I prefer the valley."

"But Galatea!" protested Dan. "Are you and Leucon alone

in this valley? Where—what happened to your parents—your

father and mother?"

"They went away. That way—toward the sunrise. They'll

return some day."

"And if they don't?"

"Why, foolish one! What could hinder them?"

"Wild beasts," said Dan. "Poisonous insects, disease,

flood, storm, lawless people, death!"

"I never heard those words," said Galatea. "There are no

such things here." She sniffed contemptuously. "Lawless people!"

"Not-death?"

"What is death?"

"It's—" Dan paused helplessly. "It's like falling asleep

and never waking. It's what happens to everyone at the end

of life."

"I never heard of such a thing as the end of life!" said

the girl decidedly. "There isn't such a thing."

"What happens, then," queried Dan desperately, "when
one grows old?"

"Nothing, silly! No one grows old unless he wants to, like

Leucon. A person grows to the age he likes best and then stops.

It's a law!"

Dan gathered his chaotic thoughts. He stared into

Galatea's dark, lovely eyes. "Have you stopped yet?"

The dark eyes dropped; he was amazed to see a deep, em-

barrassed flush spread over her cheeks. She looked at Leucon

nodding reflectively on his bench, then back to Dan, meeting

his gaze.

"Not yet," he said.

"And when will you, Galatea?"

"When I have had the one child permitted me. You see"
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—she stared down at her dainty toes—"one cannot—bear chil-

dren—afterwards
"

"Permitted? Permitted by whom?"
"By a law."

"Laws! Is everything here governed by laws? What of

chance and accidents?"

"What are those—chance and accidents?"

"Tilings unexpected—things unforeseen."

"Nothing is unforeseen," said Galatea, still soberly. She

repeated slowly, "Nothing is unforeseen." He fancied her voice

was wistful.

Leucon looked up. "Enough of this," he said abruptly. He
turned to Dan, "I know these words of yours—chance, disease,

death. They are not for Paracosma. Keep them in your unreal

country."

"Where did you hear them, then?"

"From Galatea's mother," said the Grey Weaver, "who
had them from your predecessor—a phantom who visited here

before Galatea was born."

Dan had a vision of Ludwig's face. "What was he like?"

"Much like you."

"But his name?"
The old man's mouth was suddenly grim. " We do not

speak of him," he said and rose, entering the dwelling in cold

silence.

"He goes to weave," said Galatea after a moment. Her
lovely, piquant face was still troubled.

"What does he weave?"

"This," She fingered the silver cloth of her gown. "He
weaves it out of metal bars on a very clever machine. I do
not know the method."

"Who made the machine?"

"It was here."

"But—Galatea! Who built the house? Who planted these

fruit trees?"

"They were here. The house and trees were always here."

She lifted her eyes. "I told you everything had been foreseen,

from the beginning until eternity—everything. The house and
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trees and machine were ready for Leucon and my parents and me.
There is a place for my child, who will be a girl, and a place for

her child—and so on forever."

Dan thought a moment. "Were you born here?"

"I don't know." He noted in sudden concern that her
eyes were glistening with tears.

"Galatea, dear! Why are you unhappy? What's wrong?"
"Why, nothing!" She shook her black curls, smiled sud-

denly at him. "What could be wrong? How can one be un-

happy in Paracosma?" She sprang erect and seized his hand.

"Come! Let's gather fruit for tomorrow."

She darted off in a whirl of flashing silver, and Dan followed

her around the wing of the edifice. Graceful as a dancer she

leaped for a branch above her head, caught it laughingly, and
tossed a great golden globe to him. She loaded his arm's with

the bright prizes and sent him back to the bench, and when he
returned, she piled it so full of fruit that a deluge of colorful

spheres dropped around him. She laughed again, and sent

them spinning into the brook with thrusts of her rosy toes,

while Dan watched her with an aching wistfulness. Then sud-

denly she was facing him; for a long, tense instant they stood

motionless, eyes upon eyes, and then she turned away and walked

slowly around to the arched portal. He followed her with his

burden of fruit; his mind was once more in a turmoil of doubt

and perplexity.

The little sun was losing itself behind the trees of that

colossal forest to the west, and a coolness stirred among long

shadows. The brook was purple-hued in the dusk, but its cheery

notes mingled still with the flower music. Then the sun was

hidden; the shadow fingers darkened the meadow; of a sudden

the flowers were still, and the brook gurgled alone in a world

of silence. In silence too, Dan entered the doorway.

The chamber within was a spacious one, floored with large

black and white squares; exquisite benches of carved marble

were here and there. Old Leucon, in a far corner, bent over an

intricate, glistening mechanism, and as Dan entered he drew a

shining length of silver cloth from it, folded it, and placed it

carefully aside. There was a curious, unearthly fact that Dan
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noted; despite windows open to the evening, no night insects

circled the globes that glowed at intervals from niches in the

walls.

Galatea stood in a doorway to his left, leaning half-wearily

against the frame; he placed the bowl of fruit on a bench at

the entrance and moved to her side.

"This is yours," she said, indicating the room beyond. He
looked in upon a pleasant, smaller chamber; a window framed

a starry square, and a thin, swift, nearly silent stream of water

gushed from the mouth of a carved human head on the left

wall, curving into a six-foot basin sunk in the floor. Another of

the graceful benches covered with the silver cloth completed

the furnishings; a single glowing sphere, pendant by a chain

from the ceiling, illuminated the room. Dan turned to the girl,

whose eyes were still unwontedly serious.

"This is ideal," he said, "but, Galatea, how am I to turn

out the light?"

"Turn it out?" she said. "You must cap it—so!" A faint

smile showed again on her lips as she dropped a metal covering

ever the shining sphere. They stood tense in the darkness; Dan
sensed her nearness achingly, and then the light was on once

more. She moved toward the door, and there paused, taking

his hand.

"Dear shadow," she said softly, "I hope your dreams are

music." She was gone.

Dan stood irresolute in his chamber; he glanced into the

large room where Leucon still bent over his work, and the Grey
Weaver raised a hand in a solemn salutation, but said nothing.

He felt no urge for the old man's silent company and turned
back into his room to prepare for slumber.

Almost instantly, it seemed, the dawn was upon him and
bright elfin pipings were all about him, while the odd ruddy
sun sent a broad slanting plane of light across the room. He
rose as fully aware of his surroundings as if he had not slept at

all; the pool tempted him and he bathed in stinging water.

Thereafter he emerged into the central chamber, noting curiously

that the globes still glowed in dim rivalry to the daylight. He
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touched one casually; it was cool as metal to his fingers, and
lifted freely from its standard. For a moment he held the cold

flaming thing in his hands, then replaced it and wandered into

the dawn.

Galatea was dancing up the path, eating a strange fruit as

rosy as her lips. She was merry again, once more the happy
nymph who had greeted him, and she gave him a bright smile

as he chose a sweet green ovoid for his breakfast.

"Come on!" she called. "To the river!"

She skipped away toward the unbelievable forest; Dan fol-

lowed, marveling that her lithe speed was so easy a match for

his stronger muscles. Then they were laughing in the pool,

splashing about until Galatea drew herself to the bank, glowing

and panting. He followed her as she lay relaxed; strangely, he

was neither tired nor breathless, with no sense of exertion. A
question recurred to him, as yet unasked.

"Galatea," said his voice, "Whom will you take as mate?"

Her eyes went serious. "I don't know," she said. "At the

proper time he will come. That is a law."

"And will you be happy?"

"Of course." She seemed troubled. "Isn't everyone happy?"

"Not where I live, Galatea."

"Then that must be a strange place—that ghostly world

of yours. A rather terrible place."

"It is, often enough," Dan agreed. "I wish—" He paused.

What did he wish? Was he not talking to an illusion, a dream,

an apparition? He looked at the girl, at her glistening black

hair, her eyes, her soft white skin, and then, for a tragic moment,
he tried to feel the arms of that drab hotel chair beneath his

hands—and failed. He smiled; he reached out his fingers to

touch her bare arm, and for an instant she looked back at him
with startled, sober eyes, and sprang to her feet.

"Come on! I want to show you my country." She set off

down the stream, and Dan rose reluctantly to follow.

What a day that was! They traced the little river from

still pool to singing rapids, and ever about them were the

strange twitterings and pipings that were the voices of the

flowers. Every turn brought a new vista of beauty; every mo-
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ment brought a new sense of delight. They talked or were

silent; when they were thirsty, the cool river was at hand; when
they were hungry, fruit offered itself. When they were tired,

there was always a deep pool and a mossy bank; and when they

were rested, a new beauty beckoned. The incredible trees towered

in numberless forms of fantasy, but on their own side of the

river was still the flower-starred meadow. Galatea twisted him
a bright-blossomed garland for his head, and thereafter he

moved always with a sweet singing about him. But little by

little the red sun slanted toward the forest, and the hours

dripped away. It was Dan who pointed it out, and reluctantly

they turned homeward.

As they returned, Galatea sang a strange song, plaintive and
sweet as the medley of river and flower music. And again her

eyes were sad.

"What song is that?" he asked.

"It is a song sung by another Galatea," she answered, "who
is my mother." She laid her hand on his arm. "I will make it

into English for you." She sang:

"The River lies in flower and fern,

"In flower and fern it breathes a song.

"It breathes a song of your return,

"Of your return in years too long.

"In years too long its murmurs bring

"Its murmurs bring their vain replies,

"Their vain replies the flowers sing,

"The flowers sing, 'The River lies!'

"

Her voice quavered on the final notes; there was silence

save for the tinkle of water and the flower bugles. Dan said,

"Galatea—" and paused. The girl was again somber-eyed, tear-

ful. He said huskily, "That's a sad song, Galatea. Why was
your mother sad? You said everyone was happy in Paracosma."

"She broke a law," replied the girl tonelessly. "It is the

inevitable way to sorrow." She faced him. "She fell in love

with a phantom!" Galatea said. "One of your shadowy race,

who came and stayed and then had to go back. So when her
appointed lover came, it was too late; do you understand? But
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she yielded finally to the law, and is forever unhappy, and goes

wandering from place to place about the world." She paused.

"I shall never break a lav/," she said defiantly.

Dan took her hand. "I would not have you unhappy,

Galatea. I want you always happy/'

She shook her head. "I am happy," she said, and smiled a

tender, wistful smile.

They were silent a long time as they trudged the way home-
ward. The shadows of the forest giants reached out across the

river as the sun slipped behind them. For a distance they walk-

ed hand in hand, but as they reached the path of pebbly bright-

ness near the house, Galatea drew away and sped swiftly before

him. Dan followed as quickly as he might; when he arrived,

Leucon sat on his bench by the portal, and Galatea had paused

on the threshold. She watched his approach with eyes in which

he again fancied the glint of tears.

"I am very tired," she said, and slipped within.

Dan moved to follow, but the old man raised a staying

hand.

"Friend from the shadows," he said, "will you hear me a

moment?"
Dan paused, acquiesced, and dropped to the opposite bench.

He felt a sense of foreboding; nothing pleasant awaited him.

"There is something to be said," Leucon continued, "and

I say it without desire to pain you, if phantoms feel pain. It

is this: Galatea loves you, though I think she has not yet

realized it."

"I love her too," said Dan.

The Grey Weaver stared at him. "I do not understand.

Substance, indeed, may love shadow, but how can shadow love

substance?"

"I love her," insisted Dan.

"Then woe to both of you! For this is impossible in Para-

cosma; it is a confliction with the laws. Galatea's mate is ap-

pointed, perhaps even now approaching."

"Laws! Laws!" muttered Dan. "Whose laws are they?

Not Galatea's nor mine!"
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"But they are," said the Grey Weaver. "It is not for you

nor for me to criticize them—though I yet wonder what power

could annul them to permit your presence here!"

"I had no voice in your laws."

The old man peered at him in the dusk. "Has anyone, any-

where, a voice in the laws?" he queried.

"In my country we have," retorted Dan.
"Madness!" growled Leucon. "Man-made laws! Of what

use are man-made laws with only man-made penalties, or none

at all? If you shadows make a law that the wind shall blow

only from the east, does the west wind obey it?"

"We do pass such laws," acknowledged Dan bitterly. "They

may be stupid, but they're no more unjust than yours."

"Ours," said the Grey Weaver, "are the unalterable laws

of the world, the laws of Nature. Violation is always unhappi-

ness. I have seen it; I have known it in another, in Galatea's

mother, though Galatea is stronger than she." He paused.

"Now," he continued, "I ask only for mercy; your stay is short,

and I ask that you do no more harm than is already done. Be
merciful; give her no more to regret."

He rose and moved through the archway; when Dan fol-

lowed a moment later, he was already removing a square of silver

from his device in the corner. Dan turned silent and unhappy
to his own chamber, where the jet of water tinkled faintly as a

distant bell.

Again he rose at the glow of dawn, and again Galatea was

before him, meeting him at the door with her bowl of fruit.

She deposited her burden, giving him a wan little smile of greet-

ing, and stood facing him as if waiting.

"Come with me, Galatea," he said.

"Where?"
"To the river bank. To talk."

They trudged in silence to the brink of Galatea's pool. Dan
noted a subtle difference in the world about him; outlines were
vague, the thin flower pipings less audible, and the very land-

scape was queerly unstable, shifting like smoke when he wasn't

looking at it directly. And strangely, though he had brought
the girl here to talk to her, he had now nothing to say, but
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sat in aching silence with his eyes on the loveliness of her face.

Galatea pointed at the red ascending sun. "So short a

time," she said, "before you go back to your phantom world. I

shall be sorry, very sorry." She touched his cheek with her

fingers. "Dear shadow!"

"Suppose," said Dan huskily, "that I won't go. What if I

won't leave here?" His voice grew fiercer. "I'll not go! I'm

going to stay!"

The calm mournfulness of the girl's face checked him; he
felt the irony of struggling against the inevitable progress of a

dream. She spoke. "Had I the making of the laws, you should

stay. But you can't, dear one. You can't!"

Forgotten now were the words of the Grey Weaver. "I love

you, Galatea," he said.

"And I you," she whispered. "See, dearest shadow, how I

break the same law my mother broke, and am glad to face the

sorrow it will bring." She placed her hand tenderly over his.

"Leucon is very wise and I am bound to obey him, but this is

beyond his wisdom because he let himself grow old." She

paused. "He let himself grow old," she repeated slowly. A
strange light gleamed in her dark eyes as she turned suddenly to

Dan.

"Dear one!" she said tensely. "That thing that happens

to the old—that death of yours! What follows it?"

"What follows death?" he echoed. "Who knows?"

"But—" Her voice was quivering. "But one can't simply—

vanish! There must be an awakening."

"Who knows?" said Dan again. 'There are those who be-

lieve we wake to a happier world, but—" He shook his head

hopelessly.

"It must be true! Oh, it must be!" Galatea cried.

"There must be more for you than the mad world you speak

of!" She leaned very close. "Suppose, dear," she said, "that

when my appointed lover arrives, I send him away. Suppose I

bear no child, but let myself grow old, older than Leucon, old

until death. Would I join you in your happier world?"

"Galatea!" he cried distractedly. "Oh, my dearest—what a

terrible thought!"
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"More terrible than you know," she whispered, still very

close to him. "It is more than violation of a law; it is rebellion!

Everything is planned, everything was foreseen, except this; and

if I bear no child, her place will be left unfilled, and the places

of her children, and of their children, and so on until some day

the whole great plan of Paracosma fails of whatever its destiny

was to be." Her whisper grew very faint and fearful. "It is

destruction, but I love you more than I fear—death!"

Dan's arms were about her. "No, Galatea! No! Promise

me!"
She murmured, "I can promise and then break my promise."

She drew his head down; their lips touched, and he felt a

fragrance and a taste like honey in her kiss. "At least," she

breathed. "I can give you a name by which to love you. Philo-

metros! Measure of my love!"

"A name?" muttered Dan. A fantastic idea shot through

his mind—a way of proving to himself that all this was reality,

and not just a page that any one could read who wore old

Ludwig's magic spectacles. If Galatea would speak his name!

Perhaps, he thought daringly, perhaps then he could stay! He
thrust her away.

"Galatea!" he cried. "Do you remember my name?"
She nodded silently, her unhappy eyes on his.

"Then say it! Say it, dear!"

She stared at him dumbly, miserably, but made no sound.

"Say it, Galatea!" he pleaded desperately. "My name, dear

—just my name!" Her mouth moved; she grew pale with effort and
Dan could have sworn that his name trembled on her quivering

lips, though no sound came.

At last she spoke. "I can't, dearest one! Oh, I can't! A
law forbids it!" She stood suddenly erect, pallid as an ivory

carving. "Leucon calls!" she said, and darted away. Dan fol-

lowed along the pebbled path, but her speed was beyond his

powers; at the portal he found only the Grey Weaver standing

cold and stern. He raised his hand as Dan appeared.

"Your time is short," he said. "Go, thinking of the havoc
you have done."

"Where's Galatea?" gasped Dan.
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"I have sent her away." The old man blocked the entrance;

for a moment Dan would have struck him aside, but something
withheld him. He stared wildly about the meadow—there! A
flash of silver beyond the river, at the edge of the forest. He
turned and raced toward it, while motionless and cold the Grey
Weaver watched him go.

"Galatea!" he called. "Galatea!"

He was over the river now, on the forest bank, running
through columned vistas that whirled about him like mist. The
world had gone cloudy; fine flakes danced like snow before his

eyes; Paracosma was dissolving around him. Through the chaos

he fancied a glimpse of the girl, but closer approach left him
still voicing his hopeless cry of "Galatea!"

After an endless time, he paused; something familiar about

the spot struck him, and just as the red sun edged above him,

he recognized the place— the very point at which he had entered

Paracosma! A sense of futility overwhelmed him as for a mo-
ment he gazed at an unbelievable apparition—a dark window
hung in midair before him through which glowed rows of elec-

tric lights. Ludwig's window!
It vanished. But the trees writhed and the sky darkened,

and he swayed dizzily in turmoil. He realized suddenly that

he was no longer standing, but sitting in the midst of the crazy

glade, and his hands clutched something smooth and hard—the
arms of that miserable hotel chair. Then at last he saw her,

close before him—Galatea, with sorrow-stricken features, her

tear-filled eyes on his. He made a terrific effort to rise, stood

erect, and fell sprawling in a blaze of coruscating lights.

He struggled to his knees; walls—Ludwig's room—encom-
passed him; he must have slipped from the chair. The magic

spectacles lay before him, one lens splintered and spilling a

fluid no longer water-clear, but white as milk.

"God!" he muttered. He felt shaken, sick, exhausted, with

a bitter sense of bereavement, and his head ached fiercely. The
room was drab, disgusting; he wanted to get out of it. He
glanced automatically at his watch: four o'clock—he must have

sat here nearly five hours. For the first time he noticed Ludwig's

absence; he was glad of it and walked dully out of the door to
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an automatic elevator. There was no response to his ring; some-

one was using the thing. He walked three flights to the street

and back to his own room.

In love with a vision! Worse—in love with a girl who had

never lived, in a fantastic Utopia that was literally nowhere!

He threw himself on his bed with a groan that was half a sob.

He saw finally the implication of the name Galatea. Galatea

—Pygmalion's statue, given life by Venus in the ancient Grecian

myth. But his Galatea, warm and lovely and vital, must remain

forever without the gift of life, since he was neither Pygmalion

nor God.

He woke late in the morning, staring uncomprehendingly

about for the fountain and pool of Paracosma. Slow compre-

hension dawned; how much—how much— of last night's experi-

ence had been real? How much was the product of alcohol?

Or had old Ludwig been right, and was there no difference be-

tween reality and dream?

He changed his rumpled attire and wandered despondently

to the street. He found Ludwig's hotel at last; inquiry revealed

that the diminutive professor had checked out, leaving no
forwarding address.

What of it? Even Ludwig couldn't give what he sought,

a living Galatea. Dan was glad that he had disappeared; he
hated the little professor. Professor? Hypnotists called them-
selves "professors." He dragged through a weary day and then

a sleepless night back to Chicago.

It was mid-winter when he saw a suggestively tiny figure

ahead of him in the Loop. Ludwig! Yet what use to hail

him? His cry was automatic. "Professor Ludwig!"

The elfin figure turned, recognized him, smiled. They
stepped into the shelter of a building.

"I'm sorry about your machine, Professor. I'd be glad to

pay for the damage."

"Ach, that was nothing—a cracked glass. But you—have
you been ill? You look much the worse."

"It's nothing," said Dan. "Your show was marvelous, Pro-
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fessor—marvelous! I'd have told you so, but you were gone
when it ended."

Ludwig shrugged. "I went to the lobby for a cigar. Five
hours with a wax dummy, you know!"

"It was marvelous!" repeated Dan.
"So real?" smiled the other. "Only because you co-operated,

then. It takes self-hypnosis."

"It was real, all right," agreed Dan glumly. "I don't under-

stand it—that strange beautiful country."

"The trees were club-mosses enlarged by a lens," said Lud-
wig. "All was trick photography, but stereoscopic, as I told

you—three dimensional. The fruits were rubber; the house is

a summer building on our campus—Northern University. And
the voice was mine; you didn't speak at all, except your name
at the first, and I left a blank for that. I played your part, you
see; I went around with the photographic apparatus strapped on
my head, to keep the viewpoint always that of the observer. See?

He grinned wryly. "Luckily I'm rather short, or you'd have

seemed a giant."

"Wait a minute!" said Dan, his mind whirling. "You
say you played my part. Then Galatea—is she real too?"

"Tea's real enough," said the Professor. "My niece, a

senior at Northern, and likes dramatics. She helped me out

with the thing. Why? Want to meet her?"

Dan answered vaguely, happily. An ache had vanished; a

pain was eased. Paracosma was attainable at last!



PARASITE PLANET

T
I Luckily for "Ham" Ham-

mond it was mid-winter when the mud-spout came. Mid-winter,

that is, in the Venusian sense, which is nothing at all like the

conception of the season generally entertained on Earth, except

possibly by dwellers in the hotter regions of the Amazon basin,

or the Congo.

They, perhaps, might form a vague mental picture of winter

on Venus by visualizing their hottest summer days, multiplying

the heat, discomfort and unpleasant denizens of the jungle by ten

or twelve.

On Venus, as is now well known, the seasons occur alternate-

ly in opposite hemispheres, as on the Earth, but with a very im-

portant difference. Here, when North America and Europe swelter

in summer, it is winter in Australia and Cape Colony and Argen-

tina. It is the northern and southern hemispheres which alternate

their seasons.

but on Venus, very strangely, it is the eastern and western

hemispheres, because the seasons of Venus depend, not on in-

clination to the plane of the ecliptic, but on libration. Venus does

not rotate, but keeps the same face always toward the Sun, just as

the Moon does toward the earth. One face is forever daylight, and
the other forever night, and only along the twilight zone, a strip

five hundred miles wide, is human habitation possible, a thin

ring of territory circling the planet.

Toward the sunlit side it verges into the blasting heat of

a desert where only a few Venusian creatures live, and on the

night edge the strip ends abruptly in the colossal ice barrier pro-

duced by the condensation of the upper winds that sweep end-
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lessly from the rising air of the hot hemisphere to cool and sink
and rush back again from the cold one.

The chilling of warm air always produces rain, and at the

edge of the darkness the rain freezes to form these great ramparts.

What lies beyond, what fantastic forms of life may live in the star-

less darkness of the frozen face, or whether that region is as dead
as the airless Moon—those are mysteries.

But the slow libration, a ponderous wabbling of the planet

from side to side, does produce the effect of seasons. On the

lands of the twilight zone, first in one hemisphere and then the

other, the cloud-hidden Sun seems to rise gradually for fifteen

days, then sink for the same period. It never ascends far, and only

near the ice barrier does it seem to touch the horizon; for the

libration is only seven degrees, but it is sufficient to produce
noticeable fifteen-day seasons.

But such seasons! In the winter the temperature drops some-

times to a humid but bearable ninety, but, two weeks later, a

hundred and forty is a cool day near the torrid edge of the zone.

And always winter and summer, the intermittent rains drip sul-

lenly down to be absorbed by the spongy soil and given back again

as sticky, unpleasant, unhealthy steam.

And that, the vast amount of moisture on Venus, was the

greatest surprise of the first human visitors; the clouds had been

seen, of course, but the spectroscope denied the presence of water,

naturally, since it was analyzing light reflected from the upper

cloud surfaces, fifty miles above the planet's face.

That abundance of water has strange consequences. There

are no seas or oceans on Venus, if we except the probability of

vast, silent, and eternally frozen oceans on the sunless side. On
the hot hemisphere evaporation is too rapid, and the rivers that

flow out of the ice mountains simply diminish and finally vanish,

dried up.

A further consequence is the curiously unstable nature of the

land of the twilight zone. Enormous subterranean rivers course

invisibly through it, some boiling, some cold as the ice from

which they flow. These are the cause of the mud eruptions that

make human habitation in the Hotlands such a gamble; a per-

fectly solid and apparently safe area of soil may be changed sud-
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denly into a boiling sea of mud in which buildings sink and

vanish, together, frequently, with their occupants.

There is no way of predicting these catastrophes; only on

the rare out-croppings of bed rock is a structure safe, and so

all permanent human settlements cluster about the mountains.

Ham Hammond was a trader. He was one of those adven-

turous individuals who always appear on the frontiers and fringes

of habitable regions. Most of these fall into two classes; they are

either reckless dare-devils pursuing danger, or outcasts, criminal

or otherwise, pursuing either solitude or forgetfulness.

Ham Hammond was neither. He was pursuing no such ab-

stractions, but the good, solid lure of wealth. He was, in fact,

trading with the natives for the spore-pods of the Venusian plant

xixtchil, from which terrestrial chemists would extract trihydrox-

yl-tertiaryline or triple-T-B-A that was so effective in rejuvenation

treatments.

Ham was young and sometimes wondered why rich old men
—and women—would pay such tremendous prices for a few more
years of virility, especially as the treatments didn't actually in-

crease the span of life, but just produced a sort of temporary and
synthetic youth.

Gray hair darkened, wrinkles filled out, bald heads grew
fuzzv, and then, in a few years, the rejuvenated person was just as

dead as he would have been, anyway. But as long as triple-T-B-A

commanded a price about equal to its weight in radium, Ham
was willing to take the gamble to obtain it.

He had never really expected the mud-spout. Of course it

was an ever-present danger, but when, staring idly through the

window of his shack over the writhing and steaming Venusian
plain, he had seen the sudden boiling pools erupting all around,

it had come as a shocking surprise.

For a moment he was paralyzed; then he sprang into im-

mediate and frantic action. He pulled on his enveloping suit of
rubberlike transkin; he strapped the great bowls of mudshoes to

his feet; he tied the precious bag of spore-pods to his shoulders,

packed some food, and then burst into the open.

The ground was still semisolid, but even as he watched, the
black soil boiled out around the metal walls of the shack, the
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cube tilted a trifle, and then sank deliberately frcm sight, and the

mud sucked and gurgled as it closed gently above the spot.

Ham caught himself. One couldn't stand still in the midst of

a mud-spout, even with the bowlike mudshoes as support. Once
let the viscous stuff flow over the rim and the luckless victim

was trapped; he couldn't raise his foot against the suction, and
first slowly, then more quickly, he'd follow the shack.

So Ham started off over the boiling swamp, walking with the

peculiar sliding motion he had learned by much practice, never

raising the mudshoes above the surface, but sliding them along

careful that no mud topped the curving rim.

It was a tiresome motion, but absolutely necessary. He slid

along as if on snowshoes, bearing west because that was the direc-

tion of the dark side, and if he had to walk to safety, he might
as well do it in coolness. The area of swamp was unusually large;

he covered at least a mile before he attained a slight rise in the

ground, and the mudshoes clumped on solid, or nearly solid, soil.

He was bathed in perspiration, and his transkin suit was hot

as a boiler room, but one grows accustomed to that on Venus.
He'd have given half his supply of xixtchil pods for the opportun-

ity to open the mask of the suit, to draw a breath of even the

steamy and humid Venusian air, but that was impossible; impos-

sible, at least, if he had any inclination to continue living.

One breath of unfiltered air anywhere near the warm edge of

the twilight zone was quick and very painful death; Ham would
have drawn in uncounted millions of the spores of those fierce

Venusian molds, and they'd have sprouted in furry and nauseat-

ing masses in his nostrils, his mouth, his lungs, and eventually

in his ears and eyes.

Breathing them wasn't even a necessary requirement; once
he'd come upon a trader's body with the mold springing from
his flesh. The poor fellow had somehow torn a rip in his transkin

Suit, and that was enough.

The situation made eating and drinking in the open a prob-

lem on Venus; one had to wait until a rain had precipitated the

spores, when it was safe for half an hour or so. Even then the

water must have been recently boiled and the food just removed
from its can; otherwise, as had happened to Ham more than once,
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the food was apt to turn abruptly into a fuzzy mass of molds that

grew about as fast as the minute hand moved on a clock. A
disgusting sight! A disgusting planet!

That last reflection was induced by Ham's view of the quag-

mire that had engulfed his shack. The heavier vegetation had gone

with it, but already avid and greedy life was emerging, wriggling

mud grass and the bulbous fungi called "walking balls." And all

around a million little slimy creatures slithered across the mud,
eating each other rapaciously, being torn to bits, and each frag-

ment re-forming to a complete creature.

A thousand different species, but all the same in one respect;

each of them was all appetite. In common with most Venusian

beings, they had a multiplicity of both legs and mouths; in fact

some of them were little more than blobs of skin split into dozens

of hungry mouths, crawling on a hundred spidery legs.

All life on Venus is more or less parasitic. Even the plants

that draw their nourishment directly from soil and air have also

the ability to absorb and digest—and, often enough, to trap

—

animal food. So fierce is the competition on that humid strip of

land between the fire and the ice that one who has never seen it

must fail even to imagine it.

The animal kingdom wars incessantly on itself and the plant

world; the vegetable kingdom retaliates, and frequently outdoes

the other in the production of monstrous predatory horrors that

one would even hesitate to call plant life. A terrible world!

In the few moments that Ham had paused to look back, ropy

creepers had already entangled his legs; transkin was impervious,

of course, but he had to cut the things away with his knife, and
the black nauseating juices that flowed out of them smeared on
his suit and began instantly to grow furry as the molds sprouted.

Ham shuddered.

"Hell of a place!" he growled, stooping to remove his mud-
shoes, which he slung carefully over his back.

He slogged away through the writhing vegetation, automatic-

ally dodging the awkward thrusts of the Jack Ketch trees as they

cast their nooses hopefully toward his arms and head.

Now and again he passed one from which dangled some
trapped creature, usually unrecognizable because the molds had
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enveloped it in a fuzzy shroud, while the tree itself was placidly

absorbing victim and molds alike.

"Horrible place!" Ham muttered, kicking a writhing mass
of nameless little vermin from his path.

He mused; his shack had been situated rather nearer the hot
edge of the twilight zone; it was a trifle over two hundred and
fifty miles to the shadow line, though of course that varied with

the libration. But one couldn't approach the line too closely, any-

way, because of the fierce, almost inconceivable, storms that raged

where the hot upper winds encountered the icy blasts of the

night side, giving rise to the birth throes of the ice barrier.

So a hundred and fifty miles due west would be sufficient

to bring coolness, to enter a region too temperate for the molds,

where he could walk in comparative comfort. And then, not more
than fifty miles north, lay the American settlement Erotia,

named, obviously, after that troublesome mythical son of Venus,

Cupid.

Intervening, of course, were the ranges of the Mountains of

Eternity, not those mighty twenty-mile-high peaks whose sum-

mits are occasionally glimpsed by Earthly telescopes, and that

forever sunder British Venus from the American possessions, but,

even at the point he planned to cross, very respectable mountains

indeed. He was on the British side now; not that any one cared.

Traders came and went as they pleased.

Well, that meant about two hundred miles. No reason why
he couldn't make it; he was armed with both automatic and

flame-pistol, and water was no problem, if carefully boiled. Under
pressure of necessity, one could even eat Venusian life—but it

required hunger and thorough cooking and a sturdy stomach.

It wasn't the taste so much as the appearance, or so he'd

been told. He grimaced; beyond doubt he'd be driven to find out

for himself, since his canned food couldn't possibly last out the

trip. Nothing to worry about, Ham kept telling himself. In fact,

plenty to be glad about; the xixtchil pods in his pack represented

as much wealth as he could have accumulated by ten years of

toil back on Earth.

No danger—and yet, men had vanished on Venus, dozens of

them. The melds had claimed them, or some fierce unearthly
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monster, or perhaps one of the many unknown living horrors,

both plant and animal.

Ham trudged along, keeping always to the clearings about

the Jack Ketch trees, since these vegetable omnivores kept other

life beyond the reach of their greedy nooses. Elsewhere progress

was impossible, for the Venusian jungle presented such a terrific

tangle of writhing and struggling forms that one could move only

by cutting the way, step by step, with infinite labor.

Even then there was the danger of Heaven only knew what

fanged and venomous creatures whose teeth might pierce the pro-

tective membrane of transkin, and a crack in that meant death.

Even the unpleasant Jack Ketch trees were preferable company,

he reflected, as he slapped their questing lariats aside.

Six hours after Ham had started his involuntary journey, it

rained. He seized the opportunity, found a place where a recent

mudspout had cleared the heavier vegetation away, and prepared

to eat. First, however, he scooped up some scummy water, fil-

tered it through the screen attached for that purpose to his can-

teen, and set about sterilizing it.

Fire was difficult to manage, since dry fuel is rare indeed in

the Hotlands of Venus, but Ham tossed a thermide tablet into

the liquid, and the chemicals boiled the water instantly, escaping

themselves as gases. If the water retained a slight ammoniacal
taste,—well, that was the least of his discomforts, he mused, as he
covered it and set it by to cool.

He uncapped a can of beans, watched a moment to see that

no stray molds had remained in the air to infect the food, then
opened the visor of his suit and swallowed hastily. Thereafter he
drank the blood-warm water and poured carefully what remained
into the water pouch within his transkin, where he could suck it

through a tube to his mouth without the deadly exposure to the

molds.

Ten minutes after he had completed the meal, while he rest-

ed and longed for the impossible luxury of a cigarette, the fuzzy

coat, sprang suddenly to life on the remnants of food in the can.

An hour later, weary and thoroughly soaked in perspiration,

Ham found a Friendly tree, so named by the explorer Burlingame
because it is one of the few organisms on Venus sluggish enough
to permit one to rest in its branches. So Ham climbed it, found
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the most comfortable position available, and slept as best he could.

It was five hours by his wrist watch before he awoke, and the

tendrils and little sucking cups of the Friendly tree were fastened

all over his transkin. He tore them away very carefully, climbed
down, and trudged westward.

It was after the second rain that he met the doughpot, as the

creature is called in British and American Venus. In the French
strip, it's the pot a colle t the "paste pot"; in the Dutch—well, the

Dutch are not prudish, and they C3ll the horror just what they

think it warrants.

Actually, the doughpot is a nauseous creature. It's a mass
of white, doughlike protoplasm, ranging in size from a single cell

to as much as twenty tons of mushy filth. It has no fixed form;

in fact, it's merely a mass of de Proust cells—in effect, a disem-

bodied, crawling, hungry cancer.

It has no organization and no intelligence, nor even any in-

stinct save hunger. It moves in whatever direction food touches

its surfaces; when it touches two edible substances, it quietly di-

vides, with the larger portion invariably attacking the greater

supply.

It's invulnerable to bullets; nothing less than the terrific blast

of a flame-pistol will kill it, and then only if the blast destroys

every individual cell. It travels over the ground absorbing even-

thing, leaving bare black soil where the ubiquitous molds spring

up at once—a noisome, nightmarish creature.

Ham sprang aside as the doughpot erupted suddenly from the

jungle to his right. It couldn't absorb the transkin, of course, but

to be caught in that pasty mess meant quick suffocation. He
glared at it disgustedly and was sorely tempted to blast it with his

flame-pistol as it slithered past at running speed. He would have,

too, but the experienced Venusian frontiersman is very careful

with the flame-pistol.

It has to be charged with a diamond, a cheap black one, of

course, but still an item to consider. The crystal, when fired, gives

up all its energy in one terrific blast that roars out like a lightning

stroke for a hundred yards, incinerating everything in its path.

The thing rolled by with a sucking and gulping sound. Be-

hind it opened the passage it had cleared; creepers, snake vines,

Jack Ketch trees—everything had been swept away down to the
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humid earth itself, where already the molds were springing up on
the slime of the doughpot's trail.

The alley led nearly in the direction Ham wanted to travel;

he seized the opportunity and strode briskly along, with a wary

eye, nevertheless, on the ominous walls of jungle. In ten hours

or so the opening would be filled once more with unpleasant life,

but for the present it offered a much quicker progress than dodg-

ing from one clearing to the next.

It was five miles up the trail, which was already beginning to

sprout inconveniently, that he met the native galloping along on
his four short legs, his pincerlike hands shearing a path for him.

Ham stopped for a palaver.

"Murra," he said.

The language of the natives of the equatorial regions of the

Hotlands is a queer one. It has, perhaps, two hundred words, but

when a trader had learned those two hundred, his knowledge of

the tongue is but little greater than the man who knows none
at all.

The words are generalized, and each sound has anywhere

from a dozen to a hundred meanings. Muns f for instance, is a

word of greeting; it may mean something much like "hello," or

"good morning." It may also convey a challenge—"on guard!"

It means beside, "Let's be friends," and also, strangelv, "Let's

fight this out."

It has, moreover, certain noun senses; it means peace, it

means war, it means courage, and, again, fear. A subtle language;

it is only very recently that studies of inflection have begun to

reveal its nature to human philologists. Yet, after all, perhaps
English, with its "to," "too," and "two," its "one/' "won," "wan,"
"wen," "win," "when," and a dozen other similarities, might seem
just as strange to Venusian ears, untrained in vowel distinctions.

Moreover, humans can't read the expressions of the broad,

flat, three-eyed Venusian faces, which in the nature of things must
convey a world of information among the natives themselves.

But this one accepted the intended sense. "Murra," he re-

sponded, pausing. "Usk?" That was among other things, "Who
are you?" or "Where did you come from?" or "Where are vou
bound?"

Ham chose the latter sense. He pointed off into the dim west,
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then raised his hand in an arc to indicate the mountains. "Erotia,"
he said. That had but one meaning, at least.

The native considered this in silence. At last he grunted and
volunteered some information. He swept his cutting claw in a

gesture west along the trail. "Curicy," he said, and then, "Murra."
The last was farewell; Ham pressed against the wriggling jungle

wall to permit him to pass.

Curly meant, together with twenty other senses, trader. It

was the word usually applied to humans, and Ham felt a pleasant

anticipation in the prospect of human company. It had been six

months since he had heard a human voice other than that on the

tiny radio now sunk with his shack.

True enough, five miles along the doughpot's trail Ham
emerged suddenly in an area where there had been a recent mud-
spout. The vegetation was only waist-high, and across the quar-

ter-mile clearing he saw a structure, a trading hut. But far more
pretentious than his own iron-walled cubicle: this one boasted

three rooms, an unheard-of luxury in the Hotlands, where every

ounce had to be laboriously transported by rocket from one of

the settlements. That was expensive, almost prohibitive. Traders

took a real gamble, and Ham knew he was lucky to have come out

so profitablv.

He strode over the still spongy ground. The windows were

shaded against the eternal daylight and the door—the door was

locked. This was a violation of the frontier code. One always

kA doors unlocked; it might mean the salvation of some strayed

trader, and not even the most dishonorable would steal from a

hut left ODen for his safety.

Nor would the natives; no creature is as honest as a Venusian

native, who never lies and never steals, though he might, after due

warning, kill a trader for his trade goods.

Ham stood puzzled. At last he kicked and tramped a clear

space before the door, sat down against it. and fell to snapping

away the numerous and loathsome little creatures that swarmed
over his transkin. He waited.

It wasn't half an hour before he saw the trader plowing

through the clearing—a short, slim fellow; the transkin shaded

his face, but Ham could make out large, shadowed eyes. He
stood up.
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"Hello!" he said jovially. "Thought I'd drop in for a visit.

My name's Hamilton Hammond—you guess the nickname!"

The newcomer stopped short, then spoke in a curiously soft

and husky voice, with a decidedly English accent. "My guess

would be 'Boiled Pork,' I fancy." The tones were cold, unfriend-

ly. "Suppose you step aside and let me in. Good day!"

Ham felt anger and amazement. "The devil!" he snapped.

"You're a hospitable sort, aren't you?"

"No. Not at all." The other paused at the door. "You re

an American. What are you doing on British soil? Have you a

passport?"

"Since when do you need a passport in the Hotlands?"

"Trading, aren't you?" the slim man said sharply. "In other

words, poaching. You've no rights here. Get on."

Ham's jaw set stubbornly behind his mask. "Rights or none,"

he said, "I'm entitled to the consideration of the frontier code. I

want a breath of air and a chance to wipe my face, and also a

chance to eat. If you open that door I'm coming in after you."

An automatic flashed into view. "Do, and you'll feed the

molds."

Ham, like all Venusian traders, was of necessity bold, re-

sourceful, and what is called in the States "hard-boiled." He didn't

flinch, but said in apparent yielding:

"All right; but listen, all I want is a chance to eat."

"Wait for a rain," said the other coolly and half turned to

unlock the door.

As his eyes shifted, Ham kicked at the revolver; it went spin-

ning against the wall and dropped into the weeds. His opponent
snatched for the flame-pistol that still dangled on his hip; Ham
caught his wrist in a mighty clutch.

Instantly the other ceased to struggle, while Ham felt a mo-
mentary surprise at the skinny feel of the wrist through its tran-

skin covering.

"Look here!" he growled. "I want a chance to eat, and I'm
going to get it. Unlock that door!"

He had both wrists now; the fellow seemed curiously delicate.

After a moment he nodded, and Ham released one hand. The
door opened, and he followed the other in.
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Again, unheard-of magnificence. Solid chairs, a sturdy table,

even books, carefully preserved, no doubt, by lycopodium against

the ravenous molds that sometimes entered Hotland shacks in

spite of screen filters and automatic spray. An automatic spray

was going now to destroy any spores that might have entered with

the opening door.

Ham sat down, keeping an eye on the other, whose flame-

pistol he had permitted to remain in its holster. He was confident

of his ability to outdraw the slim individual, and besides, who'd
risk firing a flame-pistol indoors? It would simply blow out one
wall of the building.

So he set about opening his mask, removing food from his

pack, wiping his steaming face, while his companion—or opponent
—looked on silently. Ham watched the canned meat for a mo-
ment; no molds appeared, and he ate.

"Why the devil," he rasped, "don't you open your visor?" At
the other's silence, he continued: "Afraid I'll see your face, eh?

Well, I'm not interested, I'm no cop."

No reply.

He tried again. "What's your name?"

The cool voice sounded: "Burlingame. Pat Burlingame
"

Ham laughed. "Patrick Burlingame is dead, my friend. I

knew him." No answer. "And if you don't want to tell your

name, at least you needn't insult the memory of a brave man and
a great explorer."

"Thank you." The voice was sardonic. "He was my
father."

"Another lie. He had no son. He had only a
—

" Ham
paused abruptly; a feeling of consternation swept over him. "Open
your visor!" he yelled.

He saw the lips of the other, dim through the transkin, twitch

into a sarcastic smile.

"Why not?" said the soft voice, and the mask dropped.

Ham gulped, behind the covering were the delicately mod-
eled features of a girl, with cool gray eyes in a face lovely despite

the glistening perspiration on cheeks and forehead.

The man gulped. After all, he was a gentleman despite his

profession as one of the fierce, adventurous traders of Venus. He
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was university-educated—an engineer—and only the lure of quick

wealth had brought him to the Hotlands.

"I—I'm sorry," he stammered.

"You brave American poachers!" she sneered. "Are all of

you so valiant as to force yourselves on women?"
"But—how could I know? What are you doing in a place like

this?"

"There's no reason for me to answer your questions, but"

—

she gestured toward the room beyond
—

"I'm classifying Hotland

flora and fauna. I'm Patricia Burlingame, biologist."

He perceived now the jar-inclosed specimens of a laboratory

in the next chamber. "But a girl alone in the Hotlands! It's

—

it's reckless!"

"I didn't expect to meet any American poachers," she re-

torted.

He flushed. "You needn't worry about me. I'm going."

He raised his hands to his visor.

Instantly Patricia snatched an automatic from the table

drawer. "You're going, indeed, Mr. Hamilton Hammond," she

said coolly. "But you're leaving your xixtchil with me. It's

crown property; you've stolen it from British territory, and I'm

confiscating it."

He stared. "Look here!" he blazed suddenly. "I've risked

all I have for that xixtchil. If I lose it I'm ruined—busted. I'm

not giving it up!"

"But you are."

He dropped his mask and sat down. "Miss Burlingame." he
said, "I don't think you've nerve enough to shoot me, but that's

what you'll have to do to get it. Otherwise I'll sit here until you
drop of exhaustion."

Her gray eyes bored silently into his blue ones. The gun held

steadily on his heart, but spat no bullet. It was a deadlock.

At last the girl said. "You win, poacher." She slapped the

gun into her empty holster. "Get out, then."

"Gladly!" he snapped.

He rose, fingered his visor, then dropped it again at a sudden
startled scream from the girl. He whirled, suspecting a trick, but
she was staring out of the window with wide, apprehensive eves.

Ham saw the writhing of vegetation and then a vast whitish
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mass. A doughpot—a monstrous one, bearing steadily toward

their shelter. He heard the gentle dunk of impact, and then the

window was blotted out by the pasty mess, as the creature, not
quite large enough to engulf the building, split into two masses
that flowed around and remerged on the other side.

Another cry from Patricia. "Your mask, fool!" she rasped.

"Close it!"

"Mask? Why?" Nevertheless, he obeyed automatically.

"Why? That's why! The digestive acids—look!"

She pointed at the walls; indeed, thousands of tinv pinholes

of light were appearing. The digestive acids of the monstrosity,

powerful enough to attack whatever food chance brought, had
corroded the metal: it was porous; the shack was ruined. He
gasped as fuzzy molds shot instantly from the remains of his meal,

and a red-and-green fur sprouted from the wood of chairs and
table.

The two faced each other.

Ham chuckled. "Well," he said, "you're homeless, too. Mine
went down in a mudspout."

"Yours would!" Patricia retorted acidly. "You Yankees could-

n't think of finding shallow soil, I suppose. Bed rock is just six

feet below here, and my place is on pilons."

"Well, you're a cool devil! Anyway, your place might as well

be sunk. Wliat are you going to dor
'

"Do? Don't concern vourself. I'm quite able to manage."

"How?"
"It's no affair of yours, but I have a rocket call each month."

"You must be a millionaire, then," he commented.
"The Royal Society/' she said coldly, "is financing this ex-

pedition. The rocket is due
—

"

She paused; Ham thought she paled a little behind her mask.

"Due when?"

"Why—it just came two davs ago. I'd forgotten."

"I see. And you think you'll just stick around for a month
waiting for it. Is that it?"

Patricia stared at him defiantly.

"Do vou know," he resumed, "what you'd be in a month?

It's ten davs to summer and look at your shack." He gestured at

the walls, where brown and rusty patches were forming; at his
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motion a piece the size of a saucer tumbled in with a crackle. "In

two days this thing will be a caved-in ruin. What'll you do dur-

ing fifteen days of summer? What'll you do without shelter when
the temperature reaches a hundred and fifty—a hundred and six-

ty7 HI tell you-you'll die/'

She said nothing.

"You'll be a fuzzy mass of molds before the rocket returns,"

Ham said. "And then a pile of clean bones that will go down
with the first mudspout."

"Be still!" she blazed.

"Silence won't help. Now I'll tell you what you can do. You
can take your pack and your mudshoes and walk along with me.

We can make the Cool Country before summer—if you can walk

as well as you talk."

"Go with a Yankee poacher? I fancy not!"

"And then," he continued imperturbably, "we can cross com-

fortably to Erotia, a good American town."

Patricia reached for her emergency pack, slung it over her

shoulders. She retrieved a thick bundle of notes, written in ani-

line ink on transkin, brushed off a few vagrant molds, and slipped

it into the pack. She picked up a pair of diminutive mudshoes
and turned deliberately to the door

"So you're coming?" he chuckled.

"I'm going," she retorted coldly, "to the good British town
of Venoble. Alone!"

"Venoble!" he gasped. "That's two hundred miles south!

And across the Greater Eternities, too!"

Patricia walked silently out of the door and turned west to-

ward the Cool Country. Ham hesitated a moment, then fol-

lowed. He couldn't permit the girl to attempt that journey alone;

since she ignored his presence, he simply trailed a few steps be-

hind her, plodding grimly and angrily along.

For three hours or more they trudged through the endless

davlight, dodging the thrusts of the Jack Ketch trees, but mostly

following the still fairly open trail of the first doughpot.

Ham was amazed at the agile and lithe grace of the girl, who
slipped along the way with the sure skill of a native. Then a

memory came to him; she was a native, in a sense. He recalled

now that Patrick Burlingame's daughter was the first human child
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born on Venus, in the colony of Venoble, founded by her father.

Ham remembered the newspaper articles when she had been
sent to Earth to be educated, a child of eight: he had been thir-

teen then. He was twenty-seven now. which made Patricia Bur-

lingame twenty-two.

Not a word passed between them until at last the girl swung
about in exasperation.

"Go away," she blazed.

Ham halted. "I'm not bothering you."

"But I don't want a bodyguard. I'm a better Hotlander than

you!"

He didn't argue the point. He kept silent, and after a mo-
ment she flashed: "I hate you, Yankee! Lord, how I hate you!"

She turned and trudged on.

An hour later the mudspout caught them. Without warn-

ing, watery muck boiled up around their feet, and the vegetation

swayed wildly. Hastily, they strapped on their mudshoes, while

the heavier plants sank with sullen gurgles around them. Again

Ham marveled at the girl's skill; Patricia slipped away across the

unstable surface with a speed he could not match, and he shuffled

far behind.

Suddenly he saw her stop. That was dangerous in a mud-
spout; only an emergency could explain it. He hurried; a hun-

dred feet away he perceived the reason. A strap had broken on

her right shoe, and she stood helpless, balancing on her left foot,

while the remaining bowl was sinking slowly. Even now black

mud slopped over the edge.

She eyed him as he approached. He shuffled to her side;

as she saw his intention, she spoke.

"You can't," she said.

Ham bent cautiously, slipping his arms about her knees and

shoulders. Her mudshoe was already embedded, but he heaved

mightily, driving the rims of his own dangerously close to the

surface. With a great sucking gulp, she came free and lay very

still in his arms, so as not to unbalance him as he slid again into

careful motion over the treacherous surface. She was not heavy,

but it was a hairbreadth chance, and the mud flipped and gurgled

at the very edge of his shoe-bowls. Even though Venus has

slightly less surface gravitation than Earth, a week or so gets one
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accustomed to it, and the twenty per cent advantage in weight

seems to disappear.

A hundred yards brought firm footing. He sat her down and
unstrapped their mudshoes.

"Thank you," she said coolly. "That was brave."

"You're welcome," he returned dryly. "I suppose this will

end any idea of your traveling alone. Without both mudshoes,

the next mudspout will be the last for you. Do we walk together

now?"

Her voice chilled. "I can make a substitute shoe from tree

skin. Then," she said, 'Til simply wait a day or two for the mud
to dry and dig up my lost one."

He laughed and gestured at the acres of mud. "Dig where?"

he countered. "You'll be here till summer if you try that."

She yielded. "You win again, Yankee. But only to the Cool
Country, then you'll go north and I south."

They trudged on. Patricia was as tireless as Ham himself and
vastly more adept in Hotland lore. Though they spoke but little,

he never ceased to wonder at the skill she had in picking the

quickest route, and she seemed to sense the thrusts of the Jack

Ketch trees without looking. But it was when they halted at

last, after a rain had given opportunity for a hasty meal, that he
had real cause to thank her.

"Sleep?" he suggested, and as she nodded: "There's a Friendly

tree."

He moved toward it, the girl behind.

Suddenly she seized his arm. "It's a Pharisee!" she cried,

jerking him back.

None too soon! The false Friendly tree had lashed down with

a terrible stroke that missed his face by inches. It was no Friendly

tree at all, but an imitator, luring prey within reach by its ap-

parent harmlessness, then striking with knife-sharp spikes.

Ham gasped. "What is it? I never saw one of those before."

"A Pharisee! It just looks like a Friendly tree."

She took out her automatic and sent a bullet into the black,

pulsing trunk. A dark stream gushed and the ubiquitous molds
sprang into life about the hole. The tree was doomed.

"Thanks," said Ham awkwardly. "I guess you saved my life."
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"We're quits now." She gazed levelly at him. "Understand?
We're even."

Later they found a true Friendly Tree and slept. Awaken-
ing, they trudged on again, and slept again, and so on for three

nightless days. No more mudspouts burst about them, but all

other horrors of the Hotlands were well in evidence. Doughpots
crossed their path, snake vines hissed and struck, the Jack Ketch
trees flung their sinister nooses, and a million little crawling

things writhed underfoot or dropped upon their suits.

Once they encountered a uniped, that queer, kangaroolike

creature that leaps, crashing through the jungle on a single mighty
leg, and thrusts out its ten-foot beak to spear its prey.

When Ham missed his first shot, the girl brought it down in

mid-leap to thresh into the avid clutches of the Jack Ketch trees

and the merciless molds.

On another occasion, Patricia had both feet caught in a Jack

Ketch noose that lay for some unknown cause on the ground. As
she stepped within it, the tree jerked her suddenly, to dangle head
down a dozen feet in the air, and she hung hopelessly until Ham
managed to cut her free. Beyond doubt, either would have died

alone on any of several occasions; together they pulled through.

Yet neither relaxed the cool, unfriendly attitude that had
become habitual. Ham never addressed the girl unless necessary,

and she in the rare instances when they spoke, called him always

by no other name, than Yankee poacher. In spite of this, the

man found himself sometimes remembering the piquant loveli-

ness of her features, her brown hair and level gray eyes, as he had
glimpsed them in brief moments when rain made it safe to open
their visors.

At last one day a wind stirred out of the west, bringing with

it a breath of coolness that was like the air of heaven to them.

It was the underwind, the wind that blew from the frozen half of

the planet, that breathed cold from beyond the ice barrier. When
Ham experimentally shaved the skin from a writhing weed, the

molds sprang out more slowly and with encouraging sparseness.

They were approaching the Cool Country.

They found a Friendly tree with lightened hearts; another

day's trek might bring them to the uplands where one could walk
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unhooded, in safety from the molds, since these could not sprout

in a temperature much below eight}'.

Ham woke first. For a while he gazed silently across at the

girl, smiling at the way the branches of the tree had encircled her

like affectionate arms. They were merely hungry, of course, but

it looked like tenderness. His smile turned a little sad as he re-

alized that the Cool Country meant parting, unless he could dis-

courage that insane determination of hers to cross the Greater

Eternities.

He sighed, and reached for his pack sling on a branch between

them, and suddenly a bellow of rage and astonishment broke from

him.

His xixtchil pods! The transkin pouch was slit; they were

gone.

Patricia woke startled at his cry. Then, behind her mask,

he sensed an ironic, mocking smile.

"My xixtchil!" he roared. "Where is it?"

She pointed down. There among the lesser growths was a

little mound of molds.

"There," she said coolly. "Down there, poacher."

"You—" He choked with rage.

"Yes, I slit the pouch while you slept. You'll smuggle no
stolen wealth from British territory."

Ham was white, speechless. "You damned devil!" he bel-

lowed at last. "That's every cent I had!"

"But stolen," she reminded him pleasantly, swinging her

dainty feet.

Rage actually made him tremble. He glared at her; the light

struck through the translucent transkin, outlining her body and
slim rounded legs in shadow. "I ought to kill you!" he muttered
tensely.

His hand twitched, and the girl laughed softly. With a groan

of desperation, he slung his pack over his shoulders and dropped
to the ground.

"I hope—I hope you die in the mountains," he said grimly,

and stalked away toward the west.

A hundred yards distant he heard her voice.

"Yankee! Wait a moment!"
He neither paused nor glanced back, but strode on.
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Half an liour later, glancing back from the crest of a rise,

Ham perceived that she was following him. He turned and hur-

ried on. The way was upward now, and his strength began to

outweigh her speed and skill.

When next he glimpsed her, she was a plodding speck far

behind, moving, he imagined, with a weary doggedncss. He
frowned back at her; it had occurred to him that a mudspout
would find her completely helpless, lacking the vitally important

mudshoes.
Then he realized that they were beyond the region of mud-

spouts, here in the foothills of the Mountains of Eternity, and
anyway, he decided grimly, he didn't care.

For a while Ham paralleled a river, doubtless an unnamed
tributary of the Phlcgcthon. So far there had been no necessity

to cross watercourses, since naturally all streams on Venus flow

from the ice barrier across the twilight zone to the hot side, and
therefore had coincided with their own direction.

But now, once he attained the tablelands and turned north,

he would encounter rivers. They had to be crossed either on

logs or, if opportunity offered and the stream was narrow, through

the branches of Friendly trees. To set foot in the water was

death; fierce fanged creatures haunted the streams.

He had one near catastrophe at the rim of the table-land. It

wis while he edged through a Jack Ketch clearing; suddenly there

was a heave of white corruption, and tree and jungle growth dis-

appeared in the mass of a gigantic doughpot.

He was cornered between the monster and an impenetrable

tangle of vegetation, so he did the onlv thing left to do. He
snatched his flame-pistol and sent a terrific, roaring blast into the

horror, a blast that incinerated tons of pasty filth and left a few

small fragments crawling and feeding on the debris.

The blast also, as it usually does, shattered the barrel of the

weapon. He sighed as he set about the forty-minute job of re-

placing it—no true Hotlander ever delays that—for the blast had

cost fifteen good American dollars, ten for the cheap diamond

that had exploded, and five for the barrel. Nothing at all when
he had had his xixtchil, but a real item now. He sighed again as

he discovered that the remaining barrel was his last; he had been

forced to economize on everything when he set out.
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Ham came at last to the table-land. The fierce and predatory

vegetation of the Hotlands grew scarce; he began to encounter

true plants, with no power of movement, and the underwind
blew cool in his face.

He was in a sort of high valley; to his right were the gray

peaks of the Lesser Eternities, beyond which lay Erotia, and to

his left, like a mighty glittering rampart, lay the vast slopes of the

Greater Range, whose peaks were lost in the clouds fifteen miles

above.

He looked at the opening of the rugged Madman's Pass

where it separated two colossal peaks; the pass itself was twenty-

five thousand feet in height, but the mountains out-topped it by
fifty thousand more. One man had crossed that jagged crack on
foot—Patrick Burlingame—and that was the way his daughter

meant to follow.

Ahead, visible as a curtain of shadow, lay the night edge of

the twilight zone, and Ham could see the incessant lightnings

that flashed forever in this region of endless storms. It was here

that the ice barrier crossed the ranges of the Mountains of Eter-

nity, and the cold underwind, thrust up by the mighty range, met
the warm upper winds in a struggle that was one continuous

storm, such a storm as only Venus could provide. The river

Phlegethon had its source somewhere back in there.

Ham surveyed the wildly magnificent panorama. To-morrow,
or rather, after resting, he would turn north. Patricia would turn

south, and beyond doubt, would die somewhere on Madman's
Pass. For a moment he had a queerly painful sensation, then

he frowned bitterly.

Let her die, if she was fool enough to attempt the pass alone

just because she was too proud to take a rocket from an American
settlement. She deserved it. He didn't care; he was still assur-

ing himself of that as he prepared to sleep, not in a Friendly tree,

but in one of the far more friendly specimens of true vegetation

and in the luxury of an open visor.

The sound of his name awakened him. He gazed across the

table-land to see Patricia just topping the divide, and he felt a

moment's wonder at how she had managed to trail him, a difficult

feat indeed in a countrv where the living vegetation writhes in-

stantly back across one's path. Then he recalled the blast of his
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flame-pistol; the flash and sound would carry for miles, and she
must have heard or seen it.

Ham saw her glancing anxiously around.

"Ham!" she shouted again—not Yankee or poacher, but
"Ham!"

He kept a sullen silence; again she called. He could see her

bronzed and piquant features now; she had dropped her transkin

hood. She called again; with a despondent little shrug, she

turned south along the divide, and he watched her go in grim
silence. When the forest hid her from view, he descended and
turned slowly north.

Very slowly; his steps lagged; it was as if he tugged against

some invisible elastic bond. He kept seeing her anxious face and
hearing in memory the despondent call. She was going to her

death, he believed, and after all, despite what she had done to

him, he didn't want that. She was too full of life, too confident,

too young, and above all, too lovely to die.

True, she was an arrogant, vicious, self-centered devil, cool

as crystal, and as unfriendly; but—she had gray eyes and brown
hair, and she was courageous. And at last, with a groan of ex-

asperation, he halted his lagging steps, turned, and rushed with

almost eager speed into the south.

Trailing the girl was easy here for one trained in the Hot-

lands. The vegetation was slow to mend itself here in the Cool
Country, and now and again he found imprints of her feet, or

broken twigs to mark her path. He found the place where she

had crossed the river through tree branches, and he found a place

where she had paused to eat.

But he saw that she was gaining on him; her skill and speed

outmatched his, and the trail grew steadily older. At last he

stopped to rest; the table-land was beginning to curve upward

toward the vast Mountains of Eternity, and on rising ground he

knew he could overtake her. So he slept for a while in the lux-

urious comfort of no transkin at all, just the shorts and shirt that

one wore beneath. That was safe here; the eternal underwind,

blowing always toward the Hotlands, kept drifting mold spores

away, and any brought in on the fur of animals died quickly at

the first cool breeze. Nor would the true plants of the Cool

Country attack his flesh.
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He slept five hours. The next "day" of traveling brought

another change in the country. The life of the foothills was

sparse compared to the table-lands; the vegetation was no longer

a jungle, but a forest, an unearthly forest, true, of treelike growths

wliose boles rose five hundred feet and then spread, not into fo-

liage, but flower)- appendages. Only an occasional Jack Ketch

tree reminded him of the Hotlands.

Farther on, the forest diminished. Great rock outcroppings

appeared, and vast red cliffs with no growths of any kind. Now
and then he encountered swarms of the planet's only aerial crea-

tures, the gray, mothlike dusters, large as hawks, but so fragile

that a blow shattered them. They darted about, alighting at

times to seize small squirming things, and tinkling in their curi-

ously bell-like voices. And apparently almost above him, though
really thirty miles distant, loomed the Mountains of Eternity,

their peaks lost in the clouds that swirled fifteen miles overhead.

Here again it grew difficult to trail since Patricia scrambled

often over bare rock. But little by little the signs grew fresher;

once again his greater strength began to tell. And then he

glimpsed her, at the base of a colossal escarpment split by a nar-

row, tree-filled canyon.

She was peering first at the mighty precipice, then at the

cleft, obviously wondering whether it offered a means of scaling

the barrier, or whether it was necessary to circle the obstacle. Like

himself, she had discarded her transkin and wore the usual shirt

and shorts of the Cool Country, which, after all, is not very cool

by terrestrial standards. She looked, he thought, like some lovely

forest nymph of the ancient slopes of Pelion.

He hurried as she moved into the canyon. "Pat!" he shouted;

it was the first time he had spoken her given name. A hundred
feet within the passage he overtook her.

"You!" she gasped. She looked tired; she had been hurrying

for hours, but a light of eagerness flashed in her eyes. "I thought
you had—I tried to find you."

Ham's face held no responsive light. "Listen here, Pat Bur-

lingame," he said coldly. "You don't deserve any consideration,

but I can't see you walking into death. You're a stubborn devil,

but you're a woman. I'm taking you to Erotia."
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The eagerness vanished. "Indeed, poacher? My father

crossed here. I can, too."

"Your father crossed in midsummer, didn't he? And midsum-
mer's today. You can't make Madman's Pass in less than five

days, a hundred and twenty hours, and by then it will be nearly

winter, and this longitude will be close to the storm line. You're a

fool."

She flushed. "The pass is high enough to be in the upper
winds. It will be warm."

"Warm! Yes—warm with lightning." He paused; the faint

rumble of thunder rolled through the canyon. "Listen to that.

In five days that will be right over us." He gestured up at the

utterly barren slopes. "Not even Venusian life can get a foot-

hold up there—or do you think you've got brass enough to be
a lightning rod? Maybe you're right."

Anger flamed. "Rather the lightning than you!" Patricia

snapped, and then as suddenly softened. "I tried to call you
back," she said irrelevantly.

"To laugh at me," he retorted bitterly.

"No. To tell you I was sorry, and that
—

"

"I don't want vour apologv."

"But I wanted' to tell you that—"
"Never mind," he said curtly. "I'm not interested in your

repentence. The harm's done." He frowned coldly down on her.

Patricia said meekly: "But I
—

"

A crashing and gurgling interrupted her, and she screamed

as a gigantic doughpot burst into view, a colossus that filled the

canyon from wall to wall to a six-foot height as it surged toward

them. The horrors were rarer in the Cool Country, but larger,

since the abundance of food in the Hotlands kept subdividing

them. But this one was a giant, a behemoth, tons and tons of

nauseous, ill-smelling corruption heaving up the narrow way.

They were cut off.

Ham snatched his flame-pistol, but the girl seized his arm.

"No, no!" she cried. "Too close! It will spatter!"

Patricia was right. Unprotected by transkin, the touch of a

fragment of that monstrosity was deadly, and, beyond that, the

blast of a flame-pistol would shower bits of it upon them. He
grasped her wrist and they fled up the canyon, striving for van-
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tage way enough to risk a shot. And a dozen feet behind surged

the doughpot, traveling blindly in the only direction it could—
the way of food.

They gained. Then, abruptly, the canyon, which had been

angling southwest, turned sharply south. The light of the eter-

nally eastward Sun was hidden; they were in a pit of perpetual

shadow, and the ground was bare and lifeless rock. And as it

reached that point, the doughpot halted; lacking any organization,

any will, it could not move when no food gave it direction. It

was such a monster as only the life-swarming climate of Venus
could harbor; it lived only by endless eating.

The two paused in the shadow.

"Now what?" muttered Ham.
A fair shot at the mass was impossible because of the angle;

a blast would destroy only the portion it could reach.

Patricia leaped upward, catching a snaky shrub on the wall,

so placed that it received a faint ray of light. She tossed it against

the pulsing mass; the whole doughpot lunged forward a foot or

two.

"Lure it in," she suggested.

They tried. It was impossible; vegetation was too sparse.

"What will happen to the thing?" asked Ham.
"I saw one stranded on the desert edge of the Hotlands,"

replied the girl. "It quivered around for a long time, and then
the cells attacked one another. It ate itself." She shuddered.

"It was—horrible!"

"How long?"

"Oh, forty or fiftv hours
"

"I won't wait that long," growled Ham. He fumbled in his

pack, pulling out his transkin.

"What will you do?"

"Put this on and try to blast that mass out of here at close

range." He fingered his flame-pistol. "This is my last barrel,"

he said gloomily, then, more hopefully: "But we have yours."

"The chamber of mine cracked last time I used it, ten or

twelve hours ago. But I have plenty of barrels."

"Good enough!" said Ham.
He crept cautiously toward the horrible, pulsating wall of

white. He thrust his arm so as to cover the greatest angle, pulled
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the trigger, and the roar and blazing fire of the blast bellowed
echoing through the canyon. Bits of the monster spattered around
him, and the thickness of the remainder, lessened by the incin-

eration of tons of filth, was now only three feet.

"The barrel held!" he called triumphantly. It saved much
time in recharging.

Five minutes later the weapon crashed again. When the

mass of the monstrosity stopped heaving, only a foot and a half

of depth remained, but the barrel had been blow to atoms.

"We'll have to use yours," he said, then stared at it in dis-

may. The barrels of her Enfield-made weapon were far too small

for his American pistol stock!

He groaned. "Of all the idiots!" he burst out.

"Idiots!" she flared. "Because you Yankees use trench mor-
tars for your barrels?"

"I meant myself. I should have guessed this." He shrugged.

"Well, we have our choice now of waiting here for the doughpot
to eat himself, or trying to find some other way out of this trap.

And my hunch is that this canyon's blind."

It was probable, Patricia admitted. The narrow cleft was the

product of some vast, ancient upheaval that had split the moun-
tain in halves. Since it was not the result of water erosion, it was

likely enough that the cleft ended abruptly in an unscalable

precipice, but it was possible, too, that somewhere those sheer

walls might be surmountable.

"We've time to waste, anyway," she concluded. "We might
as well try it. Besides

—
" She wrinkled her dainty nose distaste-

fully at the doughpot's odor.

Still in his transkin, Ham followed her through the shadowy
half dusk. The passage narrowed, then veered west again, but

now so high and sheer were the walls that the Sun, slightly south

of east, cast no light into it. It was a place of shades like the

region of the storm line that divides the twilight zone from the

dark hemisphere, not true light, nor yet honest day, but a dim
middle state.

Ahead of him Patricia's bronzed limbs showed pale instead

of tan, and when she spoke her voice went echoing queerly be-

tween the opposing cliffs. A weird place, this chasm, a dusky,

unpleasant place.
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"I don't like this," said Ham. "The pass is cutting closer

and closer to the dark. Do you realize no one knows what's in

the dark parts of the Mountains of Eternity?"

Patricia laughed; the sound was ghostly. "What danger

could there be? Anyway, we still have our automatics."

"There's no way up here," Ham grumbled. "Let's turn

back."

Patricia faced him. "Frightened, Yankee?" Her voice drop-

ped. "The natives say these mountains are haunted," she went
on mockingly. "My father told me he saw queer things in Mad-
man's Pass. Do you know that if there is life on the night side,

here is the one place it would impinge on the twilight zone? Here
in the Mountains of Eternity?"

She was taunting him; she laughed again. And suddenly her

laughter was repeated in a hideous cacophony that hooted out

from the sides of the cliffs above them in a horrid medley.

She paled; it was Patricia who was frightened now. They
stared apprehensively up at the rock walls where strange shadows
flickered and shifted.

"What—what was it?" she whispered. And then: "Ham!
Did you sec that?"

Ham had seen it. A wild shape had flung itself across the

strip of sky, leaping from cliff to cliff far above them. And again

came a peal of hooting that sounded like laughter, while shadowy
forms moved, flylike, on the sheer walls.

"Let's go back!" she gasped. "Quickly!"
As sht turned, a small black object fell and broke with a

sullen pop before them. Ham stared at it. A pod, a spore-sac,

of some unknown variety. A lazy, dusky cloud drifted over it,

and suddenly both of them were choking violently. Ham felt

his head spinning in dizziness, and Patricia reeled against him.
"It's—narcotic!" she gasped. "Back!"
But a dozen more plopped around them. The dusty spores

whirled in dark eddies, and breathing was a torment. They were
being drugged and suffocated at the same time.

Ham had a sudden inspiration. "Mask!" he choked, and
pulled his transkin over his face.

The filter that kept out the molds of the Hotlands cleared

the air of these spores as well; his head cleared. But the girl's
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covering was somewhere in her pack; she was fumbling for it.

Abruptly she sat down, swaying.

"My pack," she murmured. "Take it out with you. Your

—

your

—

" She broke into a fit of coughing.

He dragged her under a shallow overhang and ripped her

transkin from the pack. "Put it on!" he snapped.

A score of pods were popping.

A figure flitted silently far up on the wall of rock. Ham
watched its progress, then aimed his automatic and fired. There
was a shrill, rasping scream, answered by a chorus of dissonant

ululations, and something as large as a man whirled down to crash

not ten feet from him.

The tning was hideous. Ham stared appalled at a creature

not unlike a native, three-eyed, two-handed, four-legged, but the

hands, though two-fingered like the Hotlanders; were not pincer-

like—but white and clawed.

And the face! Not the broad, expressionless face of the oth-

ers, but a slanting, malevolent, dusky visage with each eye double
the size of the natives'. It wasn't dead; it glared hatred and seized

a stone, flinging it at him with weak viciousness. Then it died.

Ham didn't know what it was, of course. Actually it was a

tiiops noctivivans—the "three-eyed dweller in the dark," the

strange, semi-intelligent being that is as yet the only known crea-

ture of that fierce remnant still occasionally found in the sunless

parts of the Mountains of Eternity. It is perhaps the most vicious

creature in the known planets, absolutely unapproachable, and
delighting in slaughter.

At the crash of the shot, the shower of pods had ceased, and
a chorus of laughing hoots ensued. Ham seized the respite to pull

the girl's transkin over her face; she had collapsed with it only

half on.

Then a sharp crack sounded, and a stone rebounded to strike

his arm. Others pattered around him, whining past, swift as bul-

lets. Black figures flickered in great leaps against the sky, and
their fierce laughter sounded mockinglv. He fired at one in mid-

air; the cry of pain rasped again, but the creature did not fall.

Stones pelted him. They were all small ones, pebble-sized,

but they were flung so fiercely that they hummed in passage, and
they tore his flesh through his transkin. He turned Patricia on
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her face, but she moaned faintly as a missile struck her back. He
shielded her with his own body.

The position was intolerable. He must risk a dash back, even

though the doughpot blocked the opening. Perhaps, he thought,

armored in transkin he could wade through the creature. He
knew that was an insane idea; the gluey mass would roll him into

itself to suffocate—but it had to be faced. He gathered the girl

in his arms and rushed suddenly down the canyon.

Hoots and shrieks and a chorus of mocking laughter echoed

around him. Stones struck him everywhere. One glanced from

his head, sending him stumbling and staggering against the cliff.

But he ran doggedly on; he knew now what drove him. It was

the girl he carried; he had to save Patricia Burlingame.

Ham reached the bend. Far up on the west wall glowed

cloudy sunlight, and his weird pursuers flung themselves to the

dark side. They couldn't stand daylight, and that gave him some
assistance; by creeping very close to the eastern wall he was par-

tially shielded

Ahead was the other bend, blocked by the doughpot. As he

neared it, he turned suddenly sick. Three of the creatures were

grouped against the mass of white, eating—actually eating!—the

corruption. They whirled, hooting, as he came; he shot two of

them, as the third leaped for the wall, he dropped that one as

well, and it fell with a dull gulping sound into the doughpot.

Again he sickened; the doughpot drew away from it, leaving

the thing lying in a hollow like the hole of a giant doughnut. Not
even that monstrosity would eat these creatures.*

But the thing's leap had drawn Ham's attention to a twelve-

inch ledge. It might be—yes. it was possible that he could tra-

verse that rugged trail and so circle the doughpot. Nearly hope-

less, no doubt, to attempt it under the volley of stones, but he
must. There was no alternative.

He shifted the girl to free his right arm. He slipped a second
clip in his automatic and then fired at random into the flitting

shadows above. For a moment the hail of pebbles ceased, and

•Note: It was not known then that while the night-side life of Venus
can eat and digest that of the day side, the reverse is not true. No dav-side

creature can absorb the dark life because of the presence of various metabolic
alcohols, all poisonous.
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with a convulsive, painful struggle, Ham dragged himself and
Patricia to the ledge.

Stones cracked about him once more. Step by step he edged
along the way, poised just over the doomed doughpot. Death
beiow and death above! And little by little he rounded the bend;
above him both walls glowed in sunlight, and they were safe.

At least, he was safe. The girl might already be dead, he
thought frantically, as he slipped and slid through the slime of the
doughpot's passage. Out on the daylit slope he tore the mask
from her face and gazed on white, marble-cold features.

It was not death, however, but only drugged torpor. An hour
later she was conscious, though weak and very badly frightened.

Yet almost her first question was for her pack.

"It's here/' Ham said. "What's so precious about that pack?
Your notes?"

"My notes? Oh, no!" A faint flush covered her features. "It's

—I kept trying to tell you—it's your xixtchil."

"What?"
"Yes. I—of course. I didn't throw it to the molds. It's yours

by rights, Ham. Lots of British traders go into the American
Hotlands. I just slit the pouch and hid the xixtchil here in my
pack. The molds on the ground were only some twigs I threw
there to—to make it look real."

"But—but—why?"
The flush deepened. "I wanted to punish you," Patricia

whispered, "for being so—so cold and distant."

"I?" Ham was amazed. "It was you!"

"Perhaps it was, at first. You forced your way into my house,

you know. But—after you carried me across the mudspout, Ham
—it was different."

Ham gulped. Suddenly he pulled her into his arms. "I'm

not going to quarrel about whose fault it was," he said. "But
we'll settle one thing immediately. We're going to Erotia, and
that's where we'll be married, in a good American church if

they've put one up yet, or by a good American justice if they

haven't. There's no more talk of Madman's Pass and crossing

the Mountains of Eternity. Is that clear?"

She glanced at the vast, looming peaks and shuddered. "Quite

clear!" she replied meekly.
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wV Vhew!" whistled "Ham"
Hammond, staring through the right forward observation port.

"What a place for a honeymoon!"
"Then you shouldn't have married a biologist," remarked

Mrs. Hammond over his shoulder, but he could see her gray

eyes dancing in the glass of the port. "Nor an explorer's

daughter," she added. For Pat Hammond, until her marriage

to Ham a scant four weeks ago, had been Patricia Burlingame,

daughter of the great Englishman who had won so much of the

twilight zone of Venus for Britain, exactly as Crowly had done
for the United States.

"I didn't," observed Ham, "marry a biologist. I married

a girl who happened to be interested in biology; that's all. It's

one of her few drawbacks."

He cut the blast to the underjets, and the rocket settled

down gently on a cushion of flame toward the black landscape

below. Slowly, carefully, he dropped the unwieldly mechanism
until there was the faintest perceptible jar; then he killed the

blast suddenly, the floor beneath them tilted slightly, and a

strange silence fell like a blanket after the cessation of the roar-

ing blast.

"We're here," he announced.
"So we are," agreed Pat. "Where's here?"

"It's a point exactly seventy-five miles east of the Barrier

opposite Venoble, in the British Cool Country. To the north
is, I suppose, the continuation of the Mountains of Eternity,

and to the south is Heaven knows what. And this last applies

to the east."
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"Which is a good technical description of nowhere." Pat
laughed. "Let's turn off the lights and look at nowhere."

She did, and in the darkness the ports showed as faintly

luminous circles.

"I suggest/' she proceeded, "that the Joint Expedition

ascend to the dome for a less restricted view. We're here to

investigate; let's do a little investigating."

"This joint of the expedition agrees," chuckled Ham.
He grinned in the darkness at the flippancy with which

Pat approached the serious business of exploration. Here they

were, the Joint Expedition of the Royal Society and the Smith-

sonian Institute for the Investigation of Conditions on the Dark
Side of Venus, to use the full official title.

Of course Ham himself, while technically the American half

of the project, was in reality a member only because Pat wouldn't

consider anything else: but she was the one to whom the bearded

society and institute members addressed their questions, their

terms, and their instructions.

And this was no more than fair, for Pat, after all, was the

leading authority on Hotland flora and fauna, and, moreover,

the first human child born on Venus, while Ham was only an

engineer lured originally to the Venusian frontier by a dream

of quick wealth in xixtchil trading in the Hotlands.

It was there he had met Patricia Burlingame, and there,

after an adventurous journey to the foothills of the Mountains

of Eternity, that he had won her. They had been married in

Erotia, the American settlement, less than a month ago, and then

had come the offer of the expedition to the dark side.

Ham had argued against it. He had wanted a good terrestrial

honeymoon in New York or London, but there were difficulties.

Primarily there was the astronomical one; Venus was past peri-

gee, and it would be eight long months before its slow swing

around the Sun brought it back to a point where a rocket could

overtake the Earth.

Eight months in primitive, frontier-built Erotia, or in equal-

ly primitive Venoble, if they chose the British settlement, with

no amusement save hunting, no radio, no plays, even very few
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books. And if they must hunt, Pat argued, why not add the

thrill and danger of the unknown?
Nu one knew what life, if any, lurked on the dark side of

the planet; very few had even seen it, and those few from rockets

speeding over vast mountain ranges or infinite frozen oceans.

Here was a chance to explain the mystery, and explore it, ex-

penses paid.

It took a multimillionaire to build and equip a private

rocket, but the Royal Society and the Smithsonian Institute,

spending government money, were above such considerations.

There'd be danger, perhaps, and breath-taking thrills, but—they
could be alone.

The last point had won Ham. So they had spent two busy

weeks provisioning and equipping the rocket, had ridden high

above the ice barrier that bounds the twilight zone, and dashed

frantically through the storm line, where the cold Underwind
from the sunless side meets the hot Upper Winds that sweep

from the desert face of the planet.

For Venus, of course, has no rotation, and hence no alter-

nate days and nights. One face is forever sunlit, and one for-

ever dark, and only the planet's slow liberation gives the twilight

zone a semblance of seasons. And this twilight zone, the only

habitable part of the planet, merges through the Hotlands on

one side to the blazing desert, and on the other side ends ab-

ruptly in the ice barrier where the Upper Winds yield their

moisture to the chilling breaths of the Underwind.
So here they were, crowded into the tiny glass dome above

the navigation panel, standing close together on the top rung

of the ladder, and with just room in the dome for both their

heads. Ham slipped his arm around the girl as they stared at

the scene outside.

Away oft to the west was the eternal dawn—or sunset,

perhaps—where the light glistened on the ice barrier. Like vast

columns, the Mountains of Eternity thrust themselves against

the light, with their mighty peaks lost in the lower clouds twen-

ty-five miles above. There, a little south, were the ramparts of

the Lesser Eternities, bounding American Venus, and between
the two ranges were the perpetual lightnings of the storm line.
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But around them, illuminated dimly by the refraction of

the sunlight, was a scene of dark and wild splendor. Every-

where was ice—hills of it, spires, plains, boulders, and cliffs of

it, all glowing a pallid green in the trickle of light from beyond
the barrier. A world without motion, frozen and sterile, save

for the moaning of the Underwind outside, not hindered here

as the barrier shielded it from the Cool Country.

"It's—glorious!" Pat murmured.
"Yes," he agreed, "but cold, lifeless, yet menacing. Pat, do

you think there is life here?"

"I should judge so. If life can exist on such worlds as

Titan and Iapetus, it should exist here. How cold is it?" She

glanced at the thermometer outside the dome, its column and

figures self-luminous. "Only thirty below zero, Fahrenheit.

Life exists on Earth at that temperature."

"Exists, yes. But it couldn't have developed at a tempera-

ture below freezing. Life has to be lived in liquid water."

She laughed softly. "You're talking to a biologist, Ham.
No; life couldn't have evolved at thirty below zero, but suppose

it originated back in the twilight zone and migrated here? Or
suppose it was pushed here by the terrific competition of the

warmer regions? You know what conditions are in the Hotlands,

with the molds and doughpots and Jack Ketch trees, and the

millions of little parasitic things, all eating each other."

He considered this. "What sort of life should you expect?"

She chuckled. "Do you want a prediction? Very well.

I'd guess, first of all, some sort of vegetation as a base, for animal

life can't keep eating itself without some added fuel. It's like

the story of the man with the cat farm, who raised rats to feed

the cats, and then when he skinned the cats, he fed the bodies

to the rats, and then fed more rats to the cats. It sounds good,

but it won't work."

"So there ought to be vegetation. Then what?"

"Then? Heaven knows. Presumably the dark side life, if

it exists, came originally from the weaker strains of twilight-

zone life, but what it might have become—well, I can't guess.

Of course, there's the tiiops noctivivans that I discovered in the

Mountains of Eternity—"
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"You discovered!" He grinned. "You were out as cold as

ice when I carried you away from the nest of devils. You never

even saw one!"

"I examined the dead one brought into Venoble by the

hunters," she returned imperturbably. "And don't forget that

the society wanted to name it after me—the tiiops Patricide"

Involuntarily a shudder shook her at the memory of those satanic

creatures that had all but destroyed the two of them. "But

I chose the other name—tiiops noctivivans, the three-eyed

dweller in the dark."

"Romantic name for a devilish beast!"

"Yes; but what I was getting at is this—that it's probable

that triops—or triopses— Say, what is the plural of triops?"

"Trioptes," he grunted. "Latin root."

"Well, it's probable that trioptes, then, are among the

creatures to be found here on the night side, and that those

fierce devils who attacked us in that shadowed canyon in the

Mountains of Eternity are an outpost, creeping into the twilight

zone through the dark and sunless passes in the mountains.

Thev can't stand light; you saw that yourself."

'"So what?"

Pat laughed at the Americanism. "So this: From their

form and structure—six limbs, three eyes, and all—it's plain that

the trioptes are related to ordinary native Hotlanders. There-

fore I conclude that they're recent arrivals on the dark side;

that they didn't evolve here, but were driven here quite lately,

geologically speaking. Or geologically isn't quite the word, be-

cause geos means earth. Venusologically speaking, I should

say."

"You shouldn't say. You're substituting a Latin root for a

Greek one. What you mean is aphrodisiologically speaking."

She chuckled again. "What I mean, and should have said

right away to avoid argument, is palaeontologically speaking, which
is better English. Anyway, I mean that trioptes haven't existed

on the dark side for more than twenty to fifty thousand Earth

years, or maybe less, because what do we know about the speed

of evolution on Venus? Perhaps it's faster than on the Earth;

maybe a triops could adapt itself to night life in five thousand,"
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"I've seen college students adapt themselves to night life

in one semester!" He grinned.

She ignored this. "And therefore," she proceeded, "I argue

that there must have been life here before triops arrived, since

it must have found something to eat when it got here or it

couldn't have survived. And since my examination showed that

it's partly a carnivorous feeder, there must have been not only

life here, but animal life. And that's as far as pure reason can

carry the argument."

"So you can't guess what sort of animal life. Intelligent,

perhaps?"

"I don't know. It might be. But in spite of the way you

Yankees worship intelligence, biologically it's unimportant. It

hasn't even much survival value."

"What? How can you say that, Pat? What except human
intelligence has given man the supremacy of the Earth—and of

Venus, too, for that matter?"

"But has man the supremacy of the Earth? Look here,

Ham, here's what I mean about intelligence. A gorilla has a

far better brain than a turtle, hasn't it? And yet which is the

more successful—the gorilla, which is rare and confined only

to a small region in Africa, or the turtle, which is common
everywhere from the arctic to the antarctic? And as for man-
well, if you had microscopic eyes, and could see even living thing

on the Earth, you'd decide that man was just a rare specimen,

and that the planet was really a nematode world—that is, a woim
world—because the nematodes far outnumber all the other forms

of life put together."

"But that isn't supremacy, Pat."

"I didn't say it was. I merely said that intelligence hasn't

much survival value. If it has, why are the insects that have

no intelligence, but just instinct, giving the human race such a

battle? Men have better brains than corn borers, boll weevils,

fruit flies, Japanese beetles, gypsy moths, and all the other pests,

and yet they match our intelligence with just one weapon—
their enormous fecundity. Do you realize that every time a

chiM is born, until it's balanced by a death, it can be fed in only
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one way? And that way is by taking the food away from the

child's own weight of insects."

"All that sounds reasonable enough, but what's it got to

do with intelligence on the dark side of Venus?"

"I don't know," replied Pat, and her voice took on a queer

tinge of nervousness. "I just mean— Look at it this way, Ham.
A lizard is more intelligent than a fish, but not enough to give

it any advantage. Then why did the lizard and its descendants

keep on developing intelligence? Why—unless all life tends to

become intelligent in time? And if that's true, then there may
be intelligence even here—strange, alien, incomprehensible in-

telligence."

She shivered in the dark against him. "Never mind," she

said in suddenly altered tones. "It's probably just fancy. The
world out there is so weird, so unearthly—I'm tired, Ham. It's

been a long day."

He followed her down into the body of the rocket. As

the lights flicked on the strange landscape bey ond the ports was

blotted out, and he saw only Pat, very lovely in the scanty

costume of the Cool Country.

"To-morrow, then," he said. "We've food for three weeks."

To-morrow, of course, meant only time and not daylight.

They rose to the same darkness that had always blanketed the

sunless half of Venus, with the same eternal sunset green on
the horizon at the barrier. But Pat was in better humor, and

went eagerly about the preparations for their first venture into

the open. She brought out the parkas of inch-thick wool

sheathed in rubber, and Ham, in his capacity as engineer, care-

fully inspected the hoods, each with its crown of powerful lamps.

These were primarily for vision, of course, but they had
another purpose. It was known that the incredibly fierce trioptes

could not face light, and thus, by using all four beams in the

helmet, one could move, surrounded by a protective aura. But
that did not prevent both of them from including in their

equipment two blunt blue automatics and a pair of the terrifical-

ly destructive flame pistols. And Pat carried a bag at her belt,

into which she proposed to drop specimens of any dark-side
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flora she encountered, and fauna, too, if it proved small and
harmless enough.

They grinned at each other through their masks.

"Makes you look fat," observed Ham maliciously, and en-

joyed her sniff of annoyance.

She turned, threw open the door, and stamped into the

open.

It was different from looking out through a port. Then
the scene had some of the unreality and al

1
. of the immobility

and silence of a picture, but now it was actuallv around them,

and the cold breath and mournful voice of the Underwind
proved definitely enough that the world was real. For a moment
they stood in the circlet of light from the rocket ports, staring

awe-struck at the horizon where the unbelievable peaks of the

Greater Eternities towered black against the false sunset.

Nearer, for as far as vision reached through that sunless,

moonless, starless region, was a desolate tumbled plain where
peaks, minarets, spires, and ridges of ice and stone rose in in-

describable and fantastic shapes, carved by the wild artistry of

the Underwind.

Ham slipped a padded arm around Pat, and was surprised

to feel her shiver. "Cold?" he asked, glancing at the dial ther-

mometer on his wrist. "It's only thirty-six below."

"I'm not cold," replied Pat. "It's the scenery; that's all."

She moved away. "I wander what keeps the place as warm as

it is. Without sunlight you'd think—"

"Then you'd be wrong," cut in Ham. "Any engineer knows

that gases diffuse. The Upper Winds are going by just five or

six miles over our heads, and they naturally carry a lot of heat

from the desert beyond the twilight zone. There's some diffu-

sion of the warm air into the cold, and then, besides, as the

warm winds cool, they tend to sink. And what's more, the

contour of the country has a lot to do with it."

He paused. "Say," he went on reflectively, "I shouldn't

be surprised if we found sections near the Eternities where there

was a down draft, where the Upper Winds slid right along the

slope and gave certain places a fairly bearable climate."
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He followed Pat as she poked around the boulders near

the edge of the circle of light from the rocket.

"Ha!" she exclaimed. "There it is, Ham! There's our

specimen of darkside plant life."

She bent over a gray bulbous mass, "Lichenous or fungoid,"

she continued. "No leaves, of course; leaves are only useful in

sunlight. No chlorophyl for the same reason. A very primitive,

very simple plant, and yet—in some ways—not simple at all.

Look, Ham—a highly developed circulatory system!"

He leaned closer, and in the dim yellow light from the

ports he saw the fine tracery of veins she indicated.

"That," she proceeded, "would indicate a sort of heart

and— I wonder!" Abruptly she thrust her dial thermometer

against the fleshy mass, held it there a moment, and then peered

at it. "Yes! Look how the needle's moved, Ham. It's warm!
A warm-blooded plant. And when you think of it, it's only

natural, because that's the one sort of plant that could live in

a region forever below freezing. Life must be lived in liquid

water."

She tugged at the thing, and with a sullen plump it came
free, and dark driblets of liquid welled out of the torn root.

"Ugh!" exclaimed Ham. "What a disgusting thing! 'And
tore the bleeding mandragore,' eh? Only they were supposed
to scream when you uprooted them."

He paused. A low, pulsing, wailing whimper came out of

the quivering mass of pulp, and he turned a startled gaze on Pat.

"Ugh!" he grunted again. "Disgusting!"

"Disgusting? Why, it's a beautiful organism! It's adapted
perfectly to its environment."

"Well, I'm glad I'm an engineer," he growled, watching

Pat as she opened the rocket's door and laid the thing on a

square of rubber within. "Come on. Let's look around."

Pat closed the door and followed him away from the rocket.

Instantly the night folded in around them like a black mist, and
it was only by glancing back at the lighted ports that Pat could

convince herself that they stood in a real world.

"Should we light our helmet lamps?" asked Ham. "We'd
better, I suppose, or risk a fall."
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Before either could move farther, a sound struck through
the moaning of the Underwind, a wild, fierce, unearthly shriek-

ing like laughter in hell, hoots and howls and mirthless chuck-
ling noises.

"It's triopts!" gasped Pat, forgetting plurals and grammar
alike.

She was frightened; ordinarily she was as courageous as Ham,
and rather more reckless and daring, but those uncanny shrieks

brought back the moments of torment when the}' had been
trapped in the canyon in the Mountains of Eternity. She was
badly frightened and fumbled frantically and ineffectually at

light switch and revolver.

Just as half a dozen stones hummed fast as bullets around
them, and one crashed painfully on Ham's arm, he flicked on
his lights. Four beams shot in a long cross on the glittering

peaks, and the wild laughter rose in a crescendo of pain. He
had a momentary glimpse of shadowy figures flinging themselves

from pinnacle and ridge, flitting specterlike into the darkness,

and then silence.

"O-o-oh!" murmured Pat. "I—was scared, Ham." She hud-

dled against him, then continued more strongly: "But there's

proof. Triops noctivivans actually is a night-side creature, and
those in the mountains are outposts or fragments that've wander-

ed into the sunless chasms."

Far off sounded the hooting laughter. "I wonder," mused
Ham, "if that noise of their's is in the nature of a language."

"Very probably. After all, the Hotland natives are intelli-

gent, and these creatures are a related species. Besides, they

throw stones, and they know the use of those smothering pods

they showered on us in the canyon—which, by the way, must be

the fruit of some night-side plant. The trioptes are doubtless

intelligent in a fierce, blood-thirsty, barbaric fashion, but the

beasts are so unapproachable that I doubt if human beings ever

learn much of their minds or language."

Ham agreed emphatically, the more so as a viciously cast

rock suddenly chipped glittering particles from an icy spire a

dozen paces away. He twisted his head, sending the beams of

his helmet lamps angling over the plain, and a single shrill
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cachinnation drifted out of the dark.

"Thank Heaven the lights keep 'em fairly out of range,"

he muttered. "These are pleasant little subjects of his majesty,*

aren't they? God save the king if he had many more like 'em!"

But Pat was again engaged in her search for specimens. She

had switched on her lamps now, and scrambled agilely in and

out among the fantastic monuments of that bizarre plain. Ham
followed her, watching as she wrenched up bleeding and whim-
pering vegetation. She found a dozen varieties, and one little

wriggling cigar-shaped creature that she gazed at in perplexity,

quite unable to determine whether it was plant, animal, or

neither. And at last her specimen bag was completely filled,

and they turned back over the plain toward the rocket, whose
ports gleamed afar like a row of staring eyes.

But a shock awaited them as they opened the door to enter.

Beth of them started back at the gust of warm, stuffy, putrid,

and unbreathable air that gushed into their faces with an odor

of carrion.

"What 99
gasped Ham, and then laughed. "Your

mandragore!" He chuckled. "Look at it!"

The plant she had placed within was a mass of decayed

corruption. Jn the warmth of the interior it had decomposed
rapidly and completely and was now but a semiliquid heap on
the rubber mat. She pulled it through the entrance and flung

mat and all away.

They clambered into an interior still reeking, and Ham set

a ventilator spinning. The air that came in was cold, of course,

but pure with the breath of the Underwind, sterile and dustless

from its sweep across five thousand miles of frozen oceans and
mountains. He swung the door closed, set a heater going, and
dropped his visor to grin at Pat.

"So that's your beautiful organism!" he chuckled.

"It was. It was a beautiful organism, Ham. You can't

*Thcy were on British territory, being in the latitude of Venoble. The
International Congress at Lisle had in 2020 apportioned the dark-side rights

by giving to each nation owning Vcnusian possessions a wedge extending
from the twilight zone to a point on the planet directly opposite the Sun in

mid-autumn.
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blame it because we exposed it to temperatures it was never
supposed to encounter." She sighed and slung her specimen
pouch to the table. 'Til have to prepare these at once, I suppose,
since they don't keep."

Ham grunted and set about the preparation of a meal,
working with the expert touch of a true Hotlander. He glanced
at Pat as she bent over her specimens, injecting the bichloride
solution.

"Do you suppose," he asked, "that the triops is the highest
form of life on the dark side?"

"Beyond doubt," replied Pat. "If any higher form existed,

it would long ago have exterminated those fierce devils."

But she was utterly wrong.

Within the span of four days they had exhausted the
possibilities of the tumbled plain around the rocket. Pat had
accumulated a variegated group of specimens, and Ham had
taken an endless series of observations on temperature, on mag-
netic variations, on the direction and velocity of the Under-
wind.

So they moved their base, and the rocket flared into flight

southward, toward the region where, presumably, the vast and
mysterious Mountains of Eternity towered across the ice barrier

into the dusky world of the night side. They flew slowly,

throttling the reaction motors to a bare fifty miles an hour, for

they were flying through night, depending on the beam of the

forward light to warn against looming peaks.

Twice they halted, and each time a day or two sufficed to

indicate that the region was similar to that of their first base.

The same veined and bulbous plants, the same eternal Under-

wind, the same laughter from blood-thirsty trioptic throats.

But on the third occasion, there was a difference. They
came to rest on a wild and bleak plateau among the foothills of

the Greater Eternities. Far away tc the westward, half the

horizon still glowed green with the false sunset, but the whole

span south of the due-west point was black, hidden from view

by the vast ramparts of the range that soared twenty-five miles

above them into the black heavens. The mountains were in-
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visible, of course, in that region o£ endless night, but the two

in the rocket felt the colossal nearness of those incredible peaks.

And there was another way in which the might}7 presence of

the Mountains of Eternity affected them. The region was

warm—not warm by the standards of the twilight zone, but

much warmer than the plain below. Their thermometers show-

ed zero on one side of the rocket, five above on the other. The
vast peaks, ascending into the level of the Upper Winds, set

up eddies and stray currents that brought warm air down to

temper the cold breath of the Underwind.

Ham stared gloomily over the plateau visible in the lights.

"I don't like it," he grunted. "I never did like these mountains,

not since you made a fool of yourself by trying to cross 'em

back in the Cool Country."

"A fool!" echoed Pat. "Who named these mountains?

Who crossed them? Who discovered them? Mv father, that's

who!"

"And so you thought you inherited 'em," he retorted, "and
that all you had to do was to whistle and they'd lie down and
play dead, and Madman's Pass would turn into a park walk.

With the result that you'd now be a heap of clean-picked bones

in a canyon if I hadn't been around to carry you out of it."

"Oh, you're just a timid Yankee!" she snapped. "I'm going

outside to have a look." She pulled on her parka and stepped

to the door, and there paused. "Aren't you—aren't you coming,

too?" she asked hesitantly.

He grinned. "Sure! I just wanted to hear you ask." He
slipped into his own outdoor garb and followed.

There was a difference here. Outwardly the plateau pre-

sented the same bleak wilderness of ice and stone that they had
found on the plain below. There were wind-eroded pinnacles

of the utmost fantasy of form, and the wild landscape that

glittered in the beams from their helmet lamps was the same
bizarre terrain that they had first encountered.

But the cold was less bitter here; strangely, increasing alti-

tude on this curious planet brought warmth instead of cold,

as on the Earth, because it raised one closer to the region of the

Upper Winds, and here in the Mountains of Eternity the Un-
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derwind howled less persistently, broken into gusts by the

mighty peaks.

And the vegetation was less sparse. Everywhere were the

veined and bulbous masses, and Ham had to tread carefully lest

he repeat the unpleasant experience of stepping on one and
hearing its moaning whimper of pain. Pat had no such scruples,

insisting that the whimper was but a tropism; that the speci-

mens she pulled up and dissected felt no more pain than an
apple that was eaten; and that, anyway, it was a biologist's busi-

ness to be a biologist.

Somewhere off among the peaks shrilled the mocking laugh-

ter of a triops, and in the shifting shadows at the extremities of

their beams, Ham imagined more than once that he saw the

forms of these demons of the dark. If there they were, how-
ever, the light kept them at a safe distance, for no stones

hummed past.

Yet it was a queer sensation to walk thus in the center of

a moving circle of light; he felt continually as if just beyond
the boundary of visibility lurked Heaven only knew what weird

and incredible creatures, though reason argued that such mon-
sters couldn't have remained undetected.

Ahead of them their beams glistened on an icy rampart,

a bank or cliff that stretched right and left across their course.

Pat gestured suddenly toward it. "Look there!" she ex-

claimed, holding her light steady. "Caves in the ice—burrows,

rather. See?"

He saw—little black openings as large, perhaps, as a manhole

cover, a whole row of them at the base of the ice rampart. Some-

thing black skittered laughing up the glassy slope and away—

a

triops. Were these the dens of the beasts? He squinted sharply.

"Something's there!" he muttered to Pat. "Look! Half the

openings have something in front of them—or are those just

rocks to block the entrance?"

Cautiously, revolvers in hand, they advanced. There was

no more motion, but in the growing intensity of the beams, the

objects were less and less rocklike, and at last they could make
out the veinings and fleshy bulbousness of life.

At least the creatures were a new variety. Now Ham could
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distinguish a row of eyelike spots, and now a multiplicity of

legs beneath them. The things were like inverted bushel baskets,

about the size and contour, veined, flabby, and featureless save

for a complete circle of eye spots. And now he could even

see the semitransparent lids that closed, apparently, to shield

the eyes from the pain of their lights.

They were barely a dozen feet from one of the creatures.

Pat, after a moment of hesitation, moved directly before the

motionless mystery.

"Well!" she said. "Here's a new one, Ham. Hello, old

fella!"

An instant later both of them were frozen in utter con-

sternation, completely overwhelmed by bewilderment, amaze-
ment, and confusion. Issuing, it seemed, from a membrane at

the top of the creature, came a clicking, high-pitched voice.

"Hello, fella!" it said.

There was an appalled silence. Ham held his revolver, but

had there been need, he couldn't have used it, nor even re-

membered it. He was paralyzed; stricken dumb.
But Pat found her voice. "It—isn't real," she said faintly.

"It's a tropism. The thing just echoed whafever sounds strike

it. Doesn't it, Ham? Doesn't it?"

"I—I—of course!" He was staring at the lidded eyes. "It

must be. Listen!" He leaned forward and yelled, "Hello!" di-

rectly at the creature. "It'll answer."

It did. "It isn't a tropism," it clicked in shrill but perfect

English.

"That's no echo!" gasped Pat. She backed away. "I'm
scared," she whimpered, pulling at Ham's arm. "Come away-
quick!"

He thrust her behind him. "I'm just a timid Yankee," he
grunted, "but I'm going to cross-question this living phonograph
until I find out what—or who makes it tick."

"No! No, Ham! I'm scared!"

"It doesn't look dangerous," he observed.

"It isn't dangerous," remarked the thing on the ice.

Ham gulped, and Pat gave a horrified little moan.
"Who—who are you?" he faltered.
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There was no answer. The lidded eyes stared steadily at him.
"What are you?" he tried again.

Again no reply.

"How do you know English?" he ventured.

The clicking voice sounded: "I isn't know English."
"Then—uh—then why do you speak English?"

"You speak English," explained the mystery, logically

enough.

"I don't mean why. I mean how!"
But Pat had overcome a part of her terrified astonishment,

and her quick mind perceived a clue. "Ham," she whispered

tensely, "it uses the words we use. It gets the meaning from us!"

"I gets the meaning from you," confirmed the thing un-

grammatically.

Light dawned on Ham. "Lord!" he gasped. "Then it's

up to us to give it a vocabulary."

"You speak, I speak," suggested the creature.

"Sure! See, Pat? We can sav just anvthing." He paused.

"Let's see—" "When in the course of human events it—"

"Shut up!" snapped Pat. "Yankee! You're on crown ter-

ritory now. To be or not to be; that is the question just—'
"

Ham grinned and was silent. When she had exhausted

her memory, he took up the task: "Once upon a time there

were three bears—"

And so it went. Suddenly the situation struck him as fan-

tastically ridiculous—there was Pat carefully relating the story

of Little Red Riding Hood to a humorless monstrositv of the

night-side of Venus! The girl cast him a perplexed glance as

he roared into a gale of laughter.

"Tell him the one about the traveling man and the farmer's

daughter!" he said, choking. "See if you can get a smile from

him!"

She joined his laughter. "But it's really a serious matter,"

she concluded. "Imagine it, Ham! Intelligent life on the dark

side! Or are you intelligent?" she asked suddenly of the thing

on the ice.

"I am intelligent," it assured her. "I am intelligently

intelligent."
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"At least you're a marvelous linguist," said the girl. "Did
you ever hear of learning English in half an hour, Ham? Think
of that!" Apparently her fear of the creature had vanished.

"Well, let's make use of it," suggested Ham. "What's
your name, friend?"

There was no reply.

"Of course," put in Pat. "He can't tell us his name until

we give it to him in English, and we can't do that because—Oh,
well, let's call him Oscar, then. That'll serve."

"Good enough. Oscar, what are you, anyway?"

"Human, I'm a man."

"Eh? I'll be damned if you are!"

"Those are the words you've given me. To me I am a man
to you."

"Wait a moment. To me I am—' I see, Pat. He means
that the only words we have for what he considers himself are

words like man and human. Well, what are your people, then?"

"People."

"I mean vour race. What race do you belong to?"

"Human."
"Ow!" groaned Ham. "You try, Pat."

"Oscar," said the girl, "you say you're human. Are you a

mammal?"
"To me man is a mammal to you."

"Oh, good heavens!" She tried again. "Oscar, how does

your race reproduce?"

"I have not the words."

"Are you born?"

The queer face, or faceless body, of the creature changed

slightly. Heavier lids dropped over the semitransparent ones

that shielded its many eyes; it was almost as if the thing frowned

in concentration.

"We are not born," he clicked.

"Then—seeds, spores, parthenogenesis? Or fissure?"

"Spores," shrilled the mystery, "and fissure."

"But-"
She paused, nonplussed. In the momentary silence came the

mocking hoot of a triops far to their left, and both turned in-
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voluntarily, stared, and recoiled aghast. At the very extremity

of their beam one of the laughing demons had seized and was
bearing away what was beyond doubt one of the creatures of

the caves. And to add to the horror, all the rest squatted in

utter indifference before their burrows.

"Oscar!" Pat screamed. "They got one of you!"

She broke off suddenly at the crack of Ham's revolver, but
it was a futile shot.

"O-oh!" she gasped. "The devils! They got one!" There
was no comment at all from the creature before them. "Oscar,"

she cried, "don't you care? They murdered one of you! Don't
you understand?"

"Yes."

"But—doesn't it affect you at all?" The creatures had come,

somehow, to hold a sort of human sympathy in Pat's mind.

They could talk; they were more than beasts. "Don't you care

at all?"

"No."

"But what are those devils to you? What do they do that

you let them murder you?"

"They eat us," said Oscar placidly.

"Oh!" gasped Pat in horror. "But—but why don't—"

She broke off; the creature was backing slowly and methodi-

cally into its burrow.

"Wait!" she cried. "They can't come here! Our lights—"

The clicking voice drifted out: "It is cold. I go because of

the cold."

There was silence.

It was colder. The gusty Underwind moaned more steadily

now, and glancing along the ridge, Pat saw that every one of the

cave creatures was slipping like Oscar into his burrow. She

turned a helpless gaze on Ham.
"Did I—dream this?" she whispered.

"Then both of us dreamed it, Pat." He took her arm and

drew her back toward the rocket, whose round ports glowed an

invitation through the dusk.

But once in the warm interior, with her clumsy outer gar-

ments removed, Pat drew her dainty legs under her, lighted a
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cigarette, and fell to more rational consideration of the mystery.

"There's something we don't understand about this, Ham.
Did you sense anything queer about Oscar's mind?"

"It's a devilishly quick one!"

"Yes; he's intelligent enough. Intelligence of the human
level, or even"—she hesitated—"above the human. But it isn't

a human mind. It's different, somehow—alien, strange. I can't

quite express what I felt, but did you notice Oscar never asked

a question? Not one!"

-Why-he didn't, did he? That's queer!"

"It's darn queer. Any human intelligence, meeting another

thinking form of life, would ask plenty of questions. We did."

She blew a thoughtful puff of smoke. "And that isn't all. That
—that indifference of his when the triops attacked his fellow-

was that human, or even earthly? I've seen a hunting spider

snatch one fly from a swarm of them without disturbing the

rest, but could that happen to intelligent creatures? It couldn't;

not even to brains as undeveloped as those in a herd of deer, or

a flock of sparrows. Kill one and you frighten all."

"That's true, Pat. They're damn queer ducks, these fellow

citizens of Oscar's. Queer animals."

"Animals? Don't tell me you didn't notice, Ham!"
"Notice what?"

"Oscar's no animal. He's a plant—a warm-blooded, mobile

vegetable! All the time we were talking to him he was rooting

around below him with his—well, his root. And those things

that looked like legs—they were pods. He didn't walk on
them; he dragged himself on his root. And what's more he—"

"What's more?"

"What's more, Ham, those pods were the same sort as the

ones that the triops threw at us in the canyon of the Moun-
tains of Eternity, the ones that choked and smothered us so—"

"The ones that laid you out so cold, you mean."

"Anyway, I had wits enough to notice them!" she retorted,

flushing. "But there's part of the mystery, Ham. Oscar's mind
is a vegetable mind!" She paused, puffing her cigarette as he
packed his pipe.

"Do you suppose," she asked suddenly, "that the presence
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of Oscar and his crew represents a menace to human occupancy
of Venus? I know they're dark-side creatures, but what if

mines are discovered here? What if there turns out to be a

field for commercial exploitation? Humans can't live indefinitely

away from sunlight, I know, but there might be a need for

temporary colonies here, and what then?"

"Well, what then?" rejoined Ham.
"Yes; what then? Is there room on the same planet for

two intelligent races? Won't there be a conflict of interests

sooner or later?"

"What of it?" he grunted. "Those things are primitive,

Pat. They live in caves, without culture, without weapons.

They're no danger to man."

"But they're magnificently intelligent. How do you know
that these we've seen aren't just a barbaric tribe and that some-

where on the vastness of the dark side there isn't a vegetable

civilization? You know civilization isn't the personal prerogative

of mankind, because look at the mighty decadent culture on
Mars and the dead remnants on Titan. Man has simply hap-

pened to have the strangest brand of it, at least so far."

"That's true enough, Pat," he agreed. "But if Oscar's fel-

lows aren't any more pugnacious than they were toward that

murderous triops, then they aren't much of a menace."

She shuddered. "I can't understand that at all. I wonder

if—" She paused, frowning.

"If what?"

"I—don't know. I had an idea—a rather horrible idea."

She looked up suddenly. "Ham, to-morrow I'm going to find

out exactly how intelligent Oscar really is. Exactly how intelli-

gent—if I can."

There were certain difficulties, however. When Ham and

Pat approached the ice ridge, plodding across the fantastic ter-

rain, they found themselves in utter perplexity as to which of

the row of caves was the one before which they had stood in

conversation with Oscar. In the glittering reflections from their

lamps each opening appeared exactly like every other, and the

creatures at their mouths stared at them with lidded eyes in
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which there was no readable expression.

"Well/' said Pat in puzzlement, "we'll just have to try.

You there, are you Oscar?"

The clicking voice sounded: "Yes."

"I don't believe it," objected Ham. "He was over more

to the right. Hey! Are you Oscar?"

Another voice clicked: "Yes."

"You can't both be Oscar!"

Pat's choice responded: "We are all Oscar."

"Oh, never mind," cut in Pat, forestalling Ham's protests.

"Apparently what one knows they all know, so it doesn't make
any difference which we choose. Oscar, you said yesterday you

were intelligent. Are you more intelligent than I am?"
"Yes. Much more intelligent."

"Hah!" snickered Ham. "Take that, Pat!"

She sniffed. "Well, that puts him miles above you, Yankee!

Oscar, do you ever lie?"

Opaque lids dropped over translucent ones. "Lie," repeated

the shrill voice. "Lie. No. There is no need."

"Well, do you—" She broke off suddenly at the sound of

a dull pop. "What's that? Oh! Look, Ham, one of his pods

burst!" She drew back.

A sharply pungent odor assailed them, reminiscent of that

dangerous hour in the canyon, but not strong enough this time

to set Ham choking or send the girl reeling into unconsciousness.

Sharp, acrid, and yet not entirely unpleasant.

"What's that for, Oscar?"

"It is so we—" The voice cut short.

"Reproduce?" suggested Pat.

"Yes. Reproduce. The wind carries our spores to each

other. We live where the wind is not steady."

"But yesterday you said fissure was your method."
"Yes. The spores lodge against our bodies and there is

a—" Again the voice died.

"A fertilization?" suggested the girl.

"No."
"Well, a—I know! An irritation!"

"Yes."
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"That causes a tumorous growth?"

"Yes. When the growth is complete, we split/'

"Ugh!" snorted Ham. "A tumor!"

"Shut up!" snapped the girl. "That's all a baby is—a nor-

mal tumor."

"A normal—Well, I'm glad I'm not a biologist! Or a

woman!"
"So'm I," said Pat demurely. "Oscar, how much do you

know?"
"Everything."

"Do you know where my people come from?"

"From beyond the light."

"Yes; but before that?"

"No."

"We come from another planet," said the girl impressively.

At Oscar's silence she said: "Do you know what a planet is?"

"Yes."

"But did you know before I said the word?"

"Yes. Long before."

"But how? Do you know what machinery is? Do you
know what weapons are? Do vou know how to make them?"

"Yes."

"Then—why don't you?"

"There is no need."

"No need!" she gasped. "With light—even with fire—

you could keep the triopses—trioptes, I mean—away. You
could keep them from eating you!"

"There is no need."

She turned helplessly to Ham.
"The thing's lying," he suggested.

"I—don't think so," she murmured. "It's something else-

something we don't understand. Oscar, how do you know all

those things?"

"Intelligence."

At the next cave another pod popped sullenly.

"But how? Tell me how you discover facts."

"From any fact," clicked the creature on the ice, "intelli-

gence can build a picture of the—" There was silence.
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"Universe?" she suggested.

"Yes. The universe. I start with one fact and I reason from
it. I build a picture of the universe. I start with another fact.

I reason from it. I find that the universe I picture is the same
as the first. I know that the picture is true."

Both listeners stared in awe at the creature. "Say!" gulped

Ham. "If that's true we could find out anything from Oscar!

Oscar, can you tell us secrets that we don't Know?"
"No."

"Why not?"

"You must first have the words to give me. I cannot tell

you that for which you have no words."

"It's true!" whispered Pat. "But, Oscar, I have the words

time and space and energy and matter and law and cause. Tell

me the ultimate law of the universe?"

"It is the law of—" Silence.

"Conservation of energy or matter? Gravitation?"

"No."
"Of-of God?"
"No."
"Of-life?"

"No. Life is of no importance."

"Of—what? I can't think of another word."

"There's a chance," said Ham tensely, "that there is no
word!"

"Yes," clicked Oscar. "It is the law of chance. Those
other words are different sides of the law of chance."

"Good Heaven!" breathed Pat. "Oscar, do you know what
I mean by stars, suns, constellations, planets, nebulae, and atoms,

protons, and electrons?"

"Yes."

"But—how? Have you ever seen the stars that are above

these eternal clouds? Or the Sun there beyond the barrier?"

"No. Reason is enough, because there is only one possible

way in which the universe could exist. Only what is possible

is real; what is not real is also not possible."

"That—that seems to mean something," murmured Pat.

"I don't see exactly what. But Oscar, why—why don't you use
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your knowledge to protect yourselves from your enemies?"

"There is no need. There is no need to do anything. In
a hundred years we shall be—" Silence.

"Safe?"

"Yes-no."

"What?" A horrible thought struck her. "Do you mean
—extinct?"

"Yes."

"But—oh, Oscar! Don't you want to live? Don't vour
people want to survive?"

"Want," shrilled Oscar. "Want—want—want. That word
means nothing."

"It means— it means desire, need."

"Desire means nothing. Need—need. No. My people

do not need to survive."

"Oh," said Pat faintly. "Then why do you reproduce?"

As if in answer, a bursting pod sent its pungent dust over

them. "Because we must," clicked Oscar. "When the spores

strike us, we must."

"I—see," murmured Pat slowly. "Ham, I think I've got

it. I think I understand. Let's get back to the ship."

Without farewell she turned away and he followed her

thoughtfully. A strange listlessness oppressed him.

They had one slight mishap. A stone flung by some stray

trioptes sheltered behind the ridge shattered the left lamp in

Pat's helmet. It seemed hardly to disturb the girl; she glanced

briefly aside and plodded on. But all the way back, in the gloom

to their left now illumined only by his own lamp, hoots and

shrieks and mocking laughter pursued them.

Within the rocket Pat swung her specimen bag wearily to

the table and sat down without removing her heavy outer gar-

ment. Nor did Ham; despite the oppressive warmth of it, he,

too, dropped listlessly to a seat on the bunk.

"I'm tired," said the girl, "but not too tired to realize what

that mystery out there means."

"Then let's hear it."
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"Ham," she said, "what's the big difference between plant

and animal life?"

"Why—plants derive their sustenance directly from soil and

air. Animals need plants or other animals as food."

"That isn't entirely true, Ham. Some plants are parasitic,

and prey on other life. Think of the Hotlands, or think, even,

of some terrestrial plants—the fungi, the pitcher plant, the

Dionaea that trap flies."

"Well, animals move, then, and plants don't."

"That's not true, either. Look at microbes; they're plants,

but they swim about in search of food."

"Then what is the difference?"

"Sometimes it's hard to say," she murmured, "but I think

I see it now. It's this: Animals have desire and plants necessity.

Do you understand?"

"Not a damn bit."

"Listen, then. A plant—even a moving one—acts the way

it does because it must, because it's made so. An animal acts

because it wants to, or because it's made so that it wants to."

"What's the difference?"

"There is a difference. An animal has will, a plant hasn't.

Do you see now? Oscar has all the magnificent intelligence of

a god, but he hasn't the will of a worm. He has reactions, but

no desire. When the wind is warm he comes out and feeds;

when it's cold he crawls back into the cave melted by his body
heat, but that isn't will, it's just a reaction. He has no desires!"

Ham stared, roused out of his lassitude. "I'll be damned if

it isn't true!" he cried. "That's why he—or they—never ask

questions. It takes desire or will to ask a question! And that's

why they have no civilization and never will have!"

"That and other reasons," said Pat. "Think of this: Oscar

has no sex, and in spite of your Yankee pride, sex has been a

big factor in building civilization. It's the basis of the family,

and among Oscar's people there is no such thing as parent and

child. He splits; each half of him is an adult, probably with

all the knowledge and memory of the original.

"There's no need for love, no place for it, in fact, and
therefore no call to fight for mate and family, and no reason
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to make life easier than it already is, and no cause to apply his

intelligence to develop art or science or—or anything!" She
paused. "And did you ever hear of the Malthusian law, Ham?"

"Not that I remember."

"Well, the law of Malthus says that population presses on
the food supply. Increase the food and the population increases

in proportion. Man evolved under that law; for a century or

so it's been suspended, but our race grew to be human under it."

"Suspended! It sounds sort of like repealing the law of

gravitation or amending the law of inverse squares."

"No, no," she said. "It was suspended by the development

of machinery in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, which

shot the food supply so far ahead, that population hasn't caught

up. But it will and the Malthusian law will rule again."

"And what's that got to do with Oscar?"

"This, Ham: He never evolved under that law. Other fac-

tors kept his numbers below the limit of the food supply, and

so his species developed free of the need to struggle for food.

He's so perfectly adapted to his environment that he needs

nothing more. To him a civilization would be superfluous!"

"But—then what of the triops?"

"Yes, the triops. You see, Ham, just as I argued days ago,

the triops is a newcomer, pushed over from the twilight zone.

When those devils arrived, Oscar's people were already evolved,

and they couldn't change to meet the new conditions, or couldn't

change quickly enough. So—they're doomed.

"As Oscar says, they'll be extinct soon—and—and they

don't even care." She shuddered. "All they do, all they can

do, is sit before their caves and think. Probably they think

godlike thoughts, but they can't summon even a mouse-like

will. That's what a vegetable intelligence is; that's what it has

to be!"

"I think—I think you're right," he muttered. "In a way

it's horrible, isn't it?"

"Yes." Despite her heavy garments she shivered. "Yes;

it's horrible. Those vast, magnificent minds and no way for

them to work. It's like a powerful gasoline motor with its

drive shaft broken, and no matter how well it runs it can't turn
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the wheels. Ham, do you know what I'm going to name them?

The Lotophagi Veneris—the Lotus Eaters! Content to sit and

dream away existence while lesser minds—ours and the trioptes'

—

battle for their planet."

"It's a good name, Pat." As she rose he asked in surprise:

"Your specimens? Aren't you going to prepare them?"

"Oh, to-morrow." She flung herself, parka and all, on her

bunk.

"But they'll spoil! And your helmet light— I ought to fix it."

"To-morrow," she repeated wearily, and his own languor

kept him from further argument.

When the nauseous odor of decay awakened him some
hours later Pat was asleep, still garbed in the heavy suit. He
flung bag and specimens from the door, and then slipped the

parka from her body. She hardly stirred as he tucked her gently

into her bunk.

Pat never missed the specimen bag at all, and, somehow,
the next day, if one could call that endless night a day, found

them trudging over the bleak plateau with the girl's helmet

lamp still unrepaired. Again at their left, the wildly mocking
laughter of the night dwellers followed them, drifting eerily

down on the Underwind, and twice far-flung stones chipped

glittering ice from neighboring spires. They plodded listlessly

and silently, as if in a sort of fascination, but their minds seemed
strangely clear.

Pat addressed the first Lotus Eater they saw. "We're back,

Oscar," she said with a faint rebirth of her usual flippancy.

"How'd you spend the night?"

"I thought," clicked the thing.

"What'd you think about?"

"I thought about—" The voice ceased.

A pod popped, and the curiously pleasant pungent odor
was in their nostrils.

"About-us?"
"No."

"About-the world?"

"No."
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"About— What's the use?" she ended wearily. "We could
keep that up forever, and perhaps never hit on the right

question."

"If there is a right question," added Ham. "How do you
know there are words to fit it? How do you even know that

it's the kind of thought our minds are capable of conceiving?

There must be thoughts that are beyond our grasp."

Off to their left a pod burst with a dull pop. Ham saw
the dust move like a shadow across their beams as' the Under-
wind caught it, and he saw Pat draw a deep draft of the pun-

gent air as it whirled around her. Queer how pleasant the

smell was, especially since it was the same stuff which in higher

concentration had nearly cost their lives. He felt vaguely worried

as that thought struck him, but could assign no reason for worry.

He realized suddenly that both of them were standing in

complete silence before the Lotus Eater. They had come to

ask questions, hadn't they?

"Oscar," he said, "what's the meaning of life?"

"No meaning. There is no meaning."

"Then why fight for it so?"

"We do not fight for it. Life is unimportant."

"And when you're gone, the world goes on just the same?

Is that it?"

"When we are gone it will make no difference to any ex-

cept the trioptes who eat us."

"Who eat you," echoed Ham.
There was something about that thought that did penetrate

the fog of indifference that blanketed his mind. He peered at

Pat, who stood passively and silently beside him, and in the glow

of her helmet lamp he could see her clear gray eyes behind her

goggles, staring straight ahead in what was apparently abstrac-

tion or deep thought. And beyond the ridge sounded suddenly

the yells and wild laughter of the dwellers in the dark.

"Pat," he said.

There was no answer.

"Pat!" he repeated, raising a listless hand to her arm. "We
have to go back." To his right a pod popped. "We have to

go back," he repeated.
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A sudden shower of stones came glancing over the ridge.

One struck his helmet, and his forward lamp burst with a dull

explosion. Another struck his arm with a stinging pain, though

it seemed surprisingly unimportant.

"We have to go back/' he reiterated doggedly.

Pat spoke at last without moving. "What's the use?" she

asked dully.

He frowned over that. What was the use? To go back to

the twilight zone? A picture of Erotia rose in his mind, and

then a vision of that honeymoon they had planned on the Earth,

and then a whole series of terrestrial scenes—New York, a tree-

girt campus, the sunny farm of his boyhood. But they all seem-

ed very far away and unreal.

A violent blow that stung his shoulder recalled him, and

he saw a stone bound from Pat's helmet. Only two of her

lamps glowed now, the rear and the right, and he realized

vaguely that on his own helmet shone only the rear and the

left. Shadowy figures were skittering and gibbering along the

crest of the ridge now left dark by the breaking of their lights,

and stones were whizzing and spattering around them.

He made a supreme effort and seized her arm. "We've got

to go back!" he muttered.

"Why? Why should we?"
"Because we'll be killed if we stay."

"Yes. I know that, but-"
He ceased to listen and jerked savagely at Pat's arm. She

spun around and staggered after him as he turned doggedly

toward the rocket.

Shrill hoots sounded as their rear lamps swept the ridge,

and as he dragged the girl with infinite slowness, the shrieks

spread out to the right and left. He knew what that meant;

the demons were circling them to get in front of them where
their shattered forward lamps cast no protecting light.

Pat followed listlessly, making no effort of her own. It

was simply the drag of his arm that impelled her, and it was
becoming an intolerable effort to move even himself. And there

directly before him, flitting shadows that howled and hooted,

were the devils that sought their lives.
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Ham twisted his head so that his right lamp swept the area.

Shrieks sounded as they found shelter in the shadows of peaks

and ridges, but Ham, walking with his head sidewise, tripped

and tumbled.

Pat wouldn't rise when he tugged at her. "There's no need

of it," she murmured, but made no resistance when he lifted her.

An idea stirred vaguely; he bundled her into his arms so

that her right lamp shot its beam forward, and so he staggered

at last to the circle of light about the rocket, opened the door,

and dumped her on the floor within.

He had one final impression. He saw the laughing shadows

that were the trioptes skipping and skittering across the dark-

ness toward the ridge where Oscar and his people waited in

placid acceptance of their destiny.

The rocket was roaring along at two hundred thousand feet,

because numberless observations and photographs from space

had shown that not even the vast peaks of the Mountains of

Eternity project forty miles above the planet's surface. Below

them the clouds glistened white before and black behind, for

they were just entering the twilight zone. At that height one

could even see the mighty curvature of the planet.

"Half cue ball, half eight ball," said Ham, staring down.

"Hereafter we stick to the cue-ball half."

"It was the spores," proceeded Pat, ignoring him. "We
knew they were narcotic before, but we couldn't be expected to

guess that they'd carry a drug as subtle as that—to steal away

your will and undermine your strength. Oscar's people are the

Lotus Eaters and the Lotus, all in one. But I'm—somehow—
I'm sorry for them. Those colossal, magnificent, useless minds

of theirs!" She paused. "Ham, what woke you up to what

was happening? What snapped you out of it?"

"Oh, it was a remark of Oscar's, something about his being

only a square meal for a triops."

"Well?"

"Well, did you know we've used up all our food? That

remark reminded me that I hadn't eaten for two days!"
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nervously as the voice of Cullen, the expedition's chemist, sound-

ed from his station aft. "I see something!" he called.

Ham bent over the floor port, staring into the eternal green-

gray fog that blankets Uranus. He glanced hastily at the dial of

the electric plumb; fifty-five feet, it said with an air of positive-

ness, but that was a lie, for it had registered that same figure for

a hundred and sixty miles of creeping descent. The fog itself re-

flected the beam.

The barometer showed 86.2 cm. That too was an unreliable

guide, but better than the plumb, for the intrepid Young, four

decades earlier in 2060, had noted an atmospheric pressure of 86

in his romantic dash from Titan to the cloudy planet's southern

pole. But the Gaea was dropping now at the opposite pole, forty-

five thousand miles from Young's landing, and no one knew
what vast hollows or peaks might render his figures utterly useless.

"I see nothing," Ham muttered.

"Nor I," said Patricia Hammond, his wife—or more officially,

biologist of the Smithsonian's Gaea expedition. "Or—yes! Some-
thing moved!" She peered closer. "Up! Up!" she screamed. "Put
up!"

Harbord was a good astrogator. He asked no questions, nor

even took his glance from his controls. He simply slapped the

throttle; the underjets roared in crescendo, and the upward thrust

pressed all of them hard against the floor.

Barely in time. A vast gray wave of water rushed smoothly
below the port, so close that its crest was carved by the blast, and
spray clouded the glass.
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"Whew!" whistled Ham. "That was close. Too close. If

we'd touched that it would have cracked our jets for sure. They're
white-hot."

"Ocean!" said Patricia disgustedly. "Young reported land."

"Yeah, forty-five thousand miles away. For all we know this

sea is broader than the whole surface of the Earth."

She considered this, frowning. "Do you suppose/' she asked,

"that this fog goes right down to the surface everywhere?"

"Young says so."

"But on Venus the clouds form only at the junction of the

upper winds and the underwind."

"Yes, but Venus is closer to the Sun. The heat here is evenly

distributed, because the Sun accounts for practically none of it.

Most of the surface heat seeps through from within, as it does on
Saturn and Jupiter, only since Uranus is smaller, it's also cooler.

It's cool enough to have a solid crust instead of being molten like

the larger planets, but it's considerably colder than the Venusian
twilight zone."

"But," she objected, "Titan is as cold as a dozen Nova Zem-
blas, yet it's one perpetual hurricane."

He grinned. "Trying to trip me? It isn't absolute tempera-

ture that causes wind—it's differences in temperature between one
place and another. Titan has one side warmed by Saturn, but

here the warmth is even or practically even, all around the planet,

since it comes from within."

He glanced suddenly at Harbord. "What are we waiting for?"

he asked.

"For you," grunted the astrogator. "You're in command
now. I command until wc sight the surface, and we've just done
that."

"By golly, that's right!" exclaimed Ham in a satisfied voice.

On his last expedition, that to the night side of Venus, he

had been technically under Patricia's orders, and the reversal

pleased him. "And now," he said severely, "if the biologist will

kindly step aside
—

"

Patricia sniffed. "So you can pilot us, I suppose. I'll bet

you haven't a single idea."

"But I have." He turned to Harbord. "Southeast," he or-

dered, and the afterjets added their voices to the roar of the
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others. 'Tut up to thirty thousand meters/' he continued, "we
might run into mountains."

The Gaea, named for the ancient goddess of Earth, who was

wife to the god Uranus, plunged through the infinity of mist away

from the planet's pole. In one respect that pole is unique among
the Sun's family, for Uranus revolves, not like Jupiter or Saturn

or Mars or the Earth, in the manner of a spinning top, but more
with the motion of a rolling ball. Its poles are in the plane of its

orbit, so that at one point its southern pole faces the Sun, while

tor cy-two years later, halfway around the vast orbit, the opposite

pole is Sunward.

Four decades earlier Young had touched at the southern

pole; it would be another forty years before that pole again saw
noon.

"The trouble with women," grumbled Harbord, "is that they

ask too many questions."

Patricia spun on him. "Schopenhauer!" she hissed. "You
ought to be grateful that Patrick Burlingame's daughter is lending

her aid to a Yankee expedition!"

"Yeah? Why Schopenhauer?"

"He was a woman-hater, wasn't he? Like you!"

"Then he was a greater philosopher than I thought," grunted

Harbord.

"Anyway," she retorted acidly, "a couple of million dollars

is a lot of money to pay for a square mile of foggy desert. You
won't hog this planet the way you tried to hog Venus."

She was referring, of course, to the Council of Berne's deci-

sion of 2059, that the simple fact of an explorer's landing on a

planet did not give his nation possession of the entire planet, but
only of the portion actually explored. On fog-wrapped Uranus
that portion would be small indeed.

"Never mind," put in Ham. "No other nation will argue if

America claims the whole fog-ball, because no other nation has a

base near enough to get here."

That was true. By virtue of its possession of Saturn's only
habitable moon, Titan, the United States was the only nation that

could send an exploratory rocket to Uranus. A direct flight from
the Earth is out of the question, since the nearest approach to the
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two planets is 1,700,000,000 miles. The Bight is made in two
jumps; first to Titan, then to Uranus.

But this condition limits the frequency of the visits enor-

mously, for though Saturn and Earth are in conjunction at inter-

vals of a little over a year, Uranus and Saturn are in conjunction

only once in about forty years. Only at these times is it possible

to reach the vast, mysterious, fog-shrouded planet.

So inconceivably remote is Uranus that the distance to its

neighbor, Saturn, is actually greater than the total distance from
Saturn to Jupiter, from Jupiter to the asteroids, from these to

Mars, and from Mars to the Earth. It is a wild, alien, mystery-

cloaked planet with only icy Neptune and Pluto between it and
the interstellar void.

Patricia whirled on Ham. "You!" she snapped. "Southeast,

eh! Why southeast? Just a guess, isn't it? Truthfully, isn't it?"

"Nope," he grinned. "I have my reasons. I'm trying to

save whatever time I can, because our stay here is limited if we
don't want to be marooned for forty years until the next conjunc-

tion."

"But why southeast?"

"I'll tell you. Did you ever look at a globe of the Earth,

Pat? Then maybe you've noticed that all continents, all large

islands, and all important peninsulas are narrowed to points to-

ward the south. In other words, the northern hemisphere is

more favorable for land formation, and as a matter of fact, by far

the greater part of the Earth's land is north of the equator.

"The Arctic Ocean is nearly surrounded by a ring of land,

but the Antarctic's wide open. And that same thing is true of

Mars, assuming that the dark, swampy plains are old ocean beds,

and also true of the frozen oceans on the night side of Venus.

"So I assume that if all planets had a common origin, and
all of them solidified under the same conditions, Uranus must
have the same sort of land distribution. What Young found was

the land that corresponds to our Antarctica; what I'm looking

for is the land that ought to surround this north polar sea."

"Ought to, but maybe doesn't," retorted Pat. "Anyway
why southeast instead of due south?"

"Because that direction describes a spiral and lessens the

chance of our striking some strait or channel between lands. With
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a visibility of about fifty feet, it wouldn't take a very wide channel

to make us think we were over ocean.

"Even your English Thames would look like the Pacific in

this sort of fog, if we happened to come down more than half a

hundred feet from either bank."

"And I suppose your American Mississippi would look like

Noah's flood," said the girl, and fell to gazing at the gray waste

of fog that swirled endlessly past the ports.

Somewhat less than an hour later the Gaea was again de-

scending gingerly and hesitatingly. At 85 cm. of air pressure Ham
had the rocket slowed almost to a complete stop, and thereafter

it dropped on the cushioning blast of the underjets at a speed of

inches per minute.

When the barometer read 85.8 cm., Cullen's voice sounded
from the stern, where the port was less obscured by the jets them-
selves. "Something below!" he called.

There was something. The fog seemed definitely darker, and
features or markings of some sort were visible. As the ship set-

tled slowly. Ham watched intently, and at last snapped out the

order to land. The Gaea dropped, with a faint jar, to a resting

place on a bare, gray graveled plain domed with a hemisphere of

mist that shut off vision as definitely as a wall.

There was something wild and alien about the limited scene

before them. As the blast died, all of them stared silently into

the leaden-hued vapors and Cullen came wordlessly in to join

them. In the sudden silence that followed the cutting of the

blast, the utter strangeness of the world outside was thrust upon
them.

Venus, where Pat had been born, was a queer enough world

with its narrow habitable twilight zone, its life-teeming Hotlands,

and its mysterious dark side, but it was twin sister to the Earth.

Mars, the desert planet with its great decadent civilization,

was yet stranger, but not utterly alien. Out on the moons of Ju-

piter were outlandish creatures of bizarre little worlds, and on
cold Titan, that circled Saturn, were fantastic beings born to that

wild and frigid satellite.

But Uranus was a major planet, no more than half-brother

to the little inner worlds, and less than cousin to the tiny satel

lites. It was mysterious, unrelated, alien; no one had ever set
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foot on a major planet save the daring Young and his men forty

years before.

He had explored, out of all the millions of square miles of
surface, just one square kilometer forty-five thousand miles away
from where they stood. All the rest was mystery, and the thought
was enough to subdue even the irrepressible Patricia.

But not for long. "Well," she observed finally, "it looks just

like London to me. Same sort of weather we had last time we
were there. I think I'll step outside and look for Piccadilly."

"You won't go out yet," snapped Ham. "I want an atmos-
pheric test first."

"For what? Young and his men breathed this air. I suppose
you're going to say that that was forty-five thousand miles away,
but even a biologist knows that the law of diffusion of gases would
keep a planet from having one sort of air at one pole and another
at the opposite. If the air was safe there, it is here."

"Yeah?" asked Ham. "Diffusion's all right, but did it ever

occur to you that this fog-ball gets most of its heat from inside?

That means high volcanic activity, and it might mean an erup-

tion of poisonous gases somewhere near here. I'm having Cullen

make a test."

Patricia subsided, watching the silent and efficient Cullen as

he drew a sample of Uranian air into an ampule. After a moment
she flexed her knees and asked, "Why is the gravitation so weak
here? Uranus is fifty-four times as large as the Earth and fifteen

times as massive, yet I don't feel any heavier here than at home."
Home to Pat, of course, was the little frontier town of Venoble,

in the Venusian Cool Country.

"That's the answer," said Ham. "Fifty-four times the size

of the Earth or Venus, but only fifteen times as heavy. That

means its density is much smaller—to be exact .27. Figures out

to about nine-tenths the surface gravitation of the Earth, but it

feels to me almost equal. We'll check a kilogram weight on the

spring balance after a while and get an accurate figure on its

mass."

"Safe to breathe?"

"Perfectly. Argon's an inert gas, and a substance can't pos-

sibly be poisonous unless it can react chemically in the body."
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Pat sniffed. "See? It was safe all the time. I'm going out-

side."

"You'll wait for me" he growled. "Every time I've indulged

that reckless disposition of yours you've got into trouble." He
checked the thermometer beyond the port, nine degrees centi-

grade—the temperature of late autumn back home. "There's

the cause of this perpetual fog," he observed. "The surface is

alwavs warmer than the air."

Pat was already pulling a jacket over her shoulders. Ham
followed suit, and fell to twisting the handle of the air lock.

There was a subdued hissing as the slightly denser Uranian air

forced its way in, and he turned to speak to Harbord, who was
lighting a pipe with great satisfaction—an indulgence strictly for-

bidden in space, but harmless now that an air supply was assured.

"Keep an eye on us, will you?" Ham said. "Watch us through

the port, just in case something happens and we need help."

"We?" grunted Harbord. "Your wife's out of sight already."

With a muttered imprecation, Ham spun around. It was
true. The outer door of the air lock was open, and a lazy wisp

of fog drifted in, scarcely moving in the utterly stagnant Uranian
air.

"The crazy little— Here! Give me that!" He seized a belt

with twin holsters, holding a standard automatic as well as a ter-

ribly destructive flame pistol. He whipped it around him, seized

another bundle, and plunged into the eternal mists of Uranus.

It was exactly as if he stood under an inverted bowl of dull

silver. A weird, greenish, half twilight filtered down, but his

whole world consisted of the metal ship at his back and a fifty-

foot semicircle before him. And Pat—Pat was nowhere visible.

He shouted her name. "Pat!" The sound muffled by the

cold dampness of the fog sounded queerly soft to his ears. He
bellowed again at the top of his voice, and then swore violently

from sheer relief as a thin, hushed reply drifted back out of the

grayness.

In a moment she appeared, swinging a zigzag, ropy, greenish-

gray organism.

"Look!" she called triumphantly. "Here's the first specimen
of Uranian plant life. Loosely organized, reproduces by partition,

and—what the devil is the matter?"
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"Matter! Don't you know you might have been lost? How
did you expect to get back here?"

"Compass," she retorted coolly.

"How do you know it works? We may be right on the mag-
netic pole, if Uranus has one."

She glanced at her wrist. "Come to think of it, it doesn't

work. The needle's swinging free."

"Yes, and you went out unarmed besides. Of all the fool

tricks!"

"Young reported no animal life, didn't he? And—wait a

minute. I know what you're going to say. 'Forty-five thousand
miles away!'"

He glared. "Hereafter," he growled, "you're under orders.

You don't go out except in company, and roped together." He
drew a length of heavy silken cord from his pocket, and snapped
one end to her belt, and the other to his own.

"Oh, don't be so timid! I feel like a puppy on a leash."

"I have to be timid," he responded grimly, "when I'm deal-

ing with a reckless, improvident, careless imp like you."

He disregarded her sniff of disapproval, and set about un-

wrapping the bundle he had brought. He produced an American
flag, and proceeded to dig a depression in the gravel, planted

the staff in it and said formally, "I take possession of this land

in the name of the United States of America."

"All fifty feet of it?" murmured Patricia, but softly, for, after

all, despite her flippant manner, she was loyal to the country of

her husband. She fell silent, and the two of them stared at the

flag.

It was a strange echo from a pleasant little planet nearly two
billion miles away; it meant people and friends and civilization-

things remote and almost unreal as they stood here on the soil

of this vast, lonely, mysterious planet.

Ham roused from his thoughts. "So!" he said. "Now we'll

have a look around."

Young had indicated the technique of exploration on this

world where the explorer faced difficulties all but insurmount-

able.

Ham snapped the end of a fine steel wire to a catch beside

the air lock. On a spool at his waist was a thousand foot length
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of it, to serve as an infallible guide back through the obscurity

—

the only practical means in a region where sound was muffled

and even radio waves were shielded almost as completely as by

a grounded metal dome. The wire played the part not only of

guide but of messenger, since a tug on it rang a bell within the

rocket.

Ham waved at Harbord, visibly puffing his pipe behind the

port, and they set out. To the limit of their permitted time,

Uranus would have to be explored in thousand-foot circles, mov-

ing the rocket each time the details of the area were recorded. A
colossal task. It was likely, he remarked to Pat, that the vast

planet would never be completely explored, especially with the

forty-year interval that must pass between visits.

"And especially," she amended, "if they send timorous little

better-be-safe-than-sorry explorers like you."

"At least," he retorted, "I expect to return to tell what I've

explored even if it's only a myriare, like Young's achievement."

"But don't you see," she rejoined impatiently, "that wherever

we go, just beyond our vision there may be something marvel-

ous? We take little thousand-foot samples of the country, and
each time we might be just missing something that may be the

whole significance of this planet. What we're doing is like mark-

ing off a few hundred-foot circles on the Earth; how much chance

is there of finding part of a city, or a house, or even a human
being in our circle?"

"Perfectly true, Pat, but what can we do about it?"

"We could at least sacrifice a few precautions and cover a

little more territory ."

"But we won't. I happen to care about your safety."

"Oh!" she said irritably, turning away. "You're—" Her
words were muffled as she ranged out to the full length of the

silken cord that bound her to him. She was completely invisible,

but occasional jerks and tugs as they tried to move at cross-pur-

poses were evidence enough that they were still joined.

Ham walked slowly forward, examining the pebbled, lifeless

terrain where now and then a pool of condensed moisture showed
dull, and very occasionally, he came upon one of the zigzag weeds
like the one Pat had dropped near the rocket. Apparently rain was

unknown on windless Uranus, and the surface moisture followed
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an endless cycle of condensation in the cool air and evaporation

on the warm ground.

Ham came to a spot where boiling mud seemed to be welling

up from below, and steamy plumes whirled up to lose themselves
in the fog—evidence of the vast internal heat that warmed the

planet. He stood staring at it, and suddenly a violent jerk on the
cord nearly toppled him backward.

He spun around. Patricia materialized abruptly out of the

fog, one hand clutching a ropy plant. She dropped it as she

saw him, and suddenly she was clinging frantically to him.
"Ham!" she gasped. "Let's go back! I'm scared!"

"Scared? Of what?" He knew her character; she was valiant

to the point of recklessness against any danger she could under-

stand, but let there be a hint of mystery in an occurrence, and
her active imagination painted horrors beyond her ability to face.

"I don't know!" she panted. "I—I saw things!"

"Where?"
"In the fog! Everywhere!"

Ham disengaged his arms and dropped his hands to the butts

of the weapons in his belt. "What sort of things?" he asked.

"Horrible things! Nightmarish things!"

He shook her gently. "Who's timid now?" he asked, but

kindly. The query had the effect he sought; she gripped herself

and calmed.

"I'm not frightened!" she snapped. "I was startled. I saw

—

99

She paled again.

"Saw what?"

"I don't know. Shapes in the mist. Great moving things

with faces. Gargoyles—devils—nightmares!" She shuddered, then

calmed once more.

"I was bending over a little pool out there, examining a bio-

pod, and everything was quiet—sort of deadly quiet. And then

a shadow passed in the pool—a reflection of something over me

—

and I looked up and saw nothing. But then I began to hear

rustles and murmurs and noises like muffled voices and I began

to see the fog shapes—horrible shapes—all around me. And I

screamed, and then realized you couldn't hear a scream, so I

jerked the rope. And then I guess I just closed my eyes and

rushed through them to you." She shivered against him.
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"All around you?" he asked sharply. "Do you mean between

you and me?"
She nodded. "Everywhere."

Ham laughed shortly. "You've had a day dream, Pat. The
rope isn't long enough for anything to pass between us without

coming so close to one of us that he could see it clearly, and I

saw nothing—absolutely nothing."

"Well, I saw something," she insisted, "and it wasn't imag-

inary. Do you think I'm just a nervous child afraid of strange

places? Why I was born on an alien planet!" At his indulgent

grin she flared in indignation. "All right! Let's both of us stand

here perfectly quiet; perhaps they'll come back again; then we'll

see what you think of them."
He nodded agreement, and they stood silently under the

translucent dome of mist. There was nothing, nothing but a

deep and endless grayness, and an infinite silence, but a silence

not like any Ham had ever experienced in his life. For on Venus
—even in the sultriest part of the Hotlands—there is always the

rustle of teeming life, and the eternal moaning of the underwind,

while on the Earth no day nor night is ever quite silent.

There is always somewhere the sighing of leaves or the rustle

of grass or the murmur of water or the voices of insects, or even in

the driest desert, the whisper of sand as it warms or cools. But
not here; here was such utter stillness that the girl's breathing

beside him was an actual relief; it was a silence utter enough to

hear.

He did hear it—or was it simply his own blood pulsing in

his ears? A formless throbbing, an infinitely faint rustling, a vague

whispering. He frowned in the concentration of listening, and
Patricia quivered against him.

"There!" she hissed. "There!"

He peered into the gray dimness. Nothing at all—or was
there something? A shadow—but what here could cause a shad-

ow, here in this sunless region of fog? A condensation of mist,

that was all. But it moved; mist can't move without the thrust

of wind, and here there was no wind.

He strained his eyes in an effort to pierce the obscurity. He
saw—or he imagined it—a vast, looming figure, or a dozen figures.

They were all around; one passed silently overhead, and number-
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less others weaved and swayed just beyond the range of vision.

There were murmurings and susurrations, sounds like breathing
and whispering, patters and rustles. The fog shapes were weirdly
unstable, looming from little patches of darkness into towering
shadows, dissipating and forming like figures of smoke.

"Good Lord!" gasped Ham. "What can—

"

He tried to focus his gaze on one individual in the shadowy
throng. It was difficult; they all seemed to shift, to merge, ad-
vance, recede, or simply materialize and fade out. But one sur-

prising phenomenon suddenly caught his attention, and for a

moment stunned him into rigidity. He saw faces!

Not exactly human faces. They were more such appearances

as Patricia had described—the faces of gargoyles or devils, leering,

grimacing, grinning in lunatic mirth or seeming to weep in mock-
ery of sorrow. One couldn't see them clearly enough for anything

but fleeting impressions—so vague and instantaneous that they

had the qualities of an illusion or dream.

They must be illusions, he thought confusedly, if only be-

cause their conformation, though not human, imitated the hu-

man. It was beyond the bounds of reason to suppose that Ura-

nus harbored a race of humans, or even humanlike beings.

Beside him Patricia whimpered, "Let's go back, Ham. Please

let's go back/'

"Listen," he said, "those things are illusory, at least in part."

"How do you know?"

"Because they're anthropomorphic. There can't be any crea-

tures here with nearly human faces. Our own minds are adding

details that don't exist, just as every time you see a cloud or a

crack on the ceiling you try to make a face out of it. All we're

seeing is denser spots in the mist."

"I wish I thought you were sure of that," she quavered.

He wasn't at all sure, but he reaffirmed it. "Of course I am.

I'll tell you an easy way to prove it, too. We'll turn the infra-

red camera on them, and that'll bring out enough detail to judge

by."

"I'd be afraid to look at the plates," said the girl, shivering

as she peered apprehensively at the vague horrors in the fog.
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"Suppose—suppose they do show those faces. What will you
say then?"

'Til say that it's a queer and unexpected coincidence that

Uranian life—if they are forms of life—has developed along some-

what the same lines as terrestrial—at least in outward form."

"And you'll be wrong," she murmured. "A thing like this

is beyond coincidence." She trembled against him. "Do you

know what I think? Ham, do you suppose it's possible that sci-

ence has gone all wrong, and that Uranus is Hell? And that those

are the damned?"
He laughed, but even his laugh sounded hollow, muffled by

the smothering fog. "That's the maddest idea that even your

wild imagination has ever produced, Pat. 1 tell you they're
—

"

A scream from the girl interrupted him. They had been

standing huddled together, staring at divergent angles into the

dome of mist, and he spun around now to gaze in the direction

she faced.

For a moment his vision was blinded by the shift, and he
blinked frantically in an effort to focus his eyes. Then he saw

what had startled her. It was a vast, dusky shadow that seemed
to originate somewhere near the surface, but was springing up-

ward and curving over them as if it actually climbed a veritable

dome of mist, like a dim river of darkness flowing upward.

Despite his derision of Patricia's fear-born imaginings, his

nerves were taut. It was a purely automatic gesture that brought

his weapon to his hand, and it was pure impulse that sent a bul-

let flaming into the mist. There was a curiously muffled report

from the shot—a single full echo—and then utter silence.

Utter silence. The rustles and murmurings were gone—and
so were the fog-shapes. Blinking into the mist, they saw only

the sullen grayness of the eternal cloud itself, and they heard no
sound but their own tense breathing and the faint after-ring of

their eardrums from the concussion.

"They're gone!" the girl gasped.

"Sure. Just what I said. Illusions!"

"Illusions don't run away from gunshots," retorted Patricia,

her courage revived instantly with the vanishing of the fog shapes.

"They're real. I'm not nearly as afraid of real things as of—well,

of things I can't understand."
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"Do you understand these?" he rejoined. "And as for illu-

sions not running away from gunshots, I say they might. Sup-
pose these appearances were due to a sort of self-hypnosis, or even
merely to the eye strain of staring through this fog. Don't you
think a shot would startle us out of the proper mental state, so

that we'd no longer see them?"

"Maybe," she said doubtfully. "Anyway, I'm not scared any
more. Whatever they are, I guess they're harmless."

She turned her attention to the puddle of mud before them,

in which a few curious feathery growths swayed to the bubbling

of the surface. "Cryptogamoid," she said, stooping over them.

"Probably the only sort of plant that can exist on Uranus, since

there's no sign of bees, or other pollen carriers."

Ham grunted, peering into the dismal gray mist. Suddenly
both of them were startled into sudden alertness by the sound
of the bell on the drum that held the guide wire. One ring; a

warning from the Gaea!

Pat sprang erect. Ham tugged the wire in instant reply, and
muttered, "We'd better go back. Harbord and Cullen must have

seen something. It's probably the same sort of things we saw,

but we'd better go back."

They began to retrace their steps, the thousand feet of wire

humming softly as it wound back on the spring drum at Ham's
waist. Other than that and the crunch of their steps on the

gravel, there was silence, and the fog was merely a featureless

dome of faintly greenish grayness. They had progressed perhaps

two hundred yards when it changed.

Patricia saw the fog shapes first. "They're back!" she hissed

in his ear, with no sound of fear in her voice now.

He saw them too. Now they were no longer surrounding

the two of them, but were rushing past from the direction of the

Gaea in two parallel streams, or perhaps dividing into two streams

just beyond the point of visibility. He and Pat were moving

down an alley walled by a continuous double line of rushing

shadows.

They huddled closer to each other and bored on through

the fog. They were no more than a hundred and fifty feet from

the rocket now. And then, with a suddenness that brought them
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to a sharp halt, something more solid than fog, more solid than

fo^ shapes, loomed darkly straight before them.

It—whatever it was—was approaching. It was visible now as

a dark circle at the level of the ground, perhaps six feet in diam-

eter, upright and broadside on. It was moving as fast as a man
walks, and it materialized rapidly into a distinct solidity.

Ham and Pat stared fascinated. The thing was featureless-

just a dull black circle and a tubular body that stretched off into

the fog. Or not quite featureless. Now they could perceive an
organ that projected from the center of the circle—a loose, quiv-

ering member like a large pancake on a finger-thick stem, whose
edges quivered and cupped toward them, as if to catch sounds or

scent. The creature was blind.

Yet it possessed some sense that could register distant ob-

jects. Thirty feet from them the stalked disc cupped deeply in

their direction, the creature swerved slightly, and rushed silently

toward the pair!

Ham was ready. His automatic roared its muffled blast, and
roared again. The attacker seemed to telescope in upon itself

and rolled aside, and behind it appeared a creature identical in

all respects—the same featureless black circle, the same quiver-

ing disc. But a high, piercing whine of pain slipped like a sharp

knife through the fog.

This was a danger Patricia could understand. There was no
fear about her now; she had faced too many outlandish creatures

on the Hotlands frontiers of Venus, or in the mysterious wilds

of the Mountains of Eternity.

She snatched her companion's flame pistol from its holster

and stood with the weapon ready to vomit its single blast of de-

struction. She knew that it represented a last resort, not to be
used until other means had failed, so she simply held it, and
tugged on the wire to the Gaea. Three pulls, and then again

three, would summon aid from Cullen and Harbord.

The second creature—or was it another segment of the same
animal?—came charging forward. Ham sent two more bullets

into the blank, faceless front of it, and again that keening note of

pain sounded. The monster swerved and collapsed, and another
black circle was rushing toward them. His shot failed to drop
this one, but the creature veered.
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Suddenly the thing was roaring past them, black and huge
as a railroad train. It was a segmented being; it was composed of

dozens of eight-foot links, like a train of miniature cars, three pairs

of legs to a section.

But it ran like a single creature, with ripples of motion flow-

ing back along its countless legs in exactly the way a centipede

runs. Ham had a flashing glimpse of the manner in which the

segments were joined by finger-thick ropes of flesh.

He sent three bullets into the middle of a passing section.

It was a bad mistake; the segment spouted black liquid and rolled

out of line, but the one behind it suddenly turned its stalked

member toward the two defenders and came rushing at them.
And off in the fog the first section was circling back. They had
two to face now instead of one.

Ham had three cartridges left in the clip. He grimly fired

one shot full at the quivering disc of flesh that cupped toward
him, saw the monster collapse, and sent another bullet into the

segment that followed. The thing—or things—seemed to extend

indefinitely into the fog.

Beside him he heard the roar of the flame pistol. Pat had
waited until the other monster was nearly upon her, so that her

single blast might do as much damage as possible.

Ham stole time for a momentary glance at the result; the

terrific discharge had simply incinerated a dozen segments, and
one solitary survivor was crawling away into the fog.

"Good girl!" he muttered and sent his last bullet into the on-

rushing monstrosity. It dropped, and behind it, driving inexor-

ably on, came the follower. He flung his empty weapon at the

fleshy disc, saw it bound off the black skin, and waited, thrusting

Pat behind him.

There was a great, roaring light. A flame pistol! Dim in

the fog were the figures of Harbord and Cullen, tracing their way
along the wire, and before him were writhing segments of the

blasted monster.

What remained of the creature had had enough punishment,

apparentlv, for it veered to the left and went thundering away
into the mist, now no more than ten segments long. And all

around the group, just beyond visibility, the fog shapes gestured

and grimaced and gibbered, and then they too vanished.
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Not a word was spoken as the four traced the wire to the

door of the Gaea. Once within, Patricia let out a low whistle of

relief as she pulled off her dripping jacket.

"Well," she breathed. "That was a thrill."

"A thrill!" snorted Ham. "Say, you can have this whole

soggy planet for all of me. And I've a mind to limit you to

the ship, too. This is no place for a thoughtless imp like you; you

draw trouble the way honey draws flies."

"As if I had anything to do with it!" she retorted. "All right;

order me to stay aboard if you think it'll do anv good."

He grunted and turned to Harbord. "Thanks," he said.

"That was close until you two showed up. And by the way, what
was the warning for? The fog shapes?"

"Do you mean that Mardi Gras parade that's been going

by?" asked Harbord. "Or was it a spiritualist convention? No;
we weren't sure they were real. It was for the thing you did get

tangled up with; it came humping by here in your direction."

"It or they?" corrected Ham.
"Did you see more'n one of them?"
"I made more than one of them. I cut it in half, and both

halves went for us. Pat took care of one with the flame pistol,

but all my bullets seemed to do was to knock off pieces." He
frowned. "Do you understand the thing, Pat?"

"Better than you do," she retorted sharply. His threat to

restrain her to the ship still rankled. "This would be a fine expe-

dition without a biologist, wouldn't it?"

"That's the reason I'm being careful about you/' he grinned.

"I'm afraid I would be without a biologist. But what's your idea

concerning that series of detachable worms out there?"

"Just that. It's a multiple animal. Did you ever hear of

Henri Fabre?"

"Not that I remember."
"Well, he was a great French naturalist of about two cen-

turies ago. Among other things, he studied some interesting lit-

tle insects called processionary caterpillars, who spin themselves

a cozy nest of silk and march out of it every night to feed."

"Well?"

"Just listen a moment," said the girl. "They march out
single file, every caterpillar touching its head to the tail of the
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one preceding it. They're blind, you see; so each one trusts the

one ahead. The first one's the leader; he picks the route, leads

them to the proper tree, and there the column breaks up for feed-

ing. And at sunrise, they form again into little columns, which
join again into the big procession, and back they go to their nest."

"1 still don't see—"
"You will. Now, whichever caterpillar is in front is the leader.

If you take a stick and break the column at any point, the one
behind the gap becomes the leader for his followers, and leads

them back to the cobweb nest just as efficiently as the original

leader. And if you segregate any one caterpillar, he finds his own
way, being leader and column in one."

"I begin to see," muttered Ham.
"Yes. That thing—or those things—are something like the

processionary caterpillars. They're blind; in fact, eyes would have

much less value on Uranus than on the Earth, and perhaps no
Uranian creatures developed eyes—unless the fog shapes possess

them. But I think these creatures are a long way ahead of pro-

cessionaries, because the caterpillars establish their contact along

a thread of silk, but these fellows, apparently, do it through ac-

tual nerve ganglia."

"Eh?" queried Ham.
"Of course. Didn't you notice how they were joined? That

flat organ in front—each one had it slapped like a sucking disc

against the one before him—was always placed in identically the

same position. And when you shot one out of the middle of the

file, I saw the pulpy lump it had covered on the one it followed.

And besides
—

" She paused.

"Besides what?"

"Well, didn't it strike you as strange that the whole line

cooperated so well? Their legs moved in a sort of rhythm, like

the legs of a single creature, like the legs of a myriapod—a centi-

pede.

"I don't think habit or training or discipline could ever ac-

count for the way that file of creatures acted, rushing and stop-

ping and veering and circling, all in perfect unison. The whole

line must have been under the direct neutral control of the lead-

er—hearing and smelling what he heard and smelled, even, per-
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haps, responding to his desires, hating with him and finally fearing

with him!"
"Damned if I don't think you're right!" exclaimed Ham.

"The whole bunch of them acted like one animal!"

"Until you carelessly created two by breaking the line," cor-

rected the girl. "You see—"
"I made another leader!" finished Ham excitedly. "The one

behind the break in the file became a second leader, able to act

independently." He frowned. "Say, do you suppose those things

accumulate their intelligence when they join? Does each one add
his reasoning power—if any—to the dominating brain of the

leader?"

"I doubt it," said the girl. "If that were true, they would be
able to build up a colossal intellect just by adding more sections.

No matter how stupid each individual might be, they'd only have

to click together enough of them to create a godlike intelligence.

"If anything like that existed here, or ever had existed, they

wouldn't be rushing around weaponless and savage. There'd be
some sort of civilization, wouldn't there? But," she added, "they

might pool their experience. The leader might have all the in-

dividual memories at his disposal, which wouldn't add a darn

thing to his reasoning powers."

"Sounds plausible," agreed Ham. "Now as to the fog shapes.

Have you figured out anything about them?"
She shuddered. "Not much," she confessed. "I think there's

a relationship between them and these others, though."

"Why?"
"Because they came streaming by us just before the attack.

They might simply have been running away from the multiple

creature, but in that case they ought to have scattered. They
didn't; they came rushing by in two distinct streams, and not
only that, but all during the fight they were flickering and shim-

mering in the background. Didn't you notice that?"

"My attention was occupied," replied Ham dryly. "But
what about it?"

"Well, did you ever hear of the indicator albirostris—the

honey-guide?"

"It sounds vaguely familiar."

"It's an African bird of the cuckoo family, and it guides
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human beings to the wild bee colonies. Then the man gets the
honey and the bird gets the grubs." She paused. "I think," she
concluded, ''that the fog shapes played honey-guide to the others.

I think they led the creatures to us either because your shot an-

gered them, or because they wanted the leavings after the others

were through with us, or because they're just plain destructive.

Anyway, that's my guess."

"If they're real," added Ham. "We'll have to turn the infra-

red camera on the next group or herd or swarm or flock, or what-

ever you call their gatherings. I still think they're mostly illusory."

She shuddered. "I hope you're right," she murmured.
"Bah!" said Harbord suddenly. "Women don't belong in

places like this. Too timid."

"Yeah?" retorted Ham, now fully prepared to defend Pa-

tricia. "She was cool enough to notice details during that fracas

out there."

"But afraid of shadows!" grumbled Harbord.

However, they weren't shadows. Some hours later Cullen

reported that the fog around the Gaea was full of shifting, skit-

tering shapes, and he trundled the long-wave camera from port

to port.

Handicapped by the argon-laden air with its absorption spec-

trum that filtered out long rays, the infra-red plates were neverthe-

less more sensitive than the human eye, though perhaps less re-

sponsive to detail. But a photographic plate is not amenable to

suggestion; it never colors what it sees by the tint of past experi-

ence; it records coldly and unemotionally the exact pattern of the

light rays that strike it.

When Cullen was ready to develop his plates, Patricia was

still asleep, tired out by the hectic first day on the planet, but

Ham came out drowsily to watch the results.

These might have been less than she feared, but they were

more than Ham expected. He squinted through a negative to-

ward the light, then took a sheaf of prints from Cullen, frowning

down at them.

"Humph!" he muttered. The prints showed something,

beyond doubt, but something not much more definite than the
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unaided eye had seen. Indubitably the fog shapes were real, but
it was equally certain that they weren't anthropomorphic.

The demoniac faces, the leering visages, the sardonic coun-

tenances, were decidedly absent to the eye of the camera; to that

extent the beings they had seen were illusions, whose features

had been superimposed by their own minds on the shadows in

the fog. But only to that extent, for behind the illusion lay some-

thing unmistakably real. Yet what physical forms could achieve

that flickering and shifting and change of shape and size that they

had observed?

"Don't let Pat see these unless she asks to/' he said thought-

fully. "And I think I'll confine her to the ship for the present.

Judging from the couple of acres we've seen so far, this place

isn't the friendliest sort of locality."

But he figured without the girl on both counts. When,
fifteen hours later, he moved the rocket a mile south and pre-

pared for another circuit in the fog, she met his order with a

storm of protest.

"What's this expedition for?" she demanded. "The most
important thing on a planet is the life it supports, and that's a

biologist's business, isn't it?"

She turned indignant eyes on Ham. "Why do you think

the Institute chose me for this job? Just to sit idly in the rocket

while a couple of incompetents look around—a chemist and an

engineer who don't know an epiphyte from a hemipteron?"

"Well, we could bring in specimens," muttered Ham mis-

erably.

That brought a renewed storm. "Listen to me!" she snap-

ped. "If you want the truth, I'm not here because of you. You're

here because of me! They could have found a hundred engineers

and chemists and astrogators, but how many good extraterrestrial

biologists? Darn few!"

Ham had no ready reply, for it was quite true. Despite her

youth, Patricia, born on Venus and educated in Paris, was ad-

mittedly preeminent in her field. Nor, in all fairness to the

backers of the expedition, could he handicap her in her work.

After all, not even the government-financed Smithsonian could

afford to spend somewhat over two million dollars without get-

ting fair return for its money.
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Sending a rocket out into the depths where Uranus plowed
its lonely orbit was a project so expensive that in simple justice

the expedition had to do its utmost, especially since forty long

years would elapse before there would be another opportunity to

visit the doubtful planet. So he sighed and yielded.

"That shows a faint glimmering of intelligence/' said Pa-

tricia. "Do you think I'm afraid of some animated links of

sausages? I won't make the mistake of cutting them in the mid-

dle. And as for those funny-faced shadows, you said yourself that

they were illusions, and—by the way, where are the pictures you
were going to take of them? Did they show anything?"

Cullen hesitated, then at Ham's resigned nod, he passed her

the sheaf of prints. At the first glance she frowned suddenly.

"They're real!" she said, and then bent over them with so

intent an expression that Ham wondered what she could read

from so vague and shadowy a record. He saw, or fancied he saw,

a queer gleam of satisfaction in her eyes, and felt a sensation of

relief that at least she wasn't upset by the discovery.

"What d'you make of them?" he asked curiously.

She smiled and made no answer.

Apparently Ham's fears concerning Patricia were ill-founded

on all counts. The days passed uneventfully; Cullen analyzed and

filed his samples, and took innumerable tests of the greenish

Uranian atmosphere; Ham checked and rechecked his standard

weights, and in spare moments examined the reaction motor on

which the Gaea and their lives depended; and Patricia collected

and classified her specimens without the least untoward incident.

Harbord, of course, had nothing to do until the rocket

plunged once more into the vastness of space, so he served as

cook and general utility man—an easy enough task consisting

largely of opening cans and disposing of the debris.

Four times the Gaea soared aloft, picked her way through

the eternal mists to a new station, and settled down while Ham
and Patricia explored another thousand-foot circle. And some-

where in the grayness above, forever invisible, Saturn swung into

conjunction, passed the slower-moving Uranus, and began to re-

cede. Time was growing short; every hour meant additional dis-

tance to cover on the return.
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On the fifth shift of position, Harbord announced the limit

of their stay. "Not more than fifty hours more/' he warned,

"unless you have an inclination to spend the next forty years

here:'

"Well, it's not much worse than London," observed Ham,
pulling on his outdoor clothing. "Come on, Pat. This'll be our

last look at the pleasant Uranian landscape."

She followed him into the gray open, waiting while he
clicked his guide wire to the rocket, and the silken rope to her

belt. "I'd like to get one more look at our chain-gang friends,"

she complained. "I have an idea, and I'd like to investigate it."

"And I hope you don't," he grunted. "One look was plenty

for me."
The Gaea disappeared in the eternal mist. Around them the

fog shapes flickered and grimaced as they had done ever since

that first appearance, but neither of them paid any attention now.
Familiarity had removed any trace of fear.

This was a region of small stony hillocks, and Patricia ranged

back and forth at the full length of the rope, culling, examining,

discarding, or preserving the rare Uranian flora. Most of the time

she was beyond sight or sound, but the cord that joined them
gave evidence of her safety.

Ham tugged impatiently. "Like leading a puppy past a row
of trees," he growled as she appeared. "Wire's end!" he called.

"We'll circle back."

"But there's something beyond!" she cried. By virtue of the

rope she could range an additional fifty feet into the obscurity.

"There's something growing just out of reach there—something
new! I want to see it."

"Hell, you can't. It's out of reach and that's that. We can

lengthen the wire a little and come back for it."

"Oh, it's just a few feet." She turned away. "I'll release

the rope, take a look, and come back."

"You won't!" he roared. "Pat! Come here!"

He tugged mightily on the rope. A faint exclamation of

disgust drifted out of the dimness, and then, suddenly, the rope

came free in his hands. She had freed herself!

"Pat!" he bellowed. "Come back! Come back, I say!"

A smothered reply sounded, all but inaudible. Then there
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was utter silence. He shouted again. The all-enveloping fog muffled

his voice in his own ears. He waited a moment, then repeated his

call. Nothing; no sound but the rustle of the fog shapes.

He was in a desperate quandary. After another pause he
fired his revolver into the air, all ten shots at brief intervals. He
waited, then fired another clip without response from the passive,

leaden-hued fog. He swore bitterly at the girl's foolhardiness, at

his own helplessness, and at the grimacing fog shapes.

He had to do something. Go back to the Gaea and set Har-

bord and Cullen searching. That wasted precious time; every

moment Patricia might be wandering blindly away. He muttered

a phrase that might have been either an imprecation or a prayer,

pulled a pencil and a piece of paper from his pocket, and scrawled

a message: "Pat lost. Bring additional spool and attach to wire.

Circle for me. Will try to stay within two-thousand-foot radius."

He clipped the paper to the wire's end, weighted it with a

stone, and then tugged three times to summon the two from the

Gaea. Then he deliberately released himself and plunged un-

guided into the fog.

He never knew how far or how long he walked. The fog

shapes gibbered and mocked him, the condensation gathered on
his face and dripped from his nose and chin, the fog pressed in

about him. He shouted, he fired his automatic, he whistled,

hoping that the shriller sounds might carry, he zigzagged back

and forth across his route. Surely, he thought, Pat had sense

enough not to wander. Surely a girl trained in the Hotlands of

Venus knew that the proper procedure when lost was to remain

still, lest one stray still farther from safety.

Ham himself was utterly lost now. He had no faintest con-

ception of where the Gaea lay, nor in what direction was the

guiding wire. Now and again he thought he spied the silver fila-

ment of safety, but each time it was only the glint of water or the

dull sparkle of stone. He moved under on inverted bowl of fog

that blocked off vision on every hand.

In the end it was the very weakness of the lost that saved

him. After hours of hopeless plunging through the mist, he trip-

ped—actually tripped—over the wire. He had circled.
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Cullen and Harbord loomed suddenly beside him, joined by
a silken rope. He gasped. "Have you—have you

—

"

"No," said Harbord gloomily, his lined visage looking bleak

and worn. "But we will. We will."

"Say," said Cullen, "why don't you go aboard and rest up?
You look about done in, and we can carry on for you."

"No," said Ham grimly.

Harbord was unexpectedly gentle. "Don't worry," he said.

"She's a sensible sort. She'll stay put until we find her. She
can't have wandered a full thousand feet beyond the wire's end."

"Unless," responded Ham miserably, "she was driven—or

carried."

"We'll find her," repeated Harbord.
But ten hours later, after they had completely circled the

Gaea at a dozen different distances, it became obvious that Pa-

tricia was not within the circumference described by their two-

thousand-foot wire. Fifty times during the intolerable circuit

Ham had fought against the impulse to free himself of the wire,

to probe just a little farther into the tantalizing fog.

She might be sitting despondently just beyond sight and ear-

shot, or she might be lying injured within an easy stone's throw of

the circle, and they'd never know it. Yet to release himself from
the one guide that marked their base was little better than suicide

and somewhat more than sheer insanity.

When they reached the stake that Cullen had driven to mark
their starting point, Ham paused. "Back to the ship," he ordered

grimly. "We'll move her four thousand feet in this direction and
circle again. Pat can't have wandered a mile from the point I

lost her."

"We'll find her," reiterated Harbord.

But they didn't find her. After a futile, exhausting search,

Ham ordered the Gaea to a point at which their wirebound circle

was tangent to the two circles already explored, and grimly began
again.

Thirty-one hours had passed since the girl had disappeared,

and the three were nearing exhaustion. It was Cullen who yield-

ed first, and groped his way wearily back to the ship. When the

other two returned to move to a new base, they found him sleep-

ing fully clothed beside a half-drained cup of coffee.
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The hours dropped slowly into eternity. Saturn was pulling
steadily ahead of the misty planet, bound placidly for their next
meeting forty years in the future. Harbord said not a word con-
cerning the passing of time; it was Ham who broached the sub-
ject.

"Look here," he said as the Gaea slanted down to a new
position. 'Time's short. I don't want you two marooned here,

and if we don't find Pat in this area, I want you and Cullen to
leave. Do you understand?"

"I understand English," said Harbord, "but not that sort."

"There's no reason for you two to stay. I'm staying. I'll

take our portion of food and all the arms and ammunition, and
I'll stay."

"Bah!" growled Harbord. "What's forty years?" He had
turned sixty.

"I'm ordering you to leave," said Ham quietly.

"You don't command once we're clear of the surface,"

grunted the other. "We're staying. We'll find her."

But it began to seem utterly hopeless. Cullen awoke and
joined them as they emerged into the infinite fog, and they took

their places at six hundred and sixty foot intervals along the wire.

Ham took the outermost position and they began their endless

plodding through the mists.

He was close to the breaking point. For forty hours he had
neither slept nor eaten, save for a hurried gulp of coffee and a

bite of chocolate when they moved the Gaea. The fog shapes were

beginning to take the weirdest conformations in his tired eyes,

and they seemed to loom ever closer, and to grin more malevo-

lently.

So it was that he had to blink and squint and peer very

closely when, a quarter way around the circuit, he saw something

a little denser than the fog shapes in the gloom.

He jerked the wire once to halt Horbord and Cullen, and
stared fixedly. There was a sound, too—a faint, steady thrum-

ming quite different from the eerie rustles of the fog shapes. He
started sharply as he heard still another sound, indescribable, muf-

fled, but certainly a physical sound. He jerked the wire three

times; that would summon his companions.

They came, and he pointed out the dusky mass. "We can
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reach it," he suggested, "if we tie a couple of our ropes together.

Two should be plenty/

They moved cautiously into the mist. Something—some-

thing was stirring there. They crept quietly on, fifty feet, sixty.

And suddenly Ham realized that he saw a chain of the multiple

creatures—a vast chain, apparently, for it was still passing before

them. In utter despondency he stopped, staring hopelessly ahead;

then, very slowly, he turned back toward the wire.

A sound—a sharp sound—froze him. It sounded like a

cough!

He whirled back. Regardless of the dangerous file close be-

fore him, he shouted. "Pat! Pat!"

The sublimity of relief! A thin little voice quavered beyond
the line. "Ham! Oh, Ham!"

"Are—you—are you safe?"

"Y-yes."

He was at the very side of the passing file. Beyond, pale as

the misr itself, was Patricia, no more than ten feet away.

"Thank God!" he muttered. "Pat, when this chain passes,

run straight here. Don't move a single step aside—not a single

step!"

"Passes?" she quavered. "Oh, it won't pass! It isn't a file.

It's a circle!"

"A circle!" Comprehension dawned. "A circle! Then how

—

how can we get you out? We can't break it or
—

" He paused.

Now the queer parade was leaderless, helpless, but once it were
broken at any point, it would turn into a fierce and bloodthirsty

thing—and it might attack the girl. "Lord!" he gasped.

Harbord and Cullen were beside him. "Here!" he snapped.

He seized the remaining rope. "I'm going across. Stand close."

He crawled to the shoulders of the two. From that height

it might be possible to leap the creatures. It had to be possible.

He made it, though it left Cullen and Harbord groaning

from the thrust of his hundred and eighty pounds, Uranus weight.

He spent only a moment holding Patricia to him; the menace of

those circling monsters was too imminent.

He flung an end of the rope to the two beyond the circle.

"Can you swing across if we hold it high enough, Pat?" The girl

seemed on the verge of exhaustion.
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"Of course/' she murmured.

He helped her lock elbows and knees around the rope.

Slowly, painfully, she inched her way in the manner of a South
American tree sloth. Ham had one terrible instant of fear as she

wavered directly over the file, but she made it, dropping weakly
into Harbord's arms beyond.

Then she cried out, "Ham! How can you get across?"

"Vault 'em!" he flashed.

He spent no time in reflection. He gathered all the strength

remaining in his body, drew back for a short run, and actually

cleared the six-foot barrier of deadliness, his knuckles just touch-

ing a black, blubbery back.

Patricia struggled to her feet, clinging to him. He held her

a moment, then said huskily, "Lord! If we hadn't found you
—

"

"But you did!" she whispered. Suddenly she began to laugh

hysterically, the sound broken by choking coughs. "Only what
kept you? I expected you sooner!" She stared wildly at the

circling file. "I short-circuited them!" she cried. "I—short-circuited

—their brains!"

She collapsed against him. Without a word he lifted her

and followed Harbord and Cullen back along the wire to the

Gaea. Behind him, revolving endlessly, was the circle of doomed
creatures.

Uranus was a banded green globe behind the flare of the

afterjets, and Saturn a brilliant blue star to the left of a tiny, very

fierce sun. Patricia, her cough already improved in the condi-

tioned air of the Gaea, lay passively in a pivot chair and smiled

at Ham.
"You see," she said, "after I cast off the rope—Wait! Don't

lecture me again about that!—I stepped just the merest few paces

into the fog, and then, after all, the plants I had seen turned out

to be the same old zigzag ones I named Cryptogami Urani, so I

started back and you were gone."

"Gone! I hadn't moved."

"You were gone," she repeated imperturbably. "I walked

a short distance and then shouted, but the shouts just sort of

muffled out. And then I heard a couple of shots in another di-
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rection, and started that way—and suddenly the chain gang came
plunging out of the fog!"

"What'd you do?"

"What could I do? They were too close for me to draw my
gun, so I ran. They're fast, but so am I, and I kept ahead until

I began to lose breath. Then I discovered that by sharp dodging
I could keep away—they don't turn very quickly—and I man-
aged for a few minutes, although that blinding fog kept me in

danger of tripping. And then I had an inspiration!"

"You needed one!" he muttered.

She ignored him. "Do you remember when I mentioned
Fabre and his studies of the pine processionary caterpillars? Well,
one of his experiments was to lead the procession around the edge

of a big garden vase and close the circle! He did away with the

leader, and do you know what happened?"
"I can guess."

"You're right. Lacking leadership, the circle just kept re-

volving for hours, days, I don't know how long, until at last some
caterpillar dropped from exhaustion, and a new leader was cre-

ated by the gap. And suddenly that experiment occurred to* me,
and I set about duplicating it. I dodged back toward the rear

end of my procession, with the front end following me!"

"I see!" muttered Ham.
"Yes. I intended to close the circle and dodge outside, but

something went wrong. I caught up with the rear all right, but

I was just about worn out and I stumbled or something, and the

next thing I remember was lying on the ground with the feet of

the things pounding by my face. And I was inside the circlet"

"You probably fainted from exhaustion."

"I never faint," said Patricia with dignity.

"You did when I got you out."

"That," she retorted, "was simply a case of going to sleep

after about forty hours of staying awake without food. Fainting,

or syncope, is quite different, being due to an undersupply of

blood to the brain
—

"

"All right," cut in Ham. "If fainting needs a brain, obvious-

ly you couldn't faint. Go on."

"Well," she resumed placidly, "there I was. I could have

shot a break in the circle, of course, but that would have brought
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an attack, and besides, I hadn't the least idea where the Gaea
was. So I sat there, and I sat a week or ten days or a month

—

"

"Forty hours."

"And the fog shapes kept rustling over the file of sausage
creatures, and they kept flickering and rustling and whispering
until I thought I'd go mad. It was terrible—even knowing what
they were, it was terrible!"

"Knowing what— Do you know what they are?"

"I figured out one good guess. In fact, I had a suspicion

as soon as I saw Cullen's infra-red photographs."

"Then what the devil are they?"

"Well, you see I had a good chance to examine the chain

things at close range, and they're not perfect creatures."

"I'll say they're not!"

"I mean they're not fully developed. In fact, they're larvae.

And I think the fog shapes are what they grow up to be. That's

why the fog shapes led the things to us. Don't you see? The
chain creatures are their children. It's like caterpillar and moth!"

"Well, that's possible, of course, but what about the weird

faces of the fog shapes, and their ability to change size?"

"They don't change size. See here—the light on that part of

Uranus comes from directly overhead, doesn't it? Well, any

shadows are thrown straight down, then; that's obvious. So what
we saw—all that flickering, shifting crew of gargoyles—were just

the shadows of floating things, flying things, projected on the fog.

That's why the fog shapes grew and shrank and changed shape;

they were just shadows following some winged creature that

moved up and down and around. Do you see?"

"It sounds plausible. We'll report it that way, and in eighty

years, when the north pole part of Uranus gets around to the

Sunlight again, somebody can run up and check the theory. May-
be Harbord'll pilot them. Eh, Harbord? Think you'd be willing

to visit the place again in eighty years?"

"Not with a woman aboard," grunted the astrogator.
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there were a mountain a thou-

sand miles high, and every thousand years a bird flew over it, just

brushing the peak with the tip of its wing, in the course of incon-

ceivable eons the mountain would be worn away. Yet all those

ages would not he one second to the length of eternity . . . .

I don't know what philosophical mind penned the foregoing,

but the words keep recurring to me since last I saw old Aurore de

Neant, erstwhile professor of psychology at Tulane. When, back

in '24, I took that course in Morbid Psychology from him, I think

the only reason for taking it at all was that I needed an eleven

o'clock on Tuesdays and Thursdays to round out a lazy program.

I was gay Jack Anders, twenty-two years old, and the reason

seemed sufficient. At least, I'm sure that dark lovely Yvonne de

Neant had nothing to do with it; she was but a child of sixteen.

Old de Neant liked me. Lord knows why, for I was a

poor enough student. Perhaps it was because I never, to his know-
ledge, punned on his name. Aurore de Neant translates to Dawn
of Nothingless, you see; you can imagine what students did to such

a name. "Rising Zero"—"Empty Morning"—those were two of

the milder sobriquets.

That was in '24. Five years later I was a bond salesman in

New York, and Professor Aurore de Neant was fired. I learned

about it when he called me up; I had drifted quite out of touch

with University days.

He was a thrifty sort. He had saved a comfortable sum,

and had moved to New York, and that's when I started seeing

Yvonne again, now darkly beautiful as a Tanagra figurine. I
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was doing pretty well, and was piling up a surplus against the

day when Yvonne and I . . . .

At least, that was the situation in
v

August, 1929. In October
of the same year, I was as clean as a gnawed bone and old de
Neant had but little more meat. I was young, and could afford to

laugh; he was old, and he turned bitter. And indeed, Yvonne and
I did little enough laughing when we thought of our own future;

but we didn't brood like the professor.

I remember the evening he broached the subject of the

Circle of Zero. It was a rainy, blustering fall night, and his

beard waggled in the dim lamplight like a wisp of grey mist.

Yvonne and I had been staying in evenings of late; shows cost

money, and I felt that she appreciated my talking to her father,

and—after all—he retired early.

She was sitting on the davenport at his side when he sud-

denly stabbed a gnarled finger at me and snapped, "Happiness

depends on money!"
I was startled. "Well, it helps," I agreed.

His pale blue eyes glittered. "We must recover ours!" he
rasped.

"How?"
"I know how. Yes, I know how!" He grinned thinly.

"They think I'm mad. You think I'm mad; even Yvonne
thinks so."

The girl said softly, reproachfully, "Father!"

"But I'm not," he continued. "You and Yvonne, and all

the fools holding chairs at universities—yes! But not me."

"I will be, all right, if conditions don't get better soon,"

I murmured. I was used to the old man's outbursts.

"They will be better for us," he said, calming. "Money!

We will do anything for money, won't we, Anders?"

"Anything honest."

"Yes, anything honest. Time is honest, isn't it? An honest

cheat, because it takes everything human and turns it into dust."

He peered at my puzzled face. "I will explain," he said, "how
we can cheat time."

"Cheat-"

"Yes. Listen, Jack. Have you ever stood in a strange place
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and felt a sense of having been there before. Have you ever

taken a trip and sensed that sometime, somehow, you had done

exactly the same thing—when you know you hadn't?"

"Of course. Everyone has. A memory of the present,

Bergson calls it—"

"Bergson is a fool! Philosophy without science. Listen to

me." He leaned forward. "Did you ever hear of the Law of

Chance?"
I laughed. "My business is stocks and bonds. I ought to

know of it."

"Ah," he said, "but not enough of it. Suppose I have a

barrel with a million trillion white grains of sand in it, and one

black grain. You stand and draw a single grain, one after the

other, look at it, and throw it back into the barrel. What are

the odds against drawing the black grain?"

"A million trillion to one, on each draw."

"And if you draw half of the million trillion grains?"

"Then the odds are even."

"So!" he said. "In other words, if you draw long enough,

even though you return each grain to the barrel and draw again,

some day you will draw the black one—if you try long enough.'"

"Yes," I said.

"Suppose now you tried for eternity?"

"Eh?"

"Don't you see, Jack? In eternity, the Law of Chance func-

tions perfectly. In eternity, sooner or later, every possible com-
bination of things and events must happen. Must happen, if

it's a possible combination. I say, therefore, that in eternity,

whatever can happen will happen/" His blue eyes blazed in

pale fire.

I was a trifle dazed. "I guess you're right," I muttered.

"Right! Of course I'm right. Mathematics is infallible.

Now do you see the conclusion?"

"Why—that sooner or later everything will happen."

"Bah! It is true that there is eternity in the future; we
cannot imagine time ending. But Flammarion, before he died,

pointed out that there is also an eternity in the past. Since in
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eternity everything possible must happen, it follows that every-

thing must already have happened/"
I gasped. ''Wait a minute! I don't see—"

"Stupidity!" he hissed. "It is but to say with Einstein

that not only space is curved, but time. To say that after un-

told eons of millenniums, the same things repeat themselves

because they must! The Law of Chance says they must, given

time enough. The past and the future are the same thing, be-

cause everything that will happen must already have happened.
Can't you follow so simple a chain of logic?"

"Why—yes. But where does it lead?"

"To our money! To our money!"

"What?"
"Listen. Do not interrupt. In the past, all possible com-

binations of atoms and circumstances must have occurred." He
paused, then stabbed that bony finger of his at me. "Jack

Anders, you are a possible combination of atoms and circum-

stances! Possible because you exist at this moment!"

"You mean—that 7 have happened before?"

He sneered. "How apt you are! Yes, you have happened
before, and will again."

"Transmigration!" I gulped. "That's unscientific."

"Indeed?" He frowned as if in effort to gather his thoughts.

"The poet Robert Burns was buried under an apple tree. When,
years after his death, he was to be removed to rest among the

great men of Westminster Abbey, do you know what they found?

Do you know?"—shouting.
"I'm sorry, but I don't."

"They found a root! A root with a bulge for a head,

branch roots for arms and legs, and little rootlets for fingers and
toes. The apple tree had eaten Bobby Burns—but who had
eaten the apples?"

"Who-what?"
"Exactly. Who and what? The substance that had been

Burns was in the bodies of Scotch countrymen and children, in

the bodies of caterpillars, who had eaten the leaves and become
butterflies and been eaten by birds, in the wood of the tree.
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Where is Bobby Burns? Transmigration, I tell you! Isn't that

transmigration?"

"Yes—but not what you meant about me. His body may

be living, but in a thousand different forms."

"Ah! And when some day, eons and eternities in the future,

the Laws of Chance form another nebula that will cool to

another sun and another earth, is there not the same chance

that those scattered atoms may reassemble another Bobby Burns?"

"But what a chance! Trillions and trillions to one!"

"But eternity, Jack! In eternity that one chance out of all

those trillions must happen—must happen!"

I was floored. I stared at Yvonne's pale and lovely features,

then at the glistening old eyes of Aurore de Neant.

"You win," I said with a long sigh. "But what of it? This

is still nineteen twenty-nine, and our money's still sunk in a

very sick securities market."

"Money!" he groaned. "Don't you see? That memory we
started from—that sense of having done a thing before—that's

a memory out of the infinitely dead past—or, which is the same,

the infinitely remote future. If only—if only one could re-

member clearly! But I have a way." His voice rose suddenly

to a shrill scream. "Yes, I have a way!"

Wild eyes glared at me. I said, "A way to remember our

former incarnations?" One had to humor the old professor.

"To remember—the future?"

"Yes! Reincarnation!" His voice crackled wildly. "Re-in-

carnarione, which is Latin for 'by the thing in the carnation',

but it wasn't a carnation—it was an apple tree. The carnation

is dianthus carophyUus, which proves that the Hottentots plant

carnations on the graves of their ancestors, whence the expres-

sion 'nipped in the bud/ If carnations grew on apple trees—"
"Father!" cut in Yvonne sharply. "You're tired!" Her

voice softened. "Come. You're going to bed."

"Yes," he cackled. "To a bed of carnations."

Some evenings later, Aurore de Neant reverted to the same
topic. He was clear enough as to where he had left off.

"So in this millennially dead past," he began suddenly,
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"there was a year nineteen twenty-nine, and two fools named
Anders and de Neant, who invested their money in what are

sarcastically called securities. There was a clown's panic, and
their money vanished." He leered fantastically at me. "Wouldn't
it be nice if they could remember what happened in, say, the

months from December, nineteen twenty-nine, to June, nineteen

thirty—next year?" His voice was suddenly whining. "They
could get their money back then!"

I humored him. "If they could remember."

"They can!" he blazed. "They can!"

"How?"
His voice dropped to a confidential softness. "Hypnotism!

You studied Morbid Psychology under me, didn't you, Jack?

Yes— I remember."

"But, hypnotism!" I objected. "Every psychiatrist uses

that in his treatments, and no one has remembered a previous

incarnation, or anything like it."

"No. They're fools, these doctors and psychiatrists. Listen

—do you remember the three stages of the hypnotic state, as

you learned them?"
"Yes, somnambulism, lethargy, catalepsy."

"Right. In the first, the subject speaks, answers questions.

In the second, he sleeps deeply. In the third, catalepsy, he is

rigid, stiff, so that he can be laid across two chairs, sat on—
and that nonsense."

"I remember. What of it?"

He grinned bleakly. "In the first stage the subject remem-

bers everything that ever happened during his life. His sub-

conscious mind is dominant, and that never forgets. Correct?"

"So we were taught."

He leaned tensely forward. "In the second stage, lethargy,

my theory is that he remembers everything that happened in his

other lives! He remembers the future!"

"Huh? Why doesn't someone do it, then?"

"He remembers while he sleeps; he forgets when he wakes.

That's why. But I believe that with proper training he can

learn to remember."

"And you're going to try?"
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"Not I. I know too little of finance. I wouldn't know
how to interpret my memories."

"Who, then?"

"You!" He jabbed that long finger against me.

I was thoroughly startled. "Me? Oh, no! Not a chance

of it!"

"Jack," he said querulously, "didn't you study hypnotism in

my course? Didn't you learn how harmless it is? You know
what tommyrot the idea is of one mind dominating another. You
know the subject really hypnotizes himself, and that no one

can hypnotize an unwilling person. Then what are you afraid

of?"

I—well, I didn't know what to answer. "I'm not afraid,"

I said grimly. "I just don't like it."

"You're afraid!"

"I'm not!"

"You are!" He was growing excited.

It was at that moment that Yvonne's footsteps sounded in

the hall. His eyes glittered; he looked at me with a sinister

hint of cunning.

"I dislike cowards," he whispered. His voice rose. "So
does Yvonne!"

The girl entered, perceiving his excitement. "Oh!" she

frowned. "Why do you have to take these theories so to heart,

father?"

"Theories?" he screeched. "Yes! I have a theory that

when you walk you stand still and the sidewalk moves back.

No—then the sidewalk would split if two people walked toward
each other—or maybe it's elastic. Of course, it's elastic! That's

why the last mile is the longest; it's been stretched!"

Yvonne got him to bed.

Well, he talked me into it. I don't know how much was due
to my own credulity and how much to Yvonne's solemn dark
eyes. I half-believed the professor by the time he'd spent another
evening in argument, but I think the clincher was his veiled

threat, to forbid Yvonne my company. She'd have obeyed him
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if it killed her; she was from New Orleans too, you see, and of

Creole blood.

I won't describe that troublesome course of training. One
had to develop the hypnotic habit; it's like any other habit, and
must be formed slowly. Contrary to the popular opinion,

morons and people of low intelligence can't ever do it. It takes

real concentration; the whole knack of it is in the ability to con-

centrate one's attention—and I don't mean the hypnotist, either.

I mean the subject. The hypnotist hasn't a thing to do with

it except to furnish the necessary suggestion by murmuring,
"Sleep—sleep—sleep—sleep—" And even that isn't necessary,

once you learn the trick of it.

I spent half an hour or more, nearly every evening, learning

that trick. It was tedious, and a dozen times I became thorough-

ly disgusted and swore to have no more to do with the farce.

But always, after the half-hour's humoring of de Neant, there

was Yvonne, and the boredom vanished. As a sort of reward,

I suppose, the old man took to leaving us alone; and we used

our time, I'll wager, to better purpose than he used his.

But I began to learn, little by little. Came a time, after

three weeks of tedium, when I was able to cast myself into a

light somnambulistic state. I remember how the glitter of the

cheap stone in Professor de Neant's ring grew until it filled the

world, and how his voice, mechanically dull, murmured like the

waves of sleep in my ears. I remember everything that trans-

pired during those minutes, even his query, "Are you sleeping?'*

and my automatic reply, "Yes."

By the end of November we had mastered the second state

of lethargy, and then— I don't know why, but a sort of enthusi-

asm for the madness took hold of me. Business was at a stand-

still; I grew tired of facing customers to whom I had sold bonds

at par that were now worth fifty or less, and trying to explain

why. After a while I began to drop in on the professor during

the afternoon, and we went through the insane routine again

and again.

Yvonne comprehended only a part of the bizarre scheme.

She was never in the room during our half-hour trials, and knew

only vaguely that we were involved in some sort of experiment
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that was to restore our lost money. I don't suppose she had

much faith in it, but she always indulged her father's whims.

It was early in December that I began to remember things.

Dim and formless things at first—sensations that utterly eluded

the rigidities of words. I tried to express them to de Neant,

but it was hopeless.

"A circular feeling," I'd say. "No—not exactly—a sense

of spiral—not that, either. Roundness— I can't recall it now. It

slips away."

He was jubilant. "It comes!" he whispered, grey beard a-

waggle and pale eyes glittering. "You begin to remember!"

"But what good is a memory like that?"

"Wait! It will come clearer. Of course not all your

memories will be of the sort we can use. They will be scattered.

Through all the multifold eternities of the past-future circle

you can't have been always Jack Anders, securities salesman.

There will be fragmentary memories, recollections of times when
your personality was partially existent, when the Laws of Chance
had assembled a being who was not quite Jack Anders, in some
period of the infinite worlds that must have risen and died in

the span of eternity. But somewhere, too, the same atoms, the

same conditions, must have made you. You're the black gram
among the trillions of white grains, and with all eternity to draw
in, you must have been drawn before—many, many times."

"Do you suppose," I asked suddenly, "that anyone exists

twice on the same earth? Reincarnation in the sense of the

Hindus?"

He laughed scornfully. "The age of the earth is somewhere
between a thousand million and three thousand million years.

What proportion of eternity is that?"

"Why—no proportion at all. Zero."

"Exactly, and zero represents the chance of the same atoms
combining to form the same person twice in one cycle of a

planet. But I have shown that trillions, or trillions of trillions

of years ago, there must have been another Jack Anders, and"
—his voice took on that whining note—"another crash that ruin-

ed Jack Anders and old de Ncant. That is the time you must
remember out of lethargy."
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"Catalepsy!" I said. "What would one remember in thatv

"God knows."

"What a mad scheme!" I said suddenly. "What a crazv

pair of fools we are!" The adjectives were a mistake.

"Mad? Crazy?" His voice became a screech. "Old de

Neant is mad, eh? Old Dawn of Nothingness is crazy! You
think time doesn't go in a circle, don't you? Do you know
what a circle represents? I'll tell you! A circle is the mathe
matical symbol for zero! Time is zero—time is a circle. I have

a theory that the hands of a clock are really the noses, became
they're on the clock's face, and since time is a circle they go

round and round and round and round—"
Yvonne slipped quietly into the room and patted her

father's furrowed forehead. She must have been listening.

"Look here," I said at a later time to de Neant. "If the

past and future are the same thing, then the future's as un-

changeable as the past. How, then, can we expect to change

it by recovering our money?"
"Change it?" he snorted. "How do you know we're chang-

ing it? How do you know that this same thing wasn't done by

Jack Anders and de Neant back on the other side of eternity?

I say it was/"

I subsided, and the weird business went on. My memories

—if they were memories—were coming clearer now. Often and

often I saw things out of my own immediate past of twenty-seven

years, though of course de Neant assured me that these were

visions from the past of that other self on the far side of time.

I saw other things too, incidents that I couldn't place in

my experience, though I couldn't be quite sure they didn't be-

long there. I might have forgotten, you see, since they were of

no particular importance. I recounted everything dutifully to

the old man immediately upon awakening, and sometimes that

was difficult, like trying to find woids for a half-remembered

dream.

There were other memories as well—bizarre, outlandish

dreams that had little parallel in human history. They were

always vague and sometimes very horrible, and only their in-
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choate and formless character kept them from being utterly

nerve-racking and terrifying.

At one time, I recall, I was gazing through a little crystalline

window into a red fog through which moved indescribable faces

—not human, not even associable with anything I had ever

seen. On another occasion I was wandering, clad in furs, across

a cold grey desert, and at my side was a woman who was not

quite Yvonne.

I remember calling her Pyroniva, and knowing even that

the name meant "Snowy-fire." And here and there in the air

about us floated queer little bloated fungoid things, bobbing

around like potatoes in a waterbucket; and once we stood very

quiet while a menacing form that was only remotely like the

small fungi droned purposefully far overhead, toward some un-

known objective.

At still another time I was peering fascinated into a spinning

pool of mercury, watching an image therein of two wild, winged

figures playing in a roseate glade—not at all human in form, but

transcendently beautiful, bright and iridescent.

I felt a strange kinship between these two creatures and
myself and Yvonne, but I had no inkling of what they were, nor

upon what world, nor at what time in eternity, nor even of what
nature was the room that held the spinning pool that pictured

them.

Old Aurore de Ncant listened carefully to the wild word-

pictures I drew.

"Fascinating!" he muttered. "Glimpses of an infinitely

distant future caught from a ten-fold infinitely remote past.

These things you describe are not earthly; it means that some-

where, sometime, men are actually to burst the prison of space,

and visit other worlds. Some day—"
"If these glimpses aren't simply nightmare," I said.

"They're not nightmares," he snapped, "but they might as

well be, for all the value they are to us." I could see him strug-

gling to calm himself. "Our money is still gone. Wc must trv.

keep trying, for years, for centuries, until we get the black grain

of sand, because black sand is a sign of gold-bearing ore—" He
paused. "What am I talking about?" he asked querulously.
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Well, we kept trying. Interspersed with the wild, all but
indescribable visions came others almost rational. The thing
became a fascinating game. I was neglecting my business—though
that was small loss—to chase dreams with old Professor Aurore
de Neant.

I spent evenings, afternoons, and finally mornings, too,

lving in the slumber of the lethargic state, or telling the old man
what fantastic things I had dreamed—or, as he said, remembered.
Reality became dim to me; I was living in an outlandish world
of fancy, and only the dark, tragic eyes of Yvonne tugged at me,
pulled me back into the daylight world of sanity.

I have mentioned more nearly rational visions. I recall one—
a city, but what a citv! Sky-piercing, white and beautiful, and
the people of it were grave with the wisdom of gods, pale and
lovely people, but solemn, wistful, sad. There was the aura of

brilliance and wickedness that hovers about all great cities, that

was born. I suppose, in Babylon, and will remain until great

cities are no more.

But there was something else, something rather intangible;

I don't know exactly what to call it, but perhaps the word de-

cadence is as close as any word we have. As I stood at the base

of a colossal structure there was the whir of quiet machinery,

but it seemed to me, nevertheless, that the city was dying.

It might have been the moss that grew green on the north

walls of the buildings; it might have been the grass that pierced

here and there through the cracks of the marble pavements; or

it might have been only the grave and sad demeanor of the

pale inhabitants. There was something that hinted of a doomed
city and a dying race.

A strange thing happened when I tried to describe this

particular memory to old de Neant. I stumbled over the de-

tails, of course; these visions from the unplumbed depths of

eternity were curiously hard to fix between the rigid walls of

words. They tended to grow vague, to elude the waking

memory. Thus, in this description, I had forgotten the name
of the city.

"It was called," I said hesitatingly, "Termis or Termolia,
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"Termopolis!" hissed de Neant impatiently. "City of the

End!"
I stared amazed. "That's it! But how did you know?" In

the sleep of lethargy, I was sure, one never speaks.

A queer, cunning look flashed in his pale eyes. "I knew,"

he muttered. "I knew." He would say no more.

But I think I saw that city once again. It was when I

wandered over a brown and treeless plain, not like that cold

grey desert, but apparently an arid and barren region of the

earth. Dim on the western horizon was the circle of a great

cold, reddish sun; it had always been there, I remembered, and

knew with some other part of my mind that the vast brake of

the tides had at last slowed the earth's rotation to a stop, and

day and night no longer chased each other around the planet.

The air was biting cold, and my companions and I—there
were half a dozen of us—moved in a huddled group, as if to lend

each other warmth from our half-naked bodies. We were all

of us thin-legged, skinny creatures, with oddly deep chests and

enormous, luminous eyes, and the one nearest me was again

a woman who had something of Yvonne in her, but very little.

And I was not quite Jack Anders, either; but some remote frag-

ment of mc survived in that barbaric brain.

Beyond a hill was the surge of an oily sea. We crept circling

about the mound, and suddenly I perceived that sometime in

the infinite past that hill had been a city. A few Gargantuan
blocks of stone lay crumbling on it, and one lonely fragment of

a ruined wall rose gauntly to four or five times a man's height.

It was at this special remnant that the leader of our miserable

crew gestured, then spoke in somber tones—not English words,

but I understood.

'The gods," he said—"the gods who piled stones upon
stones are dead, and harm not us who pass the place of their

dwelling"

I knew what that was meant to be. It was an incantation,

a ritual; to protect us from the spirits that lurked among the
ruins—the ruins, I believe, of a city built by our own ancestors

thousands of generations before.

As we passed the wall I looked back at a flicker of move-
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ment, and saw something hideously like a black rubber doormat
flop itself around the angle of the wall. I drew closer to the

woman beside me and we crept on down to the sea for water-
yes, water, for with the cessation of the planet's rotation rainfall

had vanished also, and all life huddled near the edge of the

undying sea and learned to drink its bitter brine. I didn't glance

again at the hill which had been Termopolis, the City of the

End; but I knew that some chance-born fragment of Jack Anders
had been—or will be—witness of an age close to the day of

humanity's doom.
It was early in December that I had the first memory of

something that might have been suggestive of success. It was

a simple and very sweet memory, just Yvonne and I in a garden

that I knew was the inner grounds of one of New Orleans' old

homes—one of those built, in the Continental fashion, about a

court.

We sat on a stone bench beneath the oleanders, and I

slipped my arm very tenderly about her and murmured, "Are

you happy, Yvonne?"

She looked at me with those tragic eyes of hers and smiled,

and then answered, "As happy as I have ever been."

And I kissed her.

That was all, but it was important. It was vastly im-

portant, because it was definitely not a memory out of my own
personal past. You see, I had never sat beside Yvonne in a

garden sweet with oleanders in the Old Town of New Orleans,

and I had never kissed her until we met again in New York.

Aurore de Neant was elated when I described this vision.

"You see!" he gloated. "There is evidence. You have re-
j

membered the future! Not your own future, of course, but

that of another ghostly Jack Anders, who died trillions and i

quadrillions of years ago."

"But it doesn't help us, does it?" I asked.

"Oh, it will come now! You wait. The thing we want will
i

come."

And it did, within a week. This memory was curiously I

bright and clear, and familiar in every detail. I remember the

day. It was the eighth of December, 1929, and I had wandered
;
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aimlessly about in search of business during the morning. In

the grip of that fascination I mentioned I drifted to de Ncant's

apartment after lunch. Yvonne left us to ourselves, as was her

custom, and we began.

This was, as I said, a sharply outlined memory—or dream.

I was leaning over my desk in the company's office, that too-

scldom visited office. One of the other salesmen—Summers was

his name—was leaning over my shoulder, and we were engaged

in the quite customary pastime of scanning *he final market re-

ports in the evening paper. The print stood out clear as reality

itself; I glanced without surprise at the date-line. It was Thurs-

day, April 27th, 1930—almost five months in the future!

Not that I realized that during the vision, of course. The
day was merely the present to me; I was simply looking over

the list of the day's trading. Figures—familiar names. Telephone,

210^8; U. S. Steel, 161; Paramount, 68 Vi.

I jabbed a finger at Steel.
14

1 bought that at 72," I said over

my shoulder to Summers. "I sold out everything today. Every

stock I own. I'm getting out before there's a secondary crack."

"Lucky stiff!" he murmured. "Buy at the December lows

and sell out now! Wish I'd had money to do it." lie paused.

"What you gonna do? Stay with the company?"
"No. I've enough to live on. I'm going to stick it in

Governments and paid-up insurance, and live on the income.

I've had enough gambling."

"You lucky stiff!" he said again. "I'm sick of the Street too.

Staying in New York?"

"For a while. Just till I get my stuff invested properly.

Yvonne and I are going to New Orleans for the winter." I

paused. "She's had a tough time of it! I'm glad we're where
we are."

"Who wouldn't be?" asked Summers, and then again, "You
lucky stiff!"

De Ncant was frantically excited when I described this to

him. "That's it!" he screamed. "We buy! We buy tomorrow!
We sell on the twenty-seventh of May, and then—New Orleans!"

Of course I was nearly equally enthusiastic. "By heaven!"
J said. "It's worth the risk! We'll do it!" And then a sudden
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hopeless thought. "Do it? Do it with what? I have less than a

hundred dollars to my name. And you—

"

The old man groaned. "I have nothing/' he said in abrupt
gloom. "Only the annuity we live on. One can't borrow on
that." Again a gleam of hope. "The banks. We'll borrow
from them!"

I had to laugh, though it was a bitter laugh. "What bank
would lend us money on a story like this? They wouldn't lend
Rockefeller himself money to play this sick market not without
security. We're sunk, that's all."

I looked at his pale, worried eyes. "Sunk," he echoed
dully. Then again that wild gleam. "Not sunk!" he yelled.

"How can we be? We did do it! You remembered our doing

it! We must have found the way!"

I gazed, speechless. Suddenly a queer, mad thought flashed

over me. This other Jack Anders, this ghost of quadrillions of

centuries past—or future—he too must be watching, or had

watched, or yet would watch, me—the Jack Anders of this cycle

of eternity. He must be watching as anxiously as I to discover

the means. Each of us watching the other; neither of us know-

ing the answer. The blind leading the blind! I laughed at

the irony.

But old de Neant was not laughing. The strangest expres

sion I have ever seen in a man's eyes was in his as he repeated

very softly, "We must have found the way, because it was done.

At least you and Yvonne found the way."

"Then all of us must," I answered sourly.

"Yes. Oh, yes. Listen to me, Jack. I am an old man,

old Aurore de Neant, I am old Dawn of Nothingness, and my
mind is cracking. Don't shake your head!" he snapped. "I am
not mad. I am simply misunderstood. None of you under-

stand. Why, I have a theory that trees, grass, and people do

not grow taller at all; they grow by pushing the earth away from

them, which is why you keep hearing that the world is getting

smaller every day. But you don't understand: Yvonne doesn't

understand—"

The girl must have been listening. Without my seeing her,

she had slipped into the room and put her arms gently about
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her father's shoulders, while she gazed across at me with anxious

eves.

There was one more vision, irrelevant in a way, yet vitally

important in another way. It was the next evening. An early

December snowfall was dropping its silent white beyond the

windows, and the ill-heated apartment of the de Neants was
draughty and chill. I saw Yvonne shiver as she greeted me, and
again as she left the room, and I noticed that old de Neant follow-

ed her to the door with his thin arms about her, and that he re-

turned with very worried eyes.

"She is New Orleans born," he murmured. "This dreadful

arctic climate will destroy her. We must find a way at once."

That vision was a somber one. I stood on a cold, wet,

snowy ground; just myself and Yvonne and one who stood be-

side an open grave. Behind us stretched rows of crosses and
white tombstones, but in our corner the place was ragged, un-

tended. The priest was saying,
44And these are things that only

God understands/'

I slipped a comforting arm about Yvonne. She raised her

dark, tragic eyes and whispered: "It was yesterday, Jack—just
yesterday that he said to me, 'Next winter you shall spend in

New Orleans, Yvonne.' Just yesterday!"

I tried a wretched smile, but I could only stare mournfully

at her forlorn face, watching a tear that rolled slowly down her

right cheek, hung glistening there a moment, then was joined by
another and splashed unregarded on the black bosom of her dress.

That was all, but how could I describe that vision to old

de Neant? I tried to evade; he kept insisting.

"There wasn't any hint of the way," I told him. Useless; at

last I had to tell anyway.

He was very silent for a full minute. "Jack," he said finally,

"do you know when I said that to her about New Orleans? This
morning when we watched the snow. This morning!"

I didn't know what to do. Suddenly this whole concept of

remembering the future seemed mad, insane; in all my memories
there had been not a single spark of real proof, not a single hint

of prophecy. So I did nothing at all, but simply gazed silently
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as old Aurorc de Ncant walked out of the room. And when, two
hours later, while Yvonne and I talked, he finished writing a cer-

tain letter and then shot himself through the heart—why, that

proved nothing either.

So it was the following day that Yvonne and I, his only

mourners, followed old Dawn of Nothingness to his suicide's

grave. I stood beside her and tried as best I could to console her,

and roused from a dark reverie to hear her words: "Jlis* yesterday

that he said to me 'Next winter you shall spend in New Orleans,

Yvonne.' Just yesterday!"

I watched the tear that rolled slowly down her right cheek,

hung glistening there a moment, then was joined by another and
splashed on the black bosom of her dress.

But it was later, during the evening, that the most ironic

revelation of all occurred. I was blaming myself for the weakness

of indulging old de Ncant in the mad experiment that had led,

in a way, to his death. It was as if Yvonne read my thoughts, for

she said suddenly, "He was breaking. Jack. His mind was going.

I heard all those strange things he kept murmuring to you/'

"What?"
"I listened, of course, behind the door there. I never left

him alone. I heard him whisper the queerest things—faces in a

red fog, words about a cold grey desert, the name Pyroniva, the

word Tcrmopolis. He leaned over you as vou sat with closed eyes

and he whispered, whispered all the time."

Irony of ironies! It was old de Ncant's mad mind that had
suggested the visions! lie had described them to me as I sat in

the sleep of lethargy!

Later we found the letter he had written, and again I was
deeply moved. The old man carried a little insurance; just a

week before he had borrowed on one of the policies to pay the

premiums on it and the others. But the letter—well, he had
made me beneficiary of half the amount! And the instructions

were:

"You, Jack Anders, will take both your money and Yvonne's
and carry out the plan as you know I wish."

Lunacy! Dc Ncant had found the way to provide the money,
but—I couldn't gamble Yvonne's last dollar on the scheme of a

disordered mind.
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"What will we do?" I asked her. "Of course the money's all

yours. I won't touch it."

"Mine?" she echoed. "Why, no. Well do as he wished.

Do you think I'd not respect his last request?"

Well, we did. I took those miserable few thousands and
spread it around in that sick December market. You remember
what happened, how during the spring the prices skyrocketed as

if they were heading back toward 1929, when actually the depres-

sion was just gathering breath. I rode that market like a circus

performer; I took profits and pyramided them back, and on April

27th, with our money multiplied fifty times, I sold out and

watched the market slide back.

Coincidence? Very likely. After all, Aurore de Neant's mind
was clear enough most of the time. Other economists predicted

that spring rise; perhaps he foresaw it too. Perhaps he staged this

whole affair just to trick us into the gamble, one which we'd

never have dared otherwise. And then when he saw we were

going to fail from lack of money, he took the only means he had
of providing it.

Perhaps. That's the rational explanation, and yet—thnt
\ision of ruined Termopolis keeps haunting me. I see again the

grey cold desert of the floating fungi. I wonder often about the

immutable Laws of Chance, and about a ghostly Jack Anders
somewhere beyond eternity.

For perhaps he does—did—will exist. Otherwise, how to

explain that final vision? What of Yvonne's words beside her

father's grave? Could he have foreseen those words and whis-

pered them to me? Possibly. But what. then, of those two tears

that hung glistening, merged, and dropped from her cheeks?

What of them?





THE RED PERI

T1 he Dutch rocket Aardkin—

out of Middleburg, passengers and freight—dropped gingerly

toward the mist and cloud-girt Earth some twelve thousand miles

below, underjets cushioning the fall. This last leg of the journey

from Venus was the ticklish part of the trip; for the great cigar-

shaped rockets, beautifully swift in space, were anything but

maneuverable in a strong gravitational field; and Captain Peter

Ten Eyck had no particular desire to descend in either central

Europe or mid-Atlantic, to the resultant disgust of the home
office. He wanted to hit Middleburg in Zeeland.

Off to the right appeared a very curious shape, visible no
more than a quarter of a mile away through the bridge room port.

"Doncler!" said Captain Ten Eyck feelingly.

At the same moment the annunciator beside him remarked,

"Cut your jets!"

"Aasvogelf rejoined the captain. "Vaarken!" His other

epithets were somewhat too expressive for permanent record.

The apparition against the black sky was swiftly drifting

closer. It was distinguishable now as a glittering, metal rocket,

but in no way like the tapering, cylindrical Aaidkin, nor like any
other rocket—save one.

It was a tubular triangle, from each corner of which rose a

strong girder to meet an apex above. In effect, its sides and girders

outlined a skeleton tetrahedron, and from the apex of the girders,

the blue atomic blast flared down to spread fanl'ke into the space

below. As it approached, the strange vessel was dwarfed by the
giant freighter; it was no more than a hundred feet on a side,

not an eighth the length of the Aardkin.
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Again the annunciator uttered its metallic tones. It was re-

sponding, apparently, to a beam from the stranger. "Cut your
jets!" it repeated. "Cut your jets, or we'll top you!"

Captain Ten Eyck ended his mutterings in a heavy sigh. He
had no wish to have his vessel exposed to the withering blast of

the pirate. He grumbled an order into the box beside him, and
the roar of the jets ceased. Whatever maneuverability the lumber-
ing freighter possessed was gone now; there was no longer any
chance of ramming the agile attacker.

With the cessation of the jets came also complete weightless-

ness, since they were in a free fall; but a twelve-thousand-mile fall

takes considerable time to become serious. Ten Eyck sighed again,

ordered the floor magnets on, and waited phlegmatically for

further directions. After all, he reflected, his cargo was insured,

and Boyd's Marine could afford the indemnity. Besides, Boyd's

was an English concern, and he had no mind to risk a good
Netherlands ship and—if he did say it himself—a good Nether-

lands captain to save an English insurance company from loss.

The door to the bridge room opened. Hawkins, the first

officer, clattered in. "What's here?" he shrilled. "The jets are

off—" He caught sight of the glistening shape beyond the port.

"The Red Peri/ The blasted pirate!"

Captain Ten Eyck said nothing, but his pale blue eyes

stared moodily at the painted figure plainly visible on the attack-

er's hull—the figure of a crimson, winged imp. He needed no
sign to identify the pirate; the queer construction of the vessel

was proof enough, for there wasn't another such ship in the sky.

The voice sounded again. "Open your air lock." Ten Eyck
gave the order and stalked grimly out to receive the boarding

party. He heard the thud of the extending gangway as it struck,

and the faint grind as the magnet bit to the freighter's hull. There
came a brisk pounding on the inner door of the lock. The captain

gave the order to open, his voice curiously equable. He was

thinking again of the insurance company.

Most of the A2rdkiris score of passengers were crowded

along the passage. The cutting of the jets, and perhaps the sound

of Hawkins' voice from the beam room as he called hopefully for

assistance, had apprised all of them of the events, and the glitter-

ing triangle of the Red Peri indicated their nature.
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The lock swung inward, opening upon the steel-ribbed,

rubber-sheathed tunnel of the gangway. Figures in space suits,

worn either for disguise or simply as precaution against the pos-

sible need of cutting their way in, filed through the circular door-

way, automatics and gas guns menacingly visible.

There were no words spoken; a dozen buccaneers clanked

methodically away toward the aft hold, and one, a slighter figure,

stood grimly guarding the lock. In five minutes they were filing

back, dragging whatever loot they had found, with the queer

movement of inertia without weight—much as if they floated

the objects through water.

Ten Eyck saw the cases of xixtchil pods, valuable as so many
diamonds, disappear into the lock; and the seventeen crated

ingots of Venusian silver followed. He swore under his breath as

he recognized the casket of emeralds from the mines in the Dutch
Alps of Venus, and wondered blasphemously how they had

managed to crack the Aaidkins safe with neither torch nor

explosive.

Glancing into the purser's office, he saw a queer, jagged hole

in the big steel box, that looked more as if it had rusted or simply

broken away than as if it had been cut. Then the freebooters were

silently passing back to their vessel, having neither addressed nor

molested officers, crew, or passengers.

Except, perhaps, for one: among the group of watchers was

young Frank Keene, American radiologist and physicist returning

from the solar-analysis station of Patrick's Peak in the Mountains
of Eternity. He had edged close to the air lock, and now, as the

departing marauders passed through, he suddenly leaned forward

with narrowed eyes, and peered boldly into the cloudy visor of the

guard.

"Hah!" he said. "A redhead, eh?"

The guard said nothing, but raised a steel-guantleted hand.
The metal thumb and forefinger bit viciously into Keene's sun-

tanned nose, and he was thrust violently back into the crowd,
with two spots of blood welling from the abused organ.

Keen grunted in pain. "O.K., fellow," he said stolidly. 'Til

see you again some day."

The guard spoke at last in a voice that clinked out metallically

from the helmet's diaphragm. "When you do
r there'd better be
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two of you." Then this figure followed the rest; the outer lock

clanged shut; the magnets released the gangway's grip; and the

Red Peri, agile as a swallow and swift as a comet at perihelion,

flared into the black void.

Beside Keene sounded the voice of Captain Ten Eyck.

"What a ship! Mynheer Keene, is that not a ship—that Red Peri?"

He was still exclaiming over it at intervals during the labor-

ious task of laying a new landing course; and when, an hour later,

a blunt little League rocket appeared in answer to Hawkin's call,

he informed its officers flatly that the pirate was hopelessly beyond
reach. "Even if your fat beeste of a boat could match its accelera-

tion, which it couldn't."

A year later Frank Keene had almost completely forgotten

the Red Peri and the red-headed pirate, though occasionally,

during the interval, mention of the famous marauder had brought

his experience to mind. After all, when a freebooter has scoured

the skyways for nearly fifteen years without capture, he becomes
something of a legend, a figure of heroic proportions. Papers and

broadcasts give daily references to him, and he is blamed for, or

perhaps credited with, many a feat performed by some less-

celebrated desperado.

The lair of the Red Peri remained a mystery, though League

ships scoured asteroids, the far side of the desolate Moon, and

even the diminutive satellites of Mars. The swift pirate, striking

invariably as his victim inched gingerly through some planet's

gravitational field, came and went untouched.

But Frank Keene had little time at the moment for con-

sideration of the famous freebooter. He and his companion, fifty-

five year old Solomon Nestor of the Smithsonian, were out where

few men had ever been, and in a predicament that was perhaps

unique. They were dropping their rocket Limbo toward the

rugged, black disc of Puto, two billion miles from home, and

they were not happy about it.

"I tell you," growled Keene, "we've got to land. Do you

think I'm settling on this chunk of coal from choice? We've
got to make repairs. We can't navigate with one stern jet gone,

unless you have a notion to fly in circles."

Old Solomon was a marvel on hard radiations, stellar chem-
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istry, and astro-physics, but hardly an engineer. He said plain-

tively, "I don't see why we can't zigzag."

"Bah! I told you why. Didn't I spend five hours figuring out

the time it'd take to reach the nearest inhabited place? That's

Titan near Saturn, just one billion—one billion, I said—miles

from here. And at the speed we could make zigzagging, because

we couldn't keep a constant acceleration, it would take us just

exactly four years and three months. We've got food enough for

three months, but what would we live on during the four years?

Atomic energy?"

"But what can we do on Pluto?" queried old Nestor. "And
why didn't we carry a spare jet?"

"Jets aren't supposed to melt off," muttered Keene disgusted-

ly. "As for what we can do, maybe we can find a virgin deposit of

some refractory metal—platinum or iridium or tungsten, or any

other with a high melting point—and build up a jet long enough
to keep the blast from melting our stern away. Because that's

what it'll do if we try running it this way."

"There's tungsten here," observed the older man hopefully,

gazing down at the black expanse. "Hervey reported it, and so

did Caspari. But there isn't any atmosphere, or rather, what there

is, is liquid or solid, except about half a centimeter's pressure of

helium. Pluto has a diameter of about ten thousand miles, a sur-

face gravity of about 1 .2, and an albedo—"
"Not interested," grunted Keene, and then, relenting,

"Listen, Solomon, I'm sorry. I guess I'm taking it out on you
because we had a defective jet. But it's a hell of a mess all the
same, and somebody's going to suffer for it when we get back.

With all the money the institute has, you'd think they'd be able

to afford respectable equipment." He glared down through the

floor port. "There she comes!"

With a rasp and a jar, the Limbo came to rest. Outside, a

mixed column of dust and smoke billowed around the glasses,

rose and then settled as quickly as a burst of sand, in the near
vacuum that surrounded the ship.

Keene cut the blast. "Come on," he said, turning to a space
suit swaying on its hook. "No use wasting time. We'll take a look
around." He clambered into the heavy garment, noting irritably

its greater weight on the surface of the black planet. The Plutonian
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gravitation added thirty-six pounds to his Terrestrial hundred and
eight}'. v

"No gun?" asked Nestor.

"Gun? For what? This planet's dead as the brain of whoever

tested that jet. How can there be organic life in no air and ten

degrees absolute?" He pulled open the inner door of the air lock.

"Well," he said, his voice sharply metallic through his helmet's

diaphragm, "here goes the Smithsonian Expedition for the

Determination of the Intensity of Cosmic Radiation in Extra-

planetary Space. We determined it all right; now the only prob-

lem of the expedition is to get home with our statistics." He
flung open the outer door and stepped out on the black surface

of Pluto.

So far as Keene knew, he was the fourth man and Nestor

the fifth to set foot on the black planet. Atsuki, of course, was

the first, if one credits his figures and photographs, the intrepid

Hervey the second, and Caspari the third. Here on this lonely

outpost of the solar system, high noon was hardly brighter than

full moonlight on Earth, and the queer, black surface that gives

Pluto its low albedo made it seem still darker.

But Keene could distinguish the outlines of fantastic moun-
tains beyond the hollow where the Limbo rested, and innumerable

mysterious crags and hillocks, unweathered by wind or water,

loomed closer. Directly to his right lay a patch of glistening, snow-

like white; but he knew it wasn't snow, but frozen air. One dared

not step in such a drift; for the cold would bite through his in-

sulated space suit, since frozen air was a far better conductor of

heat than the rocky ground.

Overhead glittered all the stars of the galaxy, as changeless as

though he stood on a pleasant green planet two billion miles

sunward, for what was two billion miles to the infinite remoteness

of the stars? The landscape was bleak, black, desolate and cold.

This was Pluto, the planet that circled at the very edge of the

System.

The two started heavily toward a ridge where something

glowed faintly, something that might be virgin metal. Strangely,

their own footsteps were audible, for the substance of their space

suits conducted the sound; but all else was a vast and ominous
silence. They did not speak, for their suits, designed only for
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emergency repairs in space, had no radio; and to communicate

it was necessary to touch hand or arm to one's companion; over

such a material bridge, sound traveled easily enough.

At the ridge Keene paused, glowering down at a vein of

bright, starlighted fragments. He placed a hand against Nestor's

shoulder, "Pyritic," he grunted. "We'll have to look farther."

He turned right, treading heavily under nearly sixty pounds

more than his Earth weight. Surely, he mused, old Solomon
Nester wouldn't be capable of an extended search in such cir-

cumstances. He frowned; Caspari had reported great quantities

of heavy metals here, and they shouldn't need such a lengthy

search. He stopped sharply; a stone came sliding past him on

the rocky surface. A signal.

Off in the dusk Nestor was gesturing. Keene turned and

hurried back, clambering along the uneven terrain with such

haste that his breath shortened and his visor began to cloud. He
clapped his hand on the old man's arm. "What is it?" he asked.

"Metal?"

"Metal? Oh, no." Nestor's voice was triumphant. "Wliat did

you say about no organic life on Pluto, eh? Well, what about

inorganic life? Look there!"

Keene looked. Out of a narrow chasm or cleft in the ridge

something moved. For a moment Keene thought he saw a brook

flowing, but a brook—liquid water—was an impossibility on Pluto.

He squinted sharply. Crystals! Masses of crystals, gray-white in

the dusk, crawling in a slow parade.

"I'll be damned!" he said. "Caspari didn't sav anything about

this."

"Don't forget," said Nestor, "that Pluto has thirty-six per

cent more surface than the whole Earth. Not a ten-thousandth

part of it has been explored—probably never will be, because it's

such a task to get a rocket here. If Atsuki—

"

"I know. I know," interrupted Keene impatiently. "But these

things aren't tungsten or platinum. Let's move on." But he still

stared at the crawling, faintly radiant mass. In the silence he
heard infinitely faint rustlings, cracklings, and susurrations, trans-

mitted through the ground to his feet, and thence to his helmet.
"What makes them move?" he asked. "Are they alive?"

"Alive? I don't know. Crystals are as close as inorganic
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matter comes to life. They feed; they grow."

"But they don't live!"

Old Solomon Nestor was in his element now. "Well," he
proceeded in professorial tones, "what is the criterion of life?

Is it movement? No; for wind, water, and fire move, while many
living forms do not. Is it growth? No; for fire grows, and so do
crystals. Is it reproduction? Again no; for again fire and crystals

reproduce themselves, if their proper food supply is present. Then
just what differentiates dead matter from living?"

"That's what I'm asking you!" snapped Keene.

"And I'm telling you. There's just one, or perhaps two
criteria. First, living things show irritation. And second, and more
important, they show adaptation

."

"Eh?"
"Listen," continued Nestor. "Fire moves, grows, feeds, and

reproduces, doesn't it? But it doesn't run away from water. It

doesn't betray the irritation life shows in the presence of a poison,

though water's poison to it. Any living thing that encounters

poison makes an attempt to throw it off; it develops antibodies

or fever, or it ejects the poisonous matter. Sometimes it dies, of

course, but it tries to survive. Fire doesn't.

"As for adaptation, does fire ever make a voluntary attempt

to reach its food? Does it deliberately flee from its enemies? Even

the lowest form of life known does that; even the miserable

amoeba makes positive gestures of adaptation to its environment."

Keene stared more closely at the sluggish crystalline stream,

which was now impinging on the black plain at his feet. He bent

over it, and suddenly perceived a fact that had hitherto escaped

him.

"Look here," he said, touching old Solomon's arm. "These

things are organisms. They're not loose crystals, but masses of

them."

It was true. The rustling crystals moved in glittering chunks

from thumbnail size to aggregations as large as dogs. They
crackled and rustled along, apparently moving by a slow shifting

of the lower crystals, much as a snake moves on its scaly belly,

but far stiffer and slower. Abruptly Keene sent his metal boot

crashing into one. It shattered with a blue flash of released static

electricity, and the pieces passively resumed their progress.
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"They certainly don't show irritation/' he remarked.

"But look!" shrilled Nestor. "They do show adaptation.

There's one feeding!"

He pulled Keene a few feet down the ridge. There was a

small bluish deposit of something that looked like frozen clay, a

product, perhaps, of the infinitely remote past when Pluto's own
heat had maintained liquid water and gaseous air to grind its

rocks to powder. A crystalline mass had paused at the edge, and

before their gaze it was growing, gray-white crystals springing out

of it as frost spreads over a winter-chilled windowpane.

"It's an aluminum-eater!" shrieked Nestor. "The crystals are

alums; it's eating the clay!"

Keene was far less excited than old Solomon, perhaps be-

cause he was considerably more practical.

"Well," he said decisively, "we can't waste any more time

here. We need refractory metal, and we need it bad. You try along

the ridge, and I'll cross over."

He broke off suddenly, staring appalled at the foot with

which he had shattered the moving crystals. On its surface glitter-

ed a spreading mass of tiny, sparkling points!

A break in the surface of his space suit meant death, for the

oxygen generator could certainly never maintain its pressure

against any appreciable leakage. He bent over, scraping desperately

at the aluminum feeders, and then realized that the infection

would spread—had spread to his gauntlets. While Nestor babbled

futilely and inaudibly behind his visor, Keene rubbed his hands
in the gritty, pyritic soil on which he stood.

That seemed to work. The rough substance scoured away
the growing crystals, and with frantic vigor he rasped a handful

along his shoe. If only no hole, no tiniest pin prick had opened!

He scoured furiously, and at last the metal surface showed
scratched and pitted, but free of the growths.

He stood up unsteadily, and placed his hand against the

gesturing Nestor's side.

"Keep away from them!" he gasped. "They eat—"

Keene never finished his sentence. Something hard jarred

against the back of his armor. A metallic voice clicked, "Stand
still-both of you!"
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II

"What the devil!" gulped Keene. He twisted his head with-

in his immovable helmet, peering through the rear visor glasses.

Five—no, six figures in blue metal space suits were ranged behind

him; they must have approached in the inaudibility of a vacuum
while he had been scouring his suit free of the crystals. For a

moment he had an eerie sensation of wonder, fearful that he

faced some grotesque denizens of the mysterious black planet,

but a glance revealed that the forms were human. So were the

faces dim in the dusk behind the visors; so had been the voice

he had heard.

Keene hesitated. "Listen," he said. "We're not interfering

with you. All we want is some tungsten in order to fix our—"
"Move!" snapped the voice, whose tones traveled through the

weapon hard against Keene's back. "And remember that I'm two

thirds inclined to kill you anyway. Now move!"

Keene moved. There was little else he could do, considering

the appearance of the threatening automatics in the hands of

their captors. He tramped heavily along, feeling the thrust of

the muzzle against his back, and beside him Solomon Nestor

trudged with pace already showing the drag of weariness. The
old man touched his arm.

"What's this about?" he quavered.

"How do I know?" snorted Keene.

"Shut up!" admonished the voice behind him.

They walked past the looming shape of the Limbo—five

hundred feet past it, a thousand. Directly ahead was the other rim

of the cup-shaped depression in which they had landed, high,

black cliffs in fantastic shapes. Suddenly Keene started; what had

seemed but a smaller cliff showed now as a skeleton, tetrahedral

frame of metal, three webbed shafts rising to a point from a tubu-

lar triangle below.

The Red Peri/" he gasped. "The Red Peri/"

"Yeah. Why the surprise?" queried the sardonic voice. "You
found what you were looking for, didn't you?"

Keene said nothing. The appearance of the pirate ship had

amazed him No one had ever dreamed that the swift marauder

could operate from a base as infinitely remote as the black
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planet. How could even the agile vessel scour the traffic lanes

of the minor planets from dusky Pluto, two billion miles out

in the empty cosmos?

To his knowledge only two ships—three, if Atsuki hadn't

lied—had ever reached those vast depths before their own Limbo ,

and he knew what endless travail and painful labor each of those

journeys had cost. In his mind echoed Captain Ten Eyck's words

of a year and a half before. "What a ship!" he muttered. "Lord,

what a ship!"

There was an opening in the cliff wall as they rounded the

bulk of the Red Peri. Yellow light streamed out, and he glimpsed

an ordinary fluorolux bulb in the roof of the cavern. He was

shoved forward into the opening, and suddenly his visor was
clouded with moisture. That meant air and warmth, though he
had seen no air lock, nor heard one operate. He suppressed the

impulse to brush a metal-sheathed hand across the glass, know-
ing that he couldn't wipe the condensation away in that fashion.

The voice again, still queerly sardonic, yet somehow soft.

"You can open your helmets. There's air."

Keene did so. He stared at the figures surrounding himself and
Nestor, some still helmeted, others already removing the uncom-
fortable space suits. Before him stood a figure shorter than the

rest, and he recalled the red-haired pirate on the Aaidkin. The
short one was twisting the cumbersome helmet.

It came off. Keene gulped again at the face revealed, for it

was that of a woman. A woman? A girl, rather, for she seemed
no more than seventeen. But Keene's gasp was not entirely sur-

prise; mostly, it was sheer admiration.

Her hair was red, true enough, if one could call red a lovely
and subtle shade between copper and mahogany. Her eves were
bright green, and her skin was the silken, soft, and pale skin of
one whose flesh is but seldom exposed to the sunlight, yet gently-

tanned by the violet-rich rays of the fluorolux.

She let the cumbrous metal suit clank away from her, and
stepped out in the quite civilized garb of shirt, shorts, and dainty,
laced buskins, such as one had to wear in a space suit. Her figure-
well, Keene was only twenty-six, but even old Nestor's pallid
eyes were fixed on her as she turned toward them. She was slim,
curved, firm; despite her slimness, there was a litheness and
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sturdiness to her limbs, the result, perhaps, of a lifetime under

the supernormal gravitation of Pluto.

"Take off your suits," she ordered coldly, and as they com-
plied, "Marco, lock these up with the rest."

A tall, dark individual gathered up the clanking garments.

"Yes, commander," he said, taking a key she held out and mov-
ing away into the cavern.

"Commander, eh?" said Keene. "So you're the Red Peri!"

Her green eyes flickered over him. She surveyed his own figure,

which was still hard and brown and powerful from his swimming
days at the university. "You," she said impassively. "I've seen

you before."

"You have a good memory," he grunted. "I was on the

Aardkinr

She gave him a momentary smile of amused remembrance.

"Yes. Did your nose scar?" She glanced at the organ. "I'm afraid

not."

People—two or three of them—came hurrying up the long

corridor of the cave to stand staring curiously at Keene and

Nestor. Two were men; the third was a pale, pretty, flaxen-haired

girl. The Red Peri glanced briefly at them and seated herself on

a boulder against the rocky wall.

"Cigarette, Elza," she said, and took one from the pale girl.

The scent of tobacco tantalized Keene, for such indulgences

were impossible in the precious air of a space ship. It had been

four months since he had smoked, in the frigid little town of

Nivia, the city of snow on Titan.

"May I have one?" he asked.

The green eyes turned an icy glance on him. "No," said the

Red Peri briefly.

"Well, I'll be- Why not?" He was angered.

"I don't think you'll live long enough to finish it," responded

the girl coolly, "and our supply is limited here."

"Yeah, limited to what you find on looted freighters!" he

snapped.

"Yes," she agreed. She blew a tormenting plume of smoke
toward him. "I'll tell you what I'll do. I'll trade you a cigarette

for the information as to how you managed to trace us here."

"Trace you?" he echoed, puzzled.
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"That's what I said. It's a generous offer, too, because I'm

quite capable of torturing the knowledge out of you."

Staring into her lovely, glittering green eyes, Keene was not

disposed to doubt her capability. He said mildly, "But we didn't

trace you here."

"I suppose," she retorted, "that you came to Pluto looking

for a good business corner. Or perhaps on a little camping trip.

Is that your story?"

He flushed under her cool insolence. "We came here by

accident," he growled. "One of our afterjets melted off, and if you

don't believe it, go look at it."

"Jets don't melt unless they're planned to," said the Red Peri

coldly. "And what were you doing in the neighborhood of Pluto

anyway? And I suppose that out of all the millions of square miles

of surface, you just accidentally picked this valley as a landing

place. Well, it won't do you any good to lie, because you're going

to die regardless, but vou might die a little less painfully if you
tell the truth."

"It just happens that I'm telling the truth!" he blazed.

"Whether you believe it or not, we landed in this valley by pure

chance. We're the Smithsonian's expedition to study cosmic rays

in outer space, and you can verify that by our clearance papers

from Nivia."

"A good disguise for the secret service," she sneered. "You
could get any sort of government papers you want, couldn't you?"

"Disguise! Listen, if we were hunting the Red Peri, do you
think we'd come armed with cameras, interferometers, electro-

scopes, polariscopes, and fly-wing bolometers? Search our ship;

you'll find one gun in it—one measly automatic. I'll tell you
where it is. It's in the upper right-hand drawer of the navigation

table. And we landed here because Pluto was the nearest solid

place to where we burned off our jet—and that's the truth!"

The Red Peri's glance was faintly speculative. "I don't see,"

she said thoughtfully, "that it makes much difference. If you're

telling the truth, it simply means that you're a very unlucky ex-

pedition, because I certainly can't let you go, and I haven't any
particular desire to keep you here. In other words, it still looks

very much as if you were destined to die." She paused. "What are

your names?"
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"This is Smithsonian's Professor Solomon Nestor," he said,

"and I'm Frank Keene, radiation engineer."

Her green eyes shifted to the old man. "I've heard of Solo-

mon Nestor," she observed slowly. "I really shouldn't like to kill

him, but I don't see exactly what other course is open." She
flashed her gaze back to Keene. "Do you?" she asked coolly.

"You could take our words not to give out any information,"

he grunted.

She laughed. "The Red Peri trusts very little to promises,"

she retorted. "Anyway, would you give your word to that?"

For a full half minute he stared into her mocking eyes. "I

wouldn't," he said at last. "When I entered the Smithsonian's

service I took their usual oath to uphold the law in the far places.

Maybe many of their explorers consider that oath just so many
words; I know some of them have found wealth at the expense

of the institute. But I keep my oaths."

The Red Peri laughed again. "No matter," she said indiffer-

ently. "I wouldn't trust my safety to any one's word. But the

question of your disposal still remains." She smiled with a faint

hint of malice. "Would you prefer to die instantly, or do you

think you can stand the torture of suspense while I check your

story and think it over? Because frankly, I think it will be neces-

sary to kill you anvway. I see no alternative."

"We'll wait," "said Keene stolidly.

"Very well." She flipped away the stub of her cigarette,

crossed her dainty legs, and said, "Another, Elza."

Keene looked sharply at the yellow-haired girl as she held a

light to the cigarette. There was something dimly inimical in her

manner, as if she were struggling to suppress a hatred, a hidden

enmity. She withdrew the flame with an abrupt, irritable gesture.

"That's all," said the green-eyed leader. "I'll lock you up
somewhere until I'm ready."

"Wait a minute," said Keene. "Now will you answer a few

of my questions?"

She shrugged. "Perhaps."

"Are you the only Red Peri?"

"The one and only." she smiled. "Why?"
"Because you must have been born like Lao-tse at the age

of eighty, then. These raids have been going on for fifteen years,
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and you're not a day over seventeen. Or did you start your career

of piracy at the age of two?

"I'm nineteen/' she said coolly.

"Oh. You began at four, I suppose."

"Never mind. Any further questions?"

"Yes. Who designed your ship, the Red Peri?"

"A very clever designer," she said, and then murmured
softly, "a very clever one."

"He must have been!" snapped Keene angrily.

"He was. Have you anything else to ask?"

"You haven't answered one question so far," he growled.

"But here's another. What do you think will happen when the

Limbo doesn't arrive in Nivia when due? Don't you know that

the next government rocket will be out to look for us? And don't

you realize that they'll look for us first on Pluto? Your base here

is bound to be discovered, and if you murder us it'll go just that

much harder with you."

The Red Peri laughed. "That isn't even a good bluff," she

said. "Titan isn't a quarter of the way between the Earth and
Pluto, and it's getting farther from us every day. The next con-

junction of Saturn and Pluto is fifty years in the future, and about
the only time your clumsy rockets can make the jump is at con-

junction. You ought to know that.

"And what's more, by the time you're missed, there won't
be a thing to do but give you up as lost, and you'll not be the

first Smithsonian expedition to be lost. And finally, if they did

send out a searching party, how would they expect to find you?
By blind reckoning?"

"By radio!" grunted Keene.

"Oh. And have you a radio on the Limbo?
1
' she asked gently.

He groaned and subsided. Of course there was no radio on
the little expeditionary rocket; all its precious space was occu-
pied by fuel, food, and necessary equipment, and besides, what
possible use could a radio be to explorers out in the lonely
vastness of extraplanetary space? The nearest settlement, Nivia
on Titan, was hundreds of millions of miles beyond range of the
most powerful beam yet developed.

The Red Peri knew as well as he how utterly hopeless was
the expectation of any search for himself and Nestor. They'd
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simply be given up, called martyrs to science, regretted by the

few experimenters who were interested in their results, and then

forgotten,

"Any more questions?" asked the flaming-haired one mock-

ingly.

Keene shrugged, but suddenly and unexpectedly old Solo-

mon Nestor spoke. "That entrance," he squeaked irrelevantly,

pointing to the arch of the cave. "How do you keep the air here

from rushing out?"

Keene whirled and stared in amazement. It was true; the

cave was open to the frigid, airless outdoors; he could see the

dusky Plutonian twilight through an unglassed, unblocked

archway.

"At least that question is sensible," said the Red Peri. "We
do it with a field."

"A field!" echoed Keene. "What sort-"

"You've asked enough questions," she cut in tartly. "I an-

swer no more." She turned. "Elza, take these two into any

unoccupied room with a metal door. If they're hungry, send them
food. That's all."

She rose without a glance at the prisoners. Keene's eyes

followed the exquisitely graceful figure as she trod as lightly as

if she walked an Earthly corridor, followed by the five men who
remained. Her radiant hair glowed far down the length of the

passage until she turned aside and vanished.

He and Nestor followed the flaxen-haired Elza, and behind

them, grimly silent, came the two men who had first appeared

with her. She led them past a number of niches, side aisles, and
several obviously artificial chambers. The cavern seemed to stretch

indefinitely into the depths of the Plutonian mountain, and was

undubitably a natural cave, though here and there the floor or

walls showed signs of human workmanship. At last the girl indi-

cated a chamber to the right, and they entered a small room,

furnished comfortably enough with an aluminum chair, a table,

and two couches. These last were covered with deep and glorious-

ly beautiful brocades, beyond doubt plunder from some freighter's

cargo.

"This is yours," said Elza, and turned toward the door. She
paused. "Are you hungry?" she asked.
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"No," said Keene. He saw the two men standing in the

corridor, and lowered his voice. "But will you talk to us a while,

Elza? Alone?"

"Why?"
"I'd like to ask you something."

"What is it?"

He dropped his voice to a whisper. "You hate the Red Peri,

don't you, Eliza? As much as we do?"

She turned abruptly to the door. "Father," she said evenly,

"will you and Basil bring something to eat? I'll stay here; you

can bolt the door on us."

There was a murmur without.

"Hush!" she said. "You heard. These two are gentlemen."

The door closed and she faced them. "Well?"
"Can we be heard here?" asked Keene, glancing around the

rock-walled chamber.

"Of course not. The Peri has no need to spy on her follow-

ers. She's clever enough to read men's feelings in their glances

and the tone of their voices."

"Then she must know you hate her, Elza."

"I haven't said that I hate her."

"But you do. Does she know it?"

"I hope not."

"But you just said that she could read
"

"I said men," cut in the flaxen-haired girl.

Keene chuckled. "Why do you hate her, Elza?"

Her blue eyes hardened. "I will not say."

"Well, it doesn't matter, I suppose." He shrugged. "Elza,

is there any chance of our escaping? Would you help us to—say,

to steal the Red Peri? Our own ship's useless."

"They've gone to repair it. As for the Red Peri, I don't think
you could operate it. It doesn't control like your rocket. I don't
know how to run it."

"I could make a good try at it," said Keene grimly. "It would
have to be the Red Peri anyway. They could run the Limbo down
in three hours and blast it." A thought struck him. "Unless we
could cripple the Red Peri first."

"I don't see how you could," said Elza. "She has the key to

it hidden somewhere. And how could you even reach it? The
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space suits are locked up, too. You can't even step beyond the
entrance."

That brought a new thought. "How do they seal the air at

the entrance, Elza?"

"I don't understand how."
Solomon Nestor spoke. "I know that. She said they used a

field. She meant—"
"Never mind now," said Keene. "Elza, are there any others

here that might—well, side with us against the Peri?"

"No men. All of them worship her and"—her face darkened

—"half of them love her."

"For which you can hardly blame them," muttered Keene.

"She's about as lovely a female devil as you'd find this side of

hell. Still, one would think she'd have some enemies, if only be-

cause of her cruel nature."

"She isn't cruel," said Elza reluctantly. "She's ruthless and

arrogant and proud, but she isn't cruel—not exactly. I don't

think she really enjoys torture."

"Well, her green eyes look cruel enough. Say, Elza, that dark

fellow she called Marco. What of him?"

The girl flushed. "He's Marco Grandi. Why do you ask me
about him?"

"Because he looks like a sly, calculating, shrewd customer,

and there's a big reward for the Peri. I thought we might work
on him."

Elza's flush darkened to anger. "He's—he's wonderful!" she

blazed. "And if you think money would tempt him—or any of

us—you're wrong. Each of us has a dozen times the amount of

the reward."

Keene saw his error. "I'm sorry," he said hastily. "After all,

I just caught a glimpse of him." He paused. "Does he, by any

chance, love the Red Peri?"

She winced. "He's no different in that way than the rest."

"I see. But you—perhaps—wish that he were different—in

that way?"
Elza brushed a white hand across her face. "All right," she

said sullenly. "I love him. I admit it. That's why I hate her. He's

dazzled; he thinks she'll learn to care for him; he can't see how
utterly heartless and indifferent she is. That's why I'll do what-
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ever I can to hurt her, but nothing to endanger him. If I help you,

you must swear to protect him. If you escape, you must swear to

that."

"I'll swear to it, but—can you help us?"

"I don't know. Til try. I don't think sh6 really wants to kill

you, or she'd have blasted you there in the corridor. It isn't her

way to hesitate and temporize and think things over. But you are

a problem to her."

"That's good news," said Keene. "Say, how many residents

are there in this pirate's paradise?"

"A hundred and five, including the children."

"A hundred and Lord! This must be a pretty well estab-

lished colony. How old is it?"

"Sixteen years. Her father built it, and it's almost self-

supporting. There are gardens off in the side passages." She frown-

ed. "I've lived here since I was four. I'm twenty now."
"And have you never seen the Earth?" Keene saw a chance

now to offer more tangible inducement for aid. "Elza, you've

missed the most glorious planet in the system—green fields and
white snow, great cities and rolling, blue oceans, life, people,

gaiety-"

"I went to school there for five years, at Gratia," she inter-

posed coolly. "Don't you suppose we all visit there? Only of late

the Peri has refused to let me go. I— I suppose she suspects."

"If we escape," said Keene softly, "you'll be free to live there

forever. There will be life and happiness for you, Elza, once this

pirate queen is taken and her band destroyed."

"Destroyed?" Her face paled again. "Not Marco. Not my
father and my brother Basil. You promise me that. Promise it!"

"I'll promise. All I want is to bring the Red Peri to justice. I

don't care about the rest, but"—he rubbed his nose—"I've a little

score to settle with her. Just the Red Peri herself."

A knock sounded. "Elza!" came a voice.

"Yes, father. Unlock the door and I'll take the tray." She
turned.

"But you'll help?" whispered Keene. "With the Red Peri

gone, you and Marco—do you understand, Elza? Will you help-
just against her?"

"To my last breath!" she whispered.
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III

Keene woke with a sense of unaccustomed luxury, and for a

moment was at a loss to account for it. Then he realized that it

was the sweetness of the air, strange to his nostrils after so many
months of an atmosphere that, despite the hard-working rectifiers

of the Limbo, was anything but sweet. He wondered casually

where the Red Peri secured her colony's supply of oxygen.

The Red Peri! He sat up sharply at the memory of the fan-

tastically lovely pirate princess, for despite the reassurance of the

girl Elza, he mistrusted the intentions behind the Peri's mocking
green eyes. He rose, fumbled for the light switch, and glanced at

his wrist watch. Though night and day were one in the cavern, he
perceived that Pluto's ten-hour night was past, and that whatever

daylight the black planet enjoyed was trickling over it.

Old Nestor still slept. Keene pulled a hanging aside and
found water in a tiny pool; he bathed and pulled on the shirt,

shorts, and shoes that were the only clothing he possessed. He ran

his hand over his sandy, one-day beard, but his razor was inac-

cessably remote on the Limbo. Then he turned to see old Solo-

mon's pale-blue eyes blinking at him.

"Morning," he grunted. "Glad to see we weren't murdered
in our sleep by our pleasant hostess."

Solomon Nestor nodded. "I haven't slept so well since we
left Nivia," he quavered. "Fresh air is a blessing."

"Yes. Wonder where she gets it."

"Mines it, I don't doubt," said Nestor. "There are millions

of tons of it frozen out on the surface."

"That's true."

"And," continued the old man, "did you notice anything

queer about it?"

"No, except that it smells good and fresh."

"I did. When that yellow-haired girl—Elza—lighted the

Peri's cigarettes, did you notice the cast of the flame? Purple,

distinctly purple."

"So what?"
"Why, it means neon. Nitrogen is scarce here; Hervey and

Caspari both said that, and so they use neon as their filler. No
one can breathe pure oxygen, and neon is a good substitute for
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nitrogen, nearly the same density, and absolutely inert and non-

poisonous. That's important to remember. It may help us."

"Help us?'"

The old man waggled his head. "YouH see."

"Say," asked Keene suddenly, "what is the explanation of

the cave entrance? We walked right through it—vacuum on one

side, air on the other. She said they did it with a field-

remember?"
"I remember. She meant an electrostatic field. You know

that like charges repel, and the molecules of air, battering against

the field, acquire the same charge. They're repelled; they can't

cross the field. It's like the electric wind from a static discharge,

but here the wind that tries to blow in just balances the wind

that tries to go out. Result, no wind either way."

"But we walked through it. Motion through a field produces

a current. I didn't feel any."

"Of course not. You didn't walk through at a mile per second

like a gas molecule, did you? Whatever current your motion pro-

duced was instantly grounded through your body and space suit,

which are conductors. Air at normal pressure is a very poor con-

ductor, so it retains its charge. Gases do retain static charges, as

witness ball lightning."

"I see," muttered Keene. "Clever. Better than an air lock as

far as convenience goes, though heat must radiate away through

the field. But if they use atomic heat, they can afford a little

waste."
•

"There'd be less loss there," said Nestor, "than to the rock

walls. Heat could radiate, true enough, but it couldn't escape by
conduction. A vacuum is the best heat insulator there is; look at

our thermos containers on the Limbo. Radiation at temperatures

below red heat is a very slow process. And remember that, too."

"I will," grunted Keene, "but right now I'm remembering
that we have had no breakfast. Do you suppose her method of

execution is slow starvation?" He strode over to the door and
pounded vigorously on it. "Hey! Hey, out there!"

There was no response. Irritably, he seized the knob and
rattled it, and almost fell backward as the door swung smoothly
open. It was unbarred!

"Ill be hanged!" he exploded. He peered into the deserted
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corridor. "Do you suppose this is Elza's doing-"

"If it is, it's not much help," said old Solomon.
"No. All the same, I'm going to take a look around. Come

on; perhaps we can find some space suits."

"You'd need the key to the Red Peri, too, or at least the

key to the Limbo, if they've locked it. I think"—old Nestor's

brow wrinkled—"I'll sit right here and figure out something I've

been thinking of. Even old heads sometimes get ideas."

"Suit yourself," grunted Keene, with very little faith in the

potential ideas of the impractical old scientist. He strode boldly

into the passageway.

There was no one visible. He turned left and proceeded

toward the entrance of the cavern. Ahead of him a figure came
suddenly out of an aisle—a feminine figure. He recognized the

girl Elza, carrying a bright aluminum spade, and called her name
sottly.

She turned. "Hello," she said briefly, as he fell into step

beside her.

"Been burying some pirate treasure, Elza?"

"No. Just some seeds in the garden."

*\Ot i you unlock our door?" he asked.

"I? Yes. The Peri ordered it unlocked."

"Ordered it! Why?"
"Why not? Can you escape from here?" She gestured at a

massive metal door as they passed. "Behind that is her room, and
behind another within it are the space suits and the keys to both

ships. You're as much a prisoner as ever."

"I know, but isn't she afraid—well, of violence? We could

kill her."

"She isn't afraid of anything," said Elza. "Anyway, what good

would killing her do? It would be simply committing suicide."

"That's true," said Keene. They were approaching the en-

trance with its invisible electrostatic seal; now they stood staring

out over the dismal, black, airless, Plutonian valley, where a

thousand feet away was the dark cylinder of the Limbo. Suddenly

a flare of light appeared beside it, flashed a moment, then

vanished.

"What s that?" he asked sharply.

"Father's out there welding your jet. She thinks she may
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have a use for your ship/'

"For what?"

"I don't know. It has exactly the lines of a League guard

rocket. Perhaps she plans to use it as a decoy."

"And perhaps," said a cool voice behind them, "as a flying

mausoleum with you two among the occupants."

They whirled. The Red Peri was approaching with her

steps muffled by the soft buskins on her feet; besides her stalked

Marco Grandi. Keene did not fail to note Elza's flush as she met
the gaze of the dark man, but he felt a surge of anger at himself

as he realized that his own face was reddening under the green

eyes and mocking smile of the red-haired girl. He spat angrily,

"You're a pleasant player when you hold all the cards!"

She said only, "Have you eaten breakfast?"

"No!"
"Well, perhaps that explains your ill temper. Elza, go order

a tray for two sent to my room, and one to Professor Nestor. And
you, Marco—suppose you leave me."

"Here with him?"
She laughed and tapped an automatic at her belt. "I can

take care of myself. Do you doubt it? You can go, Marco."

He muttered, "Yes, commander," and backed reluctantly

away. The Red Peri turned her glorious, taunting eyes on Keene,

smiled again, and said, "I've checked over your ship. Your story's

straight enough."

"Well? What about us, then?'

"Oh, I haven't decided. You may have to die; it's more than

likely that you will, but with no malice on my part. Purely as a

matter of convenience, you understand."

He grunted. "Why'd you have our door unlocked?"

"Why not? I'm sure you can't escape. Look here." She took

the bright aluminum spade Elza had placed against the wall, and
thrust it half through the field into the airless outdoors beyond.

He stared at it; except for a slight change in color as its crystals

rearranged under the slow radiation of its heat, it seemed unalter-

ed. When the knuckles of her dainty hand began to whiten with
the cold of the metal, she tossed the implement on the floor at

her feet.

Now it changed. Instantly white frost formed on the part
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that had been exposed; glittering crystals grew an inch thick,

fuzzy covering, and began to spread along the handle. They
sprang out as swift as the second hand on a watch, an inch—two
inches deep.

The Peri laughed. "Would you like to stroll outside?" she

gibed. "It's not cold—just ten above zero. Above absolute zero, I

mean. Cold enough to liquefy and freeze all gases but hydrogen
and helium. How long do you think it would take to freeze that

hot blood and hotter head of yours?"

"Bah!" he said. "What's to keep me now from overpowering
you, dragging you into some room, and using you as hostage to

bargain for our safety?"

"If you could," she retorted coolly. "Even then it would be
a poor idea; if you killed me your own death would follow very

soon and very painfully; if you didn't, I'd never be bound to any
promises you wrung from the others. Your wisest course is to

leave things as they are until I decide what to do with you. And
incidentally," she added, with a narrowing of her green eyes,

"don't pin your faith on Elza."

"On—Elza?" He was startled. "What do you mean?"
"Oh, I know she hates me. She's in love with Marco, or

fancies so. I amuse myself by tormenting her, and I suspect that

she'd go to some lengths for revenge, but she's quite as helpless as

you. As a matter of fact, I'm doing her a good turn, for Marco
is not particularly honorable. So I save her and insure his loyalty

to me, all with one stroke."

"You-devil!" Keene gasped. "If there's one thing I'd like

above all else, it's to drag you to justice. Ever since that day on
the AardJcin—

"

"When I pinched your nose?" she queried sweetly. "Here,

then." With a rapid snap of her hand she twisted the same mem-
ber with painful violence, laughed into his exasperated face, and
turned away. "Come on," she ordered. "Here's breakfast."

"IH be damned if I'll eat with you!" he snarled.

She shrugged. "As you like. This is all the breakfast you'll

get, I promise you."

After all, breakfast was breakfast—he growled and followed

her to the massive metal door; as it swung open he forgot a part

of his anger in sheer amazement at the luxury of her chamber.
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She had, apparently, culled the prize plunder of a score of raids

to furnish this room. There were deep, silken rugs on the floor,

rich tapestries, paintings from the salon of some luxurious Venu-

sian liner, delicately worked aluminum furniture, even a carved

mirror whose utter perfection must have originated in the incom-

parable lost art of Mars.

The man who bore the breakfast tray placed it silently on

a table and withdrew. Here was another surprise. Eggs! And
fresh ones, too, judging by the smell.

"Oh, we have a few chickens/* said the Red Peri, reading his

glance. "Enough to supply me, at least. Feeding them is rather

a problem, you see."

Keene remembered his anger in time to reply with an irritable

"humph!" For a moment he wondered why the exquisite presence

of the Peri should affect him so violently, for he realized that

much of his irritation was directed at himself. But of one thing

he was certain, and that was that his most ardent desire was to

humble the arrogant, self-sufficient, proud, and mocking pirate

princess, to see her pay the assigned penalty for her crimes.

Then he frowned. Was he anxious to see her punished?

What he really wanted was simply to see her arrogance and in-

solence humbled, to see her—well, frightened, or pleading with

him, as a sort of recompense for the contemptuous way in which

she treated him.

She spoke. "You're a silent table partner," she observed,

"and yet I'm rather glad you two blundered in. I was getting

frightfully tired and bored; I was considering paying a little visit

to civilization."

"I suppose you realize," he growled, "that if we ever get

back to Earth, your little visits are over. I'd be very glad to furnish

a full description of the Red Peri."

"And do you think I'm the only red-head alive?"

"You're probably the most beautiful, and you know it."

She laughed contemptuously. "Keene, if you think you can

play the sophisticated giver of compliments to my innocence,

think again. I've been around. I've spend enough time in London,
Paris and New York to know the social game. In fact, I have a

carefully built-up identity there; my terrestrial friends think I

live on Venus. So don't try what they call a fish net on me."
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Her words gave him an idea. "Fish net?" he echoed with a

deliberate air of sadness. "No. It's just that I have the misfortune

to be about half in love with you, while the other half is pure

hatred." Suddenly he wondered how much of a lie that really

was.

She laughed again. "I half believe you."

"Which half?"

"Never mind. But," she added derisively, "whichever half

it is, remember that it takes a better man than you to win the

Red Peri's love."

"I didn't say I wanted it!" he snapped. "All you are to me
is a vicious law breaker, and all I want is the chance to see you

taken."

"Which you'll never have," she returned coolly. She leaned

back in her chair and slipped a cigarette from a box. "Smoke?"
she asked.

It was in the nature of a peace offering. He accepted both the

truce and the cigarette, and puffed with thorough enjoyment.

"Keene," said the Peri, "would you like to see our establish-

ment?"

He nodded. If the girl were proffering friendship, or at least

tolerance, he was in no position to refuse it while she held the

upper hand. But he would not accept it under false colors.

"Listen," he said, "there are lots of things I like about you.

You've plenty of courage, and you've the devil's own beauty. But

get this. If I see any chance of escape or any chance to capture

you, I'm taking it. Is that plain?"

She nodded. "Keene, if you ever outwit the Red Peri, you're

welcome to your winnings. But you never will."

She rose, and he followed her into the stone-walled corridor,

glancing briefly at the mysterious archway with its invisible elec-

trostatic seal.

"If your power ever failed," he said, "what would happen

to your air here?"

"It won't fail. It's generated directly from disintegration. No
moving parts at all. But if it should"—she gestured to the cavern

roof—"there's an emergency air door. It will close instantly if

there's any appreciable outward current. There's plenty of power
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to retain our atmosphere; we only keep a pressure of eleven to

twelve pounds."

"About the same as the altitude of Denver," he muttered

as he followed her. "Prepared for anything, aren't you?"

He was really impressed by the neat little gardens in the

side aisles, raised on Plutonian soil carefully selected for the

proper elements. "But nitrogen is a troublesome job," she ex-

plained. "There's little of it to be had, and what there is is all

mixed with frozen argon. We fractionate it, and then form am-

monia, and so finally get it into usable form."

"I know the process," he said.

They penetrated deeper into the series of caverns that pierced

the black Plutonian mountain. The fluorolux lights were fewer

now, and there were long stretches of dim side passages with no
lights at all.

"They're sealed off," said the Peri. "We're approaching the

seal of the main cavern now. Do you see where it narrows ahead

there? That's an electrostatic seal, but the side passages are block-

ed with concrete to keep out the crystal crawlers."

"The crystal crawlers!" echoed Keene. He had almost for-

gotten those curious creatures of the plutonian \ alley. "Why
don't they come through the electrostatic seal?"

"They do, but they seldom get far. You'll see why."

"What are the things?" he asked. "Are they alive? No one
—Atsuki or Hervey or Caspari—ever reported them."

"I think they originated in these caverns. This whole region

is honey-combed, and those in the valley are just strays. Explorers

wouldn't be apt to encounter them."

"But are they alive?" he persisted.

"No-o-o," said the Red Peri slowly. "Not exactly alive.

They're—well—on the borderline. They're chemical-crystalline

growths, and their movement is purely mechanical. There are half

a dozen varieties—aluminum feeders and iron and silicon and
sulphur feeders, and others." She smiled impishly. "I have a use

for at least one sort. Do you remember, or did you notice, the safe

of the Aaidkin? An iron feeder comes in very handy at times."

He grunted; somehow it pained him to hear the girl refer to

her piratical activities. Before he could make any other reply they

came suddenly into a large natural cavern beyond which snowed
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the narrow opening which the Peri had indicated as the place of

the electrostatic seal. A single light shed a dim radiance from far

above, and in the faint luminosity he perceived a narrow, deep
gash, a gorge or pit, that crossed the chamber from wall to wall

and even split the walls in dark tunnels to right and left.

"Here is our crawler trap," said the girl. She indicated a

curious span across the chasm, a single heavy girder of metal that

bridged the twenty-foot gap in four sharp zigzags. A precariously

narrow bridge; the girder was no more than twelve inches in

width.

"Copper!" he said.

"Yes. Apparently there are no such things as copper feeders

to destroy our bridge. Do you see how the trap works? The crystal

crawlers have no eyes nor sense of touch; they just crawl. The
chances are infinitely against any of them moving A the proper

angles to cross the gap. They go crashing down and crawl away
below; although one blundered across once.

"Most of them aren't dangerous except to whatever the}'

feed on/' She gestured. "Beyond the seal is our air supply. There's

a regular frozen subterranean sea of neon, argon, and oxygen, and
we can draw on it almost forever. Don't you want to cross over

and look at it?"

Keene stepped to the brink of the chasm and peered down.
It was deep; the light from above trickled away into a mysterious

darkness where only a few faint sparkles responded—crystals,
doubtless, for a slow flicker of movement showed. He scowled at

the precarious slenderness of the copper zigzag, and then, cau-

tiously, he abandoned dignity, dropped to his knees, and crept

slowly across on all fours.

It was only when he reached the far side and stood erect that

he became conscious of the Peri's contemptuous sniff of laughter,

and turned to see her walk casually and steadily across the

angling span, balancing as easily as if she trod a wide roadway.

He flushed a slow red; the girl had nerves of steel, true enough,

but he realized she had done this as a deliberate taunt.

She strode to the narrow opening, where he now perceived

the ring of copper points whence issued the electrostatic field,

and above, on the roof, a suspended emergency lock like that at

the outer arch.
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"There," she said, pointing. "You can see it."

He squinted into the darkness. A dozen feet away, the

passage seemed to widen again, but into such a vast hollow that

the light from behind him failed utterly to show its bounds. But

dimly and faintly as a sea of ectoplasm, he made out a shimmer-

ing, illimitable expanse of white, a vast subterranean drift of

Pluto's fossil air.

"There goes the pipe to it," said the Peri. "We can get all

we need by the simple process of heat, but now and then we have

to lengthen the pipe. That's why this end of our colony is sealed

by electrostatic. Oh! O-o-oh!"

She broke off in a startled scream. Kefcne whirled; the cave

floor between the two of them and the bridge was covered with a

rustling, irregular parade of blackish crystals!

"What's the matter!" he gasped. "We can kick them aside."

He moved as if to do so.

"No!" cried the Peri. She seized his arm, dragging him back.

"They're carbon feeders! Don't you understand? They're carbon

feeders! Your body has carbon. They're Look out!"

IV

Keene started back, realizing that a gray-black, flat-crystalled,

dully shining lump was almost at his feet. He stared at the cr?wl-

ing masses; they had come, apparently, from beyond a jutting

wall of rock to his right. The floor was speckled every where with

them, and now and again one slipped with a faint tinkle over the

edge of the central pit. But there were hundreds more; one
couldn't wait here until the floor had cleared. He skipped aside;

another had silently approached almost to his feet.

He acted. Suddenly he seized the Peri, raised her bodily in

his arms, and dashed in an angling, irregular course for the bridge.

The girl squirmed and said, "Put me " Then she lay very still

as he picked his way as delicately as a dancer, sidestepping, skip-

ping, twisting, to the copper span—and over it. Half running, he
took the four sharp angles, and at last, breathless, he set the Peri

on the rock on the far side.

She looked coolly up at him. "Well!" she said calmly. "Why
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did you do that?"

"That's pretty thanks for it!" he snapped.

"Don't you think I could have done as well?" she retorted.

"I asked you why you did it."

"Because " He paused. Why had he done it? He suddenly

realized that he had no desire to see the exquisite Peri die. To
see her humbled, yes. Even to see her punished—but not to see her

die. "It was pure impulse," he finished grimly. "If I had thought a

second or two, I'd have left you to die."

"Liar!" she said, but smiled. "Well, I thank you for your

intentions, though I could have done quite as well alone. But
you're very strong, and—Frank!" Her voice rose. "Your foot!

Your shoe! Quickly!"

He blinked down. Scarcely visible on the leather, a grayish-

black coating of crystals was spreading, and almost immediately

came a prickling pain in his toe. With a growling oath he kicked

violently. The skin buskin went sailing in an arc over the pit,

to fall squarely among the crawlers. Instantly it was a fuzzy mass

of needlelike crystals.

The Peri was on her knees. "Your toe!" she wailed. Swift as

a serpent she planted her own dainty foot firmly upon the arch of

his. From somewhere she snatched a tiny, jeweled penknife, its

blade flashing sharp as a razor. Still resting her full weight on his

foot, she cut.

Despite his bellow of pain and surprise, she sliced away half

his toenail and a goodly strip of skin beneath, kicked the bloody

strip into the pit, examined her own pink toes for a moment, and

faced Keene. For the first time in their acquaintance she seemed

shaken; her wild, green eyes were wide with concern.

But it passed instantly. "Fool!" she snapped. "Fool!"

He was staring aghast at his bleeding toe. "Good Lord!" he

muttered. "That was a narrow escape. Well—I'm not so sparing

in my thanks as you. I say thanks for it."

"Bah! Do you think I want carbon feeders on this side of

the pit? That's why I did it!"

"You could have pushed me into the pit, then," he retorted.

"And I wish I had!" she snapped. She turned abruptly, and

padded, barefooted, up the cavern toward the colony.

Keene shifted his remaining buskin to his injured foot and
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limped after. He was in a turmoil of emotions. There was some-

thing splendid about this pirate princess, something more than

the simple fact of her exquisite and fantastic beauty. He swore

angrily to himself for even admitting it, but limped hastily until

he caught her.

"What's your name?" he asked abruptly.

"If you need a name to address me," she said coldly, "let it

be commander."
"The only person I'll call commander is one I'm willing to

serve, and that'll never be the Red Peri."

She glanced sidewise at him. "What's a name, anyway?" she

asked in altered tones. "See here. You're Frank Keene, but you're

neither keen enough to outwit me nor frank enough to admit you
love me."

"Love you!" he snorted. "Love you! Why—" He broke off

suddenly. "Even if it were true," he went on, "do you think I'd

have anything to do with a pirate, a murderess? However I felt,

I'd still exert every effort to bring you to justice. How many
deaths have you caused? How much suffering?"

"I don't know," she said. "But murder? I never killed any-

body except in sheer self-defense."

"So you say. What about the atrocities on the Hermes?"
She looked up at him. "Frank," she said softly, "I had noth-

ing to do with the Hermes. Don't you realize that people blame
everything on the Red Peri? Every captain who suffers from some
sneaking little freebooter blames me for it. Why, I'd need a

hundred ships to commit all the crimes they've pinned on me."
"But you're a pirate, nevertheless."

"Yes, but I have my reasons. I have, Frank. And Oh, why
should I justify myself to you, anyway? I don't care what you
think of me."

"All the same," he growled, "I'll tell you what I think. I

think your parents should have given you a series of good spank-

ings. You're nothing but a spoiled, reckless, dangerous child."

"My parents," she echoed.

"Yes. Do you think they'd be proud of you now?"
"I hope," she said slowly, "that one of them would be." She

paused at the door of her chamber, unlocking it. "Come in here,"

she ordered sharply.
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He followed her into the lavish interior. She disappeared

into an adjacent room, returning in a moment with a bottle and
a strip of gauze. "Here/' she said. "Dress your toe."

"It's nothing. It needs no dressing/'

"Dress it!" she snapped. "I want no cases of infection here/'

"I might"—he observed as he took the bottle—"die of the

infection and thus save you a murder."

Her green eyes seemed to soften. "Remember this, Frank,"

she said in a low voice. "I could have let you die back there at

the edge of the pit. I could have, but I didn't."

He had no answer. For a moment he gazed thoughtfully at

the exquisite delicacy of her face, and then, irrelevantly, he asked

again, "What is your name?"
She smiled. "Peri," she said.

"Really? Peri what? That's a strange name."
"Yes. It's the Persian word for imp or elf."

"I know. I've worked in Iraq. But it means more than just

that; it's the name given to the child of a disobedient angel, wait-

ing to be admitted into paradise."

Her features grew suddenly wistful. "Yes," she murmured.
"Waiting to be admitted into paradise."

"But Peri what?" he repeated.

She hesitated. "If I told you," she said slowly, "you might

understand. I think I will tell you, Frank. Did you ever hear of

Perrv Maclane?"

He frowned. "Perry Maclane," he muttered. "I—think so.

WT

ait a minute. Do you mean Red Perry Maclane, the inventor

who had the famous legal battle with Interplanetary? But that

was years ago, years and years. I was a child of seven or eight;

you must scarcely have been born."

"I was just born. Perry Maclane was my father."

"Red Pern- your father? And—the ship! I see—Red Peri,

named after him."

"Named by him, after me. He built it. He built it purposely

to be a pirate craft, and you can't blame him!"

"Can't blame him! Why not?"

"Listen to me, Frank." Her glorious eyes were intense and

serious. "Perry Maclane was robbed by Interplanetary and their

associates. Do you know how dangerous space travel used to be,
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twenty-five or thirty years ago? Even fifty years after the first

colonies were founded on Venus, it was a gamble with death to

travel there.

'Trade was all but impossible; because the rocket blasts kept

failing, and ships kept crashing in trying to land, or even plunged

into the Sun. And then the thermoid expansion chamber was

developed; the blasts became steady, safe, usable. Trade was pos-

sible, and Interplanetary became an enormous, wealthy corpora-

tion. But do you know who invented the expansion chamber? Do
you?"

-Why "

"Perry Maclanc did! He invented it and patented it. But
Interplanetary wouldn't let a little thing like honor stand in their

way. They copied the patent; they claimed one of their engineers

had developed the chamber first; they fought the case through

every court, and at last they fought Pern Maclane out of money,
and won. It took four years to do it; and in the last year 1 was
born and my mother died; and Perry Maclane was ruined.

"But he didn't give up. He worked at anything he could

find—he, the greatest rocket engineer in the world! He dug sewers

and planned drainage systems; he did any sort of work, but mean-
while, all the time, he was carrying the idea of revenge.

"Evenings he worked on the plans of such a ship as no one
had dreamed of, a rocket with inherent stability, one that could

flash through gravitational fields as easily as through interplanetary

space, instead of teetering down on its jets, wabbling and com-
pensating and inching lower. And when he had it— I was three

then—he found those who supplied money to build it.

"He wasn't the only man Interplanetary had ruined; others

hated the corporation, too. So he built the Red Peri, and began
raiding corporation ships. lie had no trouble manning his ship; he
could have had a thousand men; but he picked and chose among
the best for his crew.

"At first he worked out of the Australian desert as a base, but
that became dangerous. He thought of the Moon, and of an
asteroid; but at last, because he had a ship to which planetary
distances meant nothing, he came here to build his colony. Save
for the years I spent at school, I've lived here ever since."

"But what of Red Perry Maclane?" asked Keene.
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"He was killed three years ago. Do you remember when
Interplanetary^ Captain Thorsen of the Lucrece shot one of the

pirates? That was my father; he died and was buried as he wanted
to be—in space. It was I who killed Thorsen, with my own hand
as he shot at me."

He stared at her. Those were certainly tears in the glorious,

emerald eyes. "Peri/' he said softly, "but what will be the end
of it? Are you going on all your life pursuing revenge for your
father? You're not really hurting Interplanetary, you know; they

carry insurance. But you are slowing down the development of

the planets. It's come to a point where people are actually afraid

to travel."

"Good!" she flashed. "Then it's less trade and fewer fares to

swell the coffers of Interplanetary."

"But—good heavens. Peri! With a design like that of your

ship you could make millions legitimately!"

"Oh, of course!" she retorted sarcastically. "Just as my father

did from the thermoid expansion chamber."

There was no answer to that. He shook his head sadly. "Then
do you intend to live out your life as a pirate until you're finally

captured, or until you die out here on this miserable black

planet?"

"I do not. I intend to carry out the plans of Red Pern- Mac-
lane. He wasn't fighting out of blind passion, you know. He built

up his organization, here and on Earth, for a single purpose.

Little by little, the plunder we take from Interplanetary goes back

to Earth, to be turned into cash and securities, in banks in New
York, London, Berlin, Paris, Tokyo. When I have enough—and
a hundred million dollars will be enough—do you know what
I'll do?"

"I don't, Peri." His eyes were glued to her tense, lovely

face.

"Then listen!" she said fiercely. "I'll open a line competing

with Interplanetary. I'll build ships like the Red Peri, and I'll

drive their corporation to ruin! I'll have them groveling and
begging, but this time I'll have money enough so they can't fight

with crooked lawyers and bribed judges. I'll annihilate them!"

For a long time he stared at her strange loveliness, her wild,

green eyes and flaming hair, "Oh, Peri!" he said at last, in tones
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of sadness. "Don't you see how insane such a plan is? Don't you

know that once you produce the design of this ship, you'll be

known as the pirate? No one else knows of it."

"I don't care!" she blazed. "The law can't touch anyone with

a hundred million dollars. My father learned that from Inter-

planetary." And at his continued silence, she snapped, "Your

advice would be to take it lying down, I suppose. I prefer to fight."

"But you don't have to declare war on the whole Earth on

account of an injury done your father."

"War on the Earth? I haven't. But"—her green eyes glowed

fiercely—"if I ever should, I could give them such a war as they

never dreamed of!"

"What do you mean, Peri?"

"I'll tell you! Suppose I were to take one of those carbon

feeders, like the ones that nipped your toe. Suppose I took just

one tiny Crystal and dropped it in the jungles of Africa or in

Middle Europe or in the wheat belt of America. All life has

carbon in it. What would happen to the pretty, green Earth x

Frank? What would happen to the crooked lawyers and the

bribed judges, and all the rest, honest and dishonest, right up to

the heads of Interplanetary itself?"

"My Lord!" he said.

"Can't you see the crystal crawlers rustling their way along?"

she cried. "Wheat fields, houses, horses, humans!"
"Listen!" he said huskily. "Do you know what I ought to

do? I know what my duty is. It's to kill you, right now and here,

while I've got you alone. Otherwise that mad and reckless spirit

of yours may some day drive you to do just that. I ought to

strangle you now, but—by heavens—I can't!"

All the passion drained suddenly from her face, leaving it

alluringly wistful. "I'm glad you said those last two words, Frank,"

she murmured. "Look." She raised her arms; he saw her hand
resting firmly on the butt of her revolver. "Would it please you,"

she asked softly, "if I promised you never to think again of that

particular revenge?"

"You know it would!"

"Then I promise. And now, tell me if you still blame me for

being—the Red Peri. Do you?"

"I don't know. I think—perhaps—you are justified for feeling
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as you do, but, Peri, it's madness."

"What would you want me to do?"

"Why—the sane course, the honorable course, would be to

make restitution, to return everything you've stolen; and then to

give yourself up, to expiate the wrongs you've done, and so be free

to live without the need of burying yourself out here at the edge

of nothingness. I don't say you could do all of that, but at least

you could return what you've taken and live as you were meant to

live—honorably and happily."

"Honorably and happily!" she echoed bitterly. "Yes, except

for the realization that I had failed my father."

"Your father was wrong, Peri."

She blazed in sudden anger. "Oh, you're too smug and self-

righteous to live. I was going to offer you your freedom; I thought
you'd understand and protect me, but now do you think I dare

trust you to return to Earth? Now you'll stay as my prisoner!"

"Some day," he said evenly, "I'll drag you back to justice,

Peri, and after you're free you'll thank me for it."

"Get out!" she cried. "You're stupid! I hate stupidity!"

He looked quietly at her angry, exquisite face, rose, and
stalked out of the door. For a moment he stood irresolute in the

corridor; then he strode toward the room he shared with Solomon
Nestor, ignoring the glances of a number of residents as he went.

And as he opened the door, the first person he saw was the girl

Elza, in close conversation with the old man.
They looked up as he entered, and the flaxen-haired girl drew

away, staring at him with a curious expression in her blue eyes.

"Oh, bosh!" said the old man. "Elza, you're simply letting

your imagination make you nervous. Listen, Frank—this girl came
running here to tell me that you've been spending hours in the

Red Peri's company, and that you were probably falling under her

magic charms; and now Elza's afraid you're going to betray her

to the Peri. Ridiculous, isn't it?"

"Utterly!" snapped Keene, wondering how much of it was

ridiculous. He felt himself reddening, and repeated hastily, "Ut-

terly ridiculous!"

"You see?" said old Nestor triumphantly. "All right, Elza,

let's get on with this. You say you're sure you can't smuggle space

suits to us?"
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"I'm sure I can't. They're kept locked up by the Red Peri,

and I can't get to them."

"But your father and brother wear them when they go to

either ship, don't they?"

"Yes, but I wouldn't dare ask them. They'd tell the Peri. I

know that."

"Well," said old Solomon thoughtfully, "if we can't get

space suits, we'll have to do without. But you can get the key

to one of the ships, can't you?"

"Not to the Red Peri," said Elza. "To your ship, perhaps,

because my father has that while he's working on it. I could steal

it away from him, I think. He just keeps it in a desk."

"What good would the Limbo do us?" grunted Keene. "They
could run us down with the other. They could blast us to bits."

"llicy could, but they won't," retorted the old man. "You
leave this to old Solomon. Now Elza when will your father have

the jet repaired?"

"I think he's finishing it now."

"And could you smuggle the key to us to-night?"

"I think so. I'll try. To-night or tomorrow."

"Good!" said Solomon Nestor. "You run along now, Elza.

You'll have your revenge on the Red Peri—if you're a good girl."

The yellow-haired girl vanished. Old Nestor turned quizzical

eyes on Keene and said mockingly, "Ridiculous, eh! Utterly

ridiculous!"

"What?"
"That you should be impressed by the Red Peri. How could

so unattractive a being effect the redoubtable Frank Keene? Very
ridiculous!"

"Oh, shut up!" growled Keene. "I admit she's beautiful, and
I admit that what she told me has changed my opinion of her.

All the same, I think she's arrogant and overbearing. I'm just as

anxious as ever to see her take a fall, and if I can trip her, that's

fine. But I don't see how the key to the Limbo helps."

"You will. Tell me what the Peri said to you."

Keene recounted the story of "Red" Perry Maclane. Despite

himself, he told it with a tinge of sympathy, and when, after con-

cluding it, he described the events at the copper bridge, he was
uncomfortable aware of old Nestor's steady gaze. He finished
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his tale and stared defiantly back.

"Well!" said the old man. "I suppose you realize that she

risked her life for you—or at least the chance of having to cut

off a finger or two. What if she'd touched the carbon feeders on
your toe?"

"I-I hadn't thought of it."

"And now that you do think of it, are you still so bitterly

determined to humble her?"

Keene considered. "Yes!" he snapped. "I am. I don't want
to hurt her, but I do want to get back at her for the way she's

insulted, browbeaten, and mocked me. I want to see her take a

fall."

"Even though it means capture for her?"

Keene groaned. "Listen, Solomon. Right now I'm so puzzled

that I'm not sure. But I do know that I want to see the Red
Peri paid back for the way she's acted toward me."

"All right. I think you're in love with her, Frank, though
it's none of my business."

"Damn' right it isn't!"

"But," proceeded Nestor, "just how badly do you want to

do this?"

"With all my heart!"

"Would you risk your life and hers to do it?"

"My life," said Keene grimly, "but not hers."

"Good enough. Now the first thing to do is talk you out of

a few superstitions."

"I haven't any."

"You have, but you don't know it. Listen, now." The old

man bent closer and began to talk in a low, earnest voice. At his

first words Keene paled and started; then he sat very still and very

intent. After five minutes of listening, he drew a deep breath,

expanding his mighty chest to the full.

"I used to plunge at the university," he said exultantly. "I

could hold my breath for four minutes. I can still do three and a

half!"

"That's plenty," said Nestor.

"Yes, if it works. If it works!"

"If I were you," said the old man, "I'd find out—now!"
For a full minute Keene stared at him. Suddenly he nodded,
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turned swiftly away, and darted out into the corridor. In five

minutes he was back again, but sadly changed, for his lips were

swollen, his eyes red, and his breath a rasping gurgle. But he was

smiling.

"It works!" he gasped triumphantly. "It's unadulterated hell

—but it works!"

V

Elza did not appear that night, although Keene tossed and

twisted wakefully for miserable hours. In the darkness the thing

he had to do appeared grotesque, fantastic, impossible; and this

despite the fact that he had already tested the truth of old

Solomon Nestor's reasoning. His toe ached and his lips and eyes

burned, but more painful than all else was the idea of inflicting

harm on the courageous and proud Red Peri.

When, well toward the end of the ten-hour Plutonian night,

he finally fell into troubled slumber, it was but for a brief while,

and he rose sullen and morose to pace the floor of the chamber.

The fluorolux light awakened old Nestor. For a few moments
he watched the pacing Kccne, and then asked, "Did Elza come?"

"No, and I hope she doesn't," snarled Keene. "I hope she

couldn't get the key—and if she does get it, I'm not going through

with this!"

"It's your business," said Nestor indifferently. "It doesn't

mean anything to me, because I'd never live through it, not at

my age. I have to stay here anyway, and I don't mind, because

Elza said they'd moved my instruments into the cave; and I can

work here almost as well as farther out in space. But if you love

the girl so intently, whv don't you act like a human being and tell

her so?"

"Love her!" yelled Keene. "Just because I feel like a dirty dog
at the thought of this, doesn't mean I love her! She's a girl, isn't

she?"

"And a very beautiful one."

"Bah! She's a girl, and I hate to fight women!"
"Well, don't then," suggested old Solomon.
"Yet I want like the very devil to get back at her."
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"Then do."

"And yet, in a wav I can't blame her."

"Then don't."

Keene resuming his pacing. In another minute he stopped,

faced the old man, and said defiantly, "Solomon, I can't do it.

I know she's a pirate and a menace to trade and civilization, but

I can't do it."

Before the other could reply, a knock sounded on the door.

Keene whirled. "I hope," he muttered, "that it's breakfast—just

breakfast."

It was. Elza brought it in silently, placed it on the table, and
retired; and Keene felt a vast surge of relief. She hadn't managed
to get the key! He was almost ready to sing until he picked up
his cup of coffee and there it was—the familiar key to the outer

door of the Limbo's air lock.

He met old Nestor's amused, blue eyes with a cold glare, and
it was hardly softened by the other's murmur: "After all, Frank,

you don't have to use it."
44

I know I don't!" he snarled. "I have a fine choice, haven't

I? I can stay here the rest of my life, if our hostess doesn't take a

notion to kill me, or I can escape by following your scatterbrained

plan of doing a thing I hate. I can't escape alone, for they'd

simplv run me down with their pirate ship."

"Or you could turn pirate," suggested Solomon Nestor.

"Gr-r-r!" said Keene amiably.

He was unaccustomed to this sort of agonized indecision. He
had never encountered a situation that pulled so many ways at

once; for in all his experience right had been right and wrong had

been wrong—yet now he was not at all sure but that the laws of

relativity operated in the moral field as well as in the physical.

Certainly the Red Peri was not entirely in the wrong, yet equally

certainly she was a pirate, a menace to progress, an antisocial

being, and therefore a criminal. If she would only give up this

mad purpose of hers; if she would make restitution; if she He
swore bitterly and strode out of the door, scarcely realizing that

the Limbo's key was in his pocket.

He turned at random toward the outer arch of the cave.

Figures in space suits were passing in and out through the electro-

static seal, and he noticed that the outgoing men were laden with
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cases, boxes, cans, and bundles. He stood at the very edge of the

seal and stared out into the dim, nightlike morning of the black

planet. Beside him a row of metal-clad figures clanked outward,

their footsteps dropping to sudden silence the instant the}' trod

into the airless outdoors. He watched them carry their burdens

to the Red Peri, where an air lock swung open to admit them.

They were loading the ship.

Keene stared disinterestedly, without comprehension. Then,

abruptly, the meaning dawned on him. He stiffened, peered

closely through narrowed eyes, and spun to accost a metal-sheath-

ed figure that approached, Marco Grandi, for he could see the

dark, aquiline features behind the visor.

"What's this?" Keene snapped. "You're cargoing the Peri.

For what?"

Grandi made no answer, and Keene planted himself squarely

in the other's way. "For what?" he blazed.

The metallic voice of the diaphragm clicked. "Stand aside.

We're busy."

'Til keep you busy!" he roared. "IH-IH-"
"You'll what?" queried the cool tones of the Peri.

Keene whirled. The girl stood at his side, clad in an all-

enveloping, clinging robe of bright green that echoed the infinite-

ly more brilliant emerald of her eyes.

"They're stocking the Red Peri/" he shouted.

"I know it."

"Why? For what purpose?"

"For purposes of business."

"Business! You mean for purposes of piracy!"

"Piracy," she said coldly, "is my business."

"It was your business, you mean!" With a great effort he
controlled himself and faced the mocking green eyes. "Peri," he
said more calmlv, "I want to talk to you."

"It isn't mutual."

"I want to talk to you," he repeated stubbornly, "alone." He
glanced at the hostile eyes of Marco Grandi.

The Peri shrugged. "Go on out, Marco," she ordered, and
then to Keene, "Well? What is it?"

"Listen," he said. "I want you to quit this business. I want
you to be fair to yourself. You're capable of infinitely greater
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things than piracy."

"I know it. When I'm ready, I'll achieve those greater

things."

"Oh, revenge!" he snapped. "Suppose you succeed. Do you
think you'll be any happier?"

"And if I'm not," she countered, "what is it to you?"

He drew a deep breath. "It's a lot to me," he said soberly,

"because you see, Peri, I happen to love you."

Her green eyes did not change. "What you call love," she

said contemptuously, "isn't my conception. If you loved me you'd

take me exactly as I am."

"I was brought up to believe in honesty, Peri."

"And I," she retorted, "was brought up to believe in honor.

Red Perry Maclane's honor needs avenging, and there's none but

his daughter to see to it."

Keene pounded his fist impatiently against the wall. "Peri,"

he said at last, "do you love me?"
She made no immediate reply. From somewhere in her heavy

silken gown she produced a cigarette, lighted it, and blew a gray

plume of smoke toward the seal. "No," she said.

"Why did you risk your life for me back there at the pit?

What if you had touched the carbon feeders?"

She glanced out into the cold, black valley. "I may have

thought I loved you then," she murmured, eyes still averted.

"That was before I knew how little you could understand my
feelings. We're just—not the same sort."

"I think we are," said Keene. "We've simply learned different

moral codes, but—Peri—my code's the right one. Even you can see

that."

"It's not for me. What my father wanted is the thing I want
and the thing I'm going to do."

He groaned and abandoned that line of attack. "What do
you expect to do with Solomon Nestor and me?"

She made a helpless little gesture. "What can I do? I have

to leave you here." She turned her green eyes back to him. "Frank,

if you'd promise to keep this place and my identity a secret, I

think I'd be willing to release you."

"I can't promise that."

Her voice hardened. "Then here you stay."
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"So you've given up the idea of lulling us?"

"Oh," she said indifferently, "I'm always indulgent to those

who claim to be in love with me."

Her attitude angered him. "You're pretty confident, aren't

you? If you leave us here while you're off pirating, you know
damn well we'll be doing our best to overcome you."

"And I know damn well that you'll never outwit me," she

retorted.

Keene's hand suddenly encountered the Limbo's key in his

pocket. "I won't, eh?" he muttered. "See here, Peri. Are you

determined once and for all to stick to this scheme of yours?"

"Once and for all, I am."

"And it makes no difference that I tell you I love you?"

She turned abruptly and faced the grim outdoors, staring

over the dead, cold, black Plutonian landscape. "It makes no dif-

ference, Frank."

"And nothing I can say will make a difference?"

She gestured impatiently, still staring far away. "Oh, what's

the use of arguing? No, Frank."

He looked silently at her, seeing her, seeing her glorious hair

flaming against the cold background of black mountains. He
peered thoughtfully down the deserted corridor, and then at the

Red Peri. The valley was lifeless; the men were within the vessel

and the air lock was closed. Dim across the plain was the dull

bulk of the Limbo, whose key was clutched in his hand.

"Well," he muttered sadly, "you've asked for it, Peri."

She did not turn. "For what, Frank?"

"For this!" he cried, and with a sudden lunge he sent her and
himself staggering, unarmored, into the airless Plutonian plain,

and into a temperature of ten degrees above absolute zero!

VI

Instantly he was in hell. The breath rushed out of his lungs in

a faint expansion mist that dissipated at once, the blood pounded
in his aching ear drums, his eyes seemed to bulge, and a thin

stream of blood squirted darkly from his nose. His whole body
felt terribly, painfully bloated as he passed from a pressure of
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twelve pounds per square inch to one of nearly zero. He fought
his agony grimly; he had to hold consciousness as long as he could.

But old Nestor had been right; he was living.

He had a momentary impression of the Peri's green gown
billowing up from her glorious body like a balloon, to settle back
instantly as the bound air escaped. Then she whirled, eves wide,

mouth open and straining for air that simply was not there, hands
clutching frantically at her gasping throat. She was in full com-
mand of her own agile mind, and she sprang convulsively for the

archway and the seal. Grimly he thrust her back.

She was trying to scream. Her breast rose and fell in futile,

soundless, panting gasps; moisture formed on her forehead and
vanished instantly. Swift as a deer she darted again for the arch-

way; and again he controlled his agony to smash her back.

For once in her life the Peri knew sheer panic. No longer

had she the coordination of mind and muscle that might yet

have encompassed escape. Fierce pain and utter fright had robbed

her of it; and for a few seconds she could only thrust aimlessly

against Keene's braced body, her hands fluttering frantically, her

legs pushing convulsively, her lovely, pain-racked, wild, green

eyes but inches from his own.

He had a double task now; he had to held her back from the

entrance and at the same time keep any part of her twisting body

save her shod feet from contact with the searing cold of the

rocky ground. He clutched her violently against him. Suddenly

her struggles grew weaker, her hands went vainly to her tortured

throat, her hands closed, and she collapsed.

They were almost at the air lock of the Red Peri. He saw it

fly open, he glimpsed Marco Grandi's appalled face behind his

visor, but he had no fraction of a second to lose. He swung the

Peri across his shoulder and set off on a staggering run for the

Limbo
t
more than nine hundred feet away across a vacuum and

a cold only less than those of space itself. Grandi could never

catch him; no one could run in a space suit.

The Peri was not light; on Earth she might have weighed a

hundred and fifteen pounds, but here it was more like a hundred

and forty. His own weight was greater too, but he felt none of

that; the excruciating torment that racked his body erased all

lesser tortures.
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He crashed unseeing through a parade of aluminum feeders,

and blood spurted wildly from a tiny scratch on his ankle, and

then—then he was fumbling at the Limbo's lock.

The door flew open from its inner pressure; he bundled

himself and the Peri within, pulled it to, and collapsed as the

hissing of the automatic valve sent a heavenly stream of air

against his face. He had crossed a thousand feet of vacuum and
still lived!

The air pressure reached normal. He fought to his knees,

opened the inner door, and dragged the girl through it. She lay

with her magnificent hair streaming on the steel floor; blood

trickled from her nose—but she breathed.

Keene had work to do. He thrust wide the feed to the under-

lets, and the ship roared, rising shakily as he peered through the

floor port at Marco Grandi plodding desperately across the plain.

He let the Limbo rise aimlessly; later he could set a course.

He dragged the limp Peri to a chair. About her slim waist

he twisted the iron chain from the aft ventilator, and locked it

with the padlock of Nestor's empty bolometer case. The other

end he locked carefully to a hand hold on the wall, and only then,

laboring and gasping, did he turn his attention to the medicine
kit.

He poured a half tumbler of whiskey and forced a good por-

tion of it between the Peri's lips. Still pain-tortured, it was yet

agony to him to see the lines of anguish on her unconscious face,

and to hear the choking of her breath. She coughed weakly from
the liquor, and moved convulsively as he sprang back to the con-

trols and set the Limbo nosing Sunward. That was close enough
for the present; later he could lay a course for Titan.

The Peri stirred. Her uncomprehending green eyes looked

vaguely toward him, and then about the chamber. She spoke,

"Frank! Frank! Where am I?"

"On the Limbo! 1

"On the " She glanced down; her hand had encountered
the chain about her waist. "Oh!" she murmured, and stared at it

a full half minute. When she looked up again her eyes were quite

clear and conscious. "You—you've got me, Frank, haven't you?"
"Right where I want you," he said grimly. Strangely, there

was no satisfaction in it. He had wanted to see her humbled, but
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now it was pure pain.

"Why-aren't we dead, Frank?" she asked slowly. "We
were—in the airless valley, weren't we? How is it that we still

live?"

"I'll tell you, Peri. It was old Solomon's idea. Everybody's

been believing a lot of superstitions about space, but he figured

out the truth. It isn't the vacuum that's dangerous, and it isn't

the cold; it's the lack of air. We couldn't freeze, because a vacuum
is the best insulator there is; we aren't like that aluminum spade

of yours, because our bodies actually produced heat faster than

we radiate it away. In fact, it really felt warm to me—as far as I

could be conscious of any feeling in that hell.

"And as for all the gruesome stories of lungs collapsing and
all that, every high school physics student sees the experiment of

the mouse under the bell jar. An air pump exhausts the jar to the

highest vacuum it can attain, the mouse loses consciousness—just

as you did, Peri—but when the air returns, it recovers.

"Its lungs don't collapse because there's no outer pressure

to crush them, and its body doesn't burst because the tissues are

strong enough to maintain that much internal pressure. And if

a mouse can stand it, why not a human being? And I knew I

could stand lack of air longer than you."

"It seems you could," she admitted ruefully. "But still, Frank,

that terrible drop in pressure! I see that we didn't explode from it.

though it felt as though we should; but I still don't see why."

"I tell you because our tissues are too tough. Look here,

Feri. The pressure at sea level on Earth is 14.7 pounds per square

inch. The pressure on top of Mount Everest is four pounds per

square inch. Thats about six miles above sea level.

"A hundred and fifty years ago, way back in 1930, open

airplanes flew over Mount Everest. The pilots didn't suffer much
from lack of pressure; just as long as they had oxygen to breathe,

they could live. Yet from sea level to 29,000 feet altitude is a drop

of eleven pounds per square inch—almost exactly the drop from

the pressure in your cave to the pressure outside.

"The human body can stand that much of a drop; all it

really does is cause altitude sickness. As a matter of fact, a pearl

diver going down in four of five fathoms of water meets a greater

variation than that. Plenty of South Sea skin divers work in that
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depth, utterly unprotected. What might have happened to us is

the bends, but your own air system thoughtfully prevented that

danger/

'

"M-my own air system?"

"Yes, Peri. The bends are the result of decreasing pressure,

which ordinarily causes the blood to give up its dissolved nitrogen

as bubbles. It's the bubbles that cause the disease. But your air

doesn't contain nitrogen; it's made of oxygen and neon, and neon
doesn't dissolve! So—no dissolved gases, no bubbles, and no
bends."

"But-it's fantastic! It's impossible!"

"We did it.' What do you think of that?"

"Why"—her voice was meek—"I think you're very

courageous, Frank. You're the only man ever to see the Red Peri

frightened, and you've seen that—twice."
"Twice? When was the other time?"

"When—when I saw the carbon feeders on your foot."

"Peri!" he groaned. "This whole thing has hurt me enough,
but now if you mean "

"Of course I mean it," she said, looking steadily at him. "I

love you, Frank."

"If I dared believe you, Peri—you know I love you, don't

you?"

A faint trace of her old mockery glistened green in her eyes.

"Oh, of course," she said. "I could tell it because you've been so

kind to me."

Her sarcasm tortured him. "I had to do it. I have to bring

you over to my side of the fence, Peri—the honest side."

"And you think you can?"

"I can try."

"Really?" she taunted. "Frank, don't you know my ship will

be alongside in a matter of minutes? You can't outrun the Red
Peri in this tub. You have me helpless now, but I won't be so for

long."

"Indeed? Well, tub or not, the Limbo's solid. They don't

dare blast the ship with you aboard, and if they try to tie up and
cut their way in '—he turned narrowed eyes on her—"I'll ram
the Peri/ As I said, this ship is solid, far more solid than your
triangular speedster. I'll smash it!"
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The faint color that had returned to the Peri's face drained

out of it. After a moment she saidun very low tones, "What are

you going to do with mc, Frank?"
"Peri, I'm going to take you back to trial. After you've expi-

ated your crimes—and with your beauty in an American court

the sentence will be light—I'm going to mam* you."

"Marry? Yes, I'd marry you, Frank, but don't you realize

piracy is tried under maritime law? The penalty is—death!"
"Not for such a woman as you. Three years—no more."

"But I'm wanted in even- country on Earth, Frank. They'll

extradite me. What if I'm tried for murder in an English court?"

"Murder?" he echoed blankly. "I— I hadn't thought of that.

My Lord, Peri! What can we do?"

"What we do is in your hands," she said dully. He saw tears

in her green eyes.

"I—don't know. I swore a solemn oath to uphold the law,

I—can't break an oath. Peri," he cried fiercely, "I have money.
I'll fight through every court in the country to prevent your ex-

tradition. You'll return all you've taken. They'll be lenient; they

have to be!"

"Perhaps," she said tonclcssly, "Well, I don't care. You've

won, Frank. I love you for it."

Impulsively he dropped the controls, strode over to the

chained girl, and kissed her. He had to make it brief, for his own
eyes were suddenly misty. At the controls again, he swore bitterly

to himself, for he realized now that he could never risk bringing

the Red Peri to trial. He thought somberly of his broken oath;

that meant nothing if keeping it endangered the girl he loved.

He formed a plan. At Nivia on Titan there'd be an inspec-

tion of the ship. He'd hide the Peri—in a cool jet, perhaps—and

tell his story without mention of her capture. He'd disclose the

location of the pirate base and let the government rockets rescue

old Solomon and destroy the colony. And then he

Then? Well, he'd land the Limbo in Iraq. He had friends

there who'd keep the Peri safe. He'd fly home and resign his

damned official position, and so be free to marry pirate or mur-

deress or any one he chose—and no one would ever know that

the lovely Mrs. Keene had once been the dreaded Red Peri.

For the present he'd let the girl believe he was taking her back
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to punishment; at least that might frighten her into a respectable

life. He smiled, and looked up to find the luminous green eyes

fixed steadily and unhappily on his face.

Before he could speak the buzzer of the static field sounded

the signal that warned of meteors. But meteors were rare indeed

out here beyond the orbit of Jupiter. He stared back at the vast

black disc of Pluto, and true enough, there was a little flare of

light against the blackness that could mean only a rocket blast.

Second by second the flame approached, and the Red Peri rushed

toward him as if his own blast were silent.

The pirate ship paralleled his course. Suddenly the annun-

ciator above him spoke; they had trained an inductive beam on

it. "Cut your jets!" came the words in a cold metallic voice that

was still recognizable as Marco Grandi's.

He had no means of reply, so he bored grimly on. The Red
Peri slipped close beside him. "Cut your jets," came the order,

"or we'll blast you!"

Keene thought suddenly of the communication system from

the pilot room to the stern. If he spoke into that, and if their

tubes were sensitive enough, it was possible that their receiver

might pick up the induced current. He switched it on full.

"Red Peri/" he called. "Can you hear me? Can you hear me?"
Reply was immediate. "We hear you. Cut your jets!"

"I won't," said Keene. "If you come a single yard closer

I'll ram you. The Peri's aboard, and if you blast this ship you'll

kill her as well as me."

There was a silence. "How do we know she's alive?" asked

Grandi's voice.

"Watch the forward port," said Keene. He unlocked the

chain at the hand hold. The girl made no resistance as he led her

to the port, following as meekly as a puppy on a leash.

"I'll have to make this look serious," he said. "I'm sorry,

Peri." He twisted his hand roughly in her glorious hair and thrust

her close against the port. After a moment he released her, led

her back to her chair, and relocked the chain.

"Red Peri," he called, "move away or I'll ram you. Keep a

quarter mile distance."

There was no reply, but the pirate ship slanted silently away.
Like a child's model it hung in the void, tenaciously paralleling
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his course. But he knew it was helpless; Grandi dared not risk the

Peri's safety.

Nearly an hour passed before the Peri spoke. "I don't under-

stand you, Frank," she said miserably. "When your life was in

danger I risked mine to save you, but you risk your life to destroy

me. Is that what you mean by love?"

"I risked mine, not to destroy you, but to save you," he
muttered. "Peri, I couldn't bear the thought of your living such

a life as you have been living. I want you to be happy."

"Happy," she echoed mournfully. "If this is your idea of

happiness " She left the sentence unfinished.

Hour after hour the pirate clung grimly beside them. After a

long time Keene slept, trusting to the buzzer to rouse him if

Grandi should attempt to cut through. The last thing he saw
was the luminescent eyes of the Peri, and they were the first thing

he saw on awakening. She sat as if she had not moved.
Another day passed. Pluto was a pallid, tiny disk far behind

them, Neptune and Uranus were beyond the Sun; but Satu.i

gleamed brightly. All day the Peri was mournfully silent, and
when he kissed her before sleeping, she clung to him almost as if

in panic. He remembered that later, for when he awoke she was

—gone.
Gone! The chain was missing, and only a square of paper—

a star chart—lay on her chair. She wasn't on the Limbo, and the

Red Peri no longer hung silent on the left. He seized the note in

a frantic clutch. He read.

Frank—dearest Frank—this is farewell. J Jove you;

and the proof of it is that I could have escaped before

this while you slept; but I wanted to stay. I was all but

willing to suffer before the law if it meant having you—
but I cant. Not even three years, because I'd die without

freedom.

I had an iron feeder in my pocket
t
for I always carry

them on raids, as you remember from the Aardkin. It's

eating the chain now, but it wont attack chrome steel;

your floors and walls are safe.

Frank, if you had weakened, if you had promised

me safety, I think I should have stayed, but—perhaps—
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then / should have loved you less than I do now.

Good-by

The note was unsigned. She had taken a red chart pencil

and drawn a creditable picture of a tiny, winged elf—a red peri.

Keene knew what she had done. There were no space suits

on the Limbo, for he and Solomon had worn them to the pirate

cave. She had signaled her ship, opened the air lock, and braved

once more the vacuum of space to fling herself acioss.

When he had finally exhausted his vocabulary of expletives

and blasphemies, when he had at last called himself all the

varieties of fool he knew, Keene realized what he had to do. He
couldn't find her on Pluto, since the Peri would certainly

move her base elsewhere for fear he'd direct a government rocket

there. But what he could do, what he had to do, was to get a job

on an Interplanetary freighter, and then wait. Sooner or later—

sooner or later, he repeated grimly—he'd meet the Red Peri again.
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TK he brown Maori in the bow
of the outrigger stared hard at Austin Island slowly swimming
nearer; then he twisted to fix his anxious brown eyes on Carver.

"Taboo!" he exclaimed. "Taboo! Aussitan taboo!"

Carver regarded him without change of expression. He lifted

his gaze to the island. With an air of sullen brooding the Maori
returned to his stroke. The second Polynesian threw the zoologist

a pleading look.

"Taboo," he said. "Aussitan taboo!"

The white man studied him briefly, but said nothing. The
soft brown eyes fell and the two bent to their work. But as Carver

stared eagerly shoreward there was a mute, significant exchange

between the natives.

The proa slid over green combers toward the foam-skirted

island, then began to sheer off as if reluctant to approach. Carver's

jaw squared. "AlaJJoa/ Put in, you chocolate pig. Put in, do you
hear?"

He looked again at the land. Austin Island was not tradition-

ally sacred, but these natives had a fear of it for some reason. It

was not the concern of a zoologist to discover why. The island was

uninhabited and had been charted only recently. He noted the

fern forests ahead, like those of New Zealand, the Kauri pine and

dammar—dark wood hills, a curve of white beach, and between

them a moving dot—an apteryx manteIJi, thought Carver—a kiwi.

The proa worked cautiously shoreward.

"Taboo," Malloa kept whispering. "Him plenty bunyip/"

"Hope there is," the white man grunted. "I'd hate to go

back to Jameson and the others at Macquarie without at least
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one little bunyip, or anyway a ghost of a fairy." He grinned.

"Bunyip Carveris. Not bad, eh? Look good in natural-history

books with pictures."

On the approaching beach the kiwi scuttled for the forest—

if it was a kiwi after all. It looked queer, somehow, and Carver

squinted after it. Of course, it had to be an apteryx; these islands

of the New Zealand group were too deficient in fauna for it to be

anything else. One variety of dog, one sort of rat, and two species

of bat—that covered the mammalian life of New Zealand.

Of course, there were the imported cats, pigs and rabbits

that ran wild on the North and Middle Islands, but not here. Not
on the Aucklands, not on Macquarie, least of all here on Austin,

out in the lonely sea between Macquarie and the desolate Balleny

Islands, far down on the edge of Antarctica. No; the scuttling dot

must have been a kiwi.

The craft grounded. Kolu, in the bow, leaped like a brown
flash to the beach and drew the proa above the gentle inwash of

the waves. Carver stood up and stepped out, then paused sharply

at a moan from Malloa in the stern.

"See!" he gulped. "The trees, wahi! The bunyip trees!"

Carver followed his pointing figure. The trees—what about

them? There they were beyond the beach as they had fringed the

sands of Macquarie and of the Aucklands. Then he frowned. He
was no botanist; that was Halburton's field, back with Jameson and
the Fortune at Macquarie Island. He was a zoologist, aware only

generally of the variations of flora. Yet he frowned.

The trees were vaguely queer. In the distance they had re-

sembled the giant ferns and towering kauri pine that one would
expect. Yet here, close at hand, they had a different aspect—not

a markedly different one, it is true, but none the less, a strange-

ness. The kauri pines were not exactly kauri, nor were the tree

ferns quite the same Cryptogamia that flourished on the Auck-

lands and Macquarie. Of course, those islands were many miles

away to the north, and certain local variations might be expected.

All the same

—

"Mutants," he muttered, frowning. "Tends to substantiate

Darwin's isolation theories. I'll have to take a couple of specimens

back to Halburton."

"Wahi," said Kolu nervously, "we go back now?"
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"Now!" exploded Carver. "We just got here! Do you think

we came all the way from Macquarie for one look? We stay here

a day or two, so I have a chance to take a look at this place's ani-

mal life. What's the matter, anyway?"
"The trees, wahif" wailed Malloa. "Bunyip/—the walking

trees, the talking trees!"

"Bah! Walking and talking, eh?" He seized a stone from the

pebbled beach and sent it spinning into the nearest mass of dusky
green. "Let's hear 'em say a few cuss words, then."

The stone tore through leaves and creepers, and the gentle

crash died into motionless silence. Or not entirely motionless; for

a moment something dark and tiny fluttered there, and then soared

briefly into black silhouette against the sky. It was small as a

sparrow, but batlike, with membranous wings. Yet Carver stared

at it amazed, for it trailed a twelve-inch tail, thin as a pencil, but

certainly an appendage no normal bat ought to possess.

For a moment or two the creature fluttered awkwardly in the

sunlight, its strange tail lashing, and then it swooped again into

the dusk of the forest whence his missile had frightened it. There
was only an echo of its wild, shrill cry remaining, something that

sounded like "Wheer/ Whe^-r!"
"What the devil!" said Carver. "There are two species of Chi-

roptera in New Zealand and neighboring islands, and what was

neither of them! No bat has a tail like that!"

Kolu and Malloa were wailing in chorus. The creature had
been too small to induce outright panic, but it had flashed against

the sky with a sinister appearance of abnormality. It was a mon-
strosity, an aberration, and the minds of Polynesians were not such

as to face unknown strangeness without fear. Nor for that matter,

reflected Carver, were the minds of whites; he shrugged away a

queer feeling of apprehension. It would be sheer stupidity to per-

mit the fears of Kolu and Malloa to influence a perfectly sane

zoologist.

"Shut up!" he snapped. "Well have to trap that fellow, or

one of his cousins. I'll want a specimen of his tribe. Rhimolo-

phidae, 111 bet a trade dollar, but a brand-new species. We'll net

one tonight."

The voices of the two brown islanders rose in terror. Carver

cut m sharply on the protests and expostulations and fragmentary
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descriptions of the honors of bunyips, walking and talking trees,

and the bat-winged spirits of evil.

"Come on," he said gruffly. "Turn out the stuff in the proa.

I'll look along the beach for a stream of fresh water. Mawson re-

ported water on the north side of the island."

Malloa and Kolu were muttering as he turned away. Before

him the beach stretched white in the late afternoon sun; at his

left rolled the blue Pacific and at his right slumbered the strange,

dark, dusky quarter; he noted curiously the all but infinite variety

of the vegetable forms, marveling that there was scarcely a tree

or shrub that he could identify with any variety common on Mac-
quarie or the Aucklands, or far-away New Zealand. But, of course,

he mused, he was no botanist.

Anyway, remote islands often produced their own particular

varieties of flora and fauna. That was part of Darwin's original

evolution theory, this idea of isolation. Look at Mauritius and
its dodo, and the Galapagos turtles, or for that matter, the kiwi

of New Zealand, or the gigantic, extinct moa. And yet—he
frowned over the thought—one never found an island that was
entirely covered by its own unique forms of plant life. Wind-
blown seeds of ocean borne debris always caused an interchange

of vegetation among islands; birds carried seeds clinging to their

feathers, and even the occasional human visitors aided in the

exchange.

Besides, a careful observer like Mawson in 1911 would cer-

tainly have reported the peculiarities of Austin Island. He hadn't;

nor, for that matter, had the whalers, who touched here at inter-

vals as they headed into the antarctic, brought back any reports.

Of course, whalers had become very rare of late years; it might
have been a decade or more since one had made anchorage at

Austin. Yet what change could have occurred in ten or fifteen

years?

Carver came suddenly upon a narrow tidal arm into which
dropped a tinkling trickle of water from a granite ledge at the
verge of the jungle. He stooped, moistened his finger, and tasted

it. It was brackish but drinkable, and therefore quite satisfactory.

He could hardly expect to find a larger stream on Austin, since

the watershed was too small on an island only seven miles by
three. With his eyes he followed the course of the brook upward
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into the tangle of fern forest, and a flash of movement arrested

his eyes. For a moment he gazed in complete incredulity, know-
ing that he couldn't possibly be seeing—what he was seeing!

The creature had apparently been drinking at the brink of

the stream, for Carver glimpsed it first in kneeling position. That
was part of the surprise—the fact that it was kneeling—for no
animal save man ever assumes that attitude, and this being, what-
ever it might be, was not human.

Wild, yellow eyes glared back at him, and the thing rose to

an erect posture. It was a biped, a small travesty of man, standing

no more than twenty inches in height. Little clawed fingers

clutched at hanging creepers. Carver had a shocked glimpse of a

body covered in patches with ragged gray fur, of an agile tail, of

needle-sharp teeth in a little red mouth. But mostly he saw only

malevolent yellow eyes and a face that was not human, yet had
a hideous suggestion of humanity gone wild, a stunning miniature

synthesis of manlike and feline characteristics.

Carver had spent much time in the waste lands of the planet.

His reaction was almost in the nature of a reflex, without thought

or volition; his blue-barreled gun leaped and flashed as if it moved
of itself. This automatism was a valuable quality in the wilder

portions of the earth; more than once he had saved his life by

shooting first when startled, and reflecting afterward. But the

quickness of the reaction did not lend itself to accuracy.

His bullet tore a leaf at the very cheek of the creature. The
thing snarled, and then, with a final flash of yellow flame from its

wild eyes, leaped headlong into the tangle of foliage and vanished.

Carver whistled. "What in Heaven's name," he muttered

aloud, "was that?" But he had small time for reflection; long

shadows and an orange tint to the afternoon light warned that

darkness—sudden, twilightless darkness—was near. He turned

back along the curving beach toward the outrigger.

A low coral spit hid the craft and the two Maoris, and the

ridge jutted like a bar squarely across the face of the descending

sun. Carver squinted against the light and trudged thoughtfully

onward—to freeze into sudden immobility at the sound of a ter-

rified scream from the direction of the proa!

He broke into a run. It was no more than a hundred yards

to the coral ridge, but so swiftly did the sun drop in these latitudes
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that dusk seemed to race him to the crest. Shadows skittered along

the beach as he leaped to the top and stared frantically toward

the spot where his craft had been beached.

Something was there. A box—part of the provisions from the

proa. But the proa itself—was gone!

Then he saw it, already a half dozen cables' lengths out in

the bay. Malloa was crouching in the stern, Kolu was partly hid-

den by the sail, as the craft moved swiftly and steadily out toward

the darkness gathering in the north.

His first impulse was to shout, and shout he did. Then he
realized that they were beyond earshot, and very deliberately, he
fired his revolver three times. Twice he shot into the air, but since

Malloa cast not even a glance backward, the third bullet he sent

carefully in the direction of the fleeing pair. Whether or not it

took effect he could not tell, but the proa only slid more swiftly

into the black distance.

He stared in hot rage after the deserters until even the white

sail had vanished; then he ceased to swear, sat glumly on the

single box they had unloaded, and fell to wondering what had
frightened them. But that was something he never discovered.

Full darkness settled. In the sky appeared the strange con-

stellations of the heaven's under hemisphere; southeast glowed

the glorious Southern Cross, and south the mystic Clouds of

Magellan. But Carver had no eyes for these beauties; he was al-

ready long familiar with the aspect of the Southern skies.

He mused over his situation. It was irritating rather than

desperate, for he was armed, and even had he not been, there was
no dangerous animal life on these tiny islands south of the Auck-
lands, nor, excepting man, on New Zealand itself. But not even

man lived in the Aucklands, or on Macquarie, or here on remote
Austin.

Malloa and Kolu had been terrifically frightened, beyond
doubt; but it took very little to rouse the superstitious fears of a

Polynesian. A strange species of bat was enough, or even a kiwi

passing in the shadows of the brush, or merely their own fancies,

stimulated by whatever wild tales had ringed lonely Austin Island

with taboos.

And as for rescue, that too was certain. Malloa and Kolu
might recover their courage and return for him. If they didn't,
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they still might make for Macquarie Island and the Fortune ex-

pedition. Even if they did what he supposed they naturally would
do—head for the Aucklands, and then to their home on the

Chathams—still Jameson would begin to worry in three or four

days, and there'd be a search made.
There was no danger, he told himself—nothing to worry

about. Best thing to do was simply to go about his work. Luckily,

the box on which he sat was the one that contained his cyanide

jar for insect specimens, nets, traps, and snares. He could proceed

just as planned, except that he'd have to devote some of his time

to hunting and preparing food.

Carver lighted his pipe, set about building a fire of the plenti-

ful driftwood, and prepared for the night. He delivered himself of

a few choice epithets descriptive of the two Maoris as he realized

that his comfortable sleeping bag was gone with the proa, but the

fire would serve against the chill of the high Southern latitude.

He puffed his pipe reflectively to its end, lay down near his drift-

wood blaze, and prepared to sleep.

When, seven hours and fifty minutes later, the edge of the

sun dented the eastern horizon, he was ready to admit that the

night was something other than a success. He was hardened to

the tiny, persistent fleas that skipped out of the sand, and his

skin had long been toughened to the bloodthirsty night insects

of the islands. Yet he had made a decided failure at the attempt

to sleep.

Why? It surely couldn't be nervousness over the fact of

strange surroundings and loneliness. Alan Carver had spent too

many nights in wild and solitary places for that. Yet the night

sounds had kept him in a perpetual state of half-wakeful appre-

hension, and at least a dozen times he had started to full con-

sciousness in a sweat of nervousness. Why?
He knew why. It was the night sounds themselves. Not their

loudness nor their menace, but their—well, their variety. He knew
what darkness ought to bring forth in the way of noises; he knew
every bird call and bat squeak indigenous to these islands. But the

noises of night here on Austin Island had refused to conform to

his pattern of knowledge. They were strange, unclassified, and far

more varied than they should have been; and yet, even through

the wildest cry, he fancied a disturbing note of familiarity.
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Carver shrugged. In the clear daylight his memories of the

night seemed like foolish and perverse notions, quite inexcusable

in the mind of one as accustomed to lonely places as himself. He
heaved his powerful form erect, stretched, and gazed toward the

matted tangle of plant life under the tree ferns.

He was hungry, and somewhere in there was breakfast, either

fruit or bird. Those represented the entire range of choice, since

he was not at present hungry enough to consider any of the other

possible variations—rat, bat, or dog. That covered the fauna of

these islands.

Did it, indeed? He frowned as sudden remembrance struck

him. What of the wild, yellow-eyed imp that had snarled at him
from the brookside? He had forgotten that in the excitement of

the desertion of Kolu and Malloa. That was certainly neither bat,

rat, nor dog. What was it?

Still frowning, he felt his gun, glancing to assure himself of

its readiness. The two Maoris might have been frightened away
by an imaginary menace, but the thing by the brook was some-

thing he could not ascribe to superstition. He had seen that. He
frowned more deeply as he recalled the tailed bat of earlier in the

preceding evening. That was no native fancy either.

He strode toward the fern forest. Suppose Austin Island did

harbor a few mutants, freaks, and individual species. What of it?

So much the better; it justified the Fortune expedition. It might
contribute to the fame of one Alan Carver, zoologist, if he were
the first to report this strange, insular animal world. And yet—it

was queer that Mawson had said nothing of it, nor had the

whalers.

At the edge of the forest he stopped short. Suddenly he per-

ceived what was responsible for its aspect of queerness. He saw
what Malloa had meant when he gestured toward the trees. He
gazed incredulously, peering from tree to tree. It was true. There
were no related species. There were no two trees alike. Not two
alike. Each was individual in leaf, bark, stem. There were no two
the same. No two trees were alike!

But that was impossible. Botanist or not, he knew the im-

possibility of it. It was all the more impossible on a remote islet

where inbreeding must of necessity take place. The living forms

might differ from those of other islands, but not from each other
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—at least, not in such incredible profusion. The number of species

must be limited by the very intensity of competition on an island.

Must be!

Carver stepped back a half dozen paces, surveying the forest

wall. It was true. There were ferns innumerable; there were pines;

there were deciduous trees—but there were, in the hundred yard

stretch he could scan accurately, no two alike! No two, even, with
enough similarity to be assigned to the same species, perhaps not
even* to the same genus.

He stood frozen in uncomprehending bewilderment. What
was the meaning of it? What was the origin of this unnatural

plenitude of species and genera? How could any one of the num-
berless forms reproduce unless there were somewhere others of

its kind to fertilize it? It was true, of course, that blossoms on
the same tree could cross-fertilize each other, but where, then,

were the offspring? It is a fundamental aspect of nature that from
acorns spring oaks, and from kauri cones spring kauri pines.

In utter perplexity, he turned along the beach, edging away
from the wash of the waves into which he had almost backed.

The solid wall of forest was immobile save where the sea breeze

ruffled its leaves, but all that Carver saw was the unbelievable

variety of those leaves. Nowhere—nowhere—was there a single

tree that resembled any he had seen before.

There were compound leaves, and digitate, palmate, cordate,

acuminate, bipinnate, and ensiform ones. There were specimens

of every variety he could name, and even a zoologist can name a

number if he has worked with a botanist like Halburton. But there

were no specimens that looked as if they might be related, how-
ever distantly, to any one of the others. It was as if, on Austin

Island, the walls between the genera had dissolved, and only the

grand divisions remained.

Carver had covered nearly a mile along the beach before the

pangs of hunger recalled his original mission to his mind. He had

to have food of some sort, animal or vegetable. With a feeling of

distinct relief, he eyed the beach birds quarreling raucously up and

down the sand; at least, they were perfectly normal representatives

of the genus Larus. But they made, at best, but tough and oily

fare, and his glance returned again to the mysterious woodlands.

He saw now a trail or path, or perhaps just a chance thinning
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of the vegetation along a subsoil ridge of rock, that led into the

green shades, slanting toward the forested hill at the western end

of the island. That offered the first convenient means of penetra-

tion he had encountered, and in a moment he was slipping

through the dusky aisle, watching sharply for either fruit or bird.

He saw fruit in plenty. Many of the trees bore globes and

ovoids of various sizes, but the difficulty, so far as Carver was con-

cerned, was that he saw none he could recognize as edible. He
dared not chance biting into some poisonous variety, and Heaven
alone knew what wild and deadly alkaloids this queer island might

produce.

Birds fluttered and called in the branches, but for the mo-
ment he saw none large enough to warrant a bullet. And besides,

another queer fact had caught his attention; he noticed that the

farther he proceeded from the sea, the more bizarre became the

infinite forms of the trees of the forest. Along the beach he had
been able at least to assign an individual growth to its family, if

not its genus, but here even those distinctions began to vanish.

He knew why. "The costal growths are crossed with strays

from other islands/' he muttered. "But in here they've run wild.

The whole island's run wild."

The movement of a dark mass against the leaf-sprinkled sky

caught his attention. A bird? If it were, it was a much larger one
than the inconsiderable passerine songsters that fluttered about

him. He raised his revolver carefully, and fired.

The weird forest echoed to the report. A body large as a duck
crashed with a long, strange cry, thrashed briefly among the grasses

of the forest floor, and was still. Carver hurried forward to stare

in perplexity at his victim.

It was not a bird. It was a climbing creature of some sort,

armed with viciously sharp claws and wicked, needle-pointed white

teeth in a triangukr little red mouth. It resembled quite closely

a small dog—if one could imagine a tree-climbing dog—and for

a moment Carver froze in surprise at the thought that he had
inadvertently shot somebody's mongrel terrier, or at least some
specimen of Canis.

But the creature was no dog. Even disregarding its plunge

from the treetops, Carver could see that. The retractile claws, five

on the forefeet, four on the hind, were evidence enough, but
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stronger still was the evidence of those needle teeth. This was one
of the Felidae. He could see further proof in the yellow, slitted

eyes that glared at him in moribund hate, to lose their fire now in

death. This was no dog, but a cat!

His mind flashed to that other apparition on the bank of the

stream. That had borne a wild aspect of feline nature, too. WTiat
was the meaning of it? Cats that looked like monkeys; cats that

looked like dogs!

He had lost his hunger. After a moment he picked up the

furry body and set off toward the beach. The zoologist had super-

seded the man; this dangling bit of disintegrating protoplasm was

no longer food, but a rare specimen. He had to get to the beach

to do what he could to preserve it. It would be named after him
—Felis Carveri—doubtless.

A sound behind him brought him to an abrupt halt. He
peered cautiously back through the branch-roofed tunnel. He was

being trailed. Something, bestial or human, lurked back there in

the forest shadows. He saw it—or them—dimly, as formless as

darker shades in the shifting array that marked the wind-stirred

leaves.

For the first time, the successive mysteries began to induce

a sense of menace. He increased his pace. The shadows slid and

skittered behind him, and, lest he ascribe the thing to fancy, a

low cry of some sort, a subdued howl, rose in the dusk of the

forest at his left, and was answered at his right.

He dared not run, knowing that the appearance of fear too

often brought a charge from both beasts and primitive humans.

He moved as quickly as he could without the effect of flight from

danger, and at last saw the beach. There in the opening he would

at least distinguish his pursuers, if they chose to attack.

But they didn't. He backed away from the wall of vegetation,

but no forms followed him. Yet they were there. All the way

back to the box and the remains of his fire, he knew that just

within the cover of the leaves lurked wild forms.

The situation began to prey on his mind. He couldn't simply

remain on the beach indefinitely, waiting for an attack. Sooner

or later he'd have to sleep, and then—Better to provoke the attack

at once, see what sort of creatures he faced, and try to drive them

off or exterminate them. He had, after all, plenty of ammunition.
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He raised his gun, aimed at the skittering shadow, and fired.

There was a howl that was indubitably bestial; before it had
quivered into silence, others answered. Then Carver started vio-

lently backward, as the bushes quivered to the passage of bodies,

and he saw what sort of beings had lurked there.

A line of perhaps a dozen forms leaped from the fringe of

underbrush to the sand. For the space of a breath they were mo-
tionless, and Carver knew that he was in the grip of a zoologist's

nightmare, for no other explanation was at all adequate.

The pack was vaguely doglike; but by no means did its mem-
bers resemble the indigenous hunting dogs of New Zealand, nor

the dingoes of Australia. Nor, for that matter, did they resemble

any other dogs in his experience, nor, if the truth be told, any

dogs at all, except perhaps in their lupine method of attack, their

subdued yelps, their slavering mouths, and the arrangement of

their teeth—what Carver could see of that arrangement.

But the fact that bore home to him now was another stun-

ning repetition of all his observations of Austin Island—they

did not resemble each other! Indeed, it occurred to Carver with

the devastating force of a blow that, so far on this mad island, he
had seen no two living creatures, animal or vegetable, that appear-

ed to belong to related species!

The nondescript pack inched forward. He saw the wildest

extremes among the creatures—beings with long hind legs and
short forelimbs; a creature with hairless, thorn-scarred skin and a

face like the half-human visage of a werewolf; a tiny, rat-sized

thing that yelped with a shrill, yapping voice; and a mighty, bar-

rel-chested creature whose body seemed almost designed for erect

posture, and who loped on its hinder limbs with its-forepaws

touching the ground at intervals like the knuckles of an orangutan.

That particular being was a horrible, yellow-fanged monstrosity,

and Carver chose it for his first bullet.

The thing dropped without a sound; the slug had split its

skull. As the report echoed back and forth between the hills on
the east and west extremities of Austin, the pack answered with a

threatening chorus of bays, howls, growls, and shrieks. They
shrank back momentarily from their companion's body, then

came menacingly forward.

Again Carver fired. A red-eyed hopping creature yelped and
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crumpled. The line halted nervously, divided now by two dead
forms. Their cries were no more than a muffled growling as they
eyed him with red and yellowish orbs.

He started suddenly as a different sound rose, a cry whose
nature he could not determine, though it seemed to come from a
point where the forested bank rose sharply in a little cliff. It was
as if some watcher urged on the nondescript pack, for they gather-

ed courage again to advance. And it was at this moment that a

viciously flung stone caught the man painfully on the shoulder.

He staggered, then scanned the line of brush. A missile meant
humankind. The mad island harbored something more than aber-

rant beasts.

A second cry sounded, and another stone hummed past his

ear. But this time he had caught the flash of movement at the top

of the cliff, and he fired instantly.

There was a scream. A human figure reeled from the cover

of foliage, swayed, and pitched headlong into the brush at the

base, ten feet below. The pack of creatures broke howling, as if

their courage had vanished before this evidence of power. They
fled like shadows into the forest.

But something about the figure that had fallen from the cliff

struck Carver as strange. He frowned, waiting a moment to assure

himself that the nondescript pack had fled, and that no other

menace lurked in the brush, then he darted toward the place

where his assailant had fallen.

The figure was human, beyond doubt—or was it? Here on

this mad island where species seemed to take any form, Carver

hesitated to make even that assumption. He bent over his fallen

foe, who lay face down, then turned the body over. He stared.

It was a girl. Her face, still as the features of the Buddha of

Nikko, was voung and lovely as a Venetian bronze figurine, with

delicate features that even in unconsciousness had a wildness ap-

parent in them. Her eyes, closed though they were, betrayed a

slight, dryadlike slant.

The girl was white, though her skin was sun-darkened almost

to a golden hue. Carver was certain of her color, nevertheless, for

at the edges of her single garment—an untanned hide of leopard-

like fur, already stiffening and cracking—her skin showed whiter.

Had he killed her? Curiously perturbed, he sought for the
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wound, and found it, at last, in a scarcely bleeding graze above

her right knee. His shot had merely spun her off balance; it was the

ten-foot fall from the cliff that had done the damage, of which

the visible evidence was a reddening bruise of her left temple.

But she was living. He swung her hastily into his arms and bore

her across the beach, away from the brush in which her motley

pack was doubtless still lurking.

He shook his nearly empty canteen, then tilted her head to

pour water between her lips. Instantly her eyes flickered open,

and for a moment she stared quite uncomprehendingly into

Carver's eyes, not twelve inches from her own. Then her eyes

widened, not so much in terror as in startled bewilderment; she

twisted violently from his arms, tried twice to rise, and twice fell

back as her legs refused to support her. At last she lay quite

passive, keeping her fascinated gaze on his face.

But Carver received a shock as well. As her lids lifted, he
started at the sight of the eyes behind them. They were unex-

pected, despite the hint given by their ever-so-faint Oriental cast,

for they flamed upon him in a tawny hue. They were amber, al-

most golden, and wild as the eyes of a votary of Pan. She watched
the zoologist with the intentness of a captive bird, but not with

a bird's timidity, for he saw her hand fumbling for the pointed

stick or wooden knife in the thong about her waist.

He proffered the canteen, and she shrank away from his ex-

tended hand. He shook the container, and at the sound of gurg-

ling liquid, she took it gingerly, tilted a trickle into her hand, and
then, to Carver's surprise, smelled it, her dainty nostrils flaring

as widely as her diminutive, uptilted nose permitted. After a mo-
ment she drank from her cupped palm, poured another trickle,

and drank that. It did not occur to her, apparently, to drink from
the canteen.

Her mind cleared. She saw the two motionless bodies of the

slain creatures, and murmured a low sound of sorrow. When she

moved as if to rise, her gashed knee pained her, and she turned her

strange eyes on Carver with a renewed expression of fear. She
indicated the red streak of the injury.

"Cm on?" she said with a questioning inflection.

Carver realized that the sound resembled English words
through accident only. "Where to?" He grinned.
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She shook a puzzled head. "Bu-r-r-o-o-omJ" she said. "Zee-e-

e-e/"

He understood that. It was her attempt to imitate the sound
of his shot and the hum of the bullet. He tapped the revolver.

"Magic!" he said warningly. "Bad medicine. Better be good girl,

see?" It was obvious that she didn't understand. "Thumbi?" he
tried. "You Maori?"

No result save a long look from slanting, golden eyes.

"Well," he grunted, "Spiechen zie Deursch, then? Or
Kanaka? Or — what the devil! That's all I know — Larinum
intelligisne?

"Cm on?" she said faintly, her eyes on the gun. She rubbed
the scratch on her leg and the bruise on her temple, apparently

ascribing both to the weapon.
"All right," Carver acceded grimly. He reflected that it could

do no harm to impress the girl with his powers. "I'll come on.

Watch this!"

He leveled his weapon at the first target he saw—a dead

branch that jutted from a drifted log at the end of the coral spit.

It was thick as his arm, but it must have been thoroughly rotted,

for instead of stripping a bit of bark as he expected, the heavy

slug shattered the entire branch.

"O-ooh!" gasped the girl, clapping her hands over her ears.

Her eyes flickered sidewise at him; then she scrambled wildly to

her feet. She was in sheer panic.

"No, you don't!" he snapped. He caught her arm. "You stay

right here!"

For a moment he was amazed at the lithe strength of her.

Her free arm flashed upward with the wooden dagger, and he

caught that wrist as well. Her muscles were like tempered steel

wires. She twisted frantically; then, with sudden yielding, stood

quietly in his grasp, as if she thought, "What use to struggle with

a god?"

He released her. "Sit down!" he growled.

She obeyed his gesture rather than his voice. She sat on the

sand before him, gazing up with a trace of fear but more of wari-

ness in her honey-hued eyes.

"Where are your people?" he asked sharply, pointing at her

and then waving in an inclusive gesture at the forest.
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She stared without comprehension, and he varied his sym-

bolism. "Your home, then?" he pantomimed the act of sleeping.

The result was the same, simply a troubled look from her

glorious eyes.

"Now what the devil!" he muttered. "You have a name,
haven't you? A name? Look!" He tapped his chest. "Alan. Get
it? Alan. Alan."

That she understood instantly. "Alan," she repeated duti-

fully, looking up at him.

But when he attempted to make her assign a name to herself,

he failed utterly. The only effect of his efforts was a deepening of

the perplexity in her features. He reverted, at last, to the effort

to make her indicate in some fashion the place of her home and
people, varying his gestures in every way he could devise. And at

last she seemed to comprehend.
She rose doubtfully to her feet and uttered a strange, low,

mournful cry. It was answered instantly from the brush, and
Carver stiffened as he saw the emergence of that same motley pack

of nondescript beings. They must have been watching, lurking

just beyond view. Again they circled the two slain members as

they advanced.

Carver whipped out his revolver. His movement was followed

by a wail of anguish from the girl, who flung herself before him,

arms outspread as if to shield the wild pack from the menace of

the weapon. She faced him fearfully, yet defiantly, and there was
puzzled questioning in her face as well. It was as if she accused

the man of ordering her to summon her companions only to

threaten them with death.

He stared. "O.K.," he said at last. "What's a couple of rare

specimens on an island that's covered with 'em? Send 'em away."

She obeyed his gesture of command. The weird pack slunk

silently from view, and the girl backed hesitantly away as if to

follow them, but halted abruptly at Carver's word. Her attitude

was a curious one, partly fear, but more largely composed, it

seemed, of a sort of fascination, as if she did not quite understand

the zoologist's nature.

This was a feeling he shared to a certain extent, for there was
certainly something mysterious in encountering a white girl on
this mad Austin Island. It was as if there were one specimen, and
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only one, of every species in the world here on Ibis tiny islet, and
she were the representative of humanity. But still he frowned
perplexedly into her wild, amber eyes.

It occurred to him again that on the part of Austin he had
traversed he had seen no two creatures alike. Was this girl, too, a

mutant, a variant of some species other than human, who had
through mere chance adopted a perfect human form? As, for

instance, the doglike cat whose body still lay on the sand where
he had flung it. Was she, perhaps, the sole representative of the

human form on the island, Eve before Adam, in the garden?

There had been a woman before Adam, he mused.
"We'll call you Lilith," he said thoughtfully. The name fitted

her wild, perfect features and her flame-hued eyes. Lilith, the

mysterious being whom Adam found before him in Paradise, be-

fore Eve was created. "Lilith," he repeated. "Alan—Lilith. See?"

She echoed the sounds and the gesture. Without question

she accepted the name he had given her, and that she understood

the sound as a name was evident by her response to it. For when
he uttered it a few minutes later, her amber eyes flashed instantly

to his face and remained in a silent question.

Carver laughed and resumed his puzzled thoughts. Reflective-

ly, he produced his pipe and packed it, then struck a match and
lighted it. He was startled by a low cry from the girl Lilith, and

looked up to see her extended hand. For a moment he failed to

perceive what it was she sought, and then her fingers closed around

the hissing stem of the match! She had tried to seize the flame

as one takes a fluttering bit of cloth.

She screamed in pain and fright. At once the pack of non-

descripts appeared at the edge of the forest, voicing their howls

of anger, and Carver whirled again to meet them. But again Lilith,

recovering from the surprise of the burn, halted the pack with her

voice, and sent them slinking away into the shadows. She sucked

her scorched fingers and turned widened eyes to his face. He
realized with a start of disbelief that the girl did not comprehend

fire!

There was a bottle of alcohol in the box of equipment; he

produced it and, taking Lilith's hand, bound a moistened strip of

handkerchief about her two blistered fingers, though he knew

well enough that alcohol was a poor remedy for burns. He applied
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the disinfectant to the bullet graze on her knee; she moaned softly

at the sting, then smiled as it lessened, while her strange amber
eyes followed fixedly the puffs of smoke from his pipe, and her

nostrils quivered to the pungent tobacco odor.

"Now what," queried Carver, smoking reflectively, "am I

going to do with you?"

Lilith had apparently no suggestion. She simply continued

her wide-eyed regard.

"At least," he resumed, "you ought to know what's good to

eat on this crazy island. You do eat, don't you?" He pantomimed
the act.

The girl understood instantly. She rose, stepped to the spot

where the body of the doglike cat lay, and seemed for an instant

to sniff its scent. Then she removed the wooden knife from her

girdle, placed one bare foot upon the body, and hacked and tore

a strip of flesh from it. She extended the bloody chunk to him,

and was obviously surprised at his gesture of refusal.

After a moment she withdrew it, glanced again at his face,

and set her own small white teeth in the meat. Carver noted with

interest how daintily she managed even that difficult maneuver,

so that her soft lips were not stained by the slightest drop of blood.

But his own hunger was unappeased. He frowned over the

problem of conveying his meaning, but at last hit upon a means.

"Lilith!" he said sharply. Her eyes flashed at once to him. He
indicated the meat she held, then waved at the mysterious line

of trees. "Fruit," he said. "Tree meat. See?" He went through

the motions of eating.

Again the girl understood instantly. It was odd, he mused,
how readily she comprehended some things, while others equally

simple seemed utterly beyond her. Queer, as everything on Austin

Island was queer. Was Lilith, after all entirely human? He follow-

ed her to the tree line, stealing a sidelong look at her wild, flame-

colored eyes, and her features, beautiful, but untamed, dryadlike,

elfin—wild.

She scrambed up the crumbling embankment and seemed to

vanish magically into the shadows. For a moment Carver felt a

surge of alarm as he clambered desperately after her; she could

elude him here as easily as if she were indeed a shadow herself.

True, he had no moral right to restrain her, save the hardly tenable
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one given by her attack; but he did not want to lose her—not yet.

Or perhaps not at all. \

"Lilith!" he shouted as he topped the cliff.

She appeared almost at his elbow. Above them twined a

curious vine like a creeping conifer of some kind, bearing white-

greenish fruits the size and shape of a pullet's egg. Lilith seized

one, halved it with agile fingers, and raised a portion to her nos-

trils. She sniffed carefully, daintily, then flung the fruit away.

"Pah bo/" she said, wrinkling her nose distastefully.

She found another sort of queerly unprepossessing fruit com-
posed of five finger-like protuberances from a fibrous disk, so

that the whole bore the appearance of a large, malformed hand.

This she sniffed as carefully as she had the other, then smiled

sidewise up at him.

"Bo/" she said, extending it.

Carver hesitated. After all, it was not much more than an

hour ago that the girl had been trying to kill him. Was it not

entirely possible that she was now pursuing the same end, offering

him a poisonous fruit?

She shook the unpleasantly bulbous object. "Bo/" she repeat-

ed, and then, exactly as if she understood his hesitancy, she broke

off one of the fingers and thrust it into her own mouth. She smiled

at him.

"Good enough, Lilith." He grinned, taking the remainder.

It was much pleasanter to the tongue than to the eye. The
pulp had a tart sweetness that was vaguely familiar to him, but

he could not quite identify the taste. Nevertheless, encouraged by
Lilith's example, he ate until his hunger was appeased.

The encounter with Lilith and her wild pack had wiped out

thoughts of his mission. Striding back toward the beach he frown-

ed, remembering that he was here as Alan Carver, zoologist, and

in no other role. Yet—where could he begin? He was here to

classify and to take specimens, but what was he to do on a mad
island where every creature was of an unknown variety? There was

no possibility of classification here, because there were no classes.

There was only one of everything—or so it appeared.

Rather than set about a task futile on the very face of it,

Carver turned his thoughts another way. Somewhere on Austin

was the secret of this riotous disorder, and it seemed better to
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seek the ultimate key than to fritter away his time at the endless

task of classifying. He would explore the island. Some strange

volcanic gas, he mused vaguely, or some queer radioactive deposit

—analogous to Morgan's experiments with X-rays on germ plasm.

Or—or something else. There must be some answer.

"Come on, Lilith," he ordered, and set off toward the west,

where the hill seemed to be higher than the opposing eminence
at the island's eastern extremity.

The girl followed with her accustomed obedience, with her

honey-hued eyes fastened on Carver in that curious mixture of

fear, wonder, and—perhaps—a dawning light of worship.

The zoologist was not too preoccupied with the accumulation

of mysteries to glance occasionally at the wild beauty of her face,

and once he caught himself trying to picture her in civilized attire

—her mahogany hair confined under one of the current tiny hats,

her lithe body sheathed in finer textile than the dried and cracking

skin she wore, her feet in dainty leather, and her ankles in chiffon.

He scowled and thrust the visualization away, but whether be-

cause it seemed too anomalous or too attractive he did not trouble

to analyze.

He turned up the slope. Austin was heavily wooded, like the

Aucklands, but progress was easy, for it was through a forest, not

a jungle. A mad forest, true enough, but still comparatively clear

of underbrush.

A shadow flickered, then another. But the first was only a

queen's pigeon, erecting its glorious feather crest, and the second

only an owl parrot. The birds on Austin were normal; they were

simply the ordinary feathered life of the southern seas. Why?
Because they were mobile; they traveled, or were blown by storms,

from island to island.

It was mid-afternoon before Carver reached the peak, where
a solemn outcropping of black basalt rose treeless, like a forester's

watchtower. He clambered up its eroded sides and stood with

Lilith beside him, gazing out across the central valley of Austin

Island to the hill at the eastern point, rising until its peak nearly

matched their own.
Between sprawled the wild forest, in whose depths blue-green

shadows shifted in the breeze like squalls visible here and there

on the surface of a calm lake. Some sort of soaring bird circled
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below, and far away, in the very center of the valley, was the
sparkle of water. That, he knew must be the rivulet he had al-

ready visited. But nowhere—nowhere at all—was there any sign

of human occupation to account for the presence of Lilith—no
smoke, no clearing, nothing.

The girl touched his arm timidly, and gestured toward the

opposite hill.

"Pah bo!" she said tremulously. It must have been quite

obvious to her that he failed to understand, for she amplified the

phrase. "R-r-r-r/" she growled, drawing her perfect lips into an

imitation of a snarl. "Pah bo, lay shot." She pointed again toward

the east.

Was she trying to tell him that some fierce beasts dwelt in

that region? Carver could not interpret her symbolism in any
other way, and the phrase she had used was the same she had
applied to the poisonous fruit.

He narrowed his eyes as he gazed intently toward the eastern

eminence, then started. There was something, not on the op-

posing hill, but down near the flash of water midway between.

At his side hung the prism binoculars he used for identifying

birds. He swung the instrument to his eyes. What he saw, still

not clearly enough for certainty, was a mound or structure, vine-

grown and irregular. But it might be the roofless walls of a ruined

cottage.

The sun was sliding westward. Too late in the day now for

exploration, but to-morrow would do. He marked the place of the

mound in his memory, then scrambled down.
As darkness approached, Lilith began to evince a curious re-

luctance to move eastward, hanging back, sometimes dragging

timidly at his arm. Twice she said "No, no!" and Carver wonder-

ed whether the word was part of her vocabulary or whether she

had acquired it from him. Heaven knew, he reflected amusedly,

that he had used the word often enough, as one might use it to

a child.

He was hungry again, despite the occasional fruits Lilith had

plucked for him. On the beach he shot a magnificent Cygnus

Atratus, a black Australian swan, and carried it with its head drag-

ging, while Lilith, awed by the shot, followed him now without

objection.
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He strode along the beach to his box; not that that stretch

was any more desirable than the next, but if Kolu and Malloa

were to return, or were to guide a rescue expedition from the

Fortune, that was the spot they'd seek first.

He gathered driftwood, and, just as darkness fell, lighted a

fire.

He grinned at Lilith's start of panic and her low "O-o-oh!" of

sheer terror as the blaze of the match caught and spread. She
remembered her scorched fingers, doubtless, and she circled warily

around the flames, to crouch behind him where he sat plucking

and cleaning the great bird.

She was obviously quite uncomprehending as he pierced the

fowl with a spit and set about roasting it, but he smiled at the

manner in which her sensitive nostrils twitched at the combined
odor of burning wood and cooking meat.

When it was done, he cut her a portion of the flesh, rich

and fat like roast goose, and he smiled again at her bewilderment.

She ate it, but very gingerly, puzzled alike by the heat and the

altered taste; beyond question she would have preferred it raw
and bleeding. When she had finished, she scrubbed the grease

very daintily from her fingers with wet sand at a tidal pool.

Carver was puzzling again over what to do with her. He
didn't want to lose her, yet he could hardly stay awake all night

to guard her. There were the ropes that had lashed his case of

supplies; he could, he supposed, tie her wrists and ankles; but
somehow the idea appealed to him not at all. She was too naive,

too trusting, too awe-struck and worshipful. And besides, savage

or not, she was a white girl over whom he had no conceivable

rightful authority.

At last he shrugged and grinned across the dying fire at Lilith,

who had lost some of her fear of the leaping flames. "It's up to

you," he remarked amiably. "I'd like you to stick around, but I

won't insist on it."

She answered his smile with her own quick, flashing one,

and the gleam of eyes exactly the color of the flames they mirrored,

but she said nothing. Carver sprawled in the sand; it was cool

enough to dull the activities of the troublesome sand fleas, and
after a while he slept.

His rest was decidedly intermittent. The wild chorus of night
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sounds disturbed him again with its strangeness, and he woke to

see Lilith staring fixedly into the fire's dying embers. Some time
later he awakened again; now the fire was quite extinct, but Lilith

was standing. While he watched her silently, she turned toward
the forest. His heart sank; she was leaving.

But she paused. She bent over something dark—the body
of one of the creatures he had shot. The big one, it was; he saw
her struggle to lift it, and, finding the weight too great, drag it

laboriously to the coral spit and roll it into the sea.

Slowly she returned; she gathered the smaller body into her

arms and repeated the act, standing motionless for long minutes
over the black water. When she returned once more she faced

the rising moon for a moment, and he saw her eyes glistening with

tears. He knew he had witnessed a burial.

He watched her in silence. She dropped to the sand near the

black smear of ashes; but she seemed in no need of sleep. She
stared so fixedly and so apprehensively toward the east that Carver

felt a sense of foreboding. He was about to raise himself to sitting

position when Lilith, as if arriving at a decision after long ponder-

ing, suddenly sprang to her feet and darted across the sand to the

trees.

Startled, he stared into the shadows, and out of them drifted

that same odd call he had heard before. He strained his ears, and
was certain he heard a faint yelping among the trees. She had
summoned her pack. Carver drew his revolver quietly from its

holster and half rose on his arm.

Lilith reappeared. Behind her, darker shadows against the

shadowy growths, lurked wild forms, and Carver's hand tightened

on the grip of his revolver.

But there was no attack. The girl uttered a low command of

some sort, the slinking shadows vanished, and she returned alone

to her place on the sand.

The zoologist could see her face, silver-pale in the moonlight,

as she glanced at him, but he lay still in apparent slumber, and

Lilith, after a moment, seemed ready to imitate him. The appre-

hension had vanished from her features; she was calmer, more

confident. Carver realized why, suddenly; she had set her pack to

guard against whatever danger threatened from the east.
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Dawn roused him. Lilith was still sleeping, curled like a child

on the sand, and for some time he stood gazing down at her. She
was very beautiful, and now, with her tawny eyes closed, she

seemed much less mysterious; she seemed no island nymph or

dryad, but simply a lovely, savage, primitive girl. Yet he knew

—

or he was beginning to suspect—the mad truth about Austin

Island. If the truth were what he feared, then he might as well

fall in love with a sphinx, or a mermaid, or a female centaur, as

with Lilith.

He steeled himself. "Lilith!" he called gruffly.

She awoke with a start of terror. For a moment she faced

him with sheer panic in her eyes; then she remembered, gasped,

and smiled tremulously. Her smile made it very hard for him to

remember what it was that he feared in her, for she looked beauti-

fully and appealingly human save for her wild, flame-colored eyes,

and even what he fancied he saw in those might be but his own
imagining.

She followed him toward the trees. There was no sign of her

bestial body-guards, though Carver suspected their nearness. He"

breakfasted again on fruits chosen by Lilith, selected unerringly,

from the almost infinite variety, by her delicate nostrils. Carver

mused interestedly that smell seemed to be the one means of

identifying genera on this insane island.

Smell is chemical in nature. Chemical differences meant
glandular ones, and glandular differences, in the last analysis,

probably accounted for racial ones. Very likely the differences

between a cat, say, and a dog was, in the ultimate sense, a gland-

ular difference. He scowled at the thought and stared narrowly

at Lilith; but, peer as he might, she seemed neither more nor less

than an unusually lovely little savage—except for her eyes.

He was moving toward the eastern part of the island, intend-

ing to follow the brook to the site of the ruined cabin, if it was
a ruined cabin. Again he noted the girl's nervousness as they ap-

proached the stream that nearly bisected this part of the valley.

Certainly, unless her fears were sheer superstition, there was some-
thing dangerous there. He examined his gun again, then strode on.

At the bank of the brook Lilith began to present difficulties.

She snatched his arm and tugged him back, wailing, "No, no, nof
in frightened repetition.
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When he glanced at her in impatient questioning, she could
only repeat her phrase of yesterday. nLay shot" she said, anxiously

and fearfully. "Lay shot!"

"Humph!" he growled. "A cannon's the only bird I ever

heard of that could
—

" He turned to follow the watercourse into

the forest.

Lilith hung back. She could not bring herself to follow him
there. For an instant he paused, looking back at her slim loveli-

ness, then turned and strode on. Better that she remained where
she was. Better if he never saw her again, for she was too beautiful

for close proximity. Yet Heaven knew, he mused, that she looked

human enough.

But Lilith rebelled. Once she was certain that he was deter-

mined to go on, she gave a frightened cry. "Alan!" she called.

"Alan!"
He turned, astonished that she remembered his name, and

found her darting to his side. She was pallid, horribly frightened,

but she would not let him go alone.

Yet there was nothing to indicate that this region of the

island was more dangerous than the rest. There was the same
mad profusion of varieties of vegetation, the same unclassifiable

leaves, fruits, and flowers. Only—or he imagined this—there were

fewer birds.

One thing slowed their progress. At times the eastern bank
of the rivulet seemed more open than their side, but Lilith stead-

fastly refused to permit him to cross. When he tried it, she clung

so desperately and so violently to his arms that he at last yielded,

and plowed his way through the underbrush on his own bank. It

was as if the watercourse were a dividing line, a frontier, or—he

frowned—a border.

By noon they had reached a point which Carver knew must
be close indeed to the spot he sought. He peered through the tun-

nel that arched over the course of the brook, and there ahead, so

overgrown that it blended perfectly with the forest wall, he saw it.

It was a cabin, or the remains of one. The log walls still stood,

but the roof, doubtless of thatch, had long ago disintegrated. But

what struck Carver first was the certainty, evident in design, in

window openings, in doorway, that this was no native hut. It had

been a white man's cabin of perhaps three rooms.
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It stood on the eastern bank; but by now the brook had

narrowed to a mere rill, gurgling from pool to tiny rapids. He
sprang across, disregarding Lilith's anguished cry. But at a glimpse

of her face he did pause. Her magnificent honey-hued eyes were

wide with fear, while her lips were set in a tense little line of

grimmest determination. She looked as an ancient martyr must
have looked marching out to face the lions, as she stepped deliber-

ately across to his side. It was almost as if she said, "If you are

bound to die, then I will die beside you."

Yet within the crumbling walls there was nothing to inspire

fear. There was no animal life at all, except a tiny, ratlike being

that skittered out between the logs at their approach. Carver stared

around him at the grassy and fern grown interior, at the remnants

of decaying furniture and the fallen debris. It had been years

since this place had known human occupants, a decade at the

very least.

His foot struck something. He glanced down to see a human
skull and a human femur in the grass. And then other bones,

though none of them were in a natural position. Their former

owner must have died there where the ruined cot sagged, and
been dragged here by—well, by whatever it was that had feasted

on human carrion.

He glanced sidewise at Lilith, but she was simply staring

affrightedly toward the east. She had not noticed the bones, or if

she had, they had meant nothing to her. Carver poked gingerly

among them for some clue to the identity of the remains, but
there was nothing save a corroded belt buckle. That, of course,

was a little; it had been a man, and most probably a white man.
Most of the debris was inches deep in the accumulation of

loam. He kicked among the fragments of what must once have

been a cupboard, and again his foot struck something hard and
round—no skull this time, but an ordinary jar.

He picked it up. It was sealed, and there was something in it.

The cap was hopelessly stuck by the corrosion of years; Carver

smashed the glass against a log. What he picked from the frag-

ments was a notebook, yellow-edged and brittle with time. He
swore softly as a dozen leaves distingerated in his hands, but
what remained seemed stronger. He hunched down on the log

and scanned the all-but-obliterated ink.
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There was a date and a name. The name was Ambrose Callan,

and the date was October 25th, 192k He frowned. In 1921 he had
been—let's see, he mused; fifteen years ago—he had been in grade

school. Yet the name Ambrose Callan had a familiar ring to it.

He read more of the faded, written lines, then stared thought-

fully into space. That was the man, then. He remembered the

Callan expedition because as a youngster he had been interested

in far places, exploration, and adventure, as what youngster isn't?

Professor Ambrose Callan of Northern; he began to remember
that Morgan had based some of his work with artificial species-

synthetic evolution—on Callan's observations.

But Morgan had only succeeded in creating a few new species

of fruit fly, of Drosophila, by exposing germ plasm to hard X-rays.

Nothing like this—this madhouse of Austin Island. He stole a

look at the tense and fearful Lilith, and shuddered, for she seemed
so lovely—and so human. He turned his eyes to the crumbling

pages and read on, for here at last he was close to the secret.

He was startled by Lilith 's sudden wail of terror. "Lay shot!"

she cried. "Alan, lay shot!"

He followed her gesture, but saw nothing. Her eyes were

doubtless sharper than his, yet—There! In the deep afternoon

shadows of the forest something moved. For an instant he saw

it clearly—a malevolent pygmy like the cat-eyed horror he had

glimpsed drinking from the stream. Like it? No, the same; it must
be the same, for here on Austin no creature resembled another,

nor ever could, save by the wildest of chances.

The creature vanished before he could draw his weapon, but

in the shadows lurked other figures, other eyes that seemed alight

with nonhuman intelligence. He fired, and a curious squawling

cry came back, and it seemed to him that the forms receded for a

time. But they came again, and he saw without surprise the night-

mare horde of creatures.

He stuffed the notebook in his pocket and seized Lilith 's

wrist, for she stood as if paralyzed by horror. He backed away out

of the doorless entrance, over the narrow brook. The girl seemed

dazed, half hypnotized by the glimpses of the things that follow-

ed them. Her eyes were wide with fear, and she stumbled after

him unseeing. He sent another shot into the shadows.

That seemed to rouse Lilith. 'Xay shot!" she whimpered,
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then gathered her self-control. She uttered her curious call, and

somewhere it was answered, and yet further off, answered again.

Her pack was gathering for her defense, and Carver felt a

surge of apprehension for his own position. Might he not be

caught between two enemies?

He never forgot that retreat down the course of the little

stream. Only delirium itself could duplicate the wild battles he

witnessed, the unearthly screaming, the death grips of creatures

not quite natural, things that fought with the mad frenzy of freaks

and outcasts. He and Lilith must have been slain immediately

save for the intervention of her pack; they slunk out of the

shadows with low, bestial noises, circling Carver cautiously, but

betraying no scrap of caution against—the other things.

He saw or sensed something that had almost escaped him
before. Despite their forms, whatever their appearance happened
to be, Lilith's pack was doglike. Not in looks, certainly; it was far

deeper than that. In nature, in character; that was it.

And their enemies, wild creatures of nightmare though they

were, had something feline about them. Not in appearance, no
more than the others, but in character and actions. Their method
of fighting, for instance—all but silent, with deadly claw and
needle teeth, none of the fencing of canine nature, but with the

leap and talons of feline. But their aspect, their—their catness

was more submerged by their outward appearance, for they ranged

from the semi-human form of the little demon of the brook to

ophidian-headed things as heavy and lithe as a panther. And they

fought with a ferocity and intelligence that was itself abnormal.

Carver's gun helped. He fired when he had any visible target,

which was none too often; but his occasional hits seemed to instill

respect into his adversaries.

Lilith, weaponless save for stones and her wooden knife,

simply huddled at his side as they backed slowly toward the beach.

Their progress was maddeningly slow, and Carver began to note

apprehensively that the shadows were stretching toward the east,

as if to welcome the night that was sliding around from that half

of the world. Night meant—destruction.
If they could attain the beach, and if Lilith's pack could

hold the others at bay until Carver could build a fire, they might
survive. But the creatures that were allied with Lilith were being
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overcome. They were hopelessly outnumbered. They were being
slain more rapidly with each one that fell, as ice melts more swift-

ly as its size decreases.

Carver stumbled backward into orange-tinted sunlight. The
beach! The sun was already touching the coral spit, and darkness

was a matter of minutes—brief minutes.

Out of the brush came the remnants of Lilith's pack, a half

dozen nondescripts, snarling, bloody, panting, and exhausted. For
the moment they were free of their attackers, since the catlike

fiends chose to lurk among the shadows. Carver backed farther

away, feeling a sense of doom as his own shadow'4engthened in

the brief instant of twilight that divided day from night in these

latitudes. And then swift darkness came just as he dragged Lilith

to the ridge of the coral spit.

He saw the charge impending. Weird shadows detached

themselves from the deeper shadows of the trees. Below, one of

the nondescripts whined softly. Across the sand, clear for an in-

stant against the white ground coral of the beach, the figure of

the small devil with the half-human posture showed, and a male-

volent sputtering snarl sounded. It was exactly as if the creature

had leaped forward like a leader to exhort his troops to charge.

Carver chose that figure as his target. His gun flashed; the

snarl became a squawl of agony, and the charge came.

Lilith's pack crouched; but Carver knew that this was the

end. He fired. The flickering shadows came on. The magazine

emptied; there was no time now to reload, so he reversed the

weapon, clubbed it. He felt Lilith grow tense beside him.

And then the charge halted. In unison, as if at command,
the shadows were motionless, silent save for the low snarling of

the dying creature on the sand. When they moved again, it was

away—toward the trees!

Carver gulped. A faint shimmering light on the wall of the

forest caught his eye, and he spun. It was true! Down the beach,

down there where he had left his box of supplies, a fire burned,

and rigid against the light, facing toward them in the darkness,

were human figures. The unknown peril of fire had frightened off

the attack.

He stared. There in the sea, dark against the faint glow of the

west, was a familiar outline. The Fortune/ The men there were
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his associates; they had heard his shots and lighted the fire as a

guide.

"Lilith!" he choked. "Look there. Come on!"

But the girl held back. The remnant of her pack slunk be-

hind the shelter of the ridge of coral, away from the dread fire.

It was no longer the fire that frightened Lilith, but the black

figures around it, and Alan Carver found himself suddenly face

to face with the hardest decision of his life.

He could leave her here. He knew she would not follow, knew
it from the tragic light in her honey-hued eyes. And beyond all

doubt that was the best thing to do; for he could not marry her.

Nobody could ever marry her, and she was too lovely to take

among men who might love her—as Carver did. But he shuddered

a little as a picture flashed in his mind. Children! What sort of

children would Lilith bear? No man could dare chance the possi-

bility that Lilith, too, was touched by the curse of Austin Island.

He turned sadly away—a step, two steps, toward the fire.

Then he turned.

"Come, Lilith," he said gently, and added mournfully, "other

people have married, lived, and died without children. I suppose

we can, too."

The Fortune slid over the green swells, northward toward

New Zealand. Carver grinned as he sprawled in a deck chair. Hal-

burton was still gazing reluctantly at the line of blue that was
Austin Island.

"Buck up, Vance," Carver chuckled. "You couldn't classify

that flora in a hundred years, and if you could, what'd be the good
of it? There's just one of each, anyway."

"I'd give two toes and a finger to try," said Halburton. "You
had the better part of three days there, and might have had more
if you hadn't winged Malloa. They'd have gone home to the

Chathams sure, if your shot hadn't got his arm. That's the only

reason they made for Macquarie."
"And lucky for me they did. Your fire scared off the cats."

"The cats, eh? Would you mind going over the thing again,

Alan? It's so crazy that I haven't got it all yet."

"Sure. Just pay attention to teacher and you'll catch on." He
grinned. "Frankly, at first I hadn't a glimmering of an idea myself.
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The whole island seemed insane. No two living things alike! Just

one of each genus, and all unknown genera at that. I didn't get a

single clue until after I met Lilith. Then I noticed that she dif-

ferentiated by smell. She told good fruits from poisonous ones
by the smell, and she even identified that first cat-thing I shot

by smell. She'd eat that because it was an enemy, but she wouldn't
touch the dog-things I shot from her pack."

"So what?" asked Halburton, frowning.

"Well, smell is a chemical sense. It's much more fundamental
than outward form, because the chemical functioning of an organ-

ism depends on its glands. I began to suspect right then that the

fundamental nature of all the living things on Austin Island was
just the same as anywhere else. It wasn't the nature that was
changed, but just the form. See?"

"Not a bit."

"You will. You know what chromosomes are, of course.

They're the carriers of heredity, or rather, according to Weissman,
they cam the genes that carry the determinants that carry heredi-

ty. A human being has forty-eight chromosomes, of which he gets

twenty-four from each parent."

"So," said Halburton, "has a tomato."

"Yes, but a tomato's forty-eight chromosomes carry a different

heredity, else one could cross a human being with a tomato. But
to return to the subject, all variations in individuals come about

from the manner in which chance shuffles these forty-eight chrom-
osomes with their load of determinants. That puts a pretty defi-

nite limit on the possible variations.

"For instance, eye color has been located on one of the genes

on the third pair of chromosomes. Assuming that this gene con-

tains twice as many brown-eye determinants as blue-eye ones, the

chances are two to one that the child of whatever man or woman
owns that particular chromosome will be brown-eyed—if his mate
has no marked bias either way. See?"

"I know all that. Get along to Ambrose Callan and his note-

book."

"Coming to it. Now remember that these determinants carry

all heredity, and that includes shape, size, intelligence, character,

coloring—everything. People—or plants and animals—can vary in

the vast number of ways in which it is possible to combine forty-
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eight chromosomes with their cargo of genes and determinants.

But that number is not infinite. There are limits, limits to size,

to coloring, to intelligence. Nobody ever saw a human race with

sky-blue hair, for instance/'

"Nobody'd ever want to!" grunted Halburton.

"And," proceeded Carver, "that is because there are no blue-

hair determinants in human chromosomes. But—and here comes
Callan's idea—suppose we could increase the number of chromo-

somes in a given ovum. What then? In humans or tomatoes, if,

instead of forty-eight, there were four hundred eighty, the possible

range of variation would be ten times as great as it is now.

"In size, for instance, instead of the present possible varia-

tion of about two and a half feet, they might vary twenty-five feet!

And in shape—a man might resemble almost anything! That is,

almost anything within the range of the mammalian orders. And
in intelligence

—
" He paused thoughtfully.

"But how," cut in Halburton, "did Callan propose to ac-

complish the feat of inserting extra chromosomes? Chromosomes
themselves are microscopic; genes are barely visible under the

highest magnification, and nobody ever saw a determinant."

"I don't know how," said Carver gravely. "Part of his notes

crumbled to dust, and the description of his method must have

gone with those pages. Morgan uses hard radiations, but his ob-

ject and his results are both different. He doesn't change the

number of chromosomes."
He hesitated. "I think Callan used a combination of radiation

and injection," he resumed. "I don't know. All I know is that he

stayed on Austin four or five years, and that he came with only

his wife. That part of his notes is clear enough. He began treating

the vegetation near his shack, and some cats and dogs he had
brought. Then he discovered that the thing was spreading like

a disease."

"Spreading?" echoed Halburton.

"Of course. Every tree he treated strewed multi-chromosomed
pollen to the wind, and as for the cats—Anyway, the aberrant

pollen fertilized normal seeds, and the result was another freak,

a seed with the normal number of chromosomes from one parent

and ten times as many from the other. The variations were end-

less. You know how swiftly kauri and tree ferns grow, and these
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had a possible speed of growth ten times as great.

"The freaks overran the island* smothering out the normal
growths. And Callan's radiations, and perhaps his injections, too,

affected Austin Island's indigenous life—the rats, the bats. They
began to produce mutants. He came in 1918, and by the time he
realized his own tragedy, Austin was an island of freaks where no
child resembled its parents save by the merest chance."

"His own tragedy? What do you mean?"
"Well, Callan was a biologist, not an expert in radiation. I

don't know exactly what happened. Exposure to X-rays for long

periods produces burns, ulcers, malignancies. Maybe Callan didn't

take proper precautions to shield his device, or maybe he was us-

ing a radiation of peculiarly irritating quality. Anyway, his wife

sickened first—an ulcer that turned cancerous.

"He had a radio—a wireless, rather, in 1921—and he sum-
moned his sloop from the Chathams. It sank off that coral spit,

and Callan, growing desperate, succeeded somehow in breaking

his wireless. He was no electrician, you see.

"Those were troubled days, after the close of the War. With
Callan's sloop sunk, no one knew exactly what had become of

him, and after a while he was forgotten. When his wife died, he
buried her; but when he died there was no one to bury him. The
descendants of what had been his cats took care of him, and that

was that."

"Yeah? What about Lilith?"

"Yes," said Carver soberly. "What about her? When I began

to suspect the secret of Austin Island, that worried me. Was
Lilith really quite human? Was she, too, infected by the taint of

variation, so that her children might vary as widely as the off-

spring of the—cats? She spoke not a word of any language I knew
—or I thought so, anyway—and I simply couldn't fit her in. But
Callan's diary and notes did it for me."

"How?"
"She's the daughter of the captain of Callan's sloop, whom

he rescued when it was wrecked on the coral point. She was five

years old then, which makes her almost twenty now. As for lang-

uage—well, perhaps I should have recognized the few halting

words she recalled. Cm on, for instance, was comment—that is,

'how?' And pah bo was simply pas bon, not good. That's what she
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said about the poisonous fruit. And lay shot was les chatsy for

somehow she remembered, or sensed, that the creatures from the

eastern end were cats.

"About her, for fifteen years, centered the dog creatures, who
despite their form were, after all, dogs by nature, and loyal to their

mistress. And between the two groups was eternal warfare."

"But are you sure Lilith escaped the taint?"

"Her name's Lucienne," mused Carver, "but I think I prefer

Lilith." He smiled at the slim figure clad in a pair of Jameson's

trousers and his own shirt, standing there in the stern looking

back at Austin. "Yes, I'm sure. When she was cast on the island,

Callan had already destroyed the device that had slain his wife

and was about to kill him. He wrecked his equipment completely,

knowing that in the course of time the freaks he had created

were doomed."
"Doomed?"
"Yes. The normal strains, hardened by evolution, are stronger.

They're already appearing around the edges of the island, and
some day Austin will betray no more peculiarities than any other

remote islet. Nature always reclaims her own."



FLIGHT ON TITAN

TJL HE GALE ROARED INCESSANTLY

like all the tormented souls since creation's dawn, driving the

two sliding and tumbling into the momentary shelter of a ridge

of ice. A cloud of glittering ice needles swept by, rainbow-hued
in the brilliant night, and the chill of eighty below zero bit

through the sponge rubber of their suits.

The girl placed her visor close against the man's helmet and
said steadily: "This is the end, isn't it, Tim? Because I'm glad I

came with you, then. I'm glad it's both of us together."

The man groaned despairingly, and the blast tore the sound
away. He turned aside, thinking regretfully of the past.

The year 2142, as most people recall, was a disastrous one
in the financial world. It was the year of the collapse of the

Planetary Trading Corporation and the year that ushered in the

resultant depression.

Most of us remember the hysterical two years of speculation

that preceded the crash. These followed the final development of

the Hocken Rocket in 2030, the annexation of the arid and use-

less Moon by Russia, and the discovery by the international ex-

peditions of a dead civilization on Mars and a primitive one on
Venus. It was the Venus report that led to the formation of the

P.T.C. and the debacle that followed.

No one knows now who was to blame. All the members of

those intrepid expeditions have suffered under the cloud; two
of them were murdered in Paris only a little more than a year ago,

presumably by vengeful investors in Planetary. Gold will do such

things to men; they will take mad risks with what they have, pur-

suing a vision of what they hope to have, and, when the crash
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comes, turn on any scapegoat that's luckless enough to be handy.
At any rate, regardless of responsibility, the rumor started

that gold was as common on Venus as iron on Earth—and then
the damage was done. No one stopped to reflect that the planet's

density is less than the Earth's, and that gold, or any heavy metal,

should be even rarer there, if not utterly absent, as on the Moon.
The rumors spread like an epidemic, and stories circulated

that the expedition members had returned wealthy. All one had
to do, it seemed, was to trade beads and jack-knives to the obliging

Venusian natives for golden cups, golden axes, golden ornaments.

The shares of the quickly organized Planetary Trading Cor-

poration skyrocketed from a par of fifty to a peak of thirteen

hundred. Vast paper fortunes were made; the civilized world went
into a frenzy of speculative fervor; prices of everything shot up-

ward in anticipation of a flood of new gold—food, rent, clothing,

machinery.

We all remember the outcome. Planetary's first two trading

expeditions looked long and arduously for the gold. They found

the natives; they found them eager enough for beads and jack-

knives, but they found them quite destitute of gold. They brought

back neat little carvings and a quantity of silver, scientifically

valuable records, and a handful of pearlike stones from Venusian

seas—but no gold. Nothing to pay dividends to the avid stock-

holders; nothing to support the rumor-puffed structure of prices,

which crashed as quickly as the shares of Planetary, once the truth

was out.

The collapse affected investors and noninvestors alike, and
among them, Timothy Vick and his Canadian wife Diane. The
spring of 2142 found them staring at each other in their New
York apartment, all but penniless, and in the very depths of

despair. Jobs were vanishing, and Tim's training as a salesman of

'vision sets was utterly useless in a world where nobody could af-

ford to buy them. So they sat and stared hopelessly, and said very

little.

Tim at last broke the gloomy silence. "Di," he said, "what'll

we do when it's all gone?"

"Our money? Tim, something will come before then. It has

to!"

"But if it doesn't?" At her silence, he continued: "I'm not
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going to sit and wait. I'm going to do something."
"What, Tim? What is there to do?"
"I know!" His voice dropped. "Di, do you remember that

queer gem the government expedition brought back from Titan?

The one Mrs. Advent paid half a million dollars for, just so she

could wear it to the opera?"

"I remember the story, Tim. I never heard of Titan."

"One of Saturn's moons. United States possession; there's

a confirmatory settlement on it. It's habitable."

"Oh!" she said, puzzled. "But—what about it?"

"Just this: Last year half a dozen traders went up there after

more. One of 'em returned to-day with five of the things; I saw it

on the news broadcast. He's rich, Di. Those things are almost

priceless."

Diane began to see. "Tim!" she said huskily.

"Yes. That's the idea. I'm going to leave you all I can, ex-

cept what money I must have, and go up there for a year. I've

read up on Titan; I know what to take." He paused. "It's coming
near Perigee now. There'll be a rocket leaving for Nivia—that's

the settlement—in a week."

"Tim!" murmured Diane again. "Titan—oh, I did hear of it!

That's—that's the cold one, isn't it?"

"Cold as Dante's hell," replied Tim. He saw her lips form a

word of protest and his blue eyes went narrow and stubborn.

She changed her unspoken word. "I'm going with you," she

said. Her brown eyes narrowed to meet his.

Diane had won. That was over now—the long hours of argu-

ment, the final submission, the months of insufferably stuffy air

abroad the rocket, the laborious struggle to erect the tiny hemi-

spherical metal-walled shack that served as living quarters. The
rocket had dropped them, cargo and all, at a point determined

after a long conference back on Earth with Simonds, the returned

trader.

He had been an agreeable sort, but rather discouraging; his

description of the Titan climate had sounded rather like a word

picture of an Eskimo hell. He hadn't exaggerated, either; Tim
realized that now and cursed the weakness that had made him
yield to Diane's insistence.
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Well, there they were. He was smoking his one permitted

daily cigarette, and Diane was reading aloud from a history of

the world, taken because it had some thousand pages and would
last a long time. Outside was the unbelievable Titanian night

with its usual hundred-mile gale screaming against the curved

walls, and the glitter of ice mountains showing green under the

glare of Saturn with its rings visible edgewise from the satellite

since it revolved in the same plane.

Beyond the Mountains of the Damned—so named by Young,
the discoverer—a hundred miles away, lay Nivia, the City of Snow.
But they might as well have been on a planet of Van Maanen's

star so far as human contacts went; surely no one could survive a

cross-country journey here through nights that were generally

eighty below zero, or even days that sometimes attained the balmy
warmth of just above freezing. No; they were marooned here until

the rocket returned next year.

Tim shivered as the grinding roar of a shifting mountain
sounded above the scream of the wind. That was common enough
here; they were always shifting under the enormous tidal pull of

the giant Saturn and the thrust of that incredible wind. But it

was disquieting, none the less; it was an ever-present danger to

their little dwelling.

"Br-r-r!" He shuddered. "Listen to that!"

Diane looked up. "Not used to it yet, after three months?"
"And never will be!" he returned. "What a place!"

She smiled. "I know what'll cheer you," she said, rising.

From a tin box she poured a cascade of fire. "Look, Tim! Six of

them. Six flame-orchids!"

He gazed at the glowing eggs of light. Like the flush of life

itself, rainbow rings rolled in a hundred tints beneath their sur-

faces. Diane passed her hand above them, and they responded to

its warmth with a flame of changing colors that swept the entire

keyboard of the spectrum, reds merging into blues, violets, greens,

and yellows, then orange and scarlet of blood.

"They're beautiful!" Tim whispered, staring fascinated. "No
wonder rich women bleed themselves dry for them. Diane, we'll

save one out—the prettiest—for you."

She laughed. "There are things I'd rather have, Tim."
A pounding sounded above the windy bellowing. They knew
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what it meant; Tim rose and peered through the reenforced win-

dow into the brilliant night, and, after a moment of blinking,

made out the four-foot-long body of a native sprawled before his

door, his curved claws hooked into the ice. On Titan, of course,

no creature stood erect against those perpetual howling blasts, no
creature, that is, save man, a recent arrival from a gentler world.

Tim opened the door, slipping it wider notch by notch on its

retaining chain, since muscular power would have been inade-

quate to hold it. The wind bellowed gleefully in, sweeping the

hanging utensils on the walls into a clanging chorus, spinning

a loose garment into a mad dance, chilling the air to bitterness.

The native slithered through like a walrus, his streamlined

body seallike and glistening with its two-inch protective layer of

blubbery flesh. As Tim cranked the door shut, the creature raised

the filmy underlids from its eyes, and they showed large, luminous,

and doglike.

This was a Titanian native, not much more intelligent than

a St. Bernard dog, perhaps, but peacable and inoffensive, beauti-

fully adapted to its forbidding environment, and the highest form

of life yet known on Titan.

He reached into the pouch opening on his rubbery back.

"Uh!" he said, displaying a white ovoid. As the comparatively

warm air of the room struck it, the flame-orchid began to glow in

exquisite colors.

Diane took it; against her palms the tints changed more
quickly, deepened gloriously. It was a small one, no larger than

a robin's egg, but perfect except where it had been attached to

some frigid rock.

"Oh!" she exclaimed. "What a beauty, Tim!"
He grinned. "That's no way to bargain."

He pulled out the black case that contained their trade goods,

opening it to display the little mirrors, knives, beads, matches,

and nondescript trinkets.

The coal-black eyes of the native glittered avidly; he glanced

from one article to the next in an agony of longing indecision.

He touched them with his clawed, three-fingered hands; he cooed

huskily. His eyes wandered over the room.

"Huss!" he said abruptly, pointing. Diane burst into a sudden

laugh. He was indicating an old and battered eight-day clock,
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quite useless to the pair since it lacked the adjustment to permit

them to keep other than Earth time. The ticking must have

attracted him.

"Oh, no!" She chuckled. "It's no good to you. Here!" She

indicated a box of trinkets.

"Ugha/ Huss/" The native was insistent.

"Here, then!"

She passed him the clock; he held it close to his skin-shielded

ears and listened. He cooed.

Impulsively, Diane picked a pocketknife from the box.

"Here," she said, "I won't cheat you. Take this, too."

The native gurgled. He pried open the glittering blade with

his hooked claws, closed it and slipped it carefully into his back

pouch, stuffing the clock after it. The pouch stood out like a

miniature hump as he turned and scuttled toward the door.

"Uh!" he said.

Tim led him out, watching through the window as he slipped

across the slope, his blunt nose pointed into the wind as he moved
sideways.

Tim faced Diane. "Extravagance!" He grinned.

"Oh, a fifty-cent knife for this!" She fondled the gem.

"Fifty cents back home," he reminded her. "Just remember
what we paid for freight, and you'll see what I mean. Why, look

at Nivia; they mine gold there, pure, virgin gold right out of the

rocks, and by the time the cost of shipping it back to Earth is

deducted, and the insurance, it barely pays—just barelv."

"Gold?"
"Yes. That's simple to understand. You know how little

freight a rocket can carry when it has to be fueled and provisioned

for a flight from the Earth to Titan, or vice versa. A mere jaunt

of seven hundred and eighty million miles and plenty of chance
for trouble on the way. I think the insurance on gold is thirty

per cent of the value."

"Tim, shall we have to insure these? How shall we ever

manage?"
"We won't. We won't insure these because we'll be going

with 'em."

"But if they're lost?
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'If they're lost, Diane, insurance wouldn't help us, because,
then, we'll be lost, too."

Three more months dragged by. Their little hoard of flame-

orchids reached fifteen, then eighteen. They realized, of course,

that the gem wouldn't command the fabuolus price of that first

one, but half that price, even a tenth of it, meant wealth, meant
leisure and luxury. It was worth the year of sacrifice.

Titan swung endlessly about its primary. Nine-hour days suc-

ceeded nine-hour nights of unbelievable ferocity. The eternal wind
howled and bit and tore, and the shifting ice mountains heaved
and roared under Saturn's tidal drag.

Sometimes, during the day, the pair ventured into the open,
fought the boisterous winds, clung precariously to frigid slopes.

Once Diane was swept bodily away, saving herself miraculously

on the verge of one of the deep and mysterious crevasses that

bounded their mountain slope, and thereafter they were very

cautious.

Once they dared to penetrate the grove of rubberv and elastic

whiplash trees that grew in the shelter of the nearest cliff. The
things lashed out at them with resounding strokes, not violent

enough to fell them, but stinging sharply even through the inch-

thick layer of sponge rubber that insulated their bodies from the

cold.

And every seven and a half days the wind died to a strange

and oddly silent calm, was still for half an hour or so, and then

roared with renewed ferocity from the opposite direction. Thus
it marked Titan's revolution.

At almost equal intervals, every eight days, the native appear-

ed with the clock. The creature seemed unable to master the in-

tricate problem of winding it and always presented it mournfully,

brightening at once as Diane set it ticking again.

There was one impending event that worried Tim at times.

Twice in its thirty-year period Saturn eclipses the Sun, and for

four Titanian days, seventy-two hours, Titan is in utter darkness.

The giant planet was nearing that point now and would reach it

long before the rocket ship, speeding from the Earth at perigee,

was due.

Human occupation dated back only six years; no one knew
what four days of darkness might do to the little world of Titan.
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The absolute zero of space? Probably not, because of the dense

and xenon-rich atmosphere, but what storms, what titanic up-

heavals of ice, might accompany that night of eclipse? Glowing

Saturn itself supplied a little heat, of course, about a third as much
as the distant Sun.

Well, worry was futile. Tim glanced at Diane, mending a rip

in the furry face-mask of her outdoor garment, and suggested a

stroll. "A stroll in the sunlight," he phrased it sardonically. It

was August back on Earth.

Diane agreed. She always agreed, cheerfully and readily. With-
out her this project would have been utterly unbearable, and he

wondered amazedly how Simonds had stood it, how those others

scattered around Titan's single little continent were standing it.

He sighed, slipped into this thick garment, and opened the door

into the roaring hell outside.

That was the time they came near disaster. They crawled,

crept, and struggled their way into the lee of an ice hummock,
and stood there panting and gasping for a moment's rest. Tim
raised his head to peer over the crest and saw through his visor's

protecting goggles something unique in his experience on Titan,

lie frowned at it through the dense refractive air of the planet;

it was hard to judge distances when the atmosphere made every-

thing quiver like heat waves.

"Look, Di!" he exclaimed. "A bird!"

It did look like one, sailing on the wind toward them, wings
outspread. It grew larger; it was as large as a pterodactyl, bearing

down on them with the force of that hundred-mile wind behind
it. Tim could make out a fierce, three-foot beak.

Diane screamed. The thing was headed for them; it was
diving now at airplane speed. It was the girl who seized and flung

a jagged piece of ice; the thing veered higher, swept like a cloud
above them, and was gone. It could not fly upwind.

They looked it up in Young's book at the shack. That intrepid

explorer had seen and named the creature; it was a knife-kite, the

same sort of beast that had accounted for the death of one of his

men. It wasn't a bird; it didn't really fly; it just sailed like a kite

before the terrific blasts of Titan, and touched ground only during
the weekly calm or when it had succeeded in stabbing some prey.

But life was scarce indeed on the icy little world. Except for
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the occasional natives, who came and went mysteriously as spirits,

and that single knife-kite, and the whiplash trees near the cliff,

they saw nothing living. Of course the crystal bubbles of the ice-

ants marked the glacial surface of the hills, but these creatures

never emerged, laboring incessantly beneath their little domes
that grew like mushrooms as they melted within and received

fresh deposits of ice crystals without. A lonely world, a wild,

bizarre, forbidding, and unearthly little planet.

It never actually snowed on Titan. The chill air could absorb

too little water vapor for condensation as snow, but there was a

substitute. During the days, when the temperature often passed

the melting point, shallow pools formed on the frozen oceans,

augmented sometimes by mighty eruptions of frigid brine from
below. The ferocious winds swept these pools into a spindrift

that froze and went rushing as clouds of icy needles around the

planet.

Often during the darkness Diane had watched from the

window as one of these clouds loomed glittering in the cold-green

Saturn-light, sweeping by with a scream and slithering of ice

crystals on the walls, and seeming to her mind like a tall, sheeted

ghost. At such times, despite the atom-generated warmth of the

tiny dwelling, she was apt to shiver and draw her garment closer

about her, though she was careful that Tim never observed it.

So time passed in the trading shack, slowly and dismally. The
weather, of course, was uniformly, unvaryingly terrible, such wea-

ther as only Titan, nearly nine hundred million miles from the

moderating Sun, can present. The little world, with its orbital

period of fifteen days and twenty-three hours, has no perceptible

seasons; only the recurrent shifting of the winds from east to west

marks its swing about gigantic Saturn.

The season is always winter—fierce, bitter, unimaginable

winter, to which the earthly storms of desolate Antarctica are as

April on the Riviera. And little by little, Saturn edged closer to

the Sun, until one day the western streak of its rings knifed a dark

gash across the reddish disk. The eclipse was at hand.

That night saw the catastrophe. Tim was dozing on the bunk;

Diane was dreaming idly of green fields and warm sunlight. Out-

side roared a gale more than usually vociferous, and a steady

parade of ice ghosts streamed past the windows. Low and ominous
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came the roar of shifting glacial mountains; Saturn and the Sun,

now nearly in a direct line, heaved at the planet with a redoubled

tidal pull. And then suddenly came the clang of warning; a bell

rang ominously.

Diane knew what it meant. Months before, Tim had driven

a row of posts into the ice, extending toward the cliff that shelter-

ed the whiplash grove. He had foreseen the danger; he had rigged

up an alarm. The bell meant that the cliff had shifted, had rolled

upon the first of the stakes. Danger!

Tim was springing frantically from the bunk. "Dress for out-

side!" he snapped. "Quickly!"

He seized her heavy sponge-rubber parka and tossed it to her.

He dragged on his own, cranked the door open to the pande-

monium without, and a fierce and bitter blast swept in, upsetting

a chair, spinning loose articles around the room.

"Close the emergency pack!" he yelled above the tumult.

"I'll take a look."

Diane suppressed her upsurging fear as he vanished. She
strapped the pack tightly, then poured the precious eighteen

flame-orchids into a little leather pouch, and suspended this about
her throat. She forced calmness upon herself; perhaps the ice

cliff had stopped, or perhaps only the wind itself had snapped the

warning post. She righted the chair and sat with her visor open
despite the knife-sharp blasts from the door.

Tim was coining. She saw his gloved hand as he seized the

doorframe, then his fur-masked face, eyes grim behind the non-
frosting goggles.

"Outside!" he yelled, seizing the pack.

She rose and scrambled after him into the howling infenio

just as the second bell clanged.

Barely in time! As the tornado sent her sprawling and clutch-

ing, she had a sharply etched glimpse of a mighty pinnacle of glit-

tering ice looming high above the shack; there was a rumble and
a roar deeper than the winds, and the shack was gone. One iron

wall, caught by the gale, swept like a giant bat above her, and
she heard it go clanging and clattering along the slope to the east.

Dazed and horribly frightened, she clawed her way after Tun
into the shelter of a ridge, watching him while he wTestled the
pack that struggled in the blast like something living. She was
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calm when at last he got it strapped to his shoulders.

"This is the end, isn't it, Tim?" she said, putting her visor

close against his helmet, "Because I'm glad I came with you, then.

I'm glad it's both of us together."

Tim groaned despairingly, and the blast tore the sound away.

He turned suddenly, slipping his arms around her figure.

"I'm sorry, Di," he said huskily.

He wanted to kiss her—an impossibility, of course, in a

Titanian night. It would have been a kiss of death; thev would
have died with lips frozen together. He put away the thought that

maybe that might be a pleasanter way, since death was inevitable

now, anyway. Better, he decided, to die fighting. He pulled her

down into the lee of the ridge and sat thinking.

They couldn't stay here; that was obvious. The rocket wasn't

due for three months, and long before then they'd be frozen

corpses, rolling away before the hurricane or buried in some
crevasse. They couldn't build a habitable shelter without tools,

and if they could, their atomic stove was somewhere under the

shifting cliff. They couldn't attempt the journey to Xivia, a hun-

dred miles away across the Mountains of the Damned—or could

they? That was the only possible alternative.

"Di," Tim said tensely, "we're going to Xivia. Don't be

startled. Listen. The wind's just shifted. It's behind us; we have

almost eight Earth days before it changes. If we can make it

—

twelve, thirteen miles a day— if we can make it, we'll be safe.

If we don't make it before the wind shifts
—

" He paused. "Well,

it's no worse than dying here."

Diane was silent. Tun frowned thoughtfully behind his gog-

gles. It was a possibility. Pack, parka, and all, he weighed less than

Earth weight; not as much less as one would think, of course.

Titan, although no larger than Mercury, is a dense little world,

and, besides, weight depends not only on a planet's density, but

also on distance from its center. But the wind might not hinder

them so much, since they were traveling with it, not against it.

Its terrible thrust, fiercer than even an equal Earth wind because

the air contained thirty per cent of the heavy gas xenon, would

be dangerous enough, but—Anyway, they had no choice.

"Come on, Di," Tim said,' rising. They had to keep moving

now; they could rest later, after sunrise, when the danger of a
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frozen sleep was less.

Another terrible thought struck Tim—there would be only

three mo^c whhhcv Then for four Titanian days, the little satel-

lite would be in the mighty shadow of Saturn, and during that

Ions eclipse. Heaven alone knew what terrific forces might attack

the harrasscd pair crawling painfully toward Nivia. the City of

Snow.
But that had to be faced, too. There was no alternative. Tun

lifted Diane to her feet, and thc\ crept rjutkwftly out of Hit

shelter of the ridge, boning as the cruel wind caught them and

bruised them, even through their thick suits, by flying ice frag-

ments.

It was a dark night for Titan: Saturn was on the other side

of the little world, along with the Sun it was soon to eclipse, but

the stars shone brilliant and twinkling through the shallow, but

very dense and refractive, atmosphere. The Earth, which had so

often lent a green spark of cheer to the lonely couple, was not

among them; from the position of Titan, it was always near the

Sun and showed only just before sunrise or just after sunset. Its

absence now seemed a desolate omen.
They came to a long, smooth, wind-swept slope. Thev made

the error of hying to cross it erect, hosting to their clcatcd shoes

for secure footing. It wns misjudgmcnt; the wind thrust them
suddenly into a run. pressed them faster and faster until it was
impossible to stop, and they were staggering through the darkness

toward unknown terrain ahead.

Tim flung himself iccUcMly against Diane: they fell in a heap
and wait sliding and rolling, to crash at last against a low wall

of ice a hundred feet beyond.

They struggled up. and Diane moaned inaudibly from the

pain of .1 braised knee. They crept cautiouslv on: thev circled a

bottomlc^ crevasse from the depths of which came strange roar-

ings and shrieking^; they slipped miserably past a glittering cliff

that shook and shifted above them. And when at last the vast

bulk of Saturn rose o\e^ the wild land before them, and the tinv

reddish Sun followed like a ruby hung on a pendant, thev were
near exhaustion.

Tim supported Diane to a crevice facing the Sun. For many
minute* they were silent, content to rest, and then he took a bar
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of chocolate from the pack and they ate, slipping the squares

hastily through visors opened for each bite.

But under the combined radiance of Saturn and the Sun, the

temperature rose rapidly more than a hundred degrees; when
Tim glanced at his wrist thermometer it was already nearly thirty-

eight, and pools of water were forming in the wind-sheltered spots.

He scooped some up with a rubber cup, and they drank. Water
at least was no problem.

Food might be, however, if they lived long enough to con-

sume that in the pack. Humans couldn't eat Titanian life because

of its arsenical metabolism; they had to exist on food laboriously

transported from the Earth, or, as did the Nivian settlers, on
Titanian creatures from whose substance the arsenic had first been

chemically removed. The Nivians ate the ice-ants, the whiplash

trees, and occasionally, it was sometimes whispered, the Titanian

natives.

Diane had fallen asleep, lying huddled in a pool of icy water

that flowed off into the open and then was whirled into sparkling

spray by the wind. He shook her gently; they couldn't afford to

lose time now, not with the shadow of the eclipse looming omi-

nouslv so few hours away. But it tore his heart to see her eyes

crinkle in a weary smile as she rose; he damned himself again for

ever bringing her to this.

So they plodded on, battered and trampled by the fierce and

ruthless gale. He had no idea how far they had traveled during

the night; from the crest of a high ridge he looked back, but the

shifting hills of ice made localities hard to recognize, and he

could not be sure that the grim escarpment far behind was actually

the cliff that had crushed their shack.

He let Diane rest again from noon until sunset, nearly five

hours. She regained much of the strength spent in the struggle

of the night, but when the dropping sun set his wrist thermometer

tumbling far toward the hundred-below-zero mark, it seemed to

her as if she had not rested at all. Yet they survived another night

of inferno, and the gray of dawn found them still staggering and

stumbling before the incredible ferocity of that eternal wind.

During the morning a native appeared. They recognized him;

in his clawed hands was the battered case of the eight-day clock.

He sidled up to them, head toward the wind, and held out his
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short arms to display the mechanism; he whined plaintively and
obviously thought himself cheated.

Tim felt an unreasoning hope at the sight of him, but it van-

ished immediately. The creature simply couldn't understand their

predicament; Titan was the only world he knew, and he couldn't

conceive of beings not adapted to its fierce environment. So the

man stood silently as Diane wound the clock and responded dully

to her smile as she returned it.

"This time, old fellow," she said to the native, "it's ticking

away our lives. If we're not in Nivia by the time it stops again
—

"

She patted the blunt head; the creature cooed and sidled away.

They rested and slept again during the afternoon, but it was

a weary pair that faced the inferno of night. Diane was nearing

exhaustion, not from lack of nourishment, but simply from the

incessant battering she had received from the wind, and the ter-

rific struggle that every step required. Tim was stronger, but his

body ached, and the cold, striking somehow through the inch-

thick parka had left him with a painfully frostbitten shoulder.

By two hours after sunset, he perceived hopelessly that Diane
was not going to survive the night. She was struggling bravely, but

she was unequal to the effort. She was weakening; the pitiless wind
kept lashing her to her knees, and each time she rose more slowly,

leaned more heavily on Tim's supporting arm. All too quickly

came the moment he had foreseen with despairing heart, when
she did not rise at all.

He crouched beside her; tears misted his goggles as he dis-

tinguished her words above the screaming of the blast.

"You go on, Tim." she murmured. She gestured toward the

bag on her throat. "Take the flame-orchids and leave me."
Tim made no answer, but cradled her tired body in his arms,

shielding her as best he could from the furious winds. He thought
desperately. To remain here was quick death; at least he might
carry Diane to some more sheltered spot, where they could sink

more slowly into the fatal sleep of cold. To leave her was unthink-
able; she knew that, too, but it had been a brave offer to make.

She clung weakly to him as he lifted her; he staggered a dozen
steps before the wind toppled him, and the last struggle brought
him to the lee of a low hillock. He dropped behind it and gathered

the girl into his arms to wait for the cold to do its work.
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He stared hopelessly ahead. The wild splendor of a Titanian
night was before him, with the icy stars glittering on cold and
glassy peaks. Just beyond their hillock stretched the smooth sur-

face of a wind-swept glacier, and here and there were the crystal-

line bubbles of the ice-ants.

The ice-ants! Lucky little creatures! He remembered Young's
description of them in the book at the shack. Within those domes
it was warm; the temperature was above forty. He stared at them,
fragile and yet resisting that colossal wind. He knew why; it was
their ovoid shape, the same principle that enables an egg to resist

the greatest pressure on its two ends. No one can break an egg
by squeezing it endways.

Suddenly he started. A hope! He murmured a word to Diane,

lifted her, and staggered out on the mirror-surface of the ice.

There! There was a dome large enough—fully six feet across. He
circled to the lee side and kicked a hole in the glittering round-

ness.

Diane crawled weakly through. He followed, crouching beside

her in the dusk. Would it work? He gave a long cry of relief as

he perceived the scurrying three-inch figures of the ice-ants, saw
them patching the dome with crystal fragments.

Steam misted his nonfrosting goggles. He drew Diane against

him and then opened his visor. Warm air! It was like balm after

the bitter air without; it was musty, perhaps—but warm! He open-

ed Diane's; she was sleeping in exhaustion and never stirred as he
uncovered her pale, drawn features.

His eyes grew accustomed to the gloomy starlight that filtered

through the dome. He could see the ice-ants, little three-legged

ruddy balls that ran about with a galloping motion. They weren't

ants at all, of course, nor even insects in the terrestrial sense; Young
had named them ants because they lived in antlike colonies.

Tim saw the two holes that pierced the saucerlike floor;

through one, he knew, warm air came up from the mysterious

hive below, and the other drained away the melting water of the

dome. That dome would grow until it burst, but the ants didn't

care; they'd sense the bursting point and have a new dome already

started above the holes.

For a time he watched them; they paid no attention at all

to the intruders, whose rubber suits offered nothing edible. They
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were semicivilized little creatures; he observed them curiously as

they scraped a gray mold from the ice, loaded it on tiny sledges

that he recognized as leaves of the whiplash tree, and tugged the

load to one of the holes, dumping it in, presumably, to a handling

crew below. And after a while he fell asleep, and precious time

trickled away.

Hours later something awakened him to daylight. He sat up;

he had been lying with his head pillowed on his arm to keep his

face from the water, and he rubbed the half-paralyzed limb rue-

fully as he stared about. Diane was still sleeping, but her face was

more peaceful, more rested. He smiled gently down on her, and
suddenly a flicker of motion caught his eye and, at the same time,

a flash of brilliance.

The first was only an ice-ant scurrying across the rubber of

her parka. The flash was—he started violently—it was a flame-

orchid rolling sluggishly in the stream of water to the vent, and
there went another! The ants had cut and carried away for food

the little leather bag, exposed on Diane's breast by the opening
of her visor.

He snatched the rolling gem of flame from the trickling water

and searched desperately for the others. No use. Of their eighteen

precious ovoids, he had retrieved exactly one—the small but per-

fect one for which they had traded the clock. He gazed in utter

despondency at the flaming little egg for which they had risked

—

and probably lost—everything.

Diane stirred, sat up. She saw at once the consternation in

his face. "Tim!" she cried. "What's wrong now?"
He told her. "It's my fault," he concluded grimly. "I opened

your suit. I should have foreseen this." He slipped the lone gem
into his left gauntlet, where it nestled against his palm.

"It's nothing, Tim," said Diane softly. "What use would all

eighteen be to us, or a hundred? We might as well die with one
as with all of them."

He did not answer directly. He said: "Even one will be enough
if we get back. Perhaps eighteen would have glutted the market;
perhaps we'll get almost as much for one as we would have for

all."

That was a lie, of course; other traders would be increasing
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the supply, but it served to distract her mind.
Tim noticed then that the ice-ants were busy around the two

vents at the center; they were building an inner dome. The crystal

egg above them, now eight feet through, was about to crack.

He saw it coming, and they closed their visors. There was a

jagged streak of light on the west, and suddenly, with a glistening

of fragments, the walls collapsed and went spinning away over the

icy floor, and the wind howled down upon them, nearly flattening

them to the glacier! It began to thrust them over the ice.

They slid and crawled their way to the jagged crags beyond.

Diane was strong again; her young body recovered quickly. In a

momentary shelter, he noticed something queer about the light

and glanced up to see gigantic Saturn almost half obscuring the

Sun. He remembered then. This was the last day; for seventy-two

hours there would be night.

And night fell far too quickly. Sunset came with the red disk

three quarters obscured, and the bitter cold swept out of the west

with a horde of ice ghosts, whose sharp needles clogged the

filters of their masks and forced them to shake them out time

after time.

The temperature had never been higher than forty below

all day, and the night air, coming after that cold day, dropped

rapidly to a hundred below, and even the warming filters could

not prevent that frigid air from burning in their lungs like searing

flame.

Tim sought desperately for an ice-ant bubble. Those large

enough were rare, and when at last he found one, it was already

too large, and the ice-ants didn't trouble to repair the hole he

kicked, but set at once to build a new dome. In half an hour the

thing collapsed, and they were driven on.

Somehow, they survived the night, and dawn of the fourth

day found them staggering all but helpless into the lee of a cliff.

They stared hopelessly at that strange, sunless, Saturn-lighted dawn
that brought so little warmth.

An hour after the rising of the eclipsed Sun, Tim glanced

at his wrist thermometer to find the temperature risen only to

seventy below. They ate some chocolate, but each bite was a

burning pain for the moment that their visors were open, and

the chocolate itself was numbing cold.
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When numbness and drowsiness began to attack his limbs,

Tim forced Diane to rise, and they struggled on. Day was no better

than night now, except for the cold Saturn light. The wind batter-

ed them more fiercely than ever; it was scarcely mid-afternoon,

when Diane, with a faintly audible moan, collapsed to her knees

and could not rise.

Tim stared frantically about for an ice bubble. At last, far

over to the right, he saw a small one, three feet through, perhaps,

but big enough for Diane. He could not carry her; he took her

shoulders and dragged her painfully to it. She managed to creep

wearily in and he warned her to sleep with her visor closed, lest

the ants attack her face. A quarter of a mile downwind he found

one for himself.

It was the collapse of the bubble that wakened him. It was

night again, a horrible, shrieking, howling, blasting night when
the temperature on his thermometer showed a hundred and forty

below. Stark fear gripped him. If Diane's shelter had fallen! He
fought his way madly against the wind to the spot and shouted in

relief. The dome had grown, but still stood; he kicked his way
in to find Diane trembling and pallid; she had feared him lost or

dead. It was almost dawn before the shelter collapsed.

Strangely, that day was easier. It was bitterly cold, but thev

had reached the foothills of the Mountains of the Damned, and
ice-covered crags offered shelter from the winds. Diane's strength

held better; they made the best progress they had yet achieved.

But that meant little now, for there before them, white and
glittering and cold, loomed the range of mountains, and Tim
despaired when he looked at them. Just beyond, perhaps twenty-

five miles away, lay Nivia and safety, but how were they ever to

cross those needle peaks'

Diane was still on her feet at nightfall. Tim left her standing

in the shelter of a bank of ice and set out to find an ant bubble.

But this time he failed. He found only a few tiny six-inch domes;
there was nothing that offered refuge from a night that promised
to be fiercer than any he had seen. He returned at last in despair.

"Well have to move farther," he told her.

Her grave, wean- eyes frightened him.

"No matter," she said quietly. "We'll never cross the Moun-
tains of the Damned, Tim. But I love you."
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They moved on. The night dropped quickly to a hundred and
forty below, and their limbs turned numb and slow to respond.
Ice ghosts whirred past them; cliffs quaked and rumbled. In half

an hour they were both nearing exhaustion, and no crystal shelter

appeared.

In the lee of a ridge Diane paused, swaying against him, "No
use, Tim," she murmured. "I'd rather die here than fight longer.

I can't." She let herself sink to the ice, and that action saved their

lives.

Tim bent over her, and as he did a black shadow and glisten-

ing beak cleaved the air where his head had been. A knife-kite!

Its screech of anger drifted faintly back as it whirled away on that

hundred-mile wind.

"You see," said the girl, "it's hopeless."

Tim gazed dully around, and it was then that he saw the

funnel. Young had mentioned these curious caves in the ice, and
sometimes in the rocks, of the Mountains of the Damned. Open-
ing always north or south, he had thought them the homes of the

natives, so placed and shaped to prevent their filling with ice

needles. But the traders had learned that the natives have no
homes.

"We're going in there!" Tim cried.

He helped Diane to her feet and they crept into the opening.

The funnellike passage narrowed, then widened suddenly into a

chamber, where steam condensed instantly on their goggles. That
meant warmth; they opened their visors, and Tim pulled out his

electric torch.

"Look!" gasped Diane. In the curious chamber, walled half

by ice and half by rock of the mountain, lay what was unmistak-

ably a fallen, carved column.

"Good Heaven!" Tim was startled momentarily from his

worries. "This iceberg harbored a native culture once! I'd never

have given those primitive devils credit for it."

"Perhaps the natives weren't responsible," said the girl. "Per-

haps there was once some higher creature on Titan, hundreds of

thousands of years ago, when Saturn was hot enough to warm it.

Or perhaps there still is."

Her guess was disastrously right. A voice said, "Uzza, uzza,

uzza," and they turned to stare at the creature emerging from a
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hole in the rock wall. A face—no, not a face, but a proboscis like

the head end of a giant earthworm, that kept thrusting itself to

a point, then contracting to a horrible, red, ringed disk.

At the point was the hollow fang or sucking tooth, and above

it on a quivering stalk, the ice-green, hypnotic eye of a Titanian

threadworm, the first ever to be faced by man. They gazed in

horrified fascination as the tubular body slid into the chamber,

its ropelike form diminishing at the end to the thickness of a hair.

"Uzza, uzza, uzza," it said, and strangely, their minds trans-

lated the sounds. The thing was saying "Sleep, sleep, sleep," over

and over.

Tim snatched for his revolver—or intended to. The snatch

turned into a gentle, almost imperceptible movement, and then

died to immobility. He was held utterly helpless under the glare

of the worm's eye.

"Uzza, uzza, uzza,"thrummed the thing in a soothing, slum-

berous buzz. "Uzza, uzza, uzza." The sound drummed sleepily in

his ears. He was sleepy anyway, worn to exhaustion by the hell

without. "Uzza, uzza, uzza" Why not sleep?

It was the quick-witted Diane who saved them. Her voice

snapped him to wakefulness. "We are sleeping," she said. "We're
both asleep. This is the way we sleep. Don't you see? We're both
fast asleep."

The thing said "Uzza, uzza," and paused as if perplexed.

"I tell you we're sleeping!" insisted Diane.

"Uzza/" buzzed the worm.
It was silent, stretching its terrible face toward Diane. Sud-

denly Tim's arm snapped in sharp continuation of his interrupted

movement, the gun burned cold through his glove, and then spat

blue flame.

A shriek answered. The worm, coiled like a spring, shot its

bloody face toward the girl. Unthinking, Tim leaped upon it; his

legs tangled in its ropy length and he crashed on his hands against

the rocky wall. But the worm was fragile; it was dead and in several

pieces when he rose.

"Oh!" gasped Diane, her face white. "How—how horrible!

Let's get away—quickly!" she swayed and sat weakly on the floor.

"It's death outside," said Tim grimly.

He gathered the ropy worm in his hands, stuffed it back into
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the hole whence it had emerged. Then, very cautiously, he flash-

ed his beam into the opening, peered through. He drew back
quickly.

"Ugh!" he said, shuddering.

"What, Tim? What's there?"

"A—a brood of 'em/' He raised the broken end of the column
in his arms; the shaft fitted the hole. "At least that will fall if

another comes," he muttered. "We'll be warned. Di, we've got to

rest here a while. Neither of us could last an hour out there."

She smiled wanly. "What's the difference, Tim? I'd rather

die in clean cold than by—by those things." But in five minutes
she was sleeping.

As soon as she slept, Tim slipped the glove from his left hand
and stared gloomily at their lone flame-orchid. He had felt it

shatter when he struck the wall, and there it lay, colorless, broken,

worthless. They had nothing left now, nothing but life, and
probably little more of that.

He cast the pieces to the rock-dusty floor and then seized a

fragment of stone and viciously pounded the jewel into dull

powder and tiny splinters. It vented his feelings.

Despite his determination, he must have dozed. He woke
with a start, glanced fearfully at the plugged hole, and then

noticed that dim green light filtered through the ice wall. Dawn.
At least, as much dawn as they'd get during the eclipse. They'd
have to leave at once, for to-day they must cross the peaks. They
must for to-night would see the shifting of the wind, and when
that occurred, hope would vanish.

He woke Diane, who sat up so wearily that his eyes felt tears

of pity. She made no comment when he suggested leaving, but

there was no hope in her obedience. He rose to creep through

the funnel, to be there to help her when the wind struck her.

"Tim!" she shrieked. "Tim! What's that?

He spun around. She was pointing at the floor where he had

slept and where now flashed a thousand changing colors like rain-

bow fire. Flame-orchids! Each splinter he had cracked from the

ruined one was now a fiery gem; each tiny grain was sprouting

from the rock dust of the floor.

Some were as large as the original, some were tiny flames no
bigger than peas, but all glowed perfect and priceless. Fifty of
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them—a hundred, if one counted the tiny ones.

They gathered them. Tim told her of their origin, and care-

fully wrapped a few grains of the rock dust in tinfoil from their

chocolate.

"Have it analyzed," he explained. "Perhaps we can raise 'em

back on Earth."

"If we ever
—

" began Diane, and then was silent. Let Tim
find what pleasure he could in the discovery.

She followed him through the passage into the howling in-

ferno of Titanian eclipse weather.

That day gave both of them all the experience of souls con-

demned to hell. They struggled hour after hour up the ice-coated

slopes of the Mountains of the Damned. The air thinned and
turned so cold that the hundred and fifty below which was the

minimum on Tim's thermometer dial was insufficient and the

needle rested full against the stop.

The wind kept flinging them flat against the slopes, and a

dozen times the very mountains heaved beneath them. And this

was day; what, he wondered fearfully, would night be like, here

among the peaks of the Mountains of the Damned?
Diane drove herself to the limit, and even beyond. This was

their last chance; at least they must surmount the crest before the

wind shifted. Again and again she fell, but each time she rose and
clambered on. And for a time, just before evening, it seemed that

they might make it.

A mile from the summit the wind died to that wierd, un-

natural calm that marked, if you care to call it so, the half-hour

Titanian summer season. They burst into a final effort; they rush-

ed up the rugged slope until their blood pounded in their ears.

And a thousand feet short of the summit, while they clung help-

lessly to a steep icy incline, they heard far off the rising whine
that meant failure.

Tim paused; effort was useless now. He cast one final glance

over the wild magnificance of the Titanian landscape, then leaned

close to Diane.

"Good-by, ever valiant," he murmured. "I think you loved

me more than I deserved."

Then, with a bellow of triumph, the wind howled down from
the peaks, sending them sliding along the crag into darkness.
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It was night when Tim recovered. He was stiff, numb, bat-

tered, but living. Diane was close beside him; they had been caught
in a cupped hollow full of ice crystals.

He bent over the girl. In that roaring wind he couldn't tell

if she lived; at least her body was limp, not yet frozen or set in

the rigor of death. He did the only thing possible to him; he
clutched her wrist and started clawing his way against that im-

possible gale, dragging her behind him.

A quarter mile away showed the summit. He ascended a dozen
feet; the wind hurled him back. He gained fifty feet; the wind
smashed him back into the hollow. Yet, somehow, dazed, all but
unconscious, he managed to drag, push, roll Diane's body along

with him.

He never knew how long it took, but he made it. While the

wind bellowed in colossal anger, somehow, by some miracle of

doggedness, he thrust Diane across the ridge of the summit,

dragged himself after, and gazed without comprehension on the

valley beyond, where glowed the lights of Nivia, the City of Snow.
For a while he could only cling there, then some ghost of

reason returned. Diane, loyal, courageous Diane, was here dying,

perhaps dead. Doggedly, persistently, he pushed and rolled her

down the slope against a wind that sometimes lifted her into

mid-air and flung her back against his face. For a long time he

remembered nothing at all, and then suddenly he was pounding

on a metal door, and it was opening.

Tim couldn't sleep yet. He had to find out about Diane, so

he followed the government man back through the sunken passage

to the building that served Nivia as hospital. The flame-orchids

were checked, safe; theft was impossible in Nivia, with only fifty

inhabitants and no way for the thief to escape.

The doctor was bending over Diane; he had stripped off her

parka and was flexing her arms, then her bared legs.

"Nothing broken," he said to Tim. "Just shock, exposure,

exhaustion, half a dozen frostbites, and a terrific mauling from the

wind. Oh, yes—and a minor concussion. And a hundred bruises,

more or less."

"Is that all?" breathed Tim. "Are you sure that's all?"

"Isn't that enough?" snapped the doctor.

"But she'll—live?"
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"Shell tell you so herself in half an hour." His tone changed

to admiration. "I don't see how you did it! This'll be a legend, I

tell you. And I hear you're rich, too," he added enviously. "Well,

I've a feeling you deserve it."
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WAS THE YEAR 2000. AMERICA
was at war, fighting for her very life against the Asiatic Union.
And yet the American people—even army officers—found time for

recreation. Recreation was a necessity to take one's mind off the

titanic struggle.

Lieutenant Richard Lister, clad in swimming trunks, sat on
a beach rug, staring moodily out across the Pacific Ocean toward
the Seal Rocks and beyond, his hands clasped across his tanned
knees, his bronzed face tense.

"Let's not talk about the war; let's talk about us!" he exclaim-

ed to Sally Amber, who sat beside him.

The girl turned her strange, dark eyes inquisitively upon him.

"You shouldn't feel that way, Dick," she said seriously. "Par-

ticularly as you're in such an important branch of the service. I'm

not kidding; I mean it. Where would the country be without

your Bureau of Military Biology and Bacteriology? We'd all be
wiped out by the Asiatic Union's germs!"

"Sure. And if it weren't for their bacteriologists, they'd be
wiped out by our germs. It's a deadlock, I tell you, like this whole
war. Look at Alaska: For more than a year now the Khan has been

holding that little corner from Rocky Point to Cape Epsenberg,

and we haven't been able to budge his line a single inch, nor has

he been able to budge ours. Each army is protected by one of

those impenetrable Beckerley electrical fields.

"Alaska is the key to the whole situation, with the Khan
there in person. If we could just get through his Beckerley field,

and put an end to him, the whole Asiatic Union would crumble.

(Note: Written in collaboration with Ralph Milne Farley)
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It's only his personality that can hold together such naturally

hostile groups as the Siberian Russians, the Japs, the Chinese,

the Tarters, and so forth. Without him, they'd be at each other's

throats in a few hours!"

"Well, why doesn't somebody do something about it?" asked

Sally, impishly.

"Lord knows we've tried!" Lister exclaimed. "Ten or a dozen

brave Americans have gotten through the enemy lines, and tried

to assassinate him, only to be captured, and subjected to horrible

torture and death."

The girl shuddered, and pulled one corner of the beach rug

up around her shoulders.

"I don't suppose I'd rate as a 'brave American,' " she said.

"I'd take a chance on your bravery," Lister declared.

"Why doesn't America land troops in Asia?" Sally asked.

Lister stared at her sharply.

"You know as well as I do," he said. "Although America con-

trols the seas ever since we annihilated the Khan's fleet off the

Marianas six months ago, yet he has ten million men under arms
in Asia. What good would it do us to land our five million against

such odds? No, we've got to lick the mad Khan in Alaska—some-

how."
"He isn't mad!" snapped Sally, unexpectedly.

"How do you know?"
"IVe—I've—well, I've seen him."

"I didn't know you'd ever been in Asia."

"There are lots of things about me that you don't know,"
she retorted. "My father is dead, and I am quite wealthv. I've

traveled a lot. Three years ago I was in the eastern capital—Harbin;

and, what's more, I've been in Moscow, the western capital, too."

"So you've seen the mad Khan," mused Lister. "Did you
ever see the woman they call Princess Stephanie? What's she like?

She's supposed to be very beautiful."

Sally shrugged. "Oh, she's all right, if you like that type,"

she replied airly. "She's dark and has Khazar blood in her, and
she's about my age—and anyway, why are you questioning me?
Go on with your little lecture."

"About us?" he asked hopefully.

"No." She reached out one slim hand, and gently patted his
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-knee. "About the Beckerley electrical fields. What arc they? How
do they operate?"

He frowned thoughtfully, trying to phrase his answer in

words that a girl would understand.

"It's an application of Morellc's experiment with electrical

eddy currents/' he said. "I'm a botanist, not an electrical engineer,

but I know that the idea involves the refraction of lines of mag-
netic force.

"It works like this: Over each army on the Alaskan front the

Scientists have created a dome of electrical tension—a magnetic

field. Any shell or drop bomb passing through this magnetic field

is instantly heated to white heat by the electrical eddy currents

induced in it by the field, and is thus caused to explode in mid-air.

"Every city is likewise protected by a Beckerley field. You
know how each auto-coptcr. on leaving the city limits of San

Francisco, has to stop and be pushed through an iron-shielded

subway until it's beyond the Beckerley field 7 Well, that's because

the gasoline in the tank would be heated to the flash point by the

walls of its container."

"How about solid shot?" asked Sally.

"That can pass through a field, of course, but what chance

has solid shot of doing much damage? Our own copters could

down any possible fleet of enemy planes long before they could

drop enough solid missiles to do appreciable harm to a city; and

as for the Alaskan front, the most that either side could do would

be to chip a few rocks in the Yukon Hills.

"No, the situation's a deadlock; the Khan is swept from the

sea, but his enormous army prevents our invading Asia, and

neither side can advance an inch in Alaska because of the Becker-

ley fields. It can't even become a war of attrition, because both

the Asiatic Union and the United States are entirely self-support-

ing, and can never be starved into submission."

"Do you think so?" asked Sally Amber in an odd voice. Sud-

denly she shrugged her smooth, brown shoulders as if to change

the subject. "Will Admiral Allen be here Saturday?" she asked

casually.

"Why, no, I don't think—" Lister caught himself abruptly.

Allen had told him, in the very strictest of confidence, of a pro-

posed attempt to cut the Asiatic supply line to Alaska by a con-
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centrated attack of Behring Strait. The Pacific fleet, idle since the

engagement near the Marianas, was to sail secretly before dawn
on Saturday.

He glared. "Why do you ask such a question?" he snapped.

"If I knew, I shouldn't tell, and you know it."

Sally laughed. "Silly!" she chided. "It was just that I was

considering having him and you and that flying detective, Jim
Cass, to a little dinner at my apartment Saturday. You see, I still

haven't met Jim Cass, and you've spoken of him so often that

I'm curious. After all, if he's a friend of yours, Dick—" She smiled

very tenderly at him.

Lister shook his head. "Captain Cass is no friend of mine,"

he declared. "He's just an officer of the military intelligence who
breezes into my laboratory from time to time, and pokes around

looking for clues and trouble. He gives me the creeps. I never

knew such a cold-blooded man! He'd turn his own mother over to

a firing squad, if he thought it would help win the war."

"Well, wouldn't you or I do as much for our country?"

asked Sally. "And, besides, his very coldness intrigues me. I want
to meet him."

"Suit yourself," said Lister. "Have we time for another

swim?"
She puckered her lips disapprovingly. "Oh, no!" she ex-

claimed decidedly. "The water's so full of that horrible green slime

that it's no pleasure to swim. Let's start back to town."

"It is bad," he agreed. "It's just a variety of conferva—what
we commonly call algae. There have been some complaints of it

in the drinking water, too. It's harmless, but they ought to chlor-

inate the city reservoir." He rose and stretched. "Let's dress and
get started, then."

It was not quite 2:00 p. m., when they landed Sally's con-

vertible helicopter in front of the building near the Presidio that

served as the office and laboratory of the local unit of the Bureau
of Military Biology and Bacteriology. Lister stepped reluctantly

out of the machine, and turned to Sally at the wheel.

"To-night?" he asked hopefully.

She shook her head. "Sorry. I have to dine with some family

friends."
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"To-morrow night, then?"
"I shouldn't. I—"
"But you will," he stated positively. "Heaven knows if I'll

be stationed here long, and I don't want to waste a moment."
"Why?" she asked sharply. "Do you expect to be transferred?"

He bit his tongue. "No, but—"
Needed distraction came. He whirled and saluted a dark,

sinister-looking army officer descending the steps of the building.

"Sally, here's Captain Cass at last. I thought he'd be in to-

day! Sir, this is the Sally Amber you've heard me talking about
so much."

Jim Cass took the hand Sally extended. "No wonder Dick's

been raving," he said, staring at her appraisingly with his cold,

blue eyes. "I apologize for thinking he was nuts. I didn't believe

he had the good taste
—

"

His stare changed to a puzzled frown. "Say, haven't we met
before?"

"If we had," said Sally, "I wouldn't have forgotten it."

But Captain Cass stood staring, long after her copter was

indistinguishable among the cross currents of traffic.

Cass was no closer to the solution when he dropped in on
Lister the following day. The biologist, in laboratory smock, was

busy with the war-time routine of checking water samples from

half a dozen coastal cities, and had but little time to listen to his

superior.

"Oakland," he muttered, "bacterial count seven per c. c;

that's normal. Monterey, eleven; that's safe. Vera Cruz—say, did

you ever see so much algae in the drinking water? Look at that

beaker on the window sill. That's after two hours' exposure to

sunlight, and it's as green as pea soup already. What's more, I

saw reports from Chicago that it's just the same there. And—this

is queer—from London as well."

"What's that fuzz on the trees?" asked Cass thoughtfully,

looking idly out of the window. "I never saw that here before."

"Yeah, I noticed that. It's just a tree lichen, something like

Spanish moss. A cryptogamous plant—that is, a sporebreeder. It's

related to—By the Lord! It's conferva, too, just like the algae!"

"Well? So what?"
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"So nothing, except that whatever has stimulated the algae

in the sea and in the drinking water, has also stimulated the

lichens and the fungi. The cryptogamoids are the sort of plants

that grew on earth during the carboniferous age, the age of coal."

"Maybe we're in for another age of coal, huh?"

"Hardly," said Lister, laughing. "There are several theories

as to what caused the carboniferous age, such as a higher concen-

tration of carbon dioxide in the air, or a world-wide tropical

climate, or intense sun-spot activity, which would induce frequent

and violent electrical storms on the earth, and hence produce an

abnormal amount of ozone in the air. Ozone is a particularly

dense form of oxygen, and is able to filter out the death rays
—

"

"Death rays?" exclaimed Cass, pricking up his ears. He had
been paying very little attention to Lister, but here was something
in his own line—something the military intelligence ought to

know about. "Death rays?"

Lister laughed again. "Not the kind of death rays the army is

interested in," he said. "But there are certain invisible rays of

sunlight which have a fatal effect on living creatures. Ozone filters

them out.

"It's one of the remarkable instances of the balance of nature

that there is normally just enough ozone in the outer layers of the

atmosphere to keep out the quantity of that invisible light which
would be fatal to human life, and yet let in just enough to keep
the algae within reasonable bounds. Now if—Say! I wonder!"

"You wonder what?"
"Nothing! Nothing at all!"

"Lister," said Cass pointedly, "you seem to be able to be
very close-mouthed about some things, and to some people. I

wonder how you are with women."
"What do you mean?" asked Lister, with a guilty premoni-

tion.

"Well, for example, you didn't happen to say anything to

Miss Amber about the sailing of the fleet, did you?"
Lister flushed. He hadn't, of course; and yet she might have

gathered it from some of his remarks. But then, what if she had?
"Of course not," he growled. "Speaking of the fleet," he

added, "I'm going over to see Admiral Allen right now."
Arrived at the admiral's quarters, Lister came directly to the
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point. "Sir," he said, "I've been thinking about all these algae.

At the rate they are increasing, you may find your whole fleet

stalled in a mass of jelly before you get to Behring Strait."

"I've thought of that," Admiral Allen replied soberly, and
yet with a twinkle in his eyes which Lister couldn't quite fathom.

"But have you heard the latest reports, sir?" Lister persisted.

"The Chicago River is clogged. The stuff is beginning to plug

the water mains everywhere. I know it's becoming a nuisance here

in San Francisco. In Texas, the Spanish moss is beginning to

collect in masses heavy enough to break tree branches.

"All over the country railroad ties are turning into pulpy beds

of assorted fungi, pufTballs, and a hundred other varieties. The
resulting decay has even caused derailings. In the moistcr areas,

trains actually have to plow their way through vast accumulations

of lichens, which have found the shaded cuts and half-decayed

tics an ideal environment in which to exercise their new vitality."

"It's even worse in Asia," the admiral replied. "They say

that on the tundras the lichens are growing into heaps like hay-

stacks on the railroads, and that the algae has blocked rivers and
caused floods. That's why, even at the risk of getting our entire

fleet stuck in the slime, we must attack the Khan while this un-

explainable growth of plants is endangering his source of supplies."

"I didn't know that," said Lister.

"Well, keep it under your hat, and don't breathe it to a soul.

It is secret information that has just come in from the intelligence

service. Have you any idea as to the reason for all this? I was just

going to send for you, when you showed up."

"Something may have caused an abnormal increase in the

ozone of the outer layers of the atmosphere, and this ozone may
be filtering out those wave lengths of sunlight which ordinarily

hold algae in check."

But Admiral Allen was one of those practical men who have

little patience with scientific explanations of anything. So he

suggested, "Might it not be some new device of Asiatic warfare?"

"I hardly think so, sir. The Khan wouldn't use this weapon

which appears to be hurting him even worse than it is us."

That evening, when Dick Lister and Sally Amber were seated

in a restaurant, she again broached the subject of the algae.
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"I hear it's even worse in Asia than in America," she said.

"How do you happen to know that?" he asked in surprise.

"It's so then? Oh, everybody isn't so dose-mouthed as you,

Dick," she replied demurely. She raised her lovely dark, innocent

eyes.

"Do you suppose it might be an Asiatic weapon? Or perhaps

—since it seems to be even worse in Siberia than here—an Ameri-

can weapon?"
Embarrassed, he mumbled, "How should I know?"
"But you do know something about it, don't you?" she shot

at him.

Caught off guard, he stumbled. "Eh? Oh—why, yes. The
Beckerley fields

—
" He broke off, frowning in irritation.

"Sally," he growled, "that curiosity of yours is going to get

you into trouble one of these days. This is war time, and feminine

curiosity is no excuse for pumping officers. I know that you are

O.K., but others might not trust you. How'd you like to stand

court-martial as an Asiatic spy, just because you ask too many
questions?"

"Perhaps I am one," said the girl, smiling and raising her

delicately penciled brows.

"It's no joking matter, Sally. People have been shot against

a wall for less than that."

"I can see," said the girl dryly, "that Captain Cass has been
lecturing you."

"How—" began Lister, then bit his lip.

"How do I know? Oh, I can read men like a book—any
woman can. Captain Cass doesn't like me. And I don't like men
who don't like me."

She pouted prettily.

"I'm glad he doesn't," declared Lister. "It would suit me if

nobody liked you, but me."

He recalled this conversation the next evening, when Cass
strolled nosily into his laboratory, where he was working late over

some analyses.

"Nice mess of algae," Cass observed, squinting at Lister's

experimental tank. "They say the stuff is clogging the Atlantic

harbors."
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"You could damn near walk across the Golden Gate this

morning," .Lister replied, and went on to detail the latest news:

train schedules disrupted in the northwest, ships stuck in harbors

everywhere, even in the open seas, particularly the north Pacific.

But Gaptain Gass was not listening. He was leaning over

Lister's glasstopped desk, peering intently at something beneath

the glass—a snapshot.

"What's this?" he asked sharply.

"Just a snap of Sally. Not a very good one; print's blurred."

"Urn!" said Cass. His eyes narrowed. Then he said, irrelevant-

ly, "Have you any theory about what's causing all this growth of

algae?"

"Yes," Lister admitted, pursing up his lips judiciously. "But
I'm not going off half-cocked. When I've verified certain points,

I shall report to Washington—not to the intelligence service."

"Well, seeing as you won't tell the intelligence service any-

thing, the intelligence service will tell you something—and for

your own good. Listen carefully, and don't fly off the handle: I

was attached to the Harbin legation three years ago, before the

war. I got to know a lot about the Khan's eastern capital. Maybe
you never heard of the woman called Princess Stephanie—or did

you?"

"Yes. What about her?"

"Wait a minute. Stephanie was the daughter of Dmitri

Kazarov, the Khan's chancellor. He was killed fifteen years ago in

the Japanese revolution, and the Khan himself took over the

raising of Stephanie. It wasn't given much publicity, but, in a

town like Harbin, people talk, and they were still talking when I

was there. It seemed the Khan gave her a queer education—

a

very queer one."

"What do you mean?"
"I mean he raised her to be the greatest spy in history. She

was taught every important language, and to speak each like a

native. She was taught to be at ease in every situation and every

level of society. She learned military science, so as to be able to

identify important information. And, when it began to be evident

that she was going to be a very beautiful girl, she was even taught

the knowledge of human nature! But above all—above all, I say

—she learned to be cold and heartless, and immune to love. She
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can act the part of a woman in love, but there is no feeling in

her—no feeling except the desire to serve Asia!"

"But I don't see—"
"You will. When Stephanie was sixteen—that was three

years ago, when I was in Harbin—the Khan forbade her to appear

in public, lest foreign residents learn her features and impair her

usefulness. When she rode out-of-doors, no one was permitted

within five hundred feet of her, and no one save her palace inti-

mates really saw her face.

"But"—Cass grinned aggravatingly
—

"I happen to have ex-

traordinary eyesight, as a copter observer should, and I used to

watch her from the prescribed distance. Once I even turned a pair

of night glasses on her. She was a beauty, all right."

"I begin to suspect, sir," said Lister grimly, "that you're about

to say something you're going to be sorry for."

"Perhaps. Anyway, since the war began, there have been a lot

of rumors about a brilliant feminine Asiatic spy—the Nightshade.

It's my opinion that the Nightshade is the Princess Stephanie,

and as for the rest, I know only this—that Sally Amber looks like

Stephanie!"

"You're utterly insane!" blazed Lister. His voice rose. "It's

ridiculous! Sally's no Asiatic. Does she look like an Oriental? Her
skin is as white as marble—when she isn't sun-tanned, I mean.
Her speech is thoroughly American. Her eyes

—

"

He stopped; suddenly he had visualized Sally Amber's eyes

—dark, pure, lovely; but, beyond doubt, with the slightest possible

oriental cast.

"Exactly!" declared Cass, in reply to Lister's unspoken
thought.

"Lieutenant, how long have you known this girl? Are you
sure that her tan is tan, and not her natural color? And isn't she

about the right age? And doesn't she spend a lot of time cultiva-

ting the friendship of people like you, who possess important
military knowledge? Whether she gets anything out of you is a

different story, but you ought to know whether she tries, whether
she ever asks leading questions, or anything like that."

"She doesn't!" snapped Lister, then groaned. He himself had
chided the girl more than once on her curiosity. "Look here,

captain," he said, "if Sally is an enemy spy—it's inconceivable

—
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but if she is, I say, it's America first with me, much as I love her.

Lay off of her, will you, and let me find out/'

"I'm not so hard-boiled and pitiless as you think."

"How do you—"
"How do I know what you think of me? Because it's my

business, as an intelligence officer, to know what people think.

But, as I was saying, I'll trust you. I'll give you your chance. I'm
flying to-night on a certain mission, and shall not return for two
days. Until then, the case is in your hands. But, if you have not

solved it by then, I shall take it over."

Lister's mental turmoil brooked no delay. Despite the fact

that, if Sally were dining out, she must already have left, he rush-

ed across town to her apartment. She—or some one, at least—was
home, for the library lights were glowing. He ignored the slow

automatic elevator, and dashed up the four flights of steps to her

floor.

He arrived in front of her door breathless and perspiring.

There he paused, striving to calm himself.

Suddenly, he was aware of voices beyond the door. He listen-

ed, but it was impossible to distinguish words. He fancied he
heard the tones of a man, but even that was not a certainty.

He rang the bell. There was a sudden silence in the room
beyond; and then, after a considerable interval, the sound of foot-

steps. Sally herself opened the door, her face seeming strained

and tense. But she smiled as she recognized Lister.

"Dick!" she exclaimed. "What's the matter? You're breath-

less!"

He strode past her. The room was empty of occupants, save

for Sally and himself. "To whom were you talking?" he asked

grimly.

"I was using the televisiphone. Why?"
"I thought I heard a man's voice in the room here."

"Dick!" she said reprovingly. "I had no idea your jealousy

would lead to such imaginings." She looked up at him with her

dark sober eyes. "You know you have no cause to be jealous."

"It isn't that," he replied miserably. Suddenly he burst out,

"Sally, what were you doing in Harbin three years ago?"

if there was a momentary flicker in her eyes, it was almost
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imperceptible. "Why, I was traveling. You know I love to travel."

"You say you saw the woman Stephanie there/' he pursued.

"Did any one ever tell you that you looked like her?"

Decidedly her eyes widened now. "Why—yes. Of course

I've heard that. But, Dick, you don't think—" She laughed. "How
absurd! You don't think that I'm the Nightshade, do you?"

"Who said anything about the Nightshade?" he snapped.

"How did you know that Stephanie and the Nightshade are the

same person?"

"Why, everybody hears those rumors, Dick."

"You mean that you hear everybody's rumors," he returned

grimly. "Why are you so interested in everything that has to do
with the war or the service—everything from fleet sailings to

algae? Sally, you're not telling me the truth."

"How ridiculous!" she indignantly declared. Then, suddenly,

her mood changing, she moved close to him, looking up at him
out of innocent, dark eyes. "You trust me, don't you?"

"Heaven knows I want to!"

Her lovely, provocative lips smiled. "Then kiss me!" she

whispered.

He obeyed, fiercely. As always, her lips burned like soft fire,

but, suddenly she threw back her head, and thrust her hands
against him, as though to push away from his embrace. One of

her scarlet finger nails drew a sharp gash across his throat. With
hurt surprise in his eyes, he released her.

"You—were hurting me," she explained, apologetically. But
her eyes were watching him like a cat. "I'm sorry I scratched you."

"It's nothing," he muttered. He felt curiously dizzy—no
wonder, he thought, in the grip of such violent and opposing
emotions. But abruptly he found himself sitting in a chair with

his head on his hands, and the room seemed to gyrate around
him like the chain of a copter.

Through a haze of dizziness he heard a man's voice, and
then Sally's in answer. "No, no," she said. "This was much better.

If I'd called you there would have been a fight and a disturbance,

and see how peacefully he sinks into stupor."

"I bow to you, Kazarovna," said the man. "There is but one
Stephanie"

"I am glad that it turned out as it did," said Sally's voice.
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"He is the one who knows about the algae. And now Asia shall

know."

When next Lister was aware of a world about him, it was a

world of a most unstable nature. Minutes passed before he real-

ized that he was in a plane, soaring over an apparently endless

expanse of brilliant white clouds. There was a further interval

before he perceived that Sally Amber was sitting, calmly smoking,

beside the man who piloted the machine, and that he himself

was handcuffed very effectively to the aluminum arms of his seat.

His head ached dully. Then, full realization dawned upon him.

He was a prisoner in the hands of agents of the Khan.

His movement caught the girl's attention. She rose and made
her way to the seat facing him.

"I hope you're not feeling too ill," she said gently. "I'm

sorry, Dick. Drugging you was necessary."

"Then it's true!" he groaned. "You are the Nightshade—

a

sneaking Asiatic spy!"

"Like a sneaking American spy," she retorted. "Dick, I serve

my country in the best way I can, just as you and that Cass person

and the rest of the Americans serve yours."

She smiled. "He's a clever fellow, that Captain Cass. I'm

afraid his suspicions will damage my value in America."

"Well, not until—" He bit his lip, and hurried on, "Of course

he will. He'll get those snapshots I have of you, and turn them
over to his department. You're cooked as a spy from now on,

Sally."

"Oh, not that bad," she said. "You forget that every picture

you have of me was taken with my camera. My camera is a very

queer little mechanism; when I use it, it takes sharp, clear pictures,

but when my friends use it, somehow the prints seem to come
out blurred. Or hadn't you noticed that?"

He had, of course. He asked glumlv, "Where are we headed

for?"

"Asia," said Sally.

"Yeah, I thought so, since we're in a plane instead of a

copter." Pound for pound and horse power for horse power, Lister

knew that the planes were still more efficient than the copters,

and the fact that Sally was using a plane meant a long flight.
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"Why?" he asked, after a moment's silence.

"Don't you know? Because we have to have certain informa-

tion from you. I'm sure it won't do any good to offer you safety

for it, Dick; but I can promise, if it makes any difference to you."

"It doesn't," he responded grimly. "I won't sell my country

for my personal safety. Anyway, I haven't the least idea what in-

formation you think I can give you. Your bacteriologists are as

good as ours; our epidemics haven't been any more successful

than yours."

She shook her soot-black hair. "Not bacteriology nor epi-

demics, Dick—algae!"

"Algae! Why?"
"Because you know the causes of this plague of slime in

water, and lichens on land. It's an American weapon, and Asia

needs the secret. It means everything—everything to us!"

"Indeed?" he said guardedly. "Why everything?"

"Don't act so innocent Dick. You know quite well what the

plague of lichens is doing in Siberia. It's clogging the rail lines,

and the algae is blocking the rivers. You know how important it

is to keep our Alaskan expeditionary force supplied with coal and
oil to power the Beckerley fields, and you know that if our fields

fail for lack of fuel, the war's over. We're licked.

"You Americans use Alaskan coal, but our coal has to come
all the way from the Stanovoi Mountains, either by water across

the Sea of Okhotsk, or by rail up through Dezhnev. And it's be-

coming impossible to keep the rails open; Siberia is being strangled

by your accursed lichens."

"Well, what about the water route?"

"Water! Ships are stalled all over the seven seas. Look there!"

He glanced through the floor window at the Pacific, five

thousand feet below, visible now through a vast opening in the

clouds. The sea had a curious aspect; it was not blue, but brilliant

grass-green. Peering closer, he made out two tiny vessels idle on
the surface.

"As bad as that!" he muttered, wondering what was happen-

ing to Allen's mighty fleet. Would the admiral attempt to cross

the choked ocean? To Sally he said, "That's fine. The more
strangled Siberia gets, the better it suits me."

For the first time in their acquaintance a sign of irritation
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showed in her face. "It won't be for long!" she snapped angrily.

"We'll get the secret out of you. Make no mistake about that,

Dick/'

"And you," he said thoughtfully, "are sweet little Sally

Amber, who said that she loved me."
Suddenly, her face was gentle. "And if I do love you?" she

murmured. "If I do, would that make a difference to you, Dick?"
He laughed bitterly. "Do you think I'd believe you now? I

know all about Princess Stephanie and her education. If you love

anybody at all, it's the Khan!"
"Not the Khan, but Asia," she said. "The Khan is nothing

to me, except for what he means to my country. For he himself,

Dick, trained me from childhood to be immune to love. And yet

—and yet, Dick— I have never met a man whom I—like—as I

do you. You mean less to me than Asia, but more to me than any

human being in the world."

"And that," he sorrowfully asserted, "is another one of your

pretty lies."

For a long moment, she was silent. "No. It isn't a lie," she

said at last, rising and returning to her place beside the pilot.

She addressed not another word to Lister until seven hours

later, when they were soaring over Honshu and snow-tipped

Fujiyama slid beneath. Then she returned to the seat facing him,

smiled verv gently, and said softlv, "I am terriblv unhappy about

this, Dick."

"Humph!" he said. "You ought to be triumphant."

"But I'm not. Listen to me, Dick. The Khan's intelligence

division is not gentle. A number of the operatives are Mongols,

and their methods of extracting information do not include kind-

ness. It hurts me to think of you under torture, Dick."

"You ought to have thought of that last night."

"But I can save you from it. If you'll tell me what I want to

know about the plague of algae and lichens, I'll guarantee your

safety. Isn't that the best way—for both of us?"

"No, Sally. I'm not saying that I have the information you

want, but you can be sure that, whether I have it or not, I'll never

tell Asia anything that might help."

She sighed and left him, but her glorious, dark eyes were

troubled. They were still troubled when the great Khingan range
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loomed on the horizon, and the plane slanted down into Harbin.

She even seemed to pale when at last a slant-eyed guard took the

key from her, and released Lister from his seat; and she followed

the grim parade, as half a dozen men herded him into the

centuries-old stone fortress that served as a military prison.

She did not enter the dark stonewalled cell; but, as the door

swung shut, Lister glimpsed her pale face in the corridor. Her
lips formed a silent phrase; he could have sworn that it was,

'Tm sorry."

Well, it was too late now for her sorrow to help him, even if

he believed in its sincerity. And he smiled bitterly, as he thought

of the wild mistake that had led to his abduction. The algae and

the lichens! Asia strangling in the grip of a plague that arose

from so simple a cause that—if he told—a schoolboy could see

the remedy.

Luckily for America, the cryptogams flourished most lux-

uriantly in Asia; and, until he told, all advantage lay with the

Western continent. Until he told! He ceased to smile, and set

his jaw grimly. He was not going to tell. Torture or none, he had

to be strong enough to keep silent.

Hours passed. He heard conversations in the corridor outside,

but they were in some Asiatic tongue, and meant nothing to him.

Then a chance colloquy in lingua f ranca told him that the Khan
was not in Harbin, but was still with the troops on the Alaskan

front. At last a guard brought him a jug of water, slimy-green

with algae, and a slab of coarse bread; but this man, a Mongol,
spoke neither English nor Jingua Franca, or at least refused to

speak them.

It was deep night when four grim Orientals and a stolid

Siberian led him from his cell to a chamber that seemed sunk
far underground. A single, dim electric light illuminated it, and a

dozen pairs of cold eyes surveyed him—and one pair that was
not cold. Sally Amber sat at the head of the narrow table, and she

met his gaze with eyes that were wide, troubled, and apprehensive.

Then she addressed him. "Dick," she said softlv, I have told

the interlocutory committee that you will give them what know-
ledge you have concerning this plague of mosses and algae. They
have promised me your safety if you tell, and I have assured

Comrade Plotkin that you would/'
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"Then, as usual, you lied/* said Lister grimly.

Plotkin spoke out of the depths of his beard. "You see,

Kazarovna," he rumbled, "only one method works with these

stubborn American apes. I think it best we try that method."
"Oh, no!" gasped Sally Amber. "Let me question him first.

He'll tell me. I can get it from him. Please
—

" She broke off sud-

denly as Plotkin's icy eyes surveyed her curiously.

"Will you tell?" he asked Lister, and then, at the latter's

stubborn silence, "Very well. The pincers under the armpits first,

I think. An ounce or so of flesh from the proper places can some-
times unblock the stream of information.'

Sally—or Stephanie—choked back a sob and covered her

eyes. The four Mongol guards forced Lister's arm upward; for a

moment, he struggled, but realized instantly that it was utterly

useless. The stolid Siberian seized a glittering little instrument,

and the pincers tore a ragged tatter of flesh from his armpit. He
bit his lip fiercely to suppress the groan of pain that sought utter-

ance, but there was no sound in the chamber save Sally's stifled

sob.

"Why so unstrung, Kazarovna?" asked Plotkin amiably.

"Surely the Princess Stephanie has witnessed more extreme mea-

sures than this."

She smiled wanly. "Of course. It's just that I haven't yet re-

covered from mv sojourn in America—a—a horrible place!"

Plotkin nodded and turned back to Lister. "Shall we try it

again?" He smiled. "Or would you prefer a variation?"

"Neither," said the biologist, "I'll tell." Impassively he met
the startled, relieved, unbelieving eyes of Sally. If she was acting,

he thought, it was certainly good acting!

"Good—good!" rumbled Plotkin. "You're much wiser—or at

least less stubborn—than some of our countrymen whom we have

found it necessary to question. Now then, let us hear the secret."

"You'd better take this down carefully," said Lister. "It's

rather intricate."

He waited as Plotkin spoke in Russian to a man at his side,

then began; "The plague of algae and lichens," he said slowly,

"is due to the great increase in numbers of thallogens. If the con-

ferva were checked, the trouble would disappear."

"And what," barked Plotkin, "are thallogens?"
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"Thallogens are the third grand division of the cryptogamia.

The group consists of the ulvae and fuci, besides the conferva."

"Can't you put that in understandable language?" snapped

Plotkin.

"I can express scientific information only in the language of

science," said Lister, his eyes on Sally's fascinated ones. "Your

own scientists will have to translate it for you."

"Is that all?" asked the Siberian eagerly.

"That is all. Reduce the confervae, and there will be less

thallogens. And when there are less thallogens, the algae and
lichens will cease to trouble you. It's really very simple."

"Take him back to his cell," rumbled Plotkin. "And this had
better be true, my friend, unless you crave further treatment."

"Every word of it is true," Lister asserted.

It was still deep night when, three hours later, the door of

his cell opened, and a slim figure slipped stealthily in. For a mo-
ment he thought it was a boy; then he recognized Sally, wearing

the shorts and rolled hose of a copterman. She closed the door

quietly behind her, then rushed abruptly into his arms.

"I can't stand it!" she sobbed. "Why did you do it? Plotkin

is furious—insane with rage. He'll have you rotted bit by bit with

acid! He'll—hell Why did you trick him, Dick?"

Lister looked down into her white face. "Is this acting, too?"

he asked coolly. "After all, the Princess Stephanie, the Nightshade,

isn't supposed to be able to care what happens to a man."
"But I do! I love you, Dick. I care for nothing except you and

Asia, but I can't bear to see you killed or tortured even for Asia."

She paused, suppressing her sobs.

"Plotkin is wild," she said. "He wired a copy of your state-

ment to the university at Tsitsihar, and back came the scornful

reply that all that your words meant was that the plague of algae

is due to an increase in the amount of algae."

He smiled. "Well? Isn't that true?"

"Yes, but— Oh, Dick, it's becoming horrible! They've kept
the cities supplied with water by adding calcium chloride to the
supply, but all through the country—all through the world, I

guess—wells are choked and rivers smothered, and oceans have
become heaving masses of slime. And on land the mosses spread
like flames of gray fire!"
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He was still suspicious, though he held the girl tightly in his

arms. "Is this an attempt to play on my sympathies?" he asked.

"I warn you, Sally, I'll tell you nothing."

"I don't care whether you do or not! Don't you understand,

Dick? I love you!"

'If you love me, you'll help me escape from here."

She pushed herself out of his arms, and stared at him with

indignation at his disbelief. "And why else do you think I came?"
she asked in a very low voice. "Follow me, quickly, before Plotkin

cools down enough to put his mind on the details of your torture."

She stepped to the door, rapping sharply. It opened instantly,

and they passed into the dim corridor beside a young Russian

guard who looked at Sally with tragic eyes. She spoke softly; the

man extended his bared arm, and the girl scratched it hastily with

one of her finger nails. Lister watched the man as he sank slowly

into a limp sprawl on the floor.

"Thus it will seem like American trickery," she whispered.

"But I am afraid he will die for treason, none the less."

"Why did he do it?"

"Because," she said simply, "he loves me "

Lister followed her up a narrow flight of stone steps, wonder-

ing how many of the barred doors in the corridor hid American
prisoners. At last, she paused. "Wait here," she whispered, and
moved from his view along a passage.

He heard a low-voiced conversation in Chinese, and then

Sally was at his side again. "Come on," she called softly. "I've

sent this one with a fake message to Plotkin."

Lister followed her up yet another flight of steps, and emerged

suddenly into starlight. They had attained the roof of the struc-

ture, and he glanced apprehensivelv at the lights of Harbin all

around. Sally was slipping toward a copter, a tiny, single-man

observer.

"Quick!" she breathed. "Get in."

"Both of us?" He frowned doubtfully at the tiny craft.

"We must. For I have to show you what to do. This alone

would not carry you far."

He crowded in beside her. The tiny cabin swung like a pend-

ulum as the vertical screw whirred and whined, and bored its way

heavily aloft. Sally flashed her green passage light, waiting anxious-
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ly for the reply from the ground.

"There!" she exclaimed in relief. "They've turned off this

section of the Beckerley field. I have a pass, but if they had dis-

covered your escape they might have blocked all passage—espe-

cially mine, I think; for I am sure that Plotkin has ceased to trust

me."

The craft whined into darkness. The lights of the city dimin-

ished and dimmed; and, at last, Sally relaxed, leaning more com-
fortably against him in the close quarters of the cabin.

"We're beyond searchlights at last," she said. "Now they'll

have to wait until dawn to pursue us, and by dawn we might be

anywhere in this half of Asia, for all that they can tell. If this

corkscrew only holds together
—

"

It did. When the red sunrise flashed up on the sea, they

were directly over a narrow promontory that struck south into

the waters. Lister gasped as he saw those waters, for surely this

was the most amazing sea ever glimpsed by earthly eyes, at least

since the plesiosaur looked over the oceans of the carboniferous

age hundreds of millions of years ago.

It was a brilliantly smooth, green sea, seeming at first as

motionless as turf. But, as the copter dropped toward the beach,

Lister could distinguish motion, a slow heaving of the slime as if

the vast expanse were breathing. There were no breakers, for the

algae had at last tamed storm and wind, and the seas permitted

the wind to slip as smoothly above them as if the waters had been
covered with a film of oil. The one thing that sent a tremor of

disgust through Lister was the sight of sea birds stalking dismally

over a crust of slime that had dried enough to support them,
gobbling up billions of flics.

Sally wasted not a glance on the scene. "The south cape of

Taiwan," she said, as the copter grounded on a slimy beach, "or,

as you call it, Formosa. There's a boat here
—

"

"A boat? I low can wc use a boat—in that?"

"Listen a moment. In that shed, there's one of the experi-

mental sidewhcelcrs, a quick adaptation by our scientists, who
had foreseen this outcome, if the algae were not checked. Side-

wheels can push a light hull right over the algae. They don't foul

like propellers. This one has a dynoline engine, and a range of

about a thousand miles."
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"A thousand miles! I can't get anywhere on that!"

"You can get as far as I want you to get," she retorted with
narrowed eyes. "You can reach Hongkong—that's British—or
you can make Haiphong in French Indo-China. Hongkong is

much the closer."

"But they're neutral! I'll be interned, if I go into a neutral

port. I want to get back to America and my job."

"And I," said Sally softly, "want to see to it that you don't.

I'm being enough of a traitor to Asia now, without letting a

dangerous enemy like you return to service. All I want is to see

you safe, Dick."

She turned away, and he followed her to the shed she had
pointed out. There was the boat, true enough, a thirty-foot, open
affair with six-foot paddle wheels like a miniature old Mississippi

side-wheeler.

"Do you see this?" asked the girl, indicating a curious device

of twisted glass tubing. "That's a sun-alembic. You put sea water

in it, and the evaporation creates a partial vacuum in which the

sea water can be distilled for drinking. The sun does it, just as

it does with rain.

"Under here is concentrated food for about a month. Can
you take care of a dynoline engine? If the algae clog the cooling

coils, you must stop and clean them at once."

"I know all that, but what about you, Sally? Will you be safe

after this?"

"I can take care of myself." Her tone was confident enough,

but Lister could see that she was under a terrific strain in this

struggle between duty and desire. "Oh, Dick," she said shakily,

"if this war is ever over
—

"

"It won't be long now. As soon as the Khan's supply of fuel

to Alaska fails him, he's ended."

"Ah, but he's laying
—

" She caught herself, flushing miserably.

"Laying a pipe line, eh?" finished Lister. "I rather thought he

would. He'll power the Beckerley fields with oil, eh?"

Sally laghed bitterly. "The downfall of the Nightshade!"

she declaimed. "No wonder they fear love in a spy. Dick, that is

the first slip that I've ever made, and my one consolation is that

long before you can get to any place from where you could send

that information to America, it will be too late. The work will
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v e completed and protected by fields. And so—good-by."

With the feel of her lips still on his, he watched the copter

flutter its way into the north; then turned to the craft he was to

use, whose only name was a Chinese ideograph. It slid easily into

the slip and, without further hesitation, he started the engine,

engaged the paddles, and was on his way.

I lis progress was a queer species of locomotion. The blades

threw up vast lumps of green slime that fell behind with sullen,

splashless plumps; and the light craft, thrust forward by the in-

credibly powerful dynoline engines, slid easily along the surface

of the maggot-infested slime. It was not unduly slow; he judged

that the boat made twenty-five knots.

Formosa was a receding shadow when he passed the first

stalled ship. This was a Dutch freighter, and the crew—or what
was left of them, since many had doubtless been put ashore by
copter—crowded the rail to watch his passage. He waved, but
there was never a sign of response.

Suddenly, he realized the cause of the grim silence; his craft

bore gold and purple stripes—the colors of the Khan—and the

Dutch, with Borneo, Celebes, and New Guinea in the very shadow
of the vast Asiatic Union, had no love for the Khan.

His coil clogged, and he paused to clean the slime from the

screens. It was at this moment that the idea struck him; he sat

suddenly erect, staring eastward where the China Sea met the

mighty Pacific. Why did he have to go to Hongkong or Haiphong
—or any neutral port, for that matter?

What other possibilities were there? He glanced at the map
of the East Indies, affixed to the cowl of the motor. There was
Luzon, of course; but the Philippines, during their half century
of independence, had grown far closer to Asia, in sympathy, than
to the United States.

There were the Marianas, where admiral Allen had all but an-

nihilated the Asiatic fleet, and where surely there must be an
American garrison, if he could but reach them. But the Marianas
lay two thousand miles out in the Pacific, close to Guam. He had
fuel for half that distance, but

—

He swung the craft about and set it lurching back toward the
Dutch freighter. The maintenance crew watched him sullenly as

he approached. He pulled close under the hull and shouted, "Any
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of you understand English?"

A man pushed to the rail. "Yes! What do you want?"
"Listen! I'm American, not Asian. Look!"
He was not in uniform, since the biological branch did not

require it, but he displayed his identification tag, with its red-

white-and-blue shield plainly visible.

There was a stir. "WTiat do you want?" asked the man above
him, but in friendlier tones.

"Just some information. I want to know if there's an Ameri-
can or British ship stalled between here and Guam. I want to buy
some fuel. You been in touch with any?"

There was a long conversation in Netherlands dialect. At
last Lister's informant spoke again. "De Britisher Resolute—she
stuck—by latitude 21' 20" and longitude 135' 60"."

Lister looked at his map, marking the position. It would do;

it was almost exactly a thousand miles east of his present position,

and might be a close gamble with his fuel, but it was worth the

try. If he reached the Britisher and got fuel, he could then certain-

ly make Guam or the Marianas, and give to the American army
the news that the lichens had blocked the Siberian railroads, thus

cutting off the fuel supply to the Khan's Alaskan Beckerley fields,

but that the Khan was frantically laying a pipe line.

Between the giving out of the Khan's coal supply and the

arrival of his first oil. there might be a brief gap of time, during

which his Beckerley fields would be dead. If America only knew
this, and could strike then, the war would be won. Lister must
try to get the information to America in time!

So he set the boat lurching away into the east. Little by little,

the Dutch ship faded toward the horizon, and Formosa was a

dark cloud sinking ever lower. At last he was alone on a dead,

green sea that barely moved, and his passage left no wake save a

slightly darker green scraping, that slowly closed behind him. No
fin cut the slimy surface, and but few birds soared, for their slime-

bred prey was too abundant to draw them far from land.

He set his course carefully on a great circle, to conserve his

fuel. The malodorous slime sickened him with its stench. The
perpetual lurching of his craft added to his nausea. Day faded into

a starry darkness, and darkness into day.
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He made it. At the second midnight, with scarcely a pint of

dynoline remaining in his tank, the lights of the Resolute flashed

out of the darkness.

But convincing the captain was almost as difficult a job as

the passage itself.

"It's deuced irregular!" that official grunted. "We're neu-

trals." But at last, because England had India and Papua and the

Malay States, and hated Asia and all its component parts by tra-

dition and policy, the British captain acceded to Lister's request,

and Lister set out again with a full tank.

He had tried to get the captain to send a code message by
radio to America for him, but to that the captain had proved

adamant.

Early next morning, on glancing back, he spied a plane, wing-

ing swiftly out of the shadows that still clouded the west and the

distant China Seas. Soon it arrived, and circled far above him,

then slanted downward in a wide spiral. The double-headed golden

eagle of the Khan's air force glittered on its wings.

The machine swung close. An arm waved vigorously, gestur-

ing in the direction of the west. The pilot was ordering him back.

Lister stared with narrowed eyes, but permitted his boat to

jog right ahead. He was not going to be turned back so easily as

that. All the same, he had a feeling anything but comfortable,

for he was completely at the mercy of the Asiatic aviator, should

the latter choose to use bullet or bomb.
The plane circled again. Suddenly Lister realized with a start

of amazement that the craft was attempting to land—to alight

on that sticky mass of heaving slime! It was impossible!

But the plane seemed able to achieve the impossible. Its

pontoons skipped lightly over the treacherous stuff, bounding
toward him. It was all but down safely, and then—then the in-

evitable! Either the plane dipped or the sea heaved—Lister could

not tell which—and the idling propeller struck a mass of green

slime. Very gently, the plane lifted its tail and nosed over, the

green corruption spewing from the spinning blades. And the pilot

—for a single instant Lister had a clear view of the form that

was catapulted through the air—was plunged into the impassive

algae. All that remained was a quickly filling depression and the

sinking plane.
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But he had seen enough. Sally Amber! It was Sally who strug-

gled somewhere in the depths ob that nauseating sea. And he

—

he was as helpless to aid her as though he were a thousand miles

away.

He spun the wheel; the boat bounced and jogged toward the

spot. As near as he could bring it without disturbing the gradually

closing dent in the slimy surface of the sea, he halted the craft.

He seized the twenty-foot rope fastened to the bow, and tied

one end of the rope firmly around his arm. Then, fixing his gaze

on the spot, he plunged down into the slime.

It was like trying to swim in heavy oil. To move his arms at

all required a great effort, and then he was not sure whether he

was going down, or up, or sidewise, or was just churning. The
stuff clogged his nose, his eyes, his ears—even his mouth, when in

an unguarded moment he opened it.

His hand struck something solid. It was an instant before he

realized that it was Sally's ankle. He clutched it in a grasp of

desperation, and gave a yank on the rope tied to his arm. Pulling

in on the rope was difficult, as he had only one free hand with

which to work. Once he lost hold of the rope in the slime, and

had to start all over again, groping along it from where it was tied

to his arm.

He scarcely knew when he reached the surface, so thick was

the coating of muck he carried with him. He thrust the girl

across the gunwale, and then had to stop to clear his nose and

mouth before he could even breathe. He clambered into the boat.

Sally was not unconscious, but her nausea made her almost

as green as the algae she clawed out of her eyes.

"Thank you, Dick," she said, "for the rescue. I'm ashamed

that I needed it."

"Why are you here, Sally?"

Her eyes hardened a bit. "Why are you here, Dick? I told

you to make for Hongkong or Haiphong."

"But I didn't promise to, Sally."

"Perhaps not, but do you think I can let you get to an

American ship or port, with the information you have? It's bad

enough that I let it slip, and that I helped you to escape, but I

will not play traitor to Asia any further than that! Do you under-

stand?"
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"How'd you find me?"
"It occurred to me, after I left you, that you might try just

what you did. I got back to Harbin before Plotkin thought of

connecting me with your escape—if he's thought of it yet—so I

was able to get a plane. I flew over the China Sea between Taiwan
and Hongkong, until I was sure you weren't on that route. Then
I flew east.

"For two days, I've been scouring this area. You see, I antici-

pated that you'd head for Guam. But now, Dick, you're going

where I say. We're going back to Luzon. The Philippines are

neutral, but they're friendly to Asia, so I can have you interned

there, and yet, with a little influence, go free myself. Start your

engine."

He did. The boat took up its eastward course.

'Turn about!" she snapped. When he merely smiled, she

reached suddenly into the bosom of her aviator's shirt and pro-

duced a tiny Japanese automatic, one of the diminutive nine-

caliber, but deadlv with its high-velocity, chrome-jacketed bullets.

"Put about, Dick!"

With a movement so casual that she was caught completely

off guard, he kicked the weapon from her hand, and it spun off

into slime. "We go my way, Sally," he said quietly.

She sobbed, "I ought to have killed you! But I couldn't, and
this is the result."

Abruptly she turned her glorious eyes upon him. "Dick, do
you know what will happen to me, if you take me to Guam? You
know what they do to spies! Do you want me to be shot against

a wall?"

"Lord!" he muttered. "I didn't think of that. Listen, Sally.

The Pelew Islands are Japanese, and they're not far off my course.

I'm going to land you there about midnight, and you're going

to be thoroughly bound, and very tightly gagged, so you can't

rouse any pursuit. After the war is over, maybe you will forgive

me."

"I forgive you now, Dick," she said softly, but with a puzzling

note in her voice. "The Nightshade is dead. I'm no good as a spy

when you're involved. But I warn you that I shall still try to defeat

you!"
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Suddenly he noticed something which altered all his plans!

Staring out over the horrible, slirrfy sea, he noticed a change. In
addition to the green, there were now vast patches of brown—of
dying algae!

For a moment he failed to grasp the significance of this.

Then, so suddenly that Sally jumped, he shouted, "I see it all

now! It has happened!"
"Wh-what?"
"The Khan's Beckerley fields are off in Alaska! His Siberian

railroads are blocked at last by the fungi! He's out of fuel! It can't

be our fields that are off, for our coal mines are too close behind
our lines to be cut off in this way."

"How can you know that any Beckerley fields are off?"

asked Sally.

"The—the
—

" He caught himself then proceeded, "We're
not going to Pelew Island, after all. We're going to Guam. This
information can't wait; for, if the American lines know it and
advance at once, the war's over. Our Beckerley fields are on, and
yours are off!"

"How—how do you know?"
"I'll tell you, for it can't do any harm now. You wanted to

know what I knew about this plague of algae, didn't you? Well,

I'll tell you, Sally. It isn't an American weapon; it's an accident!"

"An—accident?"

"Yes, or a by-product. It's the result of the Beckerley fields.

I got the hunch when I learned that the center of the trouble

seemed to be Alaska. Up in Alaska there are two enormous fields

of force within a few hundred feet of each other, ours and yours.

Between them is a hundred-mile-long zone of terrific electrical

strain. What's the result? Ozone! Tons of ozone pouring up into

the air, until the very envelope of air around the earth was affected.

"The normal ozone content increased, and this layer of ozone

aiound the earth cut off the sun's death rays which had been

maintaining the balance of nature. Relieved from the restraining

influence of the death rays, the cryptogamia—the lichens and

fungi and algae—increased to abnormal quantities.

"But it's over now. Ozone is unstable and goes rapidly back

to normal. The ozone in the air is decreasing. The death rays are

getting through again.
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"How do I know? Because the algae are dying, and that can

mean only one thing—that there are no longer two Beckerley

fields opposing each other in Alaska, pouring ozone into the air.

There is only one Beckerley field—ours. The Khan's shield is

gone, and all we need do is advance!"

Sally was very pale now. "I wish you hadn't told me this,"

she whispered. "Oh, Dick, don't you see that it means that 1 just

have to stop you? If you love me, throw me into the slime of the

sea, for I'd rather die than live these next few hours trying to kill

you!"

His triumphant face sobered. "Hours?" he echoed. "It will

take us three days to reach Guam. Sally, when I need sleep, I'm

going to tie you up. And I hope you don't resist, because Lord
knows I don't want to hurt you."

But she yielded quite submissively when, a few hours later,

he twisted the painter rope about her wrists and ankles. He re-

membered her trick of the drugged finger nail, and carefully

avoided giving her another similar opportunity. Then he set and
locked the gyro steering compass, and curled up on one of the

seats to sleep.

When he awoke the boat was still slapping along across the

slime. Sally was still securely tied and apparently in the same
position, but the bottom of the boat was wet with some colorless

fluid.

"What's this?" he snapped.

"It's your fuel," said Sally triumphantly. "I drained the tank."

He gasped! But in a moment he broke out in a chuckle of

relief. "That isn't dynoline," he said. "That's the fresh water from
the sun-alembic I was saving against a cloudy day. The water

tank's air-tight, and the algae can't get in."

Sally sagged despondently in her place. ''Will you untie me?"
she asked dully. "I'm very cramped."

He ventured an attempt to sleep only once more, and this

time lying full length against the fuel tank, while he bound Sally

not only hand and foot, but lashed her to the gunwale as well.

And when he awakened, she had kicked the sun-alembic to bits.

"Why'd you do that?" he asked angrily. "Although we don't

need water for one more day of travel, it would be a convenience."
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"I did it so that if we miss Guam we'll be dead before some
scouting American plane happens to run across us."

"We won't miss Guam," he promised grimly.

As the hot, stinking day wore on, the grueling grind began to

tell on Lister. All about them the algae was turning brown, and
the stench was almost unbearably nauseating.

'Tin going bats," he told the girl. "A crazy poem keeps ham-
mering at my head. I've got to pass it on, or I shall go bats. Did
you ever hear the short-short-short story about Algy? All this rot-

ting algae is what suggested it to me, I guess."

Sally turned intent catlike eyes on him, aroused from her

lethargy by the possibility of his cracking.

"Go on. Tell it to me," she urged insidiously.

He laughed harshly, discordantly, gave his head a violent

shake, and ran the back of his hand across his tired eyes.

"It goes like this," he said:

"Bear met Algy.

Bear et Algy.

Bear was bulgy.

Bulge was Algy."

Suddenly, he gave a wild laugh. "That's all wrong this time!"

he declared. "By Heaven! The bear isn't eating Algy this time.

Algae is eating the bear—the Siberian bear. We've got them
licked, if we ever reach Guam."

"We never will reach Guam," the girl taunted him.

"Won't we?" he exclaimed. "Look!" A low shore line showed

in the darkening east. "Guam!" he announced, sober and sane

once more.

Sally was disconsolate. "I've lost, then," she whimpered.

"Please, Dick, be kind to me, and—let me kiss you now, in case

anything happens."

He knew what she meant. He had worried enough over the

queston of what would happen to the lovely Nightshade; for,

despite his assurance, he knew that Captain Cass was aware of

Sally's identity. The two days of grace were long since up. Cass

would have reported the circumstances of Lister's disappearance.

Cass' description of Sally, together with the blurred photo-

graphs in Lister's office, would certainly identify the girl. Nothing
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could save her from a wall at sunrise. So he drew her into his

arms with a tenderness born of despair.

Just in time he realized her intent. He caught her wrist as

she struck with her drugged finger nail at his throat.

"Damn you, Sally!" he blazed. "Now I'm going to give you

a dose of your own medicine. There's only one way you're safe to

have around, and that is unconscious!"

But she read his purpose. Before he could seize her forefinger,

she had clenched it into a stubborn little fist, and she fought him

with a strength that was amazing. But at last he saw the way: dis-

regarding her blows against his face, he slowly, inexorably, crush-

ed her clenched fist in his hand. She cried out in pain as her own
finger nails were driven into the flesh of her palm, and then, sud-

denly, her eyes widened, fluttered, and closed, and she sank first

to her knees, then in a limp heap at his feet.

It was deep night when he carried her up the side of the

U. S. cruiser Dallas, stalled in the algae off Agana. Thrusting her

into the arms of the ship's surgeon, he rushed to report to the

commanding officer his information; that he knew, from the

browning of the algae, that the Khan's Alaskan Beckerley field

was off. The message did not need to wait for coding, for America

still held the secret of non-interceptible radio.

Scarcely an hour later came back the news that America had
triumphed in Alaska.

Later in the night came the flash that the Khan was dead

—

his body had been positively identified. America broadcast this

news to the world.

By morning, rioting and dissension had broken out all over

Asia. The Asiatic Union was disintegrating. It was the beginning

of the end.

There was jubilation abroad the Dallas, but Dick Lister could

not share in it. True, yes, he had saved America. He was a great

national hero. The president in person had radioed his thanks.

So Dick Lister pretended to be elated, to join in the celebra-

tion—for, of course, he had to. But, through it all, two faces

haunted him: the piquant oriental features of the girl he loved,

and the grim, inexorable, duty-mad features of Captain Cass. Re-

gardless of the fact that the war was now over and won, regard-
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less of the part which Lister had played in winning it, Cass would
never rest until he had brought death to the arch-spy of the late

enemy.
And so, as soon as he could, Lister broke away from the jolli-

fication, and dragged his leaden feet toward the ship's hospital.

There he stood with the ship's doctor, looking down on the still

unconscious Sally.

"A very beautiful girl, your fiancee," said the doctor.

'Tes. We were kidnaped togther by the Khan's spies, and she

was really more important than I in accomplishing our escape.

This is just exhaustion—and, of course, excitement." But he knew
that Captain Cass would certainly spike that story.

"Well," observed the doctor, "your coming is almost the

first excitement I've had out of this war. I hope you're right about

the algae being over, for it's been ungodly dull being stuck here

in all this slime. One casualty is all I've seen, and that one at a

distance. A young officer tried to land his plane on the algae a

week ago, nosed over, and was lost. They never recovered his

body."

"It's a difficult thing to do—find a body in that green muck,"

said Lister reminiscently. "Who was he?"

"He was—let's see—a Captain Jim Cass. We knew who it

was, 'cause we'd been expecting him."

Captain Jim Cass! A week ago. Then Cass had never returned

to America. He had died before the end of the two days of grace

which he had granted Lister. And his knowledge of Sally's iden-

tity had died with him. Now no one would ever know!

With a sob of joyous relief, Dick Lister dropped to his knees

beside the sleeping form of the girl he loved.
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JL JLave you ever been flat

broke, hungry as the very devil, and yet so down and out that

you didn't even care? Looking back now, after a couple of months,

it's hard to put it into words, but I think the low point was the

evening old Captain Harris Henshaw dropped into my room—
my room, that is, until the twenty-four-hour notice to move or

pay up expired.

There I sat, Jack Sands, ex-rocket pilot. Yeah, the same Jack

Sands you're thinking of, the one who cracked up the Gunderson
Europa expedition trying to land at Young's Field, Long Island,

in March, 2110. Just a year and a half ago! It seemed like ten and
a half. Five hundred idle days. Eighteen months of having your

friends look the other way when you happened to pass on the

street, partly because they're ashamed to nod to a pilot that's

been tagged yellow, and partly because they feel maybe it's kinder

to just let you drop out of sight peacefully.

I didn't even look up when a knock sounded on my door,

because I knew it could only be the landlady. "Haven't got it,"

I growled. "I've got a right to stay out my notice."

"You got a right to make a damn fool of yourself," said

Henshaw's voice. "Why don't you tell your friends your address?"

"Harris!" I yelled. It was "Captain" only aboard ship. Then
I caught myself. "What's the matter?" I asked, grinning bitterly.

"Did you crack up, too? Coming to join me on the dust heap, eh?"

"Coming to offer you a job," he growled.

"Yeah? It must be a swell one, then. Carting sand to fill up
the blast pits on a field, huh? And I'm damn near hungry enough
to take it—but not quite."
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"It's a piloting job said Henshaw quietly.

"Who wants a pilot who's been smeared with yellow paint?

What outfit will trust its ships to a coward? Don't you know that

Jack Sands is tagged forever?"

"Shut up, Jack," he said briefly. "I'm offering you the job as

pilot under me on Interplanctaiy's new Europa expedition."

I started to burn up then. You see, it was returning from
Jupiter's third moon, Europa, that I'd smashed up the Gunderson
outfit, and now I got a wild idea that Henshaw was taunting me
about that. "By Heaven!" I screeched. "If you're trying to be
funny

—

"

But he wasn't. I quieted down when I saw he was serious,

and he went on slowly, "I want a pilot I can trust, Jack. I don't

know anything about your cracking up the Hern; I was on the

Venus run when it happened. All I know is that I can depend on
you."

After a while I began to believe him. When I got over the

shock a little, I figured Henshaw was friend enough to be entitled

to the facts.

"Listen, Harrrs," I said. "You're taking mc on, reputation

and all, and it looks to me as if you deserve an explanation. I

haven't been whining about the bump I got, and I'm not now. I

cracked up Gunderson and his outfit all right, only"—I hesitated;

it's kind of tough to feel that maybe you're squirming in the pinch—"only my co-pilot, that fellow Kratska, forgot to mention a few

things, and mentioned a few others that weren't true. Oh, it was

my shift, right enough, but he neglected to tell the investigating

committee that I'd stood his shift and my own before it. I'd been

on for two long shifts, and this was my short one."

"Two long ones!" echoed Henshaw. "You mean you were

on sixteen hours before the landing shift?"

"That's what I mean. I'll tell you just what I told the com-
mittee, and maybe you'll believe me. They didn't. But when
Kratska showed up to relieve me he was hopped. He had a regular

hexylamine jag, and he couldn't have piloted a tricycle. So I did

the only possible thing to do; I sent him back to sleep it off, and

I reported it to Gunderson, but that still left me the job of getting

us down.
"It wouldn't have been so bad if it had happened in space,
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because there isn't much for a pilot to do out there except follow

the course laid out by the captain, and maybe dodge a meteor if

the alarm buzzes. But I had sixteen solid hours of teetering down

through a gravitational field, and by the time my four-hour spell

came around I was bleary."

"I don't wonder/' said the captain. 'Two long shifts!"

Maybe I'd better explain a rocket's pilot system. On short

runs like Venus or Mars, a vessel could carry three pilots, and

then it's a simple matter of three eight-hour shifts. But on any

longer run, because air and weight and fuel and food are all

precious, no rocket ever carries more than two pilots.

So a day's run is divided into four shifts, and each pilot has

one long spell of eight hours, then four hours off, then four hours

on again for his short shift, and then eight hours to sleep. He eats

two of his meals right at the control desk, and the third during

his short free period. It's a queer life, and sometimes men have

been co-pilots for years without really seeing each other except

at the beginning and the end of their run.

I went on with my story, still wondering whether Henshaw
would feel as if I were whining. "I was bleary," I repeated, "but

Kratska showed up still foggy, and I didn't dare trust a hexylamine

dope with the job of landing. Anyway, I'd reported to Gunderson,

and that seemed to shift some of the responsibility to him. So I

let Kratska sit in the control cabin, and I began to put down."
Telling the story made me mad all over. "Those lousy

reporters!" I blazed. "All of them seemed to think landing a

rocket is like settling down in bed; you just cushion down on your

underblast. Yeah; they don't realize that you have to land blind,

because three hundred feet down from the ground the blast begins

to splash against it.

"You watch the leveling poles at the edge of the field and try

to judge your altitude from them, but you don't see the ground;

what you see under you are the flames of Hell. And another thing

they don't realize: lowering a ship is like bringing down a dinner

plate balanced on a fishing rod. If she starts to roll sideways

—

blooey! The underjets only hold you up when they're pointing

down, you know."
Henshaw let me vent my temper without interruption, and

I returned to my story. "Well, I was getting down as well as could
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be expected. The Hera always did have a tendency to roll a little,

but she wasn't the worst ship IVev put to ground.
"But every time she slid over a little, Kratska let out a yell;

he was nervous from his dope jag, and he knew he was due to lose

his license, and on top of that he was just plain scared by the side

roll. We got to seventy feet on the leveling poles when she gave
a pretty sharp roll, and Kratska went plain daffy."

I hesitated. "I don't know exactly how to tell what happened.
It went quick, and I didn't see all of it, of course. But suddenly
Kratska, who had been fumbling with the air lock for ten minutes,
shrieked something like 'She's going over!' and grabbed the
throttle. He shut off the blast before I could lift an eyelash, shut

it off and flung himself out. Yeah; he'd opened the air lock.

"Well, we were only seventy feet—less than that—above the

field. We dropped like an overripe apple off a tree. I didn't have
time even to move before wc hit, and when we hit, all the fuel

in all the jets must have let go. And for what happened after that

you'd better read the newspapers."

"Not me," said Henshaw. "You spill it."

"I can't, not all of it, because I was laid out. But I can guess,

all right. It seems that when the jets blew off, Kratska was just

picked up in a couple of cubic yards of the soft sand he had
landed in, and tossed clear. He had nothing but a broken wrist.

And as for me, apparently I was shot out of the control room,

and banged up considerably. And as for Gundcrson, his professors,

and every one else on the Hera—well, they were just stains on the

pool of molten ferralumin that was left."

"Then how," asked Henshaw, "did they hang it on you?"

I tried to control my voice. "Kratska," I said grimly. "The
field was clear for landing; nobody can stand in close with the

blast splashing in a six-hundred-foot circle. Of course, they saw

some one jump from the nose of the ship after the jets cut off,

but how could they tell which of us? And the explosion shuffled

the whole field around, and nobody knew which was what."

"Then it should have been his word against yours."

"Yeah; it should have been. But the field knew it was my
shift because I'd been talking over the landing beam, and besides,

Kratska got to the reporters first. I never even knew of the mess

until I woke up at Grand Mercy Hospital thirteen days later. By
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that time Kratska had talked and I was the goat."

"But the investigating committee?"

I grunted. "Sure, the investigating committee. I'd reported

to Gunderson, but he made a swell witness, being just an impur-

ity in a mass of ferralumin alloy. And Kratska had disappeared

anyway."

"Couldn't they find him'"

"Not on what I knew about him. We picked him up at

Junopolis on Io. because Briggs was down with white fever. I

didn't see him at all except when we were relieving each other,

and you know what that's like, seeing somebody in a control

cabin with the sun shields up. And on Europa we kept to space

routine, so I couldn't even give you a good description of him.

He had a beard, but so have ninety per cent of us after a long

hop, and he said when we took him on that he'd just come over

from the Earth." I paused. "I'll find him some day."

"Hope you do," said Henshaw briskly. "About this present

run, now. There'll be you and me, and then there'll be Stefan

Coretti, a physical chemist, and an Ivor Gogrol, a biologist. That's

the scientific personnel of the expedition."

"Yeah, but who's my co-pilot? That's what interests me."
"Oh. sure," said Henshaw, and coughed. "Your co-pilot.

Well, I've been meaning to tell you. It's Claire Avery."

"Ciaj're Avery.'"

"That's right," agreed the captain gloomily. "The Golden
Flash herself. The only woman pilot to have her name on the
Curry cup, winner of this year's Apogee race."

"She's no pilot!" I snapped. "She's a rich publicity hound
with brass nerves. I was just curious enough to blow ten bucks
rental on a 'scope to watch that race. She wa^ ninth rounding
the Moon. Ninth! Do you know how she won? She gunned her
rocket under full acceleration practically all the way back, and then
fell into a braking orbit.

"Any sophomore in Astronautics II knows that you can't

calculate a braking orbit without knowing the density of the
stratosphere and ionosphere, and even then its a gamble. That's
what she did—simply gambled, and happened to be lucky. Why
do you pick a rich moron with a taste for thrills on a job like this?"

"I didn't pick her, Jack. Interplanetary picked her for pub-
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licity purposes. To tell the truth, I think this whole expedition is

an attempt to get a little favorable 'advertising to offset that shady
stock investigation this spring. Interplanetary wants to show itself

as the noble patron of exploration. So Claire Avery will take off

for the television and papers, and you'll be politely ignored."

"And that suits me! I wouldn't even take the job if things

were a little different, and
—

" I broke off suddenly, frozen. "Say,"

I said weakly, "did you know they'd revoked my license?"

"You don't say," said Henshaw. "And after all the trouble

I had talking Interplanetary into permission to take you on, too."

Then he grinned. "Here," he said, tossing me an envelope. "See

how long it'll take you to lose this one."

But the very sight of the familiar blue paper was enough to

make me forget a lot of things—Kratska, Claire Avery, even

hunger.

The take-off was worse than I had expected. I had sense

enough to wear my pilot's goggles to the field, but of course I

was recognized as soon as I joined the group at the rocket. They'd

given us the Minos, an old ship, but she looked as if she'd handle

well.

The newsmen must have had orders to ignore me, but I

could hear plenty of comments from the crowd. And to finish

things up, there was Claire Avery, a lot prettier than she looked

on the television screens, but with the same unmistakable cobalt-

blue eyes, and hair closer to the actual shade of metallic gold

than anv I'd ever seen. The "Golden Flash," the newsmen called

hei. Blah!

She accepted her introduction to me with the coolest possible

nod, as if to say to the scanners and cameras that it wasn't her

choice she was teamed witli yellow Jack Sands. But for that mat-

ter, Coretti's black Latin eyes were not especially cordial either,

nor were Gorgrol s broad features. I'd met Gogrol somewhere be-

fore, but couldn't place him at the moment.
Well, at last the speeches were over, and the photographers

and broadcast men let the Golden Flash stop posing, and she and

I got into the control cabin for the take-off. I still wore my goggles,

and huddled down low besides, because there were a dozen tele-

scopic cameras and scanners recording us from the field's edge.
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Claire Avery simply ate it up, though, smiling and waving before

she cut in the underblast. But finally we were rising over the flame.

She was worse than I'd dreamed. The Minos was a sweetly

balanced ship, but she rolled it like a baby's cradle. She had the

iadio on the field broadcast, and I could hear the description of

the take-off: "—heavily laden. There—she rolls again. But she's

making altitude. The "blast has stopped splashing now, and is

coming down in a beautiful fan of fire. A difficult take-off, even

for the Golden Flash." A difficult take-off! Bunk!

I was watching the red bubble in the level, but I stole a

glance to Claire Avery's face, and it wasn't so cool and stand-

offish now. And just then the bubble in the level bobbed way over,

and I heard the girl at my side give a frightened little gasp. This

wasn't cradle rocking any move—we were in a real roll!

I slapped her hands hard and grabbed the U-bar. I cut the

underjets completelv off, letting the ship fall free, then shot the

full blast through the right laterals. It was damn close, I'm ready

to swear, but we leveled, and I snapped on the underblast before

we lost a hundred feet of altitude. And there was that inane

radio still talking: "They're over! No—they've leveled again, but
what a roll! She's a real pilot, this Golden Flash

—

"

I looked at her; she was pale and shaken, but her eyes were
angry. "Golden Flash, eh?" I jeered. "The gold must refer to

your money, but what's the flash? It can't have much to do with

your ability as a pilot." But at that time I had no idea how piti-

fully little she really knew about rocketry.

She flared. "Anyway." she hissed, her lips actually quivering

with rage, "the gold doesn't refer to color, Mr. Malaria Sands!"

She knew that would hurt; the "Malaria" was some bright

columnist's idea of a pun on my name. You see, malaria's popu-
larly called Yellow Jack. "Besides," she went on defiantly, "I

could have pulled out of that roll myself, and you know it."

"Sure," I said with the meanest possible sarcasm. We had
considerable upward velocity now, and plenty of altitude, both
of which tend toward safety because they give one more time
to pull out of a roll. "You can take over again now. The hard
part's over."

She gave me a look from those electric blue eyes, and I began
to realize just what sort of trip I was in for. Coretti and Gogrol
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had indicated their unfriendliness plainly enough, and heaven
knows I couldn't mistake the hatred in Claire Averv's eyes, so

that left just Captain Henshaw. But the captain of the ship dare

not show favoritism, so all in all I saw myself doomed to a lonely

trip.

Lonely isn't the word for it. Henshaw was decent enough,
but since Claire Avery had started with a long shift and so had
the captain, they were having their free spells and meals on the

same schedule, along with Gogrol, and that left me with Coretti.

He was pretty cool, and I had pride enough left not to make any

unwanted advances.

Gogrol was worse; I saw him seldom enough, but he never

addressed a word to mc except on routine. Yet there was some-

thing familiar about him— As for Claire Avery , 1 simply wasn't

in her scheme of things at all; she even relieved me in silence.

Offhand, I'd have said it was the wildest sort of stupidity to

send a girl with four men on a trip like this. Well, I had to hand
it to Claire Avery; in that way she was a splendid rockctrix. She

took the inconveniences of space routine without a murmur, and
she was so companionable—that is, with the others—that it was

like having a young and unusually entertaining man aboard.

And, after all, Gogrol was twice her age and Henshaw almost

three times; Coretti was younger, but I was the only one who was

really of her generation. But as I say, she hated me; Coretti seemed

to stand best with her.

So the weary weeks of the journey dragged along. Hie Sun

shrunk up to a disk only a fifth the diameter of the terrestrial

Sun, but Jupiter grew to an enormous moon-like orb with its

bands and spots gloriously tinted. It was an exquisite sight, and

sometimes, since eight hours' sleep is more than I can use, I used

to slip into the control room while Claire Avery was on duty,

just to watch the giant planet and its moons. The girl and I never

said a word to each other.

We weren't to stop at Io, but were landing directly on

Europa, our destination, the third moon outward from the vast

molten globe of Jupiter. In some ways Europa is the queerest little

sphere in the Solar System, and for many years it was believed to

be quite uninhabitable. It is, too, as far as seventy per cent of
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its surface goes, but the remaining area is a wild and weird region.

This is the mountainous hollow in the face toward Jupiter,

for Europa, like the Moon, keeps one face always toward its

primary. Here in this vast depression, all of the tiny world's scanty

atmosphere is collected, gathered like little lakes and puddles

into the valleys between mountain ranges that often pierce

through the iow-lying air into the emptiness of space.

Often enough a single valley forms a microcosm sundered

by nothingness from the rest of the planet, generating its own
little rainstorms under pygmy cloud banks, inhabited by its in-

digenous life, untouched by, and unaware, of all else.

In the ephemeris, Europa is dismissed prosaically with a

string of figures: diameter, 2099 M.—period, 3 days, 13 hours, 14

seconds—distance from primary, 425,160 M. For an astronomical

ephemeris isn't concerned with the thin film of life that occasion-

ally blurs a planet's surface; it has nothing to say of the slow

libration of Europa that sends intermittent tides of air washing

against the mountain slopes under the tidal drag of Jupiter, nor

of the waves that sometimes spill air from valley to valley, and
sometimes spill alien life as well.

Least of all is the ephemeris concerned with the queer forms

that crawl now and then right up out of the air pools, to lie on
the vacuum-bathed peaks exactly as strange fishes flopped their

way out of the Earthly seas to bask on the sands at the close of

the Devonian age.

Of the five of us, I was the only one who had ever visited

Europa—or so I thought at the time. Indeed, there were few men
in the world who had actually set foot on the inhospitable little

planet; Gunderson and his men were dead, save me and perhaps

Kratska, and we had been the first organized expedition.

Only a few stray adventurers from Io had preceded us. So
it was to me that Captain Henshaw directed his orders when he
said, "Take us as close as possible to Gunderson's landing."

It began to be evident that we'd make ground toward the
end of Claire's long shift, so I crawled out of the coffinlike niche
I called my cabin an hour early, and went up to the control room
to guide her down. We were seventy or eighty miles up, but there

were no clouds or air distortion here, and the valleys crisscrossed
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under us like a relief map. v

It was infernally hard to pick Gunderson's valley; the burned
spot from the blast was long since grown over, and I had only

memory to rely on, for, of course, all charts were lost with the

Hera. But I knew the general region, and it really made less dif-

ference than it might have, for practically all the valleys in that

vicinity were connected by passes; one could walk between them
in breathable air.

After a while I picked one of a series of narrow parallel

valleys, one with what I knew was a salt pool in the center

—

though most of them had that; they'd be desert without it—and
pointed it out to Claire. "That one," I said, adding maliciously,

"and I'd better warn you that it's narrow and deep—a ticklish

landing place."

She flashed me an unfriendly glance from sapphire eves, but

said nothing. But a voice behind me sounded unexpectedly: "To
the left! The one to the left. It—it looks easier."

Gogrol! 1 was startled for a moment, then turned coldly on
him. "Keep out of the control room during landings," I snapped.

He glared, muttered something, and retired. But he left me
a trifle worried; not that his valley to the left was any easier to land

in—that was pure bunk—but it looked a little familar! Actually,

I wasn't sure but that Gogrol had pointed out Gunderson's valley.

But I stuck to my first guess. The irritation I felt I took out

on Claire. "Take it slow!" I said gruffly. "This isn't a landing field.

Nobody's put up leveling poles in these valleys. You're going to

have to land completely blind from about four hundred feet, be-

cause the blast begins to splash sooner in this thin air. You go

down by level and guess, and Heaven help us if you roll herl

There's no room for rolling between those cliffs."

She bit her lip nervously. The Minos was already rolling

under the girl's inexpert hand, though that wasn't dangerous while

we still had ten or twelve miles of altitude. But the ground was

coming up steadily.

I was in a cruel mood. I watched the strain grow in her lovely

features, and if I felt any pity, I lost it when I thought of the

way she had treated me. So I taunted her.

"This shouldn't be a hard landing for the Golden Flash. Or
maybe you'd rather be landing at full speed, so you could fall into
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a braking ellipse—only that wouldn't work here, because the air

doesn't stick up high enough to act as a brake."

And a few minutes later, when her lips were quivering with

tension, I said, "It takes more than publicity and gambler's luck

to make a pilot, doesn't it?"

She broke. She screamed suddenly, "Oh, take it! Take it,

then!" and slammed the U-bar into my hands. Then she huddled

back in her corner sobbing, with her golden hair streaming over

her face.

I took over; I had no choice. I pulled the Minos out of the

roll Claire's gesture had put her in, and then started teetering

down on the underjets. It was pitifully easy because of Europa's

low gravitation and the resulting low falling acceleration; it gave

the pilot so much time to compensate for side sway.

I began to realize how miserable little the Golden Flash

really knew about rocketry, and, despite myself, I felt a surge of

pity for her. But why pity her? Every one knew that Claire Avery

was simply a wealthy, thrill-intoxicated daredevil, with more than

her share of money, of beauty, of adulation. The despised Jack

Sands pitying her? That's a laugh!

The underblast hit and splashed, turning the brown-clad

valley into black ashes and flame. I inched down very slowly now,
for there was nothing to see below save the fiery sheet of the

blast, and I watched the bubble on the level as if my life depended
on it—which it did.

I knew the splash began at about four hundred feet in this

density of air, but from then on it was guesswork, and a question

of settling down so slowly that when we hit we wouldn't damage
the underjets. And if I do say it, we grounded so gently that I

don't think Claire Avery knew it until I cut off the bast.

She rubbed the tears away with her sleeve and glared blue-

eyed defiance at me, but before she could speak, Henshaw opened
the door. "Nice landing, Miss Avery," he said.

"Wasn't it?" I echoed with a grin at the girl.

She stood up. She was trembling and I think that under
Earthly gravitation she would have fallen back into the pilot's

seat, for I saw her knees shaking below her trim, black shorts.

"I didn't land us," she said grimly. "Mr. Sands put us to

ground."
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Somehow my pity got the best of me then. "Sure," I said.

"It's into my shift. Look." It was; the chronometer showed three

minutes in. "Miss Avery had all the hard part

—

M

But she was gone. And try as I would, I could not bring my-
self to see her as the hard, brilliant thrill seeker which the papers

and broadcasts portrayed her. Instead, she left me with a strange

and by no means logical impression of—wistfulness.

Life on Europa began uneventfully. Little by little we reduced

the atmospheric pressure in the Minos to conform to that outside.

First Coretti and then Claire Avery had a spell of altitude sick-

ness, but by the end of twenty hours we were all acclimated

enough to be comfortable outside.

Henshaw and I were first to venture into the open. I scanned

the valley carefully for familiar landmarks, but it was hard to be
sure; all these canyonlike ditches were much alike. I know that a

copse of songbushes had grown high on the cliff when the Hera
had landed, but our blast had splashed higher, and if the bushes

had been there, they were only a patch of ashes now.
At the far end of the valley there should have been a cleft

in the hills, a pass leading to the right into the next valley. That
wasn't there; all I could distinguish was a narrow ravine cutting

the hills to the left.

"I'm afraid I've missed Cunderson's valley," I told Henshaw.
"I think it's the next one to our left; it's connected to this one

by a pass, if I'm right, and this is one I came in several times to

hunt." It recurred to me suddenly that Gogrol had said the left

one.

"You say there's a pass?" mused Henshaw. "Then we'll stay

here rather than chance another take-off and another landing. We
can work in Gunderson's valley through the pass. You're sure it's

low enough so we won't have to use oxygen helmets?"

"If it's the right pass, I am. But work at what in Gunderson's

valley? I thought this was an exploring expedition."

Henshaw gave me a queer, sharp look, and turned away.

Right then I saw Gogrol standing in the port of the Minos y and

I didn't know whether Henshaw's reticence was due to his pres-

ence or mine. I moved a step to follow him, but at that moment
the outer dour of the air lock opened and Claire Avery came out.
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It was the first time I had seen her in a fair light since the

take-off at Young's Field, and I had rather forgotten the loveliness

of her coloring. Of course, her skin had paled from the weeks in

semidarkness, but her cadmium-yellow hair and sapphire-blue eyes

were really startling, especially when she moved into the sun

shadow of the cliff and stood bathed onlv in the golden Jupiter

light.

Like Henshaw and myself, she had slipped on the all-envelop-

ing ski suit one wore on chilly little Europa. The small world

received only a fourth as much heat as steamy Io, and would not

have been habitable at all except for the fact that it kept its face

always toward its primary, and therefore received heat intermit-

tently from the Sun, but eternally from Jupiter.

The girl cast an eager look over the valley; I knew this was

her first experience on an uninhabited world, and there is always

a sense of strangeness and the fascination of the unknown in one's

first step on an alien planet.

She looked at Henshaw, who was methodically examining

the scorched soil on which the Minos rested, and then her glance

crossed mine. There was an electric moment of tension, but then

the anger in her blue eyes—if it had been anger—died away, and
she strode deliberately to my side.

She faced me squarely. "Jack Sands," she said with an under-

tone of defiance, "I owe you an apology. Don't think Pm apolo-

gizing for my opinion of you, but only for the way I've been acting

toward you. In a small company like this there isn't room for

enmity, and as far as I'm concerned, your past is yours from now
on. What's more, I want to thank you for helping me during the

take-off, and"—her defiance was cracking a bit
—

"d-during the

—

the landing."

I stared at her. That apology must have cost her an effort,

for the Golden Flash was a proud young lady, and I saw her wink
back her tears. I choked back the vicious reply I had been about
to make, and said only, "O.K. You keep your opinion of me to

yourself and I'll do the same with my opinion of you."

She flushed, then smiled. "I guess I'm a rotten pilot," she

admitted ruefully. "I hate take-offs and landings. To tell the

truth, I'm simplv scared green of the Minos. Up to the time wc
left Young's Field, I'd never handled anything larger than my
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little racing rocket, the Golden Flash"
I gasped. That wouldn't have been credible if I hadn't seen

with my own eyes how utterly unpracticed she was. "But why?"
I asked in perplexity. "If you hate piloting so, why do it? Just

for publicity? With your money you don't have to, you know."
"Oh, my money!" she echoed irritably. She stared away over

the narrow valley, and started suddenly. "Look!" she cried.

"There's something moving on the peaks—like a big ball. And
way up where there's no air at all!"

I glanced over. "It's just a bladder bird," I said indifferently.

I'd seen plenty of them; they were the commonest mobile form

of life on Europa. But of course Claire hadn't, and she was eagerly

curious.

I explained. I threw stones into a tinkling grove of song-

bushes until I flushed up another, and it went gliding over our

heads with its membrane stretched taut.

I told her that the three-foot creature that had sailed like a

flying squirrel was the same sort as the giant ball she had glimpsed

among the airless peaks, only the one on the peaks had inflated

its bladder. The creatures were able to cross from valley to valley

by carrying their air with them in their big, balloonlike bladders.

And, of course, bladder birds weren't really birds at all; they

didn't fly, but glided like the lemurs and flying squirrels of Earth,

and naturally, couldn't even do that when they were up on the

airless heights.

Claire was so eager and interested and wide-eyed that I quite

forgot my grudge. I started to show her my knowledge of things

Europan; I led her close to the copse of song-bushes so that she

could listen to the sweet and plaintive melody of their breathing

leaves, and I took her down to the salt pool in the center of the

valley to find some of the primitive creatures which Gunderson's

men had called "nutsies," because they looked very much like

walnuts with the hulls on. But within was a small mouthful of

delicious meat, neither animal nor vegetable, which was quite

safe to eat raw, since bacterial life did not exist on Europa.

I guess I was pretty exuberant, for after all, this was the first

chance at companionship I'd had for many weeks. We wandered

down the valley and I talked, talked about anything. I told her

of the various forms life assumed on the planets, how on Mars
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and Titan and Europa sex was unknown, though Venus and Earth

and Io all possessed it; and how on Mars and Europa vegetable

and animal life had never differentiated, so that even the vastly

intelligent beaked Martians had a tinge of vegetable nature, while

conversely the song-bushes on the hills of Europa had a vaguely

animal content. And meanwhile we wandered aimlessly along until

we stood below the narrow pass or ravine that led presumably

into Gunderson's valley to our left.

Far up the slope a movement caught my eye. A bladder bird,

I thought idly, though it was a low altitude for one to inflate;

they usually expanded their bladders just below the point where

breathing became impossible. Then I saw that it wasn't a bladder

bird; it was a man. In fact, it was Gogrol.

He was emerging from the pass, and his collar was turned

up about his throat against the cold of the altitude. He hadn't

seen us, apparently, as he angled down what mountaineers call

a coJ, a ledge or neck of rock that slanted from the mouth of the

ravine along the hillside toward the Minos. But Claire, following

the direction of my gaze, saw him in the moment before brush

hid him from view.

"Gogrol!" she exclaimed. "He must have been in the next

valley. Stefan will want
—

" She caught herself sharply.

"Why," I asked grimly, "should your friend Coretti be in-

terested in Gogrol's actions? After all, Gogrol's supposed to be a

biologist, isn't he? Why shouldn't he take a look in the next

valley?"

Her lips tightened. "Why shouldn't he?" she echoed. "I

didn't say he shouldn't. I didn't say anything like that."

And thenceforward she maintained a stubborn silence. In-

deed, something of the old enmity and coolness seemed to have
settled between us as we walked back through the valley toward
the Minos.

That night Henshaw rearranged our schedule to a more con-

venient plan than the requirements of space. We divided our

time into days and nights, or rather into sleeping and waking
periods, for, of course, there is no true night on Europa. The
shifts of light are almost as puzzling as those on its neighbor Io,
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but not quite, because Io has its own rotation to complicate
matters. v

On Europa, the nearest approach to true night is during the
eclipse that occurs every three days or so, when the landscape is

illumined only by the golden twilight of Jupiter, or at the most,
only by Jupiter and Io light. So we set our own night time by
arbitrary Earth reckoning, so that we might all work and sleep

during the same periods.

There was no need for any sort of watch to be kept; no one
had ever reported life dangerous to man on little Europa. The
only danger came from the meteors that swarm about the giant

Jupiter's orbit, and sometimes came crashing down through the

shallow air of his satellites; we couldn't dodge them here as we
could in space. But that was a danger against which a guard was
unavailing.

It was the next morning that I cornered Henshaw and forced

him to listen to my questions.

"Listen to me, Harris," I said determinedly. "What is there

about this expedition that everybody knows but me? If this is an

exploring party, I'm the Ameer of Yarkand. Now I want to know
what it's all about."

Henshaw looked miserably embarrassed. He kept his eyes

away from mine, and muttered unhappily, "I can't tell you, Jack.

I'm damned sorry, but I can't tell you."

"Why not?"

He hesitated. "Because I'm under orders not to, Jack."

"Whose orders?"

Henshaw shook his head. "Damn it!" he said vehemently.

"J trust you. If it were my choice, you'd be the one I'd pick for

honesty. But it isn't my choice." He paused. "Do you understand

that? All right"—he stiffened into his captain's manner
—

"no

more questions, then. I'll ask the questions and give the orders."

Well, put on that basis, I couldn't argue. I'm a pilot, first,

last, and always, and I don't disobey my superior's orders even

when he happens to be as close a friend as Henshaw. But I

began to kick myself for not seeing something queer in the busi-

ness as soon as Henshaw offered me the job.

If Interplanetary was looking for favorable publicity, they

wouldn't get it by signing me on. Moreover, the government
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wasn't in the habit of reissuing a revoked pilot's license without

good and sufficient reason, and I knew I hadn't supplied any such

reason by loafing around brooding over my troubles. That alone

should have tipped me off that something was screwy.

And there were plenty of hints during the voyage itself. True,

Gogrol seemed to talk the language of biology, but I'll be dogged

if Coretti talked like a chemist. And there was that haunting sense

of familiarity about Gogrol, too. And to cap the climax was the

incongruity of calling this jaunt an exploring expedition; for all

the exploring we were doing we might as well have landed on
Staten Island or Buffalo. Better, as far as I was concerned, be-

cause I'd seen Europa but had never been to Buffalo.

Well, there was nothing to be done about it now. I suppress-

ed my disgust and tried as hard as I could to cooperate with the

others in whatever project we were supposed to be pursuing. That
was rather difficult, too, because suspicious-appearing incidents

kept cropping up to make me feel like a stranger or an outcast.

There was, for instance, the time Henshow decided that a

change in diet would be welcome. The native life of Europa was
perfectly edible, though not all as tasty as the tiny shell creatures

of the salt pools. However, I knew of one variety that had served

the men of the Hera, a plantlike growth consisting of a single

fleshy hand-sized member, that we had called liver-leaf because

of its taste.

The captain detailed Coretti and myself to gather a supply

of this delicacy, and I found a specimen, showed it to him, and
then set off dutifully along the north—that is, the left—wall of

the valley.

Coretti appeared to take the opposite side, but I had not
gone far before I glimpsed him skirting my edge of the salt pool.

That meant nothing; he was free to search anywhere for liver-leaf,

but it was soon evident to me that he was not searching. He was
following me; he was shadowing my movements.

I was thoroughly irritated, but determined not to show it. I

plodded methodically along, gathering the fat leaves in my basket,

until I reached the valley's far end and the slopes back and suc-

ceeded in running square into Coretti before he could maneuver
himself out of a copse of song-bushes.

He grinned at me. "Any luck?" he asked.
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"More than you, it seems," I retorted, with a contemptuous
look at his all but empty basket.

v

"I had no luck at all. I thought maybe in the next valley,

through the pass there, we might find some."
"I've found my share," I grunted.

I thought I noticed a flicker of surprise in his black eyes.

"You're not going over?" he asked sharply. "You're going back?"

"You guessed it," I said sharply. "My basket's full and I'm
going back."

I knew that he watched me most of the way back, because

halfway to the Minos I turned around, and I could see him stand-

ing there on the slope below the pass.

Along toward what we called evening the Sun went into our

first eclipse. The landscape was bathed in the aureate light of

Jupiter alone, and I realized that I'd forgotten how beautiful that

golden twilight could be.

I was feeling particularly lonesome, too, so I wandered out

to stare at the glowing peaks against the black sky, and the im-

mense, bulging sphere of Jupiter with Ganymede swinging like a

luminous pearl close beside it. The scene was so lovely that I

forgot my loneliness, until I was suddenly reminded of it.

A glint of more brilliant gold caught my eye, up near the

grove of song-bushes. It was Claire's head; she was standing there

watching the display, and beside her was Coretti. While I looked,

he suddenly turned and drew her into his arms; she put her hands

against his chest, but she wasn't struggling; she was perfectly

passive and content. It was none of my business, of course, but

—well, if I'd disliked Coretti before, I hated him now, because

I was lonely again.

I think it was the next day that things came to a head, and

trouble really began. Henshaw had been pleased with our meal

of indigenous life, and decided to try it again. This time Claire

was assigned to accompany me, and we set off in silence. A sort

of echo of the coolness that had attended our last parting survived,

and besides, what I had seen last night in the eclipse light seemed

to make a difference to me. So I simply stalked along at her side,

wondering what to choose for the day's menu.
We didn't want liver-leaves again. The little nutsies from the
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salt pool were all right, but it was a half day's job to gather enough,

and besides, they were almost too salty to be pleasant fare for a

whole meal. Bladder birds were hopeless; they consisted of prac-

tically nothing except thin skin stretched over a framework of

bones. I remembered that once we had tried a brown, fungoid

lump that grew in the shade under the song-bushes; some of

Gunderson's men had liked it.

Claire finally broke the silence. "If I'm going to help you
look/' she suggested, "I ought to know what we're looking for."

I described the lumpy growths. "I'm not so sure all of us will

like them. Near as I can remember, they tasted something like

truffles, with a faint flavor of meat added. We tried them both

raw and cooked, and cooked was best/'

"I like truffles," said the girl. "They're—"
A shot! There was no mistaking the sharp crack of a .38,

though it sounded queerly thin in the rare atmosphere. But it

sounded again, and a third time, and then a regular fusillade!

"Keep back of me!" I snapped as we turned and raced for

the Minos. The warning was needless; Claire was unaccustomed
to the difficulties of running on a small planet. Her weight on
Europa must have been no more than twelve or fifteen pounds,

one eighth Earth normal, and though she had learned to walk

easily enough—one learned that on any space journey—she had
had no opportunity to learn to run. Her first step sent her half

a dozen feet in the air; I sped away from her with the long, sliding

stride one had to use on such planets as Europa.

I burst out of the brush into the area cleared by the blast,

where already growth had begun. For a moment I saw only the

Minos resting peacefully in the clearing, then I reeled with shock.

At the air lock lay a man—Henshaw—with his face a bloody pulp,

his head split by two bullets.

There was a burst of sound, voices, another shot. Out of the

open air lock reeled Coretti; he staggered backward for ten steps,

then dropped on his side, while blood welled up out of the collar

of his suit. And standing grimly in the opening, an automatic

smoking in his right hand, a charged flame pistol in his left, was
Gogrol!

I had no weapon; why should one carry arms on airless

Europa? For an instant I stood frozen, appalled, uncomprehend-
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ing, and in that moment Gogrol glimpsed me. I saw his hand
tighten on his automatic, then he Shrugged and strode toward me.

"Well," he said with a snarl in his voice, "I had to do it.

They went crazy. Anerosis. It struck both of them at once, and
they went clean mad. Self-defense, it was/'

I didn't believe him, of course. People don't get anerosis in

air no rarer than Europa's; one could live his whole life out there

without ever suffering from air starvation. But I couldn't argue

those points with a panting murderer armed with the most deadly

weapon ever devised, and with a girl coming up behind me. So I

said nothing at all.

Claire came up; I heard her shocked intake of breath, and
her almost inaudible wail, "Stefan!" Then she saw Gogrol holding

his guns, and she flared out, "So you did it! I knew they suspected

you! But you'll never get away with it, you
—

"

She broke off under the sudden menace of Gogrol's eyes, and
I stepped in front of her as he raised the automatic. For an instant

death looked squarely at both of us, then the man shrugged and
the evil light in his eyes dimmed.

"A while yet," he muttered. "If Coretti dies
—

" He backed

to the air lock and pulled a helmet from within the Minos, an

air helmet that we had thought might serve should we ever need

to cross the heights about a blind valley.

Then Gogrol advanced toward us, and I felt Claire quiver

against my shoulder. But the man only glared at us and spat out

a single word. "Back!" he rasped. "Back!"

We backed. Under the menace of that deadly flame pistol

he herded us along the narrow valley, eastward to the slope whence
angled the ravine that led toward Gunderson's valley. And up the

slope, into the dim shadows of the pass itself, so narrow in places

that mv outstretched hands could have spanned the gap between

the wails. A grim, dark, echo-haunted, and forbidding place; I did

not wonder that the girl shrank against me. The air was thin to

the point of insufficiency, and all three of us were gasping for

breath.

There was nothing I could do, for Gogrol's weapons bore

too steadily on Claire Avery. So I slipped my arm about her to

hearten her and inched warily along that shadowy canyon, until

at last it widened, and a thousand feet below stretched a valley—
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Gunderson's valley, I knew at once. Far away was the slope where

the Hera, had rested, and down in the lower end was the heart-

shaped pool of brine.

Gogrol had slipped on the helmet, leaving the visor open,

and his flat features peered out at us like a gargoyle's. On he drove

us, and down into the valley. But as he passed the mouth of the

ravine, which by now was no more than a narrow gorge between

colossal escarpments that loomed heavenward like the battlements

of Atlantis, he stooped momentarily into the shadows, and when
he rose again I fancied that a small sound like the singing of a tea-

kettle followed us down the slope. It meant nothing to me then.

He waved the automatic. "Faster!" he ordered threateningly.

We were down m the talus now, and we scrambled doggedly

among the rocks and fallen debris. On he drove us, until we
stumbled among the boulders around the central pond. Then,
suddenly, he halted.

"If you follow/' he said with a cold intensity, "I shoot!" He
strode away not toward the pass, but toward the ridge itself, back

along the slopes that lay nearest the MinoSj hidden from view in

the other valley. Of course, Gogrol could cross those airless heights,

secure in this helmet, carrying his air supply like the bladder birds.

He seemed to seek the shelter of an ascending ridge. As the

jutting rock concealed him, I leaped to a boulder.

"Come on!" I said. "Perhaps we can beat him through the

pass to the ship!"

"No!" screamed Claire, so frantically that I halted. "My
Lord, no! Didn't you see the blaster he left?"

The singing teakettle noise! I had barely time to throw my-
self beside the girl crouching behind a rock when the little atomic

bomb let go.

I suppose everybody has seen, either by eye or television,

the effect of atomic explosions. All of us, by one means or the

other, have watched old buildings demolished, road grades or

canals blasted, and those over forty may even remember the havoc-

spreading bombs of the Pacific War. But none of you could have

seen anything like this, tor this explosion had a low air pressure

and a gravitation only one eighth normal as the sole checks to

its fury.

It seemed to me that the whole mountain lifted. Vast masses
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of crumbling rock hurtled toward the black sky. Bits of stone,

whistling like bullets and incandescent like meteors, shot past us,

and the very ground we clung to heaved like the deck of a rolling

rocket.

When the wild turmoil had subsided, when the debris no
longer sang about us, when the upheaved masses had either fallen

again or had spun beyond Europa's gravitation to crash on indif-

ferent Jupiter, the pass had vanished. Mountain and vacuum
hemmed us into a prison.

Both of us were slightly stunned by the concussion, although

the thin atmosphere transmitted a strangely high pitched sound
instead of the resounding b-oo~m one would have heard on the

Earth. When my head stopped ringing, I looked around for

Gogrol, and saw him at last seven or eight hundred feet up the

slope of the mountain. Anger surged in me; I seized a stone from
the margin of the pool, and flung it viciously at him. One can

throw amazing distances on small worlds like Europa; I watched
the missile raise dust at his very feet.

He turned; very deliberately he raised the automatic, and
stone splinters from the boulder beside me stung my face. I drag-

ged Claire down behind the shelter, knowing beyond doubt that

he had meant that bullet to kill. In silence we watched him climb

until he was but a tiny black speck, nearing the crest.

He approached a bladder bird crawling its slow way along the

airless heights. Up there the creatures were slow as snails, for their

flight membranes were useless in the near vacuum. But they had
normally no enemies on the peaks.

I saw Gogrol change his course purposely to intercept the

thing. Intentionally, maliciously, he kicked a hole in the inflated

bladder, collapsing it like a child's balloon. He stood watching

while the miserable creature flopped in the agonies of suffocation,

then moved methodically on. It was the coldest exhibition of

wanton cruelty I had ever witnessed.

Claire shuddered; still in silence we watched the man's lei-

surely progress along the ridge. There was something in his atti-

tude that suggested searching, seeking, hunting. Suddenly he

quickened his pace, and then halted abruptly, stooping over what

looked to me like a waist-high heap of stones, or perhaps merely

a hummock on the ridge.
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But he was burrowing in it, digging, flinging stones and dirt

aside. And at last he stood up; if he held anything, distance hid

it, but he seemed to wave some small object at us in derisive

triumph. Then he moved over the crest of the hills and dis-

appeared.

Claire sighed despondently; she seemed very little like the

proud and rather arrogant Golden Flash. "That settles it," she

murmured disconsolately. "He's got it, and he's got us trapped

so we're quite helpless."

"Got what?" I asked. "What was he digging for up there?"

Her blue eyes widened in amazement. "Don't you know?"
"I certainly don't. I seem to know less about this damn trip

than anybody else on it."

She gazed steadily at me. "I knew Stefan was wrong," she said

softly. "I don't care what you were when you wrecked the Hera,

Jack Sands; on this trip you've been decent and brave and a

gentleman."

"Thanks," I said dryly, but I was a little touched for all that,

because, after all, the Golden Flash was a very beautiful girl.

"Then suppose you let me in on a few of the secrets. For instance,

what was Coretti wrong about? And what did Gogrol dig for?"

"Gogrol," she said, watching me, "was digging in Gunderson's

cairn."

I looked blank. "Gunderson's what? This is news to me."

She was silent for a moment. "Jack Sands," she said at last,

"I don't care what Stefan or the government or anybody thinks

of you. I think you're honest, and I think you've had an injustice

done you somehow, and I don't believe you were to blame in

the Hera crash. And I'm going to tell you all I know about this

matter. But first, do you know the object of Gunderson's expedi-

tion to Europa?"

"I never knew it. I'm a pilot; I took no interest in their

scientific gibberish."

She nodded. "Well, you know how a rocket motor works, of

course. How they use a minute amount of uranium or radium as

catalyst to release the energy in the fuel. Uranium has low activity;

it will set off only metals like the alkalis, and ships using uranium
motors burn salt. And radium, being more active, will set off the

metals from iron to copper, so ships using a radium initiator
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usually burn one of the commoner iron or copper ores."

"I know all that," I grunted. "And the heavier the metal, the
greater the power from its disintegration."

"Exactly." She paused a moment. "Well, Gunderson wanted
to use still heavier elements. That required a source of rays more
penetrating than those from radium, and he knew of only one
available source—Element 91, protactinium. And it happens that

the richest deposits of protactinium so far discovered are those

in the rocks of Europa, so to Europa he came for his experiments."

"Well?" I asked. "Where do I fit in this mess?"

"I don't quite know, Jack. Let me finish what I know, which
is all Stefan would tell me. Gunderson succeeded, they think;

he's supposed to have worked out the formula by which protactin-

ium could be made to set off lead, which would give much more
power than any present type of initiator. But if he did succeed,

his formula and notes were destroyed when the Hera crashed!"

I began to see. "But what—what about that cairn?"

"You really don't know?"
"I'll be double damned if I do! If Gunderson built a cairn,

it must have been that last day. I had the take-off, so I slept

through most of it. But—why, they did have some sort of

ceremony!"

"Yes. Gunderson mentioned something about it when your

ship touched at Junopolis on Io, What the government hopes is

that he buried a copy of his formula in that cairn. They do, you

know. Well, nobody could possibly know of the location except

you and a man named Kratska, who had disappeared.

"So Interplanetary, which is in bad anyway because of some
stock transactions, was ordered to back this expedition with you

as pilot—or at least, that's what Stefan told me. I guess I was

taken along just to give the corporation a little more publicity,

and, of course, Stefan was sent to watch you, in hopes you'd give

away the location. The formula's immensely valuable, you see."

"Yeah, I see. And how about Gogrol?"

She frowned. "I don't know. Stefan hinted that he had some

connections with Harrick of Interplanetary, or perhaps some hold

over him. Harrick insisted on his being a member."

"The devil!" I exploded suddenly. "He knew about the cairn!

He knew where to look!"
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Her eyes grew wide. "Why, he did! He's—could he be the

representative of some foreign government? If we could stop him!

But he's left us absolutely helpless here. Why didn't he kill us?"

"I can guess that," I said grimly. "He can't fly the Minos
alone. Henshaw's dead, and if Coretti dies—well, one of us is due

for the job of pilot."

A tremor shook her. "I'd rather be dead, too," she murmured,
"than to travel with him alone."

"And I'd rather see you so," I agreed glumly. "I wish to

heaven you had stayed out of this. You could be home enjoying

your money."

"My money!" she flashed. "I haven't any money. Do you
think I take these chances for publicity or thrills or admiration?"

I gaped; of course, I'd thought exactly that.

She was literally blazing. "Listen to me, Jack Sands. There's

just one reason for the fool things I do—money! There isn't any
Avery fortune, and hasn't been since my father died. I've needed
money desperately these last two years, to keep the Connecticut

place for my mother, because she'd die if she had to leave it. It's

been our family home for two hundred years, since 1910, and I

won't be the one to lose it!"

It took a moment to adjust myself to what she was saying.

"But a racing rocket isn't a poor man's toy," I said feebly. "And
surely a girl like you could find

—

"

"A girl like me!" she cut in bitterly. "Oh, I know I have a

good figure and a passable voice, and perhaps I could have found
work in a television chorus, but I needed real money. I had my
choice of two ways to get it: I could marry it, or I could gamble
my neck against it. You see which way I chose. As the Golden
Flash, I can get big prices for endorsing breakfast foods and beauty

preparations. That's why I gambled in that race; my racing rocket

was all I had left to gamble with. And it worked, only"—her voice

broke a little
—

"I wish I could stop gambling. I—I hate it!"

It wasn't only pity I felt for her then. Her confession of

poverty had changed things; she was no longer the wealthy, un-
attainable being I had always imagined the Golden Flash to be.

She was simply a forlorn and unhappy girl; one who needed to be
loved and comforted. And then I remembered the evening of the
eclipse, and Coretti's arms about her. So I gazed for an instant
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at the sunlight on her hair, and then turned slowly away.
After a while we gathered some liver-leaves and cooked them,

and I tried to tell Claire that we were certain to be rescued.

Neither of us believed it; we knew very well that Gogrol would
carry no living companion to Io; whoever helped him run the

Minos would certainly be dead and cast into space before landing.

And we knew that Gogrol's story, whatever it might be, would not
be one likely to encourage a rescue party. He'd simply report us

all dead somehow or other.

"I don't care," said Claire. "I'm glad I'm with you."

I thought of Coretti and said nothing. We were just sitting

in glum silence near the fire when Gogrol came over the hills

again.

Claire saw him first and cried out. Despite his helmet, neither

of us could mistake his broad, squat figure. But there was nothing
we could do except wait, though we did draw closer to the area

of wild and tumbled boulders about the central pool.

"What do you suppose
—

" asked Claire nervously.

"Coretti may have died, or may be too injured to help."

Pain twisted her features. "Yes, or—Oh, I know, Jack! It's

that Gogrol can't plot a course. He can pilot; he can follow a

course already laid out, but he can't plot one—and neither can

Stefan!"

Instantly I knew she must be right. Piloting a ship is just

a question of following directions, but plotting a course involves

the calculus of function, and that, let me tell you, takes a mathe-

matician. I could do it, and Claire handled a simple route well

enough—one had to in rocket racing—but astrogators were not

common even among pilots.

You see, the difficulty is that you don't just point the ship at

your destination, because that destination is moving; you head for

where the planet will be when you arrive. And in this case, assum-

ing Gogrol meant to make for Io, a journey from Europa to that

world meant speeding in the direction of the colossal mass of

Jupiter, and if a rocket once passed the critical velocity in that

direction—good night!

A hundred feet away Gogrol halted. "Listen, you two," he

yelled, "I'm offering Miss Avery the chance to join the crew of

the Minos"
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"You're the crew," I retorted. "She's not taking your offer."

Without warning he leveled his revolver and fired, and a

shock numbed my left leg. I fell within the shelter of a boulder,

thrusting Claire before me, while Gogrol's bellow followed the

crash of his shot: "I'll shut your mouth for you!"

There began the weirdest game of hide and seek I've ever

played, with Claire and me crawling among the tumbled boulders,

scarcely daring to breathe. Gogrol had all the advantage, and he

used it. I couldn't stand upright, and my legs began to hurt so

excruciatingly that I was afraid each minute of an involuntary

groan forcing its way through my lips. Claire suffered with me;
her eyes were agonized blue pools of torment, but she dared not

even whisper to me.
Gogrol took to leaping atop the boulders. He glimpsed me,

and a second bullet struck that same burning leg. He was deliber-

ately hunting me down, and I saw it was the end.

We had a momentary shelter. Claire whispered to me, "I'm

going to him. He'll kill you otherwise, and take me anyway."

"No!" I croaked. "No!"
Gogrol heard, and was coming. Claire said hastily, "He's—

bestial. At least I can plot a course that will—kill us!" Then she

called, "Gogrol! Ill surrender."

I snatched at her ankle—too late. I went crawling after her

as she strode into the open, but her steps were too rapid. I heard

her say, "I give up, if you won't—shoot him again."

Gogrol mumbled, and then Claire's voice again, "Yes. I'll

plot your course, but how can I cross the peaks?"

"Walk," he said, and laughed.

"I can't breathe up there."

"Walk as far as you can. You won't die while I take you the

rest of the way."

There was no reply. When I finally crept into the open, they
were a hundred feet up the slope.

Helpless, raging, pain-maddened, I seized a stone and flung

it. It struck Gogrol in the back, but it struck with no more force

than if I'd tossed it a dozen feet on Earth. He spun in fury,

thrust the screaming Claire aside, and sent another bullet at me.
Missed me, I thought, though I wasn't sure for pain had numbed
me. I couldn't be sure of anything.
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Claire saw that I still retained some semblance of conscious-

ness. "Goodby!" she called, and added something that I could not
hear because of the red waves of pain, but I knew Gogrol laughed
at it. Thereafter, for what seemed like a long time, I knew only
that I was crawling doggedly through an inferno of torture.

When the red mist lifted, I was only at the base of the rise.

Far above I could see the figures of Claire and Gogrol, and I

perceived that though he strode with easy steps, protected by his

helmet, the girl was already staggering from breathlessness. While
I watched, she stumbled, and then began to struggle frantically

and spasmodically to jerk away from him. It wasn't that she meant
to break her promise, but merely that the agonies of suffocation

drove her to attempt any means of regaining breathable air.

But the struggle was brief. It was less than a minute before

she fainted, passed out from air starvation, and Gogrol slung her

carelessly under one arm—as I said, she weighed, about twelve

pounds on Europa—and pressed on. At the very crest he paused

and looked back, and in that thin, clear air I could see every detail

with telescopic distinctness, even to the shadow he cast across

Claire's drooping golden head.

He raised the revolver to his temple waved it at me with a

derisive gesture and then flung it far down the mountainside to-

ward me. His meaning was unmistakable; he was advising me to

commit suicide. When I reached the revolver, there was a single

unused cartridge in the clip; I looked up, tempted to try it on

Gogrol himself, but he was gone across the ridge.

Now I knew all hope was gone. Perhaps I was dying from

that last bullet anyway, but whether I were or not, Claire was lost,

and all that remained for me was the madness of solitude, forever

imprisoned by empty space in this valley. That or—suicide.

I don't know how many times I thought of that single cart-

ridge, but I know the thought grew very tempting after a few

more hours of pain. By that time, for all I knew, the Minos might

have taken off on its dash to death, for the roar of its blast could

not carry over the airless heights, and it would be so high and

small by the time I could see it above the hills that I might have

missed it.

If only I could cross those hills! I began to realize that more

important than my own life was Claire's safety, even if it meant
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saving her for Coretti. But I couldn't save her; I couldn't even get

to her unless I could walk along the hills like a bladder bird.

Like a bladder bird! I was sure that it was only the delirium

of fever that suggested that wild thought. Would it work? I

answered myself that whether it worked or failed it was better than

dying here without ever trying.

I stalked that bladder bird like a cat. Time after time I spent

long minutes creeping toward a copse of song-bushes only to have

the creature sail blithely over my head and across the valley. But
at last I saw the thing crouched for flight above me; I dared not

delay longer lest my wounds weaken me too much for the trial

of my plan, and I fired. There went my single cartridge.

The bladder bird dropped! But that was only the beginning

of my task. Carefully—so very carefully—I removed the creature's

bladder, leaving the vent tube intact. Then, through the opening

that connects to the bird's single lung, I slipped my head, letting

the bloody rim contract about my throat.

I knew that wouldn't be air-tight, so I bound it with strips

torn from my clothing, so closely that it all but choked me. Then
I took the slimy vent tube in my mouth and began an endless

routine. Breathe in through the vent tube, pinch it shut, breathe

out into the bladder—over and over and over. But gradually the

bladder expanded with filthy, vitiated, stinking, and oncebreathed
air.

I had it half filled when I saw that I was going to have to

start if I were to have a chance of living long enough for a test.

Breathing through the vent tube as long as there was air enough,
peering dully through the semitransparent walls of the bladder,

I started crawling up the hill.

I won't describe that incredible journey. On Earth it would
have been utterly impossible; here, since I weighed but eighteen
pounds, it was barely within the bounds of possibility. As I as-

cended, the bladder swelled against the reduced pressure; by the
time I had to start breathing the fearful stuff, I could feel it

escaping and bubbling through the blood around my neck.

Somehow I made the crest, almost directly above the Minos.
It was still there, anyway. Gogrol hadn't come this way, and now
I saw why. There was a sheer drop here of four hundred feet.

Well, that only equaled fifty on Earth, but even fifty— But I had
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to try it, because I was dying here on the peaks. I jumped.
I landed with a wrench of pain on my wounded leg, but

much more lightly than I had feared. Of course! Jumping down
into denser air, the great bladder had acted like a parachute, and,

after all, my weight here was but eighteen pounds. I crawled on-

ward, in agony for the moment when I could cast off the stinking,

choking bladder.

That moment came. I had crossed the peaks, and before me
lay the Minos. I crawled on, around to the side where the air lock

was. It was open, and a voice bellowed out of it. Gogrol!

"You'll trick me, eh!" he screeched. "You11 lay a course that

will crash us! We'll see! We'll see!" There came the unmistakable

sound of a blow, and a faint whimper of pain.

Somewhere I found the strength to stand up. Brandishing

the empty automatic, I swayed into the air lock, sliding along

the walls to the control room.

There was something about the figure that bent in the dusk

above a sobbing girl that aroused a flash of recognition. Seeing

him thus in a shadowed control room with the sun shields up—
I knew what I should have known weeks ago. Gogrol was

—

Kratska!

"Kratska!" I croaked, and he whirled. Both he and Claire

were frozen into utter rigidity by surprise and disbelief. I really

think they were both convinced that I was a ghost.

"How—how—" squeaked Gogrol, or rather Kratska.

"I walked across. I'd walk across hell to find you, Kratska."

I brandished the gun. "Get outside. Get out and get away quick,

if you expect to escape the blast. We're leaving you here until

police from Io can pick you up—on that Hera matter among
others." I spoke to the dazed Claire. "Close the air lock after him.

We're taking off."

"Jack!" she cried, comprehending at last. "But Stefan's wired

to a tree out there. The blast will incinerate him!"

"Then loose him, and for Heaven's sake, quickly!"

But no sooner had she vanished than Kratska took his chance.

He saw how weak I was, and he gambled on the one shot he

thought remained in the magazine of my weapon. He rushed me.

I think he was mad. He was screaming curses. "Damn you!"

he screeched. "You can't beat me! I made you the goat on the
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Hera, and I can do it here."

And I knew he could, too, if he could overcome me before

Claire released Coretti. She couldn't handle him, and we'd all be
at his mercy. So I fought with all the life I had left, and felt it

draining out of me like acid out of burette. And after a while it

was all drained, and darkness filled up the emptiness.

I heard curious sounds. Some one was saying, "No, I'll take

off first and lay out the course after we reach escape velocity.

Saves time. We've got to get him to Io." And a little later, "Oh,
Lord, Stefan! If I roll her now—Why am I such a rotten pilot?"

And then there was the roar of the blast for hours upon hours.

A long time later I realized that I was lying on the chart

room table, and Coretti was looking down at me. He said, "How
you feel, Jack?" It was the first time he had used my name.

"O. K.," I said, and then memory came back. "Gogrol! He's

Kratska!"

"He was," said Coretti. "He's dead."

"Dead!" There went any chance of squaring that Hera mess.

"Yep. You killed him, smashed in his head with that auto-

matic before we could pull you off. But he had it coming."

"Yeah, maybe, but the Hera—"
"Never mind the Hera, Jack. Both Claire and I heard Kratska

admit his responsibility. We'll clear you of that, all right." He
paused. "And it might make you feel a little more chipper if I

tell you that we got the formula, too, and that there's a reward

for it that will leave us sitting in the clover field, even split three

ways. That is, Claire keeps insisting on three ways; I know I don't

deserve a split."

"Three ways is right," I said. "It'll give you and Claire a good
send-off."

;;Me and Claire?"

"Listen, Coretti. I didn't mean to, but I saw you the evening

of the eclipse. Claire didn't look as if she was fighting you."

He smiled. "So you saw that," he said slowly. "Then you
listen. A fellow who's asking a girl to marry him is apt to hold
the girl a little close. And if she's got any heart, she doesn't push
him away. She just says no as gently as possible."

"She says no?"

"She did that time. I'd bet different with you."
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"She—she
—

" Something about the familiar sound of the
blast caught my attention. "We're landing!"

"Yeah, on Io. We've been landing for two hours."

"Who took off?"

"Claire did. She took off and kept going. She's been sitting

there fifty hours. She thinks you need a doctor, and I don't know
a damn thing about running a rocket. She's taken it clear from
Europa."

I sat up. "Take me in there," I said grimly. "Don't argue.

Take me in there!"

Claire barely raised her eyes when Coretti slid me down
beside her. She was all but exhausted, sitting there all those weary
hours, and now up against her old terror of landing. "Jack, Jack!"

she whispered as if to herself. "I'm glad you're better."

"Honey," I said—her hair did look like honey
—

"I'm taking

half the U-bar. Just let me guide you."

We came down without a roll, and landed like a canary

feather. But I hadn't a thing to do with it; I was so weak I couldn't

even move the U-bar, but she didn't know that. Confidence was

all she needed; she had the makings of a damn good pilot. Yeah;

I've proved that. She is a damn good pilot. But all the same, she

went to sleep in the middle of our first kiss.
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^*-^NE WOULD HARDLY CHOOSE

the life of an assistant professor of mathematics at an Eastern

University as an adventurous one. Professors in general are reputed

to drone out in a quiet, scholarly existence, and an instructor of

mathematics might seem the driest and least lively of men, since

his subject is perhaps the most desiccated. And yet—even the

lifeless science of figures has had its dreamers—Clerk Maxwell,

Lobachewski, Einstein and the rest. The latter, the great Albert

Einstein himself who is forging the only chain that ever tied a

philosophers' dream to experimental science, is pounding his links

of tenuous mathematical symbols, shadowy as thought, but
unbreakable.

And don't forget that "Alice in Wonderland" was written by
a dreamer who happened also to be a mathematician. Not that

I class myself with them; I'm practical enough to leave fantasies

alone. Teaching is my business.

At least, teaching is my main business. I do a little statistical

work for industrial corporations when the occasion presents it-

self—in fact, you'll find my name in the classified section: Abner
Aarons, Statistician and Consulting Mathematician. I eke out
my professional salary, and I do at times strike something inter-

esting. Of course, in the main such work consists of graphing

trends of consumption for manufacturers, or population increases

for public utilities.

And occasionally some up-and-coming advertising agency
will consult me on how many sardine cans would be needed to

fill the Panama Canal, or some such material to use as catchy

advertising copy. Not exactly exciting work, but it helps

financially.
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Thus I was not particularly surprised that July morning to

receive a call. The university had been closed for some weeks; the
summer session was about to open, without however, the benefit

of my presence. I was taking a vacation, leaving in two or three

days for a Vermont village I knew, where the brook trout cared

not a bit whether a prizefighter, president, or professor was on
the hither end of the line. And I was going alone; three-quarters

of the year before a classroom full of the tadpoles called college

students had thoroughly wearied me of any further desire for

human companionship; my social instincts were temporarily in

abeyance.

Nevertheless, I'm not unthrifty enough to disregard an op-

portunity to turn an honest penny, and the call was far from un-

welcome. Even the modest holiday I planned can bite deeply

enough into the financial foundation of an assistant professor's

pittance. And the work sounded like one of these fairly lucrative

and rather simple propositions.

"This is Court Strawn," the telephone announced. "I'm an
experimental chemist, and I've completed a rather long series of

experiments. I want them tabulated and the results analyzed; do
you do that sort of work?"

I did, and acknowledged as much.

"It will be necessary for you to call here for your data," the

voice continued. Strangely unctuous, that voice. "It is impossible

for me to leave." There followed an address on West Seventieth

Street.

Well, I had called for data before. Generally the stuff was

delivered or mailed to me, but his request wasn't extraordinary,

I agreed, and added that I'd be over shortly. No use delaying my
vacation if I could help it.

I took the subway. Taxis are a needless luxury to a professor,

and a car of my own was an unrealized ambition. It wasn't long

before I entered one of the nondescript brown houses that still

survive west of the Avenue. Strawn let me in, and I perceived the

reason for his request. The man was horribly crippled; his whole

left side was warped like a gnarled oak, and he was hard put to

hobble about the house. For the rest—stringy dark hair, and little

tense eyes.

He greeted me pleasantly enough, and I entered a small
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library, while my host hobbled over to a littered desk, seating

himself facing me. The deep-set eyes looked me over, and he

chuckled.

"Are you a good mathematician, Dr. Aarons?" he asked.

There was more than a hint of a sneer in his voice.

"My work has been satisfactory," I answered, somewhat
nettled. "I've been doing statistical work for several years."

He waved a shriveled left hand.

"Of course—of course! I don't doubt your practical ability.

Are you, however, well versed in the more abstract branches—
the theory of numbers, for instance, or the hyper-spatial

mathematics?"

I was feeling rather irritated. There was something about the

man—
"I don't see that any of this is necessary in statistical analysis

of experimental results," I said. "If you'll give me your data, I'll

be going."

He chuckled again, seemingly hugely amused.

"As a matter of fact, Dr. Aarons," he said smirking, "the

experiment isn't completed yet. Indeed, to tell the truth, it is

just beginning."

"What!" I was really angry. "If this is your idea of a joke—"
I started to rise, thoroughly aroused.

"Just a moment," said Strawn coolly. He leveled a very effec-

tive-looking blue-barreled automatic at me. I sat down again

open-mouthed; I confess to a feeling of panic at the sight of the

cripple's beady little eyes peering along the ugly weapon.
"Common politeness dictates that you at least hear me out,

Dr. Aarons." I didn't like the oily smoothness of his voice, but
what was I to do? "As I was saying, the experiment is just

beginning. As a matter of fact, you are the experiment!"

"Eh?" I said, wondering again if the whole thing might not
be a joke of some sort.

"You're a mathematician, aren't you?" Strawn continued.

"Well, that makes you fair game for me. A mathematician, my
good friend, is no more to me than something to be hunted
down. And I'm doing it!"

The man was crazy! The realization dawned on me as I

strove to hold myself calm. Best to reason with him, I thought.
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"But why?" I asked. "We're a harmless lot."

His eyes blazed up with a fierce light.

"Harmless, eh, harmless! Well, it was one of your colleagues

that did—this!" He indicated his withered leg with his withered
arm. "He did this with his lying calculations!" He leaned forward

confidentially. "Listen to me, Dr. Aarons. I am a chemist, or

was once. I used to work with explosives, and was pretty good,

too. And then one of you damned calculators figured out a

formula for me! A misplaced decimal point—bah! You're all

fair game to me!" He paused, and the sneer came back to his

lips. "That's simple justice, now, isn't it?"

Well, you can imagine how thoroughly horrified I was, sit-

ting there facing a homicidal maniac with a loaded gun in his

hand. Humor him! I'd heard that was the best treatment. Use
persuasion, reason!

"Now, Mr. Strawn," I said, "you're certainly entitled to

justice. Yes, you certainly are! But surely, Mr. Strawn, you are

not serving the ends of justice by venting your anger on me!
Surely that isn't justice."

He laughed wildly and continued. "A very specious argument,
Dr. Aarons. You are simply unfortunate in that your name is the

first in the classified section of the director}'. Had your colleague

given me a chance—any slightest chance to save my body from
this that you see, I might be forgiving. But I trusted that fool's

calculations!" He twisted his face again into that bitter leer. "As
it is, I am giving you far more of a chance than I had. If, as you
claim, you are a good mathematician, you shall have your oppor-

tunity to escape. I have no quarrel with the real students of

figures, but only"—his leer became a very sinister scowl—"only
with the dullards, the fakes and the blunderers. Yes, you'll have

your chance!" The grin returned to his lips, but his eyes behind

the blue automatic never wavered.

I saw no other alternative but to continue the ghastly farce.

Certainly qpen opposition to any of his suggestions might only

inflame the maniac to violence, so I merely questioned. "And
what is the proposition, Mr. Strawn?"

The scowl became a sneer again.

"A very fair one, sir. A very fair proposition, indeed." He
chuckled.
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"I should like to hear it," I said, hoping for an interruption

of some sort.

"You shall. It is just this: You are a mathematician, and you

say, a good one. Very well. We shall put your claim to the test.

I am thinking of a mathematical quantity, a numerical expression,

if you prefer. You have ten questions to discover it. If you do so

you are free as far as I am concerned. But if you fail"—his scowl

reappeared—"well, if you fail I shall recognize you as one of the

tribe of blunderers against whom I war, and the outcome will

not be pleasant!"

Well! It was several moments before I found my voice, and

began to babble protests. "But, Mr. Strawn! That's an utter

impossibility! The range of numbers is infinite; how can I identify

one with ten questions? Give me a fair test, man! This one offers

not a chance in a million! In a billion!"

He silenced me with a wave of the blue barrel of his weapon.

"Remember, Dr. Aarons, I did not say it was a number. I

said a numerical expression, which is a vastly wider field. I am
giving you this hint without deducting a question; you must ap-

preciate my magnanimity!" He laughed. "The rules of our little

game are as follows: You may ask me any questions except the

direct question, What is the expression?' I am bound to answer

you in full and to the best of my knowledge any question except

the direct inquiry. You may ask me as many questions at a time

as you wish up to your limit of ten, but in any event I will answer

not less than two per day. That should give you sufficient time
for reflection"—again that horrible chuckle—"and my time too

is limited."

"But, Mr. Strawn/' I argued, "that may keep me here five

days. Don't you know that by tomorrow my wife will have the

police searching for me?"
A glint of anger flashed in the mad eyes. "You are not being

fair, Dr. Aarons! I know you are not married! I checked up on
you before you came here. I know you will not be missed. Do not
attempt to lie to me; rather help me serve the ends of justice!

You should be more than willing to prove your worth to survive

as one of the true mathematicians." He rose suddenly. "And now,
sir, you will please precede me through the door and up those
stairs!"
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Nothing to do but obey! The stubby gun in his hand was
enough authority, at least to an unadventurous soul like myself.

I rose and stalked out of the room at his direction, up the stairs

and through a door he indicated. Beyond was a windowless
little cell ventilated by a skylight, and the first glance revealed

that this was barred. A piece of furniture of the type known as a

day-bed, a straight chair, a deep overstuffed chair, and a desk

made up the furnishings.

"Here," said the self-appointed host, "is your student's cell.

On the desk is a carafe of water, and, as you see, an unabridged

dictionary. That is the only reference allowed in our little game."

He glanced at his watch. "It is ten minutes to four. By four

tomorrow you must have asked me two questions, and have them
well thought out! The ten minutes over are a gift from me, lest

you doubt my generosity!" He moved toward the door. "I will

see that your meals are on time," he added. "My best wishes, Dr.

Aarons."

The door clicked shut and I at once commenced a survey of

the room. The skylight was hopeless, and the door even more so;

I was securely and ingloriously imprisoned. I spent perhaps half

an hour in painstaking and fruitless inspection, but the room had
been well designed or adapted to its purpose; the massive door

was barred on the outside, the skylight was guarded by a heavy

iron grating, and the walls offered no slightest hope. Abner Aarons

was most certainly a prisoner!

My mind turned to Strawn's insane game. Perhaps I could

solve his mad mystery; at least, I could keep him from violence

for five days, and something might occur in the interim. I found

cigars on the desk, and, forcing myself to a degree of calm, I lit

one and sat down to think.

Certainly there was no use in getting at his lunatic concept

from a quantitative angle, I could waste all ten questions too

easily by asking, "Is it greater or less than a million? Is it greater

or less than a thousand? Is it greater of less than a hundred?" Im-

possible to pin the thing by that sort of elimination when it

might be a negative number, a fraction or a decimal, or even an

imaginary number like the square root of minus one—or, for that

matter, any possible combination of these. And that reflection

gave me my impulse for the first question; by the time my cigar
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had been consumed to a tattered stub I had formulated my
initial inquiry. Nor had I very long to wait; it was just past six

when the door opened.

"Stand away from the door, Dr. Aarons," came the voice of

my host. I complied perforce; the madman entered, pushing be-

fore him a tea caddy bearing a really respectable meal, complete

from bouillon to a bottle of wine. He propelled the cart with his

withered left hand; the right brandished the evil automatic.

"I trust you have used your time well," he sneered.

"At least I have my first question," I responded.

"Good, Dr. Aarons! Very good! Let us hear it."

"Well," I continued, "among numbers, expressions of

quantity, mathematicians recognize two broad distinctions—two
fields in which every possible numerical expression may be classi-

fied. These two classifications are known as real numbers on the

one hand, including every number both positive and negative,

all fractions, decimals, and multiples of these numbers, and on
the other hand the class of imaginary numbers, which include

all products of operations on the quantity called 'e,' otherwise

expressed as the square root of minus one."

"Of course, Dr. Aarons. That is elementary!"

"Now then—is this quantity of yours real or imaginary?"

He beamed with a sinister satisfaction.

"A very fair question, sir! Very fair! And the answer—may
it assist you—is that it is either!"

A light seemed to burst in my brain! Any student of numbers
knows that only one figure is both real and imaginary, the one
that marks the point of intersection between the real and imagi-

nary numbergraphs. "I've got it!" The phrase kept running
through my mind like a crazy drumbeat! With an effort I kept
an appearance of calm.

"Mr. Strawn," I said, "is the quantity you have in mind
zero?"

He laughed—a nasty, superior laugh that rasped in my ears.

"It is not, Dr. Aarons! I know as well as you that zero is

both a real and imaginary number! Let me call your attention to

my answer: I did not say that my concept was both real and
imaginary; I said it was either!" He was backing toward the door.

"Let me further remind you that you have eight guesses remain-
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ing, since I am forced to consider this premature shot in the dark

as one chance! Good evening!" v

He was gone; I heard the bar outside the door settle into its

socket with a thump. I stood in the throes of despair, and cast

scarcely a glance at the rather sumptuous repast he had served me,
but slumped back into my chair.

It seemed hours before my thoughts were coherent again;

actually I never knew the interval, since I did not glance at my
watch. However, sooner or later I recovered enough to pour a

tumbler of wine and eat a bit of the roast beef; the bouillon was

hopelessly cold. And then I settled down to the consideration of

my third question.

From Strawn 's several hints in the wording of his terms and
the answers to my first and second queries, I tabulated what in-

formation I could glean. He had specifically designated a numeri-

cal expression; that eliminated the x*s and y's of algebraic usage.

The quantity was either real or imaginary and was not zero; well,

the square of any imaginary is a real number. If the quantity

contained more than one figure, or if an exponent was used, then I

felt sure his expression was merely the square of an imaginary;

one could consider such a quantity either real or imaginary. A
means of determining this by a single question occurred to me. I

scribbled a few symbols on a sheet of paper, and then, feeling a

sudden and thorough exhaustion, I threw myself on the daybed

and slept. I dreamed Strawn was pushing me into a nightmarish

sea of grinning mathematical monsters.

The creaking of the door aroused me. Sunbeams illumined

the skylight; I had slept out the night. Strawn entered balancing

a tray on his left arm, holding the ever-present weapon in his

free hand. He placed a half dozen covered dishes on the tea-cart,

removing the remains of the evening meal to his tray.

"A poor appetite, Dr. Aarons," he commented. "You should

not permit your anxiety to serve the ends of justice to upset you!"

He chuckled with enjoyment of his sarcasm. "No questions yet?

No matter; you have until four tomorrow for your next two."

"I have a question," I said, more thoroughly awakened. I

rose and spread the sheet of paper on the desk.

"A numerical quantity, Mr. Strawn, can be expressed as an

operation on numbers. Thus, instead of writing the numeral '4'
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one may prefer to express it as a product, such as *2 x 2/ or as a

sum, as '3 + 1,' or as a quotient, as '8 -r- 2' or 8/2 or as a

remainder, as '5 — 1/ Or even in other ways—as a square, such

as 22
, or as a root, such as V~i6~" or SV 64 . All different methods

of expressing the single quantity '4/ Now here I have written

out the various mathematical symbols of operations; my question

is this: Which if any of these symbols is used in the expression

you have in mind?"
"Very neatly put, Dr. Aarons! You have succeeded in com-

bining several questions in one." He took the paper from me,

spreading it on the desk before him. "This symbol, sir, is the

one used." He indicated the first one in my list—the substraction

sign, a simple dash!

And my hopes, to use the triviality of a pun, were dashed as

well! For that sign eliminated my carefully thought-out theory of

a product or square of imaginaries to form a real number. You
can't change imaginary to real by addition or substraction; it takes

multiplication, squaring or division to perform that mathematical

magic! Once more I was thoroughly at sea, and for a long time

I was unable to marshal my thoughts.

And so the hours dragged into days with the tantalizing slow

swiftness that tortures the condemned in a prison death house.

I seemed checkmated at every turn; curious paradoxical answers

defeated my questions.

My fourth query, "Are there any imaginaries in your quan-

tity?" elicited a cool, definite "No." My fifth, "How many digits

are used in this expression?" brought forth an equally definite

"Two."
Now there you are! What two digits connected by a minus

sign can you name whose remainder is either real and imaginary?

"An impossibility," I thought. "This maniac's merely torturing

mel" And yet—somehow Strawn's madness semed too ingenious,

too clever, for such an answer. He was sincere in his perverted

search for justice. I'd have sworn to that.

On my sixth question, I had an inspiration! By the terms of
our game, Strawn was to answer any question save the direct one,

"What is this expression?" I saw a way out! On his next appear-

ance I met him with feverish excitement, barely waiting for his

entrance to begin my query.
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"Mr. Strawn! Here is a question you are bound by your own
rules to answer. Suppose we place an equal sign after your

quantity, what number or numbers will complete the equation:

What is the quantity equal to?"

Why was the fiend laughing? Could he squirm out of that

poser?

"Very clever, Dr. Aarons. A very clever question. And the

answer is—anything!"

I suppose I shouted. "Anything! Anything! Then you're a

fraud, and your game's a damnable trickery. There's no such

expression!"

"But there is, Doctor! A good mathematician could find it!"

And he departed, still laughing.

I spent a sleepless night. Hour after hour I sat at that hateful

desk, checking my scraps of information, thinking, trying to

remember fragments of all-but-forgotten theories. And I found

solutions! Not one, but several. Lord, how I sweated over them!

With four questions—two days—left to me, the solution of the

problem began to loom very close. The things dinned in my brain;

my judgment counseled me to proceed slowly, to check my
progress with another question, but my nature was rebelling

against the incessant strain. "Stake it all on your last four

questions! Ask them all at once, and end this agony one way or

the other!"

I thought I saw the answer. Oh, the fiendish, insane clever-

ness of the man! He had pointed to the minus sign on my list,

deliberately misled me, for all the time the symbol had meant the

bar of a fraction. Do you see? The two symbols are identical-

just a simple dash—but one use means subtraction and the other

division! "1 — 1" means zero, but "1/1" means one! And by

division his problem could be solved. For there is a quantity that

means literally anything, real number or imaginary, and that

quantity is "o/o"! Yes, zero divided by zero. You'd think offhand

that the answer'd be zero, or perhaps one, but it isn't, not

necessarily. Lock at it like this: take the equation "2x3 = 6."

See? That's another way of saying that two goes into six three

times. Now take "0x6 = o." Perfectly correct, isn't it? Well, in

that equation zero goes into zero six times! Or "0/0 = 6"! And
so on for any number, real or imaginary—zero divided by zero
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equals anything!

And that's what I figured the fiend had done. Pointed to the

minus sign when he meant the bar of a fraction, or division!

He came in grinning at dawn.

"Are your questions ready, Dr. Aarons? I believe you have

four remaining/'

I looked at him. "Mr. Strawn, is your concept zero divided

by zero?"

He grinned. "No, sir, it is not!"

I wasn't disheartened. There was just one other symbol I had
been thinking of that would meet the requirement—one other

possibility. My eighth question followed. "Then is it infinity

divided by infinity?"

The grin widened. "It is not, Dr. Aarons."

I was a little panicky then! The end loomed awfully near!

There was one way to find out if the thing was fraudulent or not;

I used my ninth question:

"Mr. Strawn, when you designated the dash as the mathe-

matical symbol used in your expression, did you mean it as the

bar of a fraction or as the sign of subtraction?"

"As the subtraction sign, Dr. Aarons. You have one more
question. Will you wait until tomorrow to ask it?"

The fiend was grinning in huge enjoyment. Thoroughly con-

fident, he was, in the intricacies of his insane game. I hesitated in

a torture of frenzied indecision. The appalling prospect of another

agonized night of doubts decided me.

"I'll ask it now, Mr. Strawn!"

It had to be right! There weren't any other possibilities; I'd

exhausted all of them in hour after hour of miserable conjecture!

"Is the expression—the one you're thinking of—infinity
minus infinity?"

It was! I knew it by the madman's glare of amazed disap-

pointment.

"The devil must have told you!" he shrieked. I think there

were flecks of froth on his lips. He lowered the gun in his hand
as I edged toward the door; he made no move to stop me, but
stood in a sort of desolate silence, until I gained the top of the
stairway. Then—

"Wait a minute!" he screamed. "Youll tell them! Wait just
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a minute, Dr. Aarons!"

I was down the stairs in two leaps, and tugging at the door.

Strawn came after me, his gun leveled. I heard it crash as the

door opened and I slipped out into a welcome daylight.

Yes, I reported him. The police got him as he was slipping

away and dragged him before an alienist. Crazy, but his story

was true; he had been mangled in an experimental laboratory

explosion.

Oh, the problem? Don't you see? Infinity is the greatest

expression of number possible—a number greater than any con-

ceivable. Figure it out like this:

The mathematician's symbol for infinity is a tipsy eight—

so: oo

Well, take the question, oo -|- 6 = oo . That's true, because

you can't add anything to infinity that will make it any greater

than it is. See? It's the greatest possible number already. Well
then, just by transposition, oo — oo =6. And so on; the same
system applies to any conceivable number, real or imaginary.

There you are! Infinity minus itself may equal any quantity,

absolutely any number, real or imaginary, from zero to infinity.

No, there was nothing wrong with Court Strawn's mathematics.
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IJLt developed later that Ted
Welling was one of the very few eye-witnesses of the catastrophe,

or rather, that among the million and a half eye-witnesses, he was

among the half dozen that survived. At the time, he was com-

pletely unaware of the extent of the disaster, although it looked

bad enough to him in all truth!

He was in a Colquist gyro, just north of the spot where Lake

Nicaragua drains its brown overflow into the San Juan, and was

bound for Managua, seventy-five miles north and west across the

great inland sea. Below him, quite audible above the muffled whir

of his motor, sounded the intermittent clicking of his tripanoramic

camera, adjusted delicately to his speed so that its pictures could

be assembled into a beautiful relief map of the terrain over which

he passed. That, in fact, was the sole purpose of his flight; he had

left San Juan del Norte early that morning to traverse the route of

the proposed Nicaragua Canal, flying for the Topographical

branch of the U. S. Geological Survey. The United States, of

course, had owned the rights to the route since early in the cen-

tury—a safeguard against any other nation's aspirations to con-

struct a competitor for the Panama Canal.

Now, however, the Nicaragua Canal was actually under con-

sideration. The over-burdened ditch that crossed the Isthmus was
groaning under vastly increased traffic, and it became a question

of either cutting the vast trench another eighty-five feet to sea-

level or opening an alternate passage. The Nicaragua route was
feasible enough; there was the San Juan emptying from the great

lake into the Atlantic, and there was Lake Managua a dozen miles

or so from the Pacific. It was simply a matter of choice, and Ted
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Welling, of the Topographical Service of the Geological Survey,

was doing his part to aid the choice.

At precisely 10:40 it happened. Ted was gazing idly through

a faintly misty morning toward Ometepec, its cone of a peak

plumed by dusky smoke. A hundred miles away, across both Lake
Nicaragua and Lake Managua, the fiery mountain was easily visible

from his altitude. All week, he knew, it had been rumbling and
smoking, but now, as he watched it, it burst like a mighty Roman
candle.

There was a flash of white fire not less brilliant than the sun.

There was a column of smoke with a red core that spouted upward
like a fountain and then mushroomed out. There was a moment
of utter silence in which the camera clicked methodically, and
then there was a roar as if the very roof of Hell had blown away
to let out the bellows of the damned!

Ted had one amazed thought—the sound had followed too

quickly on the eruption! It should have taken minutes to reach

him at that distance—and then his thoughts were forcibly diverted

as the Colquist tossed and skittered like a leaf in a hurricane. He
caught an astonished glimpse of the terrain below, of Lake Nicar-

agua heaving and boiling as if it were the seas that lash through

the Straits of Magellan instead of a body of landlocked fresh water.

On the shore to the east a colossal wave was breaking, and there

in a banana grove frightened figures were scampering away. And
then, exactly as if by magic, a white mist condensed about him,

shutting out all view of the world below.

He fought grimly for altitude. He had had three thousand

feet, but now, tossed in this wild ocean of fog, of up-drafts and

down-drafts, of pockets and humps, he had no idea at all of his

position. His altimeter needle quivered and jumped in the chang-

ing pressure, his compass spun, and he had not the vaguest con-

ception of the direction of the ground. So he struggled as best he

could, listening anxiously to the changing whine of his blades as

strain grew and lessened. And below, deep as thunder, came inter-

mittent rumblings that were, unless he imagined it, accompanied

by the flash of jagged fires.

Suddenly he was out of it. He burst abruptly into clear air, and

for a horrible instant it seemed to him that he was actually flying

inverted. Apparently below him was the white sea of mist, and
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above was what looked at first glance like dark ground, but a

moment's scrutiny revealed it as a world-blanketing canopy of

smoke or dust, through which the sun shone with a fantastic blue

light. He had heard of blue suns, he recalled; they were one of the

rarer phenomena of volcanic eruptions.

His altimeter showed ten thousand. The vast plain of mist

heaved in gigantic ridges like rolling waves, and he fought upward
away from it. At twenty thousand the air was steadier, but still

infinitely above was the sullen ceiling of smoke. Ted leveled out,

turning at random north-east, and relaxed.

"Whew!" he breathed. "What—what happened?"

He couldn't land, of course, in that impenetrable fog. He
flew doggedly north and east, because there was an airport at Blue-

fields, if this heaving sea of white didn't blanket it.

But it did. He had still half a tank of fuel, and he bored

grimly north. Far away was a pillar of fire, and beyond it to the

right, another and a third. The first, of course, was Omctcpec, but

what were the others? Fuego and Tajumulco? It seemed im-

possible.

Three hours later the fog was still below him, and the grim
%

roof of smoke was dropping as if to crush him between. He was

going to have to land soon; even now he must have spanned
Nicaragua and be somewhere over Honduras. With a sort of des-

perate calm he slanted down toward the fog and plunged in. He
expected to crash; curiously, the only thing he really regretted

was dying without a chance to say goodbye to Kay Lovell, who
was far off in Washington with her father, old Sir Joshua Lovell,

Ambassador from Great Britain.

When the needle read two hundred, he leveled off—and then,

like a train bursting out of a tunnel, he came clear again! But
under him was wild and raging ocean, whose waves seemed almost

to graze the ship. He spun along at a low level, wondering savagely

how he could possibly have wandered out to sea. It must, he sup-

posed, be the gulf of Honduras.

He turned west. Within five minutes he had raised a storm-

lashed coast, and then—miracle of all miracles!—a town! And a

landing field. He pancaked over it, let his vanes idle, and dropped
as vertically as he could in that volley of gusty winds.

It was Belize in British Honduras. H* recognized the port
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even before the attendants had reached him.
"A Yankee!" yelled the first. "Ain't that Yankee luck for

you!"

Ted grinned. "I needed it. What happened?"
"The roof over this part of Hell blew off. That's all."

"Yeah. I saw that much. I was over it."

"Then you know more'n any of us. Radio's dead and there

ain't no bloomin' telegraph at all."

It began to rain suddenly, a fierce, pattering rain with drops
as big as marbles. The men broke for the shelter of a hangar,

where Ted's information, meager as it was, was avidly seized upon,
for sensational news is rare below the Tropic of Cancer. But none
of them yet realized just how sensational it was.

It was three days before Ted, and the rest of the world as well,

began to understand in part what had happened. This was after

hours of effort at Belize had finally raised Havana on the beam,
and Ted had reported through to old Asa Gaunt, his chief at

Washington. He had been agreeably surprised by the promptness
of the reply ordering him instantly to the Capital; that meant a

taste of the pleasant life that Washington reserved for young
departmentals, and most of all, it meant a glimpse of Kay Lovell

after two months of letter-writing. So he had flown the Colquist

gayly across Yucatan Channel, left it at Havana, and was now
comfortably settled in a huge Caribbean plane bound for Wash-
ington, boring steadily north through a queerly misty mid-October

morning.

At the moment, however, his thoughts were not of Kay. He
was reading a grim newspaper account of the catastrophe, and
wondering what thousand-to-one shot had brought him unscathed

through the very midst of it. For the disaster overshadowed into

insignificance such little disturbances as the Yellow River flood in

China, the eruption of Krakatoa, the holocaust of Mont Pelee, or

even the great Japanese earthquake of 1923, or any other terrible

visitation ever inflicted on a civilized race.

For the Ring of Fire, that vast volcanic circle that surrounds

the Pacific Ocean, perhaps the last unhealed scars of the birth-

throes of the Moon, had burst into flame. Aniakchak in Alaska

had blown its top away, Fujiyama had vomited lava, on the
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[Atlantic side La Soufriere and the terrible Pelee had awakened

I[again.

But these were minor. It was at the two volcanic foci, in Java

and Central America, that the fire-mountains had really shown
their powers. What had happened in Java was still a mystery,

[but on the Isthmus—that was already too plain. From Mosquito

Bay to the Rio Coco, there was—ocean! Half of Panama, seven-

eigths of Nicaragua—and as for Costa Rica, that country was as

| if it had never been. The Canal was a wreck, but Ted grinned a

|wry grin at the thought that it was now as unnecessary as a pyra-

mid. North and South America had been cut adrift, and the

Isthmus, the land that had once known Atlantis, had gone to join

it.

In Washington Ted reported at once to Asa Gaunt. That
Idry Texan questioned him closely concerning his experience,

;grunted disgustedly at the paucity of information, and then order-

ed him tersely to attend a meeting at his office in the evening.

There remained a full afternoon to devote to Kay, and Ted lost

little time in so devoting it.

He didn't see her alone. Washington, like the rest of the

'world, was full of excitement because of the earthquake, but in

^Washington more than elsewhere the talk was less of the million

i and a half deaths and more largely of the other consequences.

"After all, the bulk of the deaths had been among the natives, and
it was a sort of remote tragedy, like the perishing of so many
Chinese. It affected only those who had friends or relatives in the

stricken region, and these were few in number.
But at Kay's home Ted encountered an excited group argu-

ing physical results. Obviously, the removal of the bottleneck of

the Canal strengthened the naval power of the United States

enormously. No need now to guard the vulnerable Canal so in-

tensively. The whole fleet could stream abreast through the four

hundred mile gap left by the subsidence. Of course the country
would lose the revenues of the toll-charges, but that was balanced
by the cessation of the expense of fortifying and guarding.

Ted fumed until he managed a few moments of greeting

with Kay alone. Once that was concluded to his satisfaction, he
joined the discussion as eagerly as the rest. But no one even con-
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sidered the one factor in the whole catastrophe that could change
the entire history of the world.

At the evening meeting Ted stared around him in surprise.

He recognized all those present, but the reasons for their presence

were obscure. Of course there was Asa Gaunt, head of the Geo-
logical Survey, and of course there was Golsborough, Secretary

of the Interior, because the Survey was one of his departments.

But what was Maxwell, joint Secretary of War and the Navy,

doing there? And why was silent John Parish, Secretary of State,

frowning down at his shoes in the corner?

Asa Gaunt cleared his throat and began. "Do any of you like

eels?" he asked soberly.

There was a murmur. "Why, I do," said Golsborough, who
had once been Consul at Venice. "What about it?"

"This—that you'd better buy some and eat 'em tomorrow.

There won't be any more eels."

"No more eels?"

"No more eels. You see, eels breed in the Sargasso Sea, and
there won't be any Sargasso Sea."

"What is this?" growled Maxwell. "I'm a busy man. No more
Sargasso Sea, huh!"

"You're likely to be busier soon," said Asa Gaunt dryly. He
frowned. "Let me ask one other question. Does anyone here know
what spot on the American continent is opposite London,

England?"
Golsborough shifted impatiently, "I don't see the trend of

this, Asa," he grunted, "but my guess is that New York City and
London are nearly in the same latitude. Or maybe New York's

a little to the north, since I know its climate is somewhat colder."

"Hah!" said Asa Gaunt. "Any disagreement?"

There was none. "Well," said the head of the Survey, "you're

all wrong, then. London is about one thousand miles north of

New York. It's in the latitude of southern Labrador!"

"Labrador! That's practically the Arctic!"

Asa Gaunt pulled down a large map on the wall behind him,

a Mercator projection of the world.

"Look at it," he said. "New York's in the latitude of Rome,
Italy. Washington's opposite Naples. Norfolk's level with Tunis
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in Africa, and Jacksonville with the Sahara Desert. And gentlemen,

these facts lead to the conclusion that next summer is going to

see the wildest war in the history of the world!"

Even Ted, who knew his superior well enough to swear to

his sanity, could not resist a glance at the faces of the others, and

met their eyes with full understanding of the suspicion in them.

Maxwell cleared his throat. "Of course, of course," he said

gruffly. "So there'll be a war and no more eels. That's very easy

to follow, but I believe 111 ask you gentlemen to excuse me. You
see, I don't care for eels."

"Just a moment more," said Asa Gaunt. He began to speak,

and little by little a grim understanding dawned on the four he
faced.

Ted remained after the appalled and sobered group had de-

parted. His mind was too chaotic as yet for other occupations,

and it was already too late in the evening to find Kay, even had
he dared with these oppressive revelations weighing on him.

"Are you sure?" he asked nervously. "Are you quite certain?"

"Well, let's go over it again," grunted Asa Gaunt, turning

to the map. He swept his hand over the white lines drawn in the

Pacific Ocean. "Look here. This is the Equatorial Counter Cur-

rent, sweeping cast to wash the shores of Guatemala, Salvador,

Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Panama."
"I know. I've flown over every square mile of that coast."

"Uh." The older man turned to the blue-mapped expanse

of the Atlantic. "And here," he resumed, "is the North Equatorial

Drift, coming west out of the Atlantic to sweep around Cuba into

the Gulf, and to emerge as—the Gulf Stream. It flows at an
average speed of three knots per hour, is sixty miles broad, a hun-

dred fathoms deep, and possesses, to start with, an average temper-

ature of 50°. And here—it meets the Labrador Current and turns

cast to carry warmth to all of Western Europe. Tlufs why Eng-
land is habitable; that's why southern France is semi-tropical;

that's why men can live even in Norway and Sweden. Look at

Scandinavia, Ted; it's in the latitude of central Greenland, level

with Baffin Bay. Even Eskimos have difficulty scraping a living

on Baffin Island."

"I know," said Ted in a voice like a groan. "But are you
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certain about—the rest of this?"

"See for yourself," growled Asa ^Gaunt. "The barrier's down
now. The Equatorial Counter Current, moving two knots per
hour, will sweep right over what used to be Central America and
strike the North Equatorial Drift just south of Cuba. Do you see

what will happen—is happening—to the Gulf Stream? Instead of

moving north-east along the Atlantic coast, it will flow almost
due east, across what used to be the Sargasso Sea. Instead of bath-

ing the shores of Northern Europe, it will strike the Spanish
peninsula, just as the current, called the West Wind Drift does
now, and instead of veering north it will turn south, along the

coast of Africa. At three knots an hour it will take less than three

months for the Gulf Stream to deliver its last gallon of warm
water to Europe. That brings us to January—and after January,

what?"

Ted said nothing.

"Now," resumed Asa Gaunt grimly, "the part of Europe oc-

cupied by countries dependent on the Gulf Stream consists of

Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, the British Isles, the Neth-
erlands, Belgium, France, and to a lesser extent, several others.

Before six months have passed, Ted, you're going to see a realign-

ment of Europe. The Gulf Stream countries are going to be driven

together; Germany and France are suddenly going to become
bosom friends, and France and Russia, friendly as they are today,

are going to be bitter enemies. Do you see why?"
"N-no."

"Because the countries I've named now support over two
hundred million inhabitants. Two hundred million, Ted! And
without the Gulf Stream, when England and Germany have the

climate of Labrador, and France of Newfoundland, and Scandi-

navia of Baffin Land—how many people can those regions support

then? Three or four million, perhaps, and that with difficulty.

Where will the others go?"

"Where?"
"I can tell you where they'll try to go. England will try to

unload its surplus population on its colonies. India's hopelessly

overcrowded, but South Africa, Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand can absorb some. About twenty-five of its fifty millions,

I should estimate, because Canada's a northern country and Aus-
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tralia desert in a vast part of it. France has Northern Africa, al-

ready nearly as populous as it can be. The others—well, you guess,

Ted/'

"I will. Siberia. South America, and—the United States!"

"A good guess. That's why Russia and France will no longer

be the best of friends. South America is a skeleton continent, a

shell. The interior is unfit for white men, and so—it leaves Siberia

and North America. What a war's in the making!"

"It s almost unbelievable!" muttered Ted. "Just when the

world seemed to be settling down, too."

"Oh, it's happened before," observed Asa Gaunt. "This isn't

the only climatic change that brought on war. It was decreasing

rainfall in central Asia that sent the Huns scouring Europe, and
probably the Goths and Vandals as well. But it's never happened
to two hundred million civilized people before!" He paused. "The
newspapers are all shrieking about the million and a half deaths

in Central America. By this time next year they'll have forgotten

that a million and a half deaths ever rated a headline!"

"But good Lord!" Ted burst out. "Isn't there anything to

be done about it?"

"Sure, sure," said Asa Gaunt. "Go find a nice tame earth-

quake that will raise back the forty thousand square miles the

last one sunk. That's all you have to do, and if you can't do that.

Maxwell's suggestion is the next best: build submarines and sub-

marines. They can't invade a country if they can't get to it."

Asa Gaunt was beyond doubt the first man in the world to

realize the full implications of the Central American disaster,

but he was not very much ahead of the brilliant Sir Phineas Grey
of the Royal Society. Fortunately (or unfortunately, depending
on which shore of the Atlantic you call home), Sir Phineas was
known to the world of journalism as somewhat of a sensationalist,

and his warning was treated by the English and Continental

newspapers as on a par with those recurrent predictions of the
end of the world. Parliament noticed the warning just once, when
Lord Rathmere rose in the Upper House to complain of the un-
seasonably warm weather and to suggest dryly that the Gulf
Stream be turned off a month early this year. But now and again

some oceanographer made the inside pages by agreeing with Sir

Phineas.
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So Christmas approached very quietly, and Ted, happy
enough to be stationed in Washington, spent his days in routine

topographical work in the office and his evenings, as many as she

permitted, with Kay Lovell. And she did permit an increasing

number, so that the round of gaiety during the holidays found
them on the verge of engagement. They were engaged so far as the

two of them were concerned, and only awaited a propitious mo-
ment to inform Sir Joshua, whose approval Kay felt, with true

English conservatism, was a necessity.

Ted worried often enough about the dark picture Asa Gaunt
had drawn, but an oath of secrecy kept him from ever mentioning

it to Kay. Once, when she had casually brought up the subject

of Sir Phineas Grey and his warning, Ted had stammered some
inanity and hastily switched the subject. But with the turn of the

year and January, things began to change.

It was on the fourteenth that the first taste of cold struck

Europe. London shivered for twenty-four hours in the unheard-of

temperature of twenty below zero, and Paris argued and gesticul-

ated about its grznds hoids. Then the high pressure area moved
eastward and normal temperatures returned.

But not for long. On the twenty-first another zone of frigid

temperature came drifting in on the Westerlies, and the English

and Continental papers, carefully filed at the Congressional

Library, began to betray a note of panic. Ted read the editorial

comments avidly: of course Sir Phineas Grey was crazy; of course

he was—but just suppose he were right. Just suppose he were.

Wasn't it unthinkable that the safety and majesty of Germany
(or France or England or Belgium, depending on the particular

capital whence the paper came) was subject to the disturbances of

a little strip of land seven thousand miles away? Germany (or

France, er aJ) must control its own destiny.

With the third wave of Arctic cold, the tone became openly

fearful. Perhaps Sir Phineas was right. What then? What was to

be done? There were rumblings and mutterings in Paris and

Berlin, and even staid Oslo witnessed a riot, and conservative

London as well. Ted began to realize that Asa Gaunt's predictions

were founded on keen judgment; the German government made
an openly friendly gesture toward France in a delicate border

matter, and France reciprocated with an equally indulgent note.
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Russia protested and was politely ignored; Europe was definitely

realigning itself, and in desperate haste.

But America, save for a harassed group in Washington, had
only casual interest in the matter. When reports of suffering

among the poor began to come during the first week in February,

a drive was launched to provide relief funds, but it met with only

nominal success. People just weren't interested; a cold winter

lacked the dramatic power of a flood, a fire, or an earthquake.

But the papers reported in increasing anxiety that the immigration

quotas, unapproached for a half a dozen years, were full again;

there was the beginning of an exodus from the Gulf Stream

countries.

By the second week in February stark panic had gripped

Europe, and echoes of it began to penetrate even self-sufficient

America. The realignment of the Powers was definite and open
now, and Spain, Italy, the Balkans, and Russia found themselves

herded together, facing an ominous thunderhead on the north

and west. Russia instantly forgot her longstanding quarrel with

Japan, and Japan, oddly, was willing enough to forget her own
grievances. There was a strange shifting of sympathies; the na-

tions which possessed large and thinly populated areas—Russia,

the United States, Mexico, and all of South America—were glar-

ing back at a frantic Europe that awaited only the release of

summer to launch a greater invasion than any history had recorded.

Attila and his horde of Huns—the Mongol waves that beat down
on China—even the vast movements of the white race into North
and South America—all these were but minor migrations to that

which threatened now. Two hundred million people, backed by
colos ,al fighting power, glaring panic-stricken at the empty places

of the world. No one knew where the thunderbolt would strike

first, but that it would strike was beyond doubt.

While Europe shivered in the grip of an incredible winter,

Ted shivered at the thought of certain personal problems of his

own. The frantic world found an echo in his own situation, for

here was he, America in miniature, and there was Kay Lovell, a

small edition of Britannia. Their sympathies clashed like those

of their respective nations.

The time for secrecy was over. Ted faced Kay before the fire-
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place in her home and stared from her face to the cheery fire,

whose brightness merely accentuated his gloom.

"Yeah," he admitted. "I knew about it. I've known it since

a couple of days after the Isthmus earthquake."

"Then why didn't you tell me? You should have."

"Couldn't. I swore not to tell."

"It isn't fair!" blazed Kay. "Why should it fall on England?
I tell you it sickens me even to think of Merecroft standing there

in snow, like some old Norse tower. It was born in Warwickshire,

Ted, and so was my father, and his father, and his, and all of us

back to the time of William the Conqueror. Do you think it's a

pleasant thing to think of my mother's rose garden as barren as

—

as a tundra?"

"I'm sorry," said Ted gently, "but what can I—or anyone

—

do about it? I'm just glad you're here on this side of the Atlantic,

where you're safe."

"Safe!" she flashed. "Yes, I'm safe, but what about my peo-

ple? I'm safe because I'm in America, the lucky country, the

chosen land! Why did this have to happen to England? The Gulf

Stream washes your shores too. Why aren't Americans shivering

and freezing and frightened and hopeless, instead of being warm
and comfortable and indifferent? Is that fair?"

"The Gulf Stream," he explained miserably, "doesn't affect

our climate so definitely because in the first place we're much
farther south than Europe and in the second place our prevailing

winds are from the west, just as England's. But our winds blow

from the land to the Gulf Stream, and England's from the Gulf

Stream to the land."

"But it's not fair! It's not fair!"

"Can I help it, Kay?"
"Oh, I suppose not," she agreed in suddenly weary tones,

and then, with a resurgence of anger, "But you people can do
something about it! Look here! Listen to this!"

She seized a week-old copy of the London Times, fingered

rapidly through it, and turned on Ted. "Listen—just listen! 'And

in the name of humanity it is not asking too much to insist that

our sister nation open her gates to us. Let us settle the vast areas

where now only Indian tribes hunt and buffalo range. We would

not be the only ones to gain by such a settlement, for we would
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bring to the new country a sane, industrious, law-abiding citizenry,

no harborers of highwaymen and gangsters—a point well worth

considering. We would bring a great new purchasing public for

American manufacturers, carrying with us all our portable wealth.

And finally, we would provide a host of eager defenders in the

war for territory, a war that now seems inevitable. Our language

is one with theirs; surely this is the logical solution, especially

when one remembers that the state of Texas alone contains land

enough to supply two acres to every man, woman, and child on
earth!" She paused and stared defiantly at Ted. "Well?"

He snorted. "Indians and buffalo!" he snapped. "Have you
seen either one in the United States?"

-No, but—"
"And as for Texas, sure there's enough land there for two

acres to everybody in the world, but why didn't your editor men-
tion that two acres won't even support a cow over much of it?

The Llano Estacado's nothing but an alkali desert, and there's a

scarcity of water in lots of the rest of it. On that argument, you
ought to move to Greenland; I'll bet there's land enough there

for six acres per person!"

"That may be true, but—"
"And as for a great new purchasing public, your portable

wealth is gold and paper money, isn't it? The gold's all right, but
what good is a pound if there's no British credit to back it? Your
great new public would simply swell the ranks of the unemployed
until American industry could absorb them, which might take

years! And meanwhile wages would go down to nothing because
of an enormous surplus of labor, and food and rent would go sky-

high because of millions of extra stomachs to feed and bodies

to shelter."

"All right!" said Kay bleakly. "Argue all you wish. I'll even
concede that your arguments are right, but there's one thing I

know is wrong, and that's leaving fifty million English people to

starve and freeze and suffer in a country that's been moved, as far

as climate goes, to the North Pole. Why, you even get excited

over a newspaper story about one poor family in an unheated
hovel! Then what about a whole nation whose furnace has gone
out?"

"What," countered Ted grimly, "about the seven or eight
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other nations whose furnaces have also gone out?"
"But England deserves priority!" she blazed. "You took your

language from us, your literature, your laws, your whole civiliza-

tion. Why, even now you ought to be nothing but an English
colony! That's all you are, if you want the truth!"

"We think differently. Anyway, you know as well as I that

the United States can't open the door to one nation and exclude

the others. It must be all or none, and that means—none!"
"And that means war," she said bitterly. "Oh, Ted! I can't

help the way I feel. I have people over there—aunts, cousins,

friends. Do you think I can stand indifferently aside while they're

ruined?—Although they're ruined already, as far as that goes.

Land's already dropped to nothing there. You can't sell it at any
price now."

"I know. I'm sorry, Kay, but it's no one's fault. No one's to

blame."

"And so no one needs to do anything about it, I suppose. Is

that your nice American theory?"

"You know that isn't fair! What can we do?"

"You could let us in! As it is we'll have to fight our way in,

and you can't blame us!"

"Kay, no nation and no group of nations can invade this

country. Even if our navy were utterly destroyed, how far from

the sea do you think a hostile army could march? It would be

Napoleon in Russia all over again; your army marches in and is

swallowed up. And where is Europe going to find the food to sup-

port an invading army? Do you think it could live on the land as

it moved? I tell you no sane nation would try that!"

"No sane nation, perhaps!" she retorted fiercely. "Do you

think you're dealing with sane nations?"

He shrugged gloomily.

"They're desperate!" she went on. "I don't blame them.

Whatever they do, you've brought it on yourselves. Now you'll

be fighting all of Europe, when you could have the British navy

on your side. It's stupid. It's worse than stupid; it's selfish!"

"Kay," he said miserably, "I can't argue with you. I know
how you feel, and I know it's a, hell of a situation. But even if I

agreed with everything you've said—which I don't—what could

I do about it? I'm not the President and I'm not Congress. Let's
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drop the argument for this evening, honey; it's just making you
unhappy."

"Unhappy! As if I could ever be anything else when every-

thing I value, everything I love, is doomed to be buried under

Arctic snow/'

"Everything, Kay?" he asked gently. "Haven't you forgotten

that there's something for you on this«side of the Atlantic as well?"

"I haven't forgotten anything," she said coldly, "i said every-

thing, and I mean it. America! I hate America. Yes, and I hate

Americans too!"

"KayT
"And what's more," she blazed, "I wouldn't marry an Ameri-

can if he—if he could rebuild the Isthmus! If England's to freeze,

I'll freeze with her, and if England's to fight, her enemies are

mine!"

She rose suddenly to her feet, deliberately averted her eyes

from his troubled face, and stalked out of the room.

Sometimes, during those hectic weeks in February, Ted
wormed his way into the Visitor's Gallery in one or the other

Congressional house. The out-going Congress, due to stand for

re-election in the fall, was the focal point of the dawning hysteria

in the nation, and was battling sensationally through its closing

session. Routine matters were ignored, and day after day found

both houses considering the unprecedented emergency with a sort

of appalled inability to act in any effective unison. Freak bills of

all description were read, considered, tabled, reconsidered, put

to a second reading, and tabled again. The hard money boom^of
a year earlier had swept in a Conservative majority in the off-year

elections, but they had no real policy to offer, and the proposals

of the minority group of Laborites and Leftists were voted down
without substitutes being suggested.

Some of the weirdest bills in all the weird annals of Congress

appeared at this time. Ted listened in fascination to the Leftist

proposal that each American family adopt two Europeans, split-

ting its income into thirds; to a suggestion that Continentals be

advised to undergo voluntary sterilization, thus restraining the

emergency to the time of one generation; to a fantastic paper

money scheme of the Senator from the new state of Alaska, that

I was to provide a magic formula to permit Europe to purchase its
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livelihood without impoverishing the rest of the world. There
were suggestions of outright relief, but the problem of charity to

two hundred million people was so obviously staggering that this

proposal at least received little attention. But there were certain

bills that passed both houses without debate, gaining the votes

of Leftists, Laborites, and Conservatives alike; these were the grim
appropriations for submarines, super-bombers and interceptors,

and aircraft-carriers.

Those were strange, hectic days in Washington. Outwardly
there was still the same gay society that gathers like froth around
all great capitals, and Ted, of course, being young and decidedly

not unattractive, received his full share of invitations. But not

even the least sensitive could have overlooked the dark under-

currents of hysteria that flowed just beneath the surface. There
was dancing, there was gay dinner conversation, there was laughter,

but beneath all of it was fear. Ted was not the only one to notice

that the diplomatic representatives of the Gulf Stream countries

were conspicuous by their absence from all affairs S3ve those of

such importance that their presence was a matter of policy. And
even then, incidents occurred; he was present when the Minister

from France stalked angrily from the room because some hostess

had betrayed the poor taste of permitting her dance orchestra to

play a certain popular number called "The Gulf Stream Blues."

Newspapers carefully refrained from mentioning the occurrence,

but Washington buzzed with it for days.

Ted looked in vain for Kay. Her father appeared when appear-

ance was necessary, but Ted had not seen the girl since her abrupt

dismissal of him, and in reply to his inquiries, Sir Joshua granted

only the gruff and double-edged explanation that she was "indis-

posed." So Ted worried and fumed about her in vain, until he

scarcely knew whether his own situation cr that of the world was

more important. In the last analysis, of course, the two were one

and the same.

The world was like a crystal of nitrogen iodide, waiting only

the drying-out of summer to explode. Under its frozen surface

Europe was seething like Mounts Erebus and Terror that blaze in

the ice of Antarctica. Little Hungary had massed its army on the

west, beyond doubt to oppose a similar massing on the part of

the Anschlus. Of this particular report, Ted heard Maxwell say
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with an air of relief that it indicated that Germany had turned

her face inland; it meant one less potential enemy for America.

But the maritime nations were another story, and especially

mighty Britain, whose world-girdling fleet was gathering day by
day in the Atlantic. That was a crowded ocean indeed, for on its

westward shore was massed the American battle fleet, built at

last to treaty strength, and building far beyond it, while north and

south piled every vessel that could raise a pound of steam, bearing

those fortunates who could leave their European homes to what-

ever lands hope called them. Africa and Australia, wherever

Europe had colonies, were receiving an unheard of stream of im-

migrants. But this stream was actually only the merest trickle,

composed of those who possessed sufficient liquid wealth to en-

compass the journey. Untold millions remained chained to their

homes, bound by the possession of unsalable lands, or by invest-

ments in business, or by sentiment, or by the simple lack of

sufficient funds to buy passage for families. And throughout all

of the afflicted countries were those who clung stubbornly to hope,

who believed even in the grip of that unbelievable winter that the

danger would pass, and that things would come right in the end.

Blunt, straightforward little Holland was the first nation to

propose openly a wholesale transfer of population. Ted read the

note, or at least the version of it given the press on February 21st.

In substance it simply repeated the arguments Kay had read from
the London paper—the plea to humanity, the affirmation of an
honest and industrious citizenry, and the appeal to the friendship

that had always existed between the two nations; and the com-
munication closed with a request for an immediate reply because

of "the urgency of the situation." And an immediate reply was
forthcoming.

This was also given to the press. In suave and very polished

diplomatic language it pointed out that the United States could

hardly admit nationals of one country while excluding those of

others. Under the terms of the National Origins Act, Dutch im-

migrants would be welcomed to the hill extent of their quota.

It was even possible that the quota might be increased, but it

was not conceivable that it could be removed entirely. The note
was in effect a suave, dignified, diplomatic No.

March drifted in on a southwest wind. In the Southern
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states it brought spring, and in Washington a faint forerunner of

balmy weather to come, but to the Gulf Stream countries it

brought no release from the Arctic winter that had fallen on them
with its icy mantle. Only in the Basque country of Southern

France, where vagrant winds slipped at intervals across the

Pyranees with the warm breath of the deflected Stream, was there

any sign of the relaxing of that frigid clutch. But that was a prom-

ise; April would come, and May—and the world flexed its steel

muscles for war.

Everyone knew now that war threatened. After the first few

notes and replies, no more were released to the press, but even-

one knew that notes, representatives, and communiques were fly-

ing between the powers like a flurry of white doves, and everyone

knew, at least in Washington, that the tenor of those notes was

no longer dove-like. Now they carried brusque demands and blunt

refusals.

Ted knew as much of the situation as any alert observer, but

no more. He and Asa Gaunt discussed it endlessly, but the dry

Texan, having made his predictions and seen them verified, was

no longer in the middle of the turmoil, for his bureau had, of

course, nothing to do with the affair now. So the Geological

Survev staggered on under a woefully reduced appropriation, a

handicap shared bv every other governmental function that had

no direct bearing on defense.

All the American countries, and for that matter, every na-

tion save those in Western Europe, were enjoying a feverish, ab-

normal, hectic boom. The flight of capital from Europe, and the

incessant, avid, frantic cry for food, had created a rush of business,

and exports mounted unbelievably. In this emergency, France and

the nations under her hegemony, those who had clung so subborn-

ly to gold ever since the second revaluation of the franc, were now
at a marked advantage, since their money would buy more wheat,

more cattle, and more coal. But the paper countries, especially

Britain, shivered and froze in stone cottage and draughty manor
alike.

On the eleventh of March, that memorable Tuesday when
the thermometer touched twenty-eight below in London, Ted
reached a decision rovvard which he had been struggling for six

weeks. He was going to swallow his pride and see Kay again.
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Washington was buzzing with rumors that Sir Joshua was to

be recalled, that diplomatic relations with England were to be

broken as they had already been broken with France. The entire

nation moved about its daily business in an air of tense expect-

ancy, for the break with France meant little in view of that

country's negligible sea power, but now, if the colossus of the

British navy were to align itself with the French army—.
But what troubled Ted was a much more personal problem.

If Sir Joshua Lovell were recalled to London, that meant that

Kay would accompany him, and once she were caught in the

frozen Hell of Europe, he had a panicky feeling that she was

lost to him forever. When war broke, as it surely must, there

would go his last hope of ever seeing her again. Europe, apparent-

ly, was doomed, for it seemed impossible that any successful in-

vasion could be carried on over thousands of miles of ocean, but

if he could save the one fragment of Europe that meant every-

thing to him, if he could somehow save Kay Lovell, it was worth
the sacrifice of pride or of anything else. So he called one final

time on the telephone, received the same response from an un-

friendly maid, and then left the almost idle office and drove

directly to her home.
The same maid answered his ring. "Miss Lovell is not in,"

she said coldly. "I told you that when you telephoned."

"I'll wait," returned Ted grimly, and thrust himself through

the door. He seated himself stolidly in the hall, glared back at the

maid, and waited. It was no more than five minutes before Kay
herself appeared, coming wearily down the steps.

"I wish you'd leave," she said. She was pallid and troubled,

and he felt a great surge of sympathy.

"I won't leave."

"What do I have to do to make you go away? I don't want
to see you, Ted."

"If you'll talk to me just half an hour, I'll go." She yielded

listlessly, leading the way into the living room where a fire still

crackled in cheerful irony. "Well?" she asked.

"Kay, do you love me?"
"I-No, I don't!"

"Kay," he persisted gently, "do you love me enough to marry
me and stay here where you're safe?"
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Tears glistened suddenly in her brcwn eyes. "I hate you,"

she said. "I hate all of you. You're a nation of murderers. You're
like the East Indian Thugs, only they call murder religion and
you call it patriotism."

"I won't even argue with you, Kay. I can't blame you for your
viewpoint, and I can't blame you for not understanding mine.
But—do you Jove me?"

"All right," she said in sudden weariness. "I do."

"And will you marry me?"
"No. No, I won't marry you, Ted. I'm going back to

England."

"Then will you marry me first? I'll let you go back, Kay, but
afterwards—if there's any world left after what's coming— I could

bring you back here. I'll have to fight for what I believe in, and
I won't ask you to stay with me during the time our nations are

enemies, but afterwards, Kay—if you're my wife I could bring you
here. Don't you see?"

"I see, but—no."
"Why, Kay? You said you loved me."

"I do," she said almost bitterly. "I wish I didn't, because I

can't man)r you hating your people the way I do. If you were on
my side, Ted, I swear I'd marry you tomorrow, or today, or five

minutes from now—but as it is, I can't. It just wouldn't be fair."

"You'd not want me to turn traitor," he responded gloomily.

"One thing I'm sure of, Kay, is that you couldn't love a traitor."

He paused. "Is it goodbye, then?"

"Yes." There were tears in her eyes again. "It isn't public

yet, but father has been recalled. Tomorrow he presents his recall

to the Secretary of State, and the day after we leave for England.

This is goodbye."

"That does mean war!" he muttered. "I've been hoping that

in spite of everything—God knows I'm sorry, Kay. I don't blame
you for the way you feel. You couldn't feel differently and still

be Kay Lovell, but—it's damned hard. It's damned hard!"

She agreed silently. After a moment she said, "Think of my
part of it, Ted—going back to a home that's like—well, the Rocke-

feller Mountains in Antarctica. I tell you, I'd rather it had been

England that sunk into the sea! That would have been easier,

much easier than this. If it had sunk until the waves rolled over
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the very peak of Ben Macduhl—" She broke off.

"The waves are rolling over higher peaks than Ben Macduhl,"

he responded drearily. "They're—" Suddenly he paused, staring at

Kay with his jaw dropping and a wild light in his eyes!

"The Sierra Madre!" he bellowed, in such a roaring voice that

the girl shrank away. "The Mother range! The Sierra Madre!

The Sierra Madre!"
"Wh-what?" she gasped.

"The Sierra—! Listen to me, Kay! Listen to me! Do you trust

me! Will you do something—something for both of us? Us? I

mean for the world! Will you?"

"I-I-"
"I know you will! Kay, keep your father from presenting his

recall! Keep him here another ten days—even another week. Can
you?"

"How? How can I?"

"I don't know. Any way at all. Get sick. Get too sick to

travel, and beg him not to present his papers until you can leave.

Or—or tell him that the United States will make his country an
alternate proposal in a few days. That's the truth. I swear that's

true, Kay."

"But—but he won't believe me!"
"He's got to! I don't care how you do it, but keep him here/

And have him report to the Foreign Office that new develop-

ments—vastly important developments—have come up. That's

true, Kay."

"True? Then what are they?"

"There isn't time to explain. Will you do what I ask?"

"I— I'll try."

"You're—well you're marvelous!" he said huskily. He stared

into her tragic brown eyes, kissed her lightly, and rushed away.

Asa Gaunt was scowling down at a map of the dead Saltcn

Sea when Ted dashed unannounced into the office. The rangy

Texan looked up with a dry smile at the unceremonious entry.

"I've got it!" yelled Ted.
"A bad case of it," agreed Asa Gaunt. "What's the diagnosis?"

"No, I mean—Say, has the Survey taken soundings over the

Isthmus?"
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"The Dolphins been there for weeks/' said the older man.
"You know you can't map forty thousand square miles of ocean
bed during the lunch hour."

"Where," shouted Ted, "are they sounding?"

"Over Pearl Cay Point, Bluefields, Monkey Point, and San

Juan del Norte, of course. Naturally they'll sound the places

where there were cities first of all."

"Oh, naturally!" said Ted, suppressing his voice to a tense

quiver. "And where is the Marlin?"

"Idle at Newport News. We can't operate both of them
under this year's budget."

"To hell with the budget!" flared Ted. "Get the Marlin

there too, and any other vessel that can carry an electric plumb!"
"Yes, sir—right away, sir," said Asa Gaunt dryly. "When did

you relieve Golsborough as Secretary of the Interior, Mr.
Welling?"

"I'm sorry," replied Ted. "I'm not giving orders, but I've

thought of something. Something that may get all of us out of

this mess we're in."

"Indeed? Sounds mildly interesting. Is it another of these

international fiat-money schemes?"

"No!" blazed Ted. "It's the Sierra Madre! Don't you see?"

"In words of one syllable, no."

"Then listen! I've flown over every square mile of the sunken

territory. I've mapped it and photographed it, and I've laid out

geodetics. I know that buried strip of land as well as I know the

humps and hollows in my own bed."

"Congratulations, but what cf it?"

"This!" snapped Ted. He turned to the wall, pulled down
the topographical map of Central America, and began to speak.

After a while Asa Gaunt leaned forward in his chair and a queer

light gathered in his pale blue eyes.

What follows has been recorded and interpreted in a hundred

ways by numberless historians. The story of the Dolphin and the

Mai7iij, sounding in frantic haste the course of the submerged

Cordilleras, is in itself romance of the first order. The secret story

of diplomacy, the holding of Britain's neutrality so that the lesser

sea powers dared not declare war across three thousand miles of
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ocean, is another romance that will never be told openly. But the

most fascinating story of all, the building of the Cordilleran

Inter-continental Wall, has been told so often that it needs little

comment.
The soundings traced the irregular course of the sunken Sierra

Madre mountains. Ted's guess was justified; the peaks of the range

were not inaccessibly far below the surface. A route was found
where the Equatorial Counter Current swept over them with a

depth at no point greater than forty fathoms, and the building

of the Wall began on March the 31st, began in frantic haste, for

the task utterly dwarfed the digging of the abandoned Canal itself.

By the end of September some two hundred miles had been raised

to sea-level, a mighty rampart seventy-five feet broad at its narrow-

est point, and with an extreme height of two hundred and forty

feet and an average of ninety.

There was still almost half to be completed when winter

swept out of the north over a frightened Europe, but the half

that had been built was the critical sector. On one side washed the

Counter Current, on the other the Equatorial Drift, bound to

join the Gulf Stream in its slow march toward Europe. And the

mighty Stream, traced by a hundred oceanographic vessels, veered

slowly northward again, and bathed first the shores of France, then

of England, and finally of the high northern Scandinavian Penin-

sula. Winter came drifting in as mildly as of old, and a sigh of

relief went up from every nation in the world.

Ostensibly the Cordilleran Inter-continental Wall was con-

structed by the United States. A good many of the more chauvin-

istic newspapers bewailed the appearance of Uncle Sam as a

sucker again, paying for the five hundred million dollar project

for the benefit of Europe. No one noticed that there was no Con-
gressional appropriation for the purpose, nor has anyone since

wondered why the British naval bases on Trinidad, Jamaica, and
at Belize have harbored so large a portion of His Majesty's Atlan-

tic Fleet. Nor, for that matter, has anyone inquired why the dead
war debts were so suddenly exhumed and settled so cheerfully

by the European powers.

A few historians and economists may suspect. The truth is

that the Cordilleran Inter-continental Wall has given the United
States a world hegemony, in fact almost a world empire. From
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the south tip of Texas, from Florida, from Puerto Rico, and from
the otherwise useless Canal Zone, a thousand American planes

could bomb the Wall into ruin. No European nation dares risk

that.

Moreover, no nation in the world, not even in the orient

where the Gulf Stream has no climatic influence, dares threaten

war on America. If Japan, for instance, should so much as speak

a hostile word, the whole military might of Europe would turn

against her. Europe simply cannot risk an attack on the Wall,

and certainly the first effort of a nation at war with the United

States would be to force a passage through the Wall.

In effect the United States can command the armies of

Europe with a few bombing planes, though not even the most
ardent pacifists have yet suggested that experiment. But such are

the results of the barrier officially known as the Cordilleran Inter-

continental Wall, but called by every newspaper after its origina-

tor, the Welling Wall.

It was mid-summer before Ted had time enough to consider

marriage and a honeymoon. He and Kay spent the latter on the

Caribbean, cruising that treacherous sea in a sturdy fifty-foot sloop

lent for the occasion by Asa Gaunt and the Geological Survey.

They spent a good share of the time watching the great dredges

and construction vessels working desperately at the task of add-

ing millions of cubic yards to the peaks of the submarine range

that was once the Sierra Madre. And one day as they lay on the

deck in swimming suits, bent on acquiring a tropical tan, Ted
asked her a question.

"By the way," he began, "you've never told me how you

managed to keep Sir Joshua in the States. That stalled off war

just long enough for this thing to be worked out and presented.

How'd you do it?"

Kay dimpled. "Oh, first I tried to tell him I was sick. I got

desperately sick."

"I knew he'd fall for that."

"But he didn't. He said a sea voyage would help me."

"Then—what did you do?"

"Well, you see he has a sort of idiosyncrasy toward quinine.

Ever since his service in India, where he had to take it day after
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day, he develops what doctors call a quinine rash, and he hasn't

taken any for years."

"Well?"
"Don't you see? His before-dinner cocktail had a little qui-

nine in it, and so did his wine, and so did his tea, and the sugar

and the salt. He kept complaining that everything he ate tasted

bitter to him, and I convinced him that it was due to his indi-

gestion."

"And then?"

"Why, then I brought him one of his indigestion capsules,

only it didn't have his medicine in it. It had a nice dose of qui-

nine, and in two hours he was pink as a salmon, and so itchy he
couldn't sit still!"

Ted began to laugh. "Don't tell me th^t kept him there!"

"Not that alone," said Kay demurely. "I made him call in a

doctor, a friend of mine who—well, who kept asking me to marry

him—and I sort of bribed him to tell father he had—I think

it was erysipelas he called it. Something violently contagious,

anyway."

"And so-?"
"And so we were quarantined for two weeks! And I kept

feeding father quinine to keep up the bluff, and—well, we were
very strictly quarantined. He just couldn't present his recall!"



REVOLUTION OF 1960

Q̂
/TEEL JeFFERS, PRESIDENT OF

America, was not a large man. But no one thought of size, when
confronted with his fiery eyes, his thin implacable lips, and his

firm jaw.

At the moment, however, as he sat at his desk in the bay

window of the Blue Room of the White House, he permitted

himself to lelax a little, and his face lost some of its grimness. No
ont else was present except his athletic military aide, Lieutenant

Jack Adams, in the trim black uniform of the Federal Guards;

and the hawk-faced, bearded Secretary of State, James Dougherty.

Two soldiers were pacing up and down on the sunlit lawn outside.

President Jeffers passed a tired hand across his eyes, then

looked up inquiringly at the scowling Dougherty. "Do you
really think, Mr. Secretary, that I should sign the death warrant

of those two young men?" he asked, with a touch of sadness.

'They thought they were influenced by patriotism. Isn't there

some other way in which we can maintain our regime, without

putting to death everyone who plots against us?"

Lieutenant Adams tensed. These men awaiting sentence had

been closely associated with him—secretly, of course. For Adams
was an important cog in the conspiracy to rid the country of its

undemocratic President. Was there nothing he could do to save

his pals?

"Excellency," he ventured eagerly, "would not a little

mercy—?"
"Nonsense!" snapped Secretary Dougherty, his red lips leer-

(Note: Written in collaboration with Ralph Milne Farley)
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ing through his black beard. "Mercy, bah! What mercy would
this rabble show to us, if they ever got the upper hand. Excellency,

we must be firm."

The President sighed. "I suppose you are right; but, even so,

I hate to do it."

A white-coated, bullet-headed man, with thick-lensed glasses,

appeared in the doorway of the Blue Room, and announced with

a Teutonic accent, "Excellency, your medicine."

"Excuse me, gentlemen," said President Jeffers, rising with

what Adams could almost swear was a trapped expression, and
stepping out into the hall.

Adams had witnessed the rubbing-out of a number of patriots

in the two years during which he had served as personal aide to

this autocratic President. And to think that he himself had been
one of the large number of young enthusiasts who only four

years ago had helped elect Steel Jeffers to the presidency, as a

reaction to the autocracy of President Hanson!
The rise of Steel Jeffers had been spectacular. Elected

Governor of Iowa in the same election at which John R. Hanson
had been made President, Jeffers was among the first to protest

against Hanson's attempted increase in executive powers. Mean-
while his astute campaign manager, State Senator Dougherty, had
been building political fences. In the election of 1956, Jeffers

defeated Hanson on this issue of executive usurpation, and had
carried into office scores of yesmen—Senators, Congressmen,
Governors, and minor officials—all carefully hand-picked because

of their subserviency.

Two years later, in the Congressional election of 1958, op-

position candidates were intimidated or bought off, or else

mysteriously disappeared. Vacancies in the Judiciary, as they

occurred, were filled with willing tools. The pay of the Army was
raised, its size increased, and the ranks gradually padded with
high grade mercenaries. The F.B.I. was disbanded; and the Intelli-

gence Service of the Army expanded, to an extent unknown be-

cause they now went about dressed as civilians.

Yet, because of his espousal of popular causes and his in-

gratiating personality, Steel Jeffers had retained and increased his

hold on the proletariat; for he had carefully studied his predeces-

sors, adopting their outstanding characteristics; from the charm-
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ing manner and pseudo-liberalism of Roosevelt, to the inflexible

and ruthless egotism of Hanson. »

After the 1958 election placed him in undisputed control

of all three branches of the government, and he had arrogantly

established the Roman salute and put the Army into black uni-

forms, there came the first rumblings against his dictatorlike

power. But a few ruthless blood-purges, followed by his persuasive

voice on television attacking the character and loyalty of the

deceased, quickly drove the opposition to cover.

Lieutenant Jack Adams, participating in some of these

purges, had helplessly witnessed independent newspaper editors

and statesmen lined up before machine-guns in the sound-proof

basement of the State War and Navy Building. And so he could

now vividly picture to himself the end of his two pals. Their

death would be of the clear-eyed, defiant variety. Well, if they

had the courage thus to die for American freedom, he could have

the courage to keep a stiff upper lip and let them die. The suc-

cess of the conspiracy depended on his continuing in the good
graces of President Jeffers.

Just then Jeffers strode back into the room, once more seat-

ing himself at his desk. A strange Jekyll-Hyde sort of personality,

Jeffers! A few moments ago human, almost wavering; now firm

and ruthless. Briskly he scrawled his flowing signature across the

foot of the death warrant. Then he turned his cold eyes toward

his aide. "Here, Adams, take this paper over to the War
Department."

"Yes, sir," replied the Lieutenant, raising his right hand in a

Roman salute. His fine features were expressionless, but he could

not conceal the deep pain in his gray eyes.

"I know how you feel, Adams," said the President. "But you

must be a good soldier—for the Cause."

As Adams left, with the warrant clenched in his fist, he

muttered to himself, "If Steel Jeffers only knew what a good

soldier I'm being—for the Cause."

Returning to his house on P Street that evening, Adams
changed from his trim black uniform into a loose gray Norfolk

suit and hastened down into the cellar. The brick wall at one side

was interlaced with many criss-cross cracks. One irregular section
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now swung open like a door. Adams felt a gust of cool musty air.

A light shone dimly in the distance through the dark hole.

Presently there crawled out a stocky dark young man with a

serious face. Adams shook his hand.

"Well, Godfrey, no one yet seems to have discovered that we
know each other, even though we do live in adjoining houses.

Have the rest of the crowd arrived?"

"Here's Liam and Sim." Two men, one tall and dark, the

other short and roly-poly, crawled out through the hole.

"Had a devil of a time getting here!" the former announced.

"Black-coated soldiers everywhere, damn them! No offense to

you, Adams."
The short fat fellow chuckled. "Never mind the black-coats,

Liam," he said. "It's the Secret Service we ought to worry about."

Several more men emerged from the hole in the wall.

Adams solemnly shook hands with everyone. "Tom and
Bill are dead," he gravely announced. "Shot against a wall. I

myself carried their death-warrant over. Jeffers would have let

them off with mere imprisonment, if it hadn't been for that

fiendish Secretary of State of his."

"Don't make excuses for Jeffers!" snapped Liam Lincoln, his

dark eyes glittering with fanatic light. He brushed back a trailing

lock of black hair. "Jeffers is a heartless usurper, though doubtless

his experience in college theatricals when he was at Princeton

enables him to put on an act. Sometimes, Adams, I begin to

wonder if you—"
"Well, you needn't," the Lieutenant interrupted. "I risk my

life daily for the Cause, while you boss things in comparative

safety."

"For cripes sake!" cut in roly-poly Simeon Baldwin. "If we
can't trust each other, fellows, who can we trust?"

"You're right, Sim. I'm sorry, Jack," Lincoln graciously

apologized. "Well, to business. Very gratifying secret reports are

coming in from all over the country. Our organization is grow-

ing by leaps and bounds. The Governors of nearly half the states

are either active members, or at least in sympathy. Patriotic lead-

ing citizens everywhere are waiting for the word from our little

Washington group that the time has come for action. Meanwhile
Sim here has completed his study of Jeffers' early life."
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"I'll skip what you already know/' said Baldwin. "What I've

lately been working on is his sister."

"You mean the one who died on the day of Jeffers' election?"

Adams asked.

"Did she?— I wonder," Baldwin replied enigmatically.

"Did she what?"

"Did she really die? That's the angle I've been working on
for the past few weeks. If she did die, old Svengali Dougherty

killed her, and Steel Jeffers wouldn't have stood for that. So I

believe she is hidden away somewhere to prevent her from in-

fluencing her brother."

"But why should Dougherty fear her influence?" asked one

of the others. "The three of them were hand-in-glove."

Liam Lincoln laughed harshly, and tossed back his long locks

of black hair. "That was back in the days when even we were

following Jeffers toward 'the better economic day' for America."

"You're right, Liam," Adams chimed in. "The change in the

President seems to date from the death—or disappearance—of his

sister. You're on the track of something, Sim. Go on."

Baldwin continued. "There's something fishy about the death

of Helen Jeffers. The girl was in charge of her brother's campaign

headquarters and apparently perfectly well, right up to election-

day. The coroner who signed her death-certificate hasn't been seen

since. Her brother was reported prostrated by her death—went
into seclusion immediately in a mountain camp—yet no doctor

went with him."

"But weien't Southworth and Vierecke there?" Adams in-

terrupted.

Baldwin replied, "Southworth—now Rear Admiral and White
House physician—didn't arrive at the mountain lodge until two
weeks after election. Doctor Vierecke didn't land from Austria

until a week after that."

"But if Jeffers wasn't ill, why doctors at all?" asked Lincoln.

"He seemed weak and shaken when he came back from the

mountains, just before inauguration."

"That's the next point which I wish investigated," Baldwin

asserted. "Just what is the why of Admiral Southworth and his

Austrian assistant? Jack, can't you get a line on them? You work

in the White House."
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"I know something about them already," Adams diffidently

replied. "Southworth did research work in hormones, before he
went into the Navy. That's how he happened to know Vierecke,

for hormones was Vierecke's specialty at Goettingen."
" Not much to go on," said Lincoln. "Do some spying, Jack.

I understand that two of them have a fully equipped chemical

and biological laboratory in the basement of the White House.

Why should there be such an establishment there? We must
investigate everything the least bit screwy about the President, in

the hope of some day finding his weak spot. Well, go on, Sim."

Baldwin thrust his hand into a briefcase as fat as himself,

and pulled out a photograph. The others clustered around. From
the picture, there looked up at them the frank sweet face of a

young girl. "Helen Jeffers," he announced, "just before her

death—or disappearance. You'd know she was a Jeffers, wouldn't

you?"

But Adams could see no resemblance to her brother. Soft

wavy dark hair. Frank open eyes. Perfect features. Full alluring

lips. Softly curved neck and shoulders.

Strange that such a thoroughly feminine girl had formed

a compatible member of that triumvirate—with Steel Jeffers, the

popular and magnetic front; and Dougherty, the practical wire-

pulling organizer—which had pushed Steel Jeffers up to the posi-

tion of supreme power in America!

"Some baby!" murmured several of the conspirators, ap-

praisingly.

But a stronger feeling touched Lieutenant Adams. Of course,

he had seen newspaper cuts of her at the time of her brother's

campaign, but this was different. He squared his shoulders with

determination. His gray eyes narrowed, and a whimsical smile

played on his lips.

"Gentlemen," he announced, with mock solemnity, "I am
going to find Helen Jeffers for you." In his mind he added: "And
for myself."

II

The next morning, a bright sunlit June day, Lieutenant
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Adams swung through the streets with a determined stride, on
his way to his post at the White House. Mechanically he returned
the Roman salutes of the black-uniformed military men whom
he passed. Civilians were few on the streets of Washington these
days. Washington had become a vast military establishment.

Entering the executive mansion, he passed the shrewd-faced,

bushy-eyebrowed old sea doctor, Admiral Southworth, going out.

Adams reported to one of the Assistant Secretaries, and was in-

formed that Steel Jeffers was not up yet. Fine! This would give

him time on his own, to investigate the mysterious laboratory.

As he approached the always-locked doors in the cellar, they

opened. Ducking quickly behind a pillar, he saw the bullet-headed

Dr. Vierecke emerge, hat on head and without his white smock;
then turn, key in hand, and lock the doors. Glancing furtively

around, the doctor shoved the key into the dirt of a potted plant

standing nearby, then hurried off down the corridor. Adams slip-

ped out from behind the pillar, and followed until Vierecke left

the building. Then he hastened to the office wing, and asked the

appointment clerk, "Where are Admiral Southworth and Dr.

Vierecke?"

The girl consulted a memorandum book and replied,

"They've both gone to a conference over at the Public Health

Service. Won't be back until after lunch."

Grinning to himself, Adams strode back, extricated the key

from the dirt of the plant pot, unlocked the laboratory, and en-

tered, locking the door behind him.

His gray eyes were alight with anticipation. What an oppor-

tunity! The only two men who ever entered the laboratory would

be safely out of the way for the rest of the morning. And if the

President wished Adams, the autocall bells throughout the White
House would ring his number, and he could come running.

Most conspicuous in the room were two long work-benches,

with sinks, bunsen burners, retorts, glass and rubber piping, and

test tubes.

A squeaking noise in one end of the laboratory attracted his

attention to dozens of caged guinea-pigs. Adams strode over to

the cage. On each cage was posted a geneological chart, on which

each individual was identified by various numbers and symbols,

including some Adams had never seen. Thoughtfully he scratched
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his blond head, grinned, and then copied several of the charts into

a little pocket notebook as samples—he could return and copy

more if these few should hold any significance for the biologist

among the conspirators.

He looked in the ice-chest, but found nothing there except

some small unlabeled bottles.

Next he inspected a cabinet of surgical tools. The large num-
ber of hypodermic needles impressed him. His mind flashed back

to the change which had come over Steel Jeffers when, wavering

on the question of executing the young traitors, he had been

called out of the Blue Room by Herr Doktor Vierecke, and had
returned, filled with merciless determination. Could the secret of

the power of the sinister cabal lie in drugs?

Adams shuddered. The brother of Helen Jeffers a drug-

addict? Incredible!

Nevertheless the possibility must be investigated. So, with

sinking heart, Adams turned to a bank of open shelves, stacked

with labeled bottles.

To his relief, he found no morphine, opium, heroin, cocaine,

or any other substance the name of which he recognized as being

that of a narcotic. He copied down the names of several chemicals

which he did not recognize. These might be narcotics.

Then his attention was directed to several large drums,

labeled "Cholesterol."

He was just jotting down the word, together with the name
and address of the supply company, when a bell in the corridor

outside clicked his autocall! The President wanted him.

Hurrying to the door, he was about to unlock it, when he
heard voices outside. Putting his ear to the crack, he listened. In

crisp tones, the old Admiral was saying, "You fat-headed fool!

Why didn't you hide the key where I told you to?"

"Ve haf two keys."

"I left mine in my other suit. It is at the cleaners."

"Unt I did put der key in der pot."

"Ding! Ding-ding-ding!" insistently rang the autocall. If

Adams didn't hurry, embarrassing inquiries would be made.

"Now listen, you fat-head," said the sharp incisive voice of

the old sea-dog. "Go to the head housekeeper, and tell her to find

out pronto who's been messing around that flowerpot. I'll send
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someone over to the tailors for my key. Report to me in the execu-

tive offices. Now vamoose!" »

Footsteps of both men could be heard moving off down the

corridor. Adams unlocked the door, and peered out. No one in

sight; so he hastily emerged, locked the door, thrust the key in his

pocket, and dog-trotted to the Blue Room.
Stopping just outside the room, he smoothed down his black

uniform, and entered unconcernedly. Stepping up to the desk in

the bay window, he raised his arm in a brisk Roman salute. Steel

Jeffers looked up.

"Oh, yes," Jeffers absently announced. "Here are some papers

to be taken over to the War Department."

Adams' set jaw relaxed, and he drew a deep breath of relief.

Taking the papers, he raised his arm again in salute, faced about,

and strode from the room.

In the big hall outside, he ran across Admiral Southworth.

The bushy-browed old sea-doctor was visibly agitated. "Oh! Ah!

Lieutenant, you going anywhere in particular?"

"War Department, sir," Adams briskly replied; and he

couldn't resist adding, "But I thought that the Admiral was at a

conference."

Southworth bent narrow eyes of scrutiny at him. "Meeting
called off. Not that it's any business of yours, you young whelp."

"Can I do anything for the Admiral?" Adams asked in-

nocently.

"Why, ah, yes. Step over to that tailor shop on 17th between

G and F, and get a key for me. I left it in a suit. It's—it's the key

to my locker at the Army and Navy Club, and I'm going to need

it this noon."

"Yes, sir," said Adams, with expressionless face.

He took the President's papers to the War Department, and

then retrieved the Admiral's laboratory key. On his way back to

the White House, he racked his brains for some excuse not to

deliver this key; but finally he reflected that, if he kept both keys

this would merely result in Southworth having a new lock fitted.

So he handed Admiral Southworth his key.

The rest of the morning he had to attend the President; but,

after that, he hurried to the stenographic office of the White
House.
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Seating himself at one of the desks he penned a brief note,

reading: "P.N. Investigate White House purchases of cholesterol.

J.Q.A." Then, clapping his black military cap onto his head, he
strode out of the White House, and down the left-hand driveway

to the corner of West Executive and Pennsylvania Avenues, where
he stopped to buy a bag of peanuts from the old Italian who kept

a stand there.

"Giuseppe," said Adams, as his eye happened to light on the

man's tin license plate, "the Federal Peanut Commission wouldn't

let you stay in business, if they knew what your business really

was."

"I do not understand, Signore," solemnly replied the Italian,

stroking his long gray mustaches; but there was a twinkle in his

beady black eyes as he said it. "My business is to sella da peanut,

no?"

"No!" Adams replied, laughing. "Well, here you are." He
handed over a dollar bill, folded to conceal the note which he
had written.

"Giazzia, Signore" said Giuseppe, with a bow.
Then Adams ambled back to the White House, ruminatively

cracking peanuts and eating them, and wondering what Philip

Nordstrom, a conspirator who held a small clerkship in the office

of the Comptroller General, would be able to learn on the subject

of cholesterol.

Adams was famous in White House circles for the large

quantities of peanuts which he consumed; but he was fortunately

not famous for the large number of notes which he left with, and
received from, the grizzled old peanut-vendor.

Ill

That evening when the little band of patriots gathered again

in Adams' cellar, Nordstrom, a tall blond youth with pale blue

eyes, was ready to report.

"I got your note from Giuseppe, Jack," he said, "but why
your sudden interest in cholesterol?"

"Why Steel JerTers' sudden interest in it?" Adams grimly

countered.
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"His interest isn't sudden," Nordstrom replied. "The White
House has been buying cholesterol in quantities ever since Jeffers

first became President four years ago."

Liam Lincoln ran one slim hand through his long black hair.

"Cabot/ he said, addressing that solemn-faced individual, "you're

a chemist of sorts. What possible use can Steel Jeffers have for so

much what-you-call-it?"

Roly-poly Simeon Baldwin eagerly cut in, "I believe we are

getting somewhere!" His fat face was alight with interest. "Maybe
this cholesterol, or whatever, will furnish us the clue we're after."

"Well," said Cabot judicially, "let's first hear from Jack how
he got a line on this."

Adams then related how he had explored the laboratory.

"Did you find any small bottles capped with a rubber dia-

phragm?" Cabot asked.

"Why—er—no," the Lieutenant replied. "Ought I have?"

"Well rather! All those hypodermic needles! Lots of guinea

pigs, to experiment on! President getting pepped up by Dr. Vie-

recke every time Secretary Dougherty wants him to do something

particularly diabolical!"

"Come to think of it," Adams replied, "there were some
small bottles in the ice-chest. But I didn't notice them particular-

ly—they weren't labeled."

"Can you get in there again?"

"Yes."

"Then bring me one of those bottles."

The next day at the first opportunity Adams headed for the

laboratory. Admiral Southworth and his Prussian assistant wer^-

talking together just outside the door as he drew near. Their he* ds

were close, and their manner seemed furtive.

"Now while I am in the Adirondacks," the old sea doctor

was saying in an undertone, "are you sure that you have on hand

enough—"
"Sh!" admonished the bullet-headed Vierecke, catching

sight of Adams. "Yes, ve haf plenty." He nodded vigorously.

Southworth smiled a wind-swept smile, and held out his

hand. "Well, goodby, Franz. Take good care of everything."

"What!" Adams exclaimed, stepping up. "You going away,
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Admiral?"

"Just for a couple of week's fishing," Southworth replied.

"But look here, Sir," Adams persisted, with the sudden hope
of getting a line on Southworth's White House activities, "you

are responsible for the President's health. What if he should get

sick while you're away?"

The Admiral knotted his bushy eyebrows. "I shall be in tele-

phonic touch with the White House at all times," he said. "There

will be an amphibian plane on the lake, always in readiness."

"Good!" said Adams, but not with much enthusiasm. Vie-

recke scowled from behind thick-lensed glasses. Southworth cast

a sharp beetle-browed glance. Then the two of them moved off

together down the corridor, resuming their whispered conversa-

tion.

As soon as they had turned the corner, Adams took the key

from his pocket and let himself into the laboratory.

In the ice chest he found a half dozen small bottles capped
with rubber diaphragms, as described by Godfrey Cabot. But only

one of them had a label—a strip of adhesive tape, bearing a blur-

red word, of which only the first four letters remained legible:

"Test ." This bottle, Adams slipped into his pocket.

Suddenly he had an idea. If he could cut off the supply of

this drug even temporarily, he might get a line on its effect on
Steel Jeffers. So, piercing every diaphragm with his pocket knife,

he poured the contents down the sink, and threw all the emptied
bottles into the incinerator chute.

The corridor was empty when he emerged. On a sudden im-

pulse, he shoved the key back into the plant-pot in which he had
originally found it. Then, as the President didn't need his im-

mediate presence, he ambled out tc the street corner and bought
some peanuts. Returning some time later, he reported to the

Blue Room.
What a scene of confusion he found there! The hook-nosed

black-bearded Secretary of State, pacing up and down, his face a

thundercloud of wrath! Franz Vierecke, clad in his stiff white
laboratory smock, standing helplessly by, with a lost look on his

pudgy fish-eyed face. President Jeffers seated at his desk, an ex-

pression of mingled concern and amusement on his finely chiseled

features.
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"Can't I do something?" Adams respectfully inquired, step-

ping up.

"Yes," snapped the sinister Secretary. "Get Admiral South-

worth back here at once."

"Oh!" said Adams, with well feigned surprise. Then wheeling

around on Vierecke, "How long has the Admiral been gone?"

"About an hour."

"Where was he riving from?"

"Der Potomac Field."

"By your leave, sir." Stepping briskly over to the desk, Adams
picked up the phone. "Naval Base—Emergency."

He got his number, ascertained that the plane had been gone
for nearly an hour, and commanded that it be immediately re-

called by radio.

A pause, during which he held the line. Then, rigidly sup-

pressing any indication of the joy which the news gave him, he
turned and reported, "They say that the plane doesn't answer.

That its radio must be out of order."

"Ausser ordnungl Ach, mein Gott!
,f

wailed Vierecke.

"And now," said Adams briskly to the pacing Dougherty,

"hadn't you better tell me what this is all about?"

"Fresh young puppy!" spat the Secretary through his big

black beard.

"Well, you don't seem to be being very helpful yourself,

Jim," asserted President Jeffers with some asperity. Then, turn-

ing to his aide, "Lieutenant Adams, someone has gained access to

Admiral Southworth's private laboratory, and has stolen some
small bottles containing chemicals of great value to the peace of

America. The exact nature of those chemicals is known only to

Southworth, Vierecke, Dougherty, and myself."

"I can serve you without knowing, Excellency," asserted

Adams. "Am I in charge?"

Secretary Dougherty ceased his pacing, and glared at the

young officer. "Certainly not!" he hissed.

"J happen to be the President, Jim," Steel Jeffers interrupted

incisively. "Yes, Adams, you are in charge."

"Good!" cried the Lieutenant. "Excellency, will you please

phone the airport, and order them to continue trying to contact

the plane. Herr Doktor, come with me."
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"But—but— spluttered Dougherty. "Am I, or am I not, the

Secretary of State?"

And, as Lieutenant Adams pushed the white-coated Vierecke

from the room, he heard Steel Jeffers wearily yet firmly assert,

"Yes, Jim, you are still the Secretary of State. But it is I who am
the President."

First Adams rushed to the Executive Offices, where he
summoned the entire corps of White House guards, and gave

orders that no one was to leave or enter the building. Then he
led the bewildered Vierecke down to the basement, and made
him unlock the laboratory, and hand over a sample empty bottle.

Next Adams called the War Department for a detachment of

officers from the Intelligence Service, showed them the sample

bottle, and turned them loose to find the stolen ones. Then he
returned to the Blue Room, to report to President Jeffers, his

keen gray eyes sparkling with enjoyment of the success of his

make-believe.

He was wholly unprepared for the chilling reception which
was awaiting him. Steel Jeffers and his sinister pal were seated

together. As Adams stepped up to the desk and gave the custom-

ary Roman salute, both men looked up, transfixing him with

narrowed eyes.

Then Dougherty smiled an evil twisted smile. His rat eyes

glittered. "Where had you been, Lieutenant," he demanded,
"just before you burst in on us and took charge of this case?"

IV

From the doorway behind Adams came a smooth cold voice,

"J can answer that question, Mr. Secretary."

Adams wheeled, and saw the cleancut inscrutable features

of Captain Silva of the Intelligence Service. Chilling as was the

sight of this notorious ace of inquisitors, yet it came as a welcome
diversion. For Dougherty would have had the admission out of

Adams in another moment.
Silva continued, "Lieutenant Adams was buying peanuts at

the corner in front of the White House."

Secretary Dougherty growled, and Steel Jeffers laughed a
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brief cold laugh.

Captain Silva, twirling one of, his pointed blacV mustaches,
went on, "Naturally my first step when assigned to this investi-

gation was to check up on Mr. Adams." Then, as Adams bristled,

"No offense, Lieutenant. One should always suspect the man
who calls the police. The doorman saw you distinctly. You walked
briskly to old Giuseppe's stand, bought a bag of peanuts without
even stopping to chat with the Italian, as I am informed you
usually do; and then returned, munching your purchase. You
met no one either coming or going."

Adams, smiling confidently now, reached inside his blouse

toward his left shoulder.

"Stop him!" shrieked the Secretary'.

Captain Silva leaped forward. But, before he could reach

Adams, the latter had brought out a half-empty paper bag, and
held it toward the Secretary, "Have z peanut, Mr. Dougherty,"
he invited.

"Bah!" spat the Secretary, knocking the bag aside with one
claw-like hand. "Peanuts! Bah!"

Steel Jcffers sniffed contemptuously. "What did you expect?

A gun? He'd have reached for his hip, not his shou/der, if he'd

wanted to pot you. He's an Army officer, not a gangster. Cut out

the jitters, Jim, or you'll have me jittery too."

"Can you joke, Mr. President, when the fate of the nation

is at stake? Sometimes— I wonder—" He caught himself. Then
suddenly his evil eyes narrowed, as he wheeled around to Captain

Silva, and pointed at Adams. "Search him!" he commanded.
As Adams held his arms above his head, he grinned with

thankful recollection of having put the laboratory key back into

the plant-pot where he had found it. The search over, he asked,

ignoring the discomfited Secretary, "And now, Excellency, am I

still in charge of the investigation?"

Receving the President's nod, he swept from the room, fol-

lowed by Captain Silva.

Newsboys were crying an extra on the Avenue. Adams sent

one of the White House guards to buv a paper. The headlines

read: "ADMIRAL SOUTHWORTH CRASHES." Adams hur-

riedly perused the item. It related that, on nosing down for a

landing at the Adirondack lake where the Admiral had his lodge,
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his plane had grazed a tree. The Admiral had suffered a severe

head injury and was unconscious, but was expected to live.

Adam's gray eyes flashed. It was too bad that something had

to happen to the fine old sea-dog; but Southworth's incapacity

would be worth while, if it should disclose just what part he had

been playing in the life of the President!

Newspaper in hand, and with a synthetic expression of con-

cern on his face, Adams rushed to the Blue Room. As he entered,

Steel Jeffers was saying, "—which means a good long rest for me,

Jim."

"Unless that scamp Adams succeeds in finding the missing

test—" added Secretary Dougherty, breaking off abruptly, as he

saw the Lieutenant. "Oh, it's you? We know the news, and are

already in touch with Southworth's lodge."

Lieutenant Adams carefully failed to find the missing bottles.

He felt a bit guilty when, later in the day, Jeffers complained of

a slight attack of dizziness, and retired to his bedroom. For, in

spite of Adams' unquestioned loyalty to the revolutionary cause,

he had developed a real affection and admiration for the chief

whom he was supposed to be serving. Adams could not help be-

lieving that, if the evil influence of Secretary of State Dougherty

were removed, the President would revert to the idealistic program

of economic and social reform originally mapped out for him by

his now-missing sister.

But, whatever good the purloined bottle of "Test—" might

have done to the President, it gave very little information to the

members of the conspiracy. No methods of organic chemistry of

which even the expert Godfrey Cabot was capable, produced any

analysis other than simple cholesterol dissolved in alcohol. The
stocky young chemist was a biologist as well, and positively assert-

ed that cholesterol could not have any bearing on Jeffers* condition.

"I looked it up in the pharmacopoeia and in the dispensa-

tory," he stated. "No mention of it at all in the former. Latter

merely says it is constituent of cod liver oil. Can be isolated by
first saponifying the oil, and then exhausting the resulting soap

with ether. Cholesterol in cod liver oil runs about 0.46 to 1.32

per cent."

Simeon Baldwin's chubby face beamed with a sudden idea.

"Cod liver oil!" he exclaimed. "The very thing! I'll bet that
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Southworth and Vierecke have discovered what causes cod liver

oil to pep people up!" v

"I doubt it," Cabot thoughtfully replied, shaking his massive

head. "I injected some into some guinea-pigs over at Public Health
Service. Didn't pep 'em up a bit."

Baldwin's face fell.

Liam Lincoln shook back his black forelock, and inquired,

"Did the label give you any clue, Godfrey?"

Cabot pursed up his lips. "Nothing in either book, beginning

with T-E-S-T'," he said, "except, of course, the whole range of

test solutions."

"What are those?"

"Solutions of reagents."

"And what are reagents?"

"Things used in tests."

"Well, couldn't the T-E-S-T' stand for that?"

"No," judically, "don't think so. Cholesterol not a reagent.

Test solutions usually kept in glass-stoppered bottles, not dia-

phragm-covered ones. Official abbreviation for 'test solution' is

T. S.,' not T-E-S-T.' No. Sim's hunch best; but the guinea-pigs

don't react."

The conspirators seemed no closer to the solution of the

mystery. Nevertheless, the destruction of Dr. Vierecke's supply

of little bottles, and the enforced absence of Admiral Southworth,

had certainly in some unexplainable way contributed to the ill-

ness of Steel Jeffers! He remained shut up in his room, and refused

to see anyone except Vierecke and Dougherty. Not even his aide,

Jack Adams, or any of the servants.

Adams marveled at the speed with which, all over the country,

unrest came to the surface, the moment that the iron grip of

Steel Jeffers was relaxed. The Liberty League and the Civil Lib-

erties Union staged demonstrations, of course expressing com-

plete loyalty to President Jeffers, but disapproval of the way the

country was being run during his temporary incapacity; and the

dread Secret Service did not pounce upon them. "Freedom of

the press" appeared again. Several Governors raised their voices

in opposition to Federal encroachment.

A whispering campaign of rumors, as to the state of the

President's health and even of his mind, swept from coast to
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coast. One yarn had it that JefTers had become hopelessly insane,

and that the executive orders which were being issued over his

signature were forgeries perpetrated by the much-hated Secretary

of State, with the collusion of "that foreigner/' Franz Vierecke.

Senator Anders of New Hampshire had the temerity to intro-

duce a resolution declaring the Presidency vacant and calling upon
Vice President Nieman to assume control.

Meanwhile Godfrey Cabot's guinea-pigs continued unaffected

by the sample of the mysterious chemical which Adams had stolen

from the White House laboratory. The conspirators, although

still at a loss to explain the President's illness, nevertheless started

a rumor, which spread and obtained a credence, to the effect that

Steel Jeffers was afflicted with some obscure malady, with which
only one physician in the whole world, the stricken Southworth,

was capable of coping.

Admiral Southworth had finally come out of his coma, but

was too weak to be moved. His assistant made a rush trip to his

mountain cabin, and came back very much depressed. Rumor had
it that Vierecke had gone in search of certain information, but

that the Admiral had refused to talk.

At one of the secret evening meetings in the cellar of Adams'
house on P Street, he and Liam Lincoln disagreed over tactics.

The latter had reached the conclusion that now was the time for

their movement to come out into the open and throw its forces

into the scales against the national administration. Many promi-

nent public officials throughout America, who were in touch with

this Washington group, eagerly awaited Liam Lincoln's assurance

that the time for rebellion had arrived.

But Adams advised further delay. "Wait until we absolutely

know jusc how dependent Steel Jeffers is on Admiral Southworth.

Their simultaneous illnesses may be a mere coincidence."

"Adams, I doubt your loyalty!" the fanatic Lincoln declared.

Adams leaped at him. Their pals separated them. The two
apologized. But the row rankled; and it rankled especially in Liam
Lincoln, for the group endorsed Adams' fabian policy.

Leaving the White House the next evening, Adams happened
to pass through the servants' entrance. His foot was on the bottom
step, when the door opened behind him. He turned at the sound.
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and the light from within momentarily illumined a feminine
figure, shrouded in a hooded cape. Dainty silver slippers and the
edge of a blue evening gown protruded below the bottom of the
cape, but it was the brief glimpse of the girl s face which arrested

Adams' attention. Tenrils of dark hair twined beneath the edges

of her hood. Her resemblance to the President was striking; but,

where Steel's face was firm and masculine, hers was delicately

rounded and feminine and alluring.

"Helen Jeffers!" Adams declared to himself, as she passed

him and dodged into the shadows.

With sudden determination, he followed her.

V

The mysterious girl from the White House hurried furtively

through the trees toward the Parkway, then along its winding

stretches to the Hotel Washington. Never for an instant did

Lieutenant Adams let her out of his sight. He entered the hotel

only a few steps behind her.

As she paused and gazed around the lobby, Adams got a

better view of her face. Unquestionably it was the face of the

photograph from Sim Baldwin's dossier. But where the photo-

graph had showed a mere pretty girl, this face had the maturity

and charm of a ravishingly beautiful woman—exactly the change

that the four years since her supposed death could be expected

to bring.

Jack Adam's heart missed several beats, and then raced madly.

The girl turned full toward him. He flushed, looked away, and

stepped backward stumbling over the end of a stone bench in

the lobby.

"Oh, I'm so sorry!" she explained in delicious tones. "Did I

bump into you, or something?"

"Er—no," Adams hastily replied. "I guess it's just that I

can't stand so much sheer beauty, that's all."

"Oh," stiffening a bit. "Do I know you or something?"

"I guess it must have been two other fellows," laughed

Adams. And the girl laughed too.

Adams squared his broad shoulders. Here was opportunity—
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for the Cause, of course. He must not misplay. The twinkle in his

gray eyes, and the whimsical twist of his handsome mouth, belied

his fixed determination.

"After all, I do believe that we've met," he began.

"You're making me very conspicuous," she objected, yet she

did not move away.

"I'm so sorry!" he explained. "Let s sit down over here."

He led her to a chair in a far comer of the lobby. As she seated

herself, and glanced inquiringly up at him, Adams added, "And
now that we are so well acquainted, perhaps you will tell me
your name."

He sat down beside her, and leaned across, intently studying

her perfect features. She smiled back at him—provocatively. She
let her cloak fall back from her shoulders, disclosing a summer
evening gown of flowered blue chiffon, gently clinging, revealing.

"No," she replied, but with the light of mischief in her violet

eyes. "I'm a stranger here—a school-teacher on a holiday. I don't

pick up men—usually. I think I'm going to like you, but let's

not spoil this charming interlude by knowing too much about

each other. Just call me you'."

"Hey, you!" said Adams laughing, though his pulses were

pounding madly because of her nearness. "Are you staying at this

hotel, you?"

"You sound like a detective from the Army Intelligence

Service, or something, though your crossed guns indicate Coast

Artillerv. Perhaps you are one of the secret agents of the Presi-

dent?"

"Heaven forbid!" he exclaimed.

She was watching him intently. "So you don't approve of

Steel Jeffers?" she asked, innocently.

Did she know his identity? The President's sister ought to

know by sight the President's aide. But was she Helen Jeffers?

In fact, was Helen Jeffers even still alive?

Then suddenly a thought occurred to him. Might not her

presence in Washington, rather than the theft of the missing

bottles, be the cause of the slackening of Jeffers' ruthlessness?

Down tumbled all the preconceived notions of the conspiracy.

For a moment Adams felt depressed, then brightened again at

the thought that maybe—this new explanation could be turned
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to some use.

"A penny for your thoughts," said the girl. "When I asked

you just now whether you approve of Steel Jeffers, you went into

a blind daze. Yet that is a question which any loyal American
ought to be able to answer offhand—without study/'

"Yes," Adams replied, his eyes gazing intently into hers. "I

am a deep admirer of the President. And I am a sincere believer

in the policies which elected him." This line ought to go good
with the girl who had outlined those policies, if indeed this were

she. "But I believe that he is unfortunate in the choice of some
of his advisers."

"I'm glad you like my—er—Steel Jeffers," the girl exclaimed.

"But I am surprised that you do not approve of Secretary

Dougherty."

"I mentioned no names," Adams hastily interposed.

"No?" She laughed her tingling silvery laugh.

"Let's not talk politics," begged the young Lieutenant. "Have
you eaten?"

"Yes."

"Then how about a movie?"

She nodded and smiled.

At the theater, the newsreel dealt very guardedly with the

President's illness, exhibiting "canned" flashes of Jeffers himself;

of the sinister Dougherty; and of the flea-bitten old sea doctor,

whom it reported as rapidly convalescing.

The audience greeted the picture of Jeffers with applause, at

which the girl seemed to thrill. Dougherty drew hisses and some
boos, at which the girl stiffened. Southworth evoked merely a

rustling interest.

After the show Adams took the girl to the Washington Roof.

Several of the diners turned and stared at the distinguished-look-

ing blond young man in black uniform and his stunning dark-

haired partner in blue.

The head-waiter greeted him effusively by name. Adams tried

to silence the man by a glance, but the man kept on bowing and

scraping and calling him "Lieutenant Adams."

"Oh, so you're the President's aide!" the girl announced, as

the waiter seated her. "How banal of me to have asked what you

thought of him! And how dangerous of you to have revealed your
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disapproval of Secretary Dougherty. How do you know that I am
not a Secret Service agent, or something?"

"I'd trust you anywhere," breathed Adams.
"So?"

"Yes! And look here, Helen, why can't we—?"
" 'Helen? Why do you call me 'Helen'?"

Adams bit his lip. The name had come so naturally! His face

took a hunted look. "Helen of Troy, 'the face that launched a

thousand ships', you know."
Her purple eyes narrowed and her face became grave, as,

ignoring the compliment, she snapped, "That's not the truth,

Adams. Why did you call me 'Helen'?"

Cornered he stammered, "I saw a picture once of the Presi-

dent's sister. Her name was Helen. You look so like her that

I've been thinking of her all evening."

"Well, of all the complimentary men!" she commented
sarcastically.

But he was not to be laughed off. "You are Helen Jeffers,"

he insisted.

She sobered suddenly. "Helen died four years ago. She was
my sister."

Adams gasped. "I didn't know there were two girls in the

Jeffers family."

"There weren't. Helen was the only one."

"But you said—"

"I said Helen was my sister. So she was." Suddenly hei voice

became deep and gutteral and male. "I am Steel Jeffers."

She paused to let that information sink in, as Adams stared

in horrified silence. Then the disguised President continued, in

feminine tones again, "I played girl parts in Triangle Club shows

at Princeton, and have not forgotten the art of make-up and im-

personation. And so, in these hectic times, I disguise myself and
go out among my subjects, like Haroun Al Raschid, to learn first-

hand what they think of me. The results have been gratifying.

And particularly gratifying, permit me to say, has been your own
expression of loyalty to me—and to the principles which made
me President."

Adams continued to stare. Finally he found his voice, and
gasped out, "But, Excellency, you were reported too ill to leave
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your room. How is it safe for you to be out alone and unguarded
like this?"

"I am neither alone nor unguarded, thanks to you. As to

whether I am safe—Secretary Dougherty does not know that I

am out," the disguised President enigmatically replied.

VI

"And now that you know who I really am," Jeffers continued
in his feminine falsetto, "my Arabian Nights masquerade is at

an end. Let us return to the White House."

Just then the waiter bustled up. Adams handed the man a

dollar bill, saying, "I'm sorry, but the lady suddenly feels faint."

He and his partner got up and made for the exit.

The head waiter rushed over. "Lieutenant Adams, is there

anything wrong?"
' Not at all, Pierre," Adams assured him.

The President flashed the man a dazzling feminine smile,

and murmured, "I just feel a little faint, Pierre; but we certainly

shall return some other evening."

"I do hope so, Mademoiselle."

Adams, still stunned, helped Jeffers on with his wrap, and
escorted him to the elevator.

As they walked slowly back to the White House, Adams
shuddered, sighed, and said, "You can never know, Excellency,

what a blow it was to me to find that you are not your sister. I

saw a photograph of her once, and I believe that I actually fell

in love with it. She must have been a wonderful girl!"

Steel Jeffers stiffened suddenly—Adams could feel it in his

fingertips on the President's elbow. Then he relaxed. "Helen and

I placed the welfare of America ahead of anything else— I still do.

But events—and James Dougherty—have hemmed me in. Well,

anyway, I am glad that you feel as you do about Helen. Don't

give up hope, Jack. Some day, perhaps—" He stopped abruptly.

"Is Helen still alive?" Adams eagerly exclaimed.

Steel Jeffers passed his hand in a tired gesture across his face,

and shivered. "I don't know just what I'm saying." His voice

broke strangely. "In the language of the younger generation, let's
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'skip it'."

He remained in moody silence the rest of the way to the

White House, and dismissed his e .ort at the steps of the servants'

entrance.

Lieutenant Adams stood at the foot of the steps, and gazed

up at the seeming girl, until the door closed. Then he hastened

to his own quarters on P Street, his mind a turmoil of emotions.

All night long he tossed on his bed, longing for the girl whom
he had thought he had found, only to lose again.

The next day, when Adams reported for work at the White
House he learned that Admiral Southworth's condition had im-

proved, and that a special amphibian ambulance-plane was already

on its way to the Adirondacks to bring him back. Suppressed

excitement pervaded the executive mansion. Secretary Dougherty
smiled leeringly through his black beard, and his eyes twinkled

brightly.

He even slapped Adams jovially on the shoulder, and ejacul-

ated, "Well, my boy, back to normalcy, eh?" Then stiffened

guiltily, as though he said too much. But Adams's thoughts were

on Helen Jeffers, and he hardly noticed.

Shortly after lunch a motor-ambulance arrived at the White
House from the Potomac naval air base, and two gobs with Red
Cross brassards on their sleeves carried in a sheet-covered figure

on a stretcher.

Secretary Dougherty bustled officiously up to the bearers, and
was about to give some order, when Franz Vierecke, with unusual

assertion shining in his pale blue eyes, elbowed him to one side,

exclaiming, "Nein! He moost haf rest!"

So the shrouded figure was carted off to one of the guest-

rooms of the White House.
But the return of Admiral Southworth did not immediately

bring masters back to normalcy. The next day strikes broke out in

Boston, New York and San Francisco. The police and State troops

held aloof. But black-coated Federal soldiery moved in, and kept

the strikers effectively in check, handling the situation with such

finesse and regard for popular sympathy as to make evident that

Secretary Dougherty was not in charge at the 'White House, and
chat Steel Jeffers was still rurning things.
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Doctors and nurses were provided for Admiral Southworth,
but still a black-uniformed military guard, placed in front of the
door of the Presidential bedroom, denied admittance to all except

Dougherty and Vierecke.

Students rioted and staged demonstrations at Harvard, Col-

umbia, and Stanford. The ring-leaders promptly disappeared, but
there were no wholesale executions.

That evening someone heaved a brick at Lieutenant Adams
in the street. And all through the night he could hear sporadic

popping noises throughout the city, as on the night before the

Fourth. Each pop signified to his ears the elimination of one
more potential enemy of the existing regime.

The next morning on his way back to work, he had to pick

his way through the remains of several barricades, and once he
slipped on a dark red slimy puddle. He shook his head sadly.

Poor misguided individuals!

That day three things of note happened. First, an investi-

gating committee from the Senate, headed by Senator Anders
of New Hampshire, and accompanied by armed guards loaned

by the State of Maryland, called at the White House, demanded
to see President Jeffers, and were denied admittance. Lieutenant

Adams marveled that the Marylanders were not arrested for

treason. Secondly, Admiral Southworth, in a wheelchair, was

pushed to the basement laboratory by Dr. Vierecke, and re-

mained there for several hours. And that evening Liam Lincoln

accused Jack Adams of disloyalty to the Cause for refusing to

divulge to his fellow-conspirators the inside dope on the Presi-

dent's illness. Hot words again ensued, and the others narrowly

averted a fight between the two of them.
The next day Senator Anders* resolution, declaring the

Presidency vacant, was called-up for a vote in Congress. The
leaderless yes-men of House and Senate did not know which

way to turn. The few really intelligent members of the Adminis-

tration forces began to wonder how to take advantage of this

situation to advance their own ambition.

Then suddenly in the midst of the debate Steel Jeffers went

on the air. His well-known voice boomed out of the little radio

in the Senate restaurant. Instantly, the news swept up to the

cloak-rooms. A loud-speaker on the clerk's table was turned
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loose on the startled assemblage.

As the ringing appeal for peace and tranquility and loyalty

resounded through the chamber, the opposition crumbled,

although some die-hards still refused to believe.

"It's a trick!" cried Senator Anders. "A tape recording of

the President's voice is being used to fool us!" He rushed from

the chamber, phoned the White House, and was informed that

Steel Jeffers was broadcasting from his sickroom. "But has any-

one actually seen him, to know that it is he?" Anders demanded.
Over the air came the answer, in the unmistakable voice

of Jeffers himself, "You still doubt that I am back in the saddle?

Then let the Senate Committee call tomorrow at 2:15. I shall

receive them in person."

The next afternoon Senator Anders and his colleagues, with

their bodyguard of Maryland State troops, arrived at the White
House. The doors were thrown open by the negro attendant,

and they marched in.

The large hall was empty of any other persons, and had a

closed-for-the-season look: shades drawn, musty smell, furniture

shrouded with sheets. But, as the attendant closed—and locked

—the doors, the sheets were whisked off of the supposed furni-

ture—machine-guns, manned by black-uniformed troops.

A door opened at one side, and Secretary Dougherty
emerged, grinning evilly through his black beard, his eyes snap-

ping. Behind him there debouched into the hall a score of

Federal soldiers. Rubbing his hands gleefully together, the Secre-

tary commanded, "Gentlemen, please reach for the ceiling."

But the Captain of the Marylanders stepped resolutely

forward. "By whose authority?" he demanded.

"By the authority of the President!"

"It's a lie!" shouted Senator Anders. "Steel Jefters is dead!"

The Captain of the Marylanders snatched out his revolver,

leveled it at the Secretary of State, and squeezed the trigger.

A jet of flame roared forth.

VII

An answering roar came from the gun of one of the black-
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uniformed Federal soldiers, and the Maryland officer pitched
forward, dead.

Secretary Dougherty staggered backward and his dark eyes

rolled. He straightened. His red lips parted in an animal snarl.

"1 wear a bullet-proof vest," he snapped. "And fortunately the

Maryland militia still carry only thirty-eights, instead of forty-

fives. Gentlemen, surrender."

The entire delegation promptly raised their hands aloft,

and were disarmed. The militiamen were then herded away,

and the doors of the Blue Room swung open to admit the

Senators.

At his desk in the bay window sat the President, pale and
frail-looking, but eyes snapping with old-time vigor. At his side

stood Lieutenant Adams; and banked behind him was a full

squad of black-coated Federals, with automatic pistols in their

hands.

"Ah!" Steel JefTers commented, in tones appropriate to his

name. "I am highly honored. Is it true that you gentlemen have

the temerity to doubt my existence?"

Senator Anders coughed embarrassedly. "Well—-er—you see,

Excellency, it was quite natural—er—

"

"Cannot the President of the United States take a slight

rest," snapped JefTers, "without a pack of jackals snarling for his

corpse?" His voice broke. His eyes wavered huntedly for an in-

stant. Then he coughed, lowered the pitch of his voice, and
continued incisively, "Kindly return to the Senate, and inform

your associates that Steel Jeffers is alive—and in good health—

and sane.' Another occurrence like this will compel me to dis-

solve the Congress!"

"But, Excellency," interposed Secretary Dougherty, "ought

these traitors be permitted to leave?"

JefTers sighed, then drew himself erect. "Let them leave

while the leaving is good!"

As Dougherty ushered out the thoroughly cowed delegation,

the President turned his eyes toward his aide, and asked with a

grim smile, "Well, Jack Adams, do you approve?"

Surprised, Adams stammered, "You—you know my views

about reprisals. I am glad that you spared them."

JefTers smiled the ghost of a smile. "I have set my hand
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to the plow, and must go on to the end of the furrow. Ah, Dr.

Vierecke. You take me back to my bedroom/'
The white-coated doctor strode across the room, assisted

Jcffers into his wheel-chair, and wheeled him out.

Before nightfall Governor Carter of Maryland and Senator

Anders of New Hampshire had been mysteriously assassinated.

America was rapidly getting back to normal.

That evening in Adams' quarters, the Lieutenant was crow-

ing over his discomfited co-conspirator, Liam Lincoln. "Hasn't

it all turned out just as I prophesied? The time had not yet

arrived for us to strike the blow for freedom. Fellows, if you'd

taken Liam's advice instead of mine, where would we all be
now? In a wooden box like the Governor of Maryland and the

Senator from New Hampshire. As it is, both we and our con-

spiracy still live."

Lincoln viciously pushed back his black forlock. His dark

eyes snapped with fanaticism, "jack, why don't you shoot the

President?" he sneered. "You're not afraid, are you?"

Adams stared back contemptuously. "Don't be an ass,

Lincoln! If we make a martyr of Steel Jeffers, his regime will

live on. And you know how much worse Secretary Dougherty
would be than Jeffers."

"But Vice President Nieman would succceed to the Presi-

dency, wouldn't he?" asked roly-poly Simeon Baldwin.

"Not if Nieman happened to die conveniently. In that

event, the Secretary of State would take over."

"Then why doesn't Dougherty arrange both assassinations?"

asked Cabot the chemist, ruminatively.

"Because, so long as Jeffers displays just the right combina-
tion of ruthlessness and proletarian appeal, Dougherty is sitting

pretty. Say, that gives ine something to keep in mind." Adams'
gray eyes narrowed thoughtfully. "If Steel Jeffers should ever

become permanently ill, Dougherty will bear watching."

"You will bear watching right now," asserted Liam Lincoln

under his breath.

Adams ignored him
In the days which followed, the President became more

and more his old forceful self. Once again he took sadistic delight

in the ruthless pacification of America. One by one the individu-
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als who had raised their voices against him, either disappeared

or precipitately fled the country. Those newspapers which had
had the temerity to assert the freedom of the press, found their

stock and bonds bought-up by the Federal Finance Corporation.

Admiral Southworth, too, recovered his heaith, and again

devoted himself to his basement laboratory as of old.

Adams resented the growing influence of Dougherty and
the resulting ever-increasing ruthlessness of the President. And
he puzzled over the fact that Steel Jeffers seemed to take an
amused interest in him. Formerly he had treated Adams as a

mere appurtenance of the executive offices; but now, whenever
he spoke to his aide, there was a twinkle in his cold eyes, with
perhaps a trace of scorn and contempt in it.

At Adam's first opportunity, when Admiral Southworth and
Dr. Vierecke were both absent, he hastened to the potted plant

in the basement corridor. He plunged his fingers deep into the

soil of the pot, he carefully sifted the earth; but the key was
gone!

That night, when he reported this loss to the meeting of

the conspirators, there occurred his bitterest break thus far

with the fanatic Liam Lincoln, who heatedly accused him of

lying—of being an admirer and a supporter of the President.

And there was just enough shadow of truth to this accusa-

tion, so that Adams could not reply very forcefully. He merely

gave his usual rather lame retort about his daily risking his life

in the very den of the enemy while Liam Lincoln sulked in

the background.

The meeting bioke up with considerable bad feeling,

Lincoln's parting shot being, "If you are really on the level,

Jack, you can prove it in just one way. Get into that laboratory,

and find out what is going on."

"I will!" Adams rashly retorted.

All night he lay awake, thinking, worrying, discarding one

plan after another. By morning he had evolved an idea.

So he carried a suit of overalls and a pair of telephone

linemen's spurs with him to the White House, and at the

first opportunity sneaked down into the subcellar, the floor

below the one on which the laboratory was located. Hurriedly

he donned the overalls, strapped the spurs onto his legs with
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the spikes outside. Noiselessly as possible, he crowded himself

into the ventilator shaft and struggled up. It was tough going.

The shaft was narrow and the spikes on his cleats did not bite

very easily into its walls.

But finally he made it! His head reached the level of the

grating of the laboratory outlet. He heard the voices of South-

worth and Steel Jeffers. Peering through the grating, he almost

uttered an exclamation of exultance. For Southworth held poised

in one hand a hypodermic needle, and in the other a diaphragm

capped bottle. By sheer luck, Adams had finally obtained sure

proof of the fact that JeiTers was being inoculated regularly

with the strange substance in the bottles.

Holding his breath tensely, he watched Southworth jab the

needle into Jeffers' arm. The President, his coat off, and his

sleeves rolled up, jerked his slim, unmuscular arm back with

an exclamation, then laughed nervously.

"Guess I'll never get up enough backbone to take that

needle without wincing," he remarked a bit hoarsely.

The injection was completed in silence that remained until

Jeffers had again donned his coat. Then, with an almost curt

shortness, he left the laboratory, his lips tight, and his face set

in an expression of stoniness and determination.

Southworth went about cleaning up the laboratory, restor-

ing the needle and bottle to its place. Adams remained motion-

less in his position behind the grating.

A sound at the laboratory door attracted his attention, and

he turned his gaze to see the Prussian, Vierecke enter. Southworth

turned to face him.

On Viereck's face was a triumphant grin as he closed the

door carefully behind him, then drew a gun from his pocket.

Southworth stiffened. "What does this mean, Franz?" he

asked.

"It means, we haf come to der parting of der ways, South-

worth. Nc longer are you necessary to my blans."

In a voice level but charged with emotion, Southworth

replied, "Go ahead and kill me; but, as sure as God made
little fishes, you'll lose by it. You still don't know the complete

formula."

"Don'd I? Veil, lissen to dis." There followed a siring of
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chemical language, quite meaningless to the man concealed
in the chute.

Admiral Southworth gasped; and that gasp was a complete
admission that his assistant had at last learned the whole of the

secret which the Admiral had thus far so jealously guarded.

"Ha!" rang out the triumphant voice of Franz Vierecke,

followed by a shot, a thud, and a gurgling groan.

VIII

With a sudden resolution Adams groped within his over-

alls with his left hand for the automatic pistol on his right

hip, then shifted it to his right hand. Quietly opening the grating

of the ventilator, he peered out.

The bullet-headed Franz Vierecke was standing with his

back to the grille, holding a smoking thirty-eight, as he stared

down at the sprawled corpse of the Admiral.

Adams reached out, leveling his automatic. Remembering
Secretary Dougherty's bullet-proof vest, he took careful aim at

Vierecke's head: "Hands up, Doctor!" he commanded.
The white-coated Prussian wheeled catlike, firing as he

turned. But Adams fired first. Both weapons roared, and the

laboratory assistant fell backward across the body of the Admiral.

Adams scrambled hastily out of the shaft and thrust his gun

into its holster. The two bodies still lay inert.

He had to work fast! He unbuckled his climbing irons,

stripped off his overalls, and thrust them all down the shaft.

He took all the small botcles from the ice chest, emptied them
in the laboratory sink, and threw them after his discarded equip-

ment. He hastily v/iped the dirt from his face and hands on a

towel at the sink. Taking the key from the pocket of the dead

Admiral, he unlocked the door, stepped out, and locked it

behind him.

As he turned, and slid the key into his pocket, one of the

White House guards came pattering around the corner. The
man halted and raised his arm in salute. "I thought I heard

shots, Sir."

"Correct," Adams grimly replied. "Vierecke and Southworth
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have killed each other. I go to report to the President."

Stunned horror widened the man's eyes. Then they

narrowed suspiciously, and he reached for his hip. But Adams'
fist caught him on the point of the jaw. Down he went in a

heap. Adams ran along the corridor toward the stairs.

In the Blue Room he found Steel Jeffers and the Secretary

of State conversing together at the big desk in the bay window.
Raising his arm in salute, Adams panted, "Things will be

popping around here in a few moments, and I want to report

before they pop."

Dougherty glared at him, but Jeffers calmly said, "Go on,

Lieutenant."

"I happened to be in the basement," Adams replied, "when
I heard Admiral Southworth and Dr. Vierecke quarreling in

the laboratory. The door was ajar, so I looked in. Vierecke was
pointing a pistol at the Admiral, and the Admiral was saying,

The injections are all gone. If you kill me, there will be no
more/

"

"What!" Dougherty's face went white. "Did he ?"

But Adams interrupted. "Just a moment. I heard Vierecke

retort, 'I know the formula/ He recited a lot of chemical gib-

berish. The Admiral nodded and admitted, 'Yes, you've got

it right/"

Dougherty settled back in his chair, the color flooding

his cheeks again. Steel Jeffers was watching Adams like a cat.

Adams continued, "And then Vierecke shot the Admiral.

I dashed in, but too late to save him. Of course I shot Vierecke.

You'll find the two bodies lying in a heap on the floor of the

laboratory. Here is the key." He flung it down on the desk.

"And here is my gun, Sir, with one cartridge exploded." He
pulled it from its holster, laid it down beside the key, and
drew himself up to attention. "Private Jones tried to arrest me,
Sir, but I thought I had better report to you/

;

The two men at the desk stared at him with fascinated

horror. Then suddenly Dougherty reached inside his coat, and
yanked out a gun.

"The Presidency is ended!" he shouted, as he fired at Steel

Jeffers.

But a split second ahead of his shot, anothei shot roared
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forth in the echoing Blue Room. Adams had snatched up his

own weapon from the President's desk, and fired. The impact
of its forty-five-caliber bullet smashed the forehead of the Secre-

tary of State and hurled him backward.

There was a tinkle of glass behind the President as two
black-uniformed guards crashed in through the French windows.
"Are you all right, Excellency?" they cried.

"Perfectly," Jeffers calmly replied. "He never touched me."
"I—I'm glad," breathed Adams.
"Take out the body!" the President crisply ordered. Then,

as the two guards departed with their grisly burden, he turned

to his aide, and said sharply
, "They do not live long, who

stand in the way of Steel Jeffers. And, now, Adams, I want the

truth about what happened in the laboratory. The truth, mind
you!"

Suddenly, as it dawned on Adams that Dougherty's death

had removed the only reason for not killing the President, he
leveled his gun at Steel Jeffers. "The truth is that I destroyed

all the little bottles."

Watching the President intently, keeping him covered

with the automatic, Adams backed toward the main door of

the Blue Room. He groped behind him for the knob. But
suddenly the door was flung open. He was seized from behind,

and his arms were pinioned to his sides. Like a flash, Jeffers

dashed around the desk, and disarmed him. His captor was

the guardsman whom he had slugged in the basement corridor.

The President now fired three shots in the air, and other

soldiers came running.

"Take him to the War Department," Jeffers commanded,
"and lock him in a cell. Don't let any harm come to him. I

want him saved for public execution."

Manacles were snapped onto Adams' wrists, and he was

dragged, kicking and struggling away.

IX

Adams soon saw that there was no use to struggle, and so

he went peaceably. "Let's buy some peanuts," he proposed,
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as they reached the street.

"What!" exclaimed the Sergeant in charge, halting.

The old Italian on the corner shuffled up, with a couple

of paper bags of nuts in his hand. "Peanuts, Meester?" But
Adams shrugged his broad shoulders, and held up his manacled
hands. "You see, Giuseppe, I can't buy. I'm a prisoner."

"Whata for, Signore Adams?"
As they dragged him away, Adams shouted, "For killing

Southworth and Vierecke and Dougherty. They're all dead,

Giuseppe! All, all dead!"

"Shut up!" shouted the Sergeant, felling him with a blow
from his automatic.

Adams awoke in a windowless unlit cell. His head ached

terribly. For a while he sat in darkness, and nursed his throb-

bing head, Then a soldier came, and brought him some food,

and turned on a light. "Well, fellow," said the man, "you

certainly started something!"

"What do you mean?" Adams asked.

"Say!" the voluble soldier replied. "There's hell broke loose

already, all over the country. Some crazy yap, who thinks he's

Abraham Lincoln, has sent out a bunch of hooey, hollering

for all patriots to rally to his standard, or some such rot. And
are they rallying?"

"Well, I'll bite. Are they?"

"I'll say they are! Several Governors have seceded from the

Union already, and it's funny—these were Governors who stayed

loyal in the last ruckus."

Adams chuckled. He could have named the exact Gover-

nors. For they were men who had been in touch with the

Washington group of conspirators, and so had the sense to lay

off until Liam Lincoln gave the word. Quite evidently Giuseppe

had passed along the news of the triple killing, and the con-

spirators had at once sent out instructions that the time had

come.

"Well, how are they making out?" Adams asked.

"Not so hot!" stoutly declared the soldier. "You just wait

until Steel Jeffers gets hold of 'em! He'll shoot 'em all against

a wall!"

"How long was I unconscious?"
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"You were out cold for about four hours."

"And all this has happened in that short time?"
"Yes."

"Phew! Lincoln certainly worked quickly!"

"Say," asserted the soldier suspiciously, "I'll bet you was
in cahoots with that guy." He refused to talk any further,

and left.

Adams was much surprised when, later in the day, the

soldier returned, all eyes, and informed him that the Dictator

wanted to see him. Manacled, he was led to the White House.
As he walked with his guards the short distance from the

War Department to the executive mansion, he noted a marked
overnight change in the city. No street cars were running. The
streets were practically deserted, except for patrolling soldiers,

and an occasional marching contingent of troops. And these

troops were clad in khaki service uniforms, in place of the

snappy peacetime black.

In the sky above, planes circled through the cloudless blue.

Adams could hear in the distance the occasional crack of rifles,

and the boom of cannons.

Sixty or so enlisted men lay on the White House lawn

beside a row of neat stacks of rifles. Two armed guards marched
back and forth across the front step. A khaki-clad figure on a

motorcyle roared up the circular drive, delivered a dispatch to

one of the sentries, and roared off again.

Indoors the White House was a strictly military head-

quarters. Gone were all the civilian attendants and clerks and

stenographers. In their stead were khaki-clad members of the

military, tense and precise.

Adams was taken direct to the Blue Room. Here again

were guards. Soldiers rushed in and out with messages. And,

seated at the large desk in the bay window beside the Dictator,

was a leonine Army Officer with bushy gray mustaches, and four

silver stars on each shoulder. The two men were busily engaged

in arranging pushpins on a map.

As Adams entered under guard, Jeffers looked up. To
Adams's surprise, the Dictator appeared perfectly well—in fact,

younger and in better health than when Adams had been taken

to prison. But, looking more closely, Adams noticed that the
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Dictator's cheeks had a slightly feverish tinge, and that his eyes

were unduly bright.

"Sony I can't salute. Sir/' said the prisoner. "But, with

these contraptions on my wrists, it's a bit difficult."

Steel Jeffers laughed, but his face remained grave. "The
usually immaculate Jack Adams seems to have slept in his uni-

form, and to have gone without shaving. I may have to get

myself a new military aide." Then, to the Sergeant in charge of

the squad, "Unlock him, and withdraw."

"But, Excellency—"

"Unlock him!"

"Yes, Excellency." The Sergeant removed Adams's hand-

cuffs, and then marched his men out of the room. Adams
promptly held up his arm in salute.

"General Peters," said Jeffers, "would you mind receiving

your dispatches in the next room for a few minutes? And please

give orders that I am not to be disturbed. I wish a few words alone

with the prisoner."

The General stood up, gave a stiff Roman salute, and
strode out.

As the doors closed behind him, the Dictator snapped,

"Sit down, Lieutenant!" Adams took a chair across the desk
from Steel Jeffers. The latter continued, "Did you know that

your fanatical comrade Liam Lincoln has invited England and
France to invade this country, to help suppress my Dictatorship?"

"I don't believe it, Sir," Adams levelly replied.

The Dictator's eyes narrowed, and the flush left his cheeks

for a moment. "You wouldn't!" he crisply asserted. "But it's so.

Why do you tie up with an erratic ass like Liam Lincoln? He
hates you. The two of you have quarreled."

A look of startled surprise flashed into Adam's eyes.

Steel Jeffers smiled coldly. "A mere random guess of mine,

but it struck home. Lincoln would double-cross you in a minute,

to further his own ambitions. So why not side with me? I have

the situation well in hand. The Regular Army is concentrating in

Virginia, and the loyal Navy will soon be in the Chesapeake to

clear the wav for me to join the Army. Adams, I can offer

you "

"I'm sorry, but nothing you could offer, would interest me."
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"No?" Watching him like a cat, the Dictator's eyes

narrowed. An amused superior smile played upon his lips, as he
studied his victim calculatingly. Then he purred, "Adams, I

offer you—my sister Helen/'

Adams flushed eagerly, stammered, then resolutely asserted,

"Even that wouldn't tempt me!"

"I wonder." Jeffers seemed to be speaking to himself. "How
can you admire her, yet hate me so much?"

"She had ideals-"

"And I had those same ideals. You and the rest of your

gang of young radicals were once followers of mine. Why did

you desert me?"

"It was you who deserted us, Sir. Secretary Dougherty made
a fascist out of you."

Jeffers swung slowly around in his swivel chair, and stared

moodily out through the big bay window. Then he turned

slowly back again. "Secretary Dougherty is dead, Adams," he
said in a low voice.

"You mean ? That, if you succeed in putting down this

rebellion, there will be no reprisals, no more frightfulness?"

Adams felt himself weakening, hypnotized. "What do you wish

me to do?"

The Dictator leaned forward, his eyes shining eagerly. "Give
me back those bottles!" he demanded.

The spell was broken. Adams laughed grimly. "I poured

every one of them down the sink," he explained. "You can find

the bottles themselves in the ventilator shaft, to prove it."

The Dictator's face contorted with rage. He sprang to his

feet, but instantly calmed as the door burst open, and General

Peters rushed in, exclaiming, "Excellency, all is lost! The Virginia

State troops have captured Fort Monroe, and have taken over

the coast defense guns and the mine fields. The Navy can't get

into the Chesapeake. We're bottied up here in Washington!"

"General," Jeffers sternly replied, "I told you that I did

not wish to be interrupted."

Stunned and sputtering, the old war horse withdrew.

Jeffers turned back to Adams, and passed a hand across his

eyes with a weary gesture. "It's all over, Jack," he asserted.
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"What would you think of my abdicating?"

"It would avoid further bloodshed."

Steel Jeffers shook his head. "Not if I fall into the hands
of Liam Lincoln, it wouldn't. And once he tasted my blood,

other heads would fall by the hundreds. No. Help me to safety.

Then, with me out of the picture, let General Peters negotiate

for a general amnesty."

"Why should I do this for you?"

"You will not be doing it for me. It will be for America

—

and for Helen."

For Helen? Adams leaned forward eagerly. Then clamped
his jaw and shook his head. "Not for either you or Helen,", he
declared levelly, "but to put an end to the war. I may be making
a terrible mistake, but Well, what are your plans?"

"I want you to communicate with your fellow conspirators,

and arrange for safe conduct for yourself and a girl through

their lines. Then I shall disguise myself as a girl—you have

already had proof of my abilities in that line—and you will

take me in your car. I have friends who will protect me until

the storm blows over."

"All right," Adams agreed. '
I'll shave, and get my uniform

pressed. Meanwhile you write me out a pass. Then I'll go to

my own quarters, phone some of my pals, arrange for passes

through their lines, and bring my car back here for you. Oh,
and by the way, try to look less like your sister Helen than you
did that time before."

"For the sake of your peace of mind?" Jeffers taunted him.

"Please don't joke!" begged Adams seriously. "No, it's for

the sake of your own safety. The conspirators are all familiar

with your sister's picture—Your name will be 'Mary Calvert'."

"Why not phone to your friends from here?"

"And have your Secret Service operatives listen in? No
thanks. Besides I have to go home tc get the car. I'll let you
know, when everything is ready."

He arose, extended his arm in salute, and left the room.
The Dictator's eyes were filled with a strange amused light, as

they followed the Lieutenant's departure.
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X

A half hour later, Lieutenant Adams left the White House,
all shaved, cleaned, and pressed, with a Presidential pass in his

pocket. Giuseppe Albertino was at his peanut-stand at the

corner, the only civilian in sight. Adams bought a bag of

nuts, but left no message. If he were being watched or followed,

as he half suspected, he had no intention of implicating this ally.

Steel JetTers must have wondered why Adams should fear

to be overheard if he telephoned from the executive mansion,

and yet should not realize that it would be equally easy for the

Secret Service to plug in on his home telephone.

Adams chuckled. He had a scheme to test the sincerity of

the Dictator. He hoped—he believed—tihat Steel JefTers was
sincere; but the lives of all of his pals depended on Adams
guessing right, and so he was determined to make no mistakes.

He was still turning his plans over in his mind as he un-

locked and opened the front door of his P Street quarters.

Then he halted on the threshhold, and his jaw dropped.

Chairs overturned! Drawers pulled out, and their contents

strewn on the floor! Books swept from the shelves! The dread

Secret Service had made a thorough search; and, finding nothing,

had turned spitefully devastating.

Finding nothing? There was nothing to find. Adams had
carefully seen to that. And yet . With sinking heart, he

rushed to the basement.

Relief flooded over him. There was no sign that the secret

hole in the brick wall had been disturbed. He swung the irregular

section open. Cool musty air billowed out. It felt good to his

hot cheeks.

Groping on a shelf just to the left inside, he found, also

undisturbed, a small electrical contraption of coils and wires

and dials and switches. Then, his confidence restored, he pro-

ceeded down the tunnel to the adjoining cellar of Godfrey

Cabot. Cabot's house had not been ransacked.

Adams dashed upstairs, and called Simeon Baldwin's number
on the phone. Then attached his bit of electrical appartus. "Hello,

S. B.," he said. "This is
J. Q. A."

"Giuseppe reported that he saw you," replied the voice of his
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friend. "Say, you did a swell job bumping off Southworth and
Vierecke and Dougherty! Is Liam Lincoln fit to be tied, for envy!

But how come you are on the loose? We had authentic info that

you were to be shot against a wall."

"I was. But Jeffers is pretending that he thinks I was falsely

accused of the three murders. He has turned mc loose in the

hope that I'll lead his Secret Service men to your headquarters.

But I've given them the slip, and am phoning from Godfrey

Cabot's house, and using the tonc-invcrtcr, as you know. You can

talk freely. Are you in touch with the Allied Governors?'*

"Am I?" exclaimed Baldwin's voice. "Underground directional

radio direct to Baltimore headquarters, with a tone-inverter at

each end!"

"Then," said Adams, "you arrange with them to let me
through the lines in my car—District 5656. I can put them in

touch with one of the Federal Generals, who is ready and willing

to throw the works."

"Who?" exclaimed Baldwin excitedly.

"Sorry, Sim, but this has to be arranged personallv. I have
given my word to the old General not to breathe a word to any-

one but the Allied High Command in person."

"All right," agreed Baldwin a bit grumpily.

"And I want a special pass signed by you, identifying me
and Man- Calvert."

"Who's she?"

"A girl friend. Lives at the Wardman Park Inn. Has relatives

in Baltimore. I promised to get her out."

"Why, you old Lothario! I thought you were in love with

that clead-and-gonc Helen Jeffers."

"No time for humor," Adams snapped. "Man' Calvert is an
old friend of the family. Send the pass over to Giuseppe, and tell

him to vamoose as soon as he hands it to me. There'll be no need
of his hanging around the White House any longer after I've

skipped out."

"But how'll you get through the Federal lines?"

"Forge a pass from the Dictator. I know his signature and
have access to his official stationery and seal."

"Fine. Good luck. Jack."

"Good luck, Sim."
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Adams hung up. detached the tone-inverter, and carried it

back to its niche in the secret tunnel. From his own house, he
phoned Steel Jeffers, and told him that all was ready. Then he
squared his broad shoulders, and smiled. "If I've been tollowed

and plugged in on," he said to himself, "Steel Jeffers will know that

I've met none of my pals, and have sent out no phone calls from
my house; so he won t believe that I have arranged for a pass, and
he will refuse to go with me. Accordingly, if he comes along, it

will be a sign that he is on the level."

He was still smiling, as he changed into his gray Norfolk
suit, thrust his forty-five into his left hand coat pocket, packed
his bag, and drove his car to the White House. Parking by the

servant's entrance, he entered, and made directly for the offices.

Here he was handed a note from the Dictator, commanding him
to report at once to the Presidential bedroom.

A totally strange girl, with curly yellow hair, let him in. She
laughed at his open-mouthed amazement. Then said in the Dic-

tator's voice, "Well, Jack Adams, how do you like my blonde wig?

Am I different enough to suit you?"

"I'll say you are, Sir! The car is waiting at the rear. And I've

arranged for safe passage through the enemy lines. But what about

abdication?"

"While vou were telephoning from your home, I made all

the necessary arrangements with General Peters. As soon as I am
safe, he will contact the enemy, and make the best peace possible."

"I intimated as much to my pals, when I phoned them," said

Adams. "But I merely told them that someone high up in your

organization was willing to betray the city into Allied hands, if

they would give me a pass through the lines, to arrange it."

"Excellent!" laughed Steel Jeffers. There was a peculiar note

in his laugh. Then, reaching for the phone, he called the Blue

Room, and asked for General Peters. "General, this is Steel Jeffers.

If you don't hear from me by three o'clock, you know what to do."

Returning the instrument to its cradle, the disguised Dictator

said in a high-pitched feminine voice, "Well, Jack. I am ready.

Here is a Presidential pass, made out to John O. Adams and Mary-

Calvert."

"They'll never suspect you, Sir," Adams admiringly asserted,

as he picked up the bags, and led the way out to his parked car.
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Circling the White House, he stopped at the peanut-stand

of old Giuseppe, and bought a large supply of the nuts.

"Is the Lieutenant leaving?" asked the grizzled Italian.

"Yes," Adams replied, "and, if you're depending on my trade

for a living, you'd better give up your stand. I shan't be back for

some time."

Driving north on 1 5th, to Scott Circle, Adams then cut east

on Rhode Island Avenue. They hadn't gone more than a block
or two, when they were halted by a squad of khaki-clad Federal

soldiery. Adams flashed the pass which the Dictator had provided,

and the soldiers let them through.

This was repeated even' block or two. Their luck seemed too

good. And gradually there came to the surface of Adam's mind a

thought which had been struggling for recognition. Just why was
the great Steel Jeffers cravenly fleeing for his life, disguised as a

woman, and passing up the chance of using Lieutenant Adams
as a decoy to trap the leaders of the conspiracy?

As Adams turned these thoughts over in his mind, the pre-

tended girl beside him uneasily asked, "When do we contact

your friends? Here we are almost at the outskirts of the city, and
you haven't yet secured the pass which is to let us through the

Allied lines."

Adams instinctively glanced up at the rear-view mirror, and
saw a large black sedan following them.

"I'm going to chance it without an Allied pass," he brusquely

replied.

Just then they were halted again. But this time, as Adams
was about to hand over the paper which Jeffers had given him,

Jefrers himself opened his handbag and drew forth another paper.

A trick? A disclosure of their identity? Probably.

"None of that!" shouted Adams, suddenly stepping on the

gas, and scattering the surprised soldiery, as the car shot ahead.

A few shots sounded behind them, but Adams was out of range

before the soldiers could recover from their astonishment suf-

ficiently to take good aim.

"And now, girlie, hand mc over that paper," said Adams,
grabbing it with his right hand.

"Don't you call me 'girlie'!" raged the deep tones of the

Dictator.
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'Trying to double-cross me, are you?" Adams raged back at
him. "Planning to have me lead your Secret Service to my pals?

Well, I already have mv pass, and am not going to my pals. You
can't win, Steel Jeffers!"

He shifted the seized paper to his left hand, took the wheel
with his right, and stuffed the paper into his pocket. A glance in

the mirror showed him that the big black sedan had come right

past the squad of soldiers without being challenged, and now was
rapidly gaining on him. Adams pushed the accelerator down to the

floorboard.

The Dictator reached suddenly beneath the hem of his

skirt. From a knee-holster he drew a pearl-handled Luger .38.

Raising the weapon, he cried, "I can win, Jack Adams!"
Adams' left hand came up like a flash from his coat pocket,

grasping his Army .45. His right elbow shot out, throwing the
Dictator off balance. The little Luger exploded harmlessly. Then
Adams' gun crashed down on the blonde wig. Jeffers slumped
in the seat.

Adams grinned wryly, as he returned his gun to his pocket.

"I'd hate to have to hit a real girl." Then he gave the car every-

thing it had, and sped down the road away from the pursuing

sedan.

They were almost clear of the District, when a whole com-
pany of Federal soldiers, with drawn bayonets, loomed ahead,

barring the road.

XI

Adams set his jaw, and his gray eyes became slits. Leaning

on the horn, he stepped on the gas, and drove his car roaring and
shrieking straight toward the Federal spldiers.

The soldiers parted in a mad scramble. He was through!

Adams bent low over the wheel, unhurt. Bullets splintered

the rear window. One crashed through the windshield. Then came
two loud explosions—both rear tires blown out. The car lurched

and bumped drunkenly. It required all of Adams' strength on the

wheel to hold it to its course. In a few moments the enemy sedan

would overhaul him.
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He glanced at the rear-view mirror, and saw the soldiers

massed in the road behind him, loading and firing.

Then the big black pursuing sedan swung skiddingly around

the group. Two startled soldiers stepped into its path. The sedan

slid sidewise up onto the curb, ripping off two wheels, and rolled

onto its side.

Adams brought his eyes back to the road just in time to

see a lone soldier standing by the curb ahead, with gun raised to

fire. Adams swung toward him, and sent him diving for the gutter.

Then sped bumping on.

Ahead was open country. No more Federal soldiers. He was

in no-man's land, between the two warring forces. Tanks lumbered

about and shells crashed down all about.

Slowing down, he rearranged the Dictator's twisted blonde

wig. Next he glanced through the note which Steel Jeffers had

attempted to pass to the sentry. Adams smiled grimly at learning

that this note identified "Mary Calvert" as an operative of the

Secret Service, and himself as an enemy to be arrested on sight.

He tore the note into little bits and scattered them from the

window of his car. 'Treacherous as usual!" he mused. "And yet

I wonder if Jeffers at the start planned to trick me. He seemed
actually to weaken, to turn to me for help, when the old General

burst into the room with the news that all was lost."

Adams reached into one of the bags of peanuts which he had
purchased from Giuseppe, and pulled out the pass which Sim
Baldwin had provided for him.

Just in time! For a dozen soldiers in the uniform of the

Maryland National Guard popped out of the bushes, and held

up their hands for him to stop. He stopped, and showed them his

Allied pass.

"Is there a medical detachment anywhere near?" he asked.

"The last Federal v/ho stopped us, got suspicious, and tried to

stick me with his bayonet. I ducked, but the side of his rifle-

barrel hit Miss Calvert, and knocked her cold."

The Dictator stirred and groaned.

"There's none closer than three miles," said the Sergeant of

the soldiers sympathetically, looking in at the crumpled feminine

figure, "and your car won't stand much more. But I tell you what.

There's a State car down the road just a piece I'll jump on your
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running-board and tell the guy in charge to take you."

They bumped along for about a hundred yards to the State

car. Adams lifted the Dictator into the rear seat of the new con-

veyance, and got in beside him. The military chauffeur in the
front seat started the car.

And now what? The Allied surgeons would instantly discover

that the disguised Dictator was a man. His identity would then
become known. Death for him—and probably for John Q. Adams
as well.

The Dictator began to stir into life. He groaned weakly.

Adams snatched out his forty-five, and thrust the muzzle
against the back of the driver's head. "Sorry buddy," he said.

"Draw up alongside the road." The startled soldier did so. "Now
get out." The soldier got out, and Adams followed him.

Quickly Adams relieved him of his gun. Then trussed him
up with his belt, gagged him, and carried him a short distance

into the woods.

By the time that he returned to the car, the Dictator was
sitting up and staring bewiideredly around. "Where—am—I?"

he asked in a cracked voice.

"Get in front," Adams commanded, helping him to do so.

Then starting up the car, Adams continued, "You're within the

Allied lines, Jeffers. You tried to double-cross me, and I knocked

you out."

"Well, wh2t are you going to do with me? Turn me in?"

Adams pondered for a time before answering. Finally he said,

"I suppose that I ought to, but somehow I can't. So 1 think Til

make you go through with your original proposal."

They drove on in silence, both of them thinking hard. Several

times they were stopped by patrols of soldiers, but their official

car and the pass from Sim Baldwin got them by.

It was nearly three o'clock when they drew up before the

City Hall in Baltimore. "Miss Calvert," said Adams pointedly,

"I can't trust you, but I'm going to give you a break. I shall have

to take you into Allied Headquarters with me. But if you behave

yourself, I shan't give you away."

Steel Jeffers agreed.

General Saltonstall of Massachusetts was in charge of the

Allied forces. He received Adams immediately.
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Adams instinctively extended his arm in the Roman salute.

Then flushed guiltily, and brought the tips of his fingers smartly

to his forehead.

General Saltonstall grinned, but otherwise ignored the mis-

take.

"Adams/' he said, "I'm glad to meet you. You struck a

splendid blow for liberty when you did away with those three

scoundrels at the White House. Too bad you couldn't have got

the usurper too."

The pretended Mary Calvert made a wry face. Adams intro-

duced the General to her. "Miss Calvert was knocked unconscious

by one of the Federal soldiers," he explained, "as we were making
our escape. She's still a bit shaky. Can she sit down over in a

corner, where I can keep an eye on her, while we attend to our

business?"

"My Staff Surgeon is—," Saltonstall began.

But Adams interrupted, "Our business will take only a

minute, and then we'll go light to her folks. The kid's got a lot

of courage. In spite of her weakness, she insisted on our coming
here first."

With a smile of courteous appreciation, General Saltonstall

held out his arm to the disguised Dictator and escorted him to a

seat in one corner, while Adams watched the performance with

an amused twinkle in his gray eyes.

Turning back to Adams, Saltonstall asked, "What do you
propose?"

"Get mc General Peters on the phone at Washington. He is

expecting the call."

"General Peters?" exclaimed Saltonstall eagerly. "I can hardly

believe it. Why, man, do you realize? If he will come over to our

side, the war will be won!"
"Exactly." Adams glanced over to note the reaction of the

disguised Dictator, and saw him bite his lip.

Saltonstall barked out a command. A line was speedily put

through to Washington, for communication between the two
cities had not been wholly cut off, merely subjected to censorship

by both sides.

'General Peters," said Adams into the phone. "This is Lieu-

tenant John O. Adams, calling from Allied Headquarters in
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Baltimore."

There was a gasp on the other end of the line.

"You don't believe it?" Adams continued. "Well, I can
prove it. I was with the Dictator when he phoned you from his

bedroom at half past twelve today. He instructed you to do some-
thing at three. I don't know what he meant, but I do know that
he tried to double-cross me. However, he didn't succeed. He is

now a prisoner in the hands of the Allies."

"I don't believe it!" declared the voice of the old war horse;

but he sounded hopeful, rather than dismayed.

"I can prove it," asserted Adams. "Call the White House. Ask
them if they have seen Steel Jeffers since noon."

"Is he really a prisoner?" Saltonstall interrupted, his eyes

shining.

The supposed Mary Calvert sat suddenly intensely erect.

Adams placed his hand over the transmitter and said, "No! But
I threw him off my trail. Evidently he hasn't yet got in touch
with General Peters: and if he doesn't do so within the next few
minutes, it will be too late to save the Dictatorship." Then into

the phone again, "J give you the word of the Allied High Com-
mand that Steel Jeffers will not be harmed, if you will at once
make peace." Adams glanced at Mary Calvert, and saw her smile

and relax.

Til call you back, as soon as I check up the White House,"
said the voice of the Federal General.

While they waited for the return cail, Saltonstall and his

Staff conferred, and outlined the terms of peace.

Finally Peters called back, and was turned over to Saltonstall.

All the Allied Generals were clustered around their Chief. Adams
considered it the psvchological moment to fade out of the pic-

ture, before anyone could think to ask him any embarrassing

questions. So he beckoned to "Mary Calvert," and together they

tiptoed from the room.

As he helped the disguised Dictator into the State car, he
asked, "Have you really some friends who will hide you?"

"Yes," said Steel Jeffers in feminine tones. "In the mountains

north of here, just across the Pennsylvania border. Keep right

along east on this street, and turn north on Greenmount Avenue."

"Good!" said Adams, and soon they were speeding northward
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on the old York Read.

"Just think," mused Steel Jeffers, "I'm no longer Dictator,

and somehow I prefer it this way."

He seemed younger, less careworn, than Adams had ever

known him; but it was hard to tell, under his feminine disguise,

how much was genuine, and how much was theatrical pose.

They drove on for a couple of hours in silence.

Suddenly Adams remarked, "You know, we never ate those

peanuts. I left them behind in my car."

"Let's stop for z bite in this coffee shop," suggested Jeffers,

and soon they were seated at the counter.

The radio was playing a stirring march. Adams straightened

his broad shoulders, and a wistful light crept into his companion's

eyes.

The music hushed slightly, and a voice announced, "This is

the Federal Radio Control. The Allied troops are just marching

down Pennsylvania Avenue, with Vice President—er, President

now—Nieman at their head. Oh, what a day! What a day!—"

Jeffers shuddered.

"Please turn it off!" snapped Adams. "The lady would like

something lighter."

Surprised, the proprietor switched on some dance music.

"You two ain't pro-Dictator, be you?" he asked suspiciously.

Adams smiled whimsically, and shook his head.

For a while they ate in silence. Some advertising matter

obtruded itself on the program, and the proprietor twirled the

dials to another station, "—radio newscast. Liam Lincoln, leader

of the Young Patriots, says that he now has positive proof that

Lieutenant Adams, supposed hero, is a traitor; and that the sup-

posed woman whom he brought through the Allied lines as 'Mary

Calvert' is really Dictator Jeffers—ex-Dictator Jeffers, we should

say—in disguise."

Without waiting to hear more. Adams hurriedly paid the bill,

and piloted his companion out to their waiting car.

A gray-shirted member of the Pennsylvania constabulary, with

his motorcycle drawn up on the curb, and a broad smile on his

tanned face, was leaning against the front door of Lhe car.

"Well, well!" he announced. "Stolen car, and Mary Calvert,

and little Jack Adams, and everything."
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Adams gasped, and his hunted eyes swept rapidly around for

means of escape. v

"Why, officer," he said, "I don't know what you're talking

about/' His right fist suddenly flashed out squarely to the

trooper's chin, knocking him back against the car. Then Adams'
left fist swung, and caught the man on the ear sweeping him off

the car onto the sidewalk. "Quick!" Adams shouted.

In an instant, he and Jeffers were in the car, streaking down
the road.

A sharp crack sounded behind them. Something seared the

side of Adams' head. Even thing went black, and his hand: drop-

ped from the wheel.

Adams, in a daze, felt strong capable hands reach across

him, and seize the wheel. Nausea and unconsciousness swept over

him in waves. He slumped down in a heap. Then oblivion.

XII

Ages later he came half awake again. It was night. Starlight.

The cool windiness of high places.

The car stopped. Voices: "Uncle Eph." "Aunt Martha."

"Steel, lad." "Helen." That name cut through the fog of his

delirium. "Helen!"

Strong raw-boned male arms were carrying him. Into a house.

Up some stairs. Onto a bed. Then capable feminine fingers loosen-

ed his clothing, and tucked him in. Receding footsteps. Silence.

Many days of illness, fever, delirium. Recurrent dreams of

a mad flight from state troopers.

And then, one afternoon, Jack Adams awoke as from a deep

sleep, and looked around him. He was lying in an old-fashioned

high-post bed in a tiny room. On him was a patchwork quilt,

covered by a tufted spread of homespun linen. Straw-matting on

the floor. Quaint old furniture all around.

Very gingerly he pushed down the covers, and swung his long

legs out of the bed. Shakily he walked to the window. Rolling

tree-clad hills, bathed in sunlight, stretched away beneath his

view. Where was he, anyhow? He went to the door of the room,

and called down the stairs, not too loudly, "Hi, there!"
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No one answered. He opened the door to a closet, found his

clothes, and put them on. Then he essayed to descend the stairs.

In the living-room he found a radio, turned it on, and sank

exhausted into a chair. As the tubes warmed up, he caught,

and if this alleged hero had been sincere, would he not have

turned Steel Jeffers over to the Allied Generals? Would he have
fled with the Dictator in a stolen car belonging to the State of

Maryland? Would he have kept in hiding? Only traitors hide,

my friends. Patriots do not fear the light of day."

Loud handclapping. Then, in another voice, "You have just

been listening to the Federal Radio Control's debate on the sub-

ject: 'Was Lieutenant Adams a patriot or traitor?' And now for

a news flash. The secret hide-out of Steel Jeffers has been found.

Troops have surrounded it, and are closing in. This is the F. R. C.
network."

Adams gasped. Surrounded even now? Closing in? With
sudden resolution, he forced his fever-weakened body to stand.

He must find and warn Steel Jeffers!

"Why, what are you doing downstairs?" asked a sweet femin-

ine voice, filled with concern.

Adams wheeled. A young girl in a print dress and sunbonnet

stood in the doorway. Her cheeks were smooth and unrouged.

Her figure was delicately rounded. She took off her sunbonnet,

and a wealth of brown curls fell about her high forehead.

"You are Helen Jeffers?" he breathed.

"Of course!" she exclaimed. "Who else?"

Helen! Alive and real! Helen Jeffers, as her brother Steel had

promised him!

But even in his joy at finding her at last, he did not forget

the ominous news which he had just heard over the air. "Where
is your brother? I just got a news flash that the troops are closing

in on us."

"My brother Steel?—Steel is dead," she replied with a touch

of sadness.

Adams sobered. "Did that State Trooper get him?"

"No, Jack." Smiling sweetly, she stepped forward and placed

her hands in his. "Let's talk of other things, for Steel is safe from
his enemies."*

"But, Helen! Here we are talking together as though we had
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known each other for years. And yet I've never met you. Never
even seen you. Fell in love with ydur photograph. Did Steel tell

you—?"
Helen Jeffers smiled whimsically. "We have known each other

a long time, for I was the Dictator."

"You!" Adams stared blankly.

"Yes, my brother Steel died on election-day four years ago.
He and James Dougherty and I had pledged ourselves to put
through our program at any cost. I closely resembled my brother.

And so James Dougherty conceived the fantastic idea of turning
me into a man. We reported that it was I Who had died. Then
I retired to a shack in the mountains; and there two biological

experts, Admiral Southworth and Franz Vierecke, injected a

certain derivative of the hormone testosterone into my veins—"*
"So that is what the letters TEST-' meant on the little

bottles!" Adams exclaimed.

The girl nodded, and continued, "This hormone made me
to all outward appearances a man, and even made me ruthless."

"I see," said Adams grimly, drawing away from her.

"Don't blame mc too much," she begged. "I did it all for

the Cause to which my brother had been pledged, not foreseeing

where dictatorship and the unprincipled ambition of my Secretary

of State would lead me. Well, anyway, Franz Vierecke had worked
with the great Ruzicka, when the latter discovered how to produce

testosterone synthetically out of cholesterol."

"Bur, if the method was known/' Adams interrupted, "then

why al! the mystery?"

* Ruzicka and Wettstein in 1935 succeeded in synthesizing the male
secondary hormone, testosterone, from cholesterol. See Tice's loose-leaf en-

cyclopedia, "The Practice of Medicine," vol. VIII, pp. 351 and 357.

Deansley and Parks in 1937 made the remarkable discovery that various

testosterone derivatives act entirely differently from each other, not only

in degree but also in kind. Some accentuate male characteristics : and others,

strange to say, accentuate female characteristics, although this is a male

hormone. Others accentuate either, according to the sex of the patient. See
"Comparison of Testosterone Derivatives." Biochemical Journal, July, 1937,

p. 1161.

It is only a matter of time before the accomplishments of Southworth
and Vierecke in the story will be duplicated in real life, perhaps by Drs.

Vest and Howard, who are already working on the problem at Johns
Hopkins —Ed.
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"If the White House had bought large quantities of testo-

sterone, our secret might have been suspected. Furthermore, dif-

ferent derivatives react differently, some even have the opposite

effect from the effect which we wished. I myself discovered this

to my horror, when doing some frantic experimentation on my
own hook, during Admiral Southworth's illness. So, the secret

died with the Admiral and Vierecke, and my masquerade was at

an end. Fortunately the sinister Dougherty did not long outlive

them. Then I struggled on alone, a woman again, double-crossing

even you, my only friend." Her eyes fell.

Adams tried to hate her, but he could not. She had been no
more to blame for it all than Trilby had been under the spell of

Svengali.

"You poor girl!" he breathed, taking her in his arms. He
kissed her as she clung close to him. Then gently he released her.

An hour or so later, after he had met Uncle Eph and Aunt
Martha, and had had a shave, he and Helen sat hand in hand on
the front piazza of the little farmhouse, gazing off over the beau-

tiful rolling mountain view. And waiting, silently waiting, for

what they knew was closing in on them.

Finally a cavalcade of cars drew up on the highway in front.

Out of the front car leaped the fanatic Liam Lincoln, his black

hair awry, his dark eyes flashing. "There's the traitor!" Lincoln

shouted, pointing a skinny finger at Adams. "Seize him."

State soldiers poured out of the other cars, and cautiously

approached the piazza. Also roly-poly Sim Baldwin, tall Fhil

Nordstrom, chunky Godfrey Cabot, and others of Adams* old

crowd. Even Giuseppe Albertino, the peanut man.
Studiously ignoring Lincoln's inflamed words, Adams casual-

ly remarked, "Hello, fellows! Meet my fiancee, the girl whom I

called 'Mary Calvert'. Her real name is Helen Jeifers." Adams
chuckled. "I told you fellows that I'd get her in the end. And
doesn't this explain a lot of things, Liam, which were puzzling

you? For example, why the Dictator gave her and me a pass out

of Washington, and why I was so anxious to keep her identity

a secret, until peace was concluded."

Several of Adams' pals laughed—a nervous relieved laugh.

Lincoln angrily thrust back his black forelock. "That's all

very well, but why did you steal the State car, and assault that
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trooper? You threw us off the trail for days and days!"

"Well, you see, Liam, I didn't want to risk having a fanatic

such as you butting in on my honeymoon/'
More laughter.

Liam Lincoln's prestige was rapidly slipping. He made one
last attempt to regain it. "Where is the Dictator?" he demanded.

Adams shrugged his broad shoulders. "How should I know?"
he replied. "I can truthfully say that I haven't seen or heard from

Steel Jeffers since his sister Helen and I left the White House
together on the day the Dictatorship ended."
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AGAIN," said Dr. Felix Kurtius, tossing his black case carelessly on
the desk. "Let's see how permanent it is this time!"

Isaac Levinson — mail-order Levinson — rolled down his

sleeve and stared sardonically at the doctor.

"Thanks;' he growled. "I've heard that before/'

"You're feeling better, aren't you?"

The merchandise king nodded reluctantly, staring about his

elaborate office. "Sure," he said. "But for how long? And anyway,

why don't you do something? Is this the new medical practice— to

let a patient get well by himself? For that 1 don't need a doctor!"

"I gave you my suggestions," retorted Kurtius. "Three and a

half years ago — when you first called me— I told you what to do.

Don't blame me because you refuse to follow my advice."

"Vacations!" sneered Levinson. "Rest — change — travel —
retire! Could I leave my business with conditions like they were?"

"You certainly could! What's a little more money to you — or a

little less?"

"Money — bah! It's my business that needs me."

"Same thing."

"No," said Levinson abruptly. "Not the same thing! My
stockholders, my employees, I have obligations to them. The
business must be run right, or the one loses money and the other

jobs. Could I let some schlemiehl make a botch of things while I

was telling how the biggest tarpon got away from me. Oser!"

"Just excuses," observed Kurtius. "What you mean is that you
didn't want to leave."

"Couldn't is what I said."

"Wouldn't is what you mean."

YX OU'RE ON THE MEND
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The doctor gestured at the fittings of his patient's office. "You
don't mean to tell me you're so busy that you haven't time to walk
two blocks to my office, do you? — Instead of having me call here

to examine you?"

Levinson silently indicated the welter of papers on his desk.

"And that's what you've wedded to!" scoffed Kurtius. "Charts,

summaries, statistics." Any clerk could tabulate them for you."
"Charts and statistics," growled Levinson, "are the life-blood

of my business."

"And your business is the life-blood of you!"

"Yet you want I should get away from it."

"That's my advice. No man can live year after year on his own
blood. You can't; that's the whole trouble with you. That's why
medicine or operations are perfectly useless in your case."

"Bah!" Levinson was frowning again. "I have a notion that you

doctors recommend the rest cure when you don't know what's

wrong. I don't want to rest; 1 want something that will put me in

shape to keep on working. 1 don't believe it's my business that's do-

ing this to me; for twenty-five years I've lived, eaten, slept, and

dreamt this business, and never, until that first time I called you,

have I felt an hour's sickness. And now these damned spells —
better, worse, better worse — How could it be my business?"

"Wei!," observed Kurtius, "there's no way of proving it to you.

I've told you my diagnosis; that's all I can do. You'll find out

sooner or later that I am right."

"I don't believe it." said Levinson stubbornly.
4

Well, as I said, there's no way of proving it to you."

"You doctors," continued Levinson, "spend your efforts

treating symptoms instead of causes, Because I am tired, I must go

somewhere and rest; because I can't sleep, I must get out

somewhere and exercise; because I have no appetite, I must go

away from my business! Why don't you find why I am tired, and

can't sleep or eat? I should run my business like that and in a year

I'd be broke — machullah!"

"Didn't you ever hear of functional disorders?" Queried Kur-

tius mildly.

"Am I the doctor or you?"
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"Functional disorders are those where there's nothing the

matter with the patient — that is organically. Nothing wrong ex-

cept in the mind or nervous system/
1

"Hah! Imaginary sickness I've got."

"It's not imaginary. Functional troubles are just as real as

organic ones, and sometimes a damn sight harder to treat —
Especially," he added, "if the patient won't cooperate."

"And you think my business is doing that?"

"Just as I told you."

"Bah! For more than twenty years I have had no trouble. And
why do I get better and then worse again? You should make a study

of your cases."

"Do you think I don't?" snapped Kurtius. "I can give you this

case history by heart. Why, look here! Here's something you ought

to be able to understand!"

He reached toward his black bag, noting that the catch had
opened, spilling a stethoscope and a parer or two on the littered

desk. He seized a paper and spread it out before his patient.

"What's that?" grunted Levinson.

"Graph of your metabolism," replied the doctor. "Make a

study of my cases, eh! Here's your chart month by month for three

and a half years."

Levinson scanned the irregular black lines. Suddenly he

narrowed his eyes, leaned closer. A moment more and he burst into

a snickering laugh.

"What's the matter?" queried Kurtius impatiently.

"The chart!" chuckled Levinson. "Hee-hee! It's a graph of our

sales I was looking at before you came! Case-record, huh?"
Kurtius glanced at the paper, frowned perplexedly, and sudden-

ly gave vent to a shout of laughter. "Ho!" He roared, slapping the

desk. "Funny! Oh, Lord!"
"What's that funny?" asked his patient.

"The graph! The sales-chart!" bellowed the doctor. "Your
business doesn't affect you, eh? Look!"

He pulled another bit of paper from his bag, spread it beside the

first.

"Here's your metabolism! Look it over!"

Peak for Peak, valley for valley, the two graphs were identical!



THE LAST MARTIAN

A Poem

PASS, hours and vanish. When I die, you die —
All hours and years for these are fantasy

Lacking the Mind that ticks them as they fly

To unreal past from vain futility.

All knowledge, Space and Time exist for me,

Born in my mind, my Slaves, my instruments,

Tools of my thought, and somewhat more sublime

In that it soon must perish and go hence

Taking all concepts with it. Ages ago

When our young race knew hate, and love and lust,

This brain of mine should flow away to dust

A grey streak on the ruddy sands of Mars,

A broken flash of knowledge, contents spilled

Beyond recovery.

Going from tree to seed and seed to tree.

Unthinking plants surviving in my place,

Not individual mortality

Lives on, but immortality of race.
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